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The DAM package is an integrated set of manual procedures, computer
programs, and graphic devices designed for efficient production of
precisely registered and formatted maps from digital Landsat multi-
spectral scanner (MSS) data.	 The software can be readily implemented
on any Univac 1100 series computer with standard peripheral equipment.
This version of the software includes pre-defined spectral 	 limits	 for
use in classifying and mapping surface water for Landsat-I. Landsat-:.
and Landsat-3.	 Tape formats supported include "X". ".401 	 and "P,t".
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PREFACE
Yaltispectral scanners onboard NASA unmanned Landsat satellites
provide an ideal source of current data for Earth resources
applications. The Detection and Mapping (DAM) package was origi-
nally developed at the Johnson Space Center for rapid conversion
of the Landsat digital data into hydrographic maps matching
standard topographic quadrangle series. Recent improvements in
both the manual procedures and computer programs within the DAM
package make it easier to use, faster, and more general purpose.
Documentation and software for the DAM package are available to
all public and private agencies, in accordance with the NASA
policy of encouraging maximum use of remote sensing technology.
Published documentation, in which this is volume 4b, is comprised
of the following volumes:
Volume 1: General Procedure
Volume 2: Software User Manual (in two parts)
Volume 3: Control Network Establishment
Volume 4: Software System Manual (in two parts)
These volumes supersede the previous documentation published in
1973. Software releases prior to version 7602 cannot be used
with the current documentation.
Volume 4b contains software listings and documentation which have
not been published prior to version 8009.
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PRINT ANNOTATED LIST Of SYMBOLIC ELEMENTS
IMPLEMENTATION INSTRUCTIONS
COPY COMPILATIONICOLLECTION COMMAND STREAMS TO TPPS
STANDARD FORTRAN COMPILER OPTIONS
BLOCK DATA SUBROUTINE
STANDARD MAP PROCESSOR OPTIONS
COMPILATION COMMAND STREAM (MUST NOT 8ADO PROM DAM)
COLLECTION COMMAND STREAM (MUST NOT &ADD PROM GAM)
DELETE SOURCE SYMBOLICS (MUST NOT OADO FROM OAM1
















(60091	 SEt TAOS $ 30 $ 34
SET UP TPFS AND TTY * AND PRINT HENS
. HIERARCHY
set UP TPFS AND TTY. AND OON O T PRINT NEWS
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$PAT * SC OAM.OATA-MAP COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
$PRT.SC OAM.OATA-MAP/VIRTUAL COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ASS (NO VIRTUAL)
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IPRT.SC OAM.ERTSIOC-MAP/VIRTUAL COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
$MSO.N
APRT.S OAM.PICTAB OISPLAY/TABULATE/FACTOR/PARTITION ERTS MSS DATA
8PRT.SC OAM.PICTAB-HIA . HIERARCHY
$PRT.SC OAM.PICTAB/VIRTUAL .	 $MAP OAM.PICTAS TO TPFS AND IXOT.I
iPRT.SC DAM.PICTAB-MAP . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
$PRT.SC OAM.PICTAB-MAP/VIRTUAL . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
$PRT.SC OAM.PI0000 . CALL PHASE 0 (COMMAND) ROUTINES FOR P1CTA9
$PRT.SC pAM.P1C129 . CALL PHASE 112/9 ROUTINES FOR P1CTA9
$PRT.SC OAM.PIC345 . CALL PHASE 3/4 1 S ROUTINES FOR PICTAB
iPRT * SC OAM.PIC67$ . CALL PHASE 6/7/9 ROUTINES FOR PICTAB
$PRT.SC OAM.PICOIS . DISPLAY MSS-DERIVED DATA (PHASE 01
iPRT.SC DAM.P1CO13 .	 DISPLAY RADIANCE	 (PHASE 31
iPRT.SC OAM.PICO14 . DISPLAY ORAOIENT/LAPLACIAN/VARIANCE (PHASE 41
APRT.SC OAM.PICOIS . DISPLAY CLASS (PHASE S1
8PRT.SC 0AM.PIC019 . DISPLAY MSS-DERIVED DATA	 (PHASE 91
APRT * SC OAM.OISNIS . HISTOGRAM DISPLAYED DATA 	 (PHASE 01
$PRT * SC OAM.PICEXI .	 TERMINATION ROUTINE
	 (PHASE 01
APRT.SC OAM.PICFAC . FACTOR MSS CHANNELS (PHASE01
$PRT.SC OAM.PICFA3 . FACTOR MSS CHANNELS (PHASE31









OAf1.CONTROL/VIRTUAL 	 $MAP OAM.CONtROL TO TPFS AND iXOT.I
OAM.CONtROL-MAP
	
COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.CONTROL-MAP/VIRTUAL . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
DAM.CON000	 . CALL PHASE 0 ( COMMAND) ROUTINES FOR CONTROL
OAM.CONAOJ
	
ADJUST NETWORK (PHASE 01
OAM.CONDIA
	
DIAGRAM NETWORK (PHASE 01
OAM.CONEXI	 . TERMINATION ROUTINE (PHASE 01






LEAST SQUARES 91-LINEAR FIT
DAM.CLASSIFY	 CLASSIFY DATA ON ERTS MSS TAPE
OAM.CLASSIFY-NIA HIERARCHY
DAM.CLASSiFY/ViRTUA'. l"AP DAM.CLASSIFY TO TPFS AND OXOT.I
DAM.CLASSIFY-MAP COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.CLASSiFY-MAP/VIRTUAL COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.CLA000 CALL PHASE 0
	
(COMMAND) ROUTINES FOR CLASSIFY
0AM.CLAI29 CALL PHASE
	
1/8/9 ROUTINES FOR CLASSIFY
DAM.CLA345 CALL PHASE 3/4/5 ROUTINES FOR CLASSIFY
OAM.CLADEt GENERATE DETECTION FILE
	
(PHASE 01
OAM.CLADE3 GENERATE RADIANCE DETECTION FILE
	 (PHASE 31
OAM.CLADE4 OENERAtE DENSITY DETECTION FILE (PHASE 41
OAM.CLADE! GENERATE CLASS DETECTION FILE (PHASE 51
























































































. LiST MSS-OERIVEO DATA (PHASE 01
LIST RADIANCE (PNASE 31
LIST ORAOIENT (PNASE 41
LIST CLASS (PHASE 81
. LIST MSS-OERiVEO DATA (PHASE 91
PART1T10N FACTOR SPACE (PHASE 01
. PARTITION BY DENSITY (PNASE 31
PARTITION BY ORAOIENT/LAPLACIAN/VARIANCE (PH%
• PARTITION FACTOR SPACE(PHASE 61
• PARTITION FACTOR SPACE (PHASE 91
• PICTURE MSS-OERIVEO DATA (PHASE 0)
• PICTURE RADIANCE (PHASE 31
• PICTURE GRAOIENT/LAPLACIAN/VARIANCE (PHASE 41
• PICTURE CLASS (PHASE 51
• PICTUREMSS-OERiVEO DATA (PHASE 91
• PROFILE MSS-DERIVED DATA (PHASE 01
PROFILE MSS-DERIVED DATA (PHASE 31





INITIALIZATION ROUTINE (PHASE 0)
. iDENtIFY CURRENT COMMAND SPECS (UTILITY)
. OPEN ALTERNATE PRINT FILES (UTILITY)
•
APRT.SC OAM.CLAEXI	 . TERMINATION ROUTINE (PHASE 01
APRT.SC DAM.CLARAO	 . OET/CNECK RADIANCE LIMITS (PHASE 01
SPRT.SC DAM.CLAXOT	 . INITIALIZATION ROUTINE (PHASE 01




DAM PACKAGE APPENDIX L
"At" PROGRAMS/ROUTINES
OAM.PRTCLASS OUTPUT CLASSIFIED EATS MAPS ON LINE PRINTER
OAM.PRTCLASS-NIA HIERARCHY
DAM.PRTCLASS/VIRTUAL iMAP OAM.PRTCLASS TO TPFS AND 8XOT.I
OAM.PRTCLASS-MAP COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.PRTCLASS-MAP/VIRTUAL
	
COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.PR000O CALL PHASE 0	 (COMMAND) ROUTINES FOR PRTCLASS
OAM.PRCEXI TERMINATION ROUTINE	 (PHASE 01
OAM.PRCMAP MAP RADIANCE/DENSITY/CLASS (PHASE 01
DAM.PRCXOT INITIALIZATION ROUTINE	 (PHASE 01
OAM.MAPRNT PRINT MAPS
OAM.NITHOO PROVIDE UNIT NEAOING (UTILITYI
DAM.OPRPRC OPEN ALTERNATE PRINT FILES (UTILITY)
DAM.RESPRC RESAMPLE DETECTION PIXELS 	 (UTILITY)
DAM .PL?CLASS OUTPUT CLASSIFIED EATS MAPS ON PEN PLOTTER
DAM.PLTCLASS/VIRTUAL iMAP OAM.PLTCLASS TO TPFS AND iXOT.I
DAM.PLTCLASS-MAP COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.PLTCLASS-MAP/VIRTUAL
	
COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
OAM.PL000O CALL PHASE 0	 (COMMAND)	 ROUTINES FOR PLTCLASS
DAM.PLCIP9 CALL PHASE 1/219 ROUTINES FOR PLTCLASS
OAM.PLCEXI TERMINATION ROUTINE
	 (PHASE 01




DAM.ITICPL OENERATE • PLOT
	
INTERIOR TICKS (UT1LITY1
OAM.MTICPL GENERATE • PLOT MARGINAL
	
TICKS	 (UTILITYI
OAM.NITNPL PLOT UNIT HEADING
	
(UTILITY)
OAM.OPLPLC OPEN ALTERNATE PLOT FILES
	
(UTILITYI






















































































• OPEN OUT►UT DETECTION FILE (UTILITYI
• OPEN ALTERNATE PRINT FILE (UTILITY1
• PLOT SPECTRAL LIMITS )UTILITYI
DISPLAY DATA FROM DETECTION FILE($$
• HIERARCHY
• INAP OAM.PRTOET TO Will AND iXOT.I
• COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR REAL ABSOLUTE
COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS FOR VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
CALL PHASE 0 (COMMAND) ROUTINES FOR PRTOEt
. CALL PHASE t/tt19 ROUTINES FOR PRTOET
CALL PHASE 31M/S ROUTINES FOR PRtOET
DISPLAY DETECTION DATA (PHASE 01
DISPLAY OETECTION DATA (PHASE 31
DISPLAY OETECtION DATA (PHASE 91
TERMINATION ROUTINE
LIST DETECTION DATA (PHASE 01
LIST DETECTION DATA (PHASE 31
. LIST DETECTION DATA (PHASE 91
PICTURE DETECTION DATA (PHASE 01
. PICTURE DETECTION DATA (PHASE 31
. PICTURE DETECTION DATA (PHASE 91
. INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
. IDENTIFY CURRENT COMMAND SPECS (UTILITY)
OPEN ALTERNATE PRINT FILES (UTILITYI
k -::





•PRT * S OAM.STATUS OETERMINE STATUS Or DAN PACKAGE RUNS
iPRT * SC OAM.STATUS-NIA . HIERARCHY •
4PRT * SC OAM.STATUS/VIRTUAL . &MAP OAM.STATUS t0 TPrS •	 4XGT.I
SPRT.SC OAM.STATUS-MAP . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS roll REAL ABSOLUTE
•PR1 * SC OAM.STATUS-MAP/VtRtUAI: . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS roll VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
&MSO. N
•PRT.S OAM.OITCOP DISK t0 TAPE COPY PROGRAM
iPRT * SC OAM.OITCOP/VIRTUAL .	 IMAP OAM.OITCOP t0 TPrB ANO iXOT.I
IPRT.SC OAM.OITCOP-MAP . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS rOR REAL ABSOLUTE
8PRt * SC OAN.OITCOP-MAP/VIRTUAL . COLLECTOR SYMBOLICS roll VIRTUAL ABSOLUTE
iPRT * SC OAM.OIt000 . CALL PHASE 0	 fCOMMANO) ROUTINES rOR D1TCOP
•PRt.SC OAM.OITEXI .	 TERMINATL3N ROUTINE
iPRT * SC OAM.OITOUP .	 OUPLICATE OETECTION rILE ONTO TAPE rROM DISK
•PRT.SC OAM.OITVER .	 VERIrY OETECTION riLE ON TAPE








DAR PACKAGE APPENDIX M APPENDIX-"
COMMAND ROUTINES 001
B pRT.se DAM. pREFACE •M (00001	 SET TABS; G is • to
Bpar6se DAM.APPENDIX•M
811 689111 ...AOJ ADJUST NETWORK (SEE APPENDIX L1
`	 4PRT.sC DAM.KMOALI ALION COORDINATE SYSTEMS
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOATT OCT/CHECK PLATFORM ATTITUDE
SPRT.fC OAM.KMOCEN OET/CHECK SCENE CENTER SCAN COOR01NAtcs
BpRT.SC OAM.KMOCHA . OEf/CHECK RAM/TRANSFORMED CMANNEL(S1
BP1IT.SC OAM.00TCNA . OCT/CHECK OETECTION CHANNEL(S)
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOCLE . CLEAR WARNINOS/ERRORS
'	 iPRT.SC OAM.KM000L . OET/CMECK COLOR(S1
8PRf.9C OAM.KM000P . OET/CMECK NUMBER OF OUTPUT Copies
•PRT.SC OAM.KM000U . OCT/CHECK COUNT PER PIXEL
•PRt.SC OAM.KMOCRO . CROSSTABULATE
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOOEN . OET/CMECK DENSITY LIMITS
8"SO.N ...00T . OETECT (SEE APPENDIX LI
iMsO.N ...OIA . DIAGRAM NETWORK (SEE APPENDIX L1
iMSO.N ...Ols . DISPLAY ON ALPHA-NUMERIC DEVICE (SEE APPENOIX LI
•MsO.N ...EXI .	 EXIT	 (SEE APPENDIX LI
iPRT.SC OAM.KMOEXP . EXPLAIN PROORAM/COMMAND
IMSO.N ...FAC . FACTOR (SEE APPENDIX L)
&PRT.SC OAM.KMOFI .	 ENO IF	 .	 Fl BLOCK
•PRT.SC OAM.KMOOEO . OEt/CNECK SCENE OEOMETRY
SPRT.SC OAM.KMOMEA . OET/CMECK PAGE MEAOINOS
•MSO.N ...MIS .	 HISTOGRAM (SEE APPENDIX L)
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOIF .	 scotm 
IF
	 .	 FI BLOCK
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOINT .	 OET/CMECK INTENSITY(S)
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOLIN .	 OET/CMECK LINEAR WEIOMTS/OAIN/BIAS
4MSO.N ...LIS .	 LIST	 (SEE APPENDIX L1
8"SO.N ...MAP MAP (SEE APPENDIX L)
8PRT.SC OAM.KMOMER OET/CNECK TRANSVERSE MERCATOR CENTRAL MERIDIAN
8"SG.N ...MOO MODEL	 (SEE APPENDIX L1
iPRT.SC OAM.KMONAM OCT/CHECK MATERIAL NANO
•PRt.SC OAM.KMONEW PRINT NEWS OF PROGRAM CHANGES
4PRT.SC OAM.KMONEX spcctiY CONDITION FOR PERFORMING NEXT COMMAND
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOOFF TURN OFF mo0E SWITCM(ESI
IPRT.SC DAM.KMOON TURN ON MODE SWITCN(ES)
&PRT.SC OAM.KMOORI OCT/CNECK WINDOW ORIGIN
iPRT.IC DAM.KMOPAG SKIP TO TOP OF NEXT PAGE
•MSO.N ...PAR PARTITION (SEE APPENDIX L1
IPRT.SC OAM.KMOPEE 'PEEK'	 INTO LABELLED COMMONS (FOR DEBUGGING)
$MSO.N ...PIC PICTURE ON COLOR CRT	 (SEE APPENDIX LI
i►RT.sc OAM.KMOPLO OCT/CHECK PLOTTER SPECIFICATIONS
SPRT.SC OAM.KMOPOI OET/CMECK CONTROL/CHECK POINT
SPRT.SC OAM.KMOPOK 'POKE'	 (CMANOEI LABELLED COMMONS (FOR OE9UOCIN01
&PRt.SC OAM.KMOPOL *[?/CHECK POLAR GAIN/BIAS
` IPRT.SC OAM.KMOPRI OET/CMECK PRINTER SPECIFICATIONS
&Mso.N ...PRO PROFILE	 (SEE APPENDIX L1
•PRT.SC DAM.KMORAO OCT/CHECK RAOIANCE LIMITS
•MSO.N ..RAO (%CC ALSO APPENDIX L1
IPRT.SC OAM.KMORAN OCT/CNECK R ANKINO(S1
s	 8►Rf.SC OAIl.KMOREN . Ocri CHECK NEW WINDOW SEQUENCE NUMBER
6PRT.SC OAM.KMORCS . OET/CNECK RESAMPLtNO SPECIFICATIONS
•MSO.N ...ROT .	 ROTATE (SEE APPENOIX LI
i►RT.SC OAM.KMOSCA .	 OET/CMECK WINDOW SCALE
8PRT.SC OAM.KMOSCE . OET/CNECK SCENE NUMBER AND SIZC
iPRT.sC OAM.KMOSCR . OttiCHECK SCRIPT
M•1
























. OET/CNCCK SNARPENINO rILTER C7EirIC1ENTS
. OET/CNECK SCENE SIZE IN SCAN COOROINATES
. GET/CHECK WINDOW SPACING
OET/CHECK SPNEROIO OEOOETIC PARAMETERS
OET/CHECK SYMeOLISI
TASULATE
• OET/CNECK TICK INTERVALS
• PRINT CLOCK TIME & CNAROE TIME
• OET/CNECK TINT SPECIFICATIONS
• OET/CNECK TOLERANCE
• OET/CNECK MiN00N vERtICES
• OCT/CNECK/PROCESS MACRO COMMAND (CALLS KMXXEDI
• GET/CHECK UTM PROJECTION ?ONE
• $ADD -• DYNAMIC •A00
• SASO -- DYNAMIC &ASO
• SSRKPT -- DYNAMIC •ORKPT
• SPREE -- DYNAMIC irREE
• SLOG -- DYNAMIC •L00
• EOIT ACTUAL SPECS INTO MACRO COMMAND O I NIT10N
• GET/EVALUATE ACTUAL SPEC i0R MACRO COMMAND
•
"-I




PNC/ACE TO APPCN01X N
.....................
THIS A"CNOIX CONTAINS OAM PACNACC OCNCMAL UTILITY SYOMOYTINCS AND fUHCTIOHS .
N•1
rQAM PACRAOE APPMIX N	 APPlN01 It-N
UTILITY ROUTINES	 BBI
APRT,SC DAt1.PRErACE -10 t000S1	 SCT TABS A it A it
APRT,SC OAM.APPENOIX-N
APAT,SC OAM.AREG77 OUMP A-ACOISTCA IN OCTAL tF011 OCBUO4IN01
APRt,SC OAM.AROAET OETCRNIHC 0 Or ACTUAL ARGUMENTS A KNOW VECTOR
APRT,SC OAN.ATRACCIDAN TRACE CALLS to ASSCMBLER ROUTINES
ORTON OAM.007t-CNR BOIL CNARACTERS
APRT,SC DAN-MY'OMP . CXTRACtIOCALEIDUNP BYTE r1CLO9 W$ COMPLI
A►RT,SC OAM.CAtCMA . CALIBRATE CNANNCL POINTCRS
APRT,SC OAN.CALCOL . CALIBRATE COLON/INTENSITY IN SYMBOL TASLC
APRT.SC OA".CALSCA . CALIBRATC PAINT /PLOT COCrr'CtC%TS r0A SCALC
APAT,SC GAM-CALSPA . CALIBRATE PAINT/PLOT COCFrICiENtS ran SPACING
•PAt,SC OAM.CALSYM . CALIBRATE SYMBOL TABLC .PGA PRINTING
APRT.SC OAM.CALWIN . CALIBRATE WINDOW CNVELOPCS
APAf,SC OAM.CLOSES . CLOSE UNIT I► #INPUT EATS MSS O%TAI
•PAt.SC OAM.CLOSE4 . CLOSECOMMAND RECALL FILE #UNIT 41
APRT.SC DA".CLOSPQ' . CLOSE AND PRINT ALTERMATC PRINT 	 ISPOOLS FILES
APRT,SC DAM.CLSMDO . WAITC COMMON 101CLASStrICATIOM MEAOINO
APAt.SC OAM.CL3@IP . CLOSE UNIT f ttNPUT ERTS MSS OAtA IN BIP rOAMAll
PRT.SC OAM.COALT . CONItCLAtIONSI"CANSIOCVS FROM SUMS/SUMS-Or-'RUGS
APAT.SC OAM.CROPOW . CROP MSS OUfPUT WINDOW TO FIT PRINT FILE SIZE
APAf.SC CA".DCORLT . CORRELATIONS1"CANVOCV5 rM 0 P SUMS/SUMS-Or-PROD
A►RT.SC OAM.OtG . CONVERT OcOMEES.MINUtcS.SECONOS t0 OCOREES
s►RT.SC OAM.DELETE-:ENS . DELETE ALL DENSITY FILES
APRT.SC DAM.00JMi"AINPACK . Of PRECISION OAUSS-JORDAN REDUCTION
APRT.SC OAM.DOPCMT . COMPUTE I Or TRACE FOR MATRIX DIAGONAL CLE"EMTS
•PRt.SC OAM.00RECP . RCCtPROCAL Or MATRIX DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
APAT.SC OAM.OGSQRT . SOUARE MOOT OF MATRIX DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
AMSO.N .OLCTPR . DELETE ALTERNATE PRINT FILES ISEE CLOSPRI
80114411 .DLCTRN . OCLCTC INPUT OETCCTION FILES /SCE OPNINNI
APMT,SC OAM.OMPTIC DUMP TICK TABLE
APRT.SC DAM.OMPWIN DUMP WINDOW PACKET
APAt.SC DAM.OSSPR COMPUTE COL PRECISION SUMS s SUMS-Or-PRODUCTS
APRT.SC OAN.05SP07 Dole ►REC SUMS & SUMS-Or- ►o000CTS FRO" UNIT S
APRT.SC OA".080"S KOREES TO DEORCES. Mt"UTES. SECONDS
APAT,SC OAM.EtSATO SORT C-VALUES/c-VECTORS BY DESCENOINO E-VALUES
APAf.SC DAM.ENVORI AGO 0410tN TO ENVELOPE CACAL MINOOW PACKETI
sPRt.SC OAM.ENVWIW . COMPUTE ENVELOPE FOR REAL WINDOW PACKET
AP1I1.11C OAM.EOr . ENO-OF-FILE escort
APRT,SC DAM.rACPAT . PRINT FACTOR STRUCTURE/COErrICICNTS/MEANS
APRT.SC DAM.FL.INro . OET rlLE OESCRIPTIVE INrORMATION
APRI.SC OAM.00ERT . LOAD 'CRT* OEOMETRIC CONSTANTS
APRt.SC OAM.GCNOM . LOAD'NOM` Oto"CINIC CONSTANTS
$"SO.tt .GCLCC . LOAD'LCC' GCOMCTOtC CONSTANTS ISEE OCNOMI
sPMt,SC OAM.00ONSt . LOAD PROPER GCO"ETRtC CONSTANTS
ANSO,N .00PS . LOAD 'PS' GCOMETMIC CONSTANTS ISEE GCNOMI
AItSO,M .00SOM . LOAD 'SOtt' GCOMETRIC CONSTANTS ISEE OCNOMI
sMSO.N .*CUT" . LO+O 'UTM' OCOMCTR'C CONS T ANTS /SCE OCNOMI
APAT.9C DAM.GENTIC .	 OE<COATE/STORC t LIST/SOki	 TICKS
A►RT,SC OAM.OETDSR . OET DISK SYMBOLIC RECORD
Apot,SC OAM.GE T RAD . OCT 0010INALITRANSrOR"c0 RADIANCE FROM cot$ to ►E
APAT.SC OAM.GCTS . OCT REMAINING tONtCNtS Or UNIT S BUrrCR
ANSO.N .GCfSAL . OCT "**AA OAtA rtCLO FROM UNIt S tScc OEts%
AIISO.N .actorlt . OCT rAtfftON DATA rICLO roOM UNIT S #SCE OET91
ANSO.N .GCTSIm . act INTCOER DATA rtcLO room UNIT S #SEC OEtSt
s"90. it .OcTSKN . OCT CNARACTCR DATA rIcLO room UNIT S # Scc OcTSI
MOON .OETSAL . OCT REAL DATA rICLO rROM UNIT S #SEE OETSt
•
tl-t






ONSO.N .00TvSx . OCT SCX*Y DATA rICLO FROM UNIT S ISCC 0CTS1
SPRT.SC DAN. NOUN It . PRINT MCADINO LIMC(SI
OPRT.SC OAR-191340 . ALLOCA N ARRAY Or %340 WORDS IN 1-SANK
Will. SC DAN. IOCRT . PRINT SNORT CRT$ Scene ICCNTIFICATION
!WIES OAR. IOCRTS . PRINi COMPLCTC CRT$ SCONE iDCNTirlCATION
OPRt.SC OAM.IOLU3 . PRINT SHORT 10 FOR LOGICAL UNIT 3
SPRT.SC OAM.IOUP . INTCOCR DUPLICATE (INDIRECT *Cr TO OPTIONAL AND$
81,1900111 A NSTAT . OCT FORTRAN 110 STATUS (UNIVAC SYSTCM ROUT:MC1
OPIIT.SC OA11.1"VORI . ADD ORIGIN TO CNVCLOPC (INTCOCR WINDOW PACKCTI
SPRT.Se OAM.INVNIN . COMPUTC CNVCLOPC FOR iMTCOCR WINDOW PACKCT
MIT Sc OAM.1%KOLR INiCOOR-COLOR-COUIVALCNf FOR COLOR
Op4T95C OAM-JACMX/MAf4PACK JACOSI	 ITCRATION t0 FiND CiOCN- VALUCS/VCCTORS
•►IIT.SC OAM.JOINRM . JOIN SUFFERS FROM TWO OCTCCTtON FILCS
OPRT.SC OAM.KOLR%I . COLOR FOR INTCOCR-COLOR-EOUIVALCNT
•PRT.SC OAM.KSPRCD . SPRCAO COUNT FLAGS INTO INTERIOR UNOEFINEO PiXLS
OPRT.SC OAM.L00X%I . LINO OF SOX OIOlt FOR INTCOCR
$MSO.N .LOMCON . LOAD NOMINAL RCOiSTRATION PARAMETERS iSEE LONCOS
•PRT.SC OAM.LDREOII . LOAD CXACT REGISTRATION PARAMETERS FROM UNiT 0
•►RT.SC OAM.LOCDSF . LOCATC DISK SYMSOLIC FILL OR ELEMENT
S►RT.SC DAM-100: . LOGARITHM. SASC I ITRUNCATEOi OF iNTEOER
!►RISC OAM.MAPHDO . WRITC MAP WINDOW NEAOIwc
SPRT.SC OAM.MAfPRT .	 PRiNT MATRIX
&MSO.N . HOC LOr . CLEAR -FATAL CRROR' COUNT 	 (SCE MOLOOI
$M9O.n .MOCLRW . CLCAR *MANNINO* COUNT	 iSCC MOLOOI
•11!)O.N .MOFAfL . PRINT/LOO/COUNT	 -FATAL ERROR •
	(SEE MOLOGI
(	 I►RT.AC OAM.MOLOO . LOO OIAOMOSTiC MESSAOES




Affso.N .MOWARN .	 PRINT/LOO/COUNT	 'WARNING'
	 (SEE MOLOOI
SpR1.SC OAM.MSKPIX .	 MASK PIXELS iN SUFFER OUTSIDE NON-TRIVIAL WINDOW
001T.9C OAM.MVCONT . MOVC CONTENTS BETWEEN SPECIFIED LOCATIONS
11PRT.SZ' OAM.MXMLT/MATNPACK .	 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
•PRT.SC OAM.NEOPIC . CONVERT DIGITAL PICTURE FROM POSITIVE
	 TO NEOATIV
SPRT.$C DAM.NTASS/OAM .	 1/0 UNIT NUMSCR TABLE
•PRT.SC OAM.NULSUS . 00 ASSOLUTCLY NOTHIN011
•►RT.9C OAM.NVIATO .	 MARC	 'VIA*	 'TO'	 ROUTINES
l►RT.SC OAM.OPENPR .	 OPCN ALTERNATE PRINT 	 iSPOOLI	 FILES	 (UNITS i0-191
IIpRt.$C OAM.OPE11 3 . 0►CN Unif 3 (INPUT Eats MSS DATAi
•MSO.N .Open% .	 OPEN COMMAMO RECALL rILE C ite MMITC41
spR1.SC OAM.OPNI:N .	 OPCN INPUT OCTECTiON FILICS1	 1UNITS &I-#%I
SPOT. SC OAM.00301 ► . OPCM UNIT 3 #1N►Uf CATS NSS DATA IN SIP FORMAT(
IPRT.SC DAM.OP3DSK .	 Open UNIT 3 (INPUT DATA ON 0144
	
IN PXSDEF FMT1
•►RT.SC OAM.OP3MOP .	 OPCH UNIT 3 (INPUT COTS MSS DATA 	 IN MOP FORMATI
•PRT.SC DAM.OP3TAP .	 0►En UNiT 3 (INPUT ears MSS DATA ON TAPEI
IPRT.SC OAM.OIANCL .	 OPEN UNIT L (MOP FORMAT ANCILLARY RCCOROSi
SPRT.SC OAM.03ANO T . OPCN UNIT 3 (NOP FORMAT ANWOfAT10% RECOaOSi
804105[ DAM-036000 . OPCM UNIT 3 #MOP FORMAT WCACCR RC COROi
•PRf.SC OAM-03SZAM .	 OPEN Unit 3 #M'.P AM FORMAft 	 SIZE a	 INPUT WINDOW)
&P41.9C OAM.03SZAR . Opt" UNIT 3 (MOP AR FORMAT) size t
	 INPUT WINOOW1
OPRT.SC DAM.03SZPM .	 OPEN UNIT 3 I MOP PM FORMAT(	 911E a	 INPUT WiNDOWS
OpaT.SC OAM•0352PR . OPEN UNIT 3 / MOP PR FORMAT: SIZE 6	 INPUT Wi%DOWI
s►RT. R; OAM.03TO4 . OPCN UNIT 3 IMO►
 FORMAT TAP; OIRCCTORY 4ECOR01
SMSO.W .PAIORT . PROGRAM A004T 1 90E PSTOPI
APOT.$C OAM.PITROL . CSTIMATE PITCH AND ROLL
SPRT.SC DAM.PRSNUM . PRINT SOX NUMSCRS #VARIAOLC HC10Hfl
Sp11T.sC OAM.PROVFI . PRINT/OVCOPOINT rILCS
_	 Sp4T.SC OAN.PROVSY - PAINT /OVCRPR1Nf SYMBOL SUFFER
N-3
IPRT.SC DAM.PRSYML	 . PRINT SYMBOL. LEGEND
IPRT.SC OAM.PRTCHR	 . WRITE BOX CHARACTERS ON ANY UNIT
IPRT.SC OAM.PRTINC	 . SET PRINT LINES PER INCH
•PRT.SC DAM.PRTMRO	 . SET PRINT MARGINS t LINES PER PAGE
IPRT.SC OAM.PSTART	 . PROGRAM INITIATION
lPRT.SC OAM.PSTOP	 . PROGRAM TERMINATION
8PRT.SC OAM.PXBOMP	 . DUMP PXSOEF PIXEL BUFFER PREAMBLE (FOR DEBUOOINO
&PRT.SC OAM.PX4AM	 . PXBOE!< PREAMBLE FOR MOP 'AM' PREAMBLE
8PRT.SC OAM.PXVAR	 . PXBOEF PREAMBLE FOR MOP 'AR' PREAMBLE
•PRT.SC OAM.PX4PM	 . PXBOEF PREAMBLE FOR MOP 'PM' PREAMBLE
4PRT.SC OAM.PX4PR	 . PXBOEF PREAMBLE FOR MOP 'PR' PREAMBLE
IPRT.SC OAM.OUAO	 . FIT Y • A4 X Q *2 • B O X ♦ C & SOLVE FOR EXTREMUM
SPRT.SC DAM.OUARTN	 . NORMALIZED OUARTIMAX ROTATtPN CRITERION
I1PRf.SC OA".OUARTU	 . UN-NORMALIZED DUARTIMAX ROTATION CRITERION
IPRT.SC OAM.00391L	 . READ UNIT 3 (ERTS MSS DATA IN MOP OIL FORMAII
IPRT.SC DAM.RO3BIP	 . READ UNIT 3 (ERTS MSS DATA IN SIP FORMAT)
&PRT.SC 0AM.R03SSO	 . READ UNIT 3 (ERTS MSS DATA IN MOP BSO FORMAL)
8PRT.SC OAM.RO30SK	 . READ UNIT 3 (DATA ON DISK IN PXBOEF FORMAt1
lPRT.SC OAM.RO3NUL	 . READ UNIT 3 (SYNTHETIC DATA WHEN NO UNIT 31
IPRT.SC OAM.READ:N READ DATA FROM DETECTION FILE(S)	 (UNITS 21-241
SPRT.SC OAM.REAO3 READ UNIT 3 (ERTS MSS DATA)
IPRT.SC OAM.REAOS FILL SUFFER FOR UNIT 3	 (CARO READER OR fERMINALt
&PRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-I-ER T NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
SPRT.SC DAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-2-CRT NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS
4PRt.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-2-NOM NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS
iPRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-2-SOM NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
lPRt.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-2-UTM NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS
iPRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-3-ER T NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
SPRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-3-HOM NOMINAL	 REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
IPRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-3-SOM NOMINAL REGISTRAtION PARAMETERS
SPRT.SC OAM.REO-NOM/LSAT-3-UTM NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
SPRT.SC OA14 .REVERT REVERT EOUAtIONS
IPRT.SCJAM.RITADD WRITE/ADO SPECIFIED SYMBOLIC ELEMENT
IPRT.S.: OAM.RL2tSX CONVERT REAL	 TO SEXAOENARY ARRAY (INTEGER)
SPRT.SC OAM.RL2SX CONVERT REAL	 TO SEXAOENARY ARRAY (REAL)
IPRT.SC DAM.RL4SX COMPUTE REAL FROM SEXAOENARY ARRAY (REAL)
SPRT.SC OAM.ROTCMX ROTATE TWO MATRIX COLUMNS TO MAXIMIZE FUNCTION
lPRt.SC DAM.ROTCOL ROTATE TWO MATRIX COLUMNS
IPRT.SC OAM.ROTROW ROTATE TWO MATRIX ROWS
&PRT.SC OAM.R3tREC READ UNIT 3 (READ ONE RECORD FROM tAPE1
lPRT.SC OAM.SETM00 OET/SET MODE SWITCHES
SPRT.SC DAM.SNASAM SHARPEN SAMPLES IN PXBOEF FORMAT BUFFER
8PRT.SC OAM.SHFTSC SHIFT BITS CIRCULAR WITHIN WORDS OF ARRAY
IPRT.SC OAM.SPANS ENABLE/DISABLE SPANNING FOR UNIT S
IPRT.SC OAM.SPLIT SPLIT REAL	 INTO SION.INTEOER.OECIMAL
lPRT.SC OAM.SREADS SPANNED READ OF UNIT !	 (USED ONLY BY GETS)
SPRT.SC OAM.SSPR COMPUTE SU)S & SUMS-OF-PRODUCTS
IPRT.SC DAM.STREOS STORE REGISTRATION PARAMETERS ON UNIT B
&PRT.SC DAM.SUBWIN GENERATE SUBWINDOW MAPS
•PRT.SC DAM.TRACE/DAM TRACE CALLS TO FORTRAN ROUTINES
IPRT.SC DAM.TRECVR TAPE ERROR RECOVERY FOR UNIT 3 (MOP FORMAT TAPES
4PRf.SC OAM.TSWAP3 TAPE SNAP FOR UNIT 3 (MOP FORMAT TAPES)
8MSO.N .UNOETS BACK UP 1	 DATA FIELD ON UNIT S INPUT 	 (SEE GETS)
IPRT.SC :IAM.VALKEY VALIDATE SECURITY KEY
lPRt.SC DAM.VARSON NORMALIZED VAPIMAX ROTATION CRITERION
&PRT.SC OAM.VARSOU UN-NORMALIZED VARIMAX ROTATION CRITERION
•
•




OAK PACKAGE APPENDIX N APPENOIX-N
r	 UfiLITY ROUTINES 004
•PRT.SC 04".VERA40 . MINOOM VERTICES: ADJUSTED HIS rOR GEOGRAPHIC
4PRf.SC OAM.VERA%P . WINDOW VERTICES: AOJUSTEO MSS i0R PRINT /PLOT
&PRT.SC OAM.VERO4U . WINDOW VERTICES: GEOGRAPHIC i'OR UTM
iMSO.N .VIATO . CALL	 'VIA*	 'TO O ROUTINES (SEE NVIAT01
•PRT.SC OAM.WARNS . PROCESS WARNING DIAGNOSTIC rOR UNIT $
•PRT.SC OAM.WINEXT . COMPUTE INTERCEPTS FOR WINDOW EXTERIOR
4PRT.SC OAM.WININF . COMPUTE 1NTERCENTB POR WINDOW INTERIOR
•PRT.SC OAM.WRITE4 . WRITE COMMAND RECALL FILE (UNIT 41
•PRT.$C OAM.WRVERT . WRITE VERTEX COORDINATES COR WINDOW













SUBROUTINE AM0771 I DUMP SPECIFIED UNIVAC 1100 A-REGISTER IN OCTAL
1 HUMRE01 i NUMBER OF A-REGISTER t0 TNRu III
HISTORY




ENCODE CONTENTS OF UNIVAC 1100 SERIES A-REOISTER IN OCTAL AND PRINT THEM.
THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO HELP DEBUG OBSCURE ERRORS IN THE
COMPILER i OPERATING SYSTEM -- ON RETURN. ALL REOIStERS (EVEN THOSE IN
THE VOL4TILE 'MINOR REGISTER SET') ARE UNCHANGED.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR T4E %;NIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-9IT
FIELDATA CHARACTERS. THE CALLING SEQUENCE IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC
FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWR&TTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.




	 i UNIVAC X-9 EXEC REQUEST TO PRINT FIELOATA CHARACTER BUFFER
. EXCEPTIONS



























A3.1.X11 AS t o N.B. WORD (H2 • AOOR OF SUER NAMES
A1.0.A3 . Al	 t o SUBROUTINE NAME
AI.PBUF +0 . PUT SUBROUTINE NAME IN PRINT BuFFER
AO.*O.Xtl . AO t• NUMREO
AO.BAONUM . BAD IF NUMREO NEGATIVE
A0.16 . SKIP NI	
IF 
t6	 NUMREO
OAONUM .	 (NUMRE3 )•	 161
A1.BIAS .	 '0'	 IS NEOATIVEI
A2.S1AS
A3.ABUF.AO A3 :- CONTENTS OF SPECIFtED A-REG
AI.S SHIFT L PAO
A2.3 TOO FART
A2.3 EXTRACT 3-91T OCTAL
	
OIOIT
A1.UNPACK9 REPEAT TIL LEAOINO CHAR NOT '0'
A1.B1AS CONVERT 6-9IT OCTAL
A2.BIAS TO FIELOATA
Al.P6uFt3 AND PUT IN PRINT BUFFER


























A0. 36 At	 A0.	 AO	 :%	 0
AO.10 AO	 TENS DIGIT.	 Al	 :• UNITS OIOiT
A0. 1 8iiii0' CONVERT TENS OtO1T TO FIELOATA CHAR
A1.'iiiii0' CONVERT UNITS OtOIT	 TO FIELOATA CHAR
AO.PBUF+2 INSERT TENS CHARACTER IN BUFFER
AI.PBUr#2 INSERT UNITS CHARACTER IN BUFFER





AI.BAOMSO PUT BAD MSO INTO ...
AI.PBUF*3 ...	 PRINT	 BUFFER
ENCOOEIO ENCODE BAD NUMREO t PRINT BUFFER
is
t	 1 NO FOR SUBROUTINE NAME
ARCO 99	 . .






































SUBROUTINE ARORET( i DETERMINE ACTUAL NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS 6 RETURN VECTOR
0 NAROS,	 i NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS PASSED TO ROUTINE CALLING ARORET
0 KRETH)	 a RETURN K VECTOR FOR USE BY ROUTINE CALLINO ARORET	 •
. HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 09127179	 ORIGINAL CODE
METHOD
THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS THE INVOKING ROUTINE to BE CALLED WITH A VARIABLE
NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS. DETERMINE THAT NUMBER. AND RETURN PROPERLY.
ARGRET SEARCHES THROUGH THE FORTRAN V ARGUMENT LIST PASSED to THE
INVOKING ROUTINE UNTIL It FINDS THE FIRST VALID INSTRUCTION (SI()10).
IT ASSUMES THAT THIS INSTRUCTION IS PRECEDED BY THE FORTRAN V WALKBACK
WORD AND THAT THE WALKBACK WORD IS PRECEDED BY THE ADDRESS OF THE LAST
ACTUAL AROUMENT.
MACHINE-OEPENOENt CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS. THE
AROUMENTS ARE DESIGNED to BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT. BUT THE
MET400 OF PASSING AROUMENTS 1S THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR OIFFERENt COMPILERS




VIOLATION OF THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS MAY ABORT THE CURRENTLY EXECUTING
PROGRAM:
1. THE INVOKING ROUTINE MUST DECLARE 2 EXTRA FORMAL AROUMENTS. FOLLOWING
THE LAST OPTIONAL ARGUMENT. THESE 2 ARGUMENTS MUST NEVER BE USED IN
ANY WAY Al ALLI1 	 r
E. THE INVOKING ROUTINE MUST NOT ATTEMPT TO ACCESS ANY MISSING FORMAL
ARGUMENT OR TO PASS IT AS AN ACTUAL ARGUMENT ON A CALL TO ANOTHER
ROUTINE.
3. THE INVOKING ROUTINE MUST NOT DIRECTLY ACCESS ANY PRESENT FORMAL
N-9
5f




BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
A0.2.X11 AGGRESS OF M.B. PACKET
A2.1.AO AOOR OF AOOR OF OtH ARG ON PREV CALL
41.30 • OF ARO AGGRESSES TO SEARCH
A2.t SEARCH INCREMENT	 IS 1
A63 00	 IS	 INVALID OPCOOE
L3.0. • AZ SEARCH FOR FIRST VALID OPCOOE
.	 NOT FOUND:	 INVOKER WILL CRASH ON RETURNt
A2.0 ZERO INCREMENT PORTION
A2.1.AO At :• RETURN K VECTOR
A2. -2 A3 to ACTUAL NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
Af.*I.XII KRETN :•At
A3.*0.X11 NAROS :• A3




ARGUMENT NNICH iS OPTIONAL. (lt MAY BE ACCESSEO INOIRECTLY. AS THE
ACTUAL ARGUMENT ON A SUBROUTINE OR FUNCTION CALL.)
4. THE INVOKING ROUTINE MUST NOT PERFORM A NORMAL RETURN, BUT MUST





















D" PACKAOE APPENDIX N 	 ATRACE/DAN
YTILITY ROUTINES
	 001
LRJ AO.ATRACE	 CONO MONAL TRACE OF CALL TO ASSEMBLER ROUTINE
	




E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 00/19174	 ORIGINAL CODE
	
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01/07/00	 KOMXOT MACRO
METHOD
IF MTRACE IN KOMXOT LABELLED COMMON IS NOT ZERO. THEN PRINT THE NAME
OF THE CALLING ROUTINE FROM THE ARGUMENT.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS.
THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS • *NOT •• THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.





I. THIS ROUTINE MUST NOT BE CALLED BY A FORTRAN ROUTINEII
GLOBAL DECLARATIONS
AXRS
	 STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
	

























SNITCH IS Off -- RETURN




006 lit 111 • • AAA 9996
CCC 0000 EEEEE Pit'PP 000 N	 N lit J
K	 K L M	 N N	 N 000 PPPP 000 RRR11
sts TTTTT U	 u Y	 V N	 N x	 x Y	 Y ZZ222
1 t > as 9
•	 •	 • f It T11 1
00 t 111 333 •4 lists 66 77777
000 999 '• 11
a	 a t 1 •• A	 A 9	 9
C	 C 0	 0 E F 0	 O N	 N 1 J
K	 K L MM MM NN	 N 0	 0 P	 P O	 O R	 R
S	 s T u	 u v	 v N	 N x	 x Y	 Y 2
1 I. 4c ) • ssss
••• c ii	 1 :: 1	 7 1 \
0	 0 it 8	 1 3	 3 44 l 6 7
•	 0 9	 9 .• it
a all t 1 0 , 0000 A	 A 9	 9
C 0	 0 E f' 0 N	 N 1 J
K K L M M M N N N 0	 0 P	 P O	 O R	 R
9 T u	 u v	 v N	 w x x Y Y 2
1 • < sense ) a S
•••• t i := 7 1 \
0
	 0
1 8 3 4 4 $sss 6 7
0	 0 9	 9
a a a t 1 •• AAAAA 906
C 0	 0 EEE FFi 0 NNNNN 1 J
KK L M M M N	 NN 0	 0 PPPP 0	 0 RRRR
SSS T u	 u v	 vM NN x v 2
1 ----- ••••• c ) a 96f
; 64 0 t 822 33 4	 4 l 6666 7
099 9919
a all I 1 0000• A	 A 9	 9
C 0	 0 E P 0	 00 N	 N I J
K K L M	 M N	 N 0	 0 P O a O R R
S t u	 u V	 v H N M x x t 2
1 • asses ) a a a f
•	 •	 • l i :: 1 1 to \
0	 0 1 1 3 44444 9 6	 6 7
0	 0 9
a t 1 •• A	 A 0	 0
C	 C 0	 0 E f' 0	 O N	 N 1 J	 J
K	 K L M	 M N	 N 0	 O P O	 O R	 R
9	 9 t u	 u V V. MN MN x	 x Y 2
1 ^ ) a	 a s s ss
f i,	 ii :: \
0	 0 t s 3	 3 v 9	 s 6	 6 7
0	 9 9
aaaa lit 111 • • A	 A 1969
CCC 0000 CCECE r 006:, M	 N 111 JJJ
K	 K LLLLL M	 M N	 N 000 V 00 O R	 R
Sss T uuu V	 M	 N x	 x Y 2?222




DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N	 soli-CUR
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
DAN PACKAGE APPENDI X N	 OK'TONP
UTILITY ROUTINES	 +101
SUBROUTINE @YTOMP( 0 EXTRACT/SCALE/OUMP BYTE iIELOS (I'S COMPL 411MARY1
1 ISPEC. B SPECIrICATION ARRAY Or B NOROS PER BYTE PIELO:
C	 t	 STARTING •YTE Or rIELO
C	 B LENOTN OP SUS-PIELO IN BYTES t-t a ENO SPECS)
C	 f	 INTEGER SASE OE SCALING FACTOR
C	 4 tNTEOER EXPONENT OF SCALING FACTOR
CSee NAME OP rICLO t7 TO It CHARACTERS)
1 tBUip ) a suffice CONTAINING FIELOS OP INTERNAL @YTES






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 011:0170	 ORIGINAL CODE










`	 C MACHINE-OEPENOENT CODE
C......................
C
C	 ASSUMES B CHARACTERS PER WORD.






C	 OETBYT	 I OCT NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER rROM BYTE IN BYTE StgINO
C	 GETOBY	 • OCT NON-NEGATIVE INtEoER rROM DOUBLE BYTE IN BYTE STRING
C	 OETOBY	 a OCT INTEGER PROM OUAORUPLE BYTE IN BYTE STRINO
INTEGER IrKTWO
	






C	 I. ANY SUB-rIELOS LONOER THAN Y BYTES ARE IONOREO.
C














I I BYTE SUB-ftCLO
a t BYTE Sue-r1ELO









INTEGER iSPECf11	 a ARGUMENT
INTEGER teuDRtl1	 a ARGUMENT
INTEOER ISYNAMf8) a NAME OD SUB-FIELDS IN CURRENT DIELO
INTEGER 1SP	 a POINTER TO DtRST SPEC i0R CURRENT DIELO
INTEGER IeYT	 a STARTING BYTE OD CURRENT Sue-DIELO
1NTEOEIt LENBYT	 a LENGTH IN BYtES OF Sue-DIELOS IN CuRRCNT DIELO
INTEGER LENBtt	 a LENGTH IN BIT S ..•
iNTEOER KTWDLO	 a CURRENT SUB-D1EL000NTENTS (PARTIAL MONO. TWOS COMPLI
INTEGER tNTDLD	 a CURRENT suB-rICLO CONTENtS (WHOLE WORD. INTEOERI
INTEGER INTEMP	 a TEMPORARY
REAL SCALED	 a SCALE FACTOR DOR ALL sUe-PICLOS IN CURRENT DlELO
REAL RAODLO
	
a SCALED VALUE OD CURRENT SUB-DICLO (NORMALLY RADIANS)




























 oo To Soo	 a ENO OD SPECS/euDDER
IDfLEN9YT.OT.41 00 TO 600






















N-I4 VAIGL' AL PAGE IS
OF P0 0P O A 1
E^ t














!a0	 CALL OCTOBVICTNfLO.	 Iourn.18Yt1	 A 4 aVTE SUa-flCLO
C
c
C CONVERT SUa-F1ELO t0 S10NE0 1NtCOCA. SCALE tT. PRINT If
C







C PREPARE FOR NEXT SUS-FtCLO IN CURRENT FlELO
C
(arT•t9rT•LEN9Yr
1ftI9YT.LT.ISPECt1SP•01I 00 TO 300
	 • SUB-FIELD EXISTS. 00 Itt
c
C




















18181179	 AL OOR I I MIf COOING
08119100	 our ran RAM CHAN ONL 71r PRESENT 0 USCG




C	 OCTCRMINC RAW CHANNELS USCG AS TMoSE OCrINCO AS LIMIT CNANNCL!
C	 IN fHC LIMCH ARRAY.
C	 OCTCRMINC RAW CHANNELS PRCSCNT AS THOSE WITH A NON-@LANK @AND
C	 IN THE NCROAN ARRAY.
c	 ran ALL RAW CHANNELS PRCSCNT & USCO. UPDATE N@rCHR ARRAY TO
C	 ASSIGN @UrrCR NUM@ER 1	 f0 RAW CNANNCL	 1.
c
C	 LINEAR & POLAR TRANSrORMEO CMANNCLSt
c	 OCTCRMINC RAW CHANNELS VSCO AS THOSE WITH NON-U NO RADIANCC
C	 TRANSrORNATION LINEAR WEIGHTS IN RTLWOT ARRAY.
C	 OCTCRMINC RAW CHANNELS PRCSCNT AS THOSC WITH A NON-@LANK BAND
C	 IN TNC HER@AN ARRAY.
C	 ran ALL RAW CHANNELS PRESENT t USCO. UPDATE NOrCHR ARRAY f0
C	 ASSIGN @UrrCR NUM@ER I TO RAW CNANNCL 1.
C
C










C	 NOWARN	 8 PRINT /LOO / COUN T 'WARNING* MCSSAOCS
OOU@LC PRECISION COS%IN	 I1 VAR-LCNOTM t SC OCHARI STRING rOR INT STRING
0OU@LE PRECISION COSECS
	






p	 C	 I. Ir RCOUIRCO CHANNEL IS NOT PRESENT ISSUC MOWARN.
C	 .










C C A NCLMKC LCC
C C A HCLNKC LCC
C C A NCLMKC LCC
c d C CRISP LC NSCO
































9 COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCNES.000NfCRS
0 COMMON IRRADIANCE TRANSiORMATION COEPPiC1ENtS
0 COMMON CLASSIPICATIGII INFO
0 COMMON ERT9 SCENE PARAMETERS
• tuFPER NUMSER
4 CNANNCL NUMOER INC INPUT PILE A SS IONE01
8 RAN CHANNEL NUM9EA









C CHECK t0 SEE IP INPut PILE IS ASSIONEO
C
00 100 ICHRAN•I.NERCNA




C 1P INPUT PILE NOT ASSIONEO. SET •UPPER POI.iTERS
C
IP (IRTTYP.NE.'RAN 4 1 00 TO ISO
00 Ito N4P•I.114.IMCH
NCHAN•LIMCHIN4P1
IP INCNAN.OT.Sf GO TO Ito
NSPCNR/NCHANI.NSP
Ito	 CONT:Nuc
00 t0 900	 0 IN►UT PILE NOT ASSIGNED






t	 C CHANNEL tYPE RAN
(	 C
!	 It0 II/IRttrP.NE. • RAN'1 00 to 100
IIINLIMCN.LE.01 00 TO 900
00 800 NtP.1.10LIMCN
1 CNRAN•L 111CNI NIP 1
II IICNRAN.61'.91 GO t0 800
Ii/MERlAN/ICNRAN/.EO.' Of CALL MONARN I
N•17
CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 CALCNA
UTILITY ROUTINES	 003
'RAW CMANNEL' * C9S4lNflCHRAWe3 l .' NOT PRESENt'1
IflNtkRAN(ICMRAWI.Ea.' .1 00 t0 800





C CHANNEL TYPE LINEAR
C
300 lF(iRTTTP.NE.'LIN'1 00 t0 400
00 330 N6FmI.NLI"C.';
1CML I N et. 1MCH+,yC : 1
00 310 1CMRAW•-'.N%:RCNA
IF (RTLWOT(ICHRAW.ICMLINI.EO.0.01 00 TO 310




'RAW CHANNEL'.C8SVIN(1CNRAW.31.' FOR LINEAR CHANNEL'.
C6S41N(1CHLIN.31.' NOT PRESENT'1
IF(NEROAN(ICHRAWI.EO.' ') 00 TO 330






C CHANNEL TYPE POLAR
C
400 IF(1RTtYP.NE.'POL') 00 TO 800




	 00 t0 430




'RAW CHANNEL'.C9S4IN(ICHRAW.3).' NOT PRESENT FOR POLAR 'I
IF(NERSAN(ICHRAWI.EO.' '1 00 TO 430
NSFCMR(ICNRAWI • ICMRAW	 i RAW CHANNEL PRESENT
BAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 CAACOL
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOt























































SUBROUTINE CALSCAt i CALIBRATE PPO TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SCALE
I PLINCN. i PPO LINES PER INCH





C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC








01/30/79	 MAX SCALE 1/1000000 t FIX 00170
C	 CALIBR%TE THE MAPPINO EQUATIONS FOR SCALE. OUTPUT DEVICE. AND OFFSET.
C
C	 TYPICALLY. FOR A STANDARD LINE-PRINTER PLINCH % 6.0 AND PCINCH : 10.0. AND












C	 MOWARN	 i PRINT/COUNT/L00 *WARNING' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE












INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST 	 i COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST 	 7 COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOt:TRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE tRFORM.LIST








i REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION DENOMINATOR
C
N-20













INFO-IAOS(1RF01	 i FLAO SCALE AS CALIBRATED (POSITIVE)
Pro-taro
IF((tRFO.OE.20000).ANO.(IRFO.LE.100000011 00 TO ISO





























C BIAS PPO EQUATIONS SO PPO COORDINATES ARE POSITIVE WITHIN 300 UNITS OF SCENE
C
_	 CORPPD(31-300.0-PPOLNN	 a PPOLIN > • 300 WITHIN SCENE
CORPPO(61 . 300.0-PPOCMN	 i PPOCOL	 •300 WITHIN SCENE
C
C


























C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0110017%	 ORIGINAL CODE
x	 C	 E x SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 08/I3/79	 EXPAND DOCUMENTATION

















C	 MOWARN	 i PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'WARNING' OIAONOSTIC MESSAOE












INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST 	 0 COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST	 11 COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOISTRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE TRFORM.LIST 	 i DEFINE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
INCLUDE KOMOWW.LIST	 i COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS






C	 REAL PPOLO	 A FPO LINE OF ORIGIN























4	 (MSAOWWtWSAM.WSP1001.NE.0II 00 TO 150














C CALIBRATE CONSTANT TERMS IN FORWARD PRINTER/PLOTTER EQUATIONS
C
CORPPO(310300.	 i ) •300 WITHIN SCENE
CORPPO(6) . 300.	 i T •300 WITHIN SCENE
C
C



















































C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 1=/tI/7S	 ORIGINAL CODE





C	 CHANCE ALL UNDEFINED SYMBOLS TO '?• AND DETERMINE MAXIMUM LENOTH IN












C	 MOVCST	 • MOVE CHARACTER STRING

















INTEGER NSYM	 i SYMBOL NUMBCR















CALL MOVCSTIKSTottl.f y l.	 KSYMtNSYM1.f11.t1#1.• •1
`	 IrINSY.E0.01 CALL MOVCSTtKSYMfNSYN1,111.t1#1.
•
	
	 •1	 40111.11#166 .1
NCISYM•MAKOfNCISYMOLCNCSTfKsYMINSYM1.11#111
300 CONT I N11C
C
C











SUBROUTINE CALMINI B CALIBRATE ENVELOPES OF OUTPUT MINOON PACKETS






C	 E H SCNLOSS[R	 LEC	 t010517=
	
ORIGINAL COOS








C	 COMPUTE PRINTER/PLOTTER ORIGIN. COMPUTE OUTPUT WINDOW ENVELOPE. RELATIVE
C	 TO tNE ORIGIN. IN THE COORDINATE SYSTEM IN WHICH THE WINDOW VERTICES
C	 AMC OEFINEO. CONVERT ENVELOPE TO ABSOLUTE COORDINATES BY ALOEBRAICALLY
C	 AOOINO THE ORIGIN. COMPUTE PPO ENVELOPE AROUND THIS ENVELOPE JUST
C	 OERIVEO FROM tHE VERTICES. COMPUtE THE OEOORAPMIC. UTM. AND SCANNER
C	 ENVELOPES AROUND THE FPO ENVELOPE. IF THE WINDOW VERTICES WERE NOT













C	 MOWARN A PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'WARNING' OIAONOSTIC MESSAOE
C	 INVWIN 8 COMPUTE	 INTEGER ENVELOPE AROUND INTEGER VERTICES
C	 ENVWIN • COMPUTE REAL ENVELOPE AROUND REAL VERTICES
C	 INVORI • ALOCBRAICALLY ADD INtEOER ORIGIN TO INTEGER ENVELOPE
C	 ENVORt • ALOEBRAICALLY ADD REAL ORIGIN TO REAL ENVELOPE
C	 PYA S PRINTIPLOT DEVICE COORDINATES FOR AOJWSTED MSS COORDINATES
C	 04 ► 8 OEOORAPHIC COORDINATES FOR PRINT/PLOr OEVICE COORDINATES
C	 AVP • AOJUSTEO MSS COORDINATES FOR PRINT/PLOT DEVICE COORDINATES
C	 A40 I ADJUSTED HIS COORDINATES FOR OEOORAPHIC COORDINATES
C	 UYO i UTM COOROINATES FOR OEOORAPHIC COORDINATES
C	 04V i OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES FOR UTM COORDINATES
C	 VERA40 A AOJUSTEO MSS VERtICES FOR OEOGRAPHIC VERTICES
C	 VERO4U i GEOGRAPHIC VERTICES FOR urn VERTICES
C	 VERA%P I AOJUSTEO MSS VERTICES FOR PRINT/PLOT OEVICE VERTICES






C	 1. IF NEITHER CALSPA NOR C ALSCA NAVE BEEN CALLEO PREVIOUSLY. THEN THE
C	 RESULTS OF CALMIN AMC UNOEFINEO.
N-:B
^: 1







C	 :. 1 ► NO COORDINATE SYSTEM IS 1c ► iNEO ►OR THE ORt01N OR ►OR fME VINOOW
C	 VERTICES. *MANNINO . O W "OSTICISI AMC OENERATEO.
C
C	 i. i ► fNE VINOON VERTICES Am IN UTM COORDINATES out NO UfM 20NE OR






INCLUDE KOMXOT.LISf	 • COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
tNCLUOE KCM► If.LISf	 • COMMON ADJUSTMENTi4E01STRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE WINOE ► .LIST	 i OE(r iNE STRUCTURE or WINDOW PACKETS
INCLUOE KOMiWW.LiSf	 a COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
INCLUDE KOMOWW.LIST
	
i COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS






LOGICAL CAL04U	 to TRUE 1 ► CALLING OYU. ►ALSE 1 ►
 NOT
INTEGER NOSAVE	 I TEMPORARY SAVE LOCATION FOR VALUE or NOTOTL ON ENTRY
1NTEOEA NOOI.NOOR (1 NODE SU9SCRI ► TS POR ENVELOPES
REAL P►DLIN.PP000L I PPO LINE. COLUMN Or ENVELOPE CORNERS















C CHECK OR101N t fRANS►ORM iNTO ►PO COORDINATES
C
1(^fKSYOWw(:tOR101.E0.'^>1^^^1'I KSYl; yW(WORIOI • 'NUL'	 8 TEMP PATCH
If'tKSYOWW(WOR101.NE.'NUL'1 00 TO 100
CALL MOWARNI	 'No ORIGIN"
00 TO 900




C CASE ON WINDOW tY►E
C
1 ► (NO►ATL.NE.01 00 TO 900
`	











• INSTOMMIUMI.C4.•1111"OIN 0o t0 400
trtfKfTOMN1NvcR1.c0.'KN 'I.OR.
•	 IKSTOMMtWvcRl.cO.•RET•11 00 to 000
IrIKSTOMMINvERI.EO. • PR1 . 1 00 t0 700




























900 IrttUTRCMO.NE.OI.AND. I UTMCMO.LE.190.1 1 00 TO 030

































C Wnp SIMON PACKETS fONLY tT TRACIN01
C








C tfr NO DIAGNOSTICS, MARK ENVELOPE AS DEFINED
C













































ENTRY ENV" U • COMPUTE PPOOMW ENVELOPE AROUND UTMOWW ENVELOPE
C"Gave. TRUE.
N-31

















AOJLIN*AMINIIAOJLIN.FLOATCMSAIWW(WLIN.WMAX I *20011 i WITHIN 200
AOJLIN-AMAXI(AOJLIN.FLOATCMSAIWW(WLIN.WMINI-20011 i	 LINES AND
AOJSAM •AMINI(ADJSAM.FLOAT(MSAIWWCWSAM.WMAX 1.20011 i	 SAMPLES




















r ENTRY ENVP4P	 i COMPUTE PPOOWW ENVELOPE AROUND PPOOWW ENVELOPE
C
C















































SUBROUTINE ENVO4P i COMPUTE GEOOWW ENVELOPE AROUND PPOOWW ENVELOPE
C













































































C MARY TOM0KINS LEC 08120179 RCOUIREMENtS
C J C CRISP LEC 09/2S/79 ALGORITHM DESIGN






















INCLUDE KOMXQT.LIST 	 i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS




























SUBROUTINE CLOSE4f i WRITE EOF ON UNIT V (SOF COMMAND RECALL FILEI




C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
03117179	 ORIGINAL CODE









































INTEOER LU4PKT(61	 i I/O PACKET
	
DATA (LU4PKTfI ► .I-1.2) / • RECALL	 '/	 a FILE NAME














































c	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC









USE NEW CHARACTER ROUTINES
C	 OETERMINE IF ALTERNATE PRINT FILES EXIST. IF FILE EXIST FOR:
C	 FILE t0 TAPE
C	 BRKPT AND ISSUE NOTE ACKNOWLEDGING BRKPT TO TAPE.
C	 FILE TO DISK
C	 REQUEST EXEC TO PRINT FILES ONTO DISK. RESTORE
C	 INSTALLA!ION DEFAULTS. DRAIN BUFFER. WRITE EOF.












C	 ERFITM A RETRIEVE FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT	 INFORMATION
C	 MONOTE 1) PRINt/LOO/COUNT	 'NOTE*	 MESSAGES
C	 ERCSF A SUBMIT EXEC-0 CONTROL STATEMENT FUNCTION
C	 PRtINC A SET PRINT LINES PER INCH
C	 PRTMRO A SET PRINT MARGINS & LINES
C	 CSTVIN A CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEGER
C	 MOVCST A MOVE CHARACTER STRING
















C--------- - ------ a.
i COMMON PROORAM EXECU T ION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
A COMMON ALTERNATE PRINT FILE COUNTERS. POINTERS
N-s0
IOAN PACKAGE APPENOIII N	 CLOSMI
UTILITY ROUTINES	 66t
C
iNTEOER IOFILE(131	 6 13 MONO PKT. USEO TO OITAIN UPOATE FILE INFO.




C CHAR	 0000000001111111111 18$8$8a88P3333333333444444YVV4
C	 1834SG7G90183NS67690123v967820183NS67G90183NS6709
4 JORKPT(411 • 86RKPt	 IN	 '/	 • WRITE ENO-OF-FILE
r JFREE6(41/ 1 4rREE	 1N.	 •/	 i FREE & CATALOG
r JFREEI(411 1 oFREE.1	 IN.	 '/	 A FREE 6 INN16IT CATALOOINO










C SPECIAL HANDLINO FOR ALTERNATE PRINT FILE ON TAPE
C
iF(MALTM.LE.01 00 TO 900
	
It NC ALTERNATE PRINT FILES
CALL ERFtTM(IOFILE)
trctcEt1oFILE(7)).LE.0) 00 TO 900 O NO ALT PRt FILES
tr(10Et10FILE(7)1.OT.1S) 00 TO 300 i NOT TAPE
.CALL ERCSF(NAO.'ISRKPT 10 . ' 1






C REQUEST EXEC TO PRINT ALT PRINT FILES ON DISK
C
300 NMAX•MALTM-i
CALL MOVCST ( JSYM.22.6.	 MNEMON.1.6.' 11





FORMAtt-0••• FATAL ERROR ••• t
WRITE(NUNIT.3151 N
319	 FORMAT('1'/•0' 1- 0•1'0'/
1	 l9(• • • 0• 1/191' • • ••1/
3	 19(- • • 0• 1119( • • • •')/•0.)
C
C






C GRAIN 6UFFE'R. WRitE EOF. QUEUE FOR PRINTING
M-39







CALL CSTrIN1J0RKPT.I7.t. 	 N.1 ►
CALL EftCSrfNA0.J0ftKPTl
CALL CST41011 JFREE0. 17.1 .	 Not)
CALL ERCSrfNAO.JrREE01











































9U9ROUfINE CLSHOGI i PRINT 101CLASSIFICATION NEAOING







C	 E N SCHLOSSCR
C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 J C CRISP






LEC 0710817: ORIGINAL COOS
LEC 001=9170 IOENTIFT TOLERANCE
LEC 01/80179 IOENtIPr OCT PILE AS RAO/OEN/CLA
LEC 01/041110 UPORAOE DOCUMENTATION
LEMSCO OS/10/90 IDENTIFY • OF CHANNELS IN OCT FILE

























	 i COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUOC KOMNER.LIST
	
A COMMON ERTS SCE NE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMKLS.LISf
	 i COMMON CLASSIFtCAtION tNFO
INCLUOE WINOEP.LIST
	
8 OEPtNE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS
INCLUOE KOMOET.LIST
	




















1 ► f(NUNIT.NE.91.AN0.(MOATAC.NE .011 00 TO 900





1 6110 0 ERTS SCENEr •.11.J4.•-'.JS/
t 6X.'DATEr	 '.1t.IX.A3.1X.1>'/
2 6X.'SUN ELEV:	 *.Ito* OEOREES'/















9 6X.'MAXIMU4 LINE: '.4171
9 6X.'MINIMUM SAMPLE: '.4171















OAN ►ACKAOC A►PCNOIK N	 CL 391P
MUTT  ROUTINES
	 001







C i C CRISP	 LEC	 00180170	 REOu1REMEN71
C C A MELMKE	 LEC	 11/11179	 ALGORITHM DESIGN






C READ TAPE UNTIL ENO .OP •PILE.	 lP NCCT c)4 RETURN.	 ELSE REAO
C SIAt LOGICAL TAPE HEADER RECORO.
	





EXTRACT AND WRITE S1AT NUMBER AND
C PROCESSINO DATE.	 LOCATE AND READ RBV COMPUTATIONAL DATA
C RECORO.	 CHECK LU3BFM.
	
Ir	 '00'.	 CALL	 BST499.	 CALL	 CST4C9.
C EXTRACT/DECODE CENTER/NADIR/HEADINO AND COMPUTE/VERITY/UPOAtE
C PITCH AND ROLL.	 1r MOWARN c> 0 OR MOUMP c>	 0.	 CALL	 BYTOMP.
C ELSE READ SIAt MSS COMPUTATIONAL DATA RECORD. 	 CHECK LU30PM.





C UPOATE PITCH AND ROLL.
	













C BST1000	 A INTERNAL •YTE STRING FOR B-BIT BYTE STRING
C CST%EB
	
L CNARACTER STRING FOR EBCOIC BYTE STRING
C OETOBY	 I OCT NON •NEOATIVE
	 INTEGER FORM QUAD BYTE IN BYTE STRING
C OETOBY	 i OCT NON •NEOATIVE	 INTEGER FROM DOUBLE BYTE
	
IN BYTE STRINO
C tit OW	 4 INITIATE AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION ON 1/0
C SYTOMP	 & EXTRACT/SCALE/DUMP BYTE FIELOS
C IYKTWO
	
i SIGNED INTEGER PROM TWOS-COMPLEMENT BINARY
C PITROL
	
8 ESTIMATE PITCH AND ROLL
C MOFATL	 4 PRINT/LOG/COUNT 	 'FAtAL ERROR'	 MESSAGES
C MOWARN	 8 PRINT/L00/COUNT 	 'WARNINO' MESSAOES
C MONOTE
	
i PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAOES
C MOCLRN	 4 CLEAR 'WARNINO' COUNT
C CBS##CS	 i VARI&BLC-LCNOtN STmINO Fo11 FIXED-LENOtH STRING














TOLLONINO CONOITIONS GENERATE INC FOLLOWING ERRORS WHILE
C	 YERIFYINO EOF OF IMAGE R[COROSI
C	 NO ENO OF FILE ON CRT= TAPE 	 FATAL
C	 EOF OUT OF POSITION	 FATAL
C	 LOST POSITION	 FATAL
C	 GAO FILC	 FATAL
C
C	 =. INC ►OLLONINO CONDITIONS OCNCRAtC INC FOLLOWING CAROB$ NHILC
C	 WAGING COMPUTATIONAL DATA RECOROSt
C	 GAO PITCH FROM CONTROL NET	 WARN
C	 GAO ROLL FROM CONTROL NET	 WARN
C	 SIAT CENtCR/NADIR INCONSISTENT WITH PITCH	 WARN
C	 SIAT CENTER/NADIR INCONSISTENT WITH ROLL 	 WARN
C	 LOST POSITION	 WARN
C	 GAO REC:.RO	 WARN






INCLUDE KOM110T.LIST 	 A COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUHTERI
INCLUDE KOMLU3.L11T	 A 110 AND UNPACKING DATA FOR MSS/ROY DATA tUNIT 31
INCLUOE KOMIO.LIST	 A FORTRAN MANIPULA110N OF ASSEMOLER 1/0 PACKETS
INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST
	
A ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS






INTCOER L30NFRfell	 A SUFFER FOR LOGICAL UNIT 3
DATA L30UFR111/01
	
A TO ELIMINATE SPURIOUS COMPILER DIAGNOSTIC
C
C	 SPECS FOR FICLOS IN SIAT NOV COMP DATA RCCORO
C	 START LEN SCALC	 NAME
INtEOER tORGVf7%11
• W. 011. 01.41. *ALT CHANOE' .
• Olt. IS. 00.000. '44aSC0tc—'.
• 037. 0*. 10.-00. 'CENTER LAY'.
• 0*1. 0%. 10.-00. *CENTER LON'.
• 0%1. 0%. 10.-00. 'NADIR LAI'.
• O»S. 04. 10.-00. 'NADIR LON•.
• 053. 0%. 01.41. 'ALT METCRS•.
• 097. 0*. 10.-03. 'GMT SEC'.
• 001. Of . 10.-00. •HEAOINO'.
• M. 0*. 10. • 00. 'PITCH
• DOS. 00. 10.-00. 'ROLL 	 •.




C	 SPECS FOR FIELOS IN SLAT MSS COMP DATA RCCORO
U-O4
C
OAM PACKAGE APPENDIX N
utlt itr Rout111Es CLUIPGas
C	 STAN? LEN	 9CALC NAME
OAtA /IOMSSINI.N^1.091/
• 017. OU 01.•01. 'ALT CNAHOE'.
•	 431.	 Ot".	 >s0. •01. 'ALT N MILES'.
0 093. 00. 0:.-17. 'ROLL 0 CTR'.
•	 095.	 Os.	 111g .-17. • PITCN 0 CfR'.
• 0117.	 00. 0t.-17. 'TAN • CTR'.
• 099. It. M-17, 'ROLL
	 191'.
• 077.	 08.	 Os.-1'. 'PITCH	 191•.
• 099.
	
0:. 0:.-17. 'TAM	 191'.
A	 Ill.	 Ot.	 Of.-17. *IMAGE SKEW'.
•	 its.	 00.	 0:.-17. 'YlLOC CMANOE'.
•	 117.	 04.	 10. • 00. * "CAN PITCH'/
WA 110MSSINI.N667.13411
1 Ill.	 04.	 10.-00. 'MEAN ROIL'.
•	 1s9.	 0%.	 10.-OB. 'MEAN YAW'.
•	 189.	 04.	 to.-09. • PltCN RATE'.
•	 17=.	 04.	 10.-09. 'ROLL W .V.
•	 177.	 04.	 10.-06. 'YAW RATE*.
•	 141.	 04.	 01.901. 'MEAN All'.
•	 149.
	
04.	 01.001. 'ALT RATE'.
•	 149.	 04.	 10.-01. • GMT	 ScZflll•.
•	 19=.	 04.	 10.-09. 'NAOIRLAT(ill'.
• 877.	 04.	 10.-0g . 'NAOIRLON(til'.
• :91.	 04.	 01.•01. 'ALtMEfERIIII•.
REAL OEORAP /57.195779911	 i OEORECS PER RADIAN
INTEOER IRPA=T 1 RECORD • Or RECORD to BEYOND
INTEOEII	 IA T REC a SLAT RECORD NUMBER IRBvI
REAL S=7CLA • CENTER LATITUDE
	 IRSVI
REAL 141CLO • CENTER LONOITUOE
	
iROVI
REAL S%SNLA • NAO1R LATITUDE
	 IRBVI
REAL 949NLO i NADIR LONOI T UOE	 IROVI
REAL SAINMT 8 NEAOINO MINUS YAW IROVI
REAL V69PIf • PITCH tRBV1
REAL V6940L • ROLL	 IROV1
REAL SS3POL 8 ROLL
	 IM991
REAL S99PIf • PITCH IMS2 1
REAL 907ROL ! ROLL	 IN'S91









100	 IrINGr.fL.01E.0100 TO 900
1r/LU3SC0lI1.kC. • 6IP • 1GG to goo	 • NOT A 010 TAPE
C
C
C vERIiY EwO-Or- ► ILE
C
MRItClseltsl
LAST RECORD ON VOLUME
N-4S
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 CL391P
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 004
ttS FORMATf • 0.. VERIFYING EOF ON EATS SIP TAPE*)
IRPAST •8340#10 8 SET 10 RECORDS PAST LAST RECORD
C
C
C READ IMAGE RECOROS ON TAPE UNTIL ENO-OF-FILE
C
00 350 tRREAO•LU3RBF.IRPAST
CALL R3TREC(L3BUFR.SI.ITSTAT. 	 1.200.300.801
IFfITStAt.EO. • ' .OR. ItSTAT.EO.'BAOR'1 00 TO 330
	 a
IRTENOmIRREAO
IF(IRTENO.E0.83401 00 TO 400	 i EOF AT CORRECT POSITION
CALL MOFATL(C8S4CS(ItSTAT.(11.41.' AFTER LINE'.
CBS4tN(IRTEND.61.'DISREOARO 0UtPUf•)
IF(ITSTAT.EO.'EOF" 00 TO 400
	 i EOF AT INCORRECT POSITION
IF(ItStAt.EO.'8AOF')00 TO 900
330	 IF(MOD(IRREA0.256).EO.01WRItE(6.335)








C READ SIAT LOGICAL TAPE HEADER RECORD (oil
C





IOFUNC(LU3PKT1 •• iK'	 a READ FORWARD
CALL ER10W(LU3PKT)
ISTAT•IOCOOE(LU3PKT1
IF(ISTAT.NE.' '100 TO 870
C
C
C CONVERT SLAT NUMBER AND PROCESSING DATE FROM EBCDIC TO FIELOATA







d • 0 SLAT NUMBER A DATE OF TAPE PREPARATION:•/
C
C








GAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 C^39IP
UTILITY ROUTINES	 G06
IF(ISTAT.NE.' 1 1 00 TO 670
IFt1ATREC.OT.61 00 TO 870	 i NO Rev RECORD
N9YTES•NB%NIfI0NWOSfLU3PKTll
imU3erM.cO.,evi NeYTES•NBYTESg9/e
tr(NBYtES.Of.86) 00 TO 410
	 1 TOO LONG--NOT Rev RECORO--TRY AGAIN
C
C
C EXTRACT CENTER/NADIR/HEAOINO / COMPUTE/VERIFY/UPOATE PITCH 1 ROLL
C



















• 'BAD PITCH FROM CONTROL NET*)
`	 IF(ABS(ROLOEO-EROLO).Gt.O.t5) CALL MOWARN(
• 'BAD ROLL FROM CONTROL NET*)
C
C
C EXTRACT • SCALE t DUMP FIELDS FROM RBV COMP DATA RECORD
C
IF(MBATCH.EQ.0) CALL MOCLRW(	 NULCSTI	 A IGNORE WARNING IF NOT BATCH
IFt (NOWARN.EQ.01 .AND. (MOUMP.E0.01 1 00 TO 500
WRITE 16.435)1AtREC















iF(IStAt.NE.' '1 00 TO 870
	 TAPE READ ERROR
C
C






















IF(ABS(P1t0E0-SSSPITI.07.0.20 1 CALL MOWARN(
• 'SIAT CENTER/NADIR INCONSISTENT WITH PITCH11
IFIABS(ROLOEO-S53ROLI.0t.0.201 CALL MOWARN(
• 'SIAT CENTER/NADIR INCONSISTENT WITH ROLL'1
iF(MBATCH.E0.01 CALL MOCLRW(	 NULCST)	 i IGNORE WARNING IF NOT BAtCH
IF( (NOWARN.E0.C 1 .AND. (MOUMP.E0.0) 1 GO t0 900
C
C
C DUMP MSS COMPUTATIONAL DATA RECORD
C
WRITEt6.5141IATREC





C CHECK AND FLAG TAPE ERRORS
C
670 1F(1STAT.EO.'EOF'l 00 t0 880
CALL MOWARN(CSS*CS(ISTAT.111.411
00 TO 900
660 CALL MONOTE('NO SIAT FILE')
C
C





XOAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 CROPON
UTILITY ROUTINES	 GOl
SUBROUTINE CROPOW( i CROP OUTPUT WINDOW TO FIT INPUT WINDOW L PPO HAROWAR
1 NPRLMX. i MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PRINT LINES ALLOWED







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC






02/02194	 CROP MSAOWW (INTEGER SPACING ONLY)
10126/99	 CROP PPOOWW&MSAOWW (SCALING/SPACING)
C	 INITIALIZE TEMPORARY MSA INPUT ENVELOPE.
C	 COMPUTE TEMPORARY PPO INPUT ENVELOPE AROUND TEMPORARY MSA INPUT ENVELOPE.
C	 INTERSECT PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE WITH TEMPORARY PPO INPUT ENVELOPE.
C	 CROP INTERSECTED PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE SYMMETRICALLY TO FIT NPRLMX
C	 AND NPRCMX.











C	 MONOTE	 i PRINT/COUNT/LOG 'NOTE' OIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOWARN	 i PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'WARNING' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 PVA	 i PRINT/PLOT COORDINATES FOR ADJUSTED MSS COORDINATES





C	 1. IF CALWIN WAS NOT BEEN CALLED PREVIOUSLY. THEN THE RESULTS OF CROPOW
C	 ARE UNDEFINED.
C
C	 2. IF COMMON MSA INPUT ENVELOPE 1S EMPTY. THE TEMPORARY MSA INPUT ENVELOPE
C	 1S INITIALIZED TO NOM I NAL FULL-SCENE VALUES TO SUPPORT DEBUG USE OF
C	 'SYNTHETIC' DATA.
C
C	 3. IF THE INTERSECTION OF THE OUTPUT & INPUT ENVELOPES IS EMPTY. A
C	 'WARNINO' DIAGNOSTIC IS GENERATED.
C
C	 Y. iF THE PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE (TRUNCATED TO INTEGER) IS LARDER THAN
C	 NPRLMX LINES X NPRCMX COLUMNS. THE ENVELOPE IS CROPPED SYMMETRICALLY
C	 AND A 'NOTE' DIAGNOSTIC IS GENERATED.
N-42
i
i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
a DEFINE StRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS
i COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
4 COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS
i DEFINE MAXIMUM INTEGER
i.





















INTEGER MSATIW(2.3)	 i TEMPORARY MSA INPUT WINDOW PACKET
REAL
	
PPOTIW(2.31	 i TEMPORARY PPO INPUT WINDOW PACKET
INTEGER NOO1.N002
	










C INITIALIZE TEMPORARY MSA INPUT ENVELOPE:
C	 (FOR FULL-SCENE SYNTHETIC DATA IF COMMON MSA INPUT ENVELOPE IS EMPTY.

















C SET PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH TEMPORARY PPO INPUT ENVELOPE
C
PPOOWW(WL IN. WMINI *AMA XI(PPOOWW(WL IN. WMIN) PPOTIW(WL IN. WM IN) I





C CHECK IF INTERSECTED PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE IS EMPTY
C
N-SO
rJ	 DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 CROPOW
UTILITY ROUTINES	 003
li(IPPOOWWIWL IN. WMINI.OE.PPOOWW(WL IN. WMAX)I.DO.
•	 (PPOOWW(WSAM.WMINI.GE.PP00WWIWSAM.WMAX 11 1 CALL MOWARNI
•	 'NO MSS DATA WITHIN WINDOW')
C
C
C COMPUTE/CNECK/CROP NEIONT OF PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE
C
NPRLIN•IFIX(PPOOWW(WLIN.WMAX11-lF1X(PPOOWW(WLtN.WM1N)1o1
lF(NPRLIN.LE.NPRLMXI 00 TO 600






C COMPUTE/CNECK/CROP WIOTN OF PPO OUTPUT ENVELOPE
C
NPRCOL•1F1X(PPOOWW(WCOL.WMAXII-IFIX(PPDOWW(WCOL.WMINI).1
IF(NPRCOL.LE.NPRCMX) 00 TO 700




















SUBROUTINE ENVP4A i COMPUTE PPOTIW ENVELOPE AROUND MSATIW ENVELOPE
C










































SUBROUTINE E NVA4P i COMPUTE MSAOWW ENVELOPE AROUND PPOOWW ENVELOPE
C
























DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 OCORIT
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 Oct
SUBROUTINE OCORLTI 0 CORRELATIONS/MEANS/DEVS FROM 06 PR SUMS/SUMS-OF-PROD
0 CORREL, 8 SiNOLE PRECISION MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
0 AMEAN.	 • SINOLE PRECISION VECTOR OP ARITHMETIC MEANS
`	 0 StOEV.	 i SINGLE PRECISION VECTOR OP STANDARD DEVIATIONS
1 NOBS.	 i NUMBER OP OBSERVATIONS (OREATER THAN 5001
1 OSUM.	 11 DOUBLE PRECISION VECTOR OP SUMS
1 OSPR00. 0 DOUBLE PRECISION MATRIX OF SUMS OF PRODUCTS
1 NRCUSE. a NUMBER OF ROWS • COLUMNS USED







C	 E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 03105/79	 ORIGINAL CODE
C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 12/13/79

















C	 MONOTE	 8 PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'NOTE' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 HOWARN	 i PRINT / COUNT / LOO 'WARNINO' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
OOUBLE PRECISION COS41N






C	 1. THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS OENERATE THE DIAONOSTICS SHOWN:
C	 CONDITION	 DIAGNOSTIC
C	 NOBS ( 2 4 NRCUSE	 WARNING



























C COMPUTE MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS
C
1FfNOBS.LT.24NRCUSEI CALL MONARN(




•	 'OSPROD('.CSS4IN(NR.11.'.'.CBS41N(NC.11.') (. 0 IN OCORLT')






















CAN PACKAOC APPCN01 K N 	 KO
UTMITT ROUTINOI
	 001
KCAL i11NCT10N OCOI Il OEORECI IrRON OEOREEI.RINUT6I.1000N011
I local
	
4 MNOLC OCORCEI (INICOM
t l"I".	 • MNOLO MINUT01 (INTEOCR1

























DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX M
VfILIfr ROUtIMCS
SUBROUTINE OOJRI 	 S OOUOLE PRECISION OAUSS •JOROAN AEOUCTION
U A. 9 IF IRST N COLUMNSt
C it N X N MATRIX	 Of N X N INVERSE
C 9 LAST MC-N COLUMNS:
C It CONSTANT VECTORS	 Ot SOLUTION VECTORS
1	 NC. 9 NUMIICR Or COLUMNS OIMENSIONEO IN A
1	 NR. 9 NUMBER or ROw1 01MENSIONEO IN A
1	 N. • NUMSER or ROwS IN A
' I MC. 9 NUMSER or COLUMNS IN A
1	 S. 9 AETURN TRANSiER LAOEL If OVERiLOw
0 JC. i JCtlt • • I • tAOw • Or LAST CORRECTLY ACOUCCO ROw1
U V1 9	 1:	 OPTIONS MCOUCITC01	 1.	 !.	 _.	 14.	 S.	 9. 7.
C INVERT MATRIX	 T	 N	 T	 N	 Y	 N Y
C SOLVE OEtEAMINANT	 N	 Y	 T	 N	 N	 T Y
C SOLVE S I MUL E OUA t 	 N	 N	 N	 V	 Y	 Y Y
C a 0:	 If OETERMINANT REQUESTED:
C Vitt	 • SION Or DETERMINANT









"••••• UNIVAC llOO MATNPACK ROUTINE	 ••••••
•••••• SOURCE CODE	 IS NOT	 AVAILASLE	 ••••••
N-S7
i
OAN ►ACRAOE AP►EMOIX N
VflLITI! ROUTINES
SU9ROUTIMC OOPCNTC S COMPUTE i Or TRACC FOR MATRIX DIAGONAL ELEMENTI
1 AMAT.	 0 REAL SINOLE PRECISION MATRIX
1 NRUft.	 S NUIYER Of ROWS USEO 14MAT1
1 NCUSE.	 0 NUM9ER Or COLUMNS USEO CARAT • PCTRACI
1 NROiM.	 • NUNKA Or RON$ OIRENSIONEO IAMAT1
I "COIN.	 4 NUMSIEA Of COLUMNS OIMENSIONEO CAMAT 1 ►CTRACI
0 PCTRACI	 I PERCENT OP TRAC4t
C ROM I a INOIVIOUAL s
C RON t • CUMULATIVE t
C ....................................... ...............................
C
















	 'I iOR i CALCULATION
suM•0.
OC '100 1 • I . NRUSE
PCTRAC(1.I1.AMAT(1.1)/ATRACE
	 i INOIVIOUAL i
SUR%$UM#AMAT(l.1)/ATRACE











SuSROUTINC OORCC►f • TANC RCC1 ►ROCAL Or MATRIX OIAOONAL CLCMCNTS
1 ANAT.	 I ORIGINAL SINOLC ►RCCISION MATRIX
1 "musc.NCusc. • IOUMOCR or ROM= A COLUMNT uSCO
•	 1 NROIN.NCOIM. 11 NUMOCR Or ROHS & COLUMNS OIMC NSIONCO
O $NAT$	 • NCiI MATRIX IMAY GC =AMC As AMATI
............................................................... .
C

















SUBROUTINE 00SORT( a TAKE SORT OP MATRIX OIAOONAL ELEMENTS
1 AMAT.	 II ORIGINAL SINOLE PRECISION MATRIX
I NRUSE.NCUSE. I NUMBER OF ROWS t COLUMNS USED
I NROIM.NCDIM. a NUMBER OF ROWS t COLUMNS DIMENSIONED
0 @MAT)	 i NEW MATRIX (MAY BE SAME AS AMAT)
C------------------------------------------------------------
C















SUBROUTINE OMPTIC i DUMP TICK TABLE
C-------------------------------------
C






C CHECK If TICK TABLE IS PRESENT
C
If(KT9LTV.EO.•TICK•1 00 TO 200
WRITE(B.1051




C DUMP TICK TABLE
C
200 WRITE(B.2051






















SUBROUTINE OMPWIN( A DUMP WINDOW PACKET
1 NAMPKT. & NAME OF PACKET (1ST LETTER TELLS If INTEGER OR REAL)
1 NWWPKTI A WINDOW PACKET 	 •
C
C




















6 '0 • • '.A6.' WINDOW PACKET • •'1
WRtTE(6.125) NHEAOI.NHEAD2
125 FORMAT(' Ol HEAD '.17.112)
IF((FLO(0.6.NAMPKT).LT.•Oa&aal').OR.
t	 (FLO(0.6.NAMPKTI,OT.•QA8,iN'1) 00 TO 300
	 i REAL WINOOW
C
C





6 . 02 MIN	 '.17.SX.17/
	
6 ' 03 M.'X	 '.17.SX.17/
	
' 04 INC	 '.17.5X.17/
• . 05 TIC•O'.t7.SX.17/
' 05 TIC•t'.17.SX.17/
6 ' 07 ORIO '.17.SX.17/
. 09 VER•O'.t7.5x.17/
• . 09 VER•1'.I7.Sx.17/
	
• . 10 VER •2'.17.SX.17/	 •
• ' It VER.3'.I7.5X.17/
• . 12 VER•4•.t7.5X.17/











OAM PACKAGE APPENDIX N




t • of MtN •.Prta.4i
t ' 03 MAX '.artP.4I
t . 04
 INC •.arta.4/
t os TtC w aita.4i
t	 Od TICot•.aita.41





















SUBROUTINE OSSPR( • COMPUTE COL PRECISION SUMS • SUMS OF PRODUCTS
0 OSUM.	 i DOUBLE PRECISION VECTOR OF SUMS
0 OSPROO.• i DOUBLE PRECISION MATRIX OF SUMS OF PRODUCTS
t NRCOIM. a NUMBER OF RONS A COLUMNS DIMENSIONED IN OSPR00
I TATA.
	 i SINGLE PRECISION DATA MATRIX
I NOBS.	 i NUMBER OP OBSERVATIONS (DATA ROWS)







C	 E M SCHLOSSER
	
LEC	 01106/78	 ALOORITHM COOING
C.	 J C CRISP
	






C	 INITIALIZE SUMS AND SUMS OF PRODUCTS TO 0. COMPUTE SUMS AND UPPER
C	 TRIANOULAR SUMS OF PRODUCTS. COPY UPPER TRIANOULAR SUMS OF PRODUCTS

































REAL TATAINOBS.NVARS)	 i AROUMENT
















































M PACKAOE APPENDIX N
ILITY ROUTINES














SUBROUTINE OSSPRV i 0 P SUMS/SUMS-OF-PRODUCTS FROM MSS TAPE (UNIT 31
0 OSUM. i DOUBLE PRECISION VECTOR OF SUMS
0 04PROD. i DOUBLE PRECISION MATRIX OF SUMS OF PRODUCTS
( NRCOIM. i NUMBER OF ROWS AND COLUMNS IN OSPR00
0 KPIXLS. i NUMBER OF PIXELS
I KCHANS) i NUMBER OF CHANNELS






C	 M L BROWN












REVISE SPACING AND PIXEL BUFFER
AND ADD RESAMPLINO AND SCREENING
C	 INITIALIZE SUMS AND SUMS OF PRODUCTS AND PIXEL COUNTER.
C	 INITIALIZE LOW AND H10N LINES AND SAMPLES AND SPACINO. POSITION
C	 AT TOP OF READ WINDOW. READ REQUESTED SCAN LINES AND CHECK FOR
C	 1/0 ERRORS. RESAMPLE AND SCREEN PIXELS FOR EACH LINE. COMPUtE
C	 SUMS AND UPPER TRIANGULAR SUMS OF PRODUCTS AND COUNT RESAMPLEO
C	 AND SCREENED PIXELS. CONVERT SUMS AND SUMS OF PRODUCTS TO DOUBLE













C	 OETRAD i OCT ALL SELECTED RAW/TRANSFORMED CHANNELS
C	 OETBYt i OCT BYTE FROM BYtE STRING
C	 Al4P i ADJUSTED COORO FOR PRINt/PLOt COORO
C	 MOFATL i PRINT/L00/COUNT	 'FATAL	 ERROR'	 MESSAOES
DOUBLE PRECISION CBS4CS




















C--------- - .... -----
C
INCLUDE KOMXOT.LIST	 i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES.000NTERS
INCLUDE KOMKLS.LIST	 i COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
INCLUDE WINOEF.LISt	 4 DEFINE WINDOW PACKETS
INCLUDE KOMOWW.LIST	 & WINE  OUTPUT WINDOW PACKET
INCLUDE PXBDEF.LIST	 i DEFINE BUFFER STRUCTURE






C INTEGERS	 IN MSA BUF •	 •INTS PREAMBLE	 •	 (091NS931/4	 10EXTRA BYtES•31/4
PARAMETER NWIXBF	 -	 (PXBINS-11	 •	 13349 . 31/4	 •	 (19.31/4
PARAMETER NXBUFS • B	 i NUMBER OF MSS PIXEL BUFFERS	 IN ARRAI
DOUBLE PRECISION DSUM(1)	 4 ARGUMENT
DOUBLE PRECISION OSPROOINRCOIM.NRCOIMI	 0 ARGUMENT
INTEGER MPXBUF(NWIXSF.NXBUFSI	 i ARRAY OF PIXEL BUFFERS
INTEGER ISUMINXBUFSI 	 i TEMPORARY ARRAY OF SUMS
INTEGER ISPROD(NXBUFS.NXSUFS) 	 i TEMPORARY MATRIX OF SUMS OF PROOUCtS
INTEGER IPIXEL(NXBUFSI	 i PIXEL	 VALUE FOR EAC4 BUFFER
INTEOER NBINSO(NXBUFS)	 I BIN • OF SAMPLE 0 FOR EACH BUFFER
INTEGER ISTAT	 i	 1/0 STATUS
INTEGER NROW.NCOL 	 A ROW/COLUMN NUMBERS
INTEGER MSALIN.MSASAM	 i MSA LINE AND SAMPLE
INTEGER MSASLO.MSASHI 	 i MSA LOW AND HIGH SAMPLE
REAL ADJLIN.AOJSAM	 i ADJUSTED LINE AND SAMPLE
INTEGER MLI0OL.ML100H.MLIOOS
	 i	 MSA LINE 4 100:	 LOW.HIGH.SPACINO
INTEGER MSIOOL.MS100H.MSIOOS
	
i MSA SAMPLE • 100:	 LOW.HIOH.SPACING
INTEGER LASTLN	 8 LAST LINE READ
INTEGER	 IPLIN	 7 PRINT LINE
INTEGER IP%^MIN.tPCMAX	 i MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PRINT COLUMN

































C INITIALIZE LOW AND HION LINES AND SPACINO
C
CALL A4P (AOJLIN.AOJSAM.	 FLOAT(IPLMINI.I.)
ML100L•AOJLIN•100.





C POSITION AT TOP OF WINDOW
C
MSALINsMLIOOL/100
CALL OEtRAO (MPX9UF.(01.(NX9UFS),ISTAT.	 MSALIN.0.01
IF (iSTAT.NE.'SAOF •I 00 TO 200
















CALL A4P (ADJLIN.AOJSAM.	 FLOAT(IPLiNI.FLOAT(IPCMINI)
MS10OL•AOJSAM•100.





IF (MSALIN.NE.LASTLNI CALL GETRAO (MPX9UF.(NWIX3F1.(NXBUFSI.
ISTAT.	 MSALIN.MSASLO.MSASHII
L ASTI.N • MSAL IN
IF (1STAT.EO.•
	
.) 00 t0 280
CALL MOFATL (C8S4CS(ISTAT.l.4).
WHILE REAOINO ON UNIT 3.1
00 TO 900
280	 CALL MSKPIX (MPXBUF(1.11. 	 MPXBUF(f.11l
C
C



























(1PIXEL(l1.OE.MPX9UF(PXNOOA.I)1 	 00	 TO	 650	 i	 NO OAtAIF
	 ((IPIXCL(II.Lr.LCVLOIJ.OR.
• (IPIXELtII.OT.LCVHII)l	 00	 TO	 650	 i	 Out OF RAO LIM





• (MSASAM.OT.MPX8UF(PXHSAM.2)1)	 00 TO 650	 i SAM NOT	 IN BUF
i CALL	 OEtOYT	 tIPIXEL(2).
• MPXBUF(PXSINS.21.(MSASAM*NBINSO(2111
IF	 (tIPIXELt21.LT.LCVLO(2)1.OR.
• (IPIXEL(21.OT.LCVHI(21)1 	 00	 TO	 650	 i	 OUT OF RAO LIM









3 (IPIXEL(31.Ot.LCVH1(3)11	 00	 TO	 650
	








• (MSASAM.OT.MPXBUF(PXMSAM.41))	 00	 TO 650	 1 SAM NOT	 IN BUF
CALL OETBYT	 11PIXE0 4).
• MPXBUFIPXBINS.41.(MSASAM#NBINSO(41)1
IF	 f(IPIXEL(41.LT.LCVLO(41).OR.
• ttPIXELt4l.0t.LCVHi(4)))	 00	 TO 650
	
i	 OUT OF	 R40 !.:M
IF	 tKCMANS-4.E0.0)





• (MSASAM.OT.MPX9UF(PXMSAM.S111 00 TO 650	 i SAM N01	 IN BUF
i
N•BS










fIPIXELfSI.OT.LCVNI(1111 00 TO 610
	
A OUT Or RAO LIN








tMSASAM.OT.MPXlUi(PXHSAM.61)1 00 TO 690
	




!<	 (IPIXEL(6).OT.LCVNt(6)1) 00 TO 69¢	 i OUT OP RAO LIM
C








































C CONVERT TO OOUSLE PRECISION
N-70



































O loco.	 6 MHOLC OcORCCI 11NTcocR1
0 1011".	 0 "NOLC MINUTCS 11NTCOCft1
0 lccl












DAN PACKAOE APPCNOIX N	 E1!
YTILITT ROUTINES
SUSROWINC EISATOI O SORT E-VALS/E-VECS IN OESCENOINO OROER SV E-VAL
U EIOVAL. • MATRIX WITH CIGCNVALUES aM OIA00NAL
u EIOVEC. • MATRIX Or EIOENVECtORS
1 NRCUSC. O NUMICA Or ROME 6 COLUMNS USED
1 NACOINI O NUMOEA or ROHS • COLUMNS OIMENS10NE0
C ...........................................................
C
C tE N SCHLOSSE11l
C
E
C MIS SuOA0UTINE SORTS IN OESCENOINo SCOUENCE USING SH!:TTLESORT
C (CACM ALGORITHM • 1791. THIS TECMNIQUE IS VEPY CrrICICNT NNCN (ANO ONLY MNENI
























GAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 CNVORI
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 001
SUBROUTINE CNVORI( i A00 ORIGIN TO ENVELOPE (REAL ONLY)






















DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 COWNIN
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 GOt
SUBROUTINE CNVWINf i COMPUTE ENVELOPE FOR REAL WINDOW





























lF(MAXVER.OT.MINVER) 00 TO 200
IF(MAXVER.NE.MINVER) CALL MOFATL(
-	 *9AD NODE POINTER IN CNVWIN')
MAXVER•MINVEROI



























}	 SUBROUTINE FACPRT( S PRINT FACTOR STRUCTURE/COEFFICIENTS/MEANS
I	 1 FSTRUC,	 11 FACTOR STRUCTURE
1 FCNORM.	 II FACTOR COEFFICIENTS OF NORMALIZEO CHANNELS
0 FCOR1O.
	
i FACTOR COEFFICIENTS OF ORIOINAL CHANNELS
1 STD.	 i VECTOR OF SrANOARO OEV1.':ONS OF OR10 CHANNELS
1 ANEAN.	 i VECTOR OF MEANS OF ORIOINAL CHANNELS
1 NRUSE.NCUSE. i NUMBER OF ROWS t COLUMNSUSED
1 NROIM.NCOIMI i NUMBER OF ROWS t COLUMNS OIMENSIONEO
°.	 C	 -----------------------------------------------------------
t	 C









C PRINT FACTOR STRUCTURE 6 COEFFICIENTS
C
WRITE(ls.225)
225 FORMAT(' FACTOR STRUCTURE --


















525 FORMAT(' BIASED FACTORS -- COEFFICIENTS OF OR101NAL CHANNELS'$
CALL MATPRTIlS.FCOR10.' CHAN'.NRUSE.NCUSE.NROIM.NCOIMI
wairEfe.5451








DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N	 FLINFO
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOt
SUMOUTINE FLINFO( i OCT FILE INFORMATION
0 IDFILE, 6 INFORMATION BUFFER IN FIOEF FORMAT
I NAMFIL. i INTERNAL FILENAME: STRING I TNRU 18 CHARACTERS FROM
C	 THE SET A TNRU 29 0 TNRU 9 AND CASH (-). IF A VARIABLE
C	 INSTEAD OF A OUOTEO LITERAL, MUST BE PADDED WITH BLANKS
C	 TO A TOTAL LENOTN OF It CHARACTERS.







C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 08106/79	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 C A NELMKE	 LEC	 09/20179	 ALOORITHM DESIGN
C	 C A NELMKE	 LEC	 09/28/79	 ALOORItHM COOING






C	 INITIALIZE 10FiLE. ESTABLISH 'NAMFIL' PACKET TO OBTAIN
C	 INFORMATION ON FILE OR FACILITY ASSIGNMENT. DEPENDENT UPON
C	 INPUT OEVtCE USED. GENERATE WILE AS DEFINED BY THE FIOEF
C	 FORMAT.
C	 IF TAPE. SET IOFILE(F10BFM):
C	 1CXFMT tEXTERNAL TAPE FORMATI
C	 '98'	 18ST'	 'CST' ANYTHING ELSE
C--------------------------------------
C	 UNtVAC DATA	 Oi(0	 'BST' •'ERR'	 'ERR'	 'ERR'
C	 TRANSFER	 69	 'CST' 'ERR' 'ERR' 'ERR'












C	 ERFtTM	 i RETRIEVE FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION
C	 ER1NF0	 i RETRtEVC SYSTEM.RUN.PROORAM, t FILE PARAMETERS
C	 -IOVtNT	 S MOVE INTEGER FROM ONE STRING TO ANOTHER S'RINO
C	 MOVCST	 A MOVE CHARACTER STRING
1NTEOER LENCST	 i LENGTH OF CHARACTER STRING
	 •












C	 I.THC FOLLOWING CONDITIONS GENERATE THE EQUIVALENT COOS SNONN!
C	 CONDITIONS	 IOFILEIFIDEOTI
C	 FILE NOT ASSIGNED
	
'NUL'
C	 FILL ASSIONEO TO UNSUPPORTEO OEVICE	 'OTHR•























i COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
I MNEMONICS FOR POINTERS TO LOCATIONS IN
A IOFILE BUFFER.
i MAKES UNIVAC 1100 ASSEMBLER PARTIAL WORD
i MNEMONICS AVAILABLE TO FORTRAN V PROGRAMS
i ARGUMENT
i ARGUMENT
i PACKET FOR ERFITM
i ARRAY CONTAINING TAPE TRACK AND EQUIP
i CODE MNEMONICS FOR EQUIP CODES 1-I5
1	 • 7	 SC	 •.
t	 • 7	 SC	 •.
3	 • 7	 SCB'. i BCO/FIELOATA TRANSLATION HARDWARE
V
	 1 7	 008'. i BCD/FIELOATA	 TRANSLATION HARDWARE
S	 '9	 BC9'.
B '9	 ace*.
7 • 7	 %C
B 07	 *C9 4 . i BCD/FIELOATA TRANSLATION HARDWARE
9	 '7	 12






F	 1 7 	 2A	 '
INTEOER JOENS101	 / •200'.'SS0'. i	 TAPE DENSITIES
1	 '000•.•I000'.'3200•.•77t•/
INTEOER IOTFCO i UNIVAC DATA TRANSFER COOS 41BUFMT NOW
	
INDEXI
C 1 • QUARTER WORD
C 2 a 0-9IT PACKED
C 3 • B •BIT PACKED
INTEOER IEXFC0 i EXTERNAL FORMAT CODE	 1 . 90.	 2 . 9ST.	 3•CST.
C i % •ANYTHING ELSE ItOUFMT COLUMN INOEXI
INTEOER 1BUFMT13. 141 /	 i LOOKUP TABLE FOR BUFFER FORMAT DEPENDING
1	 '99T • . • CST 1 . 1 89 1 . i UPON EXTERNAL FORMAT AND UNIVAC
:	 'CRR•.'ERR•.'BST•. i NSA DATA TRANSFER FORMAT
3	 '[RR•.'ERR•.•tsT•.
^	 'ERR'. • ERR'.'ERR' /
INTCOER NOENS i INOEX TO JOENS ARRAY
N-79
i` )
GM PACKAO9 APPENDIX N 	 FLINFO
UTILITY ROUTINES	 003
INTEOCII NEQUIP	 a [QUIPMENT CODE
1NTEOEII NSUBCO	 • EQUIPMENT SUBCOOC
INTEOER INOENSCIII 	 6 TAPE DENSITIES FROM ERINFO
1	 •:oo•.•s6e•.•BOO•.•I600•.•esso•^
INTEOER IPKT	 6 PACKET FOR FUNCTION MOOESS IN ERINFO
INTEOER ISTFIL	 a STATUS OF INTERNAL FILE
INTEOCR IsTFUN	 6 STATUS OF FUNCTION
















C SET UP A PACKET FOR CALL TO ERFITM tERFlTM IS FORTRAN DRIVER







C CHECK FOR VALID FILENAME
C
NEDUIPeASMSi(IPAKET(711
IF (NEQUIP.EQ.O .AND. IPAKE v (11.EQ.IBLANK .AND.
1 IPAKET(81.EO.ISLANKI 00 TO 400 1 FILE NAME SYNTAX ERROR
IF (NEOUIP.OT.0 1 00 t0 ISO
	
• FILE IS ASSIONED
IDFILE(FIDEOTI • 'NUL'
	




C CHECK IF EQUIPMENT TYPE IS TAPE OR DISK
C
ISO IF (NEOUIP.0E.1 AND. NEOUIP.LE.1S1 00 t0 160 i TAPE
IF (NCOUIP.OE.84 .AND. NEOUIP.LE.31 .AND. NEOUIP.NE .251
1 00 TO 300	 4 FASTRAND DRUM
IOrILE(FIDEOT) % *OtNR •
















DAN PACKAGE APPCNOIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES
C
C ExroACt OENSItY ANO NSA DATA TRAN9rER FORMAT room rITENS PAKET
C
lr (NEOUtP.OT.8/ 00 TO 180
NOENS • rL0(35-13.8.tPAKET(911 	 i roe TAPE UNttS OTNER THAN
:	 IOtrCO.3	 i UNISCRVO 11/14116110
r	 00 TO 130
180 IF (NEOUtP.Ot.l01 00 TO 800
NOENS • rLO(3S-I5.l.IPAXCl`(9)j • 1 i FOR 7-TRACK UNISERVO 18114116
00 TO 110
100 IF (NEOUtP.Ot.l31 00 TO 810
NOENS • IASS (rL0(39-tt.1.lPAKEt(91)-41 i FOR 9-TRACK UNiSERVO
110 IOtrCC • no (35-17.8.IPAKET(911.1 	 i I8i14i16i80^30^32^34i38
IF (tOTFCO.OT.31 IOTFCD%3
00 to 230
110 NOENS • 6	 i FOR UNiSERVO I11A AND 1(A
IOTFCO.3
830 WILE (rtOrPtl • JOENS(NL•SWa!
C
C
C USING EXTERNAL FORMAT AND MSA 00JA TRANSFER FORMAT
C LOOK UP BUFFER FORMAT
C
IF (tExFMT.NE. • 88 . ) 00 t0 240
IExFCO•l
(	 00 TO 870








870 tOriLE (FIO9rM1 • IBUFMT(IOTFCD.IEXFC0)
C




IF ( IOr ILE ( rIONRL).EO.'ii36ii') iorlLElFIONRLI•*
C
C
C EXTRACT ANO CHECK NOISE CONSTANT. INSURE THAT TAPE BLOCKS LESS
C THAN 9 CHARACTERS ARE TREATED AS 'NOISE'
C
IOFiLE(rtONOS1•ASMS311PAKET(911
IF (tOrtLE(FIONOSI.0E.91 00 TO 800
tOrILE (r10NOSV.8
CALL ERCSF (NAO.*iM00C 3..6 . •1
C
C
C CALL ERINFO. IF STATUS RETURNED 19 ACCEPTABLE UPDATE WILE.







DAN PACKAO[ APPCNOIX N
UTILITY ROUTINE!
trlt$TrIL.NC.O.AND.ItfrtL.NC.I.ANO.tltrIL.NC.31 CALL MONARNf
A •PROORAMMCR CRRORs RILC STATUS -.eminitsirlL.81.
• • IN cater .1
i^ttlStfriL.EO.O.OR.IlTfrEL.E0.61.AN0.
f tiSTiuN.EO.O.OR.IST1ruN.t0.6.OR.tSTtruN.00.711 00 TO 890
ifliSTfruN.NE.8.AN0.1lTEUN.NE.31 CALL MONARMI
s • PROGRAMMER ERROR, fruNCTtON STATUS -.C9f41NtISTiuM.t1.
• . iN CRINiO.1
00 TO 900




Ifr f 10fr lLtfit0tRK1 .CO. -9 . 1 NOcks • NOCNS of




C COutPMCNT TYPE tS OtfK tPASTRANO ORUM1. use COutPMCNT COOS









318	 IOPILCtit010C1--P8-	 i 1U6000E 00 OR at
00 TO 900
310 •	IOf'ILCtitOCOCt--fr60-
	 • luB000E OR
00 TO 900
380 00 TO 900	 • COuIP COOL t5 NOT USCO
330 tortLe m oc OC1- -/4-
	9 EOutP COOt to
00 t0 900
340 IOIr ILCtrIOCOC1--iB-
	 • COUIP COOC 87
00 TO 900
350 IOfr ILCtfr t0tOt1 • -PE7-	 • COUIP COOL to
00 TO 900




368	 lOP1LCtrt0t0C1••Pt4-	 • fuB000t 00
00 TO 900
364	 iorILC(rtOCOCt--i840	 11 fuB000t at
00 t0 900
396	 I Ofr t Lt f P 1 OtOC 1- - tres s
	0 fuB000t of
00 t0 900
370 IOtr ILCtiIOCOC1--tr40-	 9 COUtP COOL 30
00 t0 900
3B0 IOfr ti.Ci r t0tOC1--rCS-




C RILC MARC SYNTAX CRROR
N-98












9am PACKAGE APPENOIII N 	 Wor
UTILITY ROUTIM911	 001
'	 SUIMOUTINE OCERT 0 ASSIGN/COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR COOTS GEOMETRY





C	 E M IC14LOOSCR	 LEC	 00117173	 ORIONAL CODE


























INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST 	 • COMMON ERfS SCENE PARAMETERS






REAL RAOE0t.01741138981.	 a RAOIANS PER DEGREE








C CHECK LANOSAT NUM9ER
C
IPI IIKRtS111.LT.It.OR.INERt9t11.Ot.01 1 00 TO 000
C
C	 LSAT-1 LSAT-41 LSAT-f LSAT-O
00 T0/ 100.	 l00.	 0 0000 t0 0990 DAYS SINCE LAUNCH
N-N►











0009 8 0000 t0 19S0 DAYS SIMCC LAUNCH
1. O 10'10 TO 1999 OATS SIMCC LAUMCM
E 1 100 CONTINUC	 0 LANOSAT-1
IrlMCRSATIII.CS. e e 1 MCRSAT1116'LSAT-1e
Ito IIINCRLIM.90.01 NCRLIN-1740	 0 NOMINAL LIDSIOCCNC
1rINCR9AM.00.o1 NCRSAM07140	 0 NOMINAL SAMPLCSISCCNC
IIIALTKM.C4.01 ALtKM-Sit. 	 A NOMINAL ALTITUDC IKILOMCTACSI
Ifl ALtSAM.00.01 ALTSAM-ALTKMI.010 A NOMINAL ALTITUOC ISAMILCSI
IrlMCRCNA.CO.o/ NCRCMA - 4 	 0 NOMINAL NUMSCA Or CNANNCLS
SCNA- .3104041	 A MIRROR SCAN COCP IRAOIANSI
OCNO-0.0-.811=10 A MIRROR SCAN COCF INAVIAN01
SCNC- .011101	 A MIRROR SCAN COCI (RADIANS)
OCNN-t/.1140	 A MIRROR RADIAN NATURAL MG IRAQISCC1
OCUTHS-.:014 10	 A ACTIVC SCAN ANOLC IRAOIANSI
OCNfIS-.0781310	 A ACTIVC SCAN 11CR100 ISCC1
00 t0 SOO
C
too CONTINUC • LANOSAT -1
1/INCRSATIII.CO .' '1	 NCRSATIIIw'LSAT -t'
IftINCALIN.00.01 NCRLIN68740 A NOMINAL LINCSISCENC
1/ I NCRSAM.00.01 NCRSAM0 =104 • NOMINAL OAK►LCSISCCNC
IrIALfKM.00.01 ALTKM-918. A NOMINAL ALTITUDC IKILOMCTRCS)
IIIALtSAM.00.01 ALTSAM-ALTKM/.DSO
	 A NOMINAL ALTITUOC ISAMILCSI
IIINCACNA.00.01 NCRCMA - 4 A NOMINAL NUMOCR Of CNANNCLS
SCNA-.781140 I MIRROR SCAN COCt' (RADIANS$
OCNS-O.0- .807110	 A MIRROR SCAN COCi IRAOIANSI
OCNC-.097180 A Ni ppon SCAN CDC/ (RADIANS)
OCNN-17.08031 A MIRROR RADIAN NATURAL /RCO IRAQ/SCCI
SCNTN66 .101188 A ACTIVC SCAN ANOLC IRAOIANSI




C TCMr CONSTANTS USCG FOR TCSTINo
C
700 CONttNUC	 A LANOSAT-31
1IINCRSAT/I1.00.' .1 NCASATIII-'LSAT-31'
I /INCALIN.00.01 NCRLIN-!740
	 A NOMINAL LINCSISCCNC
IIINCRSAM.00.01 NCRSAM 0 7104	 A NOMINAL SAMILCSISCCNC
IrlALTKM.00.01 ALTKM -Olt.
	A NOMINAL ALTITUOC IKILOMCTRCSI
IIIALTSAM.CO.01 ALTSAM-ALTKM /.010 A NOMINAL ALTITUOC ISAMILCSI
1IINCRCNA.CO.01 NCRCMA - O	 A NOMINAL NUMOCR Of CNANM9LS
SCNA- .761140	 A MIRROR SCAN COCr IRAOIANSI
SCNS-0.0- .107840 A MIRROR SCAN COCr IRAOIANSI
SONG- .017109	 0 MIRRORSCAN COC/ IAAOIANSI
$9101407.0903	 0 MIRROR AWAN NATURAL r4CO 111AMCC1
SCN1169 6 .801100	 II ACTIVC SCAN ANOLC INA01ANO1
SCNTIS- .0783170	 8 ACTIVC $CAW PCRIOO ISCC$
00 to 000
C
%so CoNfIN{K	 i LAMOSAT -4
N-BS








C RLAO OAO LANOSAt NYNKR
e
000 CALL NOPATLI •CONSTANTS ATAILAK C ONLY iOR LSAT•19$.4301
NCRSATIIIo•LSAT•10
NCRIAT1016 9	 •
00 t0 100	 a A1910N CONSTANTS roe LANOSAT • 1 ANYWAY
C
C
C COM►YTC KNA1N1N0 CONSTANTS
C
900 NCRSCN••N110
IFICTRL1N.CO.01 CTRLIN o .S0 fWRLIN•I190. & OCCNC CCNTCR











































C	 I. IF THE ENTRY POINT THAT WAS CALLED DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE CONTENTS
C	 OF NERGEO. THEN A FATAL ERROR IS OENERATEO.
C
C	 P. IF NERTSttI IS INVALID THEN SET CONSTANTS TO LANOSAT-1 VALUES AND






tNCLUOEKOMNER.LIST 	 8 COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS






REAL RAOEOI.017497e1eti 	 i RADIANS PER OEOREE













'GEOMETRY NOT NOM IN OCHOM-1
N-97




ENTRY OCLCC 9 GEOMETRIC CONSTANTS TO REGISTER LCC PROJECTION OATH
C ------------------------------------------------------------------ 	 •
C
CALL TRACCI*GCLCC•l






























IftNEROCO.NE.'UTM'1 CALL MOt'ATLt	 'OEOMETRY NOT UTM IN OCUTM'1
C
C
C CHECK LANOSAT MJ"9ER
C
100 IPt tNERTSt11.Lt.i1.04.tNERTStl1.OT.61 1 00 TO 000
C
C	 LSAt-1 LSAT-: LSAT-; LSAT-O
00 Tot 110.	 =!0.	 • 0000 TO 0999 OAYS SINCE LAUNCH
•	 =30.	 4400	 • 0000 TO 9999 GAYS SINCELAUNCH 	 •




C ASSION AR01tRARY CONSTANTS
C
110 CONTINUE	 • LANOSAT-1
lrlNERSATtI1.E0.' .1 NERSATt11.'LSAT -I'
















IFINCRSAMI.[G.- -1 11ERSATtl1 • -LSAT-8-
IrtNCRCNA.00.01 N[RCNA • M	 • NOMINAL NUMBER OF CHANNELS
00 t0 900
C
330 CONTINUO	 • LANOSAT-=
IFtNCRSAttII.[G.-	 -1 H[RSAT(II ••LSAT-3*
IFtNCRCNA.CG.01 NCRCHA • 9 	 • NOMINAL NUMOCR OF CHANNELS
00 t0 900
C
HMO CONTINUE	 0 LANOSAT-M
C
C
C FLAG GAO LANOSAT NUMBER
C
090 CALL NoFATLI'CONStANTS AVAILABLE ONLY FOR LANOSAT-1.2.93.1
NCRSAT11161
NERSATtl1•'	 .
00 t0 110	 9 ASSION CONSTANTS FOR LANOSAT-1 ANYWAY
C
C
C CONPUTE REMAININO CONSTANTS
C
900 IFtNERLIN.E0.01	 NERLINm8993 • NOMINAL LINES/SCENE
IFtCTRLIM.Ca.0.1	 CTRLIN• .S 4 (NERLIN#:)*0. 9 SCENE CENTER LINE
IFtNCRSAM.EO.01 HERSA14 03549 9 NOMINAL SAMPLES/SCENE
IFtCTRSAM.EO.0.1 CTRSAMQ .S 0 1NERSAM *11o79.	 9 SCENE CENTER SAMPLE
1F1ALTSAM.EO.01
	
ALTSAM • 1.0E*7 A PSEUDO ALTITUDE	 (SAMPLESI
IrtALTK".EQ.0.)
	






SCIOTHSOV.O*ATAN(O.S O SCNWIALTSA"I 9 ACTIVE SCAN ANOLE 1RAOIANSI
















SUGROUTINE OCONST G ASSIONS UNCORK MOIGR01NATE COOROINATE CONSTANTS






C J C CRISP
C J C CRISP













C	 CHECK NERtI11.iF INVALID SET NERTS(I) . 1 ISSUE FATAL MESSAGE.
C	 CHECK MERGED IF INVALID SET NEROEO • 'ERT' AND ISSUE FATAL MESSAGE






C	 OCERT 0 ASSIGN/COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR ERTS PROJECTION
C	 OCHOM i ASSIGN/COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR NOM PROJECTION
C	 OCLCC I ASSIGN/C0MPUtE CONSTANTS FOR LAMBERT PROJECTION
C	 OCPS i ASSIGN/COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR PS PROJECTION
C	 OCSOM i ASSION/COMPUTE CONSTANTS FOR SON PROJECTON
C	 OWN I ASSIGN/COMPUtE CONSTANtS FOR UTM PROJECTION






C	 1. THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS GENERATE FATAL ERRORS:








• COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SNITCNES.000NTERS
INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST
	



























C CNCCK POR VAU D tNAOC DATA OCOMCTRV
C
100 tRtNCR0E0.NC. • 9A0'1 00 TO !00
NCROCO - *CRT'
CALL MOFATW INVALIO IMAOC DATA OCOMETRV•1
C
C
C CALL APPROPRIATE ROUTINE POR IMAOC DATA OCOMETRV
C
100 tPtNEROEO.CO.'LCC'1 CALL OCLCC
t« NEROEO.EO.'PS 0 1 CALL OOPS
trfNCROEO.EO.'SOM • 1 CALL OCSOM
ti1NEROCO.E0. • UTM • 1 CALL OCUTM
















SUIPROUTINE GENTICI I OENERATE TICKS FOR OUTPUT WINDOW






C	 E M SCHLOSSER	 LCC
	
10/05/73	 ORIOINAL COOS








C	 COMPUTE TICK COORDINATES IN SPECIFIED COORDINATE SYSTEM. TRANSFORM
C	 TO OTHER COORDINATE SYSTEMS. STORE IN TICK TABLE. AND PRINT IF NON-ZERO












C	 MONOtE i PRINT/COUNT/L00 'NOtE' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOWARN i PRINT/COUNT/L00 'WARNING' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 O%A II OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES FOR ADJUStEO SCAN COORDINATES
C	 A40 i AOJUSTEO SCAN COORDINATES FOR OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES
C	 PYA • PPO COORDINATES FOR ADJUSTED SCAN COORDINATES
C	 O%U i OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES FOR UTM COORDINATES
C	 ISRTOA i INTEOER BUBBLE SORT ASCENOINO
C	 RLPISX i REAL TO 1NTEOER SEXAOENARY ARRAY
C	 NOUNIT A PRINT PAGE HEADING ON SPECIFIED UNIT






C	 I. IF tNE COOROtNATE SYSTEM FOR EtTNER PRIMARY OR SECONDARY TICKS
C	 IS NOT DEFINED, A WARNING 01AONOSTIC WILL OE ISSUEO.
C
C	 to IF 1NE TICK TABLE IS NOT LARD[ ENOUON TO CONTAIN INC APPROXIMATE
C	 NUMBER OF PRIMARY TICKS to BE GENERATED. A WARNING OIAGNOSTIC IS
C	 ISSUED.
C
C	 3. IF SPACE IN THE TICK TABLE IS EXNAUSTEO WHILE THE TICKS ARE OEINO
C	 OENERATEO, A NOTE DIAGNOSTIC IS GENERATED AND THE REMAINING TICKS





































6 COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS
i COMMON CM SCENE PARAMETERS
i COMMON AOJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
6 COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS
6 COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TAGLE
i 0EFiNE STRUCtURE OF WINDOW PACKETS
i IS TRANSVERSE MERCATOR CENTRAL MERIDIAN SPECIFIED?
i ZONE COMPUTED FROM UTMCMO (ONLY VALID IF INTEOER)





i TO FORCE PRINTING OF NEAOINO
IFtLUNTIC.LT.01 00 TO 760
	




i DON'T LIST TICKS MASCO ON NOMINAL CONTROL
C
C





























C BIND NINOOW TYPE
C
lrIKSYONNtN00TICl.[0.•SCA•l 00 t0 300
If ffKSYONNfN00tIC1.[0.•O[0.1.OR.
6	 fKSYONWIN00T1CI.E0. 6NIN • 11 00 TO v00
If'ffKSYOWWfN00TICl.[0. • KN •I.OR.
6	 fKSYOWNIN00TIC1.00. 6 MET • I1 00 TO 000






































C GENERATE OEOORAPHIC TICKS
C
00 460	 1 TOP TO BOTTOM. SAME AS SCANNER
OEOLAT•MTICNS40CCOWWfWLAT.N00TIC1
00 430 NTICEWMAXTEW.14INTEW. • 1	 i LErt TO RIOHT. SAME AS SCANNER
OEOLOMeNTICEW•OEOOWWfWLON.N00tICI
CALL A%OfAOJLIN.AOJSAM.	 OCOLAT.OEOLONI




















IFtTMERID) 00 TO 640




C OENERATE UTM TICKS
C











C CONTINUE WITH SECONDARY TICKS
C






C CHECK FOR TICK TABLE OVERFLOW
C
740 IF(LVLTIC.NE.tI 00 TO 760
CALL MONOTEt
• 'T00 MANY TICKS -- REMAININO TICKS IONORED'1
C
C
C MARK ENO OF TICK TABLE AND SORT It
C



















t IfNAIITN! •NINTNlI^fMAKTEN-MINTCNI/ILYL TIC^II.OE.IKTBIl2-NtICKS11 • NO ROOM
• .AND.
• ttNTICKS O MBATCNI.E0.011	 9 ON PRIMART TICK! OR IN OEMANO RUN




SUBROUTINE TICPAK ll PACK TICK COORDINATE! INTO TABLE • PRINT THEM
DIMENSION JSYTICI=1.LATOMSI=1.LONOMSIEI
DATA JSYTIC	 '/	 & PRIMARY. SECONDARY. OMITTED
C
C







6 tPPOCOL.OT.PP00WWIWSAM.WMAXl11 00 TO 900
IPtIR/O.NE.01 00 TO Ito
	
A TRUNCATE roll SCALED OUTPUT
PPDLIN%PPOLIN#.!
PPOCOLmPPOCOL•.S
110 IPLIN•PPOLIN	 • TRUNCATE
IPCOL •PPOCOL	 a TRUNCATE
IP/NTICKS.LT.KT9IS? • 11 00 TO ISO




IPLIN0 8 04 I9• I BIT! 18 tNRU 39 fR'0100.10. .. 11
• IPCOL 4 80	 9 BIT! 01 TNRU 17 :rLOIIS.17. .. 11





C PRINT TICK SYMBOL AND COORDINATE!
C
i00 IrfNUNIT.E0.01 00 TO B00



































































	 LINO SAMILC '.
i . LATITUOC LONOITUOC
O • LATITUOC LONOITUOC •.
0 • C AOTINO NORTNINO '.












4bBROUTINE OETOSAI s OCT DISK SYMBOLIC RCCORO
O INSTAT. s INPUT STATUS$	 . . NORMAL COMPLETION
C
	
ere* TILE SEPARATOR 1sE0r/




•OIL• BUwiER 011ER/'LON I LENOtN $ Its 1
0 IMAK . s IMAOE B1wPER 1MAK Its CNARSI
0 LENOTN. • LENOTM OP iMAOE IN CHARS, INCLUDES TRAILiNO GLANKS. iP PRESENt
0 LOCNIIT. I LOCATION Or NEXT RECORD WITHIN / P ILE 1 t0 • [NO-OP-TILE 1
ILOCKC. I+ LOCATION Or RECORD NITNIN TILE
1 NAMm l & NAME or <iLE

























C	 MOVCST	 i MOVE CNARACTER STRING






C	 I. TILE OR ELEMENT OOES NOT EXIST.
C
C	 t. riLE OR ELEMENT iS NOT SYMBOLIC.
C







































OAN IACIIAK ~10111 N 	 ScTRAO
OTILITT ROUTINGS	 OSI
SUOROUtINC KTRA01	 0 K T KLCCtCO RAIllfRANSIFOOKO CNANNCL$ TOR LINK
0 N►ttOUN',	 9 ARRAT or NSS Pint. SUircaS IN 'KSOG' roRNAT	 •
t NINIK.	 0 mown K NOROO IN 1 SUFNCR
O NOUN*S•	 a RunstR or suricas I" ARRAY
0 ISTAt.	 9 110 STATUS COK 1SCc 01CA031
.1 NOALIN•	 0 NOS AOJUSTCO LILAC NUNKO
1 NSAKO.	 0 LON AOJUStco SA/MLC NUNKR





C c N SCHLOSSCR LCC	 07111179	 Rc0U1R0McNTS
C C A NCLMKC LCC	 091IS179	 ALOORI'HM OCSION
C C A NCLMKC LCC	 10/10/79	 ALOORitHM C001110
C J C CRISP LCMSCO 08119100	 OON•t USc RAW CHAN$ NIT" 0 MC10"?$





C RCAO RAN MSS CHANNCLISI. 	 SNAR►CH EACH RAM CNANNCL rOR WHICH
C A 9NARpENINa rILTCR IS OCN'IN00.
	













II RCAO ONC RAN C"ANtocL i0R 1 SCAN LINC IRON UNIT
C $MASAN	 0 SHAR'CN A RAM CNANNCL IN ►X9OCF N'ORMA f TCO OU«CR
C OcTICC	 II OCT INTCOCR CHARACTCa COUIVALCNT /ROM CNAR STRINO
C 1Ut1CC	 0 RUT INTCOCR CHAR COUIVALCMt INTO CHARACTCR STRINO
c OCTS1► T	 0 OCT NON-toc0AT1VC INTcOCR /ROM 9rTc $Ta1No 	 •
C pUtSTT	 a PUT 1100 0 IKOATIVC INTcOcR INTO 9VTc $Talmo
C OcTINt	 0 OCT INTCOco !r oom 1NT000R $Tattoo
C ►UTitoT	 0 'UT INTCOCR INTO INf0o0R STR1No
C1ITCRNAL OCT1C0.. ►UfICC.00TOTT. ►UtOVT.00TINT.'UTINT
C
C
C C11CCPTION•C .... ..---•
c
c 1. STATUS COOCS IOR KTRAO ARC OCtCRN*KO IN RCAOS TOR CACH
c RCOUCSTCO CNANNCL.
	 OCTRAO KNOWS AS ITS STATUS COOC TNC
c NOW CAM
4.100
OAR PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 OETRAD
UTILITY ROUTINES	 BBS
c
c	 s. IF IRRECOVERABLE ERROR OCCURRED DURING REAO. RETURN IS
C	 1MMEOIATE WITH NO VALID DATA.
C
C	 3?. li COMPUTED VALUE NOR TRANSFORMED CHANNELS IS LESS THAN ZERO OR
c	 GREATER THAN HIGHEST INiO VALUE /FROM PREAMBLE). THEN THE VALUE






INCLUDE KOMXQT.LISt	 • COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
tNCLUOE KOMNER.LtST	 11 COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMKLS.LIST	 I COMMON CLASSIFtCATIJN INFO
INCLUDE KOMIRT.LIST	 0 COMMON IRRAOIANCE TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS
INCLUDE PXBOEf.LIST	 • DEFINE STRUCTURE OF PIXEL BUFFER






PARAMETER INfMAX • 127	 & MAX INFO VALUE FOR TRANSFORMED CHANNEL
-	 PARAMETER NOINfL a I26
	
8 NO INFO FLAG FOR TRANSFORMED CHANNEL
PARAMETER NOOATH • 129
	 8 NO DATA tHRESN0L0 FOR TRANSFORMED CHANNEL
t	 C
tNTEOER MPXBUF(NW18F.NBUF4) & AROUMENT
LOGICAL SHRPEN	 I TRUE	 SHARPEN CHANNEL
C	 • FALSE - 00 NOT SHARPEN
INTEOER 1B1NTY	 A BIN TYPE
INTEGER JSTAT	 8 TEMPORARY REA03 STATUS
INTEGER LTQUAL(8) 	 i LINEAR TRANSFORM DATA QUALITY
INTEGER LTLSAM(2) 	 i LINEAR TRANSFORM LOW SAMPLE
INTEOER LTHSAM(2) 	 11 LINEAR TRANSFORM HIOH SAMPLE
INTEOER LTLIIIN(21	 i LINEAR TRANSFORM LOW BIN
1NTEOER LTHAIN(2)	 i LINEAR TRANSFORM HIOH BIN
INTEGER NBFACI	 • NUMBER OF BUFFER FOR LINEAR TRANSFORM 1
INTEGER N9FAC2
	 i NUMBER OF BUFFER FOR LINEAR TRANSFORM 8
INTEGER IPOL1	 I POLAR TRANSFORM CHANNEL l
INTEGER IPOL2
	 i POLAR TRANSFORM CHANNEL 8
INTEOER LRT18(21	 A LINEAR TRANSFORM CHANNELS • 24412
C
OEfiNt ITAN18 • (LRT18t81 . 8 •• t8)/LRT18(11	 TANOENT•2^•12






• LRT(I1 • LRT(81 • TAM(THETA) • .4142
	 A APPROX.
DEFINE LtAN18 • (LRT18(I1o(LRTIB(8) • ITANl81/98691 i LENGTH OF RAOIUS024•12
OEFtNE LOOTtt• (LRTIB(81o(LRT18(I1 • ICOt181/96691 I LENOTH OF RAOIUS•8••18
C
C	 ARCTAN•	 13.8808940TAN-TAN408
	 1/3.668069	 8 APPROX.















C	 TILE ABOVE ARCTAN AND ARCCOTAN APPROXIMATIONS ARE OES10NE0 POR USE WITHIN
C	 THEIR RESPECTIVE HALVES OP THE PIRSt QUADRANT. THE rOLLOWINO TABLE SNOWS
C	 THAT THEIR MAXIMUM ERROR WHEN $O RESTRICTED WITHIN THE FIRST QUADRANT IS
C	 ••0.81 DECREES. BUT THAT THE ERROR RAPIDLY INCREASES (WITHOUT BOUND) IN
C	 THE AOJACENT SECONO AND FOURTH QUAORANTS.
C
C	 TAN OR CORRECT APPROXIMATE CORRECT APPROXIMATE
C	 COT	 ATAN	 ATAN	 ACCT	 ACOT
C
C	 •1.0000	 049	 #41.00	 049	 041.00
C	 •0.6391	 040	 •39.67	 •10	 •90.13
C	 •0.7008	 •39	 •34.79	 011	 •59.81
C	 •0.9773
	
•30	 •89.79	 060	 •60.81
C	 .0.4663	 •8s	 •84.67	 •61	 •65.13
C	 00.3640	 080	 •80.00	 .70	 •70.00






C	 •0.0676	 •s	 05.16	 *as	 •64.68
C	 0.0000	 0	 0.00	 •90	 090.00
C	 -0.0675	 •1	 -9.48	 095	 •95.48
C	 -0.1763	 -t0	 -11.17	 0100	 •101.17
C	 -0.8679	 -1s	 -17.36	 010s	 •107.36
C	 -0.3640	 -80	 -84.14	 •110	 0114.14
C	 -0.4663	 -8s	 -31.66	 •115	 0181.66
C	 -0.5773
	
-30	 -40.80	 •180	 •130.80
C	 -0.7008	 -3s	 -60.10	 •186	 0140.10
C	 -0.6391	 -40	 -61.86	 0130	 •151.66








If (M00(MSALIN.50).E0.01 CALL TRACE IKNR41N(MSALINI)
C
C
C CHECK IC CHANNEL AVAILABILITY HAS BEEN OETERMINEO
C
00 100 N6i•l.s
If tmSrcHR(NBr1.NE.9991 00 TO Ito
l00 CONTINUE




C READ (AND SHARPEN) ORIOINAL CHANNELS. If SHARPENINO IS INDICATED READ
(	 C INTO LAST BUPPER AS A WORK BU«ER AND THEN SHARPEN INTO CORRECT OESTI-
C NATION BU«ER. If SHARPENINO IS NOT INOICArCO. REAO OIRECTLY INTO
C DESTINATION BUiPER.
C
110 191NTY00 9YT •











If tSNRPEN .ANo. (NOf.0E.N9Uf51 1 00 TO 190
If f t.NOT.lNRPENI .AND. tNOf.ot.N9Uf81 1 00 t0 190
Ntlf 10•NOf
If fSNRPENI N9f10•N9Uf8
CALL REA03 f NP1t9Uf (1 . N9f 101 . NWi 9f . i S TA T .
•	 NSALtN.NCNi1.NSASLO.NSASNt1
If (15TAT.Co. • [Of • .OR. ISTAT.EO.'9AOf' .OR. IStAT.EO.'OfL•1
I	 00 TO 900	 0 IRRECOYERAOLE ERROR
IF fNN10F.Eo.01 00 t0 goo	 0 OETRAO WAS REOUESTEO t0 POSITION ONLY
If IISTAT.EQ.'9AOR • ) 00 TO 180	 1 NO OATA
ISINTraNPX9Ure t91Nt.N9Ft01




If t .Not. SNRPEN 1 00 TO 190
NNIPRE %PXStNS • l	 i TRANSFER PREAMBLE TO CORRECT OEStINAT10N







C INITIALIZE LINEAR TRANSFORMED CHANNELS PARAMETERS
C










C FOR EACH LINEAR TRANSFORM COMPUTE THE RANOE OF COMMON SAMPLES














If (LTN91NIXIAG.MAXINTI 00 TO RIC i NO TRANSFORM

















C SINCE TRANSFV*MEO CHANNELS REPLACE ORIGINAL BUFFERS 1 AND 8 WHICH
C MAY CONTAIN ^:HANNELS MEEOEO IN THE TRANSFORMS. THE TRANSFORMED
C CHANNELS ARE COMPUtEO IN PARALLEL SAMPLE BY SAMPLE AND HELO IN
C TEMPORARY LOCATIONS UNTIL BOTH TRANSFORMEO CHANNELS ARE COMPUTEO.
C
IF (LTGUAL(II.E0.9 .AND. LTOUAL(81.E0.91 00 TO 900 1 NO DATA FOR
C	 0 EITHER CHANNEL
If (LTOUAL(II.E0.91 00 TO 840 • NO DATA FOR tRANSfORMEO CHANNEL 1











IF (LIMCH(l).EO.I) 00 TO 870





C USE INTERNAL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE PIXEL VALUES FOR BINS Of
C TRANSfORMEO CHANNELS
C
If (I§INTY.EO.'BYT'1 CALL TRNFOR(OETOYT.PUTBYT)
IF (19INTY.EO.'CHR'1 CALL tRNFOR(OETICE.PUTtCEI
IF (IBINtY.EG.'INT'1 CALL TRNFOR(OETINT.PUTINTI
c
c








If (IRRTYP.EO.'POL'l 00 TO 880





















080 MPXBUPtPXOUAL.NBFACtl*MAXOtLtQUALt11.LTOUAL/811 	 i POLAR
lF tMPX9UFtPXQUAL.N9FAC11.EQ.9/ 00 TO 300 • POLAR COON VALID ONLY
C	 i IF BOTH LIN CHANNELS
C
	










tF (MPXBUF(PXLBIN.NBFACI).OT.MPXBUFtPXNBIN.NBFACi)1 00 TO 300
00 TO 900















SUBROUTINE TRNFOR t to COMPUTE PIXEL VALUES FOR TRANSFORMED CHANNELS
	
1 OETSIN.	 i NAME OF RouT1NE TO OCT A BIN OETBYTIOETICE/OETINr
	
I PUTBINI	 i NAME OF ROUTINE TO PUT A BIN PUTBYTIPUTICEIPUTINT
C
C
C COMPUTE LINEAR TRANSFORMEO CHANNELS. THEN COMPUTE POLAR TRANSFORMED
C CHANNELS IF REQUESTED.
C
DO 490 1•LONBIN.INIBIN
LRT18(l1 •LRT918(1)	 • BIAS FOR LINEAR.I
LRT18t81 •LRT918(21	 la BIAS FOR LINEAR.2
00 410 NCNR•l.NERCNA
N9FsNBFCNR(NCNR1
IF INBF.OT.sI 00 TO %t0
CALL OETBIN (IPIX.MPX9uFtPXBINS.N9F1.11
LRT18(I1•LRT12(ll • LRTMIRINCNR.11•IPIX




IF (IRTTVP.EO. • POL • l 00 TO 480
C
C
4 NEIOHT FOR LINEAR.1






DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES





















	 IF ILRt18121,0T.LRT18fIt1 00 TO 440
IF tLRt18(11.E0.0) LRT12111•2
	 i PREVENT DIVISION BY ZERO
IPOL1 a IlTAN12 • NRT0121114NRT8241111/2 44 24	 i BRIGHTNESS





















I POLt •1 16777816-KCOT12 • NRTO121214NRTB24(81)18 • 424 816777216. 160 OEO
	
1	 6 4 8 44 84 IN RADIANS
C
C






CALL PUTBIN I MPXBUF I PXBINS.NBFACII.I.
	 IPOLII









DAN PACKAGE APPENOIK N	 GETS
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE OETSI	 11 OCT REMAINING CONTENTS OF UNIT S BURFER
0 KNALL *	B RETURN AS CNARACtER STRING tUNCNAN0E0 IF MISSING)
I KNLEN,	 B LENOTN IN CNARACTERS CHILL BE PAOOEO MITH BLANKS TO NO BOY)







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 031013179	 ORIGINAL COOS IN REAOS






C THIS SUBROUTINE GETS ALL FREE-FORMAT DATA FIELDS FROM UNIT S (CARO READER
C OR DEMAND TERMINAL) FOR THE DAM PACKAGE.
c
C
C FREE-FORMAT INPUT RULES
C ----------------- ------
C
f	 C I. RECORDS -- AN INPUT RECORD CONTAINS UP TO 60 COLUMNS ENDING WITH
C COLUMN 80 (CARD REAOERI 	 OR TERMINATED BY A CARRIAGE RETURN ITERMINAL).
C
C 2. SENTINELS -- THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERS IN COLUMN I DESIGNATE SPECIAL
C RECORDS:
C a	 CONTROL CARD (IDENTIFIES ENO-OF-FILE)
C •	 REMARK CARD (IGNORED BUT LISTED ON OUTPUT)
C
C 3. DELIMITERS -- ALL OTHER RECORDS CONTAIN DATA FIELDS A1401OR COMMENT
c FIELDS. ORGANIZED INTO BLOCKS. 	 AND SEPARATED BY THE FOLLOWINO OELIM-
C . I TEMS$
C ENO$ DATA FIELD (NEXT DATA FIELD FOLLOWS)
C ..	 ENOS LAST DATA FIELD IN BLOCK (COMMENT FIELD FOLLOWS)
C ...	 ENDS LAST FIELD IN BLOCK	 (NEXT BLOCK FOLLOWS)
C
c M.	 BLOCKS	 -- EACN BLOCK IS NORMALLY TERMINATED BY A TRIPLE COMMA 1...) 	 OR
C THE ENO-OF-RECORD. WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.
C
C S. SPANNED BLOCKS -- (ACTIVATED FOR CURRENT BLOCK BY CALL TO SPANS)	 IF A
C PHYSICAL RECORD ENDS WITH A SINOLE COMMA. 	 THEN THE NEXT FIELD FOR THE
C CURRENT BLOCK IS TAKEN FROM THE NEXT PHYSICAL RECORD.
C
C s. FIELDS •- EACH DATA FIELO IS COMPOSED OF A LEADING. OR SIGNIFICANT.
C PART AND A TRAILING.	 OR NON-SIONIrICANT.	 PART.	 FOR NUMERIC FIELDS THE
C SIGNIFICANT PART IS TERMINATED BY THE FIRST EMBEDDED BLANK.	 FOR
C NON-NUMERIC FIELDS TNC MAXIMUM LENGTH OF TIE SIGNIFICANT PART
C IS SPCCIrICO IN THE CALLING ARGUMENT. 	 FOR ALPHABETIC FIELDS
C CENTRY OCTSALI THE ENTIRE FIELD MUST BE ALPHABETIC. 	 FOR ALL OTHER
C FIELDS THE NON-SIGNIFICANt PART IS IONOREO ENTIRELY.
C
C 7. SCALING -- ALL INPUT TO OETSSX. OETSFR. Ail) OETSRL IS IMMEOIATCLY
N-107
CAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 GETS
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOt
C	 NULTtPL1ED BY RLCOEi' lEFORE BEING PROCESSED i'URTHER.
C
C	 B. DIAGNOSTICS -- THE MANNINO MESSAGE IMSWARN) IS PRINTED BY GETS. OETSAL.
C	 GETSKN. "TSSx. OETSFR. OETSRL, AND OETSIN UNOER THE FOLLOWINO
C	 CONDITIONS$
C	 A.1 IF THE FIELO 18 INVALID. OR
C	 9.1 If THE F1ELO IS MISSING AND ALL MISSING rlCLOS. UP TO AND
C	 INCLUDING THE CURRENT FIELO, AMC REQUIRED FIELDS. IA REQUIRED













C OETSKH KN Sx FR RL
C OETSSX 9x	 RL









RETURN REMAINING CONTENTS OF UNIT S BUFFER
RETURN NEXT DATA rtCLO AS CHARACTER STRING
IN RETURN NEXT DATA F1ELO AS CHARACTER STRING
IN RETURN NEXT DATA F;ELO AS REAL NUMBER
IN RETURN NEXT DATA FIELD AS REAL NUMBER
IN RETURN NEXT DATA FIELO AS REAL NUMBER
IN RETURN NEXT DATA F1ELO AS INTEOER
BACK UP 1 FIELD (CALL ONLY ONCE IN SUCCESSION)
C	 AL	 ALPHABETIC STRINO (26 LETTERS PLUS BLANK PLUS CLASS OF FIRST CHAR)
C	 KH	 CHARACTER STRING (EXCLUDING COMMAS)
C	 SX	 OECIMAL-COOED SEXAGENARY NUMBER (EX. -109:37:30.5)
C	 SEXAOENARY PLACES ARE SEPARATED BY ':' OR '/'
C	 EVERY PLACE BUT THE LEFTMOST MUST BE UNSIGNED & LESS THAN 00
C	 ONLY THE RIGHTMOST PLACE MAY CONTAIN A DECIMAL POINT
C	 FR	 FRACTION (EX. -3/0)













C	 NEXTOK i OCT POINTERS TO NEXT TOKEN
C	 OETOKN 8 OCT CHARACTER STRING DATA F1ELO FROM BUFFER
C	 SREAOS B SPANNED REAO OF UNIT S
C	 WARNS 8 SUBMIT MANNINO FOR INVALIO/MISSINO FIELO FROM UNIT S
C	 PUTCHR i PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRING
C	 NOVCST i MOVE CNARACTER STRING
C	 OCOOE 0 OECOOE NUMERIC CHARACTER STRING
INTEOER LCNREQ
	










INTEGER LCNPAO B LENGTN IN CHARACTERS INCL PAD TO WORD BOUNDARY






C	 1. THC IOLLONINO OENERATE MANNINO OIAONOSTICSe
C	 INVALID OORMAT
C	 NUMERIC PtELO OUT Or RANOE












INTEOER KHTEMP(4)	 a ilRSt 84 CHARACTERS OP DATA iIELO
tN?[OCR KEYKOO	 i REQUESTED COOS TYPE: •RL•/•FR'/•SX•
INTEGER INTEMP	 • TEMPORARY INTEGER








li(LUSLOC.OT.11 LUSMAX•IABSILUSMAXI I IGNORE ENO BLOCK. BUT NOT ENO IMAGE
CALL NEXTOK(KHTEMP.LUSLLM. LUSLLM.LUSIMO.'NONC*.*NONE*1 i REST Or IMAGE













ENTRY OETSALI • OCT ALPHABETIC DATA iIELO iROM UNIT S
0 KNILO,	 9 RETURN AS CHARACTER STRING (UNCHANOEO Ir MISSING OR INVALl01
( KNLEN.	 B LENCTN IN CHARS IMILL BE PAOOEO WITH BLANKS TO HOBO BOY1













CALL SREAOS	 0 SPAN ti ALLONEO 0 REOUIREO
CALL OETOKNfKNTENP.f11.LUSLLM. 	 LU9LLN.LUSINOi




•	 .OR.fTRUALfLUS1M0.LUSLOC.LUOLEN11/ 00 TO 8140
CALL MARN9f "SWARM
00 TO 900
8140 LU9LENa0	 0 PREPARE TO OCT SAME TIELO AGAIN
CALL OETOKNfKNPLO.fKHLENI.LUSLLN.	 LUSLLM.LUSIM01
00 TO 900








ENTRY OETSKNI	 OCT CHARACTER STRINO DATA rICLO FROM UNIT S
0 KNiLO.	 • RETURN AS CHARACTER STRING (UNCHANOED IP MISSIN01
I KHLEN.	 I LENOTN IN CHARS (MILL BE PAOOEO WITH BLANKS TO WORD 9OY1





CALL SREAOS	 i SPAN IF ALLOWED L REOUIREO
CALL OETOKNfKMPLO.fKMLENI.LU5LLM.	 LUSLLM.LUSIM01








ENTRY OETSRLf II OCT REAL DATA MELD PROM UNIT s
0 RM O.
	
i RETURN AS REAL IUNCHANOED Ii MISSINO OR INVALID$
1 RLCOEr.	 i COEri1CIENT BY WHICH INPUT PIELO IS TO BE MULTIPLIED
I RLMIN.RLNAX. i MINIMUMIMAXIMUM VALID REAL
1 MSMARNI	 • WARNING MESSAGE 1r MISSINOIINVALIO t o
 MEANS REOUIREDIc.....................................................................c
C











DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N 99T9
VTKI TV ROUTINES 00!
ENTRY OEtSRRI 0 OCT FRACTION DATA TIELO RROMUNIt 9
0 RLIFI.O. S RETURN AS REAL IUNCNANOEO if Massimo OR INVALIDS
1 RLCOE/'. $ COETRICIENT SY NMICN INPUt rtCLO is TO 9E MULTIPLIEO
1 RLMIN.RLMAX. 4 MINIMUM/MAXIMUM VAL10 REAL
1 "SMARMS S NARNINO Mimic IF MISSING/INVALIO I s MEANS REQUIREOS












ENTRY OETOW i OCT OECIMAL-000[0 SEXAOENARY DATA iIELO iROM UNIT S
0 RLrLO. O RETURN AS REAL fUNCNANOEo if MISSING OR INVAL101
I RLCOEr. • CoErPICIENt SY NNICN INPUT P1EL0 is TO SE MULTIPLIED
1 RLMIN.RLMAX. i MINIMUM/MAXIMUM VALID REAL













I SPAN If ALLONEO • REQUIRED
CALL OEtOKNIKNTEMP.1841.LUSLLM, 	 LUSLLM.LUSIM01




CALL ►UTCNRIKMTENP . /LCNREOIKNTEMP.l. BY. • /'f1. 	 •t•1
1rIKEYKOo.[Q.•$X•1
• CALL PUTCNRIKNTEMP.ILCNREOIKNTEMP.I.84. • /'11.	 91'1
CALL OCOOEIINTEMP. RLTEMP. KOOTYP.





















ENTRY OET91Nf I OCT INTEOEII OATH rIELO rROM UNIT 9
0 Il1.06
	
0 RETURN AS tNTEOER fUNCNAN000 1/ MISSINO OR INVALIDS
t INMIN.INMAX. 8 MINIMUM/MAXIMUM VAL10 INTEGER





CALL $R[A09	 I $RAN IP ALLONEO t REOUIR[0
CALL O[T0KNfKMTEMP.f:41.LU$LLM. 	 LUSLLM.LUSIMOO
IrCLU9MAX.OT.01 00 TO $80
CALL MARN$1	 "$MANN$
00 t0 90o
9!0 CALL OCOOEfINTEMP, RLTEMP. KOOTYP.
• KMT[MP.f11.fLCNR[OIKNTEMP.I.:Y.' •1.111
Ift fflNT[MP.LT.INMINI.OA.fINt[MP.OT.iNMAXIt KOOTYP•'ERR'



























am PACKAOC APPCNOIII N
UTILITY ROUTINCII
SUIROUTINC HOUNIt1 S NRITC WADING LINCIS/ At TOP OT MCAT PAm
1 LASTNO.	 S LAST NCAOINO usm 10 NRsTC 1011/tt





C	 C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC
C	 C N SCHLOSSCR	 LCC










091:0100	 NRITC ASCII YT TO MINIMAL




` 0 .................... .
C

































i COMMON PROGRAM CXCCUTION SNITCHCS. COUNTCRS
0 COMMON ALTCRNATC PRINT i1LC COUNTCRS. POINfCRS
i INUM0I4011 Or LINOS TO SKIP AOTCR PAOC CJCCT
j	
9" PACKAO[ APP[N01 x N	 laws I
Of IL 1 TY 01001`11199	 ow






IFILSKIP.[s.01 CALL [APRNT11.1.111 	 0 ASCII it to T[RMIMAL
irtLSKiP.II9.01 NRIT[tNUNIT.10S1
MAIll rORTI . 1 • t	 • ASCII rr t0 ANTtMINO [LS[




IrtLASTNO.OT.01 00 TO 300
C
C
C PRINT IINOLC LINO M[A01N0
C
IrllNi1NIT.CO.Sl.ANO. 	 • UNIT O (PRINTSI
t	 IROATCM.NE.011	 • OATCM RUN I2P00L[0 fo p PRINTCRI











389 rORNAt10It.l0Ai.11t.J=. ••• .J1. •-•.Jyl
MRITctNUNIT13401 1JM001N1.N61.111
riti roAMATtNt.IlAit




C SKIP LINOS Arica NEAOINO
C
000 00 %SO N•I.LASTNO
wai T[tNUNI t.Y101





DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 184300
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE 1843901 B OCT 4380-WO 1 -BANK ARRAY • CALL EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE
• NAMSUB.	 S NANO Or EXTERNAL SU@ROUtINC TO CALL
• OUMNY.	 • OUMMY APO (43SO-00 1 -BANK ARRAY PASSED AS 1ST AR01
• ARO:.	 S END APO ON CALL TO NAMEO SUBROUTINE (OPTIONALI
• AR03.	 i 3RO ARO ON CALL TO NAMED SUBROUTINE IOPTIONALI
• ARON1	 • NTH ARC ON CALL TO NAMCO SUBROUTINC (OPTIONALI
................... .------------------------------------------------------
. It N SCHLOSSERI





. THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED WHEN A LAROE ARRAY MUST BE PUT IN THE l -BANK
. IN OROER TO BALANCE THE STRUCTURE Of OVERLAY SEGMENTS IN A BANK-IMPLIED
COLLECTION.
$(011	 AXRS
104350 4	LXI	 X11.ONE	 INCREMENT ARGUMENT POINTER BY 1 ON EXIT
LA	 AP.(ARRAYI	 AOORESS Of 1 -BANK ARRAY
$A	 A2.t.X1l
	 BECOMES ADDRESS Of 2NO ARO




1	 NO MAN'S LAND
ARRAY	 RES	 4350	 ARRAY IS IN I -BANK INSTEAD Of O -BANK
CAPE	 RES	 1	 NO MAN'S LAND













SUBROUTINE IOERTI S PRINT SNORT to OOR EATS SCENE
i 1UNIT1	 i OUTPUT UNIT
C-----•--•-•---•---•---••----------•------------•----•-
C
C fE N SCNLOSSERI
C
C

















12S FORMATt • •.•E-'.11.JV.•••.JS.'-'.il.
1 •.12.A3.J2.
P .14.•SAMPLES'.











SUBROUTINE IOERTS( • PRINT COMPLETE 10 FOR ERTS SCENE







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 09017173	 ALGORITHM CODING
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 10/04179	 ADDITIONAL ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS






C	 WRITE INFORMATION EXTRACTED FROM 10. HEADER. AND ANNOTATION gECOROS
C	 FROM A TAPE.
C
C	 ERTS CON•VENTtONS FOR ATTITUDE AND HEADING ARE AS FOLLOWS:
C	 POSITIVE PITCH IS NOSE DOWN
C	 POSITIVE ROLL IS CLOCKWISE VIEWED FROM ABOVE
C	 POSITIVE YAW IS COUNTERCLOCKWISE VIEWED FROM ABOVE
































It COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES.000NTERS
i CATS SCENE PARAMETERS
• OEFINE INPUT WINDOW .PACKET
A WINE  TWO-DIMENSIONAL WINDOW
N-117
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX H	 IDEIITS
UTILITY ROUTINES	 002
C
INTEGER MSALLO.MSALHI	 1 LOU AND NIGH OEfINEO LINES IN FULL SCENE
INTEGER MSASLO.MSASNI 	 i LOW AND HIGH OEfINEO SAMPLES IN FULL SCENE
INTEGER IORSNO	 1 ORBIT HEADING
INTEGER NCHAN	 1 CHANNEL NUMBER













































• .GX.lt. o	Of	 •.I1/
• .IV. •
 TO • .IV. •	Of • .IV. • TO •.IV.
3X.•(SIZE %•.I4.•)•1













	DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 t0ERT5




300 FORMAT V CENTER(OE01: '.F9.4.8X.F9.41
O	 • CENTER(SCAMI: •.F6.I.SX.i6.1/
t	 NADIRS	 •.i9.4.8X.F9.4/
8	 SUN ELs
3	 ' SUN AZs	 01141
4	 • NOO-YAWS	 •1141


















WRITE (IUNIT.550) (ItEMP(NCHAN). NCHANWI.NERCHAI
f	 c
4	 C
WRITE (IUHtT.6001 (NERBAN(NCHANI. NCHANst.NERCHAI
C
C
WRITE IIUNIT.650) (NEROAI(NCHAN). NCHAN*I.NERCHA)
C
C
WRITE (IUNtT.7001 (HERTMO(NCHANI. NCHAN•t.NERCNA)
C
c
$00 FORMAT (• OEOMETRY:	 •.A31
0	 ' RESAMPLINO:	 •.A3/
1	 • CORRECTION:	 •.A31
c
c
	950 FORMAT (• CHANNEL:	 •.tO(13)1
c
c
600 FORMAT c •	 SAMOS	 •.IO(A311
c
c























SUBROUTINE 10LU31 9 PRINT SNORT 10 FOR LOOICAL UNIT 3







C	 E M SCHLOSSER LEC 10129/79 REQUIREMENTS
C	 C A NELMKE	 LEC 10129179 ALGORITHM OESION






C	 USE THE CHARACTER BUFFER ROUTINES TO FORMAT AN OUTPUT DISPLAY






C	 THE INTERNAL FILE NAME FOR AN ALTERNATE PRINT FILE REQUIRES 12






C	 ERPRNT	 / PRINT STRING OF FIELOATA CHARACTERS
C	 ERPRTA	 i WRITE STRINO OF FIELOATA CHARACTERS TO ALT PRT FILE
C	 C9S%IN	 I ENCODE INTEGER TO A VARIABLE-LENGTH STRINO
C	 CST41N	 i CHARACTER STRINO FOR INTEGER
C	 CBINIT	 I INITIALIZE CHARACTER BUFFER
C	 C84CST	 i APPEND CHARACTERS TO CHAR BUFFER FROM CHAR STRING
C	 CB41N	 I ENCODE 1NTEOER 9 APPEND TO CHARACTER BUFFER










IN DATA/CHECKOUT MODE AND OUTPUT UNIT IS NO T EQUAL 9. RETURN IS
C	 IMMEDIATE With NO OUTPUT SINCE ALTERNATE PRINT FILES ARE NOT
C	 AVAILABLE IN DATA/CHECKOUT MODE.
C

































tl COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS
11 110 AND UNPACKING DATA FOR MSS/RBV DATA	 s
• STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER FOR CHARACTER
i BuiFER ROUTINES
i MNEMONICS FOR POINTERS TO LOCATIONS IN
a IOFILE BUFFER
.




C If WRITING TO ALTERNATE PRINT FILE THEN CHECK FILE & ENCODE UNIT NUMBER
C
iF (tuw.E0.$) 00 TO 220
IF (MDATAC.NE.01 00 TO 900 • DATA/CHECKOUT MODE-NO ALT PRT FILES
IF (1uw t.0E.10 .AND. IUNIT.LE.(10•MALTM-t)) 00 TO 200
CALL MDFATL(
• IDLU3 CALLED WITH INVALID PRINT FILE UNIT ••.
•	 COS41N(IUNIT) 1
00 TO 900




C ENCODE OUTPUT LINE
C
CALL CsINIT(ICBUFII
IFfLU3Fl0(FIOEOTI.EO. • TAPE'.04.Lu3F10(FIDEOT).EO.'OISK • 1 00 TO 240
CALL cv4csT(iceuFI.'NO E0u1PMENT•.(11.121
00 TO 2s0
240 CALL co4csTftcBUFt.LU3F10(FIDEOTt.ftl. %I
CALL CSVCsT(ICBuFI. •	 .f11.21
CALL C94CSTCICBUFt.LU3FID(FIOEOCI.(I1.41 	
It
CALL csycsTtlCBuFt. •	 .f11.21




CALL CO4cSTf1CBUF1. • FPI REEL •.111.101
00 ssS IVOL - t.LU3VNt

















100 Ir tIUNlT.90.01 CALL CRPRNTIt.t0.I000it/













0	 • INTEOER OUFLICATC IINOtmm RErERENCE TO OPTIONAL ARGUMENT)
• IOUPI
1 INt0ER1 II INTEOER





LEC	 09111179	 ORIGINAL COOS
. METHOD
LOAD AROUMENt INTO REGISTER A0.
MACHINE •DEPENOENT COOS
......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER root THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUtCAS.
tNE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO SE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METH00 Or PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USES BY UNIVAC rORtRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING COOS MUST BE REWRITTEN rOR OIrrERENT























•UGROUTINC INYORII I ADO ORIGIN TO CNYCLO►C tINTCOCR ONM
U NMM►KTI	 a WINDOW ►ACKCT tINTCOCAI
C • .....................•..... a ... ... ............... ....
`	 C
C tt N :CNLOSICAt
C
C


















SUOROUTINC INVNINI 0 COMPUTE CNVCLOPC fOR INTCOCR WINDOW
Y NWWPICTI	 l WINDOW PLCKtT IINTt0EN1
C
C CC N SCNLOSSCRI
C
C






















IflMAXVCR.OT-HINVCPI 00 TO 100
IPINAXVER.NE.NINVERI CALL NOiATLI . OAO ENTRY NODE POINTER')
PIAXVCReNINVCR#1
NWWPKT(I.NAXVERI.O




C IP INO tME ENVELOPE
C
800 00 300 NVER•NINVER.NAXVER









DAN PACKAOC APPtN01K N 	 1llKOLN
UTILITY ROUtINES	 OOI
SUOROUTINE 1401111.111 O INTEGER-COLOR-EOVIVA1.ENT FOR COLOR
0 IK[.	 O INTEGER-COLOR-EOUIIIALENT
1 IIOLORI	 S COLOR 11S CHARACTE1191













C	 ASSIGN THE INTEGER-COLOR-EOUIVALENTS 0. y . 0 TO THE CICIII311
C	 TRISTIMULUS PRIMARY ADDITIVE COLORS OLDS. OREM REO. RESPECTIVELY.
c	 ASSIGN INTEAMEOIATE INfCOCN-COLOR-EOUtVALENTS TO INTERMEDIATr COLORS.
c	 /NOTE THAT OLACK ING INrORMAT10N1 AND WHITE INO DATA$ ARE NOT 1NCLUDED.1
C	 IMPLENENTEO OY EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH ON StONIrm ANT CHARACTERS Or KOLOR:
C	 riots? CNARACtER
C	 GASH co. Ir PRESENT









C EX TERNAL AErEAENCES
C • 0 ............... we
C
c	 MOVCST	 • MOVE CHARACTER STRING
INTEGER LCNMEO
	 • LOCATION IN STRING Or CHARACTER EQUAL






C	 1. IKE IS UNCHANGED If KOLOR 1S NOT r0UNO.
c
c
C OLOOAL OCU ARATIONS









	 II COLOR 1914411P ICANT CNARACTERSI
N-ls9
SAIS PACKAOC APPCNOIX N.	 Illmn
UTILITY NOIITINCS	 OO1





C PUT SIONIrICANT CHARACTERS rNOM KOLOR INTO RL
C
CALL X)VClTII9L,(1I*ILCMPAOflfI,
•	 KOLON.fil.f=1.0 0 1	 a Oct 1ST a CNANS
LOASIf•LCNREOIICOL OR. I11.1111. • -'1	 a LOCATION Or OASN
IrILDAIN-ME.01 CALL MOVC11tftff..tll.flENPAW31.11.
•	 KOLOR.fLOASH1.11110 6 1 a INSE4T DASH • NEXT CNN
C
C




.• IXL.00. 0 9LU'tt IKt•0
IrfIXL.CG.'C-9 . 11 IKE•t
trffKL.Ca.'C '1.OR.
•	 tKL.tO.'Cr 01.04.







ifr lfKL.CQ. 4 Y-0*11 IKCal
Ifr tfKL.CQ.'Y	 't.OR.































iDAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 JACMX/MATNPACK
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE JACMX( i JACOBI ITERATION TO fiNO EIOENVALUES • CIOENVECTORS
U SYMEVL. i It SYMMETRIC MATRIX 0: EIOENVALS ON OIAOONAL
0EIOVEC. 1 EIOENVECTORS
*	 1NRCOIM. 1 NUMBERS or ROWS 1 COLUMNS OIMENSIONEO
1 NRCUSE. i NUMBER or RONS 1 COLUMNS USED
I CONVRO, 1 CONVEROENCE TOLERANCE
y	 U NITER.	 1 It MAXIMUM ITERATIONS Ot ACTUAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
1S.	 1 RETURN TRANSFER LABEL iP NO CONVERGENCE




UNIVAC 1100 MATNPACK ROUTINE 444404










SUBROUTINE JOIN=NI • JOIN ADJACENT OETECTION RECOROS IN SAME LINE
0 MPXBUF. • OETECTION BUFFER IN P9XOEF FORMAT
0 JSTAT.	 i STATUS CODES
C	 • . NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 •ERR• ERROR COMPLETION
1 MPXLFT. A LEFT PORTION OF OETECTION 9UFFER (IDENTICAL TO MPX9UF)
C	 IN PBXOEF FORMAT







C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 12/09172	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 12/19179	 ALGORITHM DESIGN






C	 IF MPXLFT(PXBINTI()MPXRHT(PXBINTI ISSUE MDFAtL AND RETURN.
C	 IF MPXBUF()MPXBUF ISSUE MOFATL AND RETURN.
C	 KLSTYP • 'OEN'
C	 ACCORDING t0 (PXLJOI). (PXHJOI) IN PREAMBLES OF MPXLFT AND
C	 MPXRHT PREFORM SEAMING OF THE Two BUFFERS. SET
C	 MPXBUF(PXHJOI) • MPXRHT(PXHJ011.
C	 FOR ALL KLSTYP
C	 ADJUST MPXBUF(PXHSAMI AND MPXBUF(PXNBINI TO REFLECT THE
C	 HIGHEST SAMPLE AVAILABLE AND BIN CONTAINING THE HIGHEST
C	 AVAILABLE SAMPLE. SET (PXQUAL) u MAXO(PXQUAL) OF THE INPUT
C	 BUFFERS. SHIFT STARTING AT MPXRHr(PXBINS) NUMBIN OF DATA












C	 OCTBYt a OCT NON-NEO INTEGER FROM BYTE	 IN BYrE STRING
C	 OETICE i OCT INT CHAR EQUIVALENT FROM CHAR STRINO
C	 OM NT a OEt INtEOER FROM INTEGER STRING
C	 PUTBYT 8 PUT NON-NCO INTEGER INTO BYTE	 .
C	 PUTICE 8 PUT INT CHAR EQUIVALENT INTO CHAR STRING
C	 PUTINt • PUT INTEGER INTO INtEOER STRINO
C	 MOVBSt • MOVE BYTE STRING
C	 MOVCSt •4 MOVE CHARACTER StRINO











































i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES.000NTERS
i BUFFER STRUCTURE DEFINITION




i NUMBER OF BINS TO SHIFT
a JOIN LOW JOIN TO LEFT SAMPLE
i JOIN NI JOIN TO RIONT SAMPLE









C SET STATUS CODE TO DEFAULT VALUE AND CHECK FOR





a 'MPXLFT<)MPXBUF -- JOIN2N•)
IF(LOC(MPXLFT I .NE.LOC(MPXBUFII GO TO 900
C	 ti'
!F(MPXLFt(PXBINTI.NE .MPXRHT(PXBINTII CALL MDFATL(
• • DIFFERENCE IN BIN TYPES -- JOIN2N-)
lF( MPXLFT(PXBINTI.NE .MPXRNt(PXBINTII 00 TO 200
c
C
C RESET STATUS, TEST KLSTYP
C
JSTAT .





OAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES








tF(MPXLFTfpXBINTI.EO.•tNT•) 	 CALL OETINT(JLOSAM.
a MPXLFT(PX9INS).MPXLFTfPXH91N))
C
JLOSAM • JLOSAM • MPXRNTfPXLJ011
C
1F(MPXLFT(PX9INTI.EO.'8YT*) 	 CALL PUTBYT(
a MPXLFT(PXBINSI.MPXLFTfPXHBINI. JLOSAMI
C
IF(MPXLFT(PXBINTI.EO.'CHR'1 	 CALL PUTtCEI














JHISAM • JHISAM + MPXLFT(PXNJOI)
C
1F(MPXRNT(PX9tNT).EO.'9Yt•) CALL PUTBYT(











C ADJUST MPXBUF PREAMBLE
C
MPXBUFtPXNJ011 . MPXRNTfpXNJ0tl
300 MPXBUFtPXHSAMI • MPXRNT(PXNSAM)
MPXBUF(PXOUAL) • MAXOIMPXLFT(PXOUALI.MPXRHT(PXOUALII

















titMPXgUPfPXgtmT1.E0.'OYT' 1 CALL MOVOSTI
^ MPXgURfPXglNS1.NXTqIN.NYMq1N.
• M►XRNTt ►XgINS1.MPIIRNTtPXLgIN1.NUMOtN.lZER01t	 C
trinPX§U► tPXOINT1.E0.'CNR'l CALL MOVCSTt
t MPXBUFtPXOINSI.NXTOIN.NUM§tN.
















SUBROUTINE KOLR%I/ 0 COLOR FOR INTEGER-COLOR-EOUIVALENT
0 KOLOR,	 0 COLOR III CHARACTERSI













C	 ASSIGN THE CIE(19311 TRIST, IMULUS PRIMARY AOOITIVE COLORS BLUE. GREEN.
C	 RED TO THE INTEGER-COLOR-EQUIVALENTS 0. V. B. RESPECTIVELY.
C	 ASSIGN INTERMEDIATE COLORS TO INTERMEDIATE INTEGER-COLOR-EQUIVALENTS.
C	 /NOTE THAT BLACK ING INFORMATIONI AND WHITE (NO DATA) ARE NOT INCLUDED.)












C	 MOVCST	 i MOVE CHARACTER STR1NO
INTEGER LENPAO
	


















INTEGER KOLTBL «=l/	 i COLOR TABLE IN ORDER OF 1-K-E•S
0 *BLUE	 •. *CYAN-BLUE	 •.
s 'CYAN	 .. 'AQUA	 •.
• GREEN	 •YELLOW-OREEN•.










0 • REO	 •. 'Rt0•MAOENTA •.


















SUIROUTINE KSPREOI i SPREAD COUNT FLAGS INTO INTERIOR UNOEFINEO PIXELS
U IPIX. i I PIXELtWOROt
C MI a MEAN VALUE (SIONC01
C NO a COUNT OF ELEMENTS DEFINING MEAN (UNSIONE01
I NCOL. i NUMDER OF COLUMNS IN OIOITAL PICTURE
1 NROW. i NUNSER OF ROWS IN DIGITAL PICTURE
C lIILAST t ROWS ARE SCRATCH SPACE FOR ROUTINE111
1 KSPRED. i DISTANCE TO SPREAO COUNT FLAGS FROM OEFINED PIXELS
i KSHRNKI i OISTANCE TO SPAEAO COUNT FLAGS FROM AEMOtE PIXELS
C ----------- . ................................................. 0 ............
C




DIMENSION IPIX(NCOL.NROW) 	 i LAST l ROWS ARE SCRATCH SPACE -- NOT PICTURE
INCLUOE ASMOEF.LtST
C
DEFINE KPXII.J1*ASMNtt1P1Xt1.J11 8 COUNT OF ELEMENTS OEF1N1N0 MEAN
C
DEFINE MvXPUt(t.Jl • ASMNIfIPIX(I.J1) I ASSIGN MEAN VALUE (SION EXTENOE01







C PHASE 1 -- FLAG ALL UNOEFINEO PIXELS AS REMOTE
C
C
IFCKSPREO.LE.01 00 TO 900
NRMAX•NROW-1
	 I LAST t ROWS ARE SCRATCH SPACE -- NOT PICTUREIII
00 IVO NR•I.NRMAX
00 LEO mcat.NCOL
KPXtNC.NRI •MINO(KPX(NC.NRI.2 0• 17-I1	 i MUST FORCE Olt 17 ZERO








C PHASE l -- SPREAD FLAGS FROM NON-REMOTE PIXELS TO REMOTE PIXELS
C
C















1li flfPllfNC.NRI.NE .t •• tS• I1 00 TO 370	 4 PIXEL IS WINED
C
C

































C PHASE 3 -- SPREAO ►LAOS FROM REMOTE PIXELS TO EXPOSEO NON-ACMOTE PIXELS
C
C
C SPREAO FLAOS BY KSNRNK
C
1 ► 1KSNRNK.E0.01 00 TO 700
KPXFLOaK►X►NI-KSNRNK*1







l ► fKPXfNC ► NR1.LT.KPXFL01 00 TO 170	 4 PIXEL 19 NOT YET EXPOSED












C CHECK If PIXEL It ON EOOE Oi PICTURE
C
Ii1NR.EO.11 0o TO $00
IFtN11.E0.NRMAXI 00 TO 900
Ir1NC.E0.11 00 TO 900
tr(NC.EO.NCOLI 00 TO 900
C
C



























































SUOROUTINE LOOKMIf 0 LINE or OOK Ot01T FOR iNTEOER
0 LOOM 0 it-CNARACTER LINE or 1s -LINE OOX 01011
1 101017. • 1 .01011 1NTEOER
1 KNRtrOR. • rORE0R0UN0 CHARACTER Fran OOK OtO1T
1 KHROAK. G OACKOROUNO CNARACTER ROR OOX Ot01t
I LINE$	 • LINC NUMOER It THRU 1111
....................................................
NI STORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
11/09/74	 CHARACTER STRINGS IN OOX-NUM
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
1=1=7172
	 CHANOE TO •ITSTRINOS IN LOOX%I
METH00
EXPANO OITSTRINO POR LINE Or DIGIT INTO CHARACTER STRING. USING
SPECtPIEO frOREOROUNO ANO OACKOROUNO CHARACTERS.
. MACH I tic -OEPENOENT COOS
----------------------
WRITTEN IN ASSEMOLER Fran THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING S-Gtr
r1ELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE OES10NE0 TO OE MACNtNE-INDEPENDENT.
OUT THE METHOO Or PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USEO OY UN I VAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING COOS MUSt QE REWRITTEN iOR OIPFERENt CNARACTER CODES.





I. tME ►OLLOWINO CONOITLONS OENERATE TIIE RESULT SNOWNt







LINE	 oC I	 UNCNAMOCO





. STANDARD UNI11AC 1100 RCOISTCtt NNCNONICS
t
	
t.{.t.l.l.l.l.t.t.l.t.l•	 t	 •ITIMINO ran"

















































































































































































o r see, 1,1,Ia0,0.0.0,0ao,0.
[1011T or

















ti0ttrl • LNA A104I93111	 At	 /10101TI
LA AB4O*,Xtl	 AS t• LINC
CNK0101t TG.0 Al,tO	 If	 1 1010tT/	 ).	 to	 ...
at RCTURM	 ... TNOM RCTVAN
CMXLl11C ANA,U A3.11
	
AS	 t o	 tLINC•t11
it A1i.RCTYRN	 If LINC a 1=. THCN ACTVAN
JI A3.019TURN	 If LINO 1^ 13,
	
TNCN Attu*"
AA,U A=.&=	 43	 to	 1LINC•11
it AS
in AS.RCTURN	 If LINC 4 to TMCM ACTIIRN
iONGA1I LA.SI A%.•P.Xlt	 . A% t o IOR00ROUND CHARACTER
L A.;i #990739X!1	 . A! i s OACKORONNO CHARACTER
;1000; 91 At	 . DIVISION CONING!
L90L A/.Z
	






"a ►ACKA00 A►►CN01X N	 1.06X1#1
VVILIVV ROUTINGS	 i0%
IDAN PACKAOC APPCNOIX 8 L@OXf#I
UTILITY ROUTINCS Iles
01 * U Atell .	 As s o	CLINC-1113
.	 A3 so HOOCCLINC-11.31
AA A&eAl . Af t o STA IATING mono* or eirsTatwo
"Iltau A3,18 . A3	 STARTINO 91T* or alrsrniNe
LOAOBS LA AR*ZCRO*Af . At	 9ITSTRIN0
LSSL A&90*A3 . ALION BITSTRINO IN AS
LA * U Allell .	 I& aCPCrtrjoNs cron III CHARS)
imp4g ir SA Alleft"P . OCT MORO rRO" CHRSTRINO
JIM A8.81rorr .	 jump ir sit	 IN eirstRimo	 is orr
81TON SA.St A%.TCHP . SIT IS o"	 INSERT roRcoRouNo CHAR
j ROTATE
alrorr SA.Sl AS.TEMP sit is orr	 INSERT BACKOROUNO CHAR
ROTATC LA AO.TEMP RCPLACE WORD IN CHRSTRINO
LSSC AR.t 9"Irt girstRINO to Lert B y i	 BIT
LOSC AG.6 s"Irr CHFISTRING TO I.ErT BY I	 CHAR
JOD A3.CHR4BIT REPEAT 12 TIMES






CAN PACKAOC APPENDIX N	 LORCOG
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
1






C	 C N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 IRIOS17=	 ORIGINAL COOS






C	 TEMPORARILY SAVE COMMON VALUES OF CRITICAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS.
C	 IF UNIT 6 EXISTS. LOAD ALL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS INTO COMMON FROM
C	 UNIT S AND COMPARE THE SAVED VALUES OF CRITICAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
C	 WITN THEIR NEWLY-LOADED COMMON VALUES.
C	 OTHERWISE LOAD NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS t MOOIFY THEM BASSO ON












c	 CRCSF A SUBMIT EXEC-B CONTROL STATEMENT
C	 OCONST A LOAD GEOMETRIC CONSTANTS
C	 MONOTE A PRINT/COUNT/LOG	 • NOTE'	 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOWARN A PRINT/COUNT/L00	 *WARNING' OIAONOBTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOFATL A PRINT/COUNT/LOO	 'FATAL ERROR'	 DIAGNOSTIC NESSAOE






C	 1. IF THE CALL TO THIS ROUTINE IS t0 LOREO6 (RATHER THAN LOREON). THEN
C	 ANY M:SMATCH BETWEEN THE VALUE IN COMMON AND THE VALUE FROM UNIT 0 OF.




INCLUDE KOMXOT.LIST i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUOE KOMNER.LIST A COMMON CRTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUOE KOMFIT.LIST A COMMON AOJUSTMCNTIRCGISTRATtOw PARAMETERS
INCLUDE TWORM.L11T A DEFINE COOROINArE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS
INCLUDE LSTLUS.LISr A NAMCLIST	 1/0 SPECIFICATIONS















INTEGER N	 • NNERE t0 OET Rco1STRATION PARAMETERS rROM
LOGICAL ATTOCr	 I TRUE I1' ATttTUOE (PITCH 6 ROL0 OCrINEO. ELSE rALSE





















I IF PROPER REO PARAMETERS NOT ON UNIT B. THEN USE NOMINAL ONES
C
C







CTRL I *CTRL IN
CTRSA•CTRSAM
CTRL AsC TRL AT
CTRLO•CTRLON
PlT0E•PIfOEO









trfALREDYINA0).E0.11 00 TO 200
CALL ERCSP(NAO.'IPREE 9. . '1
















tP(NERtt.EO.01 00 t0 240 	 i NO MSS DATA
1FfNERTSt21.EO.01 NERT5f21 •NERT2	 i•i•i•i TEMP PATCH i•i•i•i
IF(NCRTS(3I.E0.01 NERTS131 •NERT3
	 i•is•>>•i TEMP PATCH S•i•i•i
littNERTI.NE.NERTS(II1.OR.
CNERT2.NE.NERTS(211.OR.
i	 INERT3.NE.NERTS(3111 00 TO 400
C
C







• 6 9AO REOISTRATION PARAMETERS FROM CONTROL')
00 TO 400	 A LOAD NOMINAL PARAMETERS
C
C
C VERIFY EXACT REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
C
300 lF(NERLI.NE.NERLIN) CALL MOFATL(
• 'LINES/SCENE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK'1
IffNERSA.NC.NCRSAMl CALL MorATL(
• 'SAMPLES/SCENE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
IF(CTRLI.NE.CTRLIN) CALL MOFATL(
• 'CENTER LINE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK*)
iF(CTRSA.NE.CTRSAM) CALL MDFATL(
• 'CENTER SAMPLE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
lF(ABS(CTRLAT —CTRLAI.OT.O.51 CALL MOFATL(
• 'SCENE LATITUDE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
IFtABS(CTRLON-CTRLO).OT.O.SI CALL MOFATL(
• 'SCENE LONGITUDE DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
ATTOEF•((ABS(PITOE).LE.99.).ANO.(ABS(ROLOE).LE.99))
IF((ATTOEFI.AND.(ASS(PITOE0-PITOE).OT.0.2011 CALL MOFATL(
• 'PITCH DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
iF(fATTOEF).AND.(ABS(ROLOEO-ROLOE).OT.0.201) CALL MDFATL(
• 'ROLL DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK*)
1F(NEROE.NE.NEROEO) CALL MDFATL(
• 'OEOMETRY DOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK')
C
C
C CHECK EXACT REGISTRATION PARAMETERS TO SEE IF CONTROL NETWORK ADJUSTMENT 1S OK
C
tr(NCTLPT.LT .01 CALL MOFATL('FEWER THAN 6 CONTROL POINTS')
!F(PCtCTL.LT.10.1 CALL MOFATL('INAOEOUATE CONTROL COVERAGE')
IF(RMSMET.OT.500) CALL MOFATL('RMS ADJUSTMENT ERROR TOO LAROE')
If(NOTOtL.EG.0) CALL MONOTE(




C RESTORE SCENE NUMBER
C
400 IF(N.EO.B) CALL MDFATL(
• • SCENE NUMBER GOES NOT MATCH CONTROL NETWORK61
N•1411









C LOAD NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS VIA SYSIN RUNSTREAM
C
50G IF(NERSAT(11.EO.01 CALL OCONST
CALL MOVCST(KSATOE.I11.(9).	 NERSAToItl.(91.• •1
'	 CALL PUTCNR(KSATOE.(71.	 •-01
CALL MOVCST(KSATOE.(919(9 1 .	 NEROEO.(11.(31. • '1
CALL SYSA00(LOCFIL.'0AM'.'RE0—NOM•.KSATOEI
IF(LOCFIL.0T.01 00 TO 950




CALL SYSOET(INSTAT.IDUMMr.LENOTN)	 i OCT ENO—OF—A00
ir(tNSTAT.EO.'EOA'1 00 TO 700
590 CALL MOFATL(
• 'PROORAM ERROR -- NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS BAD')
C
C
C MODIFY NOMINAL COEFFICIENTS BASED ON ESTIMATED SCENE CENTER FROM TAPE HEADER
C



























INTEGER FUNCTION • LOCATE DISK SYMBOLIC FILE OR ELEMENT
0	 i LOCATION WITHIN FILE:	 t0 NOT FOUNo
LOCOsFI i	 0 FILE	 •
1 NAMFiL. i MARC OF FILE	 >0 ELEMENT LOCATION
1 NAMELT, 11 NAME OF SYM9OLIC ELEMENT













C	 CHECK IF FILE EXISTS ON DISK. THEN SEARCH FILE TABLE OF CONTENTS
C	 FOR CLEMENT. ELEMENT LOCATION. REGARDLESS OF COMPUTER OR OPERATING






C	 UNIVAC EXEC 8 PROORAM FILE NAMING CONVENTIONS AND EXECUTIVE REQUESTS.






C	 ERFACL	 a GET FACILITIES INFORMATION ON FILE
C	 ERPFS
	






C	 I. FILE OR ELEMENT DOES NOT EXIST.
C
C	 t. FILE OR ELEMENT IS NOT SYMBOLIC.
'c



















INTEOER NAMFILf$1.NAMELTf>!1.NAMYERf21 	 a ARGUMENTS

















C SEE If FILE EXISTS ON DISK
C
LOCOSF-•3
	 a INO PROORAM FILE)
CALL ERFACLtIPFPKT)
1F(ASMSIf1PFPKT(7)).LT.16) 00 TO 900
	 a NO FILE ON DISK
C
C
C CHECK IF ELEMENT 6 VERSION NAMES ARE NULL
C
LOCOSF-0	 a (FILE. NOT ELEMENT)














C FIND LOCATION WITHIN OISK FILE
C
ASM83(IPFPKT(61)-1
	 a SYMBOLIC ELEMENT
IPFPKTf111--1
	 a /N0 F1N01
CALL CRPFS(1PFPKT.ISTAT)
LOCOSF--IABS(ISTATI
















0	 A LOGARITHM. BASE t CTRUNCATE01 OF INTEGER
• LOGIC
1 INTPOSI • POSITIVE NON-ZERO INTEGER
-------------------------------------------- ----------------
HISTORY
•	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
09103175	 REOUiREMENTS




LOO. BASE 2 s • (NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT BITS) -1.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING S—BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS 1S THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.




1. RESULTS ARE UNDEFINED IF INTPOS 1S ZERO OR NEGATIVE.





	 BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
$0001 . I-BANK
LOGY	 LSC	 A1.40.XIl	 At :• • OF LEFT SHIFTS T1L iNTPOS




ANA	 AO.At	 AS s• C•-11 OF SIONIF BITS IN iNTPOS
N-150
i









OAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES
SUBROUTINE NAPNOOI a WRITE NAP HEADING ON NUNIT






C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCHLOSSER




































C LOCAL OCCL ARATIONS
C ..................
C
INTEGER ITEMPf01	 • TEMPORARY




LEC	 07/101/73	 ORIGINAL COOS
LEC	 06/19/79	 IDENTIFT COUNT PER PIXEL
LEC	 01/13/79	 IDENT1iT RAO/DEN/CLA RANGE
LENSCO 0:107100	 UPGRADE DOCUMENTATION
LEMSCO 05/10/90	 WRITE DETECTION CNANNEL NUMBER
a COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW *%CKETS
0 DEFINE STRUCTURE OF a:%0oN PACKETS
8 COMMON AOJUS T MENT / RE3:S TRATION PARAMETERS
i COMMON CLASSIFICATION tNFO
N-IS!
WT















• SX.'DCrCCTION CNANNEL: '.1111
Ifr lKLSTYP.EO.'RAO . 1 WRITEtNUNIT.I:sI LCVLOI.LCVNitI:s !FORMAT l




AX,'OCNSITY AANOEs '.J3.' TO •.J31
1ilKLSTYP.EO.'CLA'1 WRItEINUNIT.1481 LCVLOt.LCVNII
148 PORMATf
• AX.'CLASS RANOEs	 '.J3.' TO 6.41
C
C
C WRITE COUNT PER PIXEL
C
178 FORMATt
• AX. • 000NT PER PIXELS •.131
C
C
C OETERMINE COORDINATE SYSTEM USED iOR ORIOIN
C
1ifKSYOWWtWOR101.E0.'SCA• ►
 00 TO 300
IrtKSYOWW1WOR101.E0.'DEO'1 00 To 400
IifKSYONWtWOR101.E0.'MIN'1 00 TO 400







318 iORMATt • 0 0 .'!X.'0R101N1 • .I4. •


































	000	 trititro.LT.1000001 NRITCINYNIT.919) taro
	
019	 rORMAti mi






7 0X.'MAP 9CALCs	 •.•1/•.101
C
C





OX.' ►ROJCCT10Ns TRANSVCRSC MCRCATOR'/
9 0X.•'f►MCRO10s CLARKC 1000'/




7 OX.'CONTROLs '.II.' POINT: COVCRINo '.i4.
	
7	 • PCRCCNT OP CRTs SCCNC•/











lUOROUTINE HATPRT1 0 PRINT MATRIX
1 LUNIT,	 0 LOGICAL UNIT NUROER
1 RLMAT.	 a REAL 91"OLE PRECISION MATRIX
1 NARROW.	 S MARC or ROW! 10-CHARACTE01 lTRINOI
i NRUlE.NCU![. • NUMOER Or ROW! & COLUMN! USCO













C	 PRINT WITH f'10.9 PORMAT. ONE ROW PER LINE.
C
C

























C... 0 ............. .
C
REAL RLHATINN01M.NC01NS	 i AROUMENT
iNTEOER IROW	 • ROW NUMOER TO PRINT
INTEGER NR	 • CURRENT ROW NURSER










C ti ONLY I RON 12 TO K POINTCO • MITNOUT NANC. iU1`Rtii *ON NUMSCR
C
IRON•0




























SUBROUTINE MOL00( G ENTER DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE(S) IN LOG FILE
1 MSOt.MSOP.M903.MSO4.MSOS.MSOG.VOI07.V01091
	







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 03126173 MULTIPLE ENTRY POINT CODE IN MOLOG
C E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01/03/76 REV t SEPARATE ROUTINES
c E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 09/22/79 COMBINE. ADD QUEUED 9 MULTIPLE MSGS






C THIS MULTIPLE ENTRY POINT TRANSFORM PROCESSES ALL DIAONOSTICS FOR
C THE DAM PACKAGE.
C OETERMINE HOW MANY Of OPTIONAL MESSAGES ARE PRESENT.	 PUT PREFIX L
C MESSAOE(S)	 INTO LOO BUFFER.	 IF BUFFER IS NOT EMPTY.	 THEN SAVE	 IT	 IN QUEUE
C FILE IF MSOI STARTS WITH '('. ELSE PRINT IT	 IMMEDIATELY.
C AS APPROPRIATE TO EACH ENTRY POINT. WRITE BUFFER INTO PROPER






C OPERATIONS NORMALLY PERFORMED BY THE ENTRY POINTS IN THIS ROUTINE







C ENTRY	 MSO(S)	 "SO(S)	 NOWARN	 NOFATL NOCLRW	 NOCLRF
C-----	 -••---	 ------	 ------	 ---- --	 ------	 ------c
C MOLOO	 NO	 YES	 NO	 NO NO	 NO
C MONOTE	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO NO	 NO
C MOWARN	 YES
	 YES	 •1	 NO NO	 NO
C MDFATL	 YES
	 YES	 NO	 •t NO	 NO
C MOCLRW	 YES






	 0 NO	 •NOFATL
C
C NOTES	 NOTOTL EQUALS NOWARN • NOfA'L • MCNECK
C
C
C AN% QllEUEO OIAONOSTICS WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY OE-1UEUED AND






C UNIVAC FORTRAN V RETURN K














C	 ARORET	 4 OCTERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS & RETURN K VECTOR
C	 CBINIT	 6 INITIALIZE CHARACTER BUFFER
C	 C9%CST	 6 CHARACTER BUFFER FOR CHARACTER STRING
C	 ERIOW	 • INITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
INTEGER LENCST	 • LENOTH OF CHARACTER STRING







C	 1. PSTART MUST BE CALLED BEFORE THE FIRST CALL TO THIS ROUTINE.
C
C	 2. "S01.	 ..	 .MSO6.	 IF PRESENT.	 MUST BE VARIABLE-LENOTH CHARACTER STRINGS
C (HOLLERITH LITERALS.	 OR ARRAYS OF PACKED CHARACTERS TERMINATED WITH
C NULCHR OR NULCSTI.
C
C	 3. IF MORE THAN 6 ACTUAL MESSAGE AROUMENTS ARE PROVIDED.
	 THE RESULTS ARE
C UNDEFINED. AND PROGRAM ABORT TERMINATION MAY OCCUR.
C
C	 4. IF THE COMBINED LENOTH OF ALL MSO(S) 	 PRESENT EXCEEDS 120 CHARACTERS.
C TRUNCATION WILL OCCUR.
C
C	 5. iF MSO1	 IS ABSENT OR NULL.	 NO AESSAOE	 IS QUEUED.	 PRINTEO.
	 OR LOGGED.
C
C	 S. TPE OIAONOSTIC COUNTERS NOWARN. NOFATL AND NOTOTL
	 IN LABELLED COMMON
C (PROC KOMXQT) MAY BE CHECKED BY OTHER ROUTINES BUT MUST NOT BE CHANGED
C BY THEM.
C
C	 7. KOMXpT AND KONLOO MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE MAIN FROORAM (ROOT OVERLAY
















i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
i COMMON L00 FILE BUFFER. 1/0 PKT. POINTERS
II COMMON 1/0 FUNCTIONS
i DEFINE NULL CHARACTER STRING
4t
INTEGER NMSOS
	 i NUMBER OF ACTUAL MESSAGES
INTEOER KR[TN



















IF(LENCST(L9UFR.181.LT.81 00 t0 900
C
r
1(R:tE BUFFER TO TERMINATION SECTOR OF L00 FILE
IOSECTILOOPKTI%LGTERM







ENTRY MONOTE( i QUEUE/PRINT t L00 'NOTE' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAOE(S)
I MSOi.MS02.MS03.MSO4.MS05.MSOB.VO107.VOIDS)
	 i 0 t0 a MESSAOE(S)









IF(LENCST(LBUFR.I21.LT.Zl 00 TO 900
C
c
C WRITE BUFFER TO NOTE SECTOR OF L00 FILE
C










ENTRY "DWAAN( i QUEUE/PRINT 11 LOO • TALLY 'WARNING' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE S)
I MSOI.MSGt.MSO3.MSO4.MSOS.MSOB.VO107.VOIDSI	 i 0 TO 0 MESSAOE(S1
















C OFFER HELP TO OEMANO USER IN TROUBLE
C
IF(fNOWARN.CG.S).ANO.	 i STH WARNING
•	 (MSATCN.EO.OI)	 i OEMANO TERMINAL RUN
•	 CALL ERPRNT(t.4. • FOR HELP ENTER: EXPLAIN'1
C
C




lF(LENCST(LSUFR.I2).LT.2 ) 00 TO 900
C
C
C WRITE SUFFER TO WARNING SECTOR OF LOO FILE
C
lF(LOWARN.LT.41 00 TO 900
IOSECT(LOOPKT).LOWARN












ENTRY MOFATL( A OUEUEIPR1Nt • L00 i TALLY 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAOE(S)
I MSOI.MS02.MS03.MSO4.MSOS.MSOO.VO107.VOIOS I	i 0 TO 0 MESSAOE(S)










C PUt PREFIX • MESSAOE(S) INTO SUFFER • PRINT OR QUEUE IT WITH SELLS
C
CALL ARORET(NMSOS.KRETNI
CALL MSUFPO ( '' • ' ••• FA T AL ERROR:'.NMSOS)	 •
1F(LENCST(LSUFR.it1.LT.t) 00 TO 900
C
C
C WRITE SUFFER TO FATAL-ERROR SECTOR OF LOO FILE
C
1F(LOFATL.LT.4) 00 t0 000
N-100
'OATS FATAL ERROR COUNTERS
CALL TRACEt'MOCLRF•1
N -161
CAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 NOL00
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOs
IOSECT(L0OPKT1•LOFATL




C PITT FIRST FATAL ERROR MESSAOE(S) ON TAIL SKEET
C
















ENTRY HOCLAW( i QUEUE/PRINT ME SSAOE(S) & CLEAR WARNINO(S)
1 MSOl.MS02.MS03.MSO4.MSOS.MS06.VOI07.V0106)
	 1 0 TO 6 MESSAOE(S)











C PUT PREFIX t MESSAOE(S) INTO BUFFER t PRINT OR QUEUE IT
C
CALL AROREt(NMSOS.KRETNI






ENTRY MOCLRF( i QUEUE/PRINT MESSAOE(S1 & CLEAR FATAL ERROR(S)
1 MSOI.MSOR.MS03.MSO4.MSOS.MS06.VO107.V01061 	 A 0 TO 6 MESSAOE(S)
C
















C PUT PREFIX • MESSAOE(S) INTO BUFFER i PRINT OR QUEUE IT
C
CALL AROREt(NMSOS.KRETNI
CALL MGUFPQ(' 440 *FATAL ERRORS CLEARED:•.NMSOSI
Ir(LENCST(L8UFR.18).LT.21 00 TO 900
C
C
C WRITE BUrrtR TO TERMINATION SECTOR OF LOO FILE
C
IF(LOTERM.LT.41 00 t0 900
tOSECT(LOOPKT).LOTERM









C UPDATE TOTAL CIAO COUNTER & RETURN TO NEXT INSTRUCTION OF CALLING ROUTINE
C








SUBROUTINE MGUFPQ( i JOIN PREFIX • MESSAOE(S1 IN LBUFR. PRINT OR QUEUE IT
I MOPREF.	 i OIAONOSTIC PREFIX:
C	 IF NULL. OON • T PRINT OR QUEUE SUFFER
C	 IF IST CHAR IS ' 0 '. RING OCLLSIII
I NMSOSI
	
i NUMBER OF MESSAGES PASSED TO MO---- ENTRY
C
C
INTEGER LENT	 i LENOtN OF MSOI
C
C



















lr(NNSGS.Ot.tl CALL C94CST(LBUFR.	 "SOo)
IF(NMSOS.OT.11 CALL C94CST(LBUFR.	 "8031
IF(NMSGS.0t.31 CALL CB4CST(LBUFR,	 115041
lF(MMIGS.GT.41 CALL C94CSTtLBUFR.	 "SCSI
IF(NMSOS.CT.S1 CALL C9%CST(L9UFR.	 "SOB)
IF(NMSOS.OT.61 CALL C84CST(LBUFR.	 •**NHSGS)6** IABORTI.)
c
C
C QUEUE ASYNCHRONOUS OIAONOSTIC OF 0 OR FEWER MESSAOES ON UNIT 0
C
IF(LENCST(MDPREF.11.EQ.01 00 TO 200
	
i NO PREFIX -- DON'T PRINT OR QUEUE
Ir(ICE(MSOII.NE.ICEC'(*)1 00 TO 300 	 i NOT ASYNCHRONOUS -- DON'T Qucuc
IF("TRACE.NE.01 00 TO 300	 i TRACE IS ON -- OON'T QUEUE
IF(NMSOS.0t.0) 00 TO 300	 i WE'RE OOINO TO ABORT -- DON'T OUEUE111
IOSIZE(LUOPKT).22
IOSECT(LUOPKT)-IOSECT(LUOPKTI.1





C PRINT SYNCHRONOUS OIAONOSTIC
C
300 IF(10E(MOPREFI.EQ.ICE(* • 'l) CALL EAPRNT(
















SUBROUTINE MSKPIX/ • MASK PIXELS EXTERIOR TO NON-TRIVIAL MIN00N
0 NXN00.	 9 PXBOEF BUFFER WITH PIXELS "ASKED





C	 E H SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 E N SCNLOSSER
C	 0 A BECK






LEC 07108173 "ASK DENSITY PIXELS IN MAPRNT
LEC OI/15/77 MAKE SEPARATE MSKOEN ROUTINE
LEC 03188179 MASK DETECTION PIXELS 1MSKOETt
LEC 10185179 PX90EF FORMAT PIXEL BUFFS	 (MSKPIX)
LEMSCO 09/89190 SUPPORT	 'NUL' BIN TYPE
C	 GET INTERCEPT PAIRcS1 FOR WINDOW EXTERIOR AND ASSIGN N00ATA THRESHOLD










C -- ------- ----------
C
;l
C	 MOFATL	 i PRINT/COUNT/L00 'FATAL ERROR' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 NINEXt	 i COMPUTE INTERCEPT PAIR(S)	 FOR WINDOW EXTERIOR
C	 PUTICE	 • PUT INTEOER —CHARACTER-EOUIYALENT	 INTO CHARACTER STRING
C	 PUTBYT	 i PUT NON-NEOATI"E INTEGER INTO BYTE OF BYTE STR1N0






C	 CONDITION DIAGNOSTIC ACTION
C......... .......... ......
C
C	 I. OIFFERENt ACTUAL AROUMENtS USEO	 FATAL RETURN
c	 FOR NXWOO AND NXWOI
C
C	 8.	 iNTERCEPt TABLE OVERFLOW FATAL RETURN
C
C	 3. BIN TYPE IS 'NUL' RETURN
C
C	 4. BIN TYPE (),











,. INCLUDE KOMXOT.LIST • COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS






{ INTEOER "XWOtill."XWOO111 tl AROUMENTS
INTCOER IMCCPTtteI 8 INTERCEPT TABLE
iNTEOER NCEP • INTERCEPT • OF &NO iNTERCEPT IN CURRENT PAIR
tNTEOER NCEPNI a • OF INTERCEPTS (ALWAYS EVEN -- 2 • • PA1RS1
1NTEOER NODATA i NO DATA THRESHOLD
INTEOER NBINLO A LOW BIN NUMBER IN BUFFER TO MASK
INTEOER NOINNI i HIGH BIN NUMBER IN BUFFER TO MASK






C CHECK THAT SAME ACTUAL ARO WAS USED FOR NXW00 6 NXWOI
C
IFILOCINXWOOI.NE.LOCINXW0111 CALL MOFATLI
• 'NXW00 • NXWOt NOT SAME IN MSKPIX'1
C
C





• 'INTERCEPT TABLE OVERFLOW IN MSKPIX'1
C
C
C CHECK IF MASKINO IS TO BE DONE
C
tFINCEPHI.E0.01 00 TO 900
iffNOFATL.NE.01 00 TO 900
C
C






C !F aim tY►E IS 'NUL' OON'T MASK
C
if(NXWOti miNt1.E0.'NUL'1 00 TO 900
C
C





















C ELSE IP BIN TYPE is 'CNN' MASK CHARACTER-SIZEO PIXELS
C











C ELSE COMPLAIN ABOUT BIN TYPEII
C
000 CALL MCrATL(	 C8S4CS(NXW01(PXBlNT).1.4).
6	 BIN TYPE NOT SUPPORTEO IN MSKPIX'1
C
C








SUBROUTtNE MVCONTI B MOVE CONTENTS BETWEEN SPEC1rIEO LOCATIONS
S LOCFM. • • FROM • LOCATION
S LOCTOI 11 • 10 • LOCATt3H
. HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LZC	 03117171	 OESIONI000E /TEST
METHOD
THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE ALLOWS INC FORTRAN PROORAMMER TO REFERENCE
A MACHINE WORD BY ITS LOCATION. RATHER THAN BY ITS NAME. THE FOLLOWINO
ILLUSTRATES ITS USE IN CIRCUMVENTINO THE FORTRAN RULE THAT ARRAY
SUBSCRIPTS MUST ALWAYS BE POSITIVE:
OlMENSION ARRAY911
RLTEMPO ARRAY(Ol	 i NOT VALID ... INSTEAD USE ...
CALL MVCONTfLOCfARRAYI-I.LOCfRLTEMPII
THIS SUBROUTINE SHOULD BE USEO ONLY WHEN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. AND
THEN WITH EXTREME CAUTIONI
. MACHINE-OEPENOENt COOS
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR INC UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUtERS.
IMPLEMENTINO COOS MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFiERENT COMPILERS










	 . STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS








Sf001 . 1-2ANK	 SANK! IKVCRSCO TO CLININATC fNOlRECT LOAO TASLC CNTRY
NYCONt's	LA	 At.•O.Xtt	 . • VRON • LOCATION
LA	 AS.•I.7ttt	 . *TO* LOCATION
LA	 AO.O.AI	 . Oct • fRON • CONT[NTf
SA	 AO.O.A&	 . STORC IN *TO O LOCATION







OAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N
	




OL49ROUTINC MXMLTI II MATRIX MULTIPLYs ICMATI s 19NATI IAMATI
I AMAT4	 S MULTIPLICAND NATRIX
1 GNAT,	 S MULTIPLIER MATRIX
0 CHAT.	 • PRODUCT MATRIX
1 INIUAC,	 S NUM9ER Of RONS USEO IN AMAT & CMAT
1 NCRUAO, Il NUNSCR Or COLUMNS USED IN AMAT. ROWS USED IN DMA?
1 NCU*C•	 Il NUMOER Or COLUMNS USEO IN GMAT & CMAT
1 NROAC.	 I NYMDER 0/ RONS OIMENS10NE0 IN AMAT • CMAT





••0044 UNIVAC1100 MATHPACK ROUTINE 044440















SUNtOUT1N[ NCGPICf 0 COMMIT DIGITAL PICTURC rROM POSITIVE TO NCOAT1V[
u IPIX. 0 1 PIXEL/NORDI
C 111 • MOAN VALUE fS10Nt01
C Nt • COUNT or ELEMENTS OErINtNO MEAN fuMSIGN[01
1 NCOL, 0 NUNKR Or COLUMNS IN OIGITAL PICTURE
1 NRON1 0 NUNSER Or RON$ IN DIGITAL PICTURE
c 111LAST 8 0106011 ARE Semite" S►ACC rOR ROUTIN[111
`'
	
.... w w w r w w r w w r w w r w w w ww www www •w • ................. ea ........................
C






o[r1NE KPXll.J1 •ASMIIB(1 ► IX(I.J11	 I COUNT Or ELEMENTS OM MIND MEAN
OEr1NE MPXPUT(l.Jl•ASMNI(tPlX6.J11 A ASSIGN MEAN VALUE (SION CXTENOL0)






MiNOLD —8 .4 19 . 1	 8 MAXIMUM UNSIONEO NALr-NORO wccc R
MINNEN6084,118-1














C COMPUTE REOUTAEO BIAS
C
fINO i A S •M 1 NOL 0 -M t ZI NC N
C
C










ORIGINAL PAGE JBOF POOR QUALny
C	






NTASS/OAM B 110 UNIT NUMBER TABLE
mmm -------------- • ----- -----
f,
. HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER LEC
E M SCHLOSSER LEc
E N SCHLOSSER LEC
E H SCHLOWN LEC












THIS MODULE. WHEN ASSEMBLED. GENERATES A UNIT NUMBER TABLE UTILIZED BY
THE UNIVAC FORTRAN V 110 ROUTINES. THE UNIT NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS GIVEN
HERE APPLY TO ALL FILES IN THE DAN PACKAGE. REGARDLESS OF WHETHER
FORTRAN V 1/0 IS PERFORMED ON THEN OR NOT. THIS MODULE MUST BE IN-ED IN
THE MAP SYMBOLIC ELEMENT USED TO COLLECT EACH DAM PACKAGE PROGRAM:
THIS WILL CAUSE IT TO BE USED INSTEAD OF THE INSTALLATION DEFAULT
NTABS.
. MACHINE-OEPENOENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS. IMPLEMENTING











DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 NTANS/DAN
VTILITY ROUTINES	 008




4 TEMPORARY RECALL PILE POR CARO-REAOERITERMIHAL INPUT
S CARD-RCAOER/TERMINAL INPUT
S LINE-PRINTER/TERMINAL OUTPUT
S TEMPORARYPASTRANO PILE FOR REGISTRATION PARAMETERS PROM CONTROL
0 ALTERNATEPRINT FILE •OAMPLT-S
t0-IS ALTERNATE PRINT PILES 4OAMPRT-0 THRU •OAMPRT-S
80 TEMPORARY PASTRANO SCRATCH FILE
8I-8,* DETECTION PILES *OAMOET-t THRU •OAMDET-Y
8S-89 RESERVED FOR PUTURE DETECTION PILES
30 REREAO
31 CARO PUNCH
40-49 TEMPORARY MACRO COMMANO colt PILES
NSTA6 SO.l.t.l.l.tl	 s
0	 s PRINT UNIT
31	 s CARO PUNCH UNIT
S	 s CARO READER UNIT









OAR FACKAOC A"CN0171 N
YTILITY ROUTING
	 O.1


















SUBROUTINE NVIATOI A SPCCIPY SUBROUTINC NAMES FOR LATER CALLING BY VIATO
1 NANV1A, 0 NAMEOP 'VIA • SUBROUTINE 1NUST GL OECLARCO EXTCRNALI
1 MARTOI
	
0 MARC OF *TO* SUBROUTINE 1MUST OE OECLAREO EXTEKNALI
............. - ----------------------------- ----------------------
HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 00109174	 OESION/COOEITEST
METN00
OCT AOORESSES OE 'V!A' AND 'TO' SUBROUTINES. STORE tHCSE AOORESSES
INTO 'CALL' STAtEMENTS INSIDE VIATO ENTRY.
CHECK CONTENTS OF BOTH AOORESSES FOR VALID OP COOES.
MACHINE-OEPENOENT COOS
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR TOE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS. THE
ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO 8E MACHINE-INOEPENOENt. BUT THE ME:N00
OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING COOS MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT COMPILERS





1. FAILURE TO OECLARE NANVIA ANOIOR NAMTO AS EXTERNAL WITHIN THE INVOKING
ROUTINE WILL TYPICALLY OENERATE A OIAONOSTIC AND INITIATE ERROR





STANOARO UNIVAC 1100 REOISTER MNEMONICS
. LOCAL OCCLARATIONS
0 ............... 00













Nt1PKT	 ♦ 	 •NVIATO•
•	 0
ERRVIA	 %VIATO - BAD NANVIA
canto
	 •NVIATO - GAO NAMTO•
• SUBROUTINE MARC
• SAVE LOCATION FOR RETURN AOORESS
. PROCEOURE
S(011 1-DANK
NVIATO- LA.0 A04006X11 1ST ARO a NANVIA
LA.0 A1.01.)[11 :NO ARC - MARTO
LA.SI At.0.AO FIRST INSTRUCTION OF NANVIA
LA.St 43.O.At FIRST INSTRUCTION OP MARTO
• SA.Nt AO.VIA 'VIA'	 ADDRESS
SA.Ht A L TO 'TO'	 ADDRESS
J2 AB.BAOVIA ILLEGAL OP COW 1001
J2 A3.OAOTO ILLEGAL OP CODE 1001
ANA.0 A8.077
ANA.0 A3.077
J2 At.BADVIA ILLEGAL OP COOS (OCTAL 771
J2 A3.BADTO ILLEGAL OP CODE (OCTAL 771
RETURN J 3.X11 NORMAL RETURN
•AOVIA PSRINT (PF	 I.%.ERRVIA)
J NALKBACK
BAOTO PSRINT (PF	 I.3.ERRT01
NALKBACK LR 43.NBPKT	 . NAME OP THIS SUBROUTINE
SLJ NEARS
	 . INITIATE FORTRAN V HALKBACK
• . NUMBER OF AROUMENTS
ENTRY VIATO
	 0 CALL VIA SUBROUTINE NAMVIA TO SUBROUTINE MARTO
-------------------------------------------------------------
. NOTE# NANVIA • MARTO MUST K SPECIFIED BY A CALL TO NVIATO. BEFORE
CALLING VIAfO. THIS CALL TO NVIATO MAY BE RECURSIVE (FROM A
SUBROUTINE CURRENTLY CALLED BY VIATOI,
V1AT0- SX.Nt X11.MBPKT•1 SAVE RETURN AOORESS
VIA LNJ 811.0 CALL NAMVIA
TO • 0 ONE ARGUMENTt ADORESS OF MARTO
• tMBPKfl NALKBACK WORD









































• NOTE THAT CALLS OETwCCN SUBROUTINES CALLEO SY A ANO SUBROUTINES CALLEO
• BY B ARE POSSIBLE, EVEN THOUGH THE SUBROUTINES INVOLVED ARE IN OIPPERENT
• SEOMCHTS WHICH OVERLAY THE SAME AREA IN CORE. THE OROER IN WHICH




























LCMSCO 01/19/80	 USE NEN CHARACTER ROUTINES
C	 IF NO ALTERNATE PRINT FILES SPE^ICIEO OR IN OAtA/CHECKOUt
C	 "DOE RETURN.
C
C	 Ii ALTERNATE PRINT PILE EXIST ON TAPE ACKNONLEOOE WITH NOTE












C ERPACL i RETRIEVE rACILIrICS ASSIONMENT	 INrOMATION
C HOLDS i L00 OIAONOSTIC MESSAOES
C ERCSP I SUGMIT EXEC-G CONTROL STATEMENT CUNCTION
C PRTINC i SET PRINT LINES PER INCH
C PRTMRO 11 SET PRINT MAROINS AND LINES/PAGE ON SPECIPIEO UNIT
C PRtCNR • PRINT GOX CHARACTERS ON SPECIrIED UNIT
C PRGNUM i PRINT GOK NUMBERS ON SPECIrIEO UNIT
C CSTYIN A CHARACTER STRING rOR INTEGER













1 NCL UOE KOMAL T. L I S T
C
C
C LOCAL OECL ARATIONS
C ..................
a COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES, COUNTERS





INTEGER IOFIl.Et91	 9 PKT USED TO 09TAIN FILE STATUS
DATA f10F1LE1N1.N6 I.tl1'1G'.' '/
	 •	 i





9 JA9OClfG1/ 4 4A1O.CP 4 OAMPRT •N1*I1..F/I/PO9/31 . o f	 i 31 POSITIONS	 +









C GET FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFO
C
IF(MALTM.LE.01 00 TO 900 	 • NO ALTERNATE PRINT FILES





C IF TAPE 18 ALREADY ASSIONEO TO UNIT 10. THEN USE IT FOR ALTERNATE PRINT FILE
C
IF(IEOUIP.LT.t1 00 TO 800 i NOT ASSIONEO










C ASSIGN NEW ALTERNATE PRINT FILE(S1 ON DISK
C





































PRINT NEAOERS roR ALTERNATE PRINT rILES










































1	 919•	 004:X96	 •o• THIS 404	 of
	






























WRITCtNUNIT ' lls) tJMOOtl.11.lul.it1
ITCMP*NCOPY
IrlIrCMp .00.01 ifCMP•-999999 	 0 NCOPY UNKNOWN
MRI?CtNUNIT,leS1 ITCMP.MALTM
ass rORMATt•0'/•0' /•0'/
i tex.et • » » » •1I•o•I
: tex. 0 00 YOU HAVC1 0 / 4 •/
= ltx. •	1 COPY Or BAS IC PRINT ME ram THIS RUN?1?•/
f# tax.	 Is.' COPICS Or ALL •.It.
















C j C CRISP LEO 0011317$ REOUIIIEMENTS
C J C CRISP LEO 0011017$ ALOORITHM OE$ION
C J C CRISP LEC 001:0170 ALOORITHM COO1NO






C	 INITIALIZE rLAOS IN KOMLU3 ANO KOMNER TO WORST CASE (ZERO OR MULTI.
C	 CNECK,OATA/CHECKOUT MOOS . If SET CALL OCONST ANO PITROL. SET rILE
C	 NAME ANO CALL rLINrO. CHECK LU3r10(r100rw ANO LU3r1O(r10E0TI.
C	 Ir'TAPE' OR 'CISK' CALL OP3XXX CORRESPONOINO TO EOUIPMENT TYPE.
C	 If EQUIPMENT TYPE - 'ERR'. 'OTNCR'. OR 'NUL' ISSUE APPROPRIATE
C	 rATAL MESSAOE. CALL OCONST ANO PITROL.
C
C










a OET rACILITIES ASSIONMENT INrORMATION
C	 MOrATL	 a PRINT/L00/COUNT 'rATAL ERROR' MESSAOES
C	 OP3TAP	 a OETERIME Ir TAPE IS SIP OR MOP TA ►E
C	 OP30Sk	 a REAO HEADER ANO ANNOTAt10N RECORDS rROM DISK
C	 OCONSt	 a oErINE OEoMETRY Or INPUT OAtA





•	 C	 I. THE rOLLOWINO CONOITIONS OCNERATE rATAL ERRORS(
C
C	 LU3rt0(rtOEOr ► - 'ERR' OR 'OTHER'






INCLUDE KOMYV A IST	 a COMMON PROGRAM ExECUTION SWITCNES.000NtER$
INCLUDE r10Ee .LIST	 i OEr1IN;S $tRUCTURt Or LU3r10 ARRAY
INCLUOC.KOMLU3.L1$t	 a PACKET POINTER$ ram YNIT3
INCLUDE KOMTOL.LI$T	 a COMMON BLOCKS AND OEr1ME PROCEOURES
N-14111
OAR 'ACKAGC ANCN0111 N 	 OWNS
UTILITY ROUTINCS	 0ee


















t'00 100 1 • .=









AL TKM • 0
ALTSAM • 0








































LO M • .MUL.
Luifc0111 • •NNL•
LU39COI NS •000
LOW 111 . • NUL •
LuSKrtst • •o•
00 too 1 • 1.V3MAx









C CNCCK ' t 'r DATA CkCCKOUT MOOD
C
IrIMOATAC.NG.OINGRTft11 • 1
IrimcnVIII It.c0.11 so To 000
C
C
C OcT rILC MARC ANO OCT rACILIftC5 A1lIONMGNT IWORMATION
C







C CMCCK CQUIPMCA. fVPc ANO CALL APPROPRIATC ROUTING
C
too LWOrM • LU3r10/ri00rMl
tr1LU3r101r10GOT1.G0. • TAPG'1 CALL 0►3TAP




*INPUT TA►GIOIOK "Of ASSIONCO f0 UNIT 3'1
C
C
C uT OCOMCINT ANO PITCN ANO ROLL CONSTANT:
•	 C
900 CALL OCOMlf
`	 trILu3Rcrt1 l. Nc.• ►KO'1 CALL ► ITROLI
















C	 E N SCHLOSSER
C	 CHARLES NELMKE




C •• - - • -
C
L[•	 :8/19/73	 ORIGINAL CODE
LEC	 18113179	 LAROER NOR. VARIABLE BINTYPE • *CC SZ
LEMSCO 05/tS/90	 PUT NAMES IN 110 PKTS. HERCHAONOUTCH
l






C	 IF MOTAC.NE.O LOAD REGISTRATION PARAMETERS AND INITIALIZE NOMINAL
C	 INPUT WINDOW PKT. ELSE. ATTEMPT TO OPEN ALL POSSIBLE DETECTION
C	 FILES. READ HEADER SECTOR FROM EACH PRESENT DETECTION FILE INTO
C	 LOCAL BUFFER. FOR EACH FILE:
C	 IF FIRST PRESENT FILE INERTSIII .0I.THEN LOAD KOMNER.KOMKLS.
C	 KOMFII.KOMDET FROM BUFFER.
C	 IF NOT FIRST PRESENT FILE (NERTS(1)<>0.tHEN COMPARE KOMNER.
C	 KOMKLS.KOMFIT. WITH BUFFER CONTENtS.FLAO.MISMATCHES.
C	 AND LOAD KOMOET VARIABLES WITH CORRESPONDING NON-ZERO.
C	 NON-BLANK LOCATIONS IN BUFFER.
C	 CHECK CONTINUITY OF LINES AND SAMPLES BETWEEN DETECTION FILES
C	 COMPUTE CLASSIFICATION ENVELOPE FLAO/MARK DETECt10N FILES












C	 ERCSF a SUBMtT EXEC-B CONTROL STATEMENT FUNCTION
C	 MDNOTE 8 PRINT/COUNT/L00 *NOTE* DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOFATL 0 PRINt/COUNT/L00 • FAtAL ERROR ,
 DIAONOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 ERIOW a INITIATE
	
1/0 t WAIT FOR COMPLETION
c	 LOREOB tl LOAD NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS






C	 t. THE FOLLOWINO CONDITION OENERATE THE DIAGNOSTICS SHOWN:
C
C	 CONDITION	 DIAGNOSTICS
C	 OETECTION FILE NOT AVAILABLE
	 MONOTE
C	 NO OETECTION FILES
	 MOFATL
C	 OETECt10N FILE IN USE 	 MOFAtL
U-184




-	 C	 OEFECTIYE DETECTION FILE	 HOWL
C	 INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN OETECTION
C	 FILE NEAOERS	 MOFATL
C	 DISCONTINUITY OF LINES BETWEEN
f	 C	 DETECTION FILES	 NOFATL
C	 DISCONTINUITY OF SAMPLES BETWEEN
































i COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
i COMMON 110 PACKETS FOR DETECTION FILES 121-241
i COMMON 1/0 FUNCTIONS
i COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
i COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
i COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
i COMMON DETECTION FILE WINDOWS
i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS
i COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
i COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS
i DEFINE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS
i EXEC-B FACILITY REQUEST STATUS BIT MNEMONICS
i INTERNAL WORK BUFFER FOR DETECTION FILES
i ERROR COUNTER FOR KOMNER
i ERROR COUNTER FOR KOMKLS
i ERROR COUNTER FOR KOMFIT
i FIRST AVAILABLE STRIP
i LAST AVAILABLE STRIP
i STRIP BEFORE LAST STRIP (LAST-11
C CHAR	 00000(900111111I111882828288833333333334
C	 1834967890183458789012346878901234967990
♦ JASOA$I41/ • iASO.AX • OAMOEt-N.	 •/
r JUSEB /41 / • iUSE 8N. 4 OAMOEt-N.	 •/
r JFREEDt%1/ • iFREE.O
	
8N.	 '/
4 NOF1LCI41/ • NO FILE •DAMOEt-N.•.-o/









C INITIALIZE FOR OAtA/CNECKOUT MODE
C
IFIMOATAC.E0.01 00 t0 300
	
i NOT OATH/CNCCKOUT "DOE














































Ir(NOTCAT(NAOI.Ea.Ol 00 TO 330




330 IPtOtNRUN(NA81.E0.01 00 TO 350
CALL MOPATL(
•	 •DETECTION PILE IN USE BY ANOTHER RUN WITH SAME RUNIO/OUAL•*1
JENMOY(JCCT1 •
00 TO 590








C READ HEADER (SECTORS 0 THRU 61 into BUPPER
C
CALL RONORtKBUPR. 	 L2NPKTII,JCCT1)
IP(KBUPRIv.11.E0.01 00 TO 500
	 i NERTS(lt•0 -- DETECTION PILE IN ERROR
triKBUPR(03.11.NE.JCCT1 00 t0 5S0










	 CAN PACKAGE APPENOIK N
UTILITY ROUTINE!
1	 tFtNERtsm .NE.0l 00 t0 000
t4	 C FIRst FILE -- LOAD SECTORS 0
^	 C
00 011 "11001.2IZNER
011 KOMNERt "NO I.K@UFRt"NO.II
00 Olt NNO•I.SIZKLS
018 KOMKLStNWOlwK6UFRINWO.41





I Not FIRST DETECTION FILE
tNRU G INTO KOMNER, KGNKLS. ANO KOMFIT
c
C
C SU6SEOUENT FILE -- COMPARE SECTORS 0 THRU 6 WITH KOMNER. KOMKLS. AND KOMFIT
c
	












C ALL FILES -- LOAD NULL WORDS IN KOMOET FROM SECTORS 7 TNRU 6
C
































DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES
C FLAG OEfECT1YE OETECTION FILE
C
560 CALL CST41N(JFLOAO.t7.1.	 JCCT.11
CALL MOfATL(	 JFLSACA
JENHOTIJCCTI S * ERROR'
C
C







G00 CONTINUE	 i LOOP TO ASSION NEXT DETECTION FILE
C
C
C	 CHECK DETECTION FILES FOR INTER-FILE COMPATIBILITY.
C	 FILES MUST DEFINE AN AREA SUCH THAT FOR EACH SCAN LINE
C	 THERE ARE CONTIGUOUS SAMPLES FROM THE FIRST SAMPLE TO
C	 LAST SAMPLE. THIS RESTRICTION IS NECESSARY BECAUSE
C	 THE BUFFER STRUCTURE (PXBOEF) FOR LINES IMPLIES THAT
C	 THERE ARE NO CAPS FROM PXLSAM TO PXHSAM.
C
C




00 etc 1 - 1. 4
IF(MSAOWW(WLIN.WMIN.11.E0.01 00 TO 610
tF(IrIRST.E0.01 IFIRST - I
LAST - 1
610 CONTINUE
IF(ti1RST.cQ.0) 00 TO 640
640 IF( (LAST-IFIRST•t).LT.31 00 TO 700 i 1 STRIP OR ? AOJACENT
tSTATE
	 0
NLAST	 LAST - 1
00 670 1 - IFiRST.NLASt
iF(MSAOWW(WLIN.WMIN.11.E0.MSAOWW(WLIN.WMIN.1o111 00 TO 670
IF(MSAOMM(WLIN.WMIN.1).Ot.MSAOWW(WLIN.MMIN.lotlI 00 TO 630
ISTATE • -t
00 TO 670




00 690 1 - IFIRST.NLAST
If(MSAOMMINLIN.WMAX.t1.E0.MSADWW(WLIN.WMAX.Iol11 00 TO 690
If(MSAOMM(MLIN.WMAX.t1.E0.MSAOWWtWL1N.MMAX.toi11 00 TO 660
ISTATE - 1
00 TO 690




























C IF ADJACENT STRIPS HAVE ANY LINES IN COMMON.SAMPLES MUST BE CONTIGUOUS
C
700 trltrtRST.EO.LAST1 00 TO 840	 • 1 STRIP
00 730 1 a IFIRST.NLAST
iFtNSAONNINLIN.NMIN.l1.0T.MSAOMMCMLIN.NMAX.1*111 00 TO 730
IFIMSAONNINLIN.NMAX.II.LT.MSAOMWCML1N.NMIN.1*111 00 TO 730














t • DETECTION FILES NAVE OAP IN SAMPLES ACROSS ADJACENT STRIPS•.$
C
l	 C
C CHECK COMPARISON ERROR COUNTERS
C
040 lFIIRONCR.NE.01 CALL MOFATLI
• 'DETECTION FILES NOT FROM SAME SCENE')
IFIIROKLS.NE.01 CALL MOFATL(
• • DETECTION FILES FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES')
IFIIROFIT.NE.O1 CALL MOFATLI
• 'DETECTION FILES NAVE DIFFERENT CONTROL NETNORKS41
IFINERTSIII.NE.01 00 TO 900
CALL MOFATL( • NO OETECTION FILES')
CALL LORE00
	
& LOAD NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS
C
C

















.1 00 TO 780
	 • NOT CATALOGED
N-189
U
DAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 OPNION
UT1LitY ROUTINE$	 007
CALL CST%tNIJPREE0.t7.1, 	 JCCT.11
NR1TC10.7891 ACT














IOSIZEINPKTI .ZSO	 • NEAOER SIZE IN ii0R08 COR OPNIRN
10 A00RINPKTIeLOCtKOUiR1
IOSECTtNPKT1s0












SUBROUTINE OP3SIP i OPEN INPUT CRT$ MSS TAPE


















KTSLTYt • ' '.READ 10 RECORD INTO KTABLE AND EXTRACT BINARY
INFORMATION. READ ANNOTATION RECORD INTO KTASLE AND CONVERT
EBCOtC ANNOTATION RECORD TO CHARACTER STRING AND EXTRACT/OECODE
CHARACTER INFORMATION. VERIFY AND COMPARE INFORMATION FROM 10
AND ANNOTATION RECOROS.SETS LU3SEQ.LU3REF.LU3WIB.LU39IB.






MDFATL .i PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAOES
ERPRNT i PRINT IMAGES ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER (CHARACTER)
OETBYT i OCT ONE NON-NCO INTEGER FROM BYTE STRING
OETOBY II OCT NON-NCO INTEGER FROM DOUBLE BYTE FROM BYTE STRING
CSTVEB a CHARACTER STRING FOR EBCOIC BYTE STRING
MOWARN i PRINT/L00/COUNT 'NARNINO' MESSAOES
MOVCHR i MOVE A CHARACTER FROM ONE STRING TO ANOTHER
OCOOE i OECOOE NUMCRIC CHARACTER STRING
OETCNR i OCT CHARACTER FROM CHARACTER STRING
MOVCST • MOVE SUBSTRINO : TO SUSSTRINO I
CRIOW i INITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
BSTYBB A INTERNAL BYTE STRING FOR B-BIT EXTERNAL BYTE STRING
MONOrl 11 PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAOES
CSTYIN I CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEOER
OOUBLE PRECISION CBS%CS	 i VARIABLE LENOTN CST FOR FIXED LENOTN CST
INTCOER NCVNI i • OF CHARS FOR • OF INTEGERS
INTEOCR NI%NC 4 • OF INTCOERS FOR • OF CHARS
INTCOER LCHREO • LOCATION OF CHAR IN STRING • SEARCH CHAR
INTCOCR NBvNI a • OF BYTES FOR • OF INTEGERS



















































DAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N 	 01011010
UTILITY ROUTINES	 BOt
C
C to KrORE CALLING THIS SUBROUTINE THC TAPE MUST BE POSITIONEO
C AT THE BEGINNING Or THE 10 RECORD.
C
C !. THE !FOLLOWING CONDITIONS OCHCRATC THE DIAGNOSTICS SHOWN
C
c INVALIO SAMPLESICCT	 rATAL ERROR
C INVALID CRTs NUMBER	 FATAL ERROR
C NOT SYSTEM CORRECTION
	
rATAL ERROR
C PROJECTION NOT CRT	 MANNINO
c DATA ERROR IN 10 RECORD
	
MANNINO
c JUL 77 rORMAT-NO NADIR	 WARMING
C *Coro I/O STATUS FATAL i<NROR
c •BAOr• 110 STATUS rATAL ERROR
c *LOST* 110 STATUS NOTE






INCLUOE KOMXGT.LIST a COK"ON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUOC KOMLU3.LtST a PACKET/ po1NTER8 rOR UNtt3
INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST A EATS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMIBL.LIST a COMMON BLOCKS AND OEriNE PROCEDURES
INCLUOE KOMIO
	
.LIST a rORTRAN ALLOWING
	 USE Or ASSEMBLER I/O PACKETS
INCLUDE MAXINT.LIST a MAX INTEOER CONtAINED IN MACHINE
INCLUDE WINOCr.LtSt a DEFINE STRUCTURE OP WINDOW PACKET
INCLUDE KOMIWW.LIST a COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS






LOGICAL BAD	 a TRIC it CONTENTS Or SOME VARIABLE ARE INVALID
INTCOCR HOSAVC	 a TCIIP TO STORE • Or PREVIOUS OIAONOSTtCS
INTCOCR NBYTOR	 a DATA RZCORO LENGTH IN BYTES
INTCOCR NBERT9131
	
a ERTS SCENE IOCRTIrICATtoN - BINARY
INTCOCR NBYTAL
	 a AOJUSTCO LINE LENGTH IN BYTES
INTCOCR LATO
	 a SCENE CENtCR LATITUDE OEORECS
INTCOCR LATH	 a SCENE CENTER LATITUOC MINUTES
INTCOCR LONO
	 a sccmc CENTER LONGITUDE OEOREEs
INTCOCR LONM	 a SCENE CENTER LONOITUOC MINUTES
INTCOCR NLATO	 a NADIR LATITUOC OCORCES
INTCOCR NL ATM	 a NADIR LATITUOC MINUTES
INTCOCR NLOND	 a NADIR LONGITUDE OCORCCS
INTCOCA K OHN
	 a NAOIR LONOITUOC MINUTES
INTCOCR LOCOCG	 a LOCATION IN IMAGEO Or NCROCO
INTCOCR MOOTMP	 a MOOC/CORRECTION
INTCOCR MOCCON	 A OCCOMPRCSSEO DATA I O TRUE a 0 •NOT TRUE
INTCOCR IMACCOISII•BAO'.'LCC'.'PS'.'SOM'.'UTM•I














C INITIALIZE REEL IOENTIrIERS
C







C INITIALIZE TO '0 • VERSIONS
^.	 C
KTOLTT a . •	 • rLAO PREVIOUS CONTENTS KTASLE AS DESTROYED
LUSSEO911 . •DIP•
LUZSCQCR1 • • 0 0 • INITIALIZE TO Y CHANNEL VERSION OP DATA SEO
NCRCNA • V
Lu3nErtil • *CRT'









IOrVNC(LV3PKT) • 'aK* & REAO FORWARD
CALL ENIOWl:VZPKT)
ISTAT • I0000E1L.U3PKT)
Irl IISTAT.EO.'EOr • I.OR.(lfTAT.EO.'OAOr') )CALL MOrATLI
CSSYCft1STAt.l.r1. • WHILE REAOINO 10 RECORO.1
lr( ll$TAT.EO. • LOft • ).OR.11$TAt.EO.'OAOR • I )CALL MONOTEt
COSVCftIftAT.l.^1. •
 WHILR REAOINO 10 RECORO')
C
C






C ExtRACt OtNART 1NrORMAt10N rROM 10 RECORD
e	 C
CALL OCTOW NOYTOR.	 KTASLE.17l O OATH AECORO LENOTH IN DYTES
CALL OETSYT(NOCPTSCII. KTABLC.If) t EATS PROJECT NUMSER
CALL OETOTTINOERTSt: I.
 KTAOLE.001 II OAYS SINCE LAUNCH
NTERtf • NOERTst:I•!••O
CALL OETSYTtNOERTS(81.	 KtAOLE.&I)
NOEIITfts) • NDERTltll • tCMTs













OAM PACKAGE APPENOIK N	 OP301P
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 000
CALL GETOOYINOYTAL.	 19TAOLE9301 G ADJUSTED LINE LEN IN OYTES
CALL OETOYTIMOOTMP.	 KTAOLE0301 • MODE/CORP.ECTION
C	 •
C	 '









1if10ASN.NE.'-'1 NPST70 • 1
Iit10ASN.NE.'-'1LU3REitt1 . •:• • CRTSCJAN791
C
C
C EXTRACT CNARACTER INFORMATION FROM 10 RECORO
C
C
CALL OCODE(NERTS(l1.REAL.K00TYP. KTAOLE.1.11 • ERTS PROJECT NO.
li(KOOTYP.NE. • IN 9 1NERTS(il • MAXINT
C
CALL OCOOE(NERTS(S).REAL.KOOTYP. KTA9LE.P.3*NPST79) • OAYS/LAUNCH
li(KOOTYP.NE.'IN')NERT9la1 • MAXINT
C
CALL OCOOE(NERTS(31.REAL.KOOTYP. KTASLE.O•NPST70.S1 a OMT
li(KOOTYP.NE. • IN')NERTS(3) - MAXINT
C
CALL OCOOCIMCCT.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTA9LE.IY.I1 • TAPE SEO NCCT or NCCT0T
1i1K00TYP.NE. • IN'INCCT • MAXINT
C
CALL OCOOE(NCCTOT.REAL.KOOTYP.	 KTAOLE.10.11 • TAPE SEO NCCT Of NCCTOT
li(KOOTYP.NE.'IN • 1NCCTOT • MAXINT
C
C
C PRINT MCC If TRACE IS ON OR OIAONOSTIC COUNT IS CNAN0f0
C













I0iUNC(LUVICT1 . • IK •
 11 READ iORNARO
CALL ERIOMILU3PKT1
ISTAT • IOCOOE(LU3PK11
lif f ISTAt.EO.'t0i • I.OR.tISTAt.EO.'OAOi • 1 $CALL IIOiATL(
• COSOCSIIStAT.1.01. • WHILE RKAOINO ANNOTATION RECO00'1
C	 _
Iit fISTAt.[0.'OAOR • 1.OR.tititAT.EO.'LOST • t t CALL MONO M
4-1916
DAN PACKAGC APPENDIX N	 OPfeIP
{	 UT1L1T? ROUTINcs	 no
• C^^^C:fIStAt.l.^1.'	 NNILC READING ANNOTATION RCCORO.1
•	 C
C
C Ifr ANNOTATION RlCORO IS IN of fORMAt. INCH CONVERT IT t0 SST
C
iffLU3@rN.CO.'00'1 CALL 897%96IKTAILC. 	 KTAKt.NO%Nif=011
C
c




C CXTAACT	 CNARACTCR INPORMAfION IRON ANNOTATION RECORD
C
CALL OCOOC(UCROAY.4CAL.K00TYP. 	 KfA9LC.i.:1 • OAY EXPOSURE
IffK00TYP.NC. 9 1N • / MCROAY • 99
IPfNCROAY.Lf.1.(14.NEROAY. Of. 311CALL MOMARNI







CALL OCODClMCMYR.RCAL.KOOTYP.	 KfAM .S.s1 • YCAR
IPIKOOTYP.NC.'IN'1CALL MOHARNI
• 'GAO CXPOSURE YEAR PRO" ANNOTATION RECORD')
C
CALL OCOOCILATO.RCAL.KOOTYP.	 KTA9LE.t=.!) i SCENE CENTER LAf-OEO
IrIK00TYP.NE.'IN'1CALL MOPATLI
• 'GAO SCENE CENTER OEO LAf PROM ANNOTATION RECORD.$
C
CALL OCOOEfLAT".RCAL.KODfYP.	 KfA9LC.19,81 4 SCENE CENTER LAf-MIN
Irf%ODTYP.NC.*IN*ICALL "ONARNI
• 'GAO SCENE CENTER MIN LAf PRO" ANNOTATION RECORD -- JO ASSuMEO'1
lffKOOTYP.NC. 4 IN'1LAtM • 30
C
CALL OCOOEfLONO.REAL.K00TYP.	 KTA9LC.19.11 I) SCCUC CCNTCR LOW-OEO
lffK00fYP.NC.'IN'ICALLMOPAfLI
• 'GAO OCCUC CENTER OED LOU PROM ANNOTATION RECORD')
C
CALL OCOOCCLONM.IIEAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTA9LC.81.11	 • SCENC CENTER LOW-MIN
IffKO0TYP.NC.*IN*1CALL MOWARN(





C OEfCRMINE VERSION OP ANNOTATION ACCORD
C
CALL OCTCHRIIOLANK.	 KTAOLC.1%1
IrIIlL ANK.CO. " .ANO.L UIR[f f : 1 .00.'O . 1LU1R[fftl • '1 0	a CRT9f.lUL770
IVILUXUrI:1.NC. 0 0 0 1 00 t0 100
C
c
C EXTRACT	 CNARACTCR INfORMAt10N FROM PRC-JUL77 ANNOTATION RCC IVERSION 90.1
C




DAN ►ACKAOC AMCNOIII N	 O►UDI►
VTILITY 40101 ` 111[! 	 OOO
IF/KDOTY►.N[. • IN • ICALL ROTA nI




CALL OCOOCINLAtM.4CAL.K0OTY►. KtAOLC.U.tt 0 NADIR LAI-MIN
IrIK00TY►.NC.'IN • ICALL NOWARNt
• *DAD NADIR RIM LAT IROR ANNOTATION ACCOND•30 AsS1011L0.1
1►IKOOTY► .NC. • IN • 1NLAtN • =0
0
	
CALL OCOOtt11LON0.RCAL.KOOTY► .	 KTAOLC9=4.21 0 NADIR LON•OCO
IrfKoOTY► .NC. • I11 . 1CALL MOfrATL f
• *BAD NADIR Ot0 LON FROM ANNOTATION RCCORO.1
C
	
CALL OCOOKtMLONM.RCAL.K00TYP.	 KTAOLC.%O.tf & NADIR LOW-01IN
IIr tK00TYP.Nt.'IN • 1CALL MOWARMI
• 'SAO NADIR MIN LON (room ANNOTATION RCCORO • AO AssUMtO'1
1tr 1K00TY► .NC. 6 IN • INLONM • 30
C
	
CALL OCOOCINKRSCL.RCAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTAOLt.01.81 • SUN CLKVAT'ON
I/f fNKRSCL.LT.01.04.1MCRSCL.0T.901 1KOOtYP • *ERR'
1tr fK0o1`YP.NC. 4 1N'ICALL MOWARNI
• 'SAO SUN CLCVAt10N 1rROM ANNOTATION RCCORO.1
C
	
CALL OCOOCINCRSAZ.RCAL.K00fYP. 	 KTAOLC.00.=1 • SUN AZIMUTH
ire ItUNSAZ.Lt. •3001.OR.fNCRSAZ.Of.3001 1KOOTYP • •CRR•
lIfK00TYP.NC.'IN'1CALL MOWARNt
• • 0AO SUN Azl"UTN (room ANNOTATION RCCORO.1
C
	
CALL OCOOt f INOYAN.RCAL.KOOTYP.	 KTA0LC.70.31 ll NCAOINO MINUS YAW tINTI
Ifr tKOOTYP.NC.' IM* ICALL MOtrAtlf










I/tMOOttSYMCR.t1.NK.01 N01fts • 1
ISYMCR • ISYMCR i t
NOlt10 • 0
IIfN0011SYNCR.t1.01C.01 W01r10 • 1
IIf tNOttIS.t0.01.AN0.1N0iT10.[0.01 1 NCRCOR • •U'
ire tfl0itls.CO.II.ANO.1N0ttt0.t0.11 1 NtRCOR • •s'
Irf1ttRC0A.K0.' '1CALL "WON1





C tKtRACt CNARACfC4 111/ORmmom boom ►OS1` •JUL77 ANNOTATION
C RCCORD /VKRS1011 0 1 . OR •t•1
C
	
100 CALL OCODKCUCNSCL.RKAL.KODtY► ,	 KtAOLK.00911 0 SUN CL9VAt10N
IrIKOOTY►.Nt. 01N • ICALL MONARNI
4-196
J




• •040 41N1 CLCYATION PROM ANNOTATION RCCORO.1
C
CALL OCOOCINCRSAi.RCAL.KOOTYP, KTAOLC.71931 0 SW 421MUTN
10PfK00tY11 .101.' W ICALL 010NA0111







CALL NOI#OfC f • JUL 77 OOOOARO 0`00111A T -- NO MAO I R • 1
CALL MDNOTCI*AffITUK UNOCrIMCO -- KC COO Or CCT 0`.1
C
CALL OCTCHRtNCRAON.	 KTAOLC.101 • • A • OR 0 0 . OMIT OIRCCTION
C
CALL OCTCH1tINCRCOR.	 KTAOLC.701 • CORRCCTION APPLICO
C
CALL MOVCSf(MCftPAT.1,3s	 KtAOLC.17131' 0 1 0 NOMINAL PATH
C
CALL MOVCStfNC4RON.1.3.	 KTAOLC.31030' 0 1 a NOMINAL RON
C
CALL OC TCNRfI000.	 KTAK 0.701 • PROJCCTION OCOMCTRY
C
LOCOCO • LCNR1011M000.1.w.1OCO1 • 1
MCROCO • IMAOCOILOC0001
C
C CONVCRT WORMAt10N rROM ANNOTATION RCCORO
C






C 11CRTIrTICONPARC WORMATION 0`01001 10 RCCORO
C
NOMA NOYTOR - 90 • SUVRACT CALIO. tNrO
MRSAM • N41TAL
trtNOTtAL.00.N4YTOR1 00 t0 300
IrINOOINOYTAL.41.MC.01 00 t0 100
Irt INCRSAN.LT.10001.04.INCRSAM.OT.70001 1 00 t0 100
CALL NOWARNI • conrLICT IN SAMPLCOICCT •- COMPUTCO rR001 AOJUStCO
•	 • L1NC LCNOTN•1
00 f0 300
C
100 ICRSAM • NAK1Nf
Iff"001014r104641.00.01MCRSAM • NOTTOR
Irt INCOSAM.Lf.10001.04.1NCASAR.Of.70001 1 CALL MOrAtLf
• • INVALt0 IAMPLCSICCT'l
CALL NOMAW
• •COWLICT In 4ARPLC9/CCf -- COMPUfCO rROM DATA RCCORO LCMOtN•1
C
C

















C —• PROJECT NUMBER
C
300 LOUT • MAXINT
BAD • t tNBERT$tt).LT.11.00.tNOERTS(I1.01.61 I
IFtBAO) CALL MONARNI
• • GAO BINARY ERT$ NUMBER•)
IFI.NOT.BAOIIOUT • NOERTStt)
SAO • ( INERTSIl1.LT.11.00.INERTSttl.OT.01 1
IFIOA01 CALL MONARNI • BAO EBCOIC ERTS NUMBER')




C -- DAY RELATIVE TO LAUNCH AT OBSERVATION
C
LOUT	 MAXINT
SAO • t (NBERTS(21.LT.0).OR.tNBERTSI2).OT.9999) 1
IF(SAO) CALL M011ARNt
• 'GAO BINARY DAYS SINCE LAUNCH')
1Ft.NOT.BA01 TOUT • NBERTS(2)
SAO - ( INERTS (21.LT.11.OR.(NERTS(2).OT.99991 1
IF(SAD) CALL MONARN(	 'BAD EBCDIC DAYS SINCE LAUNCH')




C -• HOUR.MINUTE.TENS OF SECONDS RELATIVE TO OBSERVATION
C
TOUT n MAXINT
BAD	 ( (MBERTS(31.Lr.0).OR.(NBERTS(3).GT.240001 1
IFtBAO)CALL MONARNI	 *BAD BINARY GMT')
1Ft.NOT.BA01 IOUT - NBERTS(31
BAD • t (NERTS131 .LT.0).OR.(NERTS(31.0T.240001 1
tFtOAD) CALL MONARN('BAD ESCOIC GMT')
IFt.NOT.BAD) LOUT n NERTS(31
NERTS131 n IOUT
C
00 310 1 • 1.3
IF(NERTS(I1.EO.MAXINT)CALL MOFATL(
•	 'tNVALIO ERTS SCENE IOENtIrICATION'1




C IF LAHOSAT •3 SET DATA SEG. VERSION AND NUMBER OF CHANNELS
C
380 1F(MCRTS1t1.E0.31 LU3SE0(21 - ' 10





• .CBS4CSINERCOR.l.11.' CORRECTED TAPE) UNSUPPORTED')
1FI INERCOR.EO.'$').AND.(NERGEO.NE .'BAO'.ANO.NEROEO.NE.'ERt • 1 1
• CALL MONOTE(
•	 'SYSTEM CORRECTEO TAPE CANNOT BE • . •
 •.CSS4CS(NEROE0.1.31.
• • PROJECTION •• ERT$ GEOMETRY ASSUMEO.1
1FI (NERCOR.EO.'Z'1.ANO.INEROEO.NE.'BAO'/ I'NEROEO • 'CRT'
N-IBS
Y






C DETERMINE MOOS AND GAIN VALUES FOR BANOS (BYTC 301
C
MOOTMP • MOOTMP / y
t MOCCON • 0
Irl"Ool"O0TMP.8I.019.01 MOCCON • I
C
00 SRI 1 • t.NERCHA








MOOtMP • MODTMP / 2
tFtM00(MOOTMP.8I.NE.01	 NEROAI(II	 •	 'N'
C
MOOTMP • MOOTMP/8
00 388 1 • 1.NERCHA
NERTMO(l)	 •	 'I'
ti(I.OT.31
	 00	 TO 382
IFtM00tMO0TMP.2I.NE.01	 NERTMO(l)	 •	 '2'
328 CONTINUE
C
IFtNERTMO(t).E0.'1'.ANO.MGZCOM.E0.11 	 CALL	 MOFATL(
•	
.	 DECOMPRESSION OF LINEAR TRANSMISSION OATA NOT VALIO'1
C
1F(MCRTMO(t).E0.'8'.ANO.MOECOM.E0.0) 	 CALL	 MOFATLI




C INITIALIZE READ PARAIIETERO FOR 0000AR0 FORMAT
C





o RECORD omcoER1 iN BUFFER
LU3Ml8 • SZ3BUF	 tl NUMBER OF MORDS PER PHYSICAL TAPE BLOCK
LU301L • 1	 i NUMBER OF PHYSICAL TAPE BLOCKS PER SCAN LINE
LU3010 • N04NIISZ39UR1	 1 0 OF BYTES PER PHYSICAL TAPE BLOCK
C
MERLIN • 8340
CTRLIN •	 (MERLIN	 •	 11.0.9









C PRINT *CC IF TRACE 19 ON OR DIAGNOSTIC COUNT IS CHANOEO
Y C
IFt	 1MTRACC.EO.01.ANO.(NOSAVC.EO.NOTOTLI 	 1 00 TO 000































C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09111178	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 08185178	 STUBBED






C	 READ HEADER SECTORS FROM DISK FILE INTO LOCAL BUFFER.
C	 LOAD KOMNER. KOMKLS. KOMFIT. KOMOET FROM LOCAL BUFFER.












C	 MOFATL	 i PRINT/COUNT/LO0 'FATAL ERROR' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE






C	 1. THE FOLLOWING CONDITION GENERATE THE OIAONOSTICS SHOWN:
C
C CONDITION



















i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS
i COMMON 110 PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
i COMMON 1/0 FUNCTIONS
i COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
i COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
• COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
i TEMPORARY COMMON DISK FILE WINDOW. RECORO LENGTH
• DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS
i COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
a DEFINE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS
N-sot


























'BAG STRIP NUMBER IN FILE 3 NEAOER'1
IitNOFATL.NE.01 00 TO 900
C
C
















































































1091HILU MT1 •:St	 i HEADER SIZE IN WORDS FOR OP30SK
10A00RfLU3PKTI•LOClK9UFR1
IOSECTfLU3PKT1.0










DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES






C	 MARY TOMPKINS LEC 00/00/79 REQUIREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS LEC 10/19/79 ALGORITHM DESIGN
C	 NARY TOMPKINS LEC 10131179 ALGORITHM COOING






C	 CALL 03TOR. CALL 03HOR. IF NOANCL ) 0 CALL 03ANCL AND












C	 03TOR 8 PROCESS TAPE DIRECTORY RECORD
C	 03HOR i PROCESS HEADER RECORD FROM MOP TAPES
C	 03ANCL i PROCESS ANCILLARY RECORDS FROM MOP TAPES
C	 03ANOT • PROCESS ANNOTATION RECORDS FROM MOP TAPES



















II COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS
II COMMON BLOCKS AND DEFINE PROCEDURES
II PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
i DEFINES STRUCTURE OF LU3F10 ARRAY •
INTEGER NOXREF	 i INOEX FOR LU3ftEr IN NIVOLM/NIVOLR
INTEGER NOXFPl
	 II INDEX FOR FPI OF TAPE IN NIVOLM/NIVOLR
INTEGER NOXCHA	 • tNOEX-FOR NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN NIVOLM
INTEGER NIVOLM19.2.1.81 /	 B • RECOROS/VOLUME ON MSS GIL TAPE
C	 (1.	 I:.	 43e	 14.	 (S.
C IVOL.AN. GOOrP1,%CNANI
•	 %ease 4000. 0000. 0000. 0000.
me "%
4^..._ OAN PACKAGE APPENOlx N 	 OP3NOP
UTILITY ROUTINCS	 000
C IVOL.PN. 900PP1.4CNAN1
6	 3976. 3976. 3990. 0000. 0000.
C (VOL.AN.I600PPI.4CNAN1	 016091)
•	 96000 00000 0000. 00000 00000
C IVOL.PM.16OOrPi94CNAN1
•	 29640 99440 0000. 00000 0000,
C IVOL.AM. GOOrP1.5CHAN1
•	 4000. 40000 4000. 0000. 00000
C IVOL.PM. 600PP1.2CHAN1
0	 4970. 4970. 4979. 0000. 0000.
C (VOL.AM.I000PPI.9CNAN1
1	 Goes. 6000. 0000. 0000. 0000.
C (VOL.PM.1600FPI.5CNAN1
•	 7495. 7460, 0000. 0000. 0000
C
C




















If (NOANCL.01.01 CALL 03ANCL(NOANCL)
CALL 03ANOT
C
C INITIALIZE REEL 10ENTli'IER i0R PIRST 8 VOLUMES
C
If (LU3('l0(FtDCRL).NE. • • 1LU3REL(11 •LU3rlOt('IOCRL) •CURRENT REEL
IF (LU3rto(rIONRL).NE. •
 '1LU3RELt81 •LU3P10(P10NRL1 &NEXT REEL
C
C
C INITIALIZE LOW-NION RECORD • POR EACH TAPE VOLUME
C
1i ( LU3REr(11.E0.'AM • .OR. LU3REft11.Ee, • PM • 1 00 TO ISO
If (LU3REP(11.E0.'AR •
 .OR. LU3REP(11.E0.'PR • 1 00 TO 300
CALL MOPATL I	 •OP3MOP DETECTS INVALIO RECORD iORMAT •
6 CGS4C9(LWREP(ll.(1).31 I





190 IF lLU3SE0(I ) .EO.'9S0'1 00 TO 030
N-002
1- 1.




C INDEX o0R NIVOLM ARRAY - DATA SEQUENCE
C
NOXIIEP•1	 0 $AN*
Or ILU3REFIII.EO.'PN'1 NOXREi •8	 i 'PN'
C
C
C ASSUME THAT THIS TAPE. IP COMM WAS SAME OEN9IrY AS ORIOINAL
C
NOXiPI•t	 O 000 t'PI
IF (LUVIDIFIOI'PI 1.EO. • 1000 . 1 NOXiPI .B 11 1000 PPI
C
C
C NUMOER OF CHANNELS
C
NOXCHA•1	 • Y CHANNELS
IP tNERcNA.cO.'f1 NOXCHAst	 • S CHANNELS
C
C





iF tNIVOLN(I.NOXREP.NOXPPI.NDXCHAI.E0.01 00 TO 810
LU3RLO(I)•NTEMP*I







C	 If HIGHEST VOLUME i0R THIS DENSITY NAS NO RECORDS THEN
C	 THIS TAPE MUST OE A t000 t'Pt COPY (HOPEFULLY REEL i0R REELI
C	 OF AN 000 FPt OR101NAL
C
IF ILUSAL0(LUMII.NE.0 1 00 TO 180
NOXFPI•t
	 • CHANGE DATA FORMAT TO 000 FP1 FROM t000 FPI
CALL MOWARN(




880 IF (LU34LO(LU3VH1.1).NE.01 CALL MOFATLf
• 'TAPE IS 000 FPt COPY OF 1000 FPI ORIOINAL'1
00 TO 900
C
C OUE t0 OIFF[RENCE IN STRUCTURE OF 'OIL' AND 'DSO . 11EcOROS. AT
C Tuts TIME SUPPORT FOR ONLY CHANNEL 1 • 090' 11 PROVIOEO.




li ILUNCI. 111.E0• 6 1611'1 LU34111111.8903
00 t0 000
N-800







300 NOxREr• t	 0 •AR•
1/ fLU3REif11.E0i.-PR's NOxREr•t 0 'PR•
NOttiPt • 1	 0 000 RPI
tr fLU3E10frt0rPI1.E0. 9 t000 . 1 f10xiP1•t 0 1900 PPI
C
.	 C












C	 1fr N10HE9T VOLUME f'OR THIS DENSITY HAS NO RECOROO THEN
C	 THIS TAPE NUST BE A 1000 fPl COPY fHOPEPULLY REEL fOR REEL)
C	 or AN 000 rPt ORIGINAL
C
tP SLUM OILUM11.NE.01 00 TO 3150
NOxrPt•t	 a CNANOE 0AfA i0RNAf TO 000 fPl iROM 1600 rPt
CALL MONARN(




390 10 PLUM OfLUM1011.NE.01 CALL HDiATLf




















C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 08101179	 REOUIRENENTS
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 09110179	 ALGORITHM DESIGN






C	 SCT KTOLTY - .	 READ FIRST PART OF NEXT TAPE RECORD INTO KTASLE.
C	 REPOSITION TAPE TO SEOINNINO OP THIS RECORO.
C	 iF RECORO LENOTH > ALLOWABLE RANGE OP SIP FORMAT 10 RECORO CALL OPMOP












C ERIOW I INITIATE	 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C OP3MOP a OPCN INPUT MOP TAPE
C OP3OIP • OPEN INPUT ERTS MSS TAPE
C ERTNAT I TIMCO WAIT
C MOFATL II PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAOCS






C	 I. OEFORE CALLING THIS SUBROUTINE THE TAPE MUST BE POSITIONED AT THE
C	 10 RECORD FOR TAPES IN si p FOl1MAT AND AT THE TAPE OIRECTORV RECORO
C	 FOR TAPES FROM MASTER DATA PROCESSOR.
C
C	 :. THE FOLLOWINO CONO1tIONS GENERATE THE OIONOSTICS SNOWNt
C
C	 'EOF'	 1/0 STA'Uf FATAL ERROR
C	 'BADF'	 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C	 'LOST•	 1/0 STATUS NOTE






























9 Cannon PROGRAM ClIECYTION IWITCHCS.COYNTERS
9 PACKCT/POINttos ran YNIt i
i Co11MON KOCKs ANO IKi1NE PROCEOYOEO
i 1'ORTRAN nANI ►YLATION or AsM 1/0 ►ACKEts
9 OErINES STRYCTYRE or L Wf10 ARRAY
9 NYMKR Or WORDS ACAO rROM RECORD
C
C
C CNECK TAPE DATA TRAmsrcn iORMAT
C
IItLYitr10/i1D/PM).EO.•//•.00.L11iitOfl'10/1'MI.EO•'/!T') 00 TO 200



















C CNECK sufus or READ
C
•	 ISTAT • IOCOOEILY3PIITt
ttr t 1tlTAf .EO. • E01• ').OR.91$TAT.E p . • @AOt' • I )CALL MO<rATLf
• C/l^CS/lltAt.l.^l. •
 WHILE REAOtNO IIRST RE000O•I
C
OIf o fTAT.Ep .'LO9t • 1. po.1lStAt.Ep . • /ADR • I
 (CALL MONOTCI
• CSS%CS11STAT.1.%1. 0
 MNILE REAOINO /'lost RECORD'/
C
C
C RE►OSIt10N tA►E t0 OEOINNtNp or RECORD
C
10/YNCILY3PKT1 • OW	 I READ /ACKMARO












C Ir IIICoAo 19 AT LCAST 19 WORM LONO.TAPC 19 MOP
C
IrINM IRO.oC.001 CALL O'=N0P
C
C











"II PACKAst APPlNDI11 N
UTILITY ROUTINtS
$40OMOUTINt OUNCLI	 B PROCC90 ANCILLARY RtCOROS rROM Mop
t NOANCL1	 0 HUNGER Or ANCILLARY MCCOROS






C	 RARY TORMINS	 LCC
	
00100179	 IKOU1RtRCNTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC
	
10100179	 ALGORITHM OCSION










C	 OEr1MC ANCLSZ PARAMCTCR.Ir KTOLSZIANCLSZ OEWERAtC W AL ERROR.
C	 RETURN. PROCESS NOANCL ANCILLARY RECORDS INDIVIDUALLY INTO KTABLE.
C	 If RECORD INDICATOR INDICATE! RECORD IS AN ANNOTATION RECORD
C	 REPOSITION TAPE TO WINNING Or RECORD AND RETURN. (THE ANCILLARY
C	 RECORDS AMC CURRENTLY BYPASSED AND INC USER ACCOMPLISHES OEOMETRIC
C	 CORRECTION THROUGH HIS OWN CONTROL NETWORK. IN THE FUTURE THESE














0 INTERNAL BYTC 110INO rOR 0-91T EXTERNAL BYTE STRING
C	 CRTWAT	 G Tinto WAIT
C	 CR10W	 0 INITIATE 110 AND WAIT rOM COMPLETION
C	 OETOYT	 0 OCT NON-MEOATIVE •INTCOCA rROM BITE STRINO
C	 CRTNAT	 0 TIMED WAIT
C	 NOIATL
	 0 PRINT/LOO/COUNT 'rATAL ERROR' MCSSAOCS












INCLUDE KOMIIOT.LIST	 B COMM" ►ROORAM EXECUTION SWITCNE11C011NTERS
INCLUDE KONTOL.LISt
	 0 COMMON OLOC46 AND WINEPROCCOURES
INCLUDC KO1N.1134111T
	
B PACKET/POINtERS rOR UNIT S
N411















PARAMETER ANCLSZ • 3
4 MNEMONICS FOR OCTAL 0044
























00 110 NANCL • 1.NOANCL
IOFUNC(LU3PKT) • 'SK I
 i READ FORWARD
CALL ER:OW(LU3PKT)
ISTAT • IOCOOElLU3PKT)
IF(ISTAT.EO.'EOF • 1NUMROS a 3 a READ PAST ANNOY. REC




c IF BUFFER CONTENTS ARE IN Bo FORMAT. THEN CONVERT THEM TO BST
C
180 IF (LU39FM.EO.'80'1 CALL BST490 (KTABLE. 	 KTABLE.N94N1(ANCLSZI)
C
c
C CHECK IF READ CONTINUED INTO ANNOTATION RECORD
C
00 500 1 a I.NUMROS
CALL OETBYT(NUMREC.
	 KTABLE.61 0 RECORD TYPE NUMBER
IF (NUMREC.E0.00441 00 TO 900
IOFUNC(LU3PKt) . .&L. 	 4 READ BACKWARD
CALL ERTWAT(80001
	








































































SUOROUTINA 03ANOT 	 B READ ANNOTATION RECORD FRO" TAPES
•-•--• -------------------------- - -------- - -------- •-----•-.... •
HISTORY
J C CRISP LAC 00100179 REOUIRE"ENTS
MARY TOMPKINB LEC 10/87/79 ALGORITHM OESION
MARY TO"PIl1NS LEC II/09179 ALGORITHM COOING
MARY TOMPKINS LCNSCO 01/10/00 SEPARATE 03SZAM/..P"/..AR/..PR
METHOD
DEFINE VIOOSZ AND ANOtSZ PARANETERS. IF KTBLSZ t ANOTSZ OE NERATE FATAL
ERROR AND RETURN. READ ANOTSZ WORDS OF ANNOTATION RECORD INTO KTABLE.
CNECK RECORD TYPE TO VERIFY ANNOTATION RECORD - IF ANCILLARY RECORD. READ
NEXT RECORD ELSE. IF NOT ANNOTATION RECORD. ISSUE FATAL MESSAOE t RETURN.
IF LU39FM IS '98' CALL BSTVBB. CALL CSTVAS TO CONVERT ANNOTATION RECORD
TO CHARACTER STRING. EXTRACT/OECOOE CHARACTER STRING INFORMATION.
VERIFY AND COMPARE INFORMATION FROM NEADER AND ANNOTATION RECORDS.








PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAGES
ERPRNT
	
PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER iCHARACTERI
OCTOYT
	
Ott ONE NON-NCO INTEGER FROM BYTE STRINO
CSNAS
	
CHARACTER STRINO FOR ASCII BYTE STRING
OETOBY
	












MOVE A CHARACTER FROM ONE STRINO TO ANOTHER
OCOOE
	
OCCOOE NUMERIC CHARACTER STRING
OETCHR
	
GET CHARACTER FROM CHARACTER STRING
"OVCST
	
MOVC SUBSTRINO t TO SUBSTRINO 1
A410W	 INITIATE 110 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
BST,400
	






INITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
03SZAN
	
OBTAIN SCENE SIZE & INPUT WINDOW ('A"' TAPES)
031210"
	
OBTAIN SCENC SIZE • INPUT WINDOW (*PM* TAPCSI
0312AR
	
OBTAIN SCENC SIZE • INPUT WINDOW (*AR' TAPES)
0352104
	
OBTAIN SCENE SIZE & INPUT WINDOW ('PR O TAPCSI
N-tl%
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 03AN0T
UTILITY ROUTINES	 SOt
C CSTMIN	 A CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEGER
DOUBLE PRECISION COS%CS 	 A VARIABLE LENGTH CHAR STRING FOR FILLED LENGTH CH
INTEGER NI4NC	 A • OF INTEGERS FOR • CNARACTERS
INTEGER NC%"t	 B • OF CHARS FOR • OF INTEGERS
INTEGER LCNREG	 A LOCATION OF CHAR IN STRING a SEARCH CHAR
INTEGER NBVNI	 A • OF BYTES FOR • OF INTEGERS






C 1. THE FOLLOWING CONOITIONS GENERATE THE OIAONOSTICS SHOWN:
C CONFLCT IN SCENE NUMBER	 MANNINO
C DATA ERROR IN ANOT MCC	 FATAL ERROR
C INVALID ERTS NUMBER	 FATAL ERROR
C TAPE NOT AT ANCILLARY OR
C ANNOTATION RECORD eATAL ERROR
C KTBLSZ < ANOTSZ FATAL ERROR
C 'EOF'	 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C 'BAOF'	 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C 'LOST•	 110 STATUS NOTE







INCLUDE KOMXOT.LIST A COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUDE KOMLU3.LIST A PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT3
INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST A ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMtOL.LIST A COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE
INCLUDE KOM10 .LIST A FORTRAN ALLOWING 	 USE OF ASSEMBLER 1/0 PACKETS
INCLUDE MAXINT.LIST A MAX INTEGER CONTAINED IN MACHINE
INCLUDE WINOEF.LIST i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET






INTEGER NOSAVE	 A TEMP TO STORE • OF PREVIOUS OIAONOSTIC
LOGICAL BAD	 A TRUE IF CONTENTS OF SOME VARIABLE ARE INVALID
• INTEOER IRECHT	 A COUNT OF RECORDS REA0
INTEGER ISTAT	 A 110 REAO STATUS
INTEGER 0333/0333 1 A MNEMONIC FOR OCtAL333 (ANNOt MCC TYPI
INTEGER NTERT5l31	 A TEMP. FOR ERTS SCENE IOENTIFiCAt10N
INTEGER NRECTY	 A RECORD TYPE
INTEOCR LATO
	
A SCENE CENTER LATITUDE OCOREES
INTEGER LATH	 A SCENE CENTER LATITUDE MINUTES
INTEGER LONG
	
A SCENE CENTER LONGITUDE OEOREES
INTEGER LONN	 A SCENE CENTER LONGITUDE MINUTES
INTEGER HLATO
	
A NADIR LATITUDE OEOREES
tNTEOER NLATM	 A NADIR LATITUOE MINUTES
INTEGER NLOND
	
A NADIR LONOITUOE DEOREES
INTEOER HLONN	 A NAOIR LONGITUOC MINUTES
N-0IS




INTEGER NODE	 i DATA MODE '1'%LINEAR. ':'%COMPRESSED
INTEGER (GAIN	 B GAIN OPTION: • N' - MICH. 'L- - LOW
INTEGER LOCOEO	 • LOCATION IN IMAOEO OF NEROEO
INTEGER IMAOEOIGI/'BA0'.'LCC'.'PS'.'SOM'.'UTM'.'HOM'I
INTEGER IMOEO/'LPSUH'/	 A OOOOARO IMAOE OEOMETRY














C CHECK BUFFER SIZE
C
!F(KTBLSZ.LT.ANOTSZ) CALL MOFATL(	 -KTABLSZ t ANOTSZ -1
lF(KTBLSZ.LT.ANOTSZ) 00 TO 900
C
C
C READ UP TO 3 RECORDS UNTIL KTABLE BUFFER
C CONTAINS ANNOTATION RECORD
C




IOFUNC(LU3PKT) • '&K' • READ FORWARD
CALL ERIOW(LU3PKT)
ISTAT • IOCOOE(LU3PKT1
lFl (ISTAT.EO.'EOF').OR.(ISTAT.EO.'9AOF') )CALL MOFATL(
•	 CBS4CS(ISTAT.I.41.- WHILE REAOINO ANNOTATION RECORD-)
IF( (ISTAT.EO.'BAOR'I.OR.(ISTAT.EO.'LOST'I 1 CALL MONOTE(
-	 CBS4CS(ISTAT.I.41.- WHILE REAOINO ANNOTATION RECORD-)
lr(LU3BFM.EO.'99') CALL BSTvBe(KTABLE.
•	 KTABLE.N94NI(ANOTSZII	 a IF Be. TRANSFORM TO BST
CALL OETBYT(NRECTY. 	 KTABLE.6) i OBTAIN RECORD TYPE
IF(NRCCTY.E0.03331 00 TO 150 1 ANNOTATION REC FOUND








C CONVERT ANNOTATION RECORD TO CHARACTER STRING FROM ASCII
C
ISO CALL CST*AS(KTABLE,	 KTABLE.N84NI(ANOTSZII
C
t
C EXTRACT CHARACTER INFORMATION FROM ANNOTATION RECORD
t.	 N-&to
CALL OCOWINEROAY.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTA9LC.7681 • DAY EXPOSURE
IPCKOOTYP.NE.'IN 6 1 HEROAY • 99
IPCNEROAY.LT.I.OR.NEROAY.OT.311CALL NONARNC




KTAOLE.9.3.'	 '1 i MONTN
C
CALL DCOOECNERYR.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTAOL[.18.81 11 YEAR
IPIKOOTYP.111E. 6 IN'1CALL MONARNC
• 'BAG EXPOSURE YEAR PROM ANNOTATION RECORD.)
C
CALL OCOOECLATO.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTA9LE.1G.81	 1 SCENE CENTER LAT-OEO
IPCKOOTYP.NC.'IN'1CALL MOPATLC
• 'BAD SCENE CENTER DEG LAT PROM ANNOTATION RECORO.1
C
CALL OCOOECLATM.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTAOLE.8l.11	 i SCENE CENTER LAT-MIN
IPCKOOTYP.NE.'IN'1CALL MONARN(
• 'BAD SCENE CENTER MIN LAT FROM ANNOTATION RECORD -• 30 ASSUMED')
M KOOTYP.NE.'IN'1LATM • 30
C
CALL OCOOECLONO.REAL.KOOTYP.	 KTAGLE.PS.31	 i SCENE CENTER LON-OEO
IPfKOOTYP.NE.'IN'1CALL MOPATLf
• 'BAD SCENE CENTER DEG LON CROM ANNOTATION RECORD11
C
CALL OCOOEfLONM.REAl.K00TYP. 	 KTA9LE.29.81	 • SCENE CENTER LON-MIN
IP(KOOTYP.NE.'IN'1CALL	 MONARNC
• 'GAO SCENE CENTER MIN LON FROM ANNOTATION RECORD -- 30 ASSUMED')
IffK00TYP.NE.'IN'1LONM • 30
C
CALL OCODEfNERSEL.REAL.K00TYP. 	 KTAGLE.74.11	 i SUN ELEVATION
IPf	 CNERSEL.LT.OI.OR.fNERSEL.0T.901 	 1KOOTYP •	 'ERR•
IPfKOOTYP.NC.'IN'1CALL MONARNf
•	 'SAO SUN , ELEVATION PROM ANNOTATION RECORD')
C


























NL ON11 • 0
CALL MONOTEC
	
'1970 MOP FORMAT -- NO NADIR'S
1PCLU3SEGC11.E0.'9il'1 00 TO 050
CALL OCTCHRCM00C. 	 KTAOLE.911 $DATA MOOS
IPf CNOOE.NE .'1'I.ANO.fMOOE.NC.':'1 )CALL MOICARNC
•	 '0AO DATA MOOS PROM ANNOTATION RECORO'1
CALL OCTCMRC10A1N.	 KTA9LE.911 II GAIN OPTION
IPf CIOAIN.NE .'N'I.ANO.fIOAIN.NE.'L'I 1 CALL MONARNC













00 230 1 • I.NERCNA





890 CALL OETCHRt10E0.	 KTAGLE.GF41 • PROJECTION OEONETRY
C
LOCOEO • LCNREOtIM0E0.1.5.10E01 • I
NEROEO • IMAOEO(LOCOE01
C
CALL OCOOE(NtERTSt11.REAL.KOOTYP. KTAGLE.109.11 A ERTS PROJECT NO.
Ir(KOOTYP.NC.*IN*INTCRTS(l) • MAXINT
C
CALL OCODE(NTERTS121.REAL.KOOTYP. KTAOLE.110.41 i OAYS/LAUNCH
Ir(KOOTYP.NE.'IN')NTERTSt21 • MAXINT
C
CALL OCOOE(NTERTS(31.REAL.KOOTYP. KTABLE.IIS.S) i OMt
Ir(KOOTYP.NC.*IN'INTCRTS(3) a "AXINT
C
CALL OETCHR(NERCOR. 	 KTABLE.821 i TYPE CORRECTION APPLIED
C
CALL OETCNR(NERRES.	 KTA8lE.88) 8 RESAMPLINO ALGORITHM
C
C








C VERIFY OEST VALUE Of PROJECT NO..OAY.TIME RELATIVE TO LAUNCH:
C
C -- PROJECT NUMBER
C
300 LOUT • MAXINT
GAO • ( tNTERTSttI.LT.II.04.(NTERTS(I1.OT.01 1
Ir(GA01 CALL MONARN(
•	 'GAO ERTS NUMBER room MOP ANNOTATION')
Irt.NOT.GAO)IOUT • NTERtS(l1
GAO • ( INERTStll.LT.I).OR.rNERTS(I).OT.01 1
If 18A01 CALL MONARNt
•	 'GAO ERTS NUMBER room MOP MEAGER')




C -- OAT RELATIVE TO LAUNCH AT 00SERVATION
C
TOUT • MAXINt
GAO • f fNTERTSf21.LT.II.OR.fNtERrS /21.OT.99s91 1
irfGA01 CALL MONARNI
•	 •GAO DAYS SINCE LAUNCH room MOP ANNOTATION')
trf.NOT.GAOI LOUT • NTERTS(2)
U-010






BAD • t IKATS(:I.LT.II.OR.tNERTSIRI.OT.99991 1
e	 li(BA01 CALL MONARN(
• *BAD DAYS SINCE LAuNCN room NOP NEAOER'1




C •• MOuR.MiNUTE.TENS OE SECONOS RELATIVE TO OOSERVATION
C
lour • MAXINT
SAO • t (NTERTS93).LT.01.0R.tNTERTSt31.0T.240001 1
lr(BA01 CALL MOWARN(
•	 'BAD BHT FROM MOP ANN0fAt1ON•1
1r(.NOT.9A0) lour • NTERTS(3)
BAD • t (NERTS(31.LT.01.OR.(NERTS(31.0T.240001 1
Ir(BA0) CALL MONARN(
•	 'BAD OMT FROM MOP HEADER')
Ir(.NOT.BA0) LOUT • NERTS(31
NERTS(3) . lout
C
00 310 1 • 1.3
tP(NERrB(1).EO.MAXINrICALL MOFATL(
•	 'INVALID ERtS SCENE IDENTIFICATION-1




C DUMP BUffER IF TRACE IS ON OR 0lAOH0SflC COUNT IS CHANOED
C
320 IF( (MTRACE.E0.01.AND.(NOSAVE.EO.NOTOTL) 1 00 TO 323
KTABLE(1) . '777777 •
	i MASK OUT NON-CHAR REC •. fILL. REC TYPE








C DETERMINE • or REC TO BE READ TO POSITION BEPORE 1MAOE REC
C
323 NUMROS • 2
IF( (LU3REP(11.NE.'AM'1.ANO.(LU3REF(II.NE.'AR'1 1 NUMROS • 1
C
C
•	 C READ PAST EOi
C




















C CALL APPROPRIAtC ROUTINC ROM OCCNC SIZC AND INPUT WINDOW
C
1RfLUiRCRtt/.CO.•AR•1 CALL 038ZAR
IrMun[Rf t 1 .00. • AM • 1 CALL 0=LZAM
tifLU3RCRfI1.00. • ►M • 1 CALL 039ZPM










SUBROUTINE 03101041 	 B READ HEADER RECORD PROM MOP fAPES












C MARY TOMPKINS	 LCC	 10118175	 ALGORITHM OESION






C OEPINE HOW PARAMETER.	 SEt HOANCL TO 0. 	 IP KTBL92<NORSZ OENERATC
C IATAL ERROR AND RETURN.	 AEAO NOASZ WORDS OP NEAOER RECORO
C INTO KTABLE.	 iP BYTE FORMAT	 IS	 • BB' CALL BSTYBB.
C CHECK BYTE B TO VERIFY HEADER RECORO -- IP NOT HEADER
C RECORD.	 ISSUE FATAL ERROR.	 EXTRACT BINARY INFORMAtION AND SET •
C OP ANCILLARY RECORDS.	 CALL CST%AS TO CONVERT NEAOER RECORD TO
C CHARACTER STRING.	 EXTRACt/OECOOE CHARACTER STRING INFORMATION











C CRPRNT	 I1 PRINT IMAOE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTEA (CHARACTER)
C MVrATL	 I1 PRINT/LOO/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR•MESSAOES
C MONOtE	 Il PRINT/L0O 'NOTE' MESSAGES
C BST%BB	 • INTERNAL BYTE STRING POR a-BIT EXTERNAL BYTE STRING
C OETCHR	 Il OCT CHARACTER FROM CHARACTER STRING
C MOVCHR	 I1 MOVE ONE CNAR.iROM ONE CHAR.STRINO TO ANOTHER
C CSTIOAS
	
i CHARACTER STING POM ASCII BYTE STRING
C OETBYT	 I1 OCT NON-NEOAtIVEINTEOER PROM BYTE IN BYTE STRING
C ERIOW	 IINITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT POR COMPLETION
•	 C DCODE	 S OECOOE NUMERIC CHARACTER STRING
C MONOTE	 II PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAGES
DOUBLE PRECISION CBS%CS
	 i VARIABLE LENOfH CHAR STRING POR PIJEO LENOTH
INfCGCR N9%N1	 a • OP BYTES POR	 GR INTEOERS






C 1. BCPORE THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLEO THE TAPE MUST Be POSITIONEO AT
C ICGINNINO Of' THE MEAOER RECORO.
C
N-881




C	 t. THE ►OLLONINO CONDITIONS GENERATE THE DIAGNOSTICS SMOWNI
C
C	 INVALID EN00000 ERTS NUMBER NOTE ERROR
C	 'Coro Ito STATUS FATAL ERROR
C	 oBAoro 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C	 *LOST* 110 STATUS NOTE ERROR
C	 •BAORo 110 STATUS NOTE ERROR
C	 KTOLSZ t NOBS= rATAL ERROR

















COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
9 COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE
• ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
FORTRAN MANIPULATION Or ASM 110 PKTS.
I PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
9 MAX INTEGER CONTAINED IN MACHINE
tNTEOER 008e/0082/ • RECORD TYPE FOR HEADER RECORD
INTEGER 19OAVL i BANGS AVAILABLE	 (BITS FOR BANDS / 	 /	 /	 14/9161719/
INTEGER NRECTY i RrLORO TYPE
INTEGER INLEVE a 1!PE OF OATS	 INTERLEAVING	 '9S0'	 OR	 'OIL'
INTEOER NOSAVE a TEMP to STORE • Or PREVIOUS OIAONOSTICS












C CHECK TO SEE IF KTABLE IS LAROE ENOUON
C
IrIKTBLSZ.LT.NDRS2/ CALL MOrATLI 	 oKTSLSZ t HORS2.1
IrIKTBLSZ.LT.HORSZ I 00 TO 900
C
C









OAR 'ACKAOC A'KNOI It N	 Dow




IIf flltAT.CO. •COI • I.OR.fIItAT.CO. • OAOI . 1 (CALL NOIAtLf
• C094C9IIsTAt.1. 101. • NNiLC WADING HOP NCAOCR RCCORO.I
'	 C
III fl$TAT.lO.'OA011 . 1.00.11$TAT.CG. •LOST • 1 1 CALL MONOTCI
• Cl9%C9fIItAT.I * %l. •




C II NCAKN If IN as IORRAT. tNEN CONIKRT It t0 /ST
C
I/lLwar".ca.ses•1 CALL /ST%/Ol1itA0LC. KTAOrLC9NN/N11H0A6t11
c
CALL OE D/YTINACCTY.	 KtA/LE./1 1 OITAIN ACCORD TYPO COOL
1IINArCTY.NE.00111 CALL MOrATLI •
	RCCORO IYPC OtMCA THAN MCAOCR'1
IifNAECtY.NE.00ss1 00 t0 /00
C
C












IftLU=SEOIt1.00.'lIL'l CALL OETITTIIlOAVL, KTAILC.11961 1 /INARY
C
C





C EXTRACT CMARACTER 1NfORMAt10N
C
CALL OETCNOINCRAON.	 KTAK C.s01 0 'A • OR •0'
CALL MOYCSTINCAAAT.1 9 =.	 KTAKC .11.>l.' • 1 1 NOMINAL PATH
CALL MOVCSTINCRRON.1.7.
	 KTAILE.s•.i.' 0 1 1 NOMINAL NOW
C
CALL OCOOCINERTSII1.RCAL.KOOTYP. KTA/LE./.11 1 LANOSAT MISSION
•	 IiIK00TYA.NE.'IN'1N[Rtslll • NAXINT
C
CALL 000OE/NERTS/s1.RCAL.K00TYr. KTA/LE.9.41 1 OATSILAUNCH
I/ IKOOTYA.IfE.'IN • 1NCRTSIs1 • MAXINT
C
	
► 	 CALL OCOOEINCRT9I31.0CAL.1900tYPe KtA/Lt.li.11 1 OMt















IFILUtOt41I1.916. 9 9IL 6 100 TO 000
00 000 1 a 9910-1IIrfNOOfIOOA11LoV. PC. 01CALL CMINfNCIIOAN4119I9000W11fI1. 193.il
IWAIIL • IOOAVL / I!
CALL OtTCMRtNCMOAltllo	 KTAOLt.39941*11 0 GAIN
CALL 691'CM610194TROIl1.	 KTAOLC.3991911 0 TRANIPNIOSION NOOC
see CONTINUO
C




C PRINT Rte 1r TRACt to ON OR DIAGNOSTIC COUNT 111 CNANO[0
C
ire fMTMACt.t0.01.AN0.INOSAvt.tO.NOTOTLI 100 TO S00
C
00 OSO LONC"4 • 1."04112.~0
LOMINT • NIYNCILOMCMRI

























C	 MART TOMPKINS	 LCC	 It/00179	 ORI COOC in OSANOT






C	 OErINC VIOOSZ PARANCTCR. IF KtOLst c vioost OCNCRATC rAtAL CRROR
C	 ANO RETURN. RCAO VICOSZ WOROS INTO KTAOLC. CNCCK RCCORO TVPC TO
C	 vERtry INAT RCCORO IS IMAOC. IF NOT CONtINuE TO RC AO TIL RCCORO
C	 IS AN INAOC OR LUMSR •> LU71104. If LUMR •) LUtMSR OCNCRATC
C	 FATAL CRROR ANO RETURN. CSTAOLISN PIXCL COUNT. SCT NCRSAM. NCRLIN
C	 ANO INITIALIZE INPUT MINOOW PACKET. RCPOSItION TAPE TO INTER-RCCORO












C	 NOrATL	 ti PRINT/L00/COUNT • FATAL CRROA o MCSSAOCS
C	 CROW	 8 PRINT INAOC ON TTV OR LINO PRINTCR ICNARACTCRI
C	 G[TOVT	 a act ONE NON-NCO 1NtE0ER rROM OVTE STRtNO
C	 ERtOW	 a INITIATE I/O ANO MALT r0R CONPL M ON
C	 611"Is	 I INfCRNAL 07fC StRINO ran 0-Oif EXTERNAL •Ytr stRINO
C	 CRTWAt	 0 TINCO WAIT
C	 NONOTE	 • PO WIL00 o NOtC o MCSSAOCS
OOOOLC PRECISION CSSyCS A vAu AK [ LCNO T N CHAR STRING ran riKCO LCNOTN






C	 I. TNC FOLLOWING CONOITIONS OCNCRA M TNC OIAONOVICS SNOWNs
C	 MCOSAN OUTSIOC VAL 10 RANOC	 FATAL CRROR
C	 KTOASZ t vl00ssrAtAL ERROR
•	 C	 *Coro I/O STATUS	 FATAL ERROR
C	 •OAOro 1/0StAtUs	 FATAL CARON
C	 •LOST' I/O STATUS	 NOTE









INCLUDE KOMXGT.LIST	 i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES, COUNTERS
INCLUDEKOMLU3.LIST	 6 PACKET/POINTERS fOR UNIT3
F.	 INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST	 i ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDEKOMTBL.LIST	 i COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TAGLE
INCLUDE KOM10 .LIST	 8 FORTRAN ALLOWINGUSE Of ASSEMBLER I/O PACKETS
INCLUDE NINOEf.LIST	 i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET






INTEGER NOSAVE	 i TEMP TO STORE • OF PREVIOUS OIAONOSTiCS
INTEGER 0355/0395/ i MNEMONIC FOR OCTAL355 (IMAGE REC TYPI
INTEGER NRECTY	 i RECORD TYPE
INTEGER IXLCNt	 i PIXEL COUNT
INTEGER IXLTMP	 i TEMP. USED TO COMPUTE IXLCNT










C READ VIOOSZ WORDS OF IMAGE RECORDS INTO KtABLE
C
lr(KTGLSZ.LT.VIOOSZ) CALL MOfATL( 	 'IN 03SZAN KT8L5Z < V100SZ'I
lf(KTBLSZ.LT.VIDOSZ) 00 TO 900
HOSAVE • NOTOTL
C
330 IOAOOR(LU3PKT) • LOC(KTABLEI
IOSIZE(LU3PKT) - Vt00SZ
tONAIT(LU3PKTl • 0
IOfUNCfLU3PKT1 • *IK' i READ fORNARO
CALL ER10M(LU3PKT)
ISTAT • IOCOOE(LU3PKT1
lft (ISTAT.E0.'EOf').OR.(ISTAt.EG.'BAOf-1 )CALL MOfATL(
• CBS*CS(ISTAT.I.MI.- WHILE REAOINO MOP IMAOE RECORO.1
C
ift (ISTAT.EO.'BAOR').OR.IISTAT.EO.'LOST') I CALL MONOTEt
- CGSMCS(1STAT.l.41. 0 WHILE READING MOP IMAGE RECORO•)
C
C
C if IMAGE IS IN 08 FORMAT. THEN CONVERT IT TO GST
C
1ifLU30fM.E0.'8691 CALL 11ST496fKTAGLE. 	 KTAGLE.N94NI(VIOOSZ1l
C
CALL GETGYT(HRECTY.	 KTASLE.61 11 RECORD TYPE CODE
IftNRECTY.NE.03551LU3C6R • LU3C0R • I





CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N 	 OSSIAN
UTILITY ROUTINES	 oos
• • RECORO NOT THE EXPECTEO IMAGE RECORO.1
ti1NRECTY.NE.Os9S1 00 TO 900
C
`	 C
C ESTABLISH NERLIN.NERSAN.INPUT WIN00W.SCENE CENtER
C





IXLCNT • IXLCNT # 1XLTNP
C
MERLIN • 8400
NERSAM • IXLCNT • 6 S PIXEL OFFSET OET. BANOS
IFtNERSAM.LT.3000.OR.NERSAM.OT.31001 CALL MOFATL(








CTRLIN • O.s *(NERLIN ♦ I)
CTRSAM • 0.5 0 (NERSAM • 11
C
C
C PRINT REC IF TRACE IS ON OR OIAONOSTIC COUNT 1S CNANOEO
C








C REPOSITION TAPE TO INTER-RECORD OAP BEFORE 1ST IMAGE RECORD
C




tOFUNC(LU3PKT1 a • &L • I READ BACKWARD




















C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 11/09/79	 ORI COOS IN 03ANOT






C	 SET NERSAM AND NERLIN TO OODOARD NOMINAL VALUES. INITIALIZE

























INCLUDE KOMXGT.LIST	 A COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST	 A ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE WINOEF.LIST	 A DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET






















CTRLIN a 0.54 INERLIN • 11
CTRSAN • 0.94 tNERSAM • 11
C
c




























LEC	 11/09172	 0R1 COOS IN 03ANOT
C	 MARY TOMPKINS
	





c	 DEFINE VIDOSZ PARAMETER. IF KTBLSZ ( V100SZ GENERATE FATAL ERROR
C	 AND RETURN. READ VIDOSZ WORDS INTO KTABLE. CHECK RECORD TYPE TO
C	 VERIFY THAT RECORD IS IMAGE. IF NOT CONTINUE TO READ T1L RECORD
C	 IS AN IMAGE OR LU3CBR •) LU3M6R. IF LU3C9R -) LU3M9R OENERATE
C	 FATAL ERROR AND RETURN. ESTABLISH FILL COUNT. SET NERSAM. NERLiN
C	 AND INITIALIZE INPUT WINDOW PACKET. REPOSITION TAPE TO INTER-RECORD












C	 MOFATL 11 PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAGES
C	 ERPRNT II PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER (CHARACTERI
C	 ERIOW i INITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C	 OST498 i INTERNAL BYTE STRiNO FOR 9-9IT EXTERNAL BYTE STRING
c	 OETBYT i Ott ONE NON-NCO iNTEOER FROM BYTE STRING
C	 OETNYB i OCT NON-NEG INTEGER FROM NYBLE IN BYTE STRING
C	 ERTWAT i TIMEO WAIT
C	 MONOTC A PRINT/L00	 *NOTE' .MESSAGES
DOUBLE PRECISION CSS4CS i VAR '` .LENOTH CHAR STRING FOR FIXED LENGTH CHAR
INTEGER N14NC
	






C	 1.. THC FOLLOWINO CONDITIONS OENCRAI, E THC DIAONOSTICS SHOWNS
C	 NERSAM OUTSIDE VALID RANOE 	 FATAL ERROR
c	 KT9LSZtV100SZ FATAL ERROR
C	 'EOF' 110 STATUS FATAL ERROR
c	 'BAOF' 1/0 STATUS FATAL: ERROR
c	 *LOST' 110 STATUS NOTE





























9 COMMON PROGRAM EXECuT10N SNITCHES, COUNTERS
A PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNITS
A CM SCENE PARANETERS
A COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE
A FORTRAN ALLOWING USE OF ASSEMBLER 110 PACKETS
A OEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET
A COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
INTEGER NOSAVE	 A TEMP TO STORE • OF PREVIOUS OIAONOSTICS
INTEGER 035S/031S/ A MNEMONIC FOR OCTAL3SS (IMAGE REC TYP)
INTEGER NRECTY A RECORD TYPE
tNTEOER NLFTFL A LEFT FILL COUNT
INTEGER NRNTFL A RIOHT FILL COUNT
INTEGER NTMPFL A TEMP.	 TO COMPUTE RIONT AND LEFT FILL CNTS.
tNTEOER MINFCT A MIN PIXEL FILL COUNT
INTEGER NOMSAM A OOOOARO'S NOMINAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES










C REAO VIOOSZ MORO$ OF IMAGE RECOROS INTO KTABLE
C
lf(KTBLSZ.LT.VIDOSZ) CALL MOFATL( 	 *IN 03SZPM KTBLSZ ( VIOOSVI
IF(KTBLSZ.LT.VIDOSZ) 00 TO 900
NOSAVE • NOTOTL
C
330 10AOORfLU3PKT) a L.00fKTA9LE)
IOSiZE(LU3PKTI • VIOOSZ
IOWA1T(LN3PKT) • 0
IOFUNCILU3PKT1 • • &K • A REAO FORWARD
CALL ERION(LU3PKT1
ISTAT . IOCOOEfLU3PKT1
iFf fiSTAT.EO.'EOF').OA.fiSTAT.EO.'BAOF • 1 )CALL MOFATLf
• CBS%CSfISTAT.I.V1. •
 WHILE REAOINO MOP IMAGE RECORO.1
C
IF( fISTAT.EO.'BAOR • ).OR.(1STAT.EO.'LOST • I I CALL MONOTE(
• CBS4CS(ISTAT.1.41. • WHILE AEAOINO MOP tMAOE RECORD-)
'	 C
C












CALL OCTBYT(NRECTY,	 KTABLE.61 0 RECORO TYPE CODE
liINRECTY.NE.03S1ILU3C0R • LU3CBR • 1 	 •
lil INR[CTY.NE.03551.AN0.(LU3CBR.LT.LU3M9RI 1 00 TO 330
IF(NRECTY.NE.03SS1 CALL MOFATL(
• 'RECORO NOT THE EXPECTED IMAGE RECORO'l
IFINRECTY.01E.03561 00 TO 900
C
C	 .
C ESTABLISH LEFT • RIGHT FILL COUNTS ON 'PM' TAPES
C





CALL OETNYB(NTMPFL. 	 KTASLE.II.tl
NLFTFL - NLFTFL*2 4• 4 • NTMPFL
C
C -- RIGHT FILL COUNT
CALL GETNYB(NRHTFL. KTABLE.11.21
CALL GETBYT(NTMPFL. 	 KTASLE.l2l
!!RHTFL • NRHfFL • 2 •0 9 • NTMPFL
C
C





MINFCT • MAX0(MIN0(NLFTFL.NRHTFLI-B.0) i MIN PIXEL FILL COUNT
MSAtWW(WSAM.WMINI + MINFCT . 1





NERSAM+ MSAIWW(WSAM.WMAX) - MSAIWW(WSAM.WMINI • 1
iF(NERSAN.Lt.33S0.OR.NERSAM.Ot.NOMSAMI CALL MOFATL(
+ 'BAD SAMPLE NUMBER COMPUTEO FROM 1MAOE RECORD')
C
CTRLIN • 0.5 ,9 (NERLIN . 11
CTRSAM • 0.5 4 1NERSAM • 11 • MINFCT
C
C
C PRINT *CC IF TRACE IS ON OR OIAONOStIC COUNT IS CHANOEO
C
Irl IMTRACE.E0.01.ANO.(NOSAYE.EO.NOTOTLI 1 00 t0 S00
C
00 700 LOWCHR + 1 .40..40
LOWINT • NI%NC(LOWCNRI




C REPOSITION TAPE to INTER-RECORD OAP BEFORE 1ST IMAGE RECORO
C




CAN PACKAOC APPCNOIX N	 413221N1
UTILITY ROUTtNC!	 00%
s	 IOf1ZCILUZPKT1 • f•
10MAIT(LU3►IIT1 a 0
tOrUNCILUa1KT1 • • !L • I ACAO •ACKMARO















SUOROUtINC 03SZPR B OBTAIN SCENE SIZE AND INPUT WINOON FOR NOP PR TAPES



















C	 DEFINE VIOOSZ PARAMETER.	 IF KTBLSZ ( VIOOSZ GENERAtE FATAL ERROR
C	 AND RETURN. REAO VIOOSZ WORDS INTO KTAOLE.	 CHECK RECORD tYPE TO
C	 VERIFY THAT RECORD IS IMAGE. 	 IF NOt CONTINUE TO REAO TIL RECORD
C	 I5 AN IMAGE OR LU3CBR •) LU3M9R.	
IF
LU3CBR .) LU3MBR OENERATE
C	 FATAL ERROR ANO RETURN.	 ESTABLISH FILL COUNT.	 SET NERSAM.	 NERLIN
C	 AND INITIALIZE INPUT WINOOW PACKET. REPOSITION TAPE TO INTER-RECORO












C	 MOFATL. Il PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR • MESSAOES
C	 ERPRNT i PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER (CNARACIER)
C	 ER10W II INITIATE	 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C	 027490 i INTERNAL BYTE STRING FOR 9-01T EXTERNAL BYTE STRINO
C	 OETBYT a OCT ONE NON-NCO INTEGER FROM BYTE STRING
C	 OET09Y A OCT NON-NCO INTEGER FROM OOUBLC-BYTE IN OTTE STRINO
C	 ERTWAT i TIMEO WAIT
C	 MONOTE i PRINT/LOG *NOTE* MESSAOES
DOUBLE PRECISION C9S4CS A VAR LENGTH CHAR STRING FOR rIXCO LCNOTH CHAR
INTEOCR NI%NC






C	 1. INC FOLLOWING CONDITIONS OENERATE THE DIAGNOSTICS SHOMNt
C	 NERSAM OUTSIDE VALID RAMOC
	
FATAL ERROR
C	 KTBLSZCVIOOSZ FATAL ERROR
C	 *Coro 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C	 o9A0ro 1/0 STATUS FATAL ERROR
C	 *LOST* 110 STATUS Marc

























9 COMMON PROGRAM ExECUT10N SNITCNEf. COUNTERS
0 COMMON PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
0 COMMON CRT$ SCENE PARAMETERS
0 COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE
G FORTRAN ALLOWING USE OF ASSCMBLCR 110 PACKET:
0 DEFINE StRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET
t1 COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
INTEOER NOSAVE	 i TEMP TO STORE • OF PREvIOuS OIAONOSTICS
INTEOER 039510355/ i MNEMONIC FOR OCTAL355 (IMAGE REC TYP1
INTEOER NRECTY i RECORD TYPE
INTEOCR NLFTFL i LEFT FILL COUNT
INTEOER NRNTFL • RIOMT FILL COUNT
INTEOER MIwrCT I MIN PIXEL FILL COUNT
INTEOER NOMSAM • OOOOARO'S NOMINAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES









C RCAO VIOO9Z MORO$ OF IMAGE RECOROS INTO KTAKC
C
IF(KTBLSZ.LT.VIDOS21 CALL MOFATL(	 'IN 03SZPM KTBLSZ t VIOOSZ•1
IfIKTBLSZ.LT.V100SZ1 00 TO 900
NOSAVE • NOTOTL
C
330 t0A00R(LU3PKT1 • LOCIKTAfLC1
IOSIZCILU3PKT1 . VIOOSZ
IOWA1T(LU3PKT1 . 0
IOFUNCtLU3PKT1 . .OK. I READ FORWARD
CALL ERIOWtLU3PKTl
ISTAT • I0000C(LU3PKT)
1F( (ISTAT .EO ='EOF').OR.CISTAT.EG.'BAOF • 1 1CALL MOFATL(
• CBS4C941STAT.1.41. 0
 WHILE REAOINO MOP IMAOC RECORO'l
C
IF( tt fTAT.CO.'BAOR • 1.OR.tISTAT.CO.'LOST • 1 I CALL MONOTCI
•	 C • CBf^CftifTAT.t.MI. • WHILE REAOINO MOP IMAGE RCCORO'1
C
C lF IMAGE If IN BB FORMAT. TNCN CONVERT IT TO BST
C
lr(LU39FM.EO.6B0'1 CALL 8ST 1498IKTABLE.	 KTABLE.N$%NI1V100SZ11
C









I)AN PACKAK APPENDIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES
IPINRECTT.NE.03991LUSC9R w LU3C9R • 1
IPI INKCTT.ME.01991. AND. (LU3C0R.LT.LU3M9R1 1 00 TO 330
orIN ECTY.NC.039S1 CALL "orATLl
• *RECORD NOT TIIE EXPECTED IMAOE WORD'$
IitNREC1Y.NE.03991 00 TO 900
C
C
C EITAKISN RIGHT LEPT FILL COUNTS FOR 'PR' TAPES
C
C
CALL GETOSTtNLPTPL. 	 KTA§LE*91 S LEFT PILL CUT.
C
CALL OETOOrtNRNTPL,	 KTA0LE.111 I MIGHT rlL CUT.
C
C






MINPCT • MAXOIMIN0lNLITPL.NRNTPLI-0.01 i MIN PIXEL PILL COUNT
MSA1MMIMSAM.MMlN1 • MINPCT • 1





NCRSAM% MSAIMMIMSAM.MMAX) - MSAINN(HSAN.MMlN1 • 1
IPtNERSAM.LT.9000.04.NERSAM.9T.NOMSAMI CALL MOPATL(
• 4 0A0 SAMPLE NUM9ER COMPUTED PROM IMAOE RECORO'1
C
CTRLIN • 0.9 41 (NERLIN • 11
CTRSAM • 0.9 4 (NERSAM • 11 • MINPCT
C
C
C PRINT REC IP TRACE 11 ON OR OIAONOSTIC COUNT IS CMANOEO
C
IPt INTRACC.00.01.ANO.(NOSAVE.EG.NOTOTLI 1 00 TO 900
C








C REPOSITION TAPE TO INTER-RECORO OAP 9EPORE 1S T IMAOE RECORD
C
































SUOAOUTIR3 OVOR • READ TAI[ OIAECTOAV RECORO FROM MOP TAPCS





C	 CHARLES NCLMKC	 LEC	 09119179	 ACOUtACMCNTS
C	 J C CRISP	 LC:	 0911t/7!	 ALGORITHM OCSION






C	 OCFINC TORS? PARAMCTER. IF KTOLSZttORSZ GENERATE FATAL CAROM AND AETURN.
C	 INITIALIZE Lv3VOL TO 1 AND LU3VH1. READ TOOSZ WORDS Or TAPE DIRECTORY
C	 RECORD INTO KTABLE. IP LU3BPM • 'BB' CALL •ST486. CHECK OYTE O TO vEA1FY
C	 tAPC 01OECTORY. It 1/0 CROONS ISSUE DIAGNOSTIC. ELSE If %or TAPE
C	 OIRECTOAY.tssUE FATAL ERROR AND AETURN. EXTRACT/OECOOE VOLUME NUMBER
C	 AND NUMBER OF VOLUMES. If VOLUME	 I issUc FATAL ERROR.
C
C









C	 EA/ANT S PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTtR (CHARACTER)
C	 CATMAt a TIMEO WAIT
C	 ERION 8 INITIATE 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C	 BSriBB S INTERNAL BYTE STRING POA O-sit EXTERNAL BYTE STRING
C	 MOFATL • PRINT/L00/COUNT	 'FATAL CAROM' MESSAOES
C	 OETBYT 0 OCT WON •NEOATIVC INTEOEA FROM WE IN BYTE STAINS
C	 CBT•AS • CHARACTER $TRINO FOO ASCII BYTE STAINO
C	 MOVCNM 11 NOME CHARACTER PROM ONE CHARACTER STAtNO TO ANOtHCO
C	 NOVCST S NOvC 3UBsTA1N0 FROM ONE CHARACTER STRING TO ANOTNCO
C	 OCOK S OE000E NUMERIC CHARACTER STRING
C	 MONOTC • PRINT/LOO 'NOTE' MESSAOES
OOUOLE POECts10N CBs4cs	 • VARIABLE LENGTH CHAR statNO FOA FtXCO LENGTH






C	 1. TMC FOLLOWING CONOIt1ONS OEMCAATC THE DIAGNOSTICS SHOWN
C	 *COP' 110 STATUS	 FATAL CROON
C	 'BAOF• 1/0 STATUS
	
FATAL CAROM
C	 •LOST• 1/0 STATUS	 NOTE
C	 'BAOA' 110 STATUS	 NOTE




"If PACKAW APPCN01 K a 	 0=TOR
UTILITY 11OUTINC!
	 an
P C VOLUN[ 111 "all t T 1	 rATAL [1111011




NIGM VOL NUMO[R INIIALIO	 OCTAL CrAm
C GLOOAL OCCL AAA I' I OHS
C ....................
INCLUDE! KONKGT.Lllf 11 CON110N PROGRAM CXCCUTION SNIfCM[S.000NT[RS
` INCLUOC KONTOL A I ST tl CONNON MIN. TI -PURPOK TAOL[
INCLUO[ 1901110 .LIST 0 POAtRAN MANIPULATION Or AS►I 1/0 PACKttl
INCLUK I(OMN[R.L1ST I COMMON CM SC[M[ PARAMCTCRI






INTCOCR 0011/011 6 0 TAP[ OIR[CTORY C00[ iM OCTAL
INT[O[R 10YT I TAP[ OlRCCTOAY COOS
INT[O[R MOSAY[ a TEMP TO STORE • OP PA[YtOU; OsAOMOlfiCS








C INITIALII[ AND CM[CK TAP[ DtR[CTOR Y SUrrCA
C
tr/t0AS3'.OT.KtlL9i) CALL MOtrATLI	 *TORSI 1' KTOLSI 111 OiTOR'l




C ACAD TAPS 010199TORY INTO KTAIL[
C
IGAOORfLUIPllti . LOC c KTASI[1
IOSIZCILUSPKfl . TOR;l!
10MAlfILUSPKf) • 10




11'1 fl$TAT.[G.'[OP'l.00. 11$fAf.[0.'lAafr•I (CALL MCWAf:f
• C!!^Clt1STAt.t.^). •




I^f ItITAt.[O.'LOSt'I. pA.tl;tAf.[0.'SAOR • 1 ICALL MONOf[f
• ClS^CltISTAt;1.^1. •
 MMIL[ A[ADINO 0111CCTGQY ACCO4001
C
C
C CN[CK IO DATA IS IN IMICONAL FORMAT
C











C VERIFY TAPE OIRECTORY
c
CALL OETBYT(IBYT	 .KTABLC.61
IF(iBYt.NE.00111 CALL MOFATL(	 •FIRST RECORD NOT TAPE DIRECTORY*)
C
C







CALL OCOOEILU3VHI.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KTABLE.20.11 a TOTAL VOLE
IFtLU3VNI.LT.I.OR.LU3VHI.OT.V3MAX) KOOTYP • *ERR'
IF(KOOTYP.NE.'IN'1 CALL MOFATL(





CALL OCOOE(LU3VOL.REAL.KOOTYP. 	 KtABLE.19.1)
IF(LU3VOL.NE.11 KOOTYP • 'ERR'
IF(KOOTYP.NE.'IN'1 CALL MOFATL(
• 'BAD TAPE VOLUME NUMBER IN TAPE DIRECTORY ON FIRST REEL:'.' '.
t C9S4CS(KTA9LE.(19).(1)1 1
C
CALL MOVCHR(LU3REF(11.1.	 KTABLE.111	 a 'P' OR 'A'
CALL MOVCST(LU3REF(1).2.5.
	 KTABLE.9.1.• • 1 a 'M' OR 'R'
C
LU3REF(2) • '0' a MOP 1978
C
C
C DUMP BUFFER IF TRACE 19 ON OR DIAONOSTIC COUNT IS CHANOED
C
Irl tMTRACE.E0.01.ANO.(NOSAVE.EO.NOTOTLI 1 00 TO 800
CALL ERPRNT(:.1.'*tDR•'l












C REAO OVER EOF
C





1FttSTAT.NE.'EOF • 1 CALL MOFAtL(





















C	 E N SCNLOSSER






LEC	 09/03/73	 ORIGINAL CODE
LEMSCO OS/27100	 PITCH/ROLL UNDEFINED IF ABSVAL > 9
OL1 9 ESTIMATE PITCH AND ROLL
i SCENE CENTER EOEOREESI
• SCENE HAOIR 10EOREESI
• WAGING MINUS YAW EOEOREESI
i ALTITUDE 1KILOMETRESI
i PITCH • ROLL (DEGREES)
-----------------------------
I^
C	 TRANSFORM CENTER S NADIR LAT/LONG TO TRANSVERSE MERCATOR EAST/NORTH.
C	 ESTIMATE PITCH Il ROLL.
C
C	 ERTS CONVENTIONS FOR ATTITUDE AND HEADING ARE AS FOLLOWS:
C	 POSITIVE PITCH IS NOSE DOWN
C	 POSITIVE ROLL IS CLOCKWISE VIEWED FROM BEHIND
!	 C	 POSITIVE YAW IS COUNTERCLOCKWISE VIEWED FROM ABOVE


















C	 1. IF NADIR 19 UNOEFINEO OR COMPUTED PITCH OR ROLL HAS MAONITUOE
























0 CENTER CASTING. NORTHING
• NAOIR CASTING. NORTNINO





























• SUBROUTINE PRBNUM(	 I PRINT SOX NUMBERS (VARIABLE HEIGNTI
i •
1 (UNIT.	 tl OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER
' I HLBOOY.	 tl NUMBER Or LINES IN BOX TYPE BOOT (t2 TO 661
NLI	 FACE.
	
8 NUMBER OF LINES IN BOX TYPE FACE (12 TO 601







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 O1/OS/7%	 ORIGINAL CODE IN PRTNUM






C FOR EACH NUMBER. DETERMINE FOREOROUMO 9 BACKGROUND CHARACTERS:
c CASE It	 (	 0 t- NUM t o	91	 FOREOR :+ ENCODED NUM. BACKOR :+
C CASE 2:	 (10 (- NUM to 19)	 FOREOR :•	 '.	 BACKOR	 :• ENCODED NUM
C CASE 3:	 (20 t- NUM	 1	 FOREOR :•	 BACKOR	 :+	 .	 .
C PRINT BACKGROUND CHARACTERS ON TYPE BODY LINES (IF ANY) ABOVE FACE.
C PR14T BOX DIGITS ON TYPE FACE LINES.












C CST,► IN	 0 CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEOER
C MOVCST	 0 MOVE CHARACTER STRING






C	 I. IF ANY OF THE SEVEN 1-OIOIT INTEGERS IS NEGATIVE. THEN RESULTS ARE
C	 UNDEFINED.
ti	 C
C .	E. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MADE ON ANY OF THE ARGUMENTS.
C
c

















120 CONTINUE	 It	 l0 t-	 IOIOIT to	 19
r IOt01T(NSXO) • lOIOIT(NBXO)-l0
KNRFORfNBX01•'
CALL CST41N(KNR9AKfN9X01.(I).(t).
' 00 TO 100




















INTEGER IOIOIT(71 a t-D101T INTEGERS
INTEGER KHRFOR97) a FOREOROUNO CHARACTER FOR EACH IOIGIT
INTEGER KHRBAK(71 a BACKGROUND CHARACTER FOR EACH IOt01T
INTEGER NBXO a NUMBER (1 TNRU 71 OF CURRENT BOX DIGIT
INTEGER KASOIG a CASE FOR CURRENT toto1T:
C 1	 ---	 0 to 101011' t•	 9	 (BLACK ON NNITEI
C 2	 ---	 t0 t• IOt01T t• 19	 1WHITE ON BLACK)
C 3	 ---	 20 t o IOIOIT	 (BLANKI
INTEGER NOROUP(t21 a ORDER FOR OUPLICATiNO LINES 1 THRU 12:
•	 199.99912.10. 9.99.99.	 7.	 9.11.99.991
INTEGER KMBUFO(29) a OUTPUT CHARACTER BUFFER
DEFINE KHLEFT(1)-KN9UF0(I*4-3)	 a COLUMNS OF TYPE BODY LEFT OF FACE
DEFINE KHFACE(t)-KH8UFO(1 . 4-2)	 It COLUMNS OF TYPE FACE








































C PRINT BODY LINES ASOVE FACE (IF ANY)
C
NLNAX•(NL9OOY-NLFACEI/2







C PRINT FACE LINES
C














C IF BODY LINES BELOM FACE. RE-INITIALIZE OUTPUT BUFFER TO BACKOROUNO CHARACTERS
C







C PRINT BODY LINES BELOW FACE
c
HLNAX• (NLB0OY-NLFACE#I 1 JP
00 660 NLINE•1.HLMAX
UNITE(IUNIT.3491 KNBUFO







OAM PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 P110VFt
UTILITY ROUTINES	 oat
SUBROUTINE PROVFII 6 PRINT/OVERPRINT FtLEIS1
I IUNIT.	 4 UNIT NUMBER OF OUTPUT /B OR 10 THRU 191	 •
1 MROLCS. • LEFT MARGIN CHARACTER STRING
1 LENML,	 I LENGTH (IN CHARS) OF MROLCS
1 MRORCS. 11 RIONT MARGIN CHARACTER STRINO
1 LENMR.	 0 LENGTH IIN CHARS) OF MRORCS
1 NTLCHR, 8 NEAT LINE CHARACTER 	 •
1 JPSPEC. 11 PRINT SPEC IB CHARS -- I PER SYMBOL POSITION)
C	 IF NUMERIC: NUMBER OF LINES TO AOVANCE BEFORE PRINTING
C	 IF NON-NUMERIC: 00 NOT PRINT







C	 0 A BECK	 LEC	 9125179	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 0 A BECK	 LEC	 10/16/79	 ALGORITHM DESIGN






C	 CHECK IF 1PRTBF IS NOT BIN TYPE INTEGER. CHECK IF THE
C	 NUMBER OF BINS TO BEPRINTED IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO
C	 THE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRINT COLUMNS. CHECK IF LENML AND
C	 LENMR lS LESS THAN 0. CHECK IF THE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRINT
C	 COLUMNS ALLOWABLE IS GREATER THAN 132. CHECK IF LENML • 2
C	 ILENOTH OF 2 NTLCHR'S1 IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE
C	 NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRINT COLUMNS ALLOWABLE. CHECK IF THE
C	 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALTERNATE PRINT FILES WILL BE EXCEEDED.
C	 CHECK If IUNit IS NOT EQUAL TO (6 OR 10 TMRU MAXIMUM
C	 ALLOWEO).
C	 LOOP THRU THE INPUT SYMBOL BUFFER 09TAININO EACH SYMBOL
C	 PRINT BUFFER.
C	 CHECK IF LAST SYMBOL PRINT BUFFER AND THE MAXIMUM
C	 NUMBER OF COLUMNS ALLOWABLE IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
C	 TO )LENML • LENMR • 21 . THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE
C	 PRINTED. THEN ASSIGN LENMR TO THE LENGTH OF THE RRINT
C	 MAROIN TO BE PRINTED. ELSE ASSIGN LENMR TO ZERO.
C	 ASSIGN POINTERS TO THE LOW AND HIGH SYMBOLS OF THE
C	 SYMBOL PRINT BUFFER TO BE PRINTED.
C	 ASSIGN UNIT NUMBER.













C	 PROVSY	 i PRINT/OVERPRINT SYMBOL BUFFER
C	 NOFATL	 0 PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAOES






C	 CONDITION OIAONOSTIC ACTION
C--------- .......... ......
C
C	 1.NUM9ER OF BINS TO BE PRINTED OUEUEO RETURN
C	 IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0 MOFATL
C
C	 R.LEFT MAROIN LENOTN PLUS TWO NEAT QUEUED RETURN
C	 LINE CHARACTERS IS GREATER THAN OR MOFATL
C	 EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS PER
C	 PAGE
C
C	 3.NUMBER OF ALTERNATE PRINT FILE(S) QUEUED RETURN
C	 EXCEED THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE MOFATL
C
C	 %.UNIT NUMBER IS NOT EQUAL * OR QUEUED RETURN
C	 (10 THRU MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE) MOFATL
C
C	 S.LENML IS LESS THAN 0 QUEUED RETURN
C MOFATL
C
C	 B.LCNMR IS LESS THAN 0 QUEUED RETURN
C MOFATL
C
C	 7.NUMBER OF COLUMNS/PACE QUEUED RETURN










INCLUOE KOMXQT.LIST	 I COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES.
	 COUNTERS
INCLUDE PxeOEr.LIST
	 a	 POINTERS OEFININO *OFFER STRUCTURE
•
















INTEGER 1PRTtffll I AROUMENT
tNTEOER 1PLSIN A LOW BIN IN BUFFER
iNTEOER 1PWBIN a NIGH BIN IN BUFFER
INTCOER NSINLO a LOW BIN IN UNIT
INTCOCR NBINNI I HIGH BIN IN UNIT
INtEOER NONOAT a NUMBER OF BINS IN PRINT BUFFER W/ DATA










INTEGER NO1NP0	 0 NUMBER Or GINS PER PAGE ran DATA
INTEGER NALTPR	 0 NUMBER Or ALT PRINT r1LCS TO PRINT BUrrER	 •
INTCOCR LUNIT	 • LAST VALID ALTERNATE PRINT r1LC






C CNECK ran VALID BIN TYPE	 f
C	 j
ir(1PRTSr(PXSINTI.NE. • 1Nt 91 CALL MOrATL(
•	 •(iPRTSr SIN TYPE NOT iNt IN PROVriI•)
C
C
C CNECK ran DATA IN BUrrER
C
NBNOA*siPRTSr(PXNStNI-IPRTSr(PXLBIN)o1 	 S) NUMBER OF SINS IN OUrrER
ir(NSNOAT.LE.01 CALL MOrATL(
-	 '(iPRtOr EMPTY IN PROVrt)')
C
C
C CNECK TOR IMVAL(0 MAROIN LENOTN(S) 	 ;	 +
C
tr((LENML.LT.0).OR.(LENMR.LT.0)) CALL MOrATL(
-	 '(NEOAt1VE MARGIN LENOTN IN PROVrII.)
C
C
C CNECK rOR VA110 PRINTER WIDTH
C
lr(KPAOE.Ot.1381 CALL MOrATL(
•	 •(KPAOE ) t3t IN PROVrII.1
C
C
C CNECK it LEFT MARGIN AND TWO NEAt LINE CHARS. WNiCH AMC REQUIRED
C	 CXCECO THE PRtNTCR WIDTH
C
NBIKPO-KPAOE-(LENML•t) i COMPUTE THE NUMBER Or SINS PER PAGE ran DATA
Ir(NSiNPO.LE.01 CALL Norm(
• • (NAROIN TOO MIOE IN PROVrtI.1
C
C
C CNECK it THE ENTIRE OurrER CAN SE PRINTEO ON tNE MAXIMUM NUMBER or 	 •
C	 ALTERNATE PRINT riLES ALLOWABLE
C
NALTPR•(NBNOAT- 11 /NS:NP0#1 4 COMPUTE NUMBER Or ALTERNATE PRINT riLES
tr(NALTPR.Ot.NALtMI CALL MOrATL(
•	 •IIPATBr NCEOS MORE THAN MALTM PRINT rILES IN PROVrl1.1
C
C
C CHECK rCR VALID UNIT NUMBER
C
LUNI t -B





CAN PACXAOE APPENOIX N	 PROM► I
UTILITY ROUTINES	 00^
1 ► tt111Nlt.LT.lO1.OR.t1UNIT.Ot.LUNlT11 CALL MOVATLI
•	 •t•.C*S%INItUNIT.tIII.• 10 GAO UNIT IN PROV ► I1.1
600 1 ► 1NOTOTL.Nt.01 00 t0 900
C
C





























SY1ROuTIHE PROYIYI	 0 PRINT/01IERPRINT SYMSOL SUrrER
I tuN1T. 0 OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER
1 MROLCS, 0 LEFT MARGIN CNARACTER STRING
1 LENML, 0 LENOTM (IN CHARSI OR MROLCS
I NRORCS. 0 RIGHT MARGIN CHARACTER STRINO
I LENNR. & LENGTH (IN CHARS$ Or MRORCS
I NTLCHR. 8 MEAT LINE CHARACTER
I JPSPEC. 0 PRINT SPECS 90 CHARS--I PER SYMBOL POSITION$
C NUMERIC CHARACTERS--
C NUMBER Or LINES TO AOYANCE BErORE PRINTING
C NON-NUMERIC CHARACTERS--
C OON'T PRINT
1 IPRTBr. a BurrER NOT IN PXBOEr rORMAT
t NUOLO. 8 LOW WORD IN OUrrER









C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 00/80/79









AND INCLUOE VARIABLE MARGINS
C	 1NTIIALIZE ALTERNATE PRINT rILE MARC. EXAMINE rlRst PRINT SPEC.
C	 PLACE LErT MARGIN. NEAT LINE CHARACTER. SYMBOLS AND NEAT LINE
C	 CHARACTER INTO PRINT BurrER. CHECK RIGHT MARGIN LENGTH. IF () 0
C	 INSERT RIONT MARGIN INTO PRINT BurrER. IF PRINT BurrER IS ALL
C	 BLANKS. LOOP BACK FOR NEXT PRINT SPEC. ELSE CHECK UNIT NUMBER
C	 AND WRITE PRINT BurrER. LOOP BACK FOR NEXT PRINT SPEC. CONTINUE






C	 ASSUMES 0 CHARACTERS PER WORD






C	 ERPRNT & PRINT IMAOE ON TTY/CRT/LINE PRINTER
C	 ERPRTA I WRITE INAOE TO ALTERNATE PRINT riLE
C	 CST%IN A CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEGER
C	 GEtICE 4 INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT FROM CHARACTER STRING
C	 MOoCST 11 MOVE CHARACTER STRING
C	 PUTCHR 0 PUT CHARACTER INTO-CHARACTER STRING
C	 MOYCNR 0 NOW CHARACTER
0-4SO
arw.
DAN PACKAK APPEN01K N	 PROM
UTILITY ROUTINE= 	 @G!
C	 NO►ATL	 S PRINTtL00/COUNt ' ►ATAL ERROR' MESSAGES
iNTEOER ICE	 • INTEOER CHARACTER EQUIVALENt
1NTEOER Nt%NC	 a NUMKR or iNtEOERS ►OR CNARACTERs






C	 I. 1 ► TIK NUMKR or GINS TO GE PRINTED PLUS THE LENOfN or THE
C	 L0►t AND M ONT MAROINS PLUS THE TWO NEAT LINE CHARACTERS EXCEEOO












imrcocR !Pater fit	 a AROUMENT
.INTEGER NAM► lL f=1	 a ALTCRNATC PRINT ME NAME
INTEGER J@►OUT cs3i	 a out put PRINT surrCm PLUS @LANK PAOOINO
INTEGER ICEZER	 a ICE or ZERO CHARACTER
INTEOCR LOCOUT	 a ovrout Sump POINTER
INTEO[R NICE
	
a INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT
INTEGER NSPEC	 a PRINT SPEC POSITION







C CHECK ►OM output @u►►ER OVER►LOW
C
1 ► (ffNWONI-NMOLO .11 .L0N14L•LONMR•t1.LC.KPA001 00 TO 100




C INTITIALtZE ► IL[ NAME
C
100 CALL CST%IW INWIL.111.f1 =1, 	IUNIT.fl11
C
C





C EXAMINE S►[C ►OA NEXT STNtIOL PU#IfION
C
N•851






CALL OCTICC INICC.	 JPSPCC.tN6PCC11	 •
NAOVNIICc•lcctcR
Of tNAOV.LT.O.OR.NAOV.OT.91 00 TO 600	 0 NOT NURCHIC •OON • T PRINT
c
C NOW LcrT MAROIN ANDMCAT LINC CNARACtcit TO surrcR
0C	 It NAOV• . PRINT OPACC6 •9L6c PRINT NAROIN ANO C14ARACTCR	 •
C
If IKAOV.c0.01 CALL MOVCST 41AWOUT.111.1LUML1.
.	 •.111./1/.•	 •1
If INAOV.NC.01 CALL MOVCOT tJWOUt.Ii1.fLCNMLI.
•
	
	 MAOLCS.fll,fLCNMLI.• 	 •1
LOCOUT•LOCOUT.LCNML
If fNAOV.c0.01 CALL PUTCNR IJOrOUT.tL000Utl. 	 •/




C PACK CNAAACTCAS INTO PRINT sUrrcR
C
00 300 NNOIN•NMOLO.NNONI





C MOVC MEAT LINO CNAN ANO M ONT MAAOIN fir LCNOTNt1081 TO surrco
If INAOV.00.01 CALL PUTCNA IJOrOUT.fL000UTt. 	 •1
If 1NAOV.Nc.01 CALL PUTCNA tJSrOUT.fL000UT1. 	 NTLCNAI
LOCOUT•LOCOUT•1
lr ILCNMR.00.01 00 TO ZOO
it fNADV.00.01 CALL MOVCST 1J@r0UT.1L000UT1.ILCNMAI.
•	 •	 •.f11.ILCMMAI.• •1
If INAOV.NC .01 CALL MOVCST IJSr0UT.1L000UT1.tL[NMA1.
•	 M4OAC9.II1.fLCNMRI.• •t
L OCOUT •L OCOU T •L L Nfl*
C
C
C cmccu r0A *LANK surrcA
C
300	 If /LCNANc4JOrouT.t11.fL000UTI. • 0 l.00.01 00 TO 600
c
C
C INSUAC @LANK PAODtNO IN •Urr[R
C
CALL MOVCOT tisrouT.41L000U1I•661. 	 •./i1.t11.• •1
c	 •
C
C NR /TC PRINT L1Nc room OUTPUT surrcA
C






000SAN PACKAoc APP[NOIX N
UTILITY NOUTINi0
N-893
000	 CALL CMPRTA 1NAM?tL.NAOY.NIrNC1L00011T-II.JOrOUTI
•	 c
c













DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 PRSYNL
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE PRSYML( • PRINT SYMBOL LEGEND






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 06113/7M	 ORIOINAL CODE IN SYMTAB
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 12189179	 RENAME IL DELETE FLO FUNCTION

















HOUNIT	 i PRINT HEA3INO ON TOP OF NEXT PAGE
MOVCST	 7 MOVE CHARACTER STRING
C	 GETCHR	 i OET CHARACTER FROM CHARACTER STRINO












INCLUOE KGMXOT.LIST	 A COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS'
INCLUOr KOMKLS.LIST	 & COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
INCLUOt KOMSYM.LIST	 A COMMON SYMBOL TABLE
i CURRENT SYMBOL
I NEXT SYMBOL
I LENGTH IN CHARACTERS OF CURRENT SYMBOL
I CURRENT CHARACTER IN CURRENT SYMBOL
i LOWEST RAO/OEN/CLA /COUNT


































t 'OSYMSOLS FOR COUNT OF PIXELS DETECTED WITHIN')
IF(KTIPIX.E0.01 WRITE(NUNIT.1851
189 FORMAT(
9 'OSYMBOLS FOR PIXELS DETECTED WITHIN')
lF(KLSTYP.EO.'RAO- ) WRITE(NUNIT.139) LCVLOI.LCVHII
139 FORMAT(
• ' SPECTRAL LIMITS AND RADIANCE RANGE ('.J3.•—'.J3.'1')
IF(KLSTYP.EO.'DEN') WRITE(NUNIT.1451 LCVLOt.LCVNII
149 FORMAT(
6 ' SPECTRAL LIMITS AND DENSITY RANGE ('.J3.'-'.J3.'1.1
WRITE(NUNIT.1991
l99 FORMAT(
1 • 0 SYMBOL NUMBER MEANINO'//
8 •	 s	 NO DATA'/
of
	 •	 PRIMARY TICK'/

















1F(NEXSYM.EO.KURSYMI 00 TO 400
KNOTEI••
KNOTEB••




LBO	 IF(KVALLO.EO.KVALNI) 00 TO tJ0





































OAK PACKAOE APPENOIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES PRTCNR
Gal/
SUBROUtINE PRTCHR( a WRITE BOX CHARACTERS t7 LINES HIOM1
I (UNIT,	 i OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER
I NCHAR,
	 8 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN STRING (MAX 191
I JSTRNO)	 i CHARACTER STRING
C----•-----------------------------------------------------
C
C (E N SCHLOSSER)
•	 C
C















1 (K(OI1.K01). (K(021.KO2). (K(03).KO3). (9(04).KO4). (KIOS).KO31.j	 2 C K(O6).KOQ). (K(07).KO7). (K(09).K09). (K(091.KO91. (K(10).K101.
3 (K(II).Kll). (K(t2).X121. ( K(13).K131. (K(14).Kt41. (K(1SI.K1S1.







IF(1.0t.NCHARI 00 t0 130
K(1)-rLO(N9IT.6.JStRNO(NWO)I ♦ l
NBIT-NBlT+B





































DAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES
SUBROUTINE P*Ttmc( i SPECIrY PRINT LINESIINCH S NOW CONTROLLEO
«	 1 NUNIT.	 A LOGICAL UNIT NUMOER
I LPRttN. • PRINT LINES PER INCH
1 KONPRTI A TYPE Of PRINTER CONTROL$
C	 'AUT' -• AUTOMATtV SOFTWARE CONTROL
C	 *MAN' -• MANUAL OPERATOR CONTROL
C---------------•---•-----------••-•---•---------•••
C









IPIKONPRT.EO.'AUT • 1 ENCOOE(11S.LINC:L) NUNIT.LPRIIN
its iORMAT(J2.tOX.'S.'.II.I5XI
ir(KONPRT.EO.'MAN • l ENCOOE(I25.LINCTLI NUNIT.LPRIIN
its FORMAT(J2.lOX. • S.CNANOE TO '.12. • LPI.1














SUIROUTINE PRTMRO( S OCT PRINT MARGINS • LINES PER PAOE
1 "UNIT.	 • LOGICAL UNIT NUMOER 	 +
1 LPRIPO. II PRINT LINES PER PAOE (TOTAL INCLUOINO LPRTOP 0 LPR§OTI
1 LPRTOP. i PRINT LINES IN TOP MARGIN
1 LPRGOTI 0 PRINT LINES IN 9OTTOM MARGIN
C-------------------------------------------------------------------
C























SUBROUTINE PSTART( • INITIALIZE PROGRAM







C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 OS/18173	 ORIGINAL CODE
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 08/0717%	 ADO DAN LOO FILE
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01/07/79	 ADO MACOAM FILE






C	 INITIALIZE &XOT MODES. LOO FILE PACKET. DIAGNOSTIC QUEUE FILE PACKET.
C	 ASSIGN L00 FILE AND UPDATE POINTERS IN HEADER TO RESERVE % L00 FILE
C	 RECORDS FOR CURRENTLY EXECUTING PROGRAM. IF FIRST PROGRAM OF RUN.
C	 APPEND CHARACTERS FROM RIGHT OF ORIGINAL RUNIO TO RIGHT OF ORIOiNAL
C	 QUALIFIER AND &USE MACOAM FOR TPFS IF NO OTHER MACOAM IS ASSIGNED.





























C 1. INC FIRST EXECUTABLE STAtEMENT IN EVERY DAN PACKAGE MAIN PROGRAM MUST BEs
C	 CALL PSTARtloPROORAM-NAME-ANO-VERSION•1
C
C t. MAXIMUM SIZE FOR PROGRAM-NAME-ANO-VERSION IS t% CHARACTERS (PERIOOS NOT
N-t01





C 3. THE LAST STATEMENT EXECUTED IN EVERY DAN PACKAGE MAIN PROGRAM MUST BE:




































 XOT OPTION E IS SET AND If' PREVIOUS PROGRAM ERROR TERNINATEO
C
1P(XOTOPT(•SRROR'1.E0.01 00 TO 110
	 A NO E OPTION
1R(ASMt3(JPCT(171).E0.21 00 TO I10
	 4 PREV PROO TER"INATEO IN ERROR




C CNECK li DAM PROGRAM TILE IS ASSIONEO
C
110 CALL ERCSft (NAO.'iASO.A DAN. . '1
If'(ALREOY(NA01.EO.01 00 TO 117
C
C
C CHECK tr PROGRAM WAS INITIATED AS A PROCESSOR
C















C DEFINE INTERNAL NAME FOR LOG FILE
C
1t0 1F(LOCS► ft1.E0.'uSE 1.'1 00 t0 130












C ASSIGN OIAONOSTIC QUEUE FILE t INITIALIZE 1/0 PACKET
C










IF(LONSEC.LT.1001 LOCSF(fl u 'ASO.T'	 i NO PERMANENT LOG FILE
CALL ERCSF(NASOA.LOCSF)
tr(ROLOUTINASOAI.NE.01 CALL ROLLIN
IF(LONSEC.Lt.1001 00 TO 000
IrCREJECT(NASOA11..ROO


















I.OPL 0• • 3& •L OMAX
LOPNI —4
• Giv[ UPI
I PREVIOUSLY CATALOGED 17#164











C O[T EXCLUSIVE NRITE ACCESS TO L00 FILE MEAOER ONLY
C
300 LTRT•0
310 IFILTRY.OT.11 00 TO 000	 • GIVE UPI
LREA0*0
310 IFILREAO.GT.101 00 TO 330	 • FoRcc ACCESS
IOFUNC(L00►KT1 . 'GK'	 i REAO
CALL CRION(LOOPKTI
LAEAO•LREAO*I
l ► (LRUNIO.NE.'4NONEi'1 00 TO 310
330 LTRY•LTRY01
LRUNIO•JPCT(t1	 11 GENERATED RUN10 IS UNIOUE
IOFUNC(LOOPK T IO -AC'	 i WRITE
CALL ERIOW(LOOPKT)
IOFUNC(LOOPKTI . '&K'	 i REAO
CALL ERION(LOOPKT)
Ir(LRUNIO.NE.JPCT(t)I 00 TO 710
	
8 HAS ANOTHER RUN CHANOEO IT?
IOFUNC(LOOPKTI . 'aK'	 i REAP
CALL ERIONILOOPKtt
IF(LRUNIO.NE.JPCT(t)1 00 TO 310
	 • CNECK AGAIN TO BE SUREI
C
C
C UPDATE PROGRAM POINTERS TO RESERVE Y L00 RECOROS
C











C WRITE UPOATEO POINTERS t RELINQUISH EXCLUSIVE WRITE ACCESS
C
000 LRUNIO-'s"ONCI'




C CATALOG NEW LOG FILE
C
1 ► (ACCEPT(NASOAII..000
	 i OLO L00 FILE





	 I CATALOGED PROPERLY
C
C
C FLAO L00 FILE CONFLICt
C
000 CALL NOWAAN('L00 FILE CONFtict'1
LOPNI•O
	 • OQN'T LOG
N-Is%










fl 1ST NO Or OUALiriCR











IrfLOCOsrf • MACOAM'.'	 'I.Lr.01 CALL ERCsr(
• NAW IUSC MACOAM..TPrs. .'1
C
C










C NAITC RUN POINTCRS AND PROORAM CONTROL TAOLC IN L00 RCCORO • LOPCT
C









C INITIALIZE PROGRAM 10/OATCITIMCINCAOING
C
780 00 740 N•1.%




	 Il CAUTION CAN ONLY GC CALLCO ArTCR PCT SCCTOR IS WRITTCN






C INITIALIZC RCNAININO i LOG RCCOROS
N-&Os
Mf^







WILOPIOT.Lt. 111 00 TO 790
10911CIL00'KTt s 19	 • OUrrtR 91Zt room NICK ON	 s
lOAOOR/LOOI^Kf1slOCtJR10T1
109CCTIL00RKT1•LO'IOT
torWICIL00RKT1 • 'sc o 	9 NRITt
CALL CRIONILOORKTI
IOAOORM OSIO TI sLOCILBUrot	 B 9UrrtA A404999 room NCRC ON
00 700 N61.10	 •
700 LOUrA /Nls'
IoStCTIL00'hTIsLOrAfL
IOrUNCIL00P11Tt s '#C'	 a NAITt
CALL CRIOWtLOORKTI
IOSCCTtL00'ItTI.LOTCRM




C WRttC PROGRAM 10/OATCITI"C ON UNIT B
C
790 WRItCt6.79S1
791 rORMAT(6X/'1	 '1	 0 RAOC EJECT 1; BATCH "001



























11F 1ROLOUTINASOA I .00.0 1 00 TO 900
t00 CONTt"U1

































OAM PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 PSTOP
UTILITY ROUTINES	 00t
SUBROUTINE PSTOPt 0 TERMINAtE PROGRAM	 •
1 MESAOE) i MESSAOE tFtRSt CHAR 18 t'ORTRAN CARRIAOE CONTROL)
C----------------------------------------
C
C tE N SCHLOSSER)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE HANO(ES PROGRAM IOENTIFICATION/OAtE/TIME ANO L00 CILE







C I. THE itRST EXECUTABLE STATEMENT IN EVERY DAM PACKAOE MAIN PROGRAM MUST BE:
C	 CALL PSTART(	 'PROORAM•NAME-ANO-VERSION•)
C
C 8. TNE.LAST STATEMENT EXECUTED IN EVERY DAM PACKAOE MAIN PROGRAM MUST BE:


























INCLUDE KOMIO.LtST 	 •
OIMENSION MESAOE(t)
DIMENSION JTERMt31















ENTRY PASORT 0 AGORT PROGRAM
C
C
CALL TRAM • PABGRT • l
NtERMsI





000 CALL ERTRANt	 7.NTERMI i PUT TERMINATION STATUS IN T3 OF CONDITION WORD




C WRITE TERMINATION ENTRY IN DAM PACKAGE LOO FILE
C
IF(LOTERM.LT.41 00 TO 820
ENCOOE(98.833.LAUFRI JTERM(NTERMI.JMOYHM.NOFATL


















C WRITE SPECIAL TERMINATION MESSAGE
C
00 870 NWOS•0.18
tr(MESAOE(NWOS#II.EO.-0) 00 TO 890 	 a STOP WORD IS -0
870 CONTINUE
00 TO 900







900 CALL ERCSF(N.	 *SrREE.A 1.	 61	 8, RELEASE 'OUSE I. .	 ONLY
IF(NTERM.E0.21 NTERM6 3	 0 00 NOT USE EXEC 0 ERRS TERMINATION
IF(MOATAC.NE.01 CALL ERCSFtN. 	 *&ADD OAM.OATA-CHECK	 •1
CALL ERTRAN(	 NTERMI
N•ta9






























SUBROUTINE PXBOMPt a DUMP PXBOEF PREAMBLE • LOW/NION BIN VALUES







c	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 It/08179	 ROMTS/OESION


















C	 ERPRNT	 0 PRINT ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER
C	 CBINIT	 i INITIALIZE CHARACTER BUFFER
c	 CBVIN	 4 CHARACTER BUFFER FOR INTEGER
C	 C9%CST	 • CHARACTER BUFFER FOR CHARACTER STRING
INTEGER NIVNC
	 i NUMBER OF INTEGERS FOR NUMBER OF CHARACTERS











INCLUOE PXBOEF.LISt	 i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF PIXEL BUFFER






mcocR IPXBUFt11	 i ARGUMENT
INTEGER IPXLO
	
i VALUE OF LOW BIN





















*• RCCN LINO CHAN DUAL SINT LBIN LSIC NBIN Ns/C NOIN NOOA LJ01 NJ01
6 LVAL NVAL' 1
C
C
C ENCODE CONTENTS OF BUFFER PREAMBLE
C
CALL Co1NIT11CBUFt)






























C ENCODE CONTENTS OF LOW • NION BINS
C




CALL OETICC(IPXNI.	 1PXBUFfPXBIN11.(tPXBUFt ►XNBINII)
00 TO too










860 00 TO =00
890 CALL CB%CSTIICBUFI.	 •.111.1111
1Ff1A9611 ►XLOI.OT.92991 CALL CBVCsTttCBUFI.	 IPXLO.111.f411
trcIABSlIPXL01.LC.9S991 CALL CSVIN 11CoUF1,	 1PXLO.1V11
CALL CSVCSTfIoUFI.	 ' 6.f11.1t11
IrlIA9SIIPXNi).OT.99991 CALL CBVCst11CSUF1,
	 1PXNI.fll. loll
IFItAS91tPXNII.LC.99991 CALL CSVIN IICBUFI. 	 IPXNIII%ll
DAN PACKAOE APPSNOIX N
UTILITY ROUTINES




















SUMOUTINE PX%AM( 0 PXBDEr PREAMBLE FOR MOP AM (UMCORRECTEO MSSI BUrrER
0 MPXPREe 9 PXBOEr FORMAT PREAMBLE
0 ITSTAT, B 110 STATUS CODES
C	 e	 . NORMAL COMPLETION
C *Cor
e
 DATA OUTSIOC FILE
1 MAIIOUr. B HIS PIXEL BUrrCR IN MOP AM rORMAT
I "flare	 6 NUMBER Or INTEOERS IN BUrrER
1 NCNAN . 6 CHANNEL NUMBER
1 HSASLO, 11 LOU ADJUSTED SAMPLE NUMBER







C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 07117/79	 RCOUIRCMCN1`S
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 09/11/79	 ALOORITNM OESION






C	 OCT PXSOEF PREAMBLE rIELOS AS FOLLONS:
C	 (PXBINT) • • BYT • . (PXNOOAI - 129. (PXNOIN) • 120. (PXLJ011	 0
C	 AND IPXHJ011 - 0. BASSO ON CHANNEL NUMBER. BUFFER LENOTH. ANO
C	 NUMBER Or OErINEO PIXELS ASCERTAIN THE RANOE OF SAMPLES IN THE
C	 MAMBUr BUFFER. COMPARE THE RANOE OF SAMPLES REOUESTEO WITH
C	 THE RANOE Or SAMPLES AVAILABLE AND SET: (PXLBINI.CPXLSAM).
C	 (PXHSAMI. IF THE NUMBER Or BYTES IN BUrrER )s 3567. THEN
C	 MPXIL a r1@ITES 3565 6 39681 ELSE NPXILs • MINO(3000.NOYIB-(13.7411.
C	 BIN WIT"	 1ST	 BIN Wit"	 LAST	 BIN MIT"	 BIN NUMBER
C	 SAMPLE 1 OEr1NE0
	
IST	 OErIMEO	 1St	 AS FUNCTION




C	 AM	 *AM	 SAMPLE	 IN	 SAMPLE	 NUMBER
C	 BUrrER	 BUFFER	 AM	 AM	 AN
C	 BUrrER	 BUFFER BUrrER
C CHAN 1 13.69	 7	 13.75	 NPXILol 13979•NPXIL -1 .S•13.79-7




C CHAN 3 t3e,69	 3	 13#71	 NPXIL•1 13*71*NPXIL -1 -S•13.71-3
C CHAN 4 13.69	 1	 13#89
	
MPXILpO 13 .69•NPXIL -1 x5#13.69 -1
C CHAN 9 13.69	 1	 13.89	 NPXIL-89 13 .00*NPXIL -1
 •5*13.69 -1
C	 • IONORINO LOW RESOLUTION CHANNEL 9
C	 IF NUMBER Or BYTES ) a 1907. THEN (PXaUAL)s	 r(BTTES 35671














OAN PACXAOC APIKN01 x N 	 PLAN
VVILITY ROUTINCS	 OOO
a	 C
C	 GCTOYT	 G set NON-NCO INTCOCR iROM OYTC IN BYTE STRING
C	 OCTOBY	 0 GCN NON-NCO INTCOCR OROM QUAORUPLC BYTC IN BYTE STRING






C	 I. Ir TNC MCOUCITCO SAMPLES ARC INSIDE THC FILC OUT OUTSIOC THE
C	 BUrrCR OCT PXOUAL • S. PXLSAN. PKNSAM. PXLOIN. PXNBIN. AND
C	 PXNOIN COUAL TO ZERO. SET ITSTAT • •FOP•.
C	 t. Ii TRUNCATION or RCGUCSTCO SAMPLES OCCUR PXNSAM to ADJUSTED
C	 TO REPLCCT TNC NIONEST AVAILAKC PIXCL.






INCLUDE KOMXOT.LtsT 	 i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION sHITCHEs. COUNTERS






INTEGER MAMBUi1Ntiori • AROUNENT
INTEGER MPXPREEII • AROUMENT
tNTE0ER NBYter i NUMBER or BYTEs IN t BUf'PER
INTCOCR NPXtL • NUMBER OF PIXELSIN ONE LINE
INTEGER IBYT i VALUE or BYTE IN BYTE stRINO
INtCGCR IGUAL0100001 I QUALITY - 0000 DATA
INTCOCR IOUALI/00771 II QUALITY - DATA BASSO ON SUOSTITUTEO LINE
INTEGER IOUALR/00071 I QUALITY - PILLEO LINE ON INPUT
INTEGER IQUAL3100701 • QUALITY - i1LLC0 LINE ON OUTPUT
INtEOER NBOrstCSl/75.7=.71.09.091 0 NUMBER 0P BYTES OifsET
INTEGER N10SAMCSI17.0.it.t.t/ • NUMBER or i1Rst GEMMED SAMPLE



















OAM PACIIAOC APPCMOI X N 	 P><(1AN
UTILITY ROUTINC9	 OOi
C
C tcT MORO NUN9cR
C
CALL OC TO9Y t MPXPRC I PUCCNI . MAN91I I MIR I N11 .1 1
C
C
C COMPUTC NUM9cR Oi 9YTC1 IN 9UrrCR -- IF AIIAILA9LC.
C OCT QUALITY COOC AND • OR P1XCL1 PCR LILAC
C
N9Y19i - NI%N1(NIl9i1
11P (NSTIGP.LT.31971 00 TO 100
C
CALL OcTNYT(10UAL. 	 NAM9Ur(PI1911(11.3l471
li(IQUAL.CO.l0UAL01 MPXPRC(PXOUAL) • 0
tiiIQUAL.CO.IOUALI) MPXPRC(PXOUALI m 1
ai(IGUAL.CG.IOUAL&I MPXPRC(PXOUAL) - S
1r(IOUAL.CO.IOUAL31 MPXPRC(PXOUALI - 3
C
CALL OCT9YT(NPXIL.	 MAMOUr(PX91N11.31051
CALL OCT9YT(19YT. 	 MAM9Ui(PX91N11.3S09I




C CL1C, 1CT NPXIL
C
100 NPXIL - MINO(3000.(N9Y19P - 113074111
C
C
C SCI LOW AND NION SAMPLCI AND BINS
C
100 MPXPRC(PXLIAMI • MAXO(M1A91.0.111101AMINCNANI)
MPXPOICIPXLOINI • MPXPRC(PXL$AMI*(13#N90i1T(NCNANI)-N101AM(NCNANI




c cNCCX t<OR RCOUCITCO SAMPLCI OuT1tOc or 9uricR
C



















SUBROUTINE PO4011 9 PXSOEr PREAMBLE rOR MOP AN (UNCORRECTEO RGVI SUMP
0 MPXPRE. B PXBOEr rONMAt PREAMBLC
0 ITSTAT. 9 110 STATUS COOS:
C	 •	 • NORMAL COMPLETION
C *Cor o DATA OUTStOE Me
I MAMBUr. 9 MSS PIXEL BUrrER IN MOP AN rORMAT
1 Niter,
	
9 NUMBER Or INTEOERS IN BUrrER
I NCHAN . B CHANNEL NUM#CN
1 NSAIL09 • LOU AOJUSTEO SAMPLE NUMSER








•	 c	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 07/87/79	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 LEC	 I 1	 ALOORITHM OEStON







C	 SET PXBOEr PREAMBLE rIELOS AS rOLLOWss
C	 IPXBINTI • • BYT • . (PXNOOAI • 1:9. (PXNOINI • 189. (PXLJ011	 0
C	 AND (PXHJOI) . 0. BASED ON 9UrrER LENOTH. CHANNEL NUMBER. AND
C	 HUMSER Or WINED PIXELS ASCERTAIN THE RANOE Or SAMPLES IN THE
C	 BUrrER. COMPARE INC RANOE Or SAMPLES REQUESTEO WITH INC RANOE
C	 Of SAMPLES AVAILABLE AND SETS (PXLGINI. IPXNGIN1. (PXLSAM). AND
c	 IPXNSAMI. Ir NUMBER Or BYTES )• 9898. THEN (PXQUALI • r(BYTE 93601












C	 t. Ir INC REQUESTEO SAMPLES ARE INSlOE THE rtLE BUT OUTSIOE INC
C	 oW rcm SET PXQUAL • 9. PXNSAM. PXNSAM. PXLSIH. PXNBIN. AND
C	 PXNBIN EQUAL TO H OO. SEt ITSTAT • *Coro.
•	 C	 8. it TRUNCATION Or REOUESfEO SAMPLES OCCUR PXNSAM 15 AOJUSTEO
C	 to RErLECt INC MIDWEST AVAILABLE PIXEL.
C	 =. Ir MPXPREIPXQUALI ) = OR 4 D. THEN MPXPRE(PXQUALI • r
C
C






A COMMON PROGRAM CXCCNTION SWITCNC=• COYNTCRf
• KrINIT10N Of INtCRNAL suffCR fTRucluac
.1




































SUBROUTINE PX%PNf • PX9Kr PWANKC roll MOP PH ICORIKCTCO 11901 OUrrCR
0 MPXPK0 s Px9Kr rORMAT PRCAMKC
0 ITSTAT. B 1/O STATUS CODES
C •	 . NORMAL COMPLETION
C •COr• DATA OUTSIDE FILE
1 NPNOUr. 4 HIS PIXCL OUrrER IN MOP AN rOMNAT
1 NIIOr. a Mime OF INTCOCRS IN surrCR
1 MCHAN . s CNANKL NURSER
1 NSASLO. I LOU AOJUSTCO SAMPLE NUNKII
1 NSASNII 0 "ION ADJUSTED SAMPLE 	 NUMOCR








	 SEC	 011:7175	 Re0u1REMeNTS
C J C CRISP ' LEC	 09/01/72	 ALOORITHM OCSION









C	 SET PXOOEr PK AMOLC rICLOS AS rOILOMS:
C	 fPXSINTI • • SYT • . IPXN00A1 • ITS. IPXNOIN1 • Its. IPXNJ011 • 0.
C	 ANO IPXRECNI • MOP RCCORO NURSER. COMPUTE AOJUSTCO RrC. Ir NURSER
C	 Or •TIES IN PH surrER 1 . 7100. INCH RrC • RrC. ELSE
C	 RrC: a MAXOtRrC.IS00-NII6FI.SET 1PXL9INI.(PXNLIN1. (PXLSAMI.
C	 #PXN9AM1 Or PXOOEr PRCAMOLE rROM Ltrr rill COUNT ANO RIGHT TILL
C	 COUNT Or MOP PH PREAMBLE AS rOLLONS:
C	 lICQuC5TE0 ANO
C	 IN PM Burrell	 IN PH surreal
C
C	 PH surreal It"
C	 ASSIONCO TO SAMPLE 1 tool 1te1
C
C	 1ST OErINEO SAMPLE tLrCell MAXOILrCel.01SASLbI
C
C	 PM surreal min
C	 CONTAINING
C	 1St OEriNEO SAMPLE ItetLFCelI IteMAXOILreet.MSASIfII
C
C	 LAST OCFINCO SAMPLE 9=040 -4091 NINOt=S^s•RFC.MSASNII
C
C	 PH OurrER s1N
C	 CONTAINING
C	 LAST perINEO SAMPLE t39%s-4rClels MINOt1SY0-RrC.MSASN11elt
C
C	 PH surrCR 01N
C	 ASSIONEO TO
















C	 octoYT	 a oct NON-NCo INTCOCR room •TIC IN 9VTC STRING
C	 OCTNOY	 8 act NON-uto iNtCOCR room NYOLC
C	 oCtOOY	 • oCN NON-NCO INtCOCR room QUAORurLC e+YtC IN oYtC :totmo






C	 I. to :•`! RCQUCSTCO fAM►I.Cs ARE 1Nstor TN[ rILC OUT OUTSIOC TNC
C	 01;?i: A SCT rXOUAL • O. rXLSAM. ►XNSAM. ►XLe11N. IXNOIN. A10
C	 'XNOIN [OuAL TO i[o0. 0ET ITSTAt - •COr•.
C	 8. Ir TRUNCATION Or oCOuCStCO fAM►L[f OCCUR PxmsAM It AOJUStEO









! HURKM Or OYTCf in OUrrCR
II LCrT r1LL Count
a R1oMT rILL COUNT
1 QUALITY - 0000 CATA
• QUALITY - CATA OASCO ON SUOSTITUTCO LINC
• QUALITY - rILLCO LINO ON INPUT
i QUALITY - rILLCO LINO ON OUTPUT
i COMMON IMOORAM [XCCUTION ONITCNes. CoWelfcRf
























C OCT STATUS AND 'OINTCRS{
C
ITSTAT • •
WXPK1 ►XOUAl1 • O
"XIONC11lIOiNT1 • •OYT•
N-no












C SET QUALITY COOS
C
CALL OETOYT(IGUAL. NPM9UF(PxGI"S).9)
1F110UAL.EO.IOUALO) MPXPRE(PXQUAL) • 0
IF(10UAL.EQ.IQUALII MPXPREIPXOUALI • 1
IF(IQUAL.EO.IQUAL21 MPXPRE(PXOUAL) • 2
IF(10UAL.EO.l0UAL3) MPXPRE(PXQUAL) . 3
C
C






MPMLFC • (MPMLFC • 2* • 4) ♦ NYGLE
C
C






M►MRFC • (NYGLE • 2 40 91 • I9Yt
N9YlsF • NB%NI(NIIBFI
lF(NGTIGF.LT.38601 MPMRFC • MAXO(MPMRFC.3SG0-N9YlGF)
C
C
C SET POINTERS TO LOW ANO HIGH SAMPLES ANO GINS
C
MPXPRE(PXLSAMI • MAXO(MPMLFC•I.MSASL0)
MPXPRE(PXL91N) • MPXPRE(PXLSAMI	 • it
MPXPRE(PXHSAMI • MINO(3940-MPMRFC.MSASHII
MPXPRE(PXNGINI • MPXPRE(PXNSAM)	 • 12
C
C
C CHECK FOR REOUESTEO SAMPLES OUTSIDE OF sUFFER
C



























SUBROUTINE PX4PRt a PXBOEr PREAMeLE rOR MOP PR (cORRE=TEO RBYI BUFFER
s 0 MPXPRE.
	
& PX90EF FORMAT PREAMBLE
0 ITSTAT.	 • t/0 STATUS CODES
C •	 . NORMAL COMPLETION
C •car* DATA OuTStOE FILE
t MPRDUr.	 A MSS PIXEL 9urrER IN MOP AM rORMAT
i miter,
	 • NuM9ER OF INTEGERS IN 9urrER
1 NCNAN .	 i CHANNEL NUMBER
1 MSASLO.	 & LOU ADJUSTED SAMPLE NUMBER










C J C CRISP	 LEC	 09/05/79	 ALOORITII" DESIGN






C ITSTAT •	 •.
{	 C SET PX9OEF PREAMBLE FIELDS AS FOLLOWS:
C (PX91NT1	 -	 'BYT • .	 (PXNOOA)	 •	 129.	 (PXNOIN) •	 129.	 (PXHJ011	 0.
C AND (PXRECN) • MOP RECORD NUMBER. COMPUTE ADJUSTED RFC.	 IF NUMBER
C or BYTES IN PR 9UrrER )• $337.	 THEN arc - arc. ELSE
C arc:	 - MAXO9RFC.5334-NIIBr1.SET 	 (PXLBINI.(PXHBIN). (PXLSAM).
C (PXMSAMI OF PXSOEF PREAMBLE FROM LErt FILL COUNT AND RIONT FILL
C COUNT OF MOP PR PREAMBLE AS FOLLOWS:
C REQUESTED AND
C IN PR BUFFER IN PR BUFFER
C
C PR BUFFER 9114
C ASSIGNED TO SAMPLE 1	 12.1 12.1
C
C lST OErINEO SAMPLE
	 (LFC#11 MAXO(LFC•I.MSASL01
C
C PR 9urr[R BIN
C CONTAININO
•	 C tot OEFINEO SAMPLE
	 lt•tlrC•l1 t8•MAXO(LrC•I.MSASHl1
C
•	 C LAST OErINEO SAMPLE	 (5334-ROXI MINO(5334-RFC.MSAS14II
C
C PR 9urrER 9114
C CONTAIMINO
C LAST DEFINED SAMPLE	 (5334-RrC /oIt "1140(5334-RFC."SASH11.12
C
C PR 9urrER elm
C ASSIONEO TO
C SAMPLE MUNK* S	 Salt S•it
C .Ir MURDER Or BYTE$ 1• - 5337 THEN (PXOUAL) r(BYTE 5331).EI.SE
C IPXQUALS % 4.
N•t93


















C	 OETBYt	 i Oct NON-NCO INTCOCR FROM BYTE IN BYTE STRING
C	 OCTOBY	 i Oct NON-NCO INTCOCR FRON DOUBLE BYTE
C	 OETQBY	 i GEN NON-NEO 1NtCOER FROM allADRUPLE BYTE IN BYTE STRING






C	 1. If THE REQUESTED SAMPLES ARE INSIDE THE FILE BUT OUTSIDE THE
C	 BUFFER SET PXQUAL - 9. PXLSAM. PXHSAM. PXLOIN. PXHBIN. AND
C	 PXNBIN EQUAL TO ZERO. SET ITSTAT . 'EOF'.
C	 R. If TRUNCATION OF REQUESTED SAMPLES OCCUR PXHSAM IS ADJUSTED
C	 TO REFLECT THE HIOHEST AVAILABLE PIXEL.
































a COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES. COUNTERS




• NUMBER Of BYTES IN BUFFER
0 LEFT FILL COUNT
a RIGHT FILL COUNT
i DUALITY - 0000 DATA
• OUALITY - DATA BASED ON SUBSTITUTED LINE
I QUALITY - FILLED LINE ON INPUT
i QUALITY - rILLCO LINC ON OUTPUT
"111%
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IFINBYIBf.LT.5337) MPRRfC • MAXO(MPRRFC.5334-NBYIBFI
C
C
C SET QUALITY CODE.	 IF AVAILABLE
C






If/IOUAL.EQ.IQUALI)	 MPXPRE(PXOUALl	 • I
1f/tOUAL.E0.l0UALZ1	 MPXPRE(PXQUAL)	 • 2
If/tQUAL.EQ.IQUAL3) MPXPRE(PXQUAL) 	 • 3
C
C
C OCT POINTERS TO LOW AND HIGH SAMPLES AND BINS
C
100 MPXPRE(PXLSAM)	 • MAXO(MPRLFC#I.MSASL0)
MPXPREIPXLBtN1	 • MPXPRE(PXLSAM)	 • 12
MPXPRE(PXNSAM) • MtN0(S334•MPRRFC.MSASNI)
• MPXPRE(PXNBINI • MPXPRE(PXNSAMI	 • t2
C
C
C CHECK fOR REQUESTEO SAMPLES OUTSIDE Of BUffER
C
!SO If/MPXPRE(PXLBINI.LE.NBYt9i1 00 TO 900























SUBROUTINE OUAOI • rIT Y • 4 4 X* 61 • 44 11 • C 0 SOLVE FOR EXTRENUM
1 XVAL.	 0 ARRAYCONTAINS 3 VALUES OF X
1 YVAL.	 0 ARRAY CONTAINS 3 VALUES OP Y
0 A. 0 A COEiFIC1ENT




0 XTREMEI	 0 X VALUE AT EXfKMUN
C--••••--•-----•------••••----•-------•-•
c














IflOEL.NE.01 00 TO 200








IP(AA.NE.01 00 TO 300







































s	 0	 • NORMAL12E0 OUARTIMAX ROTATION CRITERION
• OUARTNI
I AMAT.	 11 2INOLC PRECISION MATRIX
I N11UsE.NCUsE.	 I NUMBER Or RON$ • COLUMNS USEO
I NROIM.NCOIM.	 i NUMSER Or MOMS S COLUMNS OIMENSIONEO
f NCIPRO.NC=PRO1	 i COLUMN NUMBERS Oi COLUMNS TO PROCESS
C---------------------------------------------------------
C





















0 >I UN-NORMALIZCO OUARTIMAX ROTATION CRITERION
- OUARTUI
1 AMAT. i SINOLC PRCC1S10N MATRIX
I NRUSC.NCUsC. O NUNOCR Oi RONS A COLUMNS USCG
f NROIM.NCOIN. O NUM9CR Or RONS • COLUMNS 01"CNSIONCO
I NCiPR0.NC8PR01 O COLUMN NUM9CRS Of COLUMNS TO PROCESS
C---------------------------------------------------------
C
















•OAR PACXAOE APPENDIX N
	 103 01L
UTILITY ROUTINES	 BOi
SUBROUTINE 40291LI B READ/CONVERT OIL rORMAT rROM TAPE TO PXBDEr rORMAT
0 MPXOUr.	 B HIS PIXEL SUrrER IN PXBOEr rORMAT
I NNISr,	 B NUMBER Or WORDS IN 1 SUrrER
0 IlfAT.	 B 110 STATUS 000E	 .	 ' NORMAL COMPLETION
C •EOr . ENO Or rILE OR REOUE9tC0 DATA
C OUT Or rILE
C •OAOR• OADRECORD
C *"or, SAO rILE
C •OrL . BurrER avcnrLON
1 MSALIN.	 B MSS AOJUSTEO LINE NUMBER
1 NCHAN.	 • CHANNEL NUMOER
1 MSASLO.	 • LOW AOJUSTEO SAMPLE HUM9ER







C CHARLES NELMKE	 LEC	 07189/79	 REOUIREMENTS
C M A TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/00/79
	
ALGORITHM OESIGN






C CNECK MSALIN to 0 AND NW19rlf ►XB1NS#91.
	
Ir TRUE RETURN.	 ELSE
C COMPUTE DIRECTION ANO NUMBER Or RECORDS TO MOVE TAPE TO REOuESTEO
C SCAN LINE ANO CNANNEL.	 it EOr IS ENCOUNTEREO WHILE MOVING TAPE
C CALL ERTSNP ran NEXT/PREVIOUS TAPE.
	 REAO RECORD INTO MPXBur.	 OCT:
C PXNOINs1&$. PXNOOA • 189. PXLJOI . O. PXHJOI sO. PXBINT O 'BYT' AND REMAIN-
C OCR Or •urrER PREAMBLE POINTERS ran THAT PART Or REGUCSTEO SAMPLE RANOE.
C Ir ANY. WNiCN iS 1NSIOE THE rILE.
C








C ERTNAT	 a TlM[O WAIT UP TO t0 30 SECONDS
C OETOBY	 a GET lNTEOER rROM GUAORU►LE BYTE IN BYTE STRING
C MOrATL	 i ►RINT/L001000NT 'rATAL ERROR •
 MESSAGES
C TSNAPS	 I SNAP to►E
•	 C ►X»AM	 a ►XBOEr PREANSLE ran MOP AM IUNCORRECTEO "001 SUrrCIl
C PX%PM	 • PXBOEr PREAMBLE ran MOP PM fCORRECTEO MSS I BurrER
C PX%AR	 B PXBOEr PREAMBLE ran MOP AN 1UNCORRECICO RBY1 BUrrER
C PX%PR	 B PXBDEr PREAMSLt rOR MOP PR fCORRECTEO RSV1•BurrER
C MDNOtE	 S PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAGES
DOUBLE PRECISION COSr1N 11 VARIABLE-LEMOtH 1to8 CHAR; STRING ran INTEOER
C
N-s91







C 1. INC rOLLON11110 CXCCPTION CONDITIONS PROOUCC INC OUTPUTS SHOWN OOLONs
C
C CONDITION	 MPXsUr NPKSUr MPXSUr MPXSUr 1STAT DIAGNOSTIC
C IPx0UAL1 fPXLSANI IPXLSINI	 fPXN01N1
C f PXNSAM1 f PIINOI N1	 f PXNOOAI
C
C musercenslNs•SI	 uNOcrINOo uNOcrtNCO uNOcrIN00 uNOcrtNCO • OrL e WAIL
C MSALIN.LC.O
	
S 0 0 UNOCrINEO *cor e MOrATL
C LOST POSITION f • LOST*l	 s 0 0 uNOcrINcO • OAOR' OUCUCO MONOTC
C • LINC •
C MCC NOT IMAOC	 S 0 0 uNOcrtNCO 'OAOr • OucuCO MONOTc
C • LINC •
C SAO rILC	 3 0 0 uNOcrtNcO 'OAOr • NONC
C SAO WORD
	
C 0 0 uNOcrINcO 'OAOR' NONE
C uNCxPCCTcO Car	 a 0 0 uNOErINEO 'c Or • OucuCO MONOTc
C • LINC •
C RCOUCSTCO SAMPLCS INSIOC
	 S 0 0 uNOcrINEO 'COr • NONE
C rILC OUT OUTSIOC surrcR
C MCCCSSAar TAPC NOT SPCCI- S 0 0 uNOCrINCO 'car , OucuCO MONOTc
C rlc0 ON ASSION CARO • LINC •
C MfAMCC.00.LU3RLOfLU3VOLl	 S 0 0 uNOCrINcO NONE
C -TSRTOL AND MSARCC(LU=RLO
C RECORD rORMAT NOT 	 S O 0 UNOErINcO • OAOr' HOWL
C SUPPORTED
C
C t. Ir TRUNCATION Or RCOUCSTCO SAMPLCS OCCUR PXNSAM is AOJuSTCO TO RcrLCCT






INCLUOC KONxOT.LIST a COMMON PROOMAM CXCCUTION SWITCNCS. COUNTCRS
INCLUOC KOMLU3.LIST 8 ►ACKCT/POINTERS ran UNIT 3
INCLUOC PXOOcr.LtsT & Ocr1NIT10N Or INTERNAL SurrER STRuLrunc
INCLUOC KOMIO.LIST R rORTRAN MANIPULATION Or ASSCMOLCR 1/0 PACKCTS







INTCOCR MPXSurfNHiSrs • AROUNCNT
INTCOCR MSARCC 0 RECORD NUMSCR ran MSALIN 6 NCNAN
INTCOCR MVRCC 0 MUNOCR Or RCCOMOS TG NOV
INT000R NVOIN a oluellou TO MOVE TAPC
INTCOCR ULOST S NUNtCR Or ATTCMPTS TO LOCATC 09OUCSTCO WORD







OAN PACKAOC APPiN01x N	 wOIOiL	 j
UTILITY ROUTINCS	 gas
NLOST•o
IOMAITILUSPKTI •B 0 NO tINCO WAIT KTHCCN RCAOS
C
C





Ifr 1101191F .LT. 100119INS091 MALL MOTATL f • Mr1f0YT TOO SHALL IN 4031111,61
IT INM19e.L1.fP1IBINS9911 00 TO 900
C
ISTAt••Cot•
If INSALIN.LC.01 CALL NOrATLI*MSALIN t o 0 IN MOiIMIL*1
Ii INSALIN.LC .01 00 TO 900
C
C





C octcRMINC or TAPC SMA► 19 NCCCSSARII. NOM IN THE CASE THAT THC
C NCOUCSTCO RCCORO It ON A PRCVIOUS TAPC. TNC RCOUCST (I.C. TAPC SWAP)
C IS NOT NONORco UuLcss TNc NUMBER or RCCOROs rOLLOWINO TNc RCOUCSTCO
C RCCORO IS ORCAICR THAN A SET TOLCRANC9 ITSRTOLI.
C
190 11' f 11SARCC.LC.LU =RNIfLU3VOL1 .AND. RSARCC.00.LU3RLOfLU3VOL t 1
/ 00 t0 "0
or 1 FISARMOT.LUMMIfLU=VOL1 1 00 TO 800 0 SWAP rORMARo
II f MSARCC.LT.LU3RLO6LU=VOL1-TSRtOL 1 00 TO 800 1 SNAP BACKWARD
00 TO too
C
C LOCATE TAPC THAT CONTAINS RCCORO
C
800 00 880 161.9
LUSVOL•1
1/ f N1IARCC.00.LU3RLOfLU2VOL1 .AND. MSARCC.LC .LU3RNifLU=VOL1 1
/ 00 TO 830
810 coNTImuc
CALL NOtrATL1 • R0009ST9O L1NC•.C9S%IMfMSALIN.91.
/ . Not fr0UN0 IN LU791L01
00 TO 900
130 CALL TSMAPI C I TStAT.I :;!VOL 1
or fit9TAt.Nc.• .1 4 ALL MONOTCf •1 TAPC :ONtA1NIN0 LINO ••.
0 COW NINSALIN.91. • "tt ASSION901 . 1
or tlt9tAt.Nc. • • 100 t0 900
•	 C
c
C CONPVtC OIRCCt10N AND NUMBER of RccoRos to NOVc tAPc
C
too 00 1100 1.1.1
OVItCC •IISARCC •L USR9ir
II INV KCI 100.87o.800
N-893




C CASK Or IIv11tC Nt0
C	 •
	
an	 "MCC•NVKC-1 0 ACCORD Crow 11tomstr.0 AtCoRO





C Cast or MvIKC•O
e
870 MVKC •MVRCC-t 0 RECORD Strong Rt0YCSTS0 ACCORD


























IrI11tAT.CO. • 90r • 1 CALL MONOTt1
	
1	 •1 YNCxICCTCO COr MUM RCAOINO TO LINO ••.
	
!	 CO6OIN/MSALIN.0/.'1.1
Ir IISTAT.90. 9 tor • 1 00 TO 470
Ir11STAT.C4. 1 9ADr • 1 00 to S00
	
OSO	 CONTINYC
IF ILY3R0f.00.MSARCC100 TO %SO
000 CoNt1NYt











CALL A>It11iC11MxSYrt ►xSINS1.INM10r •IxSINs•II.tSTAT. Mv01A.
1,00.=00.001
OLOST•NLOST91















C COMPUTE CURRENT LINE IN BUFFER
C
440 LU3LBF• (LU3R9F-II/NERCHA • 1
C
C
C CHECK FOR NONRECOVERABLE READ STATUS
•	 C
If (ISTAT.EO.'LOST'1 CALL NONOTE('(AT LINE •'.C9S41N(MSALINI.
S 'OPERATOR INOUCEO LOST) • 1
IF (ISTAT.EO.'LOST'1 ISTAT•'OAOF'
IF (ISrAT.EO.'BAOF') 00 TO 900
C
i	 c
C OBTAIN/VERIFY TAPE TYPE AND RECORD NUMBER
CALL OETBYT(NRECTY.	 MPXBUF(PXBINS1.0)
IF(NRECTY.00.03551 00 TO 495




405 CALL OETOBY(IREC.	 MPX3UF(PXBINS1.11
IF (LU3R9F.EO.IREC) 00 TO 900 i RECORD IS REOUESTEO RECORD
IF (ISTAT.EO.'BAOR'l 00 TO 490
C
C
C RECOVERY PROCEDURE FOR 'LOST' WITH • 0000' STATUS
C
LU3RBF•IREC	 i SET CURRENT RECORD IN BUFFER
NLOST•NLOSTs.t





C RECOVERY PROCEDURE FOR 'Lost' NITN '9AO' STATUS
r
490 CALL TRECVR(ISTAT.	 MPXBUF(PXBINSI.(NNIBF-PXBINS#II.MSAREC)
IF (ISTAT.NE.' '1 00 TO 200
NLOST•NLOST#t
IF (NLOST.LE.21 00 TO 150 i ATTEMPT TO LOCATE RECORD
500 IF (ISTAT.EO.'BAOR'I 00 TO goo A RECORD REOUESTEO 15 A BAD RECORD
C
C
c.EStA@LtSM PREAMBLE OF BUFFER
C
IF (LU3REF(I1.NE. 0 AM') 00 t0 s10
1	 CALL PX%AM(MPXBUF.ISTAt.	 NPXBUF.(NMlBF1.NCHAN.MSASLO.MSASNi)
•	 00 TO 900
:.}	 BIG If (LU3REF(I1.NE.'PM 9 1 00 TO its
CALL PX4PM(NPXBUF.ISTAT,	 MPXBUF.(NNIBFI.NCNAN.MSASLO.MSASNII
Bo TO 900
{	 st0 tF (LU3RCrlIl.NE.'AR'l 00 TO s30




DAN PACKAGE APPCNOIX N	 RONIL
UTILITY ROUTINGS	 OOa
930 IF ILU3REilll-NC-*PR*) 00 TO 940
CALL MPRIMMUr A STAT. MPXOUF-INNIOrloNCNAN-MSASLO.MSASNII
00 t0 900
540 ISTAt••SAOi•




I =	 ^^ :	 N-t9a






SUBROUTINE 11 0311110 1 11 READ fir NOT in MUrrERI FROM si p TAPE t0 PXMOEr rNT
0 IIPXBUF,	 9 HIS PIXEL BUFFER IN PXMOEF FORMAT
1 NWIMF.	 a NUMBER Or NOROS IN 1 BUFFER
0 ISTAT.	 9 1/O STATUS CODES:
C	 .	 . NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 'EOF• ENO OF FILE OR REQUESTED OATH OUTSIDE FILE
C	 'BAOR' MAO RECORD
C	 •MAOr• BAD FILE
C	 'OFL' MUrrER OVERFLOW
I MSALIN.	 i MSS ADJUSTED LINE NUMBER
1 NCHAN.	 • CHANNEL NUMBER
I NSASLO.
	
11 LOU AOJUSTEO SAMPLE NUMBER







C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 0712=/79	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/17/79	 ALGORITHM DESIGN
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/19/79	 ALGORITHM COOING






C	 CHECK MSALIMf %0 AND NWIEF(IPXBINS#SI.IF TRUE RETURN.ELSE
C	 COMPUTE DIRECTION AND NUMBER OF SCAN LINES TO MOVE TAPE
C	 BLOCK(S) UNTIL REQUESTEO LINE IS IN BUFFER. IF NECESSARY.
C	 READTAPE. UN-INTERLEAVE PIXEL DATA FOR DESIRED CHANNEL
C	 INTO MPXBUF. SET: PXNOOA • 129. PXNOIN a 129. PXLJOI • 0
C	 PXNJ01 a 0. PXBINT . 'BYT'. AND REMAINDER OF BUFFER PREAMBLE
C	 POINTERS FOR TNAT PART OF REQUESTED SAMPLE RANOE.IF ANY.












C	 MOVCST	 11 MOVE CHARACTER STRING
C	 ERWAIT	 • WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF 110
C	 ERTWAT	 11 TWO WAIT UP TO 30 SECONDS
C	 ER10	 11 INITIATE 110
C	 HOWL	 A PRINT/L00/COUNT 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAGES
C	 MOVOBY	 i MOVE DOUBLE BYTE TO ONE STRING FROM ANOTHER
C	 MONOTC	 8 PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAGES
INTEOER N@%MI	 & NUMBER OF BYTES FOR NUMBER Or INTCOERS
N-&17
ii












C 1. THE iOLLOWINO EXCEPTION CONDITIONS PRODUCE THE OUTPUT SHOWN BELOWt
C CONOIT'ON	 MPXBUF MPXBUF	 MPXBUF	 MPXBUF ISTAT DIAGNOSTIC
C	 IPXQUAL) (PXLSAM) (PXLBINI (PXNOIN)
C	 IPXNSAMI fPXNBIN) (PXNOOAI
C NWI9rClPX9tNS*S) UNOEFINEO UNOEFINEO UNDEFINED UNDEFINEO 'EOF • MOFATL
C MSALIN( •O9	 0	 0	 UNOEFINEO cOF* NONE
C ENO OF FILE	 9	 0	 0	 UNOEFINEO 'BAOF • NONE
C LOST POSItION( • LOST'1 9	 0	 0	 UNOEFINEO • SAOF' QUEUED MONOTE
C	 r LINE •
C BAD RECORD	 9	 0	 0	 UNDEFINED 'BAOR' QUEUED MONOTE
c	 r LINE •
C SAO FILE	 9	 0	 0	 UNDEFINED 'BAOF' QUEUEO MONOTE
c	 • LINE •
C NO REQUESTED SAMPLES






INCLUDE KOMXQT.LIST i COMMON PROORALM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUDE KOMLU3.LIST i PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT ;
INCLUDE PXBOEF.LIST i OEFINITON OF	 INTERNAL BUi••iR STRUCTURE
INCLUDE KOMIO
	
.LIST i FORTRAN MANIPULATION OF ASSEMBLER 1/0 PKT
INCLUDE WINOEF.LIST i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKET






INTEGER MSAREC a REQUEST RECORD FUNCTION SCAN LINE AND • CHANNEL
INTEGER MVREC i NUMBER OF RECORDS TO MOVE
INTEGER MPXBUF(NW19FI • ARGUMENT
1NTEOER NIWO A NEXT AVAILALE POSITION AFTER READ OF RECORD
INTEGER NSNPAK I1 NUMBER OF SAMPLES TO UNPACK
INTEGER LOCOUT I NUMBER OF BYTES TO INCREMENT PER PAIR SAMPLES
C t0 PACK
1NTEOER LOGIN i NUMBER OF BYTES TO INCREMENT PER PAIR SAMPLES
C TO UNPACK
INTEGER MPXLSA i MIN.	 SAMPLE AVAILABLE
INTEGER MPXHSA & MAX. SAMPLE AVAILABLE
INTCOER MSSOUF(SZ3BUF)/SZ3BUF • 0/	 i INPUT BUFFER ALWAYS CLEAR WHEN LOADING
C IN OVERLAY.

















C CHECK BUFFER SIZE
C
•	 tSTAT • •OFL•
IF(NWI@F.LT.1PX9INS•S)1 CALL MOFATLC • MPXBUF TOO SMALL IN R03BIP•I
tF;NNtBF.Lt.tPX9tNS•'i11 00 t0 900
C
C
C CNECK FOR NEOATIVE OR ZERO LINE NUMBERS
C
ISTAT • •EOF•
lF(MSALIN.LE.01 CALL MOFATL(	 •MSALIN (- ZERO IN ROMP*)
1F(MSALIN.LE.01 00 TO 900
c
C





C COMPUTE DIRECTION AND NUMBER OF RECORO(S) TO MOVE TAPE
c
100 00 300 I - 1.2
MVREC - MSAREC - LU3R9F
lF(MVREC1140.150.160
C
C CASE OF MVREC NEOATIVE
c
140	 MVREC - MVREC - I
	 a RECORD BEFORE REQUESTED RECORD
1F(MVO1R.NE.-11 CALL ERTWATt80001 A REVERSE TAPES CAREFULLY
MVOIR • - t
00 TO Roo
c
C CASE OF RECORD ALREADY IN BUFFER
C
ISO CONTINUE
tFtMvotR.EO.01 co TO t40 • NEW OVERLAY----BUFFER EMPTY
ISTAT • JSTAT	 i USE STATUS OF INITIAL READ
00 to 360
C
C CASE of MVREC POSTIVE
C




C SET TIMEO WAIT TO 10 MILLISECONDS BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE READS
C tTNIS tSA FIX FOR A SYNCNRONtZAT1ON BUO WtTNIN THE UNIVAC-
C SUPPLIED TAPE 110 NANOLER ACCESSEO TNRU ER 109110WSIWAITS)
C
&00	 IOWAITILU3PKT1 • 0













C READ RECORD($$ UNTIL REOUESTEO RECORD tS IN 8UFFER
C
00 "0 MV • NVOIR.MVREC.MVOIR
LU309F • LU3RBF • MVOIR
MIND • 1
00 830 NBLK • I.LU3BIL
CALL R3TREC(MSSBUF(NIM01.(LUSMIBI.ISTAT. NVOIR.800.
•	 300.801
JSTAT • MAT	 i SAVE STATUS
IFt(ISTAT.EO.'EOF'I.OR.(iSTAT.EO.'BAOF • tt 00 TO 380
830	 NIMO • HIND • LUMB
840	 CONTINUE
IF(MSAREC.EO.LU3RBF1 00 TO 380
300 CONTINUE
CALL MOFATL(	 •PROORAMMtNO ERROR IN R0391P LOCATING RECORD')
00 TO 900
C
C CHECK FOR BAD 1/0 STATUS
C
380 IF(ISTAT.EO.'EOF'1 ISTAT a 'BAOF'
LU3LBF • LU3R8F
IF(ISTAT.NE.' .) 00 TO 900
C
C
C UN-INTERLEAVE PIXELS FROM MSSBUF AND MOVE TO MPXBUF
C
NSMSSB - (MSAIWW(WSAM.WMAXI-MSAIWW(WSAM.WMIN1) • I
NSMPX8 • N04N1(NWI9F-PX9INS#II
NSNPAK - "INO(NSMSSB.NSMPXBI
LOCOUT • 1 i BIN TO HOLD 1ST SAMPLE
LOCI" a 8 f NCHAN - 1	 i BIN CONfAININO FIRST SAMPLE MSSBUF




LOCOUT • LOCOUT • 8
LOGIN - LOGIN. • 8
410 CONTINUE
MPXSUF(PXRECN) • LU3R8F i INITIALIZE MPXBUF POINTER
NPXLSA • MSAINW(NSAM.WMIN1





SAMPLES REQUESTED LIE OUTSIDE OEFINEO AREA
C
IF( (MSASLO.OT.MPXLSAI.OR.(MSASNI.LT .MPXLSAI 1 00 TO 800
C
C




MPXBUF(PXLBINI • MPXBUF(PXLSAMI - MPXLSA • 1












i	 NPX*UrlpXNOINI • Its
NPXDU« PXNOOAI • 109


















SUBROUTINE 4034901	 0 REAO/CONVERT Bf0 rORMAt rROM tAPE into PXOEr
C	 rORMAt
0 MPXBUr.	 9 HIS PIXEL SUrrER IN PXBDEr rORMAT
1 NWIsr.	 • NUMBER OP WORO9 in 1 BUrrER
0 IOTA?.	 i 1/0 STATUS COOE9
C. NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 'EOr' ENO Or PILE OR RCaUCSTCO DATA
c	 OUTSIDE OP FILE
C	 'C*OR' BADRECORD
C	 'BAOr' SAO rlLE
C	 'OrL. BUrrER OvERrLOW
C
i MSALIN.	 i HS9 AOJUSTEO LINE NUMBER
1 NCHAN.	 i CHANNEL NUMBER
I MSASLO.
	
• LOW AOJUSTED SAMPLE NUMBER







C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 07127179	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 LEC	 / /	 ALOORITNM OESION





C	 SET ISTAT . .	 CHECK MSALIN (% 0 AND NW1@r t 1PXBINS • 91. Ir
C	 ISTAT • ' • COMPUTE OIRCCTICN ANCNUMBER Or RECOROS TO MOVE TAPE
C	 TO REOUC$rCO SCAN LINE WITHIN THE REQUESTED PILE. Ir AN EOr
C	 l8 ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING rORWARO THEN CALL ERTSWP rOR THE
C	 NEXT TAPE. OR AN COr WHILE READING BACKWARD WITHIN THE TILE
C	 CALL ERTSWP rOR THE PREVIOUS TAPE. READ RECORD INTO MPXBUr. SET
C	 PXNOIN a 128. PXNOOA • 129. PXLJ01 • 0. PXNJ01 • 0. PXBINT . •BYT•
C	 AND REMAINOER Or OUrrER PREAMBLE POINTERS rOR THAT PART Or












C	 ERTWAT I TIMEO WAIT UP TO TO 30 SECONOS
C	 ERTSWP • SNAP t0 REQUESTED TAPE
C	 MOVCfT • MOVE CHARACTER STRING
C	 CSt%IN I EN000E CHARACTER STRING rRON INTEOER
C	 MOrATL • PRINT/L00/COUNt 'FATAL ERROR' MESSAOES
,
N-301
DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N
	 R03D80
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OS!
C	 TSNAP	 0 SNAP TAPE
C	 PX%AM	 0 PKBOEf PREAH9LE FOR HOP AM (UNCORRECTEO "891 OUffER
C	 PX%PM	 9 PXOOEf PREA"9LE FOR MOP PM (CORRECTEO MISS SUFFER
C	 PX*Aft	 9 PXBOEF PREAMSLE FOR MOP AN (UNCORRECTEO NOV) OUffCA
C	 PX%PR	 11 PXOOEF PREANOLE FOR MOP PR (CORRECTEO NOV1 OUFFER





C I. THE fOLLONINO EXCEPTION CONOITIONS PROOUCE THE OUTPUT$ SHOWN OCLON)
C
C	 CONOITION	 NPXOuf M►X9UF MPXouF "PXOuF	 ISTAT OIAONOSTIC
C	 IPXOUALI (PXLSAMI IPXL01N1 (PXNOIN)
c	 (PXNSAM) fPXNBIN).(PXNOOAI
c
C NN10FtfPXOINS•S1 UNOEFINEO UNOEftNED UNOEFINEO UNOCrINEO 'OFL' MOFATL
C MSALIN.LE.0
	 9	 0	 0	 uNOEFINEO 'E OF' MOFATL
C LOST POSITION ('LOST') 	 9	 0	 0	 UNOEFINEO 'OAOR •
 OUEUEO MONOTE
c	 • LINE  •
C SAO RECORO	 9	 0	 0	 uNOEfiNEO 'OAON' OUEUED MONOTE
c	 • LINE •
C SAO FILE	 9	 0	 0	 uNOEFINEO '11AOF' OUEUEO MONOTE
C	 • LINE •
C REOUESTEO SAMPLES 1NSIOE 9
	
0	 0	 uNOEFiNEO 'EOF' NONE
C FILE OUT OuT$IOE OUFFER
	
(	 C NECESSART TAPE NOT SPEC)- 9
	
0	 0	 UNOEFINEO 'EOF' OUEUED MONOtE
C fIEO ON ASSION CARO






1NCLUOE KONXOT.LIST 	 of COMMON PROORAN EXECUTION SNITCHES, COUNTERS
INCLUOE KOMLU3.LIST 	 • PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
INCLUOE PXOOEF.LIST	 i OEFINIT10N Of INTERNAL OUFFER STRUCTURE






















SUBROUTINC RO=OS111 8 READ 1 CHANNEL FOR 1 SCAN LINE IN PSXOEf fORNAT
C	 f110M DISK
0 MPX§Uf.	 6 NSS PIXEL 9UfrCA IN PXSO[f FORMAT
I NWI1f•	 8 NUNS[R Of WOAOS IN 1 6UffER
0 iSTAT.	 8 110 STATUS COOES
C	 • NORMAL COMPLCT10N
C	 •[Of• ENO Of FILE OR REOUESTEO DATA
C	 OUTSIDE Of FILE
C	 •6A049 SAO RECORO
C	 '6AOf' SAO FILE
C	 9OFL• 6Uff[R OVERFLOW
C
i "$ALIN * 8 MSS ADJUSTED LINE NUM9ER
1 NCHAN, 8 CHANNEL NUM6ER
I MSASLO. 8 SON ADJUSTED SAMPLE NUMOCA

















LEMBCO 06180/60	 ADAPTED FROM REA08N
C	 OCT IOTA? TO '	 '. CHECK MSALIN (• 0 AND NM16F c	 IPX6INSeS1.
C	 COMPUTE RECORO NUM6ER FOR REQUESTED SCAN LINE AND CHANNEL.
C	 READ into MPX9UF.IF PXGUAL • 9 OCT ISTAT .	 '6AOR' AND RETURN
C	 ELSE	 SET ISTAT EQUAL TO STATUS OOTAINCO FROM DISK REAO.IF












C	 NOFAtI	 8 PRINT/LOG/TALLY • FATAL ERROR' MESSAOES
C	 MONOTC	 8 PRINT AMC LOO 'NOTE' DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
C	 ERION	 8 INITIATE 110 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
OOU6LE PRECISION Cll%IN	 8 VARIADLE LENGTH StaiNG FOR INTEGER





N-=6% OKIGNAL PAGE. IS
OF P('N )K (QUALITY




C to	 THC FOLLOWING CXCCPTION CONDITIONS PMODUCC TMC OUTPUT$ SHOWN SCLOW:
C
C CONDITION	 MPXDUF MPXDUF MPXSUF	 MPXSUF	 ISTAT	 DIAGNOSTIC
C IPXOUALI IPXLSAMI IPXLSINI	 IPXNOIN1
C IPXNSAMI IPXNSINI	 IPXNOOAI
C
C NCHAN out or RANGE	 S 0 0	 UNOCFINCO 'Cor o	 MOWARN
C NSASLO 1, MSASNI	 S 0 0	 UNOCFINCD • Car o	 MONOtE
C NO RCOUCSTCO SAMPLES
C IN ANY STRIP	 S 0 0	 UNOCFINZD 'COF •	NON[
C SUFFER t0 SMALL
C TO HOLD STRIP	 S 0 0	 YNO[FINt0 'OFL •	MOFATL
C SAO RCCORO	 S 0 0	 UNOCFINCD • SAOR • OUCUCO M0N0Tf
C • L 1 NC NO
C SAO FILC	 S 0 0	 UNDEFINED • SAOF • OUCUCO Motion
C • L 1 NC NO
C WRONG RCCORO/LINO/CHAN
C RCTRICVCO	 S 0 0	 UNOCFINCD • SADF • MDFATL






INCLUOC KOMXOT.LISt S COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCNCS. COUNTCRS
INCLUOC KOMLU=.LIST U COMMON I/O PACKET/POINTCRS FOR UNIT S
INCLUOC KOMIO.Ll9f • COMMON 1/0 FUNCTIONS
INCLUOC KOMNCR.LIST i COMMON CRT$ SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUOC KOMKLS.LIST • COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST A COMMON AOJUSTMCNT/RCOISTRATION PARAMCTCRS
INCLUOC KOMIWW.LIST & COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
INCLUOC WINOCF.LIST a OCFINC STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS







INTCOCR ISAMLO • IOW SAMPLC RCOUCSTCO
INTCOCR ISAMMI • NIGH SAMPLE RCGUCSTCO
1NTCOCR NWOLO a WORD IN M►XSUF t0 SCGin 1/0 At
INTCOCR NWONl a NOR$ IN MPXSUF FOR CNO OF RCAO SUFFER









C INItIALIZC STATUS to COF
C
N-=OS








C CN[CX RCQUC9TE0 CNANNEL AND SAMPLE RANOC
C
IrfT KHAN. Lt. 11.OR.
•	 INCNAN.OT.NERCNAII CALL MONARNI
• *SAD CHANNEL RE000ST[0 IN 40309K•1
OrINIASLO.OT.MSASNII CALL MONOTC1	 'MSASLO 1' MSASNI 10 11O309K•I
IrIMSASLO.Ot.MSASNII 00 TO 030
C
ISAMLO • MAIIOfMSASLO.II • LOU SAMPLE RED.
IIAMNI • NINOfMSASINI.NEASAMI i NIGH SAM A[O.
C
C
C CN[CX lr •Ur►ER WILL HOLD THIS STRIP
C
NNOLO • t 0 WORD IN MPXBUr TO •COIN 1/0
NNCN1 • NMOLO • LUXLAS o ll • 1
IfINNON1.LE.NWI•rf 00 TO t10
CALL "OrATL(	 'MPXBUr 8U►rCR PA SSEO TO R03OS% T0O SMALL'1
ISTAT • OFL'
810	 t ► fNDTOTL.NE.01 00 TO •3t
C
C





	 4 1	 00 to S18
Irf1S1AT.EO.'iAOR • 1 CALL MONOT[f
• 0 1840 RECORD At LINEv•.C8S%INfMSALIN.81.01.1
1rt1STAt.EO.'OAOr • 1 CALL MONOT[f




C CHECK RECORO NU"8CR AND LIMO NUNSER IN BUrrEA PR:A"GLC
C
818 IrfMPXBUrfNNOLf1•►xA[CN•tI.NE.NA[C1 CALL NOrATLf
• 9 RO30Su READ oECOAO'.
a Cel41NtMP1f8UrfNMOlO•PxR[CN•I1.i1.• r0^1•.CBSYININAEC.i11
C
IrinnsMrfNNOLOoMIN0•I1.NE.MSALINS CALL MO►ATLf	 •
• .R03OSX *CAD LIN[..
• COS4tNf tYP1tO1JrfNNOLO•A><LINO•Il.il.• r0A•.CBSYINIMSALiN.811
C
C
C CM[CX CNAMOCL NUMB[R IN BUrrER PREAMBL[
C •
IrINP118UrfNNOLO*PXCNAN• 11.N[.NCNANI CALL MOrATLt
• '110302% *CAD CHANNEL'.
• COS4INfMPX@UrIUNOLO*PXCHAN•11.31.1 rGft'.C$i41NfNCNAN.311







"N ►ACKW &PPCNO I X N
WILITV AOUTIN[s
C CN[CK •IN tT►[ iN B11^P[A ►A[ANM.[
•	 C
1/tIMXOWtNNOLO•'x01NT•11.[0.'OVT'1 Ou TO 034
IItN►1owtlumoo►XsINT •11.CQ.'CI111'I 00 TO M
I/tM►X0u11N110L0o►X01NT •I1.[0.'INT'I 00 TO 034
CALL HOWL 	 '403OSK OCTCCTS INVALID BIN TT►C'.
0	 CBs%CstM►XOurtmmo*►I101NT•11.01.0 ON LINC'.





C ADJUST ►QCAMBLC ►OINTCQS TO MCrLCCT ACOUCSTCO OATA ONLT
C
IrtNSASLO.OT.MPXSW't ►XNSANII 00 TO 030
Itr tN9ASNI.LT.M►XOu1't ►XLOAMII 00 TO 030
trl"SASLO.LC.M►XBurt ►XLSAMII 00 TO 350
11►X@UrI ►XL01N1 • M►XOurtPUIlls'1 • MSASLO-M► IIBUFf ►XLSANI
M►XBUFf ►XLSAMI • I41ASLO
350 I/fM9ASNI.00.M►XfUrcPXN1AM11 00 t0 300
M►XBuII ►XNBiNI a M►XButrt ►XNBIN/-/M►XBWr$PXNSAMI•MSASNII
M►XBufr f ►XNSAMI • MSASNI




C STATUS 11 BAD flLC
C
8e0 ISTAT • 'BADS•
e
C
C OCT ►QCAMULC TO NO DATA
.0
030 M►XOUf 1 ►XQUAL I • 0
M►XBUtr 1 ►XBINTI • 'NUL'
N►XBUrfPXCNANI • MCNAN
M►XBurI ►XLINOI • "MI"
N►X$U/I ►XLBINI a 0
N►XBUtt t ►XNBINI . 0
N►XBUfr I ►XLSANI • 0
N►XOurf ►XNSAMI • 0
M►XOUtr IPXLJ011 • 0















OAII PACRAW A'KNO1 X N	 MatOfILIT• ROYTINCO
	 OOs
l"ltCtLV3ftfl . LUILRO*SO
10A00RILUMT1 • LOCI RPXWrIWACL011
IOOCCTtLUX to . /OoLUILROOINKC-11


















SUBROUTINE R03HULI B SIMULATES DATA AND CONSTRUCTS NULL BUFFER
C IN PXBOEF FORMAT
0 MPXBUF.	 S MSS PIXEL BUFFER IN PXBOEF FORMAT
I NIIIBF.	 • NUMBER OF WORDS IN BUFFER
0 ISTAT,	 1 110 STATUS COOES&
C	 •	 • NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 -OFL' BUFFER OYERFLON
C
I MSALIM.	 I NSS ADJUSTCO LINE NUMBER
1 NCHAN.	 i CHANNEL NUMBER
1 MSASL *	 Y LOW AOJUSTEO SAMPLE NUMBER







C	 i.ARY TOMPKINS 	 LEC	 07/24179	 REOUIREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/12/79	 ALGORITHM DESION






C	 CHECK MSALINC-0 AND NWIBF((PXSINS+51, IF TRUE RETURN.ELSE
C	 OENERATE SIMULATED PIXEL DATA STORE IN PBXOEF FORMAT. SET:
C	 PXNOIN - M. PXNODA	 t29. PXLJOI a 0. PXNJOt - 0
C	 PXBINT - • BYT • .PXOUAL	 0. AND REMAINDER OF BUFFER PREAMBLE
C	 POINTERS FOR THAT PART OF REOJESTEO SAMPLE RANGE IF ANY












C	 PUTOYT	 I PUT ONE NON-NCO 1NTEOER INTO BYTE STRING
C	 MOFATL	 i PRINT/L00/COUNT *FATAL ERROR* MESSAOES






C 1. 74C FOLLOWING EXCEPTION CONDITIONS PROOUCE
C CONOIt ► ON	 MPXBUF MPXBUF	 MPXBUF
C	 (PXOUALI (PXLSAMI (PXLSINI
C	 (PXHSAMI (PXNBINI






CAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 003MUL
UTILITY ROUTINE=	 OOtt
C NNIOM PXBiNS•S1 UNOEPINEO UNOEFINEO UNOEFINEO UNOEFINEO 'EOF' HOWL








• COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SNITCHES.000NTERs
INCLUOE PXBOEF.LIST	 0 OCrINItION OF INTERNAL BUFFER STRUCTURE






INTEOER MPXBUFfNNtBFI	 I ARGUMENT








C CHECK BUFFER LENOTH
C
ISTAT - 'OFL'
IFfNNtBF.LT.fPXBINS•Sll CALL MOFATLf'BUFFER T00 SMALL IN R03NUL -1




	 'MSALIN <- 0 IN R03NUL'1
IFfMSALIN.LE.01 00 TO 900
C
C
C SIMULATE DATA FOR REOUESTEO NUMBER OF SAMPLES FOR BUFFER LENOTN
C
NSIPIX - 111NOfN64NlfNN19F-PXBINS•11.MSASNI•MSASLO•11
00 100 NPIX - t.NSIPIX









MPXBUFfPXNSAMI - MSASLO • NSIPIX - 1

























SUOROUTtNE REAORNI 8 READ ONE CHANNEL FOR t SCAN LINE FROM
C DETECTION rILE(Sl
0 MPXOUF. i NSS PIXEL DUFFER IN PXOOEF FORMAT
( NNtOF. i NUMBER OF MOROS IN 1 BUFFER
0 1STAT. 0 110 STATUS CODE	 .	 . NORMAL COMPLETION
C 'EOF • ENO OF FILE OR REQUESTED DATA
C OUT OF FILE
C 'BAOR• BAO RECORD
C 'OAOF• BAD FILE
C -OFL ' DUFFER OVERFLOW
l "$ALIN. 8 MSS ADJUSTED LINE NUMBER
1 NCNAN. >I CHANNEL NUMBER
1 MSASLO. i LOW ADJUSTED SAMPLE NUMBER
I MSASHI) i HIGH ADJUSTED SAMPLE 	 .i1M4E.4






C	 E H SCHLOSSER LEC 07/12/79
C	 CHARLES NELMKE LEC 12/10/79
C	 CHARLES NELMKE LEC 12/19/79









SUPPORT MULTIPLE DETECTION CHANNELS
C	 CHECK/FLAG DETECTION RECORD AVAILABILITY.REAO REQUIRED
C	 RECORD(S) FROM DETECTION FILE(S).JOIN THEM. AND RETURN












C	 HOWL 11 PRINT/LOO/TALLY 'FATAL ERROR* MESSAOES
C	 MONOTE • PRINT AND LOO 'NOTE' OIAONOSTIC MESSAOES
C	 JOIN2N i JOIN DENSITY Ott REC AND CONCATENATE
C	 M ON 8	 INITIATE	 1/0 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
INTEGER NI%NO
	 a NUMBER OF INTEOERS FOR NUMBER OF WES
INTEGER NivNC
	 11 NUMBER OF INTEOERS FOR NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
DOUBLE PRECISION CBS41N i VARIABLE LENOTN STRINO FOR INTEGER













C I.	 THE fOLLONtNO EXCEPTION CONDITIONS PROOUCE THE OUTPUTS SHOWN SELOMs
C
C CONDITION	 MPXBUF MPXBUF MPXSuF	 MPXBUF	 ISTAT OIAONOSTIC
C (PXQUAL) IPXLSAMI tPXLBINI	 fPXNOIN1
C tPXNSANI tPXNSIN1	 (PXN00A1
C
C HCHAN OUT OF RANGE	 9 0 0	 UNDEFINED 'EOF • MOMARN
C RSASLO ) MSASHt	 9 0 0	 UNDEFINED • EOF' MONQTE
C NO REQUESTED SAMPLES
C IN ANY STRIP	 9 0 0	 uNOEFtNEO 'EOF' NONE
C SUFFER TO SMALL
C TO MOLD STRIP(S)	 9 0 0	 UNOEFtNEO 'OFL' MOFATL
C SAO RECORD	 9 0 0	 UNOEFtNEO 'BAOR' QUEUCO MONOTE
C • LINE NO
C SAO FILE	 9 0. 0	 uNOEFINEO 'BAOF' OuEUEO MONOtE
C • LINE NO
C MRGNO RECORO/LINE/CNAN
C RETRIEVED	 9 0 0	 UNDEFINED 'BADF' MOFAtL
C INVALID BIN TYPE	 9 0 0	 UNDEFINED 'BAOF' MOFATL






INCLUDE KOMXOT.LIST i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUDE KOML2N.LISt A COMMON I/O PACKETS FOR DETECTION FILES	 (21-241
INCLUDE KOMIO.Li-ST i COMMON I!0 FUNCTIONS
INCLUDE KOMNER.LtST i COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMKLS.LIST i COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO
INCLUDE KOMFIt.LtST i COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOtSTRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMDET.LISt i COMMON DETECTION FILE WINDOWS
INCLUDE MINOEF.LIST i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF WINDOW PACKETS

























i LOWEST STRIP NEEOEO TO SUPPLY REQUESTED DATA
i NIONEST STRIP NEEDED TO SUPPLY REQUESTED DATA
i MONO IN MPXBUF TO BEGIN 1/0 At
i MORO IN MPXBUF FOR ENO OF READ BUFFER
i NO OF HIONESt W N USED
i NO OF WORDS REQUIRED TO ACCOMOOAtE SINS





OA11 PACKAGE APPENDIX M	 REA01m
UTILITY ROUTINES	 88=
IP(MOW NSALIN.SOI.E0.01 CALL TRACE(COW NINSAL111.S11
C	 •
C










'BAD DETECTION CHANNEL IN REA02N'1
IF(MSASLO.OT.MSASHl) CALL MONOTE(	 'MSASLO	 MSASHI IN REA02N'l
iF("SASLO.OT."SASht) 00 TO 830
C
ISAMLO - MAXO(MSASLO-t.1 1 i LOW SAMPLE REQ.FOR JOIN MSASLO-t
ISAMHI - MIN0(MSASN1vt.NERSAMI i N10N SAM REG. FOR JOIN MSASHI*1
C
C





IF("SALIN-OT."SAOWW(WLtN.WMAX.111 00 TO 200
IF(MSALIN.Lt.MSAOWW(WLIN.WMIN.1) ►
 00 TO 200
IF(ISA"LO.OT.MSAOWW(WSAM.W"AX.11) 00 TO 200




IF(NCCTLO.EQ.01 00 TO 830 8 NO DATA FOR THIS LINE
C
C
C LOOP TO BUILD 9UFFER FROM RECORDS IN DETECTION
C FILES FOR DtFFERENt CCT STRIPS
C
NWOLO • I i WORD IN MPXBUF TO BEGIN 110
00 300 NCCT . NCCTLO.NCCTHI
C
C
C CHECK IF 9UFFER WILL HOLD THIS STRIP
C
NNONI a NWOLO • LOETRS(NCCT1 • 89 - l
IFfNWONI.LC.NWI$FI 00 TO 210
CALL MOFATL(
	 *REA08N OETECTS 9UFFER OVCRFLOW'1
ISTAT . 'OFL'
210
	 lr(NOTOTL.NE.01 00 TO 930
C	 •
C




IFt1STAT.EO.' • 1 00 TO 818
N-314
l._
BAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N
	
KADItN
Uttl.l TY ROUT 1 NE$	 004
IFtI9TAT.EO. • 9A0R'1 CALL MONOTE(
• '(BAG RECORD AT LINE*•.CBS41N(MSALIN.B1.
• ' OP fTRIP•.Ctf4tN(NCCT.81.•1•I
IF(19TAT.EG. 0 BAOF • 1 CALL MONOTC1





C CNECK RECORD NUMBER AND LINE NUMBER IN BUFFER PREAMBLEt
C
M iF(MPXBUF(NWOLO*PXRECN-11.NE.NREC1 CALL MOFATL(















• 'REA02N READ CHANNEL'.
^,	 • C8541N(MPXBUF(NWOLO#PXCHAN-11.31.' 	 FOR•.CBS41N(NCHAN.31.
6 .	 ON StRIP•.CBS41N(NCCT.21)
1F(NOTOTL.NE.01	 00 TO 020
C
C
C CHECK BIN TYPE IN BUFFER PREAMBLE
C
iF(MPXBUF(NWOLO•PXBINT-t).EO.'BYT•)	 00 t0 230
IF(MPXBUF(NWOLO*PXBINT-t1.E0.'CNR')	 00 TO 230
tF(MPXBUF(NWOLO#PXBINT-1).EO.'INt'1	 00 t0 230
CALL MOFAtL(	 'REA02N OETECTS INVALID BIN tYPE•.






C ii NOT LOWEST STRIP.	 THEN JOIN CURRENT STRIP TO PREVIOUS ONE(SI
•	 C
830 IF(NCCT.EO.NCCTLOI	 00 TO 240
CALL JOlN2N(MPXBUF(t1.J3TAT. 	 MPXBUF(t).MPX9UF(NWOL01)
lF(JftAT.NE. •	 • 1	 00 TO 680
C
C
C IF MORE STRIPS, THEN UPDATE NWOLO (WO t0 BEGIN I/O FOR NEXt StRIP Atl
i	 C
840 1F(NCQt.EO.NCCTNII	 00 TO 300
NBINS • M►XBUF(PXNBtNI
NWOBtN • "BINS
tF(MPXOUF(PXB1Ntl.E0.'BYT • INNOBiN • NI%NB(NB1NS1
ti(MPXBUF(PXBiNT1.E0.'CHR • 1NWOBIN • N14NC(NBINSI
N•3ts







NMOLO a PXBINS • NMOBIN
C	 A
C
300 CONTINUE	 i LOOP BACK TO CNECK/REAOIJOIN NEXT STRIP
C
C
C ADJUST PREAMBLE POINTERS TO REFLECT REOUESTEO DATA ONLY
C
Ir(MSASLO.OT.MPX6UilPXNSAMII 00 TO 630 	 r
li(MSASNI.LT.MPXBUi(PXLSAMII 00 TO 630
lrt"SASLO.LC.MPXBUr(PXLSAMII 00 TO 390
MPXBUP(PXLBIN) a MPXBUi(PXLBINI • MSASLO-MPXBUE(PXLSAM)
MPX@UFIPXLSAMl . MSASLO
310 lr(MSASw1.0E.MPX9Ui(PXNSAMII 00 TO 360
MPXBUP(PXNBINI s MPX6Ur(PXNBINI-(MPXBUF(PXNSAMI-MSASNII
MPXBUF(PXMSAMI • MSASNI




C STATUS lS BAO i1LE
c
680 ISTAT • 'BAOF'
c
C
C SET PREAMBLE TO NO DATA
C

















































SUBROUTINE OCA03T 9 READ ONE RAM CHANNEL POR PART Or ONE SCAN LINE
C ERON LOGICAL UNIT 3
0 MPXDUi. II MSS PIXEL DUiiER IN PXDOEF FORMAT
t NMt9i- 9 NUMBER Or MOROS IN 1 DUri[R
0 ISTAT- a 1/0 STATUS COOS
	 0	 - NORMAL CONPLETION
C -EOi . ENO Oi PILE OR REOUCSTEO DATA
C OUT Or FILE
C *SAO** BAD MECORO
C 'BAOr- BAD trILE
C -OIL . DUrrCR OVERiLOM
1 MSALIN. Il HIS AOJUSTEO LINE NUMBER
I NCHAN. Il CHANNEL NUMBER
I MSASLO. II LOW AOJUSTEO SAMPLE NUMBER





C .. -- . --
C
C CO SCHLOSSER LEC	 07118179
	 REOUIREMENTS
C MART TOMPKINS LEC	 09/10179	 ALGORITHM DESIGN







C li NMISi IS ZERO.	 POSITION TO MAXO(MSALIN-1.11.	 ELSE	 INSERT	 MSALIN
C AND NCHAN INTO "PXBUf(PXLINCI
	 AND MPXBUrIPXCHANI. 	 CHECK/rLAO TOO
C FEW BINS IN BU«ER.	 HOALIN NOT
	 IN ENVELOPE. NCHAN NOT
	 IN TILE.
C MSASLO>MSASHI.	 li TRUE RETURN. ELSE CALL 403...
	 OE VENOINO ON LU3SE0.
C ON RETURN r404M R03...	 MPX@UP(PXLIN01.	 MPXDUP(PXCNANI
	 WILL BE UN-
C CHANOEO ANO REMAINDER Of BUPrER WILL CONTAIN POINTERS. PLAOS. AND
C DATA TOR THAT PART Or R[aUCSTCO SAMPLE RANGE.
	 lP ANY.	 WHICH IS INSIDE
C THE PILE. IP ISTAT	 IS	 'BAOR- ADD 1	 t0 LU3CBR. ELSE
	 IP 'BAOr' LU3CBR










C ...... .......... ..._
C
C	 0038IP A READ/CONVERT/UN-INTERLEAVE DIP FORMAT TO PXBOE< <ORMAT
C	 1103811, 8 MCAOI CGNVENT CIL rOMMAT PROM TAPEINTO PX90E< <ORMAT
C	 M039SO ! OEAOICONVERT SSG FORMAT iROM TAPE INTO PXBOE< <ORMAT
C	 11103099 • REAO PX90Er iORMAT iROM DISK
C	 1103MUL 8 OENCRATC TEST DATA IN PXBOEP iORMAT
C	 MlOrATL ii PRINT/LOO/COUNT 'rATAL ERROA' MESSAGE

















INCLUDE KONXOT.LIST 9 COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHCle COUNTERS
? INCLUOE KOMNER.LIST 9 COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KGMLUi.LiST 9 1:0 AND UNPACKINO DATA rOR M99111BV ON UNIT $
INCLUDE WINOM LIST 9 DEFINITION Or WINDOW PACKET STRUCTURE
INCLUDE KOMIWW.LIST 9 INPUT WINDOW PACKET







INTEGER MPXBUrCNWIBrl	 i ARGUMENT






C 1. THE rOLLOWING EXCEPTION CONDITIONS PRODUCE THE OUTPUT$ SHOWN SELOW:
C	 CONDITION	 MPX9Ur	 MPXBUr	 MPX9Ur	 MPX9Ur	 ISTAT	 DIAGNOSTIC
C	 IPXQUP#.I IPXLSAMI IPXLBINI IPXNOINI
C	 CPXNIAM1 CPXN9IN1 (PXNOOAI
C • MIN$ IN our t UNOEi1NE0 UNDErINEO uNDErINED UNOEr1NE0 'OIL • MOrATL
C CMSASHI-M$ASLO.11
C NVAL1N OUTSIDE INPUT 9
	 0	 O	 UNOEr1NEo • EOr • NONE
C ENVELOPE
C NCNAN INVALID
	 9	 0	 0	 UNOErINEO 'tor' MONOTE
C NO DATA rOR NCNAN	 9	 0	 0	 uNOErINEO 'EOr' MOrATL
C MSASLO ) MSA;H1 	 9	 0	 G	 UNDEr1NE0 • EOr' MONOTE
C NO REQUESTED SAIIPLES 9
	 0	 0	 UNOErlNEO 'EOr • NONE
C INSIDE INPUT ENVELOPE/TILE
C BAD RECORO
	 9	 0	 0	 UNOEr1NE0 4 9ADR' QUEUED NONOTC
C	 • LINE •
C LUMN CONSE!UTIVE 9
	 Q	 0	 UNOErINEO 'BADr • NONE
C . SAOR' $
C SAO rILE
	 9	 0	 O	 UNOEriNEO • SAOr • OUEUEOMONOTE
C	 • LINE •
C SNORT @LOCK IGNORED NA 	 NA	 NA	 NA	 NA	 QUEUED MONOTE
C	 • LINE •
C
C It. lr NWIBr.O. THIS GOES NOT GENERATE AN • OrL' STATUS. INSTEAO. IT
C	 RESULTS IN THE APPROPRIATE NORMAL OR EXECUTION STATUS. GUT NO OUTPUT
•	 C	 TO EITNER THE PREAMBLE OR SINS Or NPXBUr. THIS ALLOWS POSITIONING















C POSITION OYrreR site to ZCRO
C
Ir 1NM1Or.00.01 NCNAN•1
Ir INM10r.00.0 .AND. LY79L0111.00.'OIP • 1 CALL 40391P I	 •
t NPXOYM. IpYM91Z1.t9tAt.NA1t0(MfALIN•1.t/.NCMAN.MfA9L0.M9A9N11
Ir INMIer.00.0 .AND. LU3$CO(11.00.'e1L • 1 CALL MOXIIIL (
1 MPXOYM.( DYMfiZ1.19rAt.MAXOIM11ALIN•1.11.NCNAN.M9A11LO.M9A11N11
Ir INWIer.00.0 .AND. LYffC0111.00.'0110 . 1 CALL 4030110
i MPXOUM.(DUR 11121. 19TAt.MAA O( MSALIN-1.I1.NCNAN.M11ASLO.MSA11Nl1
Ir INMIer.00.01 00 TO 900
C
C
C CNCCX Ir 9UrrCR WILL MOLD NUMeCR Or MCOUC9TC0 11ARPLC9
C
t11T0.00rL•
Ir 1 Ne4NICNNler-PXe1N9.11 .LC. IM9A9N1 •IISASLO o l 1 1 00 TO 900
C
C















C CNCCKS t0 OCTCMKIWC Ir RCOUC9fC0 DATA 19 AVAILAOLC •-
C
C
IrILU=11CO(Il.CO.•NUL'1 00 t0 1100 a NO CNCCK Ir NUL DATA
C
C	 •
C --AMC RCOUC9TC0 Like$ 04 SARPLCS TOTALLY OUt9t0C INPUT CNVCLOPC m LC r
C
IrI1NSAL1N.LT.N9A1MM1MLIN.MNINII.OR.
6	 (MSALIN.OT.R9AIMM(MLIN.MMAX111 00 TO 900
Irct"sasN1.Lt.N9AIMWIWSAN.MMIN /1.04.
•	 INSA9LO.OT.M9AIMM/M9AN.MMAX111 00 TO 900	 .
C
C
C ••19 RCOUC9TCO LOW 9ANPLC > HIGH SAMPLC T
C
Ir INsAfLO.OT. NSA9N11 CALL NONOTC( • NSA91.0 ) M9ASNI IN RCAO =•1
Ir /MSA9L0.OT.MsAsN11 00 t0 900
N•ue




C --I$ CNANNCL OUTf10C ALLONCO RANK 1
C
Or 4MCNAN.LT.i .OR. NCNAN.OT.NCRCNAI CALL NONOTC 1C894ININCHAN.31.
1 • NOT HI THIN VALID RAKOC r011 CNANNCL NIN KR' 1
Or 1NCMAN.LT.1 .OR. NCNtN.OT.NCRCNAI 00 TO 000
'	 C
C
C --IS DATA AVAILAGLC r011 IICOUCSTCO CNANNCL f
C
Or fNCROAW NCMANI.CO.' ' .ANO. LU39CQlll.NC. • NUL'1 CALL MOrATLf
1 'CNANNCL'.COS%IN f NCNAN,&I.' NOT AVAILAOLC rROM RCCL •'.
I! CO9MCS1LU34CLILU 3VOL l.1.011
Or INCROANINCHANI.CO. • ' .AND. LUSSCOIII.NC.'NUL'l 00 TO 900
C
C CALL APPROPRIATC RO... rOR 1/0
C
	
300 Ir1LU3SC0111.00.'NUL'ICALL R03NULfMPXOUr.fNNlOrl.ISTAT, 	 MSALIN,
1 NCMAN.MSAILO.RSASN1l
	
Ir1LU3SCOfIl.CO.'91P'ICALL R03OIP1MPXOUr.fNN10i1.IlfAT. 	 MSALIN,
1 NCMAN.MSASLO.MSAIN1!
	
IrfLU3SCO1Il.00.'9IL'ICALL R0301L1MPX9Ur.fNN10r),IlTAT. 	 MSALIN.
I MCNAN.MSASLO.MlAIN1l
	
IrfLU3SCOfIl.CO. • 9S0 • ICALL ACllILfMPXOUr.fNWISrI.ISTAT.	 "$ALIN.
1 NCHAN.MOASLO.MSASNII
	
IrfLU3SCOf11.00.'OSK'ICALL R03OSKfMPXOUr4fNNl6rl,ISTAT. 	 MSALIN.
1 NCHAN.MSAOLO.MSASNII
C
C CNCCK 110 STATUS
C
it fISTAT.CO.' •ILU3COR-0
Or 11STAT.C4.' ',00 To 90o
Ir /ISTAT.NC.'9AOR'100 TO 000
CALL NONOTC f '19AO RCCORO AT LINO ••.CO9^IN1M9AL1H.91.•1•!
LU3C9R•LU3CO491
it /LU3C911.I.T.LU311641 00 TO 900
ISTAt.•OAOr•
0o TO 900
000 Ir11StAT.NC.'OAOr'1 00 t0 900













OUOAOUtINC RCAOSf 0 RCAO Nc11T LOGICAL KOCK INTO UNIT s INAOC OUrrCR
0 LOSTAT.	 0 RCAOS STATUS, f'	 •.•rS'.'COA'.'c0►'0.'OrL61 •






C c N SCHLOSSCR LCC 0=100179 ORIGINAL COO! IN ACAOS 6 #LOCKS
C c H SCHLGSScR LCC 0#110179 Acwisc • CONSOLIOATC
C C H SCNLOSSCR LCC 09/01/70 OON•T PROMPT WITHIN ADO






C THIS SUSROUTINL MAINTAINS THc IMAOC OUrrcm roe UNIT S /CARD RCAOCR
C OR OEMANG TCRMINALI rOR TMC CAM PACKAOC.
C
C
C raft-rOAMAT INPUT AULcs
C.......... a—........
C
C	 1. ACCOROS -- AN INPUT *CCORO CONTAINS UP t0 00 COLUMNS CNOINO WITH
C	 COLUMN 00 (CARO RCAOCAI OR TCRMINAtCO OT A CARRIAOC R► TURN ITCRMINAL).
C
C	 R. SCNTINCLR -- TMC rOLLOWINO CHARAM RS IN COLUMN 1 OCSIONATC SPCCIAL
C	 RCCOROst
C	 0	 CONTROL CARD tioc eirics CND-Or-rILCl
C	 •	 NCMARK CARO fIONORCO OUT LISTCO ON OUTPUTS
C
c	 =. OCLIMITCRS -- ALL OTHCR WORDS CONTAIN DATA rICLOS AND/OR COMMCNT
C	 rICLOS. O4OANI2CO INTO BLOCKS. AND SCPARATCO BY fNC rOLLOWING OCLIM-
C	 I TCRSt
C	 0	 coos DATA rICLO tucxT oAfA rICLO rOLLOWSI
c	 ..	 CNOS LASTDATA rICLO IN $LOCK tcommcNt rICLO rOLLOWSI
c	 ...	 CNOS LAST rICLO IN BLOCK INCxT BLOCK rGLLOWSl
C
c	 r. CLOCKS -- CACN $LOCK IS NORMALLY 1CRMINATCO 97 A fRIPLC COMMA f...1 OR
C	 THt cNO -Or-ACCORD. WHicmc n R COMCS r1ASt.
C	 •
C	 S. SPANNCO BLOCKS -- fACTIYAtco roe CURRCNf K OCK BY CALL TO SPANSI Ir A
C	 PHYSICAL RCCORO CNOS WITH A SINGLC COMMA. fNcN T/K N:xf ricLO roe tmc
C	 CUANCNT BLOCK is tAKCN rROM THC 11txf PHYSICAL ACCORD.
C
C	 G. INPUT CUCINO -- 1` 11C CUY McSSAGC fMSCUC I is PRINtcO PRIOR t0 RCAOINO A
c	 K OCK. PROv1000 fHC BLOCK IS INC rIRST K bCK IN A RCCORO. O TMCRWISC INC
c	 CUC MtSSAOC 10 IONORco.
c
c

















C	 OEM" 4 OCT CHARACTER STRING DATA rICLO FROM BUFFER
C	 ERIOW • INITIATE t/0 • WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C	 EAPRNT 11 PRINT ASCII	 IMAOE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER
C	 ERPRNT & PRINT CHARACTER IMAOE ON TtY OR LINE PRINTER
C	 MOL00 IS L00 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAOE
C	 MONOtE i PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'NOTE' OIAONOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOWARN i PRINT/COUNt/LOO	 'WARNINO' OIAONOSTIC MESSAGE
C	 MOFATL i PRINT/COUNT/LOO 'FATAL ERROR' 0IA0N0ST1C MESSAOE
C	 SYSA00 i ADD DISK SYMBOLIC FILE OR ELT TO SYSIN RUNSTREAM
C	 SYSOET i OCT NEXT RECORD FROM SYSIN RUNSTREAM
C	 OPEN4 i OPEN COMMAND RECALL FILE (UNIT 41
C	 WRITE4 4 WRITE TO COMMAND RECALL FILE	 (UNIT 41
C	 PUtCHR i PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRING
C	 MOVCST • MOVE CHARACTER STRING
lNTfOfR LENPAO
	
8 LENGTH IN CHARACTERS INCL PAO TO WORD BOUNDARY





















i COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
COMMON L00 FILE BUFFER. 1/0 PKT. POINTERS
8 COMMON POINTERS/FLAOS/BUFFER FOR UNIT S
8 COMMON 1/0 FUNCTIONS
I"tEOiR NOIAOS
	 i NUMBER OF OUEUEO DIAGNOSTICS TO UNQUEUE
•	 tN'EOER NO
	 i SEQUENCE NUMBER OF OIAONOSTIC BEING UNOUEUEO
INtEOER MSCUCIII	 a ARGUMENT












EDAN PACKAOC APPCNOIX N 	 RCAOS
UTILITY ROUTINGS	 00=
C
LUSSPN•O	 i NO SPANNING ALLOWEO
LU9RE0u 1	 i OCOUIREO PIELOS MUST OE PRESENT
C
C
C rLUSN REMAINDER Or CURRENT OLOCK. it ANY
C
100 CALL OCT0KNtKNTCMP.tI1.LUSLLM.	 LUSLLM.LUSIM01
IrtLUSMAX.Ot.01 00 TO 100
C
C
C 'READ' NEXT OLOCK IN CURRENT INAOE. it PRESENT
C
lrtLUSIOC.LE.11 00 TO 110
LUSMAX•IAOStLUSMAXI




C PRINT ANY QUEUED OIAONOSTIC MESSAOES
C





IOrUNCfLU0PKT1- • iK'	 i READ
CALL ERIOWILUOPKt1
IrtICEtL0UrR1.Eo.10Et' • '11 CALL EAPRNTt








C PRINT CUE MESSAGE roll NEXT BLOCK IN NEW IMAGE
C
110 NWOS-MPROMT • LENPAOfLENCSIfNSCUE.901110	 i MACNINE-OEPENOENT i-i-i-i-i-i











IrfLUS10S.E0.'EOr • 1 CALL FIOrATLt
	
'TRY TO READ EXEC COMMAND'$
irtLUS10S.NE.'EOr 4 1 CALL SYSOCTILUSIOS.LUSIMO.LUSMAX 	 1
LSSTAT-LUSIOS
Ir/LUSIOS.EO. • EOA • l 00 TO 100	 i ENO Or ADD -- READ NEXT iMAOE
irfLUS10S.NE.'	 •1 00 TO 410
	
i rILC SEPARATOR. ENO Or riLE. OR OVERFLOW
LUSMAX-L[NCSTtLUSI NO. LUSMAXI




1 vi. rm.,'—"-- --__. - .
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX M	 READS
UTILITY ROUTINES	 Il"
CALL NOVCSTCLUSIMO.fLUSMAXI.fGS-LUSMAXle
•	 •	 • • .fil.fll. • •1
CALL MOLDS( LUSIN01 	 • PUT INPUT IN TEMPORARY LOG SECTOR
C
C
C STORE DIRECT UNIT 9 INPUT ON RECALL PILE CUNIT 41
C










CALL WRITE4f HCARO.	 LUSIMOI
C
C
C LIST REMARK CARD IMAOES
C
110 Ir(ICEfLUSIM8I.NE.ICEf' 4 -11 00 TO 300




C ECHO NON-REMARK CARD IMAOES
C
300 IFINECHO.NE.01 WRITEf6.3501 NCARO.(LUSIMO(NI.N-1.141 	 4 MACHINE-OEPENDE






410 tr(LUS10S.EG.'EOF'l 00 TO 900
IFfLUS10S.E0.-OFL • l CALL MOFATLI	 •IMAGE OVERFLOW IN READS')
lr(LUSIOS.NE . • FS-I 00 TO 900
lr(NCARO.NE.01 00 TO 900
C
C
C NO UNIT 5 INPUT -- ADD PREVIOUS INPUT STORED ON RECALL FILE (UNIT 41
c
CALL SYSAOOILOC4.	 'RECALL'.	 •1





• *NO COMMANDS -- PREVIOUS COMMANDS RECALLEO.1
NCAROm-999999














KO-NOM/LSAT-1-COT	 . NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS FOR LSAT-1. CRT OCONCTRY
$LSTNCR
MCRTS 111	 • •1
NCRTS 181 • •0
































CORSTM 111 . -.760987401.08
CORSTM 181 . •.10865990E•08
CORSTM 131 •	 .345597881.07
COAST" 141 •	 -.194660611.08
CORSIM 151 .	 .559541931.08
CORSTM 161 •	 .438440141.06
$TMCOR 111 •	 -.18844316E-01
STNCOR 181 -.88504788E-08
STNCOR 131 •	 .438679641.05
STMCOR 141 -.48673356E-08
STMCOR 151 .	 .171194341 -01
ST14CON 101 .	 .73448367[•04
CORSRM 111 •	 .00389069E•O8
COR$RM 181 •	 .000OOOOOC•00
CORSAM 131 •	 .000000001*00









S7	 'M0 • .95299999E+02
CORSTM (t) • -.76109284E+02
CORSTM (2) • -.10209053E+02
CORSfM (3) •	 .34959300E+07
CORSt" 141 • -.19416442E+02
CORSTM (5) •	 .SSSI5789C#02
CORSTM (6) •	 .43190676E+06
STMCOR M . -.12243074E-01
STMCOR (2) • -.22905538E-02
STMCOR 131 •	 .43262444E+05
STMCOR (4) • -.42624125E-02
STMCOR (9) .17229696E-01
STMCOR 161 •	 .73667514E+04
CORS1111 111 •	 .80332654E+02
CORSRM 121 •	 .00000000E+00
CORSRM 131 .00000000E+00
CORSRM 141 • -.49760033E+01
0
OF










NERTS (2) • •0






































CONORN t91 • .96449936coot




DAN PACKAOE A"ENOIX N	 NCO-NOM/LSAT-:-NOM
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 001
RE6-NOMILSAT-2 .1401	 NOMINAL REOISTRATION PARAMETERS FOR LSAT-R. NOM OEOMETRY
a
SLSTNER
NERTS ttl	 • •t
NCRTS to) • •0
NERTS t31 • •0
SEND
SLSTORO r



































CORSTM tll • -.55496810E•O2
CORSTM t21 . -.12901864[•02
CORSTM 131 • .51053315[•07
CORSTM 141 - -.18946599Eo02
CORSTII 151 - .55469490[•02
CORSTM 161 - .41689979[•06
STMCOR 111 - -.17096976E-01
STMCOR 121 . -.3975490SE-02
°	 STMCOR 131 - .90319095[#09
StMCOR 141 - -.39966539E-01	 •
sTMCOR 191 • .17101047E-01
STMCOR 101 • .13407797[#05
CORSRM 111 • .96993605[•08
COMSRM 181 • .00000000E900
CORSRM 131 • .00000000E•00
CORSRR 141 . .94707138E-01
N-330
C

















490-NOM/LSAT-t•90M . NOMINAL RCO19TRATION PARANCTCRS POR LSAT-t, SON QCOIKTRT
SLSTNCR
NCRT9 111 • of
NCIIT9 Its	 • ^0
NCRT9 131 • •0
WHO
9LSTORO
NCRL I N • *1993
NCRSAM 03390
AL TKM • .10999994C006


























COR9TM 111	 . -.99496110E•Ot
CORSTII It$	 • -.1:90116%0.08
CORSTM tit	 . .91993339[•07
CooW N 1 %1	 • •.189%6999c•08
CONSTM 191	 • .99%09%409008
CORSTN 161 . %1689679C #06
STMCOR 111	 • -.17090970E-01
9TMCOR Itl	 • -.3979%96SC-08
STNCOR 131	 • . 90 3 1 90950.OS
9TIICOR 141	 .
-.39966936E-0t
STIICOR (91	 • .171010479.01
9TNCOR 101	 . .13%07797[•09
COR9RM 111	 . .96963695C•Ot
CORfRM III	 . .00000000CV00
COR9R11 131	 • .00000000c•00




OAR ►ACKAOC APPCN0Ix N	 Ri0•NONILSAT-t•00N
YTILITT ROIIT1Ni0
	 00t
COAORR 101 • .00000910i•Ot








K0-NOM/LSAT-8-VIN . NOMINAL MCOISTRATION PAMANCTCRS Iron LSAT-8. UTM OEONCIAT
!L STNCM
"cats I I I
IKRTs tit































































































OAK 'ACKAOC AMlNOIX N
:ITILITT KOYTIN99
1110-NOK$L:AT-
Comm M • .500097Ott•Os
COKOKK Is$ • .00000000to00
$two
N-379






4190-NON/LSAT-4-CRT	 NOMINAL  KOISTRATION 'ARAIICTCRS EON l9AT-3. CRT OCONCTAT
6
St3TN[R
NCM III • •3
N[RTf 101 • .0
N[RTS 131 • •0
WOOD
Sl S T0110
































CORSTN 111 • -.77337 940[.Os
CORsTN 191 • -.10:9304t[*OR
CORSTM 131 . .30040010[907
COR6TN 141 -.19917s079•oi
CORSTN 191 • .97307773C•0:
CORSTN 101 • .431140361t.00
3TNCOn 111 • -.19300090[-01
STNCOR 191 . -.8=116049[-0:
STNCOR 131 • .4sste00st.05
91MCO4 141 . -. 45919934E-08	 •
STNCOR 111. . 1660091K -01
STNCON 101 • .69770099[•04
CONGO" 111 .79036910c•Ot
COn9411 191 . .00000000[w00
Cotton" 131 • .00000000[•o0
CORSAN 141 . -.190471789•01
01.330
N-=37
CORSRM M - .19017949C#ot
CORSRM g al - .00000000El00
f
SEVO








REO-MOM/LSAT-3-MOM	 NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS FOR LSAT-3. NOM GEOMETRY
SLSTNER
NERTS 111 .	 03
NERTS 181 •	 00
































CORSTM 111 . -.554968101.02
CORSTM 121 • -.18901264[008
CORSTM 131 •	 .S19933321#07
CORSTM 141 • -.189465991.08
CORSTM 151 •	 .554094901.08
CORSTM 161 .	 .416896191.06
STNCOR 111 . -.17096976E-01
STMCOR 1:1 -.39754966E -02
STMCOR 131 .	 .9031669SE•OS
STMCOR 141 . -.39566536E-08
$TMCOR 191 .	 .17101047E -01
STMCOR 161 •	 .13407797[•05
CORSTM 111 .	 .969636651.08
CORSTM 1:1 .	 .00000000C•00
CORSO" 131 •	 .00000000E900




GM PACKAGE APEN0111 N
UTKITr ROUTINE=
CORSRM C91	 .59999919E*08













REO-NOM/LSAT-3-SOM . NOMINAL NCOISTRATION PARAMETERS FOR LSAT-39 20" GEOMETRY
9LSTNER
NERT9 tll • 93
NERTS t21 • 00






























UtMCMO • .000000 DOE •00
STMCMO • .117210001.03
CORSTM (1) - -.55496210Eo02
CORStM I21 .	 -.129012641.02
CORSTM t31 •	 .51953339E•07
CONSP4 (4) . -.12646599E•02
CORSTM (5) •	 .554994901.02
CORSTM 161 .	 .416296791.06
STMCOR (1) •	 -.17096976E-01
STMCOR 121 —.39754966E-02
STMCOR t31 •	 .903tS995E•0S
STMCOR 141 . -.39566536E-02
STMCOR 151 •	 .17101047E-01
STMCOR 161 .	 .t3%07797C*09
CORSRM 111 •	 .569636951.02
CORSRM 121 .	 .000000001x00
CORSRM 131 a	 .00000000E•00






DAN 'ACKAK APFCNOIX N	 KO-NOM/LSAT-3-SON
UTILITY IIOUTINCS	 OOt
CONSRM f'it • .SOSOSS10E^0a



















































CORStM (1) - -.55462193E•02
CORStM (81 - -.13047320[•08
CORSTM (3) -	 .SIBSS7S4[#07
COAST" (4) - -.18998534[•08
CORSTM (5) -	 .554555701.08
CORSTM 161 •	 .40087611[•06
STMCOR (11 - -.17096466E-01
STMCOR (81 - -.40804936E -08
STMCOR 131 -	 .90888941E•OS
STMCOR (4) - -.40036094E -08
STMCOR 151 -	 .17090901E-01
STMCOR 161 -	 .13980065E•O5
CORSRM 111 -	 .S6263843E•08
CORSRM 181 -	 .00000000E •00
CORSON 131 -	 .000000001900






CAN 'ACKAOC APPCHO1X N	 RCO-NOMIL SAT-=-11TH
YTILITT ROUtiNCS	 008
CORSRH 191 . .56999708C•08










SUBROUTINE REVERTI i REVERT BILINEAR TRANSrORMATION COE«1CICNTS
l A.	 i COEFFICIENTS OF BILINEAR TRANSFORM IN E0. 1
0 011	 i COEPFtCtENTS OF REVERSE BILINEAR TRANSFORM IN E0. 2






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 18/20172	 ORIO1NAL CODE






C	 REVERT EQUATION I TO EQUATION 2s
C
C	 BX-A(IIQAX#A(214AY#A(31	 BY-A(4)*AX#A(514AY*A(6) 	 (1)
C



































































SUDROUTINE ftITAOO( & WRITE OR ADD SYMOOLIC ELEMENT
1 Willits
	
i OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER 10 MEANS ADD$	 •
I NA"ELT.	 11 COMPLETE ELEMENT NAME
1 KEY.	 • RETRIEVAL KEY121 AND POINTERS
i S1	 4 ERROR TRANSRER LAIIEL
C ---•-----•-•-•-- ................................
C
C (E N SCHLOSSERI
C	 .
C
C ANY ONE OR THE POLLOWINO CONDITIONS CAUSES AN ERROR RETURNS
C	 1. rILC/CLC"ENr/VCRSION NAME CONTAINS EXCESS CHARACTERS
C	 2. RILE NOT SPECIRIEO
C	 Z. RILE DOES NOT EXIST
C	 V. ELEMENT IN CATALOOEO RILE OOES NOT EXIST
C
C ANY ONE OR THE ROLLOHINO CONDITIONS ABORTS THE RUN:
C	 1. ELEMENT IN TEMPORARY RILE DOES NOT EXIST
C	 2. NESTEO $ADO ELEMENT DOES NOT EXIST
C



























1MAOE(NNO • SI S ' . .	 i CSRS STOP CHARACTER
IR((NAMCLTfNH0).E0.-O1.0R.
	 i ENO OR HOLLERITH LITERAL
i	 (NAMELTINHOI.ED.•












CAN 'ACKAOC APPICHO1 I1 N
UTILITT ROUTIMCS
a	 00 R%0 "81108.30.0
•	 I^ffll0(Ni1T•i•IMAOEfNM011.[0.'iii•ft '1.AMO.
•	 INCHAR.E0.011 00 TO 840 	 • IANORE LEAOINO BLANKS
k 	 trffRLO(Ni1T.•.IMAO[tNN011.0[.••••••A•I.ANO.
f	 •	 fILO(Nilt.i.iMAO[fNY011.1t.'i•880Z'tl 00 TO 830
IftfrLO(N91T.i.IMAO[fNMO11.0[.'148440.1.ANO.
•	 fFLO(Ni1T.i.IMAO[tNN01t.L[.••••••S•tl 00 TO 830
•	 l^ftKO(NiIT.•.IMAOt(NM0/1.[0.•••tr••-•t.OR.
•	 (fLOtNtit.i•IMAOE(NWO11.E0. • ••••40'11 00 TO 830
NCNAR•0
810 N'ART•NPART+I
Irl"PART.OT.31 00 t0 8tt0
IrtrLOIN8IT.•.IMAOE(NWOIt.EO.KOELIM(NtaART1t 00 t0 140
00 to #to
880 rLO(N01T.S.IMAOE(NW011 •• 4•00&	 • TERMINATE NAME
0o TO 400
830 NCMAR•NCMAR+1

































C CN[CK If SPCCirl[O WOROS Of LINE MATCH NETS
C
00 040 NMO•t.11.8
IrftKETtNM01.1t.11.OR.1N[rtNY01.OT.t811 00 t0 620
It'fANOf11MA0EtlCErfNWD11-'a'.KETfNM0+11••8.1.NE.fKET(NMO+it••••il
• 00 t0 St0
N-347









C SPCC1AL PROCC!l1N0 ran OCMANO NOW TO UNIT 0 ONLY
C
490 IrlRGATCN.NC.01 00 TO 070
trituNit.m.so
 00 t0 070
I^tAlNlItIMA0tt111.00. • 000^^.'1 00 TO Os0 	 0 00 NOT PRINT




Off 1rfNPRNT.LT.141 00 TO 070




















O80 CALL MOrATLt'R1TA00 fr lLC NOT CATALOOCO'1
00 TO 000
030 00 TO 000 4 RITA00 CLCMCNT OOC$ NOT CXI$f









OAII PACXAO[ APPCN01 X N	 RLRI S
VTiLITY ROYTIN[O	 001
OYOROYTIN[ RL815111 • CONY[RT WCAL TO S[XAGCNARY
•	 I RL .	 G R[ AL NANO[ R
0 IOX.	 • INT[0[R ARRAY CONTAINING O[X-Y NVMO[M 11 PLAC[/NORO1
1 NOP.	 • NYMO[R Oi 0[X . Y PLAC[O IN NUMO[R INOP>il
0 R[MAIN1	 4 MCAL R[MAINOCRiii iiii i• i i i i• i•.................... ii ................... ii i• •i i i ii i1• i i i i i
C
C f[ M OCifLOOO[R1
C
011KNO I ON I SM I S












OAM OACNASC AMCN0111 M	 NLRSII
YtilLIfT ROUTINCS 	 001
SINROUtINC RLRS11 1 0 CONIICAt ACAL t0 SCXAOCNANY
1 RL.	 0 KCAL MUMMA
0 511.	 0 UAL ARRAY CONtA1MIN0 SCX 6 T MU"SCR It PLACCIMOA01
1 Nsrt	 0 MUMOCR Or WV T 'LACCT IN MUNOCA 1119'111
C	 .............................................^...................^.......
C
C IC M le"LOSSCRI
C











CAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 I1L4SX
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
FUNCTION RL4SXt • REAL FUNCTION FOR SEXAOENARY AROUMENT
t 8314	 • REAL ARRAY CONTAININO SEXAOENARY NUMBER 11 PLACE/WOROI
I NSP.	 • NUMBER OF SEXAOENARY PLACES IN NUMBER (NSPI'01
• 81	 B ERROR TRANSFER LABEL
C









IPtSX(N1.OE.60.) 00 TO B00
RL4SXvRL4SX*SX(Nl4PWRSAS
PWROASuPWRBAS•RECBAS







CAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 ROTCMX
UTILITY ROUTINES	 G01
SUeROUtINE ROTCMXt a ROTATE PAIR OF COLUMNS to MAXIMIZE FUNCt10N
i
I AMAT. i ORIGINAL SINGLE PRECISION MATRIX
I FUNCMX. 4 NAME OF EXTERNAL FUNCTION TO MAXIMIZE
I NRUSE.NCUSE. i MUNGER OF ROWS 6 COLUMNS USED
I NR0IM.NCOIM. a MUNGER OF ROWS t COLUMNS DIMENSIONED
I NCIROT.NCaROT. 8 COLUMN NUMOERS OP COLUMNS TO ROtATE
0 TNETA. 11 ROTATION ANGLE IN RADIANS WHICH MAXIMIZES FUNCTION
0 RMAT) It ROTATEO MATRIX (MUST NOT BE SAME AS AMAT)
C------------------------ ----------------------------------------
C












C ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES OF ROTATION ANOLE IN OESIREO RANOE
C
CUMROT(11-0.00	 a 0 DEO • -
CUMROT(21-•.4S	 i 26 OEO•-
CUMROt(31-•.00	 i 92 OEO•-
C
C









C INSURE THAT INITIAL ROTATION ANGLES ARE NEAR FUNCTION MAXIMUM
C
IF(FMAX(II.LT.FMAX(211 00 t0 290
	 a CUMROt(11 19 TO LEFT OF MAXIMUM






890 IF(FMAX(3).LT.FMAX(21) 00 t0 300	 11 CUMROT(31 IS t0 RIGHT OF MAXIMUM






C ITERATE TO CONVEROE TO ROTATION ANGLE WHICH YIELOS FUNCTION EXTREMUM
C
i	 N-392
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 ROTCMIt
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 OOa
300 00 400 NITER-O.SO








CUMROT(MITNEW)-AMINO(CUMROT(MITNEWI.AVOROT..21	 i LIMIT OVERSHOOT(
CUMROt(MItNEWI-AMAXOICUMROT(MITNEWI.AVOROT-.21	 i LIMIT OVERSHOOTI
C







C CMECK FUNCTION FOR CONVERGENCE
C
IF(ASS(FMAX(MITNEWI-FMAX(MITOLDI).LE.ABS(FMAX(MITNEWII,91.E-GI
6 00 TO 900
400 CONTINUE
C
C FLAO NO CONVERGENCE
C
CALL MDWARN( • NO CONVERGENCE IN ROtCMX•1
C
C














SUBROUTINE ROTCOL( i ROTATE PAIR OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX
I BMAT. i ORIOINAL SINGLE PRECISION MATRIX
i HRUSE.NCUSE. i NUMBER OF ROWS t COLUMNS USED
I NROIM.NCOIM. i NUMBER OF ROWS • COLUMNS DIMENSIONED
I NCIROT.NCRROT. i COLUMN NUMBERS OF COLUMNS TO ROTATE
1	 THETA. i ROTATION ANOLE IN RADIANS
0 CHAT) i NEW MATRIX (MUST NOT BE SAME AS BMATI
C--------------------------------------------------------------
C







TRACEtKHR41N(IFIX(THETA • 1000.111 i MILLI-RADIANS
C
C
C COPY UNROfATED COLUMNS FROM GMAT TO CHAT
C
DO 240 NC n I.NCUSE
tFtNc.Ea.NCIROTl 00 TO 240






























DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX N	 ROTROM
UT/LtTY ROUTINES	 OOl
SUBROUTINE ROTROW( i ROTATE PAIR OF ROWS IN MATRIX
1 •MAT.	 9 ORIOINAL SIMOLE PRECISION MATRIX
1 NRUSE.NCUSE.	 4 NUMSER OF ROWS • COLUMNSUSED
1 NROIM.NCOIM.	 a NUMBER OF ROM$ • COLUMNS OIMENS10NE0
I NRIROT.NRRROT.	 • ROM NUMBERS OF ROWS TO ROTATE
I TNETA.	 i ROTATION ANOLC IN RADIANS
0 CMAT1	 • NEW MATRIX (MUST NOT BE SAME AS 9MAT)
•	 C	 ------------------------------------------------------------
C





CALL TRACE(KNR41N(IFIXtTNETA O 1000.)f1	 i MILLI-RAOIANS
C
C
C COPY UNROTATEO ROWS FROM 9MAT TO CHAT
C
00 240 NR•1.NRUSE
1FINR.EO.NRIROT) 00 TO 840












































I NNIBF.	 8 NUMBER OF WORDS IN 1 BUFFER
0 ITSTAT.	 i 1/0 STA T US CODES
C. NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 •EOF• END OF FILE
C	 •BAOR' SAO RECORD
C	 •BADF• BAD FILE
1 MVOIR.	 8 DIRECTION OF READ
1 MINTRV.MAXTRV, 8 MIN. MAX • BYTES IN A TRIVIAL 4CCORO














C	 SET MX36LK TO S. 10AOOR(LU3PKt1 • LOCATION OF BUFFER AND
C	 IOSIZE(L63PKT) • NN1BF. CHECK MVDIR FOR OIRECTION OF READ.
C	 READ RECORD. SET ITSTAT . IOCODE(LU3PKT).	 IF ITSTAT • 'EOF•
C	 OR • BADF'. RETURN. CHECK FOR TRIVIAL RECORD. A RECORD IS
C	 CONSIDERED TRIVIAL IF ITS LENGTH 1S BETWEEN MINTRV AND MAxtRV
C	 INCLUSIVE. IF TRIVIAL RECORD IGNORE IT AND READ AOAIN. CHECK
C	 FOR SHORT BLOCK. IF SHORT BLOCK. ISSUE QUEUED NOTE AND READ
C	 AOA1N. IF NUMBER OF SHORT BLOCKS > MXSBLK. ISSUE NOTE. SET













C	 ERIOM	 i INITIATE 110 AMC WAIT FOR COMPLETION
C	 MONOTE	 4 PRINT/L00/COUNT • NOTE • MESSAOES
C	 BST408	 i 'B8' TO '8ST' (INTERNAL) FORMAT
INTEGER M94N1 i NO-BYTES FOR NO. INTEOERS



















C	 I. tNC FOLLOWING CONDITIONS OENERATE THE OUTPUT SHOWN:
C	 SHORT BLOCK	 NOTE/LENOTN/LINE N0.
C	 ) THAN MAX • OF SNORT BLOCKS 	 NOTE/LINE NO.
C	 R. IF THE NUMBER OF WORO$ READ IS LESS THAN MAXSHT OR NOt







INCLUOE KOMXOT.LtSt	 i COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES.000NTERS
INCLUDE KOMIO. LIST 	 i FORTRAN MANIPULATION OF ASSEMBLER 1/0 PKT.
tNCLUOE PXBOEF.LISt 	 i DEFINITION OF INTERNAL BUFFER STRUCTURE






INTEOER ITAPBF(NWISF)	 1 MSS/RBV BUFFER

















00 800 MV • I.MBLKS
ISO
	
IFlMV01R.E0.1)IOFUN:(LU3PKT)	 'BK' 1 READ FORWARD
IF(MVOIR.EO.-I)IOFUNC(LU3PKt1 • 'iL' 	 i READ BACKWARD
CALL ERIOW(LU3PKT)
ITSTAT • IOCODE(LU3PKT)
tFt IITStAt.EG.'EOF'1.OR.(ITStAT.EO.'BAOF'I 1 00 TO 200
N9TTES•N94NIl10NW0S/LU3PKT)1
tF(LU3PFM.EO.'99') NBYTES%NBYTES•2/9
IF lNBitES.OE.MINTRV .AND. NBYTES.LE.MAXTRVI 00 TO 150 i TRIVIAL NEC
IF (MBYTES.Ot.MAXSNt .OR. N9YTES.OE.N94NI(NW18Fli 00 TO 500
CALL MONOTEI'ISHORt BLOCK'.CBSi%im(NBYTES.S).




C IF MAX • SHORT BLOCKS EXCEEOEO SET STATUS TO 'BAOF'
C
CALL MONOtE('(MAXIMUN NUMBER OF SHORt BLOCKS EXCEEOEO AT LINE •'.
N-357
aCAN RACKAOC APPCNOIX N	 RiTR[C
UTILITY ROUTIN[a	 SOS
•	 e9svlNtLUaL9P.st.•t• t
ITOTAT • •9AOR•	 •00 TO 000
C
C
C CNECK TO OCTCRHINC Ir iORMAT 12 IN INTCRNAL FORMAT
C
s00 CONT I NUI:










OAR PACKAGE APPENOIX N 	 scTN60
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
SUSROUTiNE SETMOOC • OCT/SET NODE SWITCHES









C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 00/87/78	 ORIGINAL CODE
°	 C	 E H SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 00/80/70	 ADO LEOENO MOOS SWITCH
C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 08183/78	 ADO NULCST • OELETE REr TO CKFLOS
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 18/00/78	 ADD COLOR MODE A STREAM 1/0


















C	 OETSKH	 OCT USER MODE SPECIFICATION
C	 WARNS	 GENERATE WARNINO DIAONOSTIC FOR UNIT 9 INPUT
C	 CBiMIT	 i INITIALIZE CHARACTER SUFFER
C	 C84C9T	 8 CHARACTER BUFFER FOR CHARACTER STRING
1NTEOER N14NC






C	 I. AN INVALID "DOE SPECIFICATION GENERATES A OIAONOSTIC.
C






INCLUDE KOMXGT.LlST	 0 COMMON •ROORAM EXECUTION SWITCHES. COUNTERS
INCLUDE NULCST.LIST 	 i OEriNC NULL CHARACTER STRINO














INTEGER INTEMP	 0 TEMPORARY














iP(KNTEMP.EO.' NUL'1 00 TO 000 i NO SPECIFICATION
	




880	 li(KNtEMP.NE.'CNE') 00 t0 840	 i CHECKOUT
IICHECK-OR(NCONO.MOATAC)
(TURN OFF CHECKOUT ONLY IF NOT DATA/CHECKOUT)
NOTOTL-NOMARN#NOFATL#MCHECK




























330	 IF(KNtEMP.NE.'LOC') 00 TO 340	 i LOCAL
li(MLOCAL.^O.NCONO) 00 TO 100
	 1 NO CHANGE











0o to too	 d
	











•	 00 TO l00
300	 IPIKMTEM► .NE.•TRA•t 00 TO =00	 • TRACE
MTRACE•NCONO
00 TO l00




C CoNriRM MOOS SETTINGS
C
000 CALL C01NITtI000rt1
Ifr iNCON0.E0.01 CALL CB4CSTfICSUrto 	 0«'1
Ifr tNCONO.NE.01 CALL CS4CSTf1C9Ui1. 	 ON'I
IrtMIATCN.EO.NCOND1 CALL C04CSTtIC3Url. 	 SATCI't
lit"CNECK.E*.NCON0S CALL C04CSTII000i1. 	 CNECKOUT•t
trfMCOLOR.EO.NCON01 CALL CS4CSTfIC9Urt. 	 COLOR*)
lifMCrIRM.CG.NCOMOI CALL C94CSTfI000tr I.	 1. CONfriRM'1
Ii(MOUM' .CQ.NCONOI CALL C94CSTIIC9Uii. 	 DUMP*)
IrfMECMO .Ca.NCONOV CALL CS%CSTIICSUfr t.	 ECHO"
Ii(MLCONO.E0.NCONOI CALL C84CSTfICSUrt. 	 LEOENO'I
tr(MLOCAL.EO.NCON01 CALL C04CST(tCSW r 1.	 LOCAL*)
IRtM►ROMT.EO.NCON01 CALL C04CSTfI000r1.	 RROMPT*I
litMINOtMTRACE.t1.E0.NCON01 CALL CS%C$T(ICOUPt.	 TRACE'I















IUDROUTINE SMASAMI • SHARPEN A RAN CNANNEL IN PS110Cr rORMAT SUrrCR
0 MPXSNA. 0 PIXEL SUFrCR IN PXSOEr rORMAT WITH EXTREMA PIXELS SMARPENEO
1 MPXRAN. • PIXEL SUrr[R IN PXSOCr rORMAT
1ICOEro, • OUTCR SHARPENING rILTCR COCrrIC1ENT
I ICOErII a INNER SNARPENINO rILTCR COErriC1ENT






C	 C A NCLMKC
C	 C A NELMKE











C	 COPY MPXRAN GurrER TO MPXSNA GUrrER. SEARCH rOR EXtREMA PIXELS
C	 IN MPXRAN room MPXRANIPXLGIN#ll t0 MPXRANIPXNGIN-81. AT CXTRCMA













EXTERNAL OETGVT 8 OCT NON-NEOATIVE
	 INTCOER room GYtE STRING
EXTERNAL PUTSr T a PUT ONE NON-NEOATIVE INTEOER INTO G y tE STRING
EXTERNAL OETICC 11 OCT INTEOER-CHAR-EOUIVALCNt rROM CHAR STRING
EXTERNAL PUTICC • PUT INTEOEII-CHAR-EOUIVALENT	 INTO CHAR STRING
EXTERNAL OETINT a OCT INTEOER room INTEOER Stkl"O
EXTERNAL PUtINT a PUT INTEOER INTO	 INtEOER STRING
OOUGLE PRECISION COWS







C	 I. Ir THIS SUGROUTINC IS CALLCO WITH THE SAME GUrrER rOR MPXSNA














INCLUDE KOMXQT.LIST	 0 COMMON PROORAM EXECUTION SWITCNEl. COUNTERS
•	 INCLUDC PX90E1F .LIST	 0 WINE STRUCTURE OE PIXEL BUi ►ER
INCLUDE MAXBYT	 0 PROC KrIMIMO MAXIMUM BYTE
INCLUDE MAXICE	 0 PROC WINING MAXIMUM INtEOER CHAR EQUIVALENT






'	 INTCOER MPXSNACII	 B ARGUMENT
INTEGER MPXRANIII 	 0 ARGUMENT
INTEGER ICoEIO	 0 AROWIENT
INTEOER MOM	 0 ARGUMENT
INTEGER NIrBNS
	
0 NUMBER or INTEGERS REpU1RE0 tOR PIXEL BINS
INTEGER ICASE	 0 TYPE OP YIN 'BYT • e1. 'CHR ••t. 'INt'm3
INTEGER LENGTH	 0 LENGTH or PIXEL BUirER IN INTEGERS
INtEOER K	 0 NUMBER Oi SAMPLE TO SHARPEN
INTEOCA IPIX	 0 VALUE Or PIXEL TWO BErORE KPIx
INtEoER J► IX	 0 VALUE or PIXEL ONE BEPORE KPIx
iNTEOCR K► IX	 0 VALUE or PIXEL TO BE SHARPENED
INTEGER LP1X	 0 VALUE Or PIXEL ONE AFTER K► IX
INTEGER "Fix	 0 VALUE OF PIXEL Two AFTER KPIX






C COPY MPXRAW TO M►XSHA
C'












8%0 CALL MOFATL 1'$MASAN DETECTS UNKNOWN BIN TY ►E • . • •.
t	 IN BUFFER•l





C LOCATE EXTREMA PIXELS IN M►xRAN BU<<ER, SHARPEN THEN AND



















SUSROUT1NC SHARP" i	 S SHARPEN cxrRCMA PIXCLS
1 OcT6lN.	 • "AMC or SUSROUTiNC to Oct A SIM OcT9Tr/OCr1CV ocr ImT
1 ►11TSIn.	 X NAME Or sUSROUTtN1 TO PUT A SIN PUTSTTIPUTIC1!PUTINr
1 MAXOINI	 II MAXIMUM VALUC rOR A SIN MAXSTT/MAXICC/MAXINT
C
C
C INITIALIM SAMPLE NUMSCR ANO SLOPE STATE
C
K*MPXRAwf ►XL9iN1*1	 II riLTCR CAN'T LXTENG OUTS1OC OATAK
CALL OcT9lNfK► IX.MPXRAw1PKSINSI.K1
CALL OCTSINiL ► IX.MPXAAMf ►XOI4S1.K*ll
IrtLPiX.LT.KPIX10O TO 760
C
C " OPC STATE is POSITIVE
C
710 K•K•1
1rtK.OT.MPXRANtPXNSINI •a10O TO 770
KPIX•LPIX
CALL OCTSIN (LPIX.MPX11AU(PX6lNSl.K#11
tr fLPiX.00.KP1X100 iO 790
C
C
C SLOPC STATE CHANOCS rROM POSITIVE TO NEOATIVE • -SHARPEN UP
C
CALL OETSiN fIP1X.MPXRANf ►rS:NS1.K•11
CALL OCTSIN fdPIX.MPX4AWlPXSiNS1.K•11
CALL Ocr@IN lMPiX.MPXRANtPX9INSI.K*21
ISHAR► .K► ixellAsollcocr0 . 1 ► IX • ICOCr0 • MI1X • iCOCrI*JPlx -




c SLOPC STATC it NCOATIVC
C
700 K•ll•1
Ir fK.GT.MPXRAMIPXMSiNI -11 00 TO 770
KPIX•LPIK
CALL Oei61N cLPiX.MPXRANfPXSINSi4K* i1
Ir ILPIx.LC.KPIX1 00 TO 760
C
C
C SLOPE VTATC CMANOCI rROM MCOATIVC TO POSITIVc ••SHARPEN Down
C
CALL WTSIN fIPIx.MPXRAMlPXSIWSl,W -1l
CALL GCTSIN ijPlx.MPXRAwlvxslwSl.K•11
CALL OcT61N fMPIX.M►XRANfPX91NSi.K#11
IsNAR►•KPIX • f1A6sticocro • 1 ► Ix • lcocro •MPIX • iCOCrI • JPIX -








*a 'ACKAO! APPCNOIX N	 SNASAN
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001













SUBROUTINE SNFT@CI	 0 SNlrT BITS CIRCULAR WITHIN EVERY MORO OF ARRAY
. U INAT. 0 ARRAY
. 1 NMOS. 0 NUM@ER OF WORDS IN ARRAY
. 1	 lsitSl 0 NUN@ER OF @ITS TO SHIFT,




0	 as	 SWIFT TO RIGHT
.	 CE N SCHLOSSERI
• AXRS
$1011 .	 1-BANK
SHFtOC 4	LA A39•8.3(11 . OIRCCTION t NUMBER OF BITS TO SHIFT
OL AO.LEFT . AO-LEFT. Al•R1OHT
TH A3 .	 SKIP Nt	 IF DIRECTION NEO tLEFTI
LOSL A0.30 . AOuRIOHT
SA AO.SNIFT .	 INSERT SHIFT	 INSTRUCTION
LA AI.O.XII . AOORESS OF ARRAY
LA AR.•t.Xll . NUMBER OF MOROS
SMA.HB A3.SNIFT . NUMBER OF BITS TO SHIFT
SA.HS AI.LOAD . PUT ADDRESS IN U FIELD
SA.HB AI.STORE . PUT ADDRESS IN U FIELD
J TEST
LOAD LA A3.0.A& LOAD MONO FROM ARRAY
SMIFT RCS 1 RESERVED FOR SHIFT INSTRUCTION
STORE SA A3.0.AS STORE SHIFTED WORD INTO ARRAY




LEFT	 LSSC	 A3.0	 • LEFT $HIFt INSTRUCTION




rDAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 SPANS
UTILITY ROUTINES	 GGI
SUBROUTINE SPANSI D CNAGLCIDISADLE SPANNING FOR UNIT S






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0=100179	 ORIGINAL CODE IN READS


















INTEGER LENCST	 4 LENOTN OF CHARACTER STRING

























IFIIMSPAN.0E.0l.ANO./NSPAN.LE.3811 00 TO 1:0
CALL MOFATLI	 •NSPAM OUT OF RANGE IN SPANS•l
N-367








LUSNAX•LCNCSTILUSIMO.LUSMAXI	 • CLIMINATC MAILING @LANK. IP ANY
CALL 'UTCNRILUSIMO.CLUSMAX 0 1.	 • •1








OAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 SPLIT
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 001
SUOROUTINC SPLITI I SPLIT REAL INTO SION.INTEOER.OECIRAL
•	 1 APO.
	 9 REAL NUNOEP TO of SPLIT
0 ISON.	 9 WON OF ARO 1't • OR 6-01
0 INTEOR. • AOlOLUTE VALUE OF INTEGER PART










IrCINrEOR.OT.9991 OECIML •OECIML#I.	 FLAO OYERFLONI
RETURN
ENO





DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N	 SR[A05
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOl
SUBROUTINE SREAOS O SPANNED READ OP UNIT 5 #ONLY CALLED IT OETS.. SERIES!





C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 03/00/75	 ORIOINAL CODE IN REAOS






C	 lF NEXT FIELD MUST Be fPANNEO. THEN SPAN if BY OOINO THE FOLLONINO:
C	 DECREMENT & SAVE LUSSPN
C	 CALL READS TO FILL !MACE SUFFER tit ZEROS LUSSPNIII
C	 RESTORE LUSSPN












C	 READS	 i FILL IMAGE RUFFER FROM UNIT 5 IZEROS LUSSPH a PADS WITH BLANK














A POINTERS/FLAGS/OUFFER FOR UNIT S






INTEGER NENSPN	 • TEMP LOCATION TO SAVE LUSSPN
INTEOER LSSTAT	 8 110 STATUS FROM READS ISAME AS LUSIOS1














IrILU09PN.LE.01 00 TO 000	 • SPANNING "at ALLOMED
IIILUSLOC•LUSLEN.NE.LIISNAXI 00 TO $00
	 • OON • T SPAN NOM
NENSPN-LUOSPN-1
lrM U9/0S.E0.' • 1 CALL REAOSILSSTAT. 	 "% CST)
IEILUSIOS.EO.' .1 00 t0 ISO





















SUOROUTINE SSPRt a COMPUTE SUNS • SUMS or PRODUC T$
1 TATA.	 s SINOLE PRECISION DATA MATRIX
1 NOSS.
	
0 NUMOER Ott OOSERVATIONS (DATA ROWS)
1 NVARS.
	
a NUMOER Ott VAR/AOLES IOATA COLUMNSI
0 SUM.	 a SINGLE PRECISION VECTOR or SUMS
0 SPR00.	 s SINOLE PRECISION MATRIX OP SUMS or PRODUCTS
1 NRCOIMI	 a NUMOER or RONs s COLUMNS OIMENSIONCO IN SPR00
C ------••.....---•-•-• ................••-•...----------•--•s--.-•.-•---
C


















C COMPUTE SUMS 9 UPPER tR1ANOULAR SUMS Of PRODUCTS
C








NOOS•NOOS •NITER	 &mama TEMP PATCH
c
C








ENTRT SSPRIT(ITERI	 less$ TEMP PATCH
NITERs ITER	 40408 TEMP PATCH






















C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
0010117=	 ORIGINAL COOS
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
09/14/79	 REORGANIZE NAMELIST SPECS










C	 WRITE REGISTRATION PARAMETERS ON TEMPORARY OISK FILE B IN FORTRAN
C	 NAMELIST FORMAT. (NAMELIST 1S USEO SO THAT THE FILE MAY SE EXAMINEO













C	 MOWARN	 Il PRINT/COUNT/L00 'WARNING' OIAGNOSTIC MESSAOE
C	 MOFATL	 O PRINT/COUNT/L00 'FATAL ERROR' OIAONOSTIC MESSAOE






C	 I. IF THE CONTROL NETWORK EFFECTIVELY COVERS LESS THAN SO= OF THE SCENE,
C	 THEN A 'WARNING • 19 ISSUED.
C
C	 8. IF THE ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE fRNS 1 ERROR OF THE ADJUSTMEWT IS OREATER THAN
C	 %00 METERS. THEN A 'FATAL ERROR' IS ISSUEO ANO THE REGISTRATION









Il COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KONFIT.LIST
	
O COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE LSTLUG.LIST
	





















C CHECK VALIOITr Or CONTROL NETWORK ADJUSTMENT
C
Ir1aNSMET.OT.%001 00 to B00
tr1PCTCTL.LT.901 CALL MOWARNI*POOR COVERAOE'l
C
C











C rLAO UNACCEPTABLE CONTROL NETWORK ADJUSTMENT
C









SUOROUTINR SUBMINI S INCAK WINDOW INTO SUBMINOONS BASCO ON PRIMARY TICKS
1 RLTOWN. • REAL OUTPUT WINDOW PACKET ICOOND SYSTEM Or PRIMARY TICKS1
1NXSUBN. S MAXIMUM NUNKR Or SUBMINOOWS
1 Nimes • NAME Or SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE SUBWINOOM NAPS






C	 C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 07111173	 ORIGINAL COOL IINTCRNAL SUB$






C	 TRANSrORM ENVELOPE Or OUTPUT WINDOW rROM ITS OWN COORDINATE SYSTEM INTO
C	 PRIMARY TICK UNITS I AN INTEOER COORDINATE SYSTEM WITH AN INtERVAL Or 1
C	 BETWCCN PRIMARY 'ICKSI. Ir THIS ENVELOPE CONTAINS MORE TICKS (SUS•WINOOM
C	 ORIGINS$ THAN REOUCSTEO SY MXSUSW. THEN SHRINK THC ENVELOPE TO CLIMINAtE
C	 INC ORIGINS Or ►RACTIONAL SUB-WINOOWS AT THE COOCS Or THE ENVELOPE.
C	 COMPUTC ALL TICKS /SUB-WINDOW ORIGINS$ WITHIN TNC REMAININO ENVELOPE.
C	 OCNCRATINO A MAP At EACN SUG-WINOOW ORIGIN.
C
C	 SUB-WINDOW ORIGINS AND VERTICES MUt? SC STORED IN INC OU TPUT WINOOW PACKET
C	 TO OCNCRATC MAPS rOR THESE SUB-WiNOOWS. THERErORC. TNC ORIGINAL CONTENTS
C	 Or THIS PORTION Or THE OUTPUT WINDOW PACKET AMC SAVCO ON ENTRY AND RESTORE



























S etrlNt StRUCt1111E Or WINDOW PACKETS
a COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
• COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW ►ACKCtS
N-3711
im,











REAL RLTONNf:.I1	 i AROUNENT
PARAMETER NVE416NVER•: 0 HUNKR 01 NODES FROM RLtONM TO SAYE IN SAVONN
ItCAL SAVONNI:.NVtall	 0 ARRAY FOR TCWP SAVE Of PART Of RLTONM
INTEOCR NSUON	 0 NUMOER Or SUe•MINDONS REMAINING TO GENERATE
INTEGER KSYORI	 i COORDINATE STITCH or OUTPUT NIN00N ORIGIN 	
D
INTEKA KSYVEA	 0 COOROINATE STITCH or OUTPUT MIND" VERTICES
INTEOER NAX.N00
	
0 N1N00N PACKET AXIS.NOOE	 j
INTEGER MTICt.MTICL"
	
0 COORDINATES Of TICK IN PRIMARY TICK UNITS
INTEOER MINTI.NINTS 	 & OUTPUT ENVELOPE MINIMUMS IN PRIMARY TICK UNITS
I"TEOER MAXTI.MAXTR
	
0 OUTPUT ENVELOPE MAXIMUMS IN PRIMARY TICK UNITS
REAL	 TIMIN.TSMiN	 A OUTPUT ENVELOPE MINIMUMS IN PRIMARY TICK UNITS























C INITIALIZE OUTPUT SUG-MINDON
C
KSYONNINORIGI•KSYONNfNTIC1	 • ►AIMART TICK C00RO1NAtE SYSTEM
KSTONNINVERI •KSYONNINTICI
RLTONN / NUSEO.NN[AO I -BQOL I WVER:I	 II INTEOER IN REAL AARATIIII
RLTONNII.NVER • G I. O.	 f CLOSING VERTEX
ALTONNI:.NVER0OI?0.
ALTOMMCI.NVER • II •RLTONN1I.NTICI	 0 1S t VERTEX If PRIMARY TICK INTEAVAL
RLTONN/s.NVER•II•RLTONNfs.NtlC/





















MAIL T t • T t NAx
^ NINt!•TlMIN
NA><T!• tlNAlt
TIN1 no t toll N.0.Its
t 111AIt• T 1 NAII .O. 1!S














OIL TOWN16. MOR101 •NT ICR O RL TOWN11. WT IC I
CALL CALWIN18.1
lfiNSAOMMIMLIN.MMINI.00.MSAIMMIMLIN.WMAX1i 00 TO :70
IrinsAOWMfMLIN.WMAXI.LL.MSAIWMIWLIN.WMIN11 00 TO 1=0
IrIMSAOMWIWSAM.W"INI.00.MSAIMWIMSAM.WMAXII 00 TO 830
IP(MSAOMMIMSAM.MMAXI.LC.MSAIWWfWSAM.WMIN11 00 TO 130
Co L NAMSYO
1I(NOton.Nfi.O/ 00 TO %00
NSUSU•NSUOM•1











RL TOWW t"X . N001 • SA VO11W f NAI1. N001
1#30	 CONTINN[










OAR PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 TRACE/DAN
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 6G1
SUBROUTINE TRAM A CONDITIONAL TRACE OF SUBROUTINE CALL
I NAMENTI I NAME OF tNtRY POINT (OPTIONAL 6 CHAR ARGUMENTS
l
N1ft0RY
E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 06/18174	 ORIGINAL COOS
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 11109179
	 SPACE BETWEEN SU9 NAME • ENTRY "AMC
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01107/90
	 KOMXQt MACRO • ENO TRACE QUERY
bETNOr,
OETERMINE NUMBER OF AR0UMfNfS (0 OR 11
IF "TRACE IN KOMXQT LABELLEO COMMON IS NOT ZERO:
PRINT THE CALLING SUBROUTINE NAME (AND ENTRY POINT NAME)
IF MBATCH IN KOMXQT 1S ZERO (OEMAND MOOE1:
IF MADLEV IN KOMXQT IS ZERO:
"TRACE :• M00(MTRACE*1.641
IF "TRACE IS ZERO:
ASKS 'ENO TRACE?
IF 1ST CHAR OF RESPONSE <) • Y • :	 }
"TRACE t o 1
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-61T
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
our  THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
THIS ROUTINE EXTRACTS THE NAME OF THE CALLING ROUTINE FROM THE UNIVAC
FORTPAN V WALKBACK PACKEt.
IMPLEMENTINO ('ODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR OIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.
OIFFERENT CP'.PILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII FORTRAN). AND OIFFERENT MACHINES.
EXTERNAL REFERENCES
-------------------	 f
CO PRINTS	 i EXEC REQUEST: PRINT IMAGE
ER TREADS
	 • EXEC REQUESTs PRINT a READ
. EXCEPTIONS
I. RESULTS ARE UNOEFINEO lF TRACE IS CALLED WITH MORE THAN 1 AROUMENT.
	 •
!. RESULTS ARE UNOEFINEO IF USER RESPONSE t0 AN *ENO TRACE?* QUERY IS















AM . STAHOARO UNIVAC 1100 REOIfTER MNEMONICS
{
KONXGT . COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES
LOCAL OECLARATIONS
St00) 0-BANK
TRABUF RES 14 1% WORD BUFFER HOLDS BY $-Olt CHARS
SPACES
ASK 'ENO TRACE?)) • .
PIP FORM 18.6019 PKT FORM (BITS): AOVANCE.WOS.BUFOUT AOOR
tRAPKt PF 10=00 TRACE PKT: ADVANCE 1. LENOTH 1 	 W0. DUMMY
ASKPKT PF 1.8.0 . ASK PKT: ADVANCE 1. LENOTH 2 WOS. DUMMY
RCS 1 ASK PKT: EOF ADDR. BURN AOOR
. PROCEDURE
$1011 l-BANK
TRACE • LA A8.SPACES BLANK OUT AROUMENT FROM PREVIOUS CALL
T=.11 1.X11 WALK-BACK WORD?
J HOARDS N0.	 its AN INSTRUCtION1
ONEARO LA A8.•O.X11 ONE ARO -- OCT IT
AXOXU X11.1 POINT X11
	 TO WALK-BACK WO
NOAROS TNt MTRACE CHECK TRACE SWITCH
J 1.X11 SWITCH is OFF -- RETURN
TRACING LA A=.00X11 WALKBACK WO (H8 •AOOR OF SUER NAME)
LA A1.O.A„ OCT SUBROUTINE NAME
' LA AO.TRAPKT XI	 t o PRINT SPECS
$A At.TRAB)'F•0 PUT SUB NAME in 1ST WO OF SUFFER
LA A=.8PACES
0$C AB.$ SHIFT ARO 1 SPACE TO R10Ht
Of AB.TRABUF#1 PUT SNIFTE0 ARC IN NEXT 2 WOS OF SUFFER




T2 MAOLEV	 . CHECK NESTEO ADO LEVEL
J I.X11	 . LEVEL 1$ NON-ZCRO -- RETURN
• MAOLEVO Ti "BATCH	 . CNECK BATCH SWITCH
J 10X11	 . SWITCH IS ON -- RETURN
•t.} OEMANO LA AB.MTRACE	 . At t o "TRACE
AAOU A801	 . A8	 t o Allot
$A AB.MTRACE	 . "TRACE i s As
SSL AB.B	 . At i s A8164
. JZ A8410I111	 . RETURN IF NEW MTRACE ( BX
N-379












LA AO.IASKPKTI ASK USER IF HE HANTS ...
ER TREADS TO ENO TRACE
LA.SI A1.TRASUF At to FIRST CHAR OF ANSWER
TE.0 Al.•88884Y• SKIP NEXT	 INSTR IF •	 Y.
J l.Xll NOT a • Y •	 -- KEEP TRACING
TURNOFF	 S= MTRACE TURN OFF TRACE




DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N 	 tRECVR
UTILITY ROUTINES	 OOt
SUSNOUTINC TRECVRI 6 RE-ESTAOLISN RECORD POSITION ON MOP TAPES
0 ITSTAT *	a 1/0 STATUS
C	 6	 'BAOR'-ORIGINAL RECORD' REQUESTED IS LOCATED BUT OAD
C	 B	 '•RECORD READ IN RECOVERY IS 0000. OUT NOT THE
C	 S	 REQUESTED RECORO
1 NPXOUF.	 • HIS PIXEL DUFFER
1 "vier,
	
i NUMOER OF WORDS IN DUFFER







C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 09/05179 REQUIREMENTS
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 09109179	 ALGORITHM DESIGN






C	 READ FORWARD ONE RECORD. IF ITSTAT- • EGF • . READ BACK ONE AND SET
C	 LU3ROF • LU3RH1. tF LU3R9F-MSAREC. THEN SET ITSTAT - 'BAOR • . ELSE
C	 SET ITSTAT • .	 ELSE. IF ITSTAT.* 	 THEN CALL GETOBY FOR RECORD
C	 NUMBER AND SET LU3R6F. IF MSAREC-LU3R9F-1. THEN ITSTAT 	 •BAOR'.












C	 43TREC	 • READ TAPE RECORD
C	 OETQBY	 i OCT NON-NCOATIVC INTEOER FROM QUADRUPLE BYTE












• PACKET POINTERS FOR UNIT 3



































C CHECK STATUS OF READ
C
IF	 (ItSTAT.EO.'EOF • 1	 co TO	 100
IF	 IITSTAT.EO.'
	
.1	 00 TO 200
C
C
C ANY OTHER StATUS IS BAD FILE
C
1TSTAT.•BAOF•
00 t0 900 t
C
C




i REVERSE TAPE OENTLY
MOVOIRS-1
CALL R3TRECtMPXBUF.tNNtBF1.1TSTAT. 	 MOVOIR.800.300.801
C
C





C IF LAST RECORD 1S ONE REOUESTEO. RETURN *BAD RECORD' STATUS
C
IF ILU3RBF.EO.MSARECI 00 t0 150
C
C •








C IF NORMAL COMPLETION, CHECK RECORD NUMBER OF RECORD READ
C













C ii RCCORO APTER REOUC9TC0 RECORD Is POUND. RETURN *BAD ACCORD*
`	 C sTATUs POR RCOUCstCO RECORD
C
IP IN9ARCCAGAU3RoP-I/ QO TO 100
C
C
















9418ROUTINE TSWAP3( 9 INITIALIZE TAPE $MAP roll UNIT 3
0 ITSTAT .	 9 TAPE SMAP STATUSt
C	 • • - OK
C	 •ERR• - ERROR
1 NTPVOL)	 i REOUE9TE0 TAPE VOLUMN NUMBER






c	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 00/89/79	 REOUtREMENTS
C	 MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 t0/08179	 ALGORITHN DESIGN






C	 IF NTPVOL < l OR > LU3VHl ISSUE NOTE AND RETURN. IF LU3REL(NtPVOL)
C	 • ' '.LOCATE LAST DEFINED TAPE VOLUME AND SWAP•FORWARD UNTIL
C	 LU3REL(NDEFVL) 4) . ' ELSE ISSUE NOTE AND RETURN.LUPKT(NTPVOLI
C	 LU3REL(3) . CALL ERTSWP TO SWAP TAPE. READ TAPE DIRECTORY If 110
C	 ERROR ISSUE NOTE RETURN ELSE
	 EXTRACT/DECODE INFORMATION TO
C	 VERIFY THAT TAPE IS CORRECT VOLUME FROM SET. IF NTPVOL • 1 <% LU3VN1
C	 AND LU3REL(NTPVOL ♦ 11 s	 . CALL FLINFO. LU3REL(NTPVOL • 1) • LUPKT(131












C	 MONOTE i PRINT/L00 'NOTE' MESSAOES
C	 KNO4IN 8 ENCODE CNARACTER STRING FROM	 INTEGER
C	 FLINFG a REtR1EV: FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT 	 INFORMATION
C	 R3tREC i READ ONE DATA RECORD FROM TAPE
C	 ERTSWP I CLOSE CURRENT REEL Of TAPE FILE L REOUEST LOADING OF OTHER
C	 OEteYT a OCT NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER FROM 9YrE IN BYTE STRING
C	 C$TVA$ i CHARACTER STRtNo FOR ASCU BYTE STRING
C	 OETCHR A OCT CHARACTER FROM CHARACTER STRING
c	 MOVCNR i MOVE CHARACTER STRING
c	 OCOOE i OECOOE NUMERIC CNARACTER STRING
OOUBLE PRECISION C894C$ • VARIABLE LENOtH CST FOR FiXEO LENOTN CST













C	 1. THE rOLLONINO CONDITIONS YICLO 'ERR • StAtus AND GENERATE TN[
C	 DIAGNOSTIC SHOWN OELOON:
C
C	 NTPVOLtI OR )LUSVN1 OuEUEO MONOtE
C	 NO REEL NO. POR NTPVOL OuEUEO MONOTE
C	 rips? RECORD TYPE NOT OIRECTORY OuEuEO MONO?[
C	 WRONG VOL. NO. IN DIRECTORY Outu[D MONOTE
C	 WRONG SCENE IN OIRECTIORY QUEUED MONOTE
C	 WRONG LU39EO IN OtRECtORY QuEUEO MONOTE
C	 WRONG Lu3REr IN OIRECTORY OuEuEO MONOTE
C	 •DAOr* NNEN READING OIRECTORY QuEUEO MONOTE
C	 •BAOR• NNEN REAOINO OIRECTORY OuEuEO MONOTE
C	 *LOST* NMEN REAOINO OIRECTORY QuEVEO MONOTE
C	 *core NNEN REAOtNO DIRECTORY QUEUED MONOTE
C
C	 t. THIS ROUTINE REQUIRES THAT SEFORE THE PIRSt CALL LU30EL(t) AND
C	 LU3RELI81 BE INITIALIZED BY OPEN3 TO tME REEL NUMBERS SPECIFIED
















A COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SN1tCMES. COUNTERS
A COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
A PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
A FORtRAN MANIPUTLATION OF ASSEMBLER 1/0 PKT
A DEFINITION OF FILE STRUCTURE
PARAMETER RNNITO • iV
INTEGER IOrILEt101
	
A ARRAY	 IN FIOEF FORMAT
INTEGER trosurtRNNiT01 A BUFFER FOR TAPE OIRECTORY
INTEGER NUPKTC31	 A PACKET USED IN SNAPPINO TAPES
INTEGER NSCENE131	 A SCENE IDENTIFICATION
INTEGER 037710377/ A MNEMONIC FOR OCTAL 377
INTEOER 0399/0395/ A MNEMONIC VON OCTAL 359
INTEGER MINVOL A voL uME BEFORE REOuE9tEo VOLUME
INTEGER NOEFVL A NEAREST PREVIOUS DEFINED VOL.tO REOUC$tEO
INTEGER NUMREC A TAPE OIRECTORY NUMBER
' INtEOER NUMSEQ A DATA SCOUENCE NUMBER
INTEGER NTYPC	 A DATA TYPE
INTEGER NSENTY A DATA SEOUENCE NUMBER
INTEGER NUMVOL A VOLUME NUMBER












OAN PACKAOE APPENOIIt N
UTILITY ROUTINES
IlrUNC • :	 i UNiVAC CODE FOR SWAPPINO TO PRESCRISEO REEL
NTT►E • .
NWKTIll • LUSPKTttl
NUP911:1 • LUM T111
C
C





C VOLUME WITHIN VALIO RANOE 7
C
If( fNTPVOL .LE.01.00.(NTPVOL.OT.LU3VNt1 I CALL MOHOTE(
• O f TAPE VOLUME OUT OF RANOEI' 1
IFf (NTPVOL .LE.O.I.00.(NTPVOL.OT.LU3VNi1 1 00 TO 200
C
c
C OETERMINE IF TAPE NUMIDER IS DEFINED
C
lr(LU3REL(NTPVOL).NE.' ') 00 TO 140
C
C
C LOCATE THE LAST PREVIOUSLY DEFINED TAPE
C
MINVOL • NTPVOL - 1 • VOLUME OEFORE REOUESTEO
00 100 NUM • NINVOL.t.-t
NOEFVL • NUM	 A NEAREST PREVIOUS DEFINED TAPE VOL.
IrILUML(NUMI.NE.' '1 00 TO 180
100 CONTINUE
C




C SWAP TAPES to ESTAOLISH NEXT REEL HUMOER
C
190 DO 130 NUMVOL • NDEFVL.MINVOL
NUPKT131 • LU34CL(NUMVOL) A REEL NO. t0 SWAP TO
CALL ERTSWPfNUPKT.IFUNCI • SWAP TAPES
LU3VOL • NUMVOL	 • CURRENT TAPE VOLUME
CALL FLtwo(tOFiLE.




	 '1 CALL MONOTV
•	 •(TAPE NOT ASSIONE01 . 1
t ► (IOFtLE(71.E0.'	 '1 00 TO 200
130 LUSACLiLUSVOL • 11 • tortLE171 It NEXT AEEL NO
r
C
C REOUESTEO TAPE REEL NUMOER AVAILABLE
r
140 NUPKT(31 • LU3REL(Nt►VOLI
CALL ERTSWPfNUPKT.IrUNC)	 a SWAP TAPES
LU3VOL • NTPVOL
Ir l"MOL.LT,LU11V INtl CALL rLIHFOIIOrILCe LU3PKT.•90.1
a
.	 N•iB0
Eam PACKAOC APPCNOIII N	 TSMAPS
i	 UTILITY ROUTINCS	 Or►
lit INTPVOL.LT.LU3VN11.AN0.t10rILC171.NC. • • 1 1
• LUSKLILUSVOL # 11 • tOrILC471	 • NCXT RCCL NO.
C
C ON A RCTURN CALL TO VOL. I TAPC 010. If NOT CNCCKCO
C ANO RCCOROS 6CrORC IMAOC ARC RCAO OVER
C
•	 lr(NtPVOL.Nt.t1 00 TO 100
ITSTAT • • .
Lu3R6r • LU3RLOtLU3VOLl
00 t60 NRCC • 1.40
CALL R3TRCC(1106ur.(RNMIT01,11TAT,	 118009300.60)
Ir(1STAT.CO.'6AOr'tIt9TAT • 'ERR,
tr(tStAT.EO.'9AOr') 00 t0 900
CALL OET6YTlNUMRCC.	 tT06ur.6t • LOCATE IMAGE RECORO
tr(NuMREC.E0.0399t 00 t0 900
160 CONTINUE
ITSTAT . •ERR•




C RCAO TAPE OIRECTORY TO OETERMINE TAPE CORRCSPONOENCE
C
190 CALL R3TREC(trc9ur.(RNMITOI.ISTAT.	 1.1000300.001
trcISTAT.NC.' '1 CALL MONOTE(
• '(110 STATUS IS'.' '.C9S4CS(1STAT.I.V).' ON CONTINUATION tAPCI' 1
lr(ISTAT.NE.' '.ANO.ISTAT.NE.'6A0R'1 00 TO 900
CALL OCT9YT(NUMREC.	 ITOGUr.61 i VER1rY RECORD is DIRECTORY
Ir(NuMREC.NE.9ICALL MONOTE(
• 'irtast RECORD ON REEL •'.C9S4CS(LU3REL(LU3VOL).l.6).
• • NOt TAPE OIRCCTORYI . I
tr(NuMREC.NE.9t 00 t0 900
CALL.OETBYT(NUMSEO.
	 t106ur.311 • !TORE DATA SEQUENCE
C
C





C CHECK SENSOR ANO TAPE TYPE
C
CALL OCTCHRINSENTY.	 1T06ur.91 • 'M' OR 'R'
lr(NSENtY.NC.'M'1 CALL MONOTC(
• '(DATA ON CONTINUATION REEL 0•46SUCS(LU30ICL(LU3VOL1.1.61.
• . NOt MSS1 . 1
tr(NSCNTY.NE.'M'1 00 t0 S00
CALL MOVCHR(NTYPC.t.	 ITOOUr .II` • ' A • OR ' ► '
CALL MOVCNR(NTY►C.t.	 IT06ur.91 • 'M' OR 'R'
trINTYPC.NE.LU3RCr m l CALL MONOTE(
• '(OATA ON CONTINUATION RCEL •'.C6S%CS(LU3RCL(LU3VOL1.1.61.
• . NOT'.' 9 .C9$*CS(LU3REr(11.1.%1.'1 . 1











C CHECK DATA SEQUENCE
C
IrfNUNSCO.c41•01 NUNScO • '*SO'
t► INUNSEO.E0.03771 HUMSEO • •OIL•
I/INUMSE41.4E.LU3SCOf111 CALL MONOTCI
• • IOATA ON CONTINUATION REEL ••.0O24CSILU3RELfLU3VOL1.1.41.
• NOT*.*	 6 .COS4C2fLU31E0111.1.31. • 1 .	 1
C
C ^
C CHECK VOLUME HUNGER
C
iSTAT • !
CALL OCOOEIMUMVOL.REAL.ICOOTYP *	It09U► .19.11
lr(NUMVOL.NC.LUSVOLIKOOTYP • 'ERR*
I ► IKOOTYP.NE.'IN'1CALL MONOTEI
• 'IRAO VOLUME NUMSER ON CONTINUATION REEL ••.
• C9Sf#CSfLU3RELfLU3VOL1.1.61.'	 •I
I ► IKOOTYP.NE.'IN'118TAT •	 'ERR•
C
C
C COMPARE SCENE f0
C
CALL OCOOEfNSCENE111.REAL.K00TYP. 	 ITO9U► .39.11	 i MISSION NO.
i ► fNSCENEIII.NE.NERT11111	 KOOTYP •	 'ERR'
C i
1 ► fK00TYP.E0.'lN'1	 CALL OCOOEf
• NSCENEf:1.RCAL.KO0TYP.	 ITO9U► .36.41	 i OAY SINCE LAUNCH
I ► INSCENEI&I.NE.NERTSf&11KOOTYP • 	 'ERR'
C
I ► fKOOTYP.EO.'IN01CALL	 OCOOEf
• NSCENEf31.REAL.KO0tYP.	 IT09U► . 40.118 HOUIt.MINUTE010 SEC
I ► 1NSCENEf31.NE.NERTSf3?1KO0TYP •	 •ERR'
C
I ► IKOOTTP.EO.•ERR'1CALL MONOTEf
.	 'IIIAO SCENE	 10 ON CONTINUATION REEL-.'
	 •.
• C9SIOCSfLU3RELILUSVOL1.1.91	 1




 • LU3RLOfLU3VOL1	 1
00 400 NREC • 1.36
CALL 43TRECfIt09U► .fRNWIT01.1STAT.	 198004300.901
I ► IISTAT.EO.'E0► • 1	 00 TO 900
%00 CONTIMUE
CALL MONOTEf'fEK ►ECTEO EO► NOT ►OUNO ON CONTINUATION REEL'.
















•	 SUSROUTINC VALKCY( 4 VALIkOATC WgUnITY KCY
I KCY1	 • KCY TO SC CNCCKCO AGAINST NIIITC KCY FOR DAN rILC
C






DATA JASOA 1 . 8	 ASO.AX OAR11111111.	 •^
C	 t:s^ssl::ysslt:^ssl:s^ssl::use
C
CALL CRCSrfNAO. • SfrRCC.R DAN. . •1
CALL ROLO09 604 INVALID KEY 00• 1 	 i CNTCR IN LOOiILC
JASOA141.KCY
CALL CRCSrfNAO.JASOAI	 II CKCC WILL ABORT Itr KCY INVALIO
CALL NOLOOf •	 •1	 Il OVER -NRITC LOOfr iLC WRY
CALL CRCSfr f NAG.' AfrRCC . 1 OAR.	 'I








KAL I1111C T I ON
0 0 NORMALInO VARIMAK ROTATION CRITCRION
a TARSON(
1 AMAT. s SINOLC PACCISION MATIIIII
f NRUSl.NCYSl. 9 NUMO[R OP MONO • COLUMNS YSCO
I	 NA0IT1.-*1.01to. s NYMstA or RON$ • COLUMNS OIRCNSIONCO








































0 O U11•NOMMAL1290 VARIMAII POtAT10N CRITERION
•VARSOUt
1 ARAI, S SINOLC PRCCISION MATRIX
1 NRUW.NCU.SC • MUNK* Or BONS • COLUMNS USED
I 1010IM.NCOIM. S NUMOCR Or BONS A COLUMNS OIMCNSIONCO
I NCIPRO.NCEPROI 0 COLUMN NUNOcRS Or COLUMNS to PROCESSe	 • • • •• •• • •• s • • •• • • ••• •• • r • •• • • • • • • • • w • •• • • • .............  r•
C

























DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N	 VCRA40
UTILITY ROUTINES
	 001
SUBROUTINE VCNA40 i ADJUSTED MSS NiNDON VERTICES FROM GEOGRAPHIC VERTICES





C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/07/73	 ORIOtNAL CODE






C	 TRANSFORM VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT OEOORAPMI.: WIN00.1 PACKET INTO
C	 VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT ADJUSTED MSS WINDOW PACKET. ALL VERTEX
























INCLUDE KOMOWW.LIST	 i COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS






INTCOER MAXVER	 i MAXIMUM (L.ST) VERTEX OEFINEO (USE01
INTEGER NOD
	 • NODE NUMBER












DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX N	 VERA00
UTILITY ROUTINES	 eat
C
•	 C tNITtALIZE POINTER TO LAST VERTEX USED
E	 C
	































C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/07/73	 ORIGINAL COOS






C TRANSFORM VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT PRINT/PLOT WINDOW PACKET INTO
C VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT ADJUSTED MSS WINDOW PACKET. 	 ALL VERTEX










C A%P	 & ADJUSTED MSS COORDINATES FOR PRINT/PLOT DEVICE COORDINATES






C 1.	 IF NEITHER CALSPA NOR CALSCA HAVE BEEN CALLED PREVIOUSLY. 	 THEN THE






INCLUDE KOMOWW.LIST	 A COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS





























C INITIALIZE POINTER TO LAST VERTEX USEO
C







• • PRINT/PLOT POLTORAM NOT AVAILABLE')


























C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10107173	 ORIGINAL CODE








C	 TRANSFORM VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT UT" WINDOW PACKET INTO
C	 VERTICES IN THE OUTPUT OEOORAPHIC WINDOW PACKET. ALL VERTEX
























INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST	 i COMMON ADJUSTMtNr/REOISTRATtON PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMOWW.1.ISt 	 i COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS















i MAXIMUM ILASTI VERTEX OEFINEO (USED)
i NODE NUMBER
DAN PACKAGE APPENOIX N	 VEROrU
UTILITY ROUTINES	 001
C
C INITIALIZE POINTER TO LAST VERTEX USED
C





















DAN PACKAGE APPEN011I N 	 NARNB
UTILITY ROUTINES	 SBI
SUBROUTINE MARNS/ i SUBMIT MANNINO FOR MtSSINOIINVALIO FIELD RRON UNIT S







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 03/09/79	 ORIGINAL CODE IN REAOS
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 OR114179	 REVISE • MAKE SEPARAtE SUBROUTINE




C .... - -
C
c	 IF FIELD IS MISSING AND NOT REOUIREO. FLAG REMAININO FIELDS AS NOT
C	 REOUIREO, OtHERWISE OUTPUT THE WARNINO HESSAOE. FOLLOWED BY THE FIRST 23














INTEOER ICE	 i INtEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT OF FIRST CHAR OF STRING
tNTEOER LENCST	 I LENGTH OF CHARACTER STRING
C	 MOWARN	 A SUSMIt WARNING DIAGNOSTIC











INCLUDE NULCHR.LIST 	 • OEFtNE NULL CHARACTER






INTEOER KHTE"PI41	 a FIRSt 13 CNARS OF DATA FIELO • NULCNR
C
N-396











C If CURRENT UNIT 9 DATA fIELO IS MISSING • NOT REOUIREO. NO OIAONOSTIC
C
If(LUSMAX.OT.01 00 t0 120
	
II DATA fIELO 19 PRESENT
a	 If(ICE(M2NARNI.NE.ICE(44•1) LUSREO.O
if(LUSREG.E0.01 GO TO 900 	 i MISSING fLD WAS OPTIONAL
C
C
C If MESSAGE IS NON-NULL. APPEND CONTENTS Of DATA fIELD AND PASS TO MDWARN
C
120 If(LENCST(MSWARN.1).E0.0) 00 TO 000	 i NO MESSAGE
CALL MOVCST(KHTEMP.(11.(231.	 •(M1SS1NG)•.(11.(0).- •1
LUSLEN•0	 8 PREPARE TO GET CURRENT P1ELO AGAIN
CALL GET0KH(KHTEMP.(23).LUSLLM.	 LUSLLM.LUSIM01
CALL PUTCHR(KHTEMP.(24).	 NULCHR)














SUBROUTINE WINEXTI II COMPUTE INTERCEPT PAIRS POR WINDOW ExtERtoR
0 INCEPT, II INTERCEPT TABLE (MIN/MAX SAMPLE PAI M
O HCMAX.	 • NUMBER OE INTERCEPTS fALWAYS E11EN1
1 NSALIN. i MSS LINE TO BE INTERCEPTED BY POLYGRAM
1 MSASLO. II LOW AOJUSTEO SAMPLE









C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 ORIOINAL COOS






c THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INTERCEPTS OP THE CURRENT MSS WINDOW
C WITH A SPECIPIED SCAN LINE. THIS IS AN ADAPTATION Of THE PAST OCTANT ROTATION
c POINT-IN-POLYORAM ALOORITHM DEVELOPED BY SCHLOSSER. IT GIVES VALID RESULTS
c POR CLOCKWISE. COUNTER-CLOCKWISE. AND COMPOSITE POLYORAMS. BOTH CONCAVE AND
C CONVEX. ALL BOUNDARY POINTS ARE CONSIDERED INTERIOR. THE NUMBER OP WORDS
C IN THE ARRAY INCEPT MUST BE OREATER THAN THE NUMBER OP VERTICES IN THE
C POLYORAM TO BE INTERCEPTED. IP THE POLYORAM EXTENDS OUTSIDE THE ENVELOPE.




























N -goo	 OF 
T. A:
t









INTEOCR IMCEPT(tI	 9 AROUM[NT
PARANCTER NOOMIN-MVER*1







C INITIALIZE INTERCEPT OCNERATION
C
NOOMAX-MSAOWN(MUSEO.MNEAO)
IF(NOOMAX.LT.WVERe•31 00 TO 900
	
i USE ENVELOPE
MLiNRO•MSALIN-11SAONM(NLIN.WORI01 	 • RELATIVE TO 0RIO1N
NPIEsMINO(MAXO(MSAOWMIWLIN.WVER1-ML1NRO.-11.01) 	 i -1.0.01 PI
NCEP-t
	
• INTERCEPT NUMBER (LEAVE ROOM t'OR rlRST ENVELOPE INTERCEPT)
C
C




NPIt-MINOIMAXO(MSAOUWIULIN.N001-MLINRO.-ll.oll 	 i -1.0.01 P1
iP((NPit-NPli1.E0.01 00 10 t00
	
I1 NO INTERCEPT











C COMPUTE ENVELOPE INTERCEPTS
C
iNCEPT(11-o3	 O NULL ROTATION (BIASED POSITIVEI




A9MNiciNCE►T(NCEP11 .M9ASM1o1 i SNt/t OUTSIDE ENVELOPE
•	 C
C





C INITIALIZE INTERCEPT RE000TION
C
NPISUN-0













C FIND STARTING INTERCEPT OF PAIR #FIRST OUTSIOC POLYORAMI
C
i66 NCIN•NCtN.t
IFINCIN.OE.NCEPt 00 t0 %00
Ste NPISUMuNPISUM#AS##Nttl"CEPTtNCIN11 •=	 • CUMULATIVE ROTATION
IF#NPISUM.NE.O1 00 TO =00
	
I NOT OUTSIOE POLYGRAM
SIG INCEPTtNCOUTt . INCEPTtNCIN1/R oe t9o1	 I UNPACK. EXTENO SION • SHIFT OUTSIOC
C	 r
C
C FiNO ENOlNO INTERCEPT Ott PAIR #LAST OUTStOE POLYGRAM$
C
NCIN•NCINOI
NPIOUMsN► ISUM#ASMMttINCEPTfNCIN11 . 3	 a CUMULATIVE ROTATION
tFtNPtfUM.E0.01 00 TO =30 	 11 STILL OUTSIDE ►OLYORAM
INCEPTfNCOUT•t1 . INCEPtfNCIN1/: •• t6 • I • UNPACK. ExTENO S10N. SN1PT OUTSIDE
IFtINCEPTfNCOUt*t1.Lt.tNCEPT(N000f11 00 TO 300
	





C STORE NUM6ER of INTERCEPTS
C
400 NCMAXONCOUT•1
00 TO 900	 '.
C
C

















SUOROUTINE mININft S COMPUTE tNTERCEPTs ran MINION INTERIOR
0 IVVCPt. S INTERCEPT TAKE IMINIMAX SAMPLE PAIRSI
0 NCIIAX.	 S NUMOER Or INTERCEPT: tALNATS EYENI
1 MSALINN 0 HIS LINE TO 0E INTERCEPfEO IT POLYGRAM
C..................................................................
C
C tE N SCMLOSSERI	 NOT TET COMPLETED 40.44400
C
C
C THI S SUOROUTtNE COMPUTE! fHE INTERCEPts Or THE CURRENT M SS Noncom
C Not" A SPECir1E0 $CAN LINE. THIS 1: AN ADAPTATION Or THC r AST OCTANT ROTATION
C POINT-IM •POLTORAM ALGORITHM OEVELOPEO IT SCHLOSSCM. If OIVCI VALID RESULTS
C rom CLOCKWISE. COUNTER-CLOCKWISE. AND COMPOSITE POLTORAMf, GOTH CONCAVE AND
C CONVEX. ALL SOUNDARY POINTS ARE CONSIOEREO INTERIOR. tHC NUMOER Or WORDS
C IN THE ARRAY INCEPT MUST NOT OE LESS THAN THE NUMOER Or VERTICES IN THE
C POLYGRAM TO SE INfERCEPTEO-
C
C













C INITIALIZE INTERCEPT GENERATION
C
NOOMAX•MSAOMMIMuSEO.WHEADI
IrtMOOMAX.LT.MVCR•71 00 TO 000	 1 USE ENVELOPC
NLINRO •MSALIN-IISAOWMIWLIN.WORIOI 	 I RELATIVE TO ORIGIN
UPIR %NINOIMAX0I MSAOWW(WLIN.MYERI -MLINRO. • 11.O11	 a -1.0.•1 P1
MCEP• 1	 NS INTERCEPT NUMOER
C
C




MPlt•MINOIMAXOtMSAOMM/ML1N.N001-MLlNRO. • Il.^ll	 • • 1.0. • 1 PI
INCEPTINCEPI•NPI11 •NPll	 0 INCREMENTAL ROTATION IN NO
IrIIMCEPTINCEPI.E0.01 00 T O NS'OG	 • NO INTERCEPT









NCEP % NCEP• 1
N-11011
OAN PACKAGE APFCNOIX N NiNINt
UTILITY ROUTINES 90t
1100 CONt I NuE
C
C •
C SORT INTERCEPTS OY SAMPLE NUmIll
C
NCEP•NCEP•1






C INITIALIZE INTERCEPT KOUCTION
C






C i1N0 STARTING INtERCEPT Or PAIR
300 NCI" •"CI"01
310 N*ISuM*N► iSu"*ASNMt(INCEPT(NCIN11 •t a NEMOVE WAS




C TINS MING INTERCEPT or PAIR
C
%00 NCIRONCINO1
NPI3uMoNP1:uM+ASMNt(INCEPT(NC1Nt1 •t M1 REMOVE WAS
IIIN► ISUM.01E.01	 00 TO 400
INCEPTIN000TI • INCEPTINCIN + /t oo ls a UNPACK • cxtENo SIGN
NCOUT.NCOUT01
M UCIN.Lr.NCEP1 00 TO 300
C
C

























SUOROUTINC MRITCr1	 0 IMITC TO UNIT • ISOr COMMAND RECALL FILET
t 1 NUNCRO.	 0 CARD 1 MAOC NIIINCR




C C N SCHLOSSCR	 LCC	 9=1I7t9S	 ORIGINAL COOL






C OPCM#	 ASSION 1`E11PORART RECALL rlLC.
C MOM UNIIIAC EXEC -0 SOr LOCAL IMAOE.
C MAIM TCIIPOAARILT INSERT UNITAC CXCC-B $Or CONTROL WORDS OcrORC L
C ArTCR IMADC.
C MRITC INAOC INCLUDING CONTROL WORDS TO rASTRANO SCCTOR • NUMCRO.











C "OMAN"	 Il PRINT/L00/COUNT 'MANNING' OIAONOSTIC NCSTAOC
C cR1GM	 • INITtA7C 1/0 AND WAIT rOR COMPLCTION
C MVCONT	 • MOVC CONTENTS BETMEEN TWO MACHINC ADONCSICS






C	 1. If MUNRO 4 1. THE IMAOC IS NOT WRITTEN TO THE RECALL rILC.
C







	 COMMON PROGRAM EXcCYT10N SMITCHEf. COUNtcRS
INCLUOC UGMIO.LIST
	
0 COMMON 110 rUNCftONS
C
C
C LOCAL OCCL AAATIONS
C 0 ............... • .
C
INTCOCA IMAOCII%v	 B AROUMENt
INTcOEA If"Plo o B/	 B tcMPORART STORAOC roR IMAOc10t
N-006
r' -
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX N 	 NR1tE4
UTILITY ROUTINES	 GO:
1NTEGE9 ITMPIS	 i TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR IMAOCIISt
INTEGER LU4PKt(6) 	 i 1/0 PACKET
DATA ILU4PKT(11.1-1.21 /'RECALL 	 of	 6 FILE NAME	 a
INTEGER KWOA14/00016000000001 11 SOF CONTROL WOs 14 NO DATA IMAGE FOLLOWS
INTEGER KWBY12/04014000000001 i SOF CONTROL WO: IS WO BYPASS IMAGE FOLLOWS









lrlNUMCRO.LE.0) 00 TO 900
IF(NUMCRO.07.5000) CALL MOWARNI 	 *RECALL FILE OVERFLOW')
C
C
C SAVE CONTENTS 'F LOCATIONS USED FOR SOF CONTROL WORDS
C




C SET UP SOF CONTROL WORDS (1 CARO IMAGE PER 20 WORD SECTOR)
C
CALL MVCONT(LOC(KWOA14).LOC(IMAOE)-il	 i 1MAOE(0)-KWOA14
IMAOE(l5) •KW8Yl2	 i 12 WORD BYPASS IMAGE FOLLOWS
C
C









C RESTORE CONTENTS OF LOCATIONS USED FOR SOF CONTROL WORDS
C




C lF NOT BATCH. WRITE $OF ENO-OF-FILE CONTROL WORD TO NEXT SECTOR
C
























C ASSION TEMPORARY RECALL FILE
C
C
CALL ERCSF(NAO.*AASO.T RECALL.	 •1
C
C























SUBROUTINE WRVERT( • WRITE WINDOW VERTEX COORDINATES
1 WINDOW, I NINOON PACKET (REAL)
1 DIVt.01Vt. i COOROINATE DIVISORS (FOR SCALING OUTPUT)
1 MATARO. 4 FORMAT SPECIFICATION
1 NOOMAXI II NOOE CONTAINING LAST VERTEX TO BE WRITTEN
C---------------------------------------------------
C







i FIX FOR UNIVAC FORTRAN V BUO
C
C
C FIX FOR UNIVAC FORTRAN V BUD -- INCORRECT CODE OENERATEO WHEN ARRAY
C CONTAINING FORMAT SPECIFICATION IS PASSED AS AROUMENT
C
00 100 N-1.10















A LltERAL STOP WO IS -0
N-%OS




SUBROUTINE XRE0771 a OuMP SPECIFIED UNIVAC 1100 X-REGISTER IN OCTAL
I HUMREOI 0 NUMBER OF X-REGISTER 10 THRU III
HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 18105179	 ORIGINAL COOS
ME T1400
EN000E CONTENTS OF UNIVAC 1100 SERIES X-REGISTER IN OCTAL AND PRINT THEM.
THIS ROUTINE IS OESIONEO TO HELP OE:+UO 19SCURE ERRORS IN THE
COMPILER t OPERATING SYSTEM -- ON RETURN. ALL REOISTERS (EVEN THOSE IN
THE VOLAtILE 'MINOR REGISTER SET') ARE UNCHANOEO.
MACNINE-OEPENOENT CODE
- ----------------------
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-9IT
FIELDATA CHARACTERS. THE CALLING SEQUENCE IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC
FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.





• UNIVAC X-B EXEC REQUEST TO PRINT FIELOATA CHARACTER BUFFER
EXCEPTIONS










































































A3.1.Xtt A3 :• W.B.
	 WORD (H2	 AOOR OF SUER NAME)
Al.0.A3 At	 :• SUBROUTINE NAME
AI.PBUF+O PUT SUBROUTINE NAME IN PRINT BUFFER
AO.*O.XI1 AO :• NUMREO
AO.BAONUM BAD IF NUMREO NEGATIVE
AO.12 SKIP NI	 IF	 12	 >	 NUMREO
BAONUM (MUMREO
	 )•	 12)
AI.BIAS '0'	 IS NEGATIVEI
A2.BIAS
A3.XBUF.A0 A3 :• CONTENTS OF SPECIFIED X-REO
A1.8 SHIFT 1,	 PAD
A2.3 TOO FARI
A2.3 EXTRACT	 3-BIT OCTAL OIOIT
AI.UNPACKS REPEAT TIL LEADING CHAR NOT	 '0'
AI.BIAS CONVERT S -BIT OCTAL
A2.SIAS TO FIELOATA
A1.Peuro3 AND PUT IN PRINT BUFFER
AO.38 At	 :•	 A0.	 AO	 :•	 0
AO.tO AO	 :•	 TENS DIGIT.	 At	 :• UNITS DIGIT
AO.'iiis40' CONVERT TENS OIOIT TO FIELOATA CHAR
Al.'1 884110' CONVERT UNITS 0101T TO FIELOATA CHAR
A0.P9UF.2 INSERT TENS CHARACTER IN BUFFER
AI.P9Ur#2 INSERT UNITS CHARACTER IN BUFFER
tPr
	 1.s.PeuF) PRINT BUFFER




AI.eAOMS0 PUT SAO "SO	 INTO ...
AI.PBuro3 PRINT eurrER
ENCOOEIO ENCOOE SAO NUMREO • PRINT BUFFER




















8	 .•t MOS FOR OCTAL CH0001N0 OF RCOISTER






DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX 0
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
PWIVIF,--
PREFACE TO APPENDIX 0
•	 -------•-••----••-••-
THE ROUTINES IN THIS APPENDIX TRANSFORM COORDINATES AMONG THE FOLLOWING
COOROINATE SYSTEM
A ADJUSTED MSS COORDINATES CLINE. SAMPLE)
IAS DATA 19 STORED ON • X • . 'AM • . OR *PM' COMPUTER TAPE)
0 GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES cOEOREES NORTH. DEGREES WEST)
P	 PRINT/PLO1 OEVICE COORDINATES (LINE. COLUMN)
U TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES (METERS EAST. METERS NORTH)
IUSEO W1TH UTM 20NE CENTRAL MERIDIAN FOR UTM)
IUSEO WITH SCENE CENTER CENTRAL MERIDIAN FOR STM)
FOR THE FUNCTIONS USED TO MODEL THE ORBITAL AND SCANNER OEOMETRY. SEE
TRFORM-PROCS IN APPENDIX 0.
ti
0-t







	 t00091	 OCT TAGS 0 31
OPRT.SC OAM.APPENOIX-0
OPRT.SC OAM.A40	 AOJUSTCO MSS COOROINATCS ►OR OEOORAPNIC COORO
OPRT.SC OAM.A4P	 AOJUSTCO MSS COOROINATCS ►OR PRT/PLT COOROINATCS
OPRT.SC OAM.OU401CLARKC1666
	 . Oft PRECISION UTM COOROINATCS ►OR OCOORAPNIC
OPRT.SC OAM.04A	 . OCOORAPNIC COOROINATCS ►OR AOJUSTEO MSS COORO
iPRT.SC OAM.04P	 . OCOORAPHIC COOROINATCS ►OR PRT/PLT COORO
•PRT.SC OAM.04U/CLARKC1666 	 . OCOORAPNIC COOROINATCS ►OR UTM COOROINATES
•PRT.SC OAM.P4A	 . PRT/PLT COOROINATCS ►OR AOJUSTEO MSS COOROINATES
iPRT.SC OAM.P40
	 . PRT/PLT COORDINATES ►OR OEOORAPMIC COOROINATCS
IPRT.SC OAM.U401CLARKC1666
	 . UTM COOROINATCS ►OR OEOORAPNIC COOROINATES
0-S
OAM PACKAGE A►PENOIX 0	 A%0
COOROINATE TRANSFORMATION$ 	 Oct
SUBROUTINC A%0( I ADJUSTED MSS COORDINATES FOR OEOORAPHIC COORDINATES
•	 0 AOJLIN.AOJSAM. I SCANNER LINE. SAMPLE (LINE-LENOtN ADJUSTED)





C- • -- •--
C
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0$183173	 ORIGINAL CODE IN ORA






C	 TRANSFORM OEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES.
C	 TRANSFORM SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COOROINATES TO CORRECTED COORDINATES.


















INCLUDE KOMNER.LIST	 i COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST	 i COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOISTPATION PARAMETERS







DEFINE CORLIN•CORL'*9($TME.STMN) 	 • CORRECTEDLINE
























OAR ►ACKAOC AP►ENOIK 0
COOROINATC TRANSFORMATIONS
SU@RGUTINE A%PI O AOJUSTEO MSS COORO FOR PRINTIPLOT COORO
O AOJLIN, O AOJUSTEO SCAN LINE
0 AOJSAM, S AOJUSTCO SCAN SAMPLE
1 PPOLIN. • PRINT/PLOT LINE







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01/8%177
	
ORIGINAL COOING 1PRAI








C	 tRANSFORM PRINT/PLOT TO 'CORRECTED' COORDINATES.
C	 IF OuTPut IS SCALED THEN















C EXCEPT I ONii
C ..........
C
C	 I. IF PPO TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 'SPACEO' AND CALSPA HAS NOT
C	 OEEN CALLEO THEN RESULTS ARE uNOEFINEO.
C
C	 a. IF PPO TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 'SCALEO' AND CALSCA HAS NOT








8 COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE IIOMFiT.LIST	 I COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS











REAL C011L IN	 • CORRECtEO OCANIfcR LING













C If REPRESENTATIVE iRACT10N iS OCrINCO. 00 SCALING ELSE 00 SPACING
C
ir11RE0.E0.01 GO TO too
C
c







C 'SPACEO' OUTPUT •- NOT CORRECTEO FOR OR91T ANO SCAN OEOMETRY
c





























































c OAN PACKASC APPENDIX 0	 041041CLARK! 1 M
	
COORO1NATt TRANKORNATIONS	 OBt
N,IOROYtINt D"of 0 UTM 0001101NATCS 7011 OIOORAPNIC COOIIOIHAttf l"LC pace
0 UTIK.UTNN.	 0 UNIVCRSAL TRANSYCRSC MCRCATOR CASTING. NORTHING INCTRCSI
1 OCOLAT.090LON. 0 GEOGRAPHIC IOCOIKEII LAtITUO[. LONGITUDE
1 tow$$
	




C H SCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 68112113	 041010" CQOC IN DGRU
E N SCHLOSSEII	 LEC	 631811179	 KNAMC U40 • RrVISC ARO SCOUENCC
METHOD
THIS lU9R0UTINE TRANSFORMS GEOGRAPHIC COOR21MATE1 IN OEOREES TO UTM
1UNIVENSAL TNANSVCRSE MERCATORI COONOIMATES IN METEMl. RELATIVE TO THc
SPECIFIED CENTRAL MCRIOIAM. ALL COMPUTATIONS AMC ON TN[ CLARKS 1000
SPHEROID. WHICH 111 STANDARD FOR ALL OF NORTH AMERICA. LATITUOC it ASSUMEO
NORTH, AND MUST K POSITIVE. LONOITUOC 15 ASSUMCO NEST AND MUST BC




MAXIMUM ERROR IN INC TMANSfORMED COOMOINATES IS 0.001 "CTEM fOR POINTS
NIT" LATITUDES IcTWcEN 0 AND 00 OEOMEES AND LOHOITUOEI WITHIN l OEOREES
OF INC CENTRAL MERIDIAN. 1T"IS ASSUMES ALL COMPUTATIONS IN OOUBLE
PRECISION ON A COMPUTER WITH A MONO SIZC Or At LEAST 78 11IT0.1
?Nil SOURCE CODE IS 09910MCC FOR A C2"PILEM THAT GENERATES SUBROUTINE
COOS WHICH PNESEMVES INC VALUES OF LOCAL VARIABLES BETMEEN SUCCESSIVE
CALLS. WMEN A LAROC HOMIER OF POINTS ON A REOULAR GRATICULE ARC TO BE
TRANSFORMEO. GREATER EFFICIENCY WILL RESULT IF THEY ARE OROUPEO BY
LATITUDE.
THIS SOURCE CODE is OESIONCO to TAkc AOVANTAOC OF TIC OPTIMIZATION
CAPABILITY OF INC UNIVAC FORTMAN V COMPILER. WNICH RE000NIZES COMMON
SUB-EXPRESSIONS AND OENCRATES CODE TO PRE-COMPUTE AND STONE THEIR VALUES
IN AVAIL ABLE MEOISTCMI. EXPLICIT SOURCE COOS O P TIMIZATION MAY BE
APPROPRIATE FOR OTNER COMPILERS.
CXTCMNAL REFENCHCCS
NONE fOtHER THAN SYSTCH ROUTiNC91.
GLOBAL OCCL ARA T I DNS
...................
0.1
am PACKAO[ APPCNOIK 0	 0YM0^CLARII[/ssn






IMPLICIT Ot^mE PIICCIfION IA-MA-21
OOtt0LE PRE.If10N rE * I.1O061 a C[NT NERIOIAN TALI[ CASTING • 900000 M
DOUOLE PRECISION OLDLATI.9O091 a OLD LATITUO[ 11MIT1ALLY IMPOSSI9LCI
0ErIMC SECLAt •OEOLAT • .3G0 •%	 a LATITUO[ IN 9ECONOs
OCIIN[ RADLAT •0EOLAr • .31A19919930O•11.100.3
	 I LAti M IN RADIANS
O[r1NE P• ICHO[0.0[0LON/•.3OO.0
OOUGLE PR[CIIION COS01	 a COS1N[••1







C CALL OCOS • OSORT ONLY tr LATITUO[ is olrrcaw rROM LAST POINT
C















•	 •t1.• . :o•1•eofo:-.99t^79o-1•coso:••11
• .►••r 0.4903910.7








• • 1. t0f199i9^3O•y•.^^9339s0•t•COSO1•.13fl90-t•COI01••1t
•	 •SINCOSI
• *Po ol •.791819%7190•%0SINCOS•[CCrAC
•	 •t1.
• M• •S • .19907030.3
a	 •t•t.•.9D•t•COSOt•.f1i330s0.1•C0fOt••t
•	 •.19f77D•i•C0f0^••]1
















SUMOUTINC O%AI O OEOORAPNIC COOROINATES FOR ADJUSTED MSS COOIIOINATES
0 OEOLAT.OEOLON. • LAM M,, LONOITUOE t0E0RCCS1







C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 01181173
	
ORIGINAL COOS IN AID
C	 C N SCNLOSSCR	 LEC	 10189179
	






C	 TRANSfORM ADJUSTED SCANNER COORDINATES TO CORRECTED COORDINATES.
c	 TRANSFORM CQRRECTEO COORDINATES TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES,
C	 TRANSFORM SCENE TRANSVERSE 4CRCATOR COORDINATES TO OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES•
c
c

















A COMMON EATS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LIST
	
I1 COMMON AOJUSTMENT/REGISTRATION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE TRFORM.LIST
	













STME USTMC%CI COAL IM.CORSAMI
















SUOROUTINE OYP( 4 OEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES FROM PRINT/PLOT COORDINATES
0 OEDLAT.OEOLON. • LATITUDE. LONOITUOE (OCORCCSI







C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 05/30/73
	
ORIGINAL CODE IN PRO
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10131/79
	






C	 TRANSFORM PRINT/PLOT COORDINATES TO CORRECTED COORDINATES.
C	 IF *SPACING' THESE APPARENTLY CORRECTED COORDINATES ARE REALLY ADJUSTED
C	 SCANNER COORDINATES: TRANSFORM THEM TO TRUE CORRECtED COORDINATES.
C	 TRANSFORM CORRECTED COORDINAtES TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES.




















i COMMON ERtS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFIT.LISt
	
i COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOISTRAtION PARAMETERS
INCLUDE TRFORM.LIST
	






REAL CORLIN.CORSAM 	 4 CORRECTED LINE. SAMPLE
REAL AOJLIN.AOJSAM	 A ADJUSTED SCANNER LINE. SAMPLE
OEFINE StME•STMC4C(CORLIN.CORSAM)	 14 SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR CASTING








DAN PACKAOE APPENOIII 0 	 6%P
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS	 00!




C IF REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION is OEFINEO IOENOMINATOR NOT ZER01 00 'SCALINO'
C
	
IFIIRFO.NE.O/ 00 TO t00	 G 'SCALED' OUTPUT
C
C








C TRANSFORM CORRECTED TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR TO OEOORAPMIC COORDINATES
C
	











SUMOUTINC 04401 11 GEOGRAPHIC COOROINATES FOR UTM COORDINATES (SINGLE PREC
0 OEOLAT.OEOLON. it OEOORAPHIC (DEGREES) LATITUDE. LONGITUDE
I UTME.UTMN.	 i UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR CASTING. NORTHING (METRES)







C	 T R KELL	 LEC
	
03117/73	 ORIGINAL CODE IN U80
C	 E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	












C	 THIS SOURCE CODE IS DESIGNED FOR A COMPILER THAT GENERATES SUBROUTINE
C	 CODE WHICH PRESERVES THE VALUES OF LOCAL VARIABLES BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
c	 CALLS. WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OF POINTS ON A REOULAR GRID ARE TO BE
































































O;OLAt • OEOLAT / 3600.









OAM PACKAGE AP►ENO111 0	 P%h
COOR0INATE TRANSFORMATIONS	 001
SUBROUTINE PMAI	 • PRINT/PLOT COORO FOR AOJUSTEO MSS COORO
0 PPDLIN.	 • PRINT/PLOT LINE
0 PPOCOL.	 I PRINT/PLOT COLUMN t
1 AOJLIN.	 i ADJUSTED SCAN LINE







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 05/84/73	 ORIGINAL COOING CAM






C IF OUTPUT	 1S SCALED THEN





















C	 I. IF PPO TRANSFORMATIONS ARE 'SPACED' AND CALSPA HAS NOT
C	 BEEN CALLED THEN RESULTS ARE UNDEFINED.
C
C	 E. IF PPO tRANSFORMAT'ONS ARE 'SCALED' AND CALSCA HAS NOT.








i COMMON EATS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE XOMFIT.LIlT
	










DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX 0
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION$
C
REAL CONLIN	 a CORRECTED SCANNER LINE







C IF REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION IS DEFINEO. DO SCALING ELSE 00 SPACING
C^
IFtIRFD.E0.01	 00 TO t00
C
C



























DAN PACKAGE APPEN0111 0	 Pre
COOROINATE TRANSFORNAT10N8	 OGt
SUBROUTINE P%Of • PRINTIPLOT COORDINATES FOR OEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES
0 PPDLIN.PP000L. 8 PRINT/PLOT LINE. COLUMN (DEVICE UNITSI
%01 OEOLAT.OEOLONS • GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE. LONOITUOE IOEOREESI






C	 t N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 09/89/73	 ORIGINAL COOS IN GRP






C	 TRANSFORM GEOGRAPHIC COOROINATES TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES.
C	 TRANSFORM SCENE TRANSVERSE ME RCATOR COORDINATES TO CORRECTED COORDINATES.
C	 IF 'SPACING' TRANSFORM CORRECTED COORDINATES TO ADJUSTED SCANNER
C	 COORDINATES. AND ADJUSTEO SCANNER COORDINATES TO PRINT/PLOT COORDINATES.



















 KOMNER.LIST	 I COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS
INCLUDE KOMFiT.LIST	 I COMMON ADJUSTMENT/REOISTRATION PARAMETERS






REAL CORLIN.CORSAM	 • CORRECTED LINE. SAMPLE















•	 C I0 RCPRCSCNTATIV[ rRACT10N to 0[rINCO commINATOR NOT tER01 00 'SCALING*
C
Ir11RrO.Nt.01 00 TO t00	 • 'SCALCO . OUTPUT
C
*	 C


























































go PACKAGE APPeNBtx 0
	
10401CLARW 1 ON
	COWMAN TRAMWORNAT I ONS
	
001
SUSROUTiNC 001 6 OR COORDINATES rOR OEOGRAPHIC COCROiNATC9 iSiNOLE PMCC
0 UTNE.UTMN.	 9 UNIVICASAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR CASTING. NORTHING iNCTRESI
1 OEOLAT.OEOLON, 6 OEOOMAPHIC 10EOREESI LAfITUOE. LONGITUOE
i CNOt01
	
9 PRO.IECfION CENTRAL MCRIOIAN iOEOMEESi
..................................................... .......................
N1sfoMY
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 08113173
	
ORIGINAL COOS IN OsU
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 03/80/79
	
MENAME U%G 6 REVISE AMC SEOUENCC
METN00
THiS SUBROUTINE TRANsrORMs OEOORAPHIC COOMDINATES IN OEOREES TO UTM
IUNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATORI COORDINATES IN METERS. RELATIVE TO INC
SPEC1r1E0 CENTRAL MER101AN. ALL COMPUTATIONS AMC ON INC CLARKS 1866
SPHEROID. WHICH IS STANDARD rOR ALL Or NORTH AMERICA. LATITUDE iS ASSUMED
NORTH. AND MUST BE POSITIVE. LONOITUOE IS ASSUMED WEST AND MUST BE
POSITIVE. INC USER MAY SPECIrY EITHER A STANDARD (193-S O ZONEI OR A
NON-STANDARD CENTRAL MERIDIAN.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT COOS
MAXIMUM ERROR IN INC TRANSrOm"to COORDINATES IS 0.1 METER rOR POINTS
WITH LATITUDES BETWEEN 0 sNO 60 DEOMEES AND LONOITUOES WITHIN 3 OEOAEES
Or THE CENTRAL MERIDIAN. iTNis ASSUMES ALL COMPUTATIONS IN SINGLE
PRECISION ON A COMPUTER WiTH A WORD SIZE Or AT LEAST 36 @ITS.)
THIS SOURCE COOS IS OESIONEO roll A COMPILEA THAT GENERATES SUBROUTINC
Coot WHICH PRESERVES THE VALUES or LOCAL VAAIABLES 9CTWEEN SUCCESSIVE
CALLS. WHEN A LAROE NUMBER Or POINTS ON A REGULAR ORATICULE ARE TO BE
TRANSrOMMEO, OREATER Err1C1ENCY WILL RESULT tr THEY AMC OAOUPEO 9Y
LATiTUOE.
THIS sOURCt CODE Is OESIONtO TO TAKE AOVANTAOE Or INC OPTIMIZATION
CAPAJILITY Or INC UNiVAC rORTRAN V COMPILER. WHICH RECCONIZES COMMON
sue- XPRESSIONS AND OENERATEs COOS TO PRE-COMPUTt AND STORE TNCIR VALUES
IN AVAILABLE RCOISTERS. EXPLICIT SOURCE COOL OPTIMIZATION MAY BE
APPROPR{ATE rOR OTNCR COMPILEAS.
EXTERNAL RErERENCEs
...................
NONE iOfMEM THAN SYSTEM MOUTiNEs1.
GLOBAL OECLARATIONS

















t,	 REAL ire	 1.99091	 9 CENTRAL MCRIOIAN 0PALS9 CASTING 0 900000 MCTCRS
KCAL OLOLATI.Ko91	 0 OLO LATINK f INITIALLY IM►OSPIOLEI
OCPINC S9CLAT .00OLAT • .36C#w	 0 LATITUDE IN SECONOS
OCPIIK RAOLAT 9OCOLAT • .31M199809E•1/.19[•3
	
0 LAtITUOC IN RADIANS
WINC P% fCMO10 •GEOLONt 4 .30E•0	 0 OELTA LONOITUOE IN .0001 SLCONOS
REAL COSOI	 0 COSiN9••1









C CALL COS t SORT ONLY IP LATITUDE 11 OIPP[RENT rROM LAST POINT
C



































PRCFACC TO APPCNOtx P
_I	
TNC SUOROUtINCS IN THIS APPPCNOIx PROVIOC rORtRAN-CALLAKE INfCArACCS
fO TNC UNIVAC CxCC-S 0?CRATINO STSTCN.
tNO1C SUDROUTINCS OCOINNINO WITH CA UTILITC ASCII CNARACTCR MINOS.
AND TNOSC SCOINNINO 
WITH 
CM UTILIZC PICLOATA CNARACTCR STAIM01.
INC 1- ANO 0- OANKS NAVC OCCN RCVCRSCO IN NOW Or TNCSC SUSROVI NCS
IN **OCR TO PRCVCNT TNC COLLKCTOR rROM CONSTRUCTIM0 INOIRM LOAO
TAOLC CNTRICS rOR TNCM. rOR THIS RCASON. TMCIR INCLUSION IN OVCRLAT
SCOMCNTS SNOULO NCVCR SC SPCCIrtCO CxPLICITLY. OUT ALWAYS LCrt TO















































190091	 SET TABS Il It • SI
PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER (ASCII) 	 •
. REAO IMAGE FROM TTY OR CARD READER (ASCII)
. SUBMIT EXEC COMMANDS (FIELOATA)
RETURN SYSTEM DATE AND TIME (FIELOATAI
ERRS TERMINATE PROGRAM
. TERMINATE PROGRAM IMMEDIATELY
RETRIEVEFACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION
. RETRIEVE FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION
RETRIEVE SYSTEM/RUN/PROORAM/FILE INFO
. INITIATE 110
INITIATE 110 • WAIT FOR COMPLETION
WRITE IMAGE TO ALTERNATE PUNCH FILE (FIELOATAI
RETRIEVE PART OF PROGRAM CONTROL TABLE (PCT)
. PROGRAM FILE SEARCH FOR INFO ON ELEMENT
. SET ALTERNATE PRINT FILE CONTROLS fFIELOATA)
SET PRINT FILE CONTROLS (FIELOATAI
PRINT IMAGE ON TTY OR LINE PRINTER (FIELOATAI
WRITE IMAGE TO ALTERNATE PRINT FILE (FIELOAtA1
. READ IMAGE FROM TTY OR CARO READER (FIELOATA)
. READ IMAGE FROM READ Alf FILE (FIELOATA)
RETURN ACCUMULATED SUPS 1200 USEC INCR1 FROM PCT
. SUBMIT EXEC REQUESTS (UNIVAC SYSTEM ROUTINE)
SWAP TAPE REELS OF MULTI-REEL FILE
. TIMED WAIT UP TO 30 SECONDS
WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF 1/0
SUBMIT EXEC REQUESTS (UNIVAC SYSTEM ROUTINE)
. OUTPUT PROMPT RECORD & OCT NEXT SYSIN RECORD
ADD DISK SYMBOLIC FILE OR ELT TO SYSIN RUNSTREAM
. OCT NEXT RECORD FROM SYSIN RUNSTREAM










SUBROUTINE EAPRNT(	 4 PRINT STRING OF ASCII CHARACTERS
•	 1 NSPACE. 0 NUNBEII OF LINES TO SPACE BEFORE PRINTING
1 NNOS. tl NUMBER OF 3B-BIT NOROS IN STRING
1	 INAOEI a STRING OF
-•------------------------------------------------------------------
ASCII CHARACTERS. PACKED r PER WORD
t[ N SCHLOSSERI
. THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE I/O FACILITIES OF ER APRINTS
. DIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN PROORAN.	 it 1S INSENSITIVE TO WHETHER




LA Ad.41.Xll NUMBER OF MOROS
LSSL AI.B SHIFT SPACtNO 6 BITS LEFT











L	 DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX P	 EAREAO/CAN
CXCCUTIVE REQUESTS 001
SUBROUTINE CAREAO(	 • READ STRING OP ASCU CHARACTERS
• S. B ENO-OI-FILE RETURN LABEL
ti	 0 INAOE. B STRING OF 
ASCII
	
PACKED M PER MONO
`	 0 1STAT) • STATUS MONO
NI • STATUS BITS (CONSULT UNIVAC PRMI
'
--------------------------------------------
H: a NUMBER Of MOS READ (EXCL TRAILINO BLANK MOSS
-----------------
(E M SCHLOSSERI
. THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE li0 OACILITIES OF ER AREADS
. OIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A PORTRAN PROORAM.
S(00)	 AXRS BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
EAREA0 4	LA AO.I.XII	 XN a BUFFER ADDRESS
LXl AO.(EOFI	 X1 • EOP BRANCH
ER AREAOS	 READ CARD IMAOE
SA AO.42.XII	 STORE STATUS
J V.XlI	 NORMAL RETURN
EOF	 SA AO.42.X11	 STORE STATUS

























. COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION SWITCHES
18.6.19
t.0.0 CSF PRINT PACKET
1.8.0 STATUS WORD PPINT PACKET
8 STATUS WORD PRINT BUFFER
'000000•
19.6.6.6
l oss	 .	 •.1'.13.14
CONST..W1 ENOS CONTROL STMT
CONST..S4 I





SUBROUTINE ERCSF/ s SUBMIT FACILITY REQUEST CONTROL STATEMENT
0 IrSTAT.	 B FACILITY REQUEST STATUS WORO
1 JCSF1	 s STRING CONTAINING CONTROL STATEMENT IENOS WITH
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
mm - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -----------  - ------------------











TRACE If MTRACE IS ON
E H SCHLOSSER
	
LEC	 01/07100	 KOMXOT MACRO
METHOD
THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE FACILITIES OF ER CSFS DIRECTLY
AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN ROUrIHE.
EXCEPTIONS
1. IF THE CONTENTS OF JCSF ARE NOT A VALID EXEC-9 CSFS FACILITY REQUEST









• CHECK TRACE SWITCH
• SWITCH IS OFF
• AOOR OF CONTROL STMT
• INSERT IN PRINT PKT
• INCREMENT . 1
• MAXIMIM WORD NUMBER
• LOAD 8 WOS & INCREMENT AO
• RIGHT ALIGN 3 LEADING CHARS
• CHECK FOR STMT ENO
ENO FOUND
DELETE IST CHAR t LEFT ALIGN
TRY PICXT CHARS. IF ANY
TRY NEXT WORD. IF ANY
. ACTUAL STMT LENGTH
INSERT IN PRINT PKT
LOAD PRINT PACKET
PRINT CONTROL STMT
AOOR OF CONTROL STMT
SUBMIT CONTROL STATEMENT
PUT STATUS WORD IN IST ARO
CHECK TRACE SWITCH
RETURN




EXTRACT 3-81T OCTAL DIGIT
REPEAT T1L LEADING CHAR NOT '0'
CONVERT 6-81T OCTAL
TO FIELOATA
PUT IN PRINT BUFFER
LOAD PRINT PKT





to ^.O. .. VV	 ...-..._	 .....^^..^_.	 ..  	 ..... _.-. ^.. .. _.._._	 ..	 ....v«..+.^-^-v..-_.^..	 ...-...... ....	 _
l	 ^
t

















































SUBROUTINE EROA MI	 • RETURN SYSTEM OATS • TINE CrICLOATA1
0 iMOY. i MONTH OAT YEAR It CHARS EACNI
0 IHMSI • HOUR MINUTE SECONO to CHARS EACH)
--------------------------------------------------------
tM. L. BRONNI
!	 THIS IS AN ASSEMBLER ROUTINE TO RETURN HIT" THE OAtE
ANO tHE TIME
St001 AXRS BANKS REYERSEO TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAO TABLE ENTRIES
EROAtC 4 LMJ AO.ATRACE tRACE
'ER0ATE' NAME OF THIS SUBROUTINE







OAR 'ACKAOC AFPCNOI II ' 	 CRCRRIOAN
CXCCUTIYC RCaUCsTs
	 001
SU/ROUTINE MAN A ERROR TCRMINATC /ROORAM CXCCUTION
e
; too)	 AXRs


















DAN PACKAOC APPCNOIx P	 CR WIDAN
CxCCUTIYC RCOUCSTS	 OOl
SUBROUTINE CKXl f • NORMALLY TCR"t"ATt PROGRAM CICCUTION
.........







OAR PACKAOE APPENOIK P	 CIWACL/OAR
lIKCUTIVE REQUEStS	 001
SUBROUTINE CRFACLf S RETRIEVE FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION 	 •
U LUPIITI	 S PACKET (MUST BE S WORDS)
--------------------------------------------------------------------
(E M SCMLOSSCRI
THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE USES EXECUTIVE REOUEST FACILS TO RETURN 111E
	
d
QUALIFIER NAME AND FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION FOR A CURRENTLY ASSIGNED

















'ERFACL'	 NAME OF THIS SUBROUTINE
	 1
L.0







OAR PACIIAOE APPENOI X P	 CW 1 TN/OAN
ExECUT1YE REQUESTS	 OOI
SUBROUTINE ERFITM( B RETRIEVE FACILITIES ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION
U LUPKTI	 S PACKET (MUST BE I3 NOROSI
-----------------------
 • - - - - - - - 00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. (E N SCNLOSSERI
. THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE USES EXECUTIVE REQUEST FITEMS TO RETURN THE
t	 OUALIFI[R MARC AND FACILITIES ASSIONMENT iNFORNATION FOR A CURRENTLY ASSIONEO




PACKET-NAIIE(BI- ' NEXT-B-CNARS-OF-INTERNAL-FILE -NAME-OR-BLANKS'




•AUKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
ERFITM • 	 LMJ
	
AO.ATRACE	 . TRACE
• ERFITM'	 . NAME OF TNIS SUBROUTINE
LA	 A0.8.X11	 . XM • PACKET AGGRESS














• RETRIEVE SYSTEN.RUN. ►ROORAM.• riLE PARAMETERS
0 STATUS Or IrILE
0 • NORMAL COMPLETION
1 • ERROR IN ERINro
IT 9 ILLEOAL rUNCT10N
_ • rUNCT1oN NOT AVAILABLE
%.9.6.7 • ERROR IN ERINrO
B • r1LE NOT ASSIGNED TO RUN
• STATUS Or rUNCT10N
ISCC ABOVE EXECEPT Foal
B a SPECIrICO PKT TOO SMALL - INVALID COUNT
7 e SPECIrIEO PKT TOO LAROE - VALID COUNT
0 • INCORRECT INPUT rUNCT10N/DATA.
S a ERROR IN ERtNrO
C
•
0 KNTFUN. I NO.	 Or WORDS REQUIREO TO TRANSrER ALL DATA TO PKT.
0 IPKT. I PACKET FOR FUNCTION
t LENPKt. a LENGTH IN WORDS Or PACKET








LEMSCO	 09/I5/00	 ORIGINAL CODE
METMOO
RETRIEVE SYSTEM/RUN/PROGRAM/TILE PARAMETERS VIA ER INFOS AS FOLLOWS:
GENERATE AN INTERNAL t-WORD FUNCTION STRING FOR THE USER-SPECIFIED
FUNCTION COOS NUMBER AND PACKET. IF riLENAMC IS SPECIFIED (NOT NULL)
PRErIX INTERNAL FUNCTION STRING WITH AN WILES FUNCTION STRINO.
PERFORM Ea. RETRIEVE STATUS AND COUNT FROM INTERNAL FUNCTION STRING.
;.A&!  E ft i oWs 	::f^Y.:. ? i u171:
. MACHINE-OEPENOENT COOS
......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER'FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USINQ 0-911'
r1ELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONED TO BE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METN00 Or PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USEO OY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO COOS MUST OE RCWRITTEN FOR OIrrERENT CNARACTER CODES.











DAN ►ACKAOC APPCNDiX ►
cxceutlVc R[OUcstS
. [SIC[► t IONS


















. ruNCT10N - INrILES
t.0
	
. PICT LENGTH • t WORDS
























'ERiNrO' NAME Or THIS SuOROUNTINE
A0.(ruNStRI xM • rUNC T 10N StRINO Amess INriLS
A0. 40 X1 a MAX STRING LENGTH IN WORDS
AY. • S.Xll CNEClo rILENAME
• A4.IIAX TEST • JUMP or VAL10 rILENAMC
A0.11PuNSTRotl XM a ruNCTION STRINO NO INrILS
AO.t XI • MIN STRING LENOIN IN WORDS
Al.s.xll rILENAME ADDRESS
AI.ruNStR•1 Stone rILENAME AOORESS WORD t Or ruNStR
At. • O.XtI ruNCtION CODE NUMSER
AN.$ SHirT NUNIUN S BITS LErT
At.ruNSTRot
	 . stone IN fl or WORD = Or ruNSTR
A3.3.X11	 . Plot AOORESS
A3. 4 4.X11	 . ►KT LENGTH
A3.ruNSTR•3
	 . stone IN WORD % Or ruNSTR
1NrOS
	 . Oct INrORMATION
AO.ruNSTR
AO. d O.xll Stone rILE STATUS
40.ruNSTA^t
AO.*i.Xll Stone ruNCtION STAtuS
P•13
U,j
OAM 'ACKAOC Ap"NO t x e	 [R/owele N
!x[CUrtvc acou[0T0	 003
Ao.ruNST^.s
A09 400911	 OTOQt MOQO CouNT Or ruNCttoN











tYMOUTINC CRIOI / INIfIAfC 110 AND RETURN SCrORC COMPLETION
0 LUPKTI	 0 ►ACKCT INUIT K 0 "R001
. ........... ......................... 000  ................ ....... .... .
IC N /CNLOSSCRI
TNIS AISCMDLCR Su0R0uT1NC MAKC1. TMC 110 rACILIt1Cl Or ER 100 OIRCCTLV AVAIL-
6
	 AKC TO A rORTRAN PROGRAM. THC CALLING PROGRAM MUST PROVIOC A DurrCR AND
. A PROPCRLV 1NIt1ALIZCo PACKET Al rOLLOWS1
INCLUOC KOMIO.LIIt
OIMCMSIOM DurrER•NAMCIDurrER•11t[1





IOWA{TIPACKCT-NAMCI O"ILL1SCCONOS- TO-WAIT	 I$ TAPC ONLY (MAX $31
. • SYNCHRONIZATION DUO$ IN THC UN{VAC •SUPPLICO TAPE 110 MANGLER WITHIN TMC
• EXCC CAUSE PREMATURE fCTT1N0 Or THE 110 STATUE TO COMPLETE. RCSULtINO
. • IN SPORADIC TAPE MALruNCT10Nf WHEN tNE fYfTCM If LIGHTLY LOAOCO. THC
. • 10WAIT CONSTRUCT ALLOWS TMC USER TO SPCCIrY IfOR TAPE 110 ONLY$ A TIMCO
. 0 WAIT Of 0 TNRU 9 1 MILLISECOND$ TO It TAKCN B Y SUIROUTINC CRWAIT WHCN 'NE
. • STATUS 1 NOICATCS 1/0 IS ALRCAOY COMPLCTC ON ENTRY TO ERWAIT. IOWAIT
. • SHOULD NORMALLY 0C OCT TO 10 MILL.'CCONOS WHEN NJ OTHfR CXCC REOUCST
. • INTERVENES SCTWCCN THC CALL TO CAI; AND THC CALL TO CRWAIT.
THC CALLING SCOUCNCC rOR THIS fU040UTINC THIN If AS rOLLOW91
tOSCCTIPACKCT-NAMC1 erlLC •RCLAtIVC-SCCTOR •ADORCSS	 i rASTRANO ONL"
IOWORCIPACKCT •NAMCI sr{LC •RCL ATIVC-WORO-ADDRESS	 ! DRUM ONLY
IOrUNCIPACKCT-NAMC1 •• rUNCT10N •LITCRAL'	 IN SEC 6CLOW
CALL CRIOIPACKCT-NAMC1
CALL CRWAITIPACKCT-NAMCI 	 S WAIT UNTIL 1/0 11 COMPLETE
• THC rOLLOWINO oEriNC rk1NCT{ONS IN tN[ KOM{O PROC RCTuRN 1/0 COMPLETION
• 10WORMAT10N1
IOSTATIPACKET •NA 14C)	 1/0 (Tt►C it STATUS Coot.
` IOAPCTI ►ACKCT •NAMC1	 AONORMAL rOAME COUNT (TAPC ONLTS
I611WO51PACKEt •NAMC1	 NUMICR Or WORDS RCAO/WAITTCH
. LITERALS rOR COMMON 1/0 rUNCTIO" AND COUIPMCIIT TYPES ARC AS rOLLOWII
LITCRAL OCTAL MNCNONIC TYPES MCAMINO
• fe •	10	 00	 T r 0 WRIT:
fo*	 11	 KIPS 	T	 VR!TC COr ITA►CI
• 1K •	of	 RI	 T r o acAo




DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX P ER10/OAR
E%ECllTivE REQUESTS 00!
'4M' 8t RRS IF READ 4 RELEASE
• 4N • $= REL9 F RELEASE
0
40' 84 OROS 0 BLOCK READ DRUM i
M' to ROLS F 0 READ & LOCK
• 40' 2B UNLS F 0 UNLOCK 9
6 41 0 40 REWS T REWIND
.	 •4-• 41 REWIS T REWIND WITH INTERLOCK a
• 4e • 42 SNS T SET "DOE
. MFS T MOVE CORWARO 400 NOT USE1111
NOS T BACKSPACE 100 NOT USE1111 e
54011 AXRS
ER10• L.'j A0.00.XII PACKET ADDRESS





DAN PACKAOE APPEHOIX P	 ERION/OAN
EXECUTIVE REQUESTS	 001
SUBROUTINE ERIOW( 11 INITIATE 110 AND WAIT FOR COMPLETION
•
	
U LUPKTI	 i PACKET (MUST BE 6 WORDS)
--------------------------------------------------------------------
tE N SCHLOSSERI
THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE 110 FACILITIES OF ER IOW$ DIRECTLY AVAIL-
•	
. ABLE TO A FORTRAN PROORAM. THE CALLING PROORAM MUST PROVIDE A BUFFER AND
A PROPERLY INITIALIZED PACKET AS FOLLOWS:
INCLUDE KOMIO.LIST
OIMENSION BUFFER-NAME(BUFFER-SIZE)





IOWAIT(PACKET-NAME)-MILLISECONDS-TO-WAIT 	 i TAPE ONLY (MAX 63)
• SYNCHRONIZATION BUGS IN THE UNIVAC-SUPPLIED TAPE 1/0 HANDLER WITHIN THE
• EXEC CAUSE PREMATURE SETTING OF THE 1/0 STATUS TO COMPLETE. RESULTINC
• IN SPORADIC TAPE MALFUNCTIONS WHEN THE SYSTEM IS LIGHTLY LOADED. THE
• IOWAIT CONSTRUCT ALLOWS THE USER TO SPECIFY (FOR TAPE 1/0 ONLY) A TIMEO
• WAIT OF 0 THRU 63 MILLISECONOS TO BE TAKEN BY SUBROUTINE ERIOW AFTER THE
• STATUS INDICATES 1/0 IS COMPLETE.	 IOWAIT SHOULD NORMALLY BE SET TO 10
• MILLISECONDS WHEN NO OTHER EXEC REQUEST INTERVENES BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
• CALLS TO ERIOW FOR THE SAME TAPE FILE.




IOWORD(PACKET-NAME)-FILE -RELATIVE-WORO-AOORESS 	I DRUM ONLY
tOFUNC(PACKET-NAME)- • FUNCTION-LITERAL*
	 i 3EE SUBROUTINE ERIO
CALL Eit[OW(PACKET-NAME)





1/0 (TYPE it STATUS CODE.
IOAFCT(PACKET-NAME)
	
ABNORMAL FRAME COUNT (TAPE ONLY)
IONWOS(PACKET-NAME)	 NUMBER OF WORDS READ/WRITTEN
S(01 1	AXRS
ERIOW•	L.0	 AO.4O.XI1	 . PACKET ADORES$
LA.SI	 AI.S.AO	 . MILLISECONDS TO WAIT
ER	 IOW$	 . REQUEST 110 INITIATION • COMPLETION
TZ	 Al	 . SKIP Ml 
IF 
MILLISECONDS - 0
ER	 THAI?$	 . 11MEO WAIT FOR At MILLISECONDS
J	 &,kit	 . RETURN
ENO
P-17








SUBROUTINE ERPCNAt B WRITE FIELOATA CHARACTER STRINO TO ALT PUNCH FILE
1 NANFIL, G NAME OF ALT PUNCH FILE t12 CHARACTERS. BLANK FILLE01
1 NNOS. i NUMBER OF 36-9IT WORDS IN STRINO
1	 IMAOEI i STRINO OF
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. PACKED B PER WORD
. fE N SCHLOSSER`
. THIS ASSEM	 SUBROUTINE MAKES INC t/O FACILITIES OF ER PNCHAS
.	 OIRECTLY AV..	 .ABLE TO A FORTRAN PROORAM.
St001	 AXRS BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE tNOtRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
ERPCNA •	OL A2.*O.Xl1 .	 OCT ALT PCH FILE NAME
LXI AI.4I.Xit . OCT NUMBER OF WORDS
LA AO.IPKTI .	 PUT AOORESS OF PACKET	 IN AO
LXM A1.2.XIl .	 OCT BUFFER ADDRESS
OS A2.PKT#1 .	 PUT FILE NAME	 IN PKT#I.	 PKT*2
SA AI.PKt .	 PUT WO-000NT/BUFFER-AOOR	 IN PKT•0
ER PNCHAS .	 WRITE BUFFER TO ALT PUNCH FILE









DAN PACKAGE APPCNOIX P	 CRPCT/OAR
CxEcUTIVC RCOUCSTS	 001
SUBROUTINE CRPCTI B RETRIEVE PART OF PROGRAM CONTROL TABLE
•
	
I NWOS.	 i NUMBER OF WORDS t0 BE RETRIEVED FROM BEGINNING OF PCT





THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTtMC RETURNS THE FIRST N WORDS OF THE PCT (PROGRAM
CONTROL TABLCI.
THE PCT IS SUBJECt TO CHANOE. NOWEVER THE CURRENT (LEVEL 31) ADDRESSES OF
INFORMATION IN THE PCT USEO BY THE CAM PACKAGE ARE AS FOLLOWS:
. MORO PART	 CONTENTS
1	 ORIGINAL RUNIC
2	 OENERATEO RUNIC
. *	 ESTIMATED SUPS FOR RUN (200 USEC INCREMENTS)
. 12
	







H2	 SECONDS SINCE MIDNIOHt
. to
	 iXGT OPTIONS:
A B C 0 E F 0 H 1 J K L M N 0 P 0 R S
	 I
girl
	 2S 24 23 22 21 20 19 l9 t7 to IS t4 13 12 it t0 OS 06 07 .. 00
17	 CONDITION WORD
to-to	 GUALIFIER























NAME OF THIS SUBROUTINE
XM - AOORESS OF ARRAY






DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX P 	 ERPFS/OAN
EXECUTIVE REQUESTS 	 001
SUBROUTINE ERPFS(	 It PROGRAM FILE SEARCH FOR INFO ON NAMED ELEMENT
U IPFPKT.	 • PACKET (MUST Be t2 WORDS)
0 ISTATI	 • STAtUSs 0 - OK
1 - NO SUCH ELEMENT
.	 a - 110 ERROR
_ - PROGRAM FILE NOT OEFINEO
.	 • - PROGRAM FILE OVERFLOW
-------------------------------------------------------------------
A
.	 IE N SCHLOSSER) •
.	 THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE USES EXECUTIVE REQUEST PFSS TO RETURN INFO
. ON THE NAMED ELEMENT	 IN A CURRENTLY ASSIGNED FILE.	 THE CALLING PROGRAM MIST









2 - ASSEMBLER PROC !
3 - COBOL PROC





IPFPKTISI-'NEXT-6-CHARS-OF-VERSION-NAME' OR 	 OR 0
.	 THE FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE FOR THIS SUBROUTINE THEN IS AS FOLLOWS:
CALL ERPFS/IPFPKT.ISTAT)
.	 INFORMATION RETURNED IN THE PACKET IS AS FOLLOWS:
IPFPKT(9)s
	
SECTOR LOCATION OF RELOCATABLE PREAMBLE
ASMNI(IPFPKT(I0)1:	 SECTOR LENGTH OF RELOCATABLE PREAMBLE
A4SMH2(IPFPKT(101)s
	
SECTOR LENGTH OF RELOCATABLE TEXT
IPFPKT(1t):	 RELOCATABLE TEXT AGGRESS
IPFPKTll21:
	
OATS 6 TIME OF CREATION s
S(001	 AXRS	 BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE	 INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
ERPFS •	LMJ	 AO.ATRACE	 .	 TRACE
'ERPFS '	 . NAME OF TNIS SUBROUTINE
L.0
	




SA	 Aa.1.XI1	 . PUT STATUS IN ENO ARO
J	 3.X11	 . RETURN
END ^` \
P-a0






SUBICOUTtNE ERPRCA( • SET ALTERNATE PRINT FILE CONTROLS (rICLOATA)
1 NNOROS.	 i NUMBER OP WORDS IN PRINT CONTROL STRING
1 JPRCONI	 • PRINT CONTROL STRING
. IE N SCNLOSSER)
A	 TNIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE PRINT CONTROL FACILITIES Oi ER PRTCAS
DIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN PROORAM.
S1001	 AXRS	 BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
EAPRCA •
	LMJ	 AO.ATRACE	 TRACE
'ERPRCA'	 NAME OF THIS SUBRO'V INE
LA	 A0.I.X11	 XM • AOOR OF PRT CONTROL STRING
LXI	 A0.4O.X11	 XI a NO OF NOS IN STRING








OAR PACKAOC APPCMOIX P	 CRPRCNIGIAN
CxCCuflvC REQUESTS	 Got
AXAS
REPLACES EXEC-11 • ICTlq*G.PAPER.PAP30 • 0**$N00.LINC AODCO
ones UP-4144 REV &.[XCC a PR". a 5.4.1 (ER PNTCNSI 	 3/19/73 VLR
so me PACES 9-11.10 OR -94'UP-7084 PAOCI-33 4• —se VOR CALL 19
CALL COPOCH (NR-Or-WOROS-IN-STRINO.*PftlNT-CONTROL-STNtNO-TCXT•S
CRPftCN •	L * U	 X1110ox11
L	 AOOI*Xtl	 . AOORCSS or TEXT TO PRTCNS
LXI	 AO.•C.Xlt	 . MR or wonos or TEXT
Cm	 "TONS	 . 00 tt
ENO . 












SUBROUTINE ERPR"tf • PRINT STRING OF FIELOAtA CHARACTERS
1 "SPACES	 • NUMBER OP LINES TO SPACE BEPORE PR1NTtN0
1 NNOS.
	
0 NUMBER or =B-BIT WORDS IN STRING
I IMAOEI	 • STRING OF FIELOATA CHARACTERS, PACKED S PER WORD
IE N SCHLOSSERI
• THIS ASSEMBLER SUOROUTINE MAKES THE 1/0 FACIL1ttES or ER PRINTS
• DIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN PROGRAM. It IS INSENSITIVE TO WHETHER
• THE PROCESSOR IS OPERATING IN THIRO-MORO OR QUARTER-NORO MODE.
$1001	 AXRS
	
BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD tABLE ENTRIES
ERPRNT 4	LA	 A1.*O.Xt1	 . SPACING
LA A2.-1.X11 NUMBER OF NOROS
LSSL A1.0 SHIFT SPACING Q BITS LEFT












aCAN PACKAGE APPENOIX P	 ERPRTA/OAR
EXECUTIVE REQUESTS 	 001
SUBROUTINE ERPRTA( a WRITE STRING OF FIELOATA CHARACTERS to ALT POT FILE
I NAMFIL.	 i NAME OF ALT PRINT FILE (1t CHARACTERS. BLANK FILMS
1 NSPACE.	 11 NUMBER OF LINES TO AOVANCE BCFORC.PRINTING
1 NNOS.	 a NUMBER OF 36-911 WOOD$ IN STRING
1 1MAOE1	 • STRING OF FIELOATA CNARACTERS. PACKEO B PER WORD
(E N SCHLOSSER)
THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUtINC MAKES THE 110 FACILITIES OF ER PRNTAS
. OIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN PROGRAM. It 10 INSENSITIVE TO NHETNER
THE PROCESSOR IS OPERATINO IN THIRO-MONO OR CUARTCR-HORO MODE.
$(00)	 AXRS	 BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE INOIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES




LA A0.111.X11 OCT SPACINO
OS AR.PKT*I PUT FILE NAME	 IN PKTo1.	 PKT*2
LSSL AO.B SHIFT SPACINO S SITS LEFT
LA A1.48.X11 GET NUMBER OF WORDS













CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX P	 ERREAOIOAN
EXECUt 111E REOUESTS 	 001
SUSNOUTINE CAREW B REAO STRING or rtCLOATA CHARACTERS
•	 • S.
	 B ENO-Or-TILE RETURN LABEL
0 IMAGE,	 B STRING Oi rIELOATA CHARACTERS. PACKEO G PER WORD
0 ISTATI	 B STATUS MOROI
N1 - STATUSBITS (CONSULT UNIVAC PRM1
W • NUMBER OT NOS READ (EXCL TRAILING BLANK MOSS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
tE N SCNLOSSERI
THIS ASSEMBLER SUSROUTINE MAKES THE 1/0 iACILITIES Oi ER REAOS
OIRECTLY AVAILABLE TO A iORTRAN PROGRAM.
$1001	 AXRS	 BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
ERREAO •	LA	 AO.1.X11	 XM a BU«ER AGGRESS




SA	 AG.0$.X11	 STORE STATUS
J	 1401111	 NORMAL K"TURN
EOF	 $A	 AG.•?.X11	 STORE STATUS





OAM PACKAOC APPCNOIX P
	
CRRCOA/OAR
CXECYT I VC KU M$
	
001
SUBROUTINE [RRCOA( B IKAO STRING, or ► 1CLOATA CHARACTERS FROM ALT ► ILE
1 NAM► IL. B NAM[ or RCAO ALT ► ILC II* CHARS. BLANK ► ILLEOI
a 1. B CN1N0►-►ILE RETURN LABCL
0 IMAOCS B STRING, K ► ICLOATA CHARACTERS. PACKC0 B PER WORD
0 ISTATI B STATUS 110401
NI • STATUS BITS (CONSULT UNIVAC PRM)




THIS ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THC 110 FACILITIES Or ER RCADAS
. OIRCCTLY AVAILABLE TO A FORTRAN PROGRAM.
S(001	 AXRS
	
BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRIES
CRREOA •	OL	 A?.*0.X11	 . GET ALT REAO FILE NAME
s
LA A1.f.X11 XM • BUFFER ADDRESS
LXI Al.(EOF1 XI a EOF BRANCH
OS Al. Pit T4-I PUT FILE NAME	 IN PKT•1.	 PKT98
$A AI.PKT PUT EOFADOR/BUFAOOR IN PKT#O
LA A0.(PKT1 AOORESS OF PKT
CA REAOAS REAO ALTERNATE CARD IMAGE
SA Ao.43.XII STORE STATUS
J 90)(11 NORMAL RETURN
$A A060=61(It STORE STATUS







DAN PACKAOC APPCNOIK P	 CROUPS/OAR
CUM I VC RCOUCSTS	 Got
SUMOUTINC CRsY'st s RCT y11N ACCUMNLATCO $UP ?INC P011 CURRCNT RUN
0 NSUPst	 0 ACCUNULATCO $UP TINC t:00 USCG iNCRCNCNTSI
---------------------------------  --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
IC  N SCNLOSSCRI
s1001	 AXRS
	
•ARKS RCVCRSCO TO CLIRINATC INOIRCCT LOAO TASLC CNTRICs
CRSUPS • 	 L.0	 A0.40.X11	 . sUrPCR AOORClf













sUSROUTINC ERTSMP 1 • CLOK CURRENT RCCL rOR TAPE rILE AND
• RCOUCST LOADING OR &MOTHER RECL
1 LUPKT,	 • PACKET INUIT rE 3 NOR0111
1 IrUNCI	 • IMAP OPTION INDICATOR
•	 0 0 $MAP TO NEXT REEL
•	 1 • SWAP TO NEXT RCCL • STORC RCCL • IN LUPKT131






C A NCLMKE	 LCC	 09/03/79	 ALGORITHM OCSION
C A NCLMKE	 LCC	 09/03/79	 ALGORITHM COOING
METHOD
THIS ASSCMILCR SUBROUTINC USCS CXCCUTIVC RCOUCST TSWAP3 TO
SNAP REELS TOR A MULTI-VOLUME SCT Or T APCS. THC CALLING PROORAM
MUST PROVIOE A PROPCRLY INITIALIZCO PACKET AS rOLLOWSS
INTEOER PACKET-NAME 131
PACKET-NAME 111 • 'rIRST 6-CHARS Of INTERNAL FILE NAME'
PACKET-NAME 181 • 'NEXT 6 CHARS Or INTERNAL rILE NAME OR BLANKS'
PACKET-NAME 131 • 'REEL NO Of NEXT TAPE' (rOR SWAP OPTION 8 ONLY)
TNC rORTRAN CALLING SCOUENCE TOR THIS SUBROUTINE THEN 19 AS rOLiOWSi
CALL CRTSWP 1LUPKT.IrUNC1
. MACHINC-OCPCNOENT COOC
WRITTEN IN ASSCMK CR rOR TNC UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS COMPUTERS USING •-SIT
riCLOATA CHARACTERS. TNC ARGUMENTS ARC OESIONCO TO SC MACHINC-INOCPCNOCNr,
BUT THE METN00 Or PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USCG BY VN:VAC rOATRAN V.
IMPLCMCNTING COOS MUST •C REWRITTEN rOR DIfrCRCNT CHARACTCR COOLS.
DIrrCRENT COMPILERS 1C0., UNIVAC ASCII rORTRANI, AND OIrrCRENT MACHINCS.
. CXTCRNAL RCrERCNCCS
...................































AO.O.XII	 XM • PACKET ADDRESS







DAN PACKAGE APPCNDIX P	 CRTNAT/DAN
twevT1VE RCOUCSTS	 001
SUOROUTINC ERTNATt A TIIR;O WAIT OF CURRENT PROGRAM EXECUTION
1 MILSECI	 • NWWR OF MILLISECONDS TO DELAY PROORAM IMAX 300001
•	 -------------------------------------------------------------------------
tE N SCHLOSSER)
THIS ASSEMOLER SUOROUTINC MAKES TIE 110 RACILITIES or ER WAITS DIRECTLY AVAIL-
. AOLC TO A PORTRAN PROGRAM.
St001	 AXRS
	
OANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIRECT LOAD TAOLE ENTRIES
CRTWAT •
	LMJ	 AO.ATRACE	 . TRACE
•ERTWAT•
LA	 A1.*0.X11	 . NUMOCR OF MILLISECONDS
ER	 TWAITS	 . REQUEST WAIT
J	 l.Xll	 . RETURN AFTER WAIT
ENO
00RiGZ'V





CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX P	 ERNAtT/CAN
EXECUTIVE REOUESTS	 GOt
SUBROUTINE ERWAITI • WAIT FOR COMPLETION OF PREVIOUSLY INITIATED I/O
U LUPKTI	 • PACKET INUST BE PACKET USEO TO INITIATE Nit 1101
fE M SCNLOSSERI
. THISASSEMBLER SUBROUTINE MAKES THE 110 FACILITIES OF ER WAITS DIRECTLY AVAIL-
. ABLE TO A FORTRAN PROGRAM.
. - SYNCHRONIZATION BUDS IN THE UNIVAC-SUPPLIED TAPE 110 WANDLER WITHIN THE
. • EXEC CAUSE PREMATURE SETTINO OF THE 110 STATUS TO COMPLETE. RESULTING
. • IN SPORADIC TAPE MALFUNCTIONS WHEN THE SYSTEM 18 LIGHTLY LOADED. THE
• IOWAIT CONSTRUCT ALLOWS THE USER TO SPECIFY (FOR TAPE 1/0 ONLY) A TIMED
• WAIT OF 0 THRU 63 MILLISECONDS TO BE TAKEN BY SUBROUTINE ERWAlt WHEN THE
• STATUSINDICATES 1/0 1S ALREADY COMPLETE ON ENTRY TO ERWAIT. IOWAIT
• SHOULD NORMALLY BE SET t0 10 MILLISECONDS WHEN NO OTHER EXEC REQUEST
• INTERVENES BETWEEN THE CALL TO ERID AND THE CALL TO ERWAIT.
S(011	 AXRS
ERWAIT •
	L.0	 AB.40.X11	 AOORESS OF PACKET
LA.SI AI.S.AZ MILLISECONDS TO WAIT
J? A1.00 JUMP IF TIMED WAIT NOT REQUESTED
TN 3.A2 SKIP NI	
IF 
WAITING FOR 110 COMPLETION
ER TWAITS TIMED WAIT FOR At MILLISECONDS
00	 TP 3.AR SKIP N1	 IF 110 ALREADY COMPLETE











OAN PACKAW APPCMOIIt P 	 SYPOt""Ill
tI1tCUT1YE REQUESTS	 001
OUBROUTtHC SYPOCTI 0 OUTPUT PROMPT INAOE 6 OCT INPUT IMAOC
	 z
ISTAT.	 B STATUS OF Ott)	 0 0	 NORMAL COMPLETION
	
• FS •	PILE SEPARATOR tACOF1
•EOA • ENO OF A00
•EOI' • ENO OE FILE 10...1
• OFL' BUFFER OVERiLON 1 LCNOTH T 180 1
0 INOOET. 0 BUFFER FOR OCT IMAGE 1MAX 180 CHARS$
0 LENOET. • LENGTH OOTTEN IN CNARS. INCLUDES TRAILINO BLANKS IF PRESENT
1 LINPUT. B NUMBER OF LINES TO SPACE BEFORE PUTTING
1 IMOPYT. • BUFFER WITH PUT IMAOE
1 LEUPUTI 0 LENGTH TO PUT IN CHARS. INCLUOCS TRAILING BLANKS IF PRESENT
------------------------------------------------------------------------
HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEMSCO 00/13/90	 ORIGINAL CODE
METHOD
PROMPT, THEN REAO NEXT SYSIN INAOE. CONVERT EXEC-9 STATUS BITS ll LENGTH
IN UNIVAC WORDS TO STATUS STRING t LENGTH IN CHARACTERS.
DECREMENT MADLEV UPON ENCOUNTERING THE ENO OF AN A00-ED FILE.
. NACNINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 0-91T
FICLOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS AMC OESIONEO t0 Be MACNINE-INOEPENOENt.
BUT TNC METNOO OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLCMENtINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.





i EXEC REOUESTt PROMPT. THEN READ FROM INPUT RUNSTRCAM
EXCE►TIONS
..........
1. IF THE OCT BUFFER IS LCSS THAN 180 CHARACTERS. RESULTS ARE UNDEFINED
ANO TNt CURRENTLY CXECUTINO P140GRAN MAY ABORT.
. OLOSAL OCCLARATIONS







DAN PACKAOC APPCNDIX P













. COMMON PROGRAM eXECuT10N sMITCNcs
. UNIVAC EXEC-o MAO$ PACKET
s
. set UP Output tPutl	 spcCIFICAt1oNs
LA A014361(11 • LINES TO SPACE BEFORE PUTrINO
$2 At DIVISION COMING
LSSL A068 SHIFT • LINES B BITS TO LEFT
LA Al40S.X11 LENGTH IN CHARS t0 PUT
AA.0 Al.$ LAST CNARACrER, COUNTING FROM s
OI.0 Al's AI	 :• LAST MORO. COUNttNO FROM 1
. At :• LAST CHAR IN LAST WO. FROM 0




•	 MASK UNUSED CHARACTERS IN LAST WORD OF PUT BUFFER
LNA.0 AO.O . OEMAND Ito STOP WORD
"Situ A11. 6 .	 At	 :•	 1sT BIT OF LAS T CHAR. FROM 0
SOL Ao.S.Al . POSITION STOP CHARS OVER UNUSED BITS
ANA.0 A1.1 . LAST WORD. COUNrINo FROtt 0
AA A3.A1 .	 All t o AOOR OF LAST WORD
LA A4.A3 . SAVE AOOR OF LAST WORD
LA AS.0.A3 . SAVE CONTENTS OF LAST WORD
OR A0.O.A3 .	 MASK UNUSED CHARACTERS ...
SA AI.O.All ...	 IN LAST WORD
•	 set UP INPUT	 tocTl SPECIFICATION!
LA A00I6X11 XM to AOOR OF OCT IMAGE BUFFER
LXI AO.lNGI X1	 to JUMP AOOR IF NO tMAOE t0 OCT
SA AO.PKT*1 PUT	 IN PKtot
. ReOucst ?ME 1 ?0
LA AO.tPKTI R(lUEST EXEC t0
ER TREADS' PUT • act IMAOES
.	 INtCRPRet THE 110 RESULTS
OK	 LXI.XU A010 . MASK STATUS •IrS. LEAVINO LENOTN IN NOS
LA Aloft 61	 .	 STATUS Is OK
tO.Xu AO.80 . SKIP NI	 IF 80 )• • NOS IN IMAGE
LA Al.t•OFL •1	 .	 IF AO 1, 80. STATUS IS OVERFLOW










N1 LA As.AO SAVE STATUS •ITS
SZ AO LENOTN IS 0
JN Amor EOF iF Bit 38 IS ON
LSSL As J SNI T SIT 33 INTO SIGN Sir
JN As.EOA [OA tF sit 33 IS ON
FS LA At.t•f'S '1	 STATUS l8 rILE SEPARATOR t3E0i1
J RETURN
EOA LA Al.t•EOA '1	 STATUS IS ENO OP ADD
LA A3.NA0LEV CURRENT NESTEO A0O LEVEL
AA.IIU A3.-t LESS ONE
JN A3.RETURN CAN'T MAKENEOATIVE
SA A3.MA0LCV UPDATE A0O LEVEL
J RETURN
EOF LA Al.t•EOF •1	 STATUS
	 IS ENO OF FILE	 (I...)
' RESTORE PUT BUFFER i RETURN WITH INTERPRETED 1 1 0 RESULTS
RETURN LA A3.AV RESTORE AOOR OF LAST WORD IN BUFFER
SA AS.O.A3 RESTORE CONTENTS OF LAST WORD
SA AO.Q8.X11 STORE LENGTH OF GOTTEN IMAGE













SUBROUTINE 1YSA001 • ADD DISK SYMBOLIC FILE OR ELEMENT t0 SYS1N RUNSTREAM
0 LOCFIL. S LOCATION WITHIN FILE: 	 to NOT FOUNO
C	 •	 0 FILE
1 NAMr1L. B NAMC OF FILE 	 )0 ELEMENT LOCATION
1 HAMELT. B NAMEOF SYMBOLIC ELEMENT
1 NAMVCRI i NAME OF VERSION













C	 CHECK IF DISK SYMBOLIC FILE OR ELEMENT EXISTS. 1F S0. INCREMENT MADLEV
C	 1&A00 LEVEL COUNTER). CONSTRUCT • SUBMIT EXEC-B iAOD.E 1MAOE. ISYSOET
C	 DECREMENTS MAOLEV UPON ENCOUNTERING THE ENO-OF-FILE GENERATED BY THE












INTEGER LENCST	 i LENGTH OF CHARACTER STRING
C	 MOVCST	 11 MOVE CHARACTER STRING






C	 1. FILE OR ELEMENT OOES Not EXIST.
C
t. FILE OR ELEMENT IS NOT SYMBOLIC.
C















DAN ►ACKAOC APPENDIX ►
EIIECUt I VE REOUESTS
C
INTCOER NAIfEILfl1.NAffELTfl1.NAMVERfll 	 0 ARGUMENTS
INTEGER tMA0Ef01	 a ADO CONTROL STATEMENT IMAGE
DATA 11MAOCfN1.N•1.l1/ • aA00.0 of
INTEGER LOCFIL	 a LOCATION WITHIN OSF
INTEGER KSTART	 0 START LOCATION WITHIN CHARACTER STRING 00 SUOSTRII









C CNECK If OSF EXISTS
C
LOCFIL•LOCC$r(NAMrIL.NAMELT.NAMVERI
IFILOCFIL.LT.01 00 TO 000	 a NO SUCH OSF
C
C
C APPEND FILE NAME t0 IMAGE
C
KSTART%9	 S AFTER '4A00.E
LENOTHeLENCST(NAMFlL.121








C APPEND ELEMcNt NAME TO IMAGE
C
LENOTH•LENCST (NAl1EL T. 12)
CALL MOVCST(IMAOE.(KSTARTI.fLENOTN). 	 NAMELt.(11.(LENOTNI. • •1
KSTART•KSTARTOLENOTH
tr(NAMVER(11.E(k.* '1 00 TO 000
	 A NO VERSION NAME
C
C
C APPEND VERSION NAME TO IMAGE
C
CALL PUTCHR(1MAOE.(KSTARTI. 	 •101
UltANTOKSTANT01
LENOTN•LENCSI(NAMVE0.I81




C SUOMIT aA00 tMAOE TO EXEC
C
000 CALL MOVCSTIIMAOE.fKSTARTI.ful. 	 •.flf.frl.• •1
















DAN 'ACKAOC APPENDIX P
	 NTIhtT/DAN
cX[Cuflvc RCOUCSTS	 001
1II1DROUTINE SYSOCTI S OCT NEXT RECORD FROM S7SIN RUHITRCAM
0 INSTAT, S INPUT STATUSe	 0 e	 NORMAL COMPLETION
o f-s •	FILC SEPARATOR ISCOFI
•c0A • cN0 or ADD
*CW* CND OE rlLC I1...1
'OrL • DUFFER OVERFLOW 1 LCNOTN ) 180 1
0 IMAGE.	 S INAOC OuFFER IMAX Its CHARS)
0 LCNOTNI S LCNOTN OF IMAOC IN CNARS. INCLUOCS TRAILING BLANKS. IF PRESENT
............................................................... 0 ...........
. HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
MCTNO0
REAO NEXT SYSIN IMAGE. CONVERT EXEC-S STATUS SITS t LEHOTH IN UNIVAC
WORDS TO STATUS STRiNO t LENGTH IN CNARACTERS.
OECRCNENT MAOLEV UPON ENCOUNTCRINO THE ENO-OF-PILE OCNCRATEO BY rNC •AOO.0
MACNINE-OEPENOENT COOS
• ......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR rNE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING S-Sit
FICLOATA CNARACTERI. rNE AROUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO BE MACNINE-INOEPENOENT,
BUT THE METNOO OP PASSING AROUMENTS IS TNAT USCO BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO COOS MUST SE REWRITTEN FOR OIFFERENT CHARACTER COOES.
OIFFERENT COMPILERS (CO. *

















OAN PACKAOC APPCN0111 p SVOWMAN
CXMf I VC RCOIICSTS OOs
Notice
. PROCCOURC
St011	 .	 1 -SANK
STSOCT e LA A00 1.7111 . 11N • 1NAOC SUPPCR AODREfS
LKI AO.tNOI . 711 • JN' ADOR tP NO 1NAOC
CR RCAOS . RCAO CARD INAOC INTO SUP^a
OK LKI.KU AO.O . MASK STA TUS •ITS. LCAVINO LCNOTN IN MOO
LA Atli* '1 . STATUS If ON
TO.KU A0.80 •	 SKtta NI	 iP to )• * MOs IN INAOC
LA Al.t'OPL 07 .	 1P AO 30 80. STATUS	 if OVCRPLON
NS1.71U AS.$ . CONVCRT LENOTN TO CNARACTCRS
J RCTURN
NO LA ARSAO . SAVC STATUS SIT$
SZ AO . LCNOTN If 0
JN AR.COP COP If	 sit so to ON
LSSL AR.t fNIPT SIT	 lit INTO SIGN SIT
JN AI.COA COA IP SIT 33 if ON
PS LA Al.t'P$ .1 STATUS IS PILC SCPARATOR (aCOPI
J RCTURN
COA LA At.t'COA 'I STATUS If CNO OP ADO
LA A3eMAOLCV CURRCNT NCSTCO ADD LCVCL
AA.KU A3.-1 LCSS ONC
JN A=.RCTURN . CAN'T MAKENCOATIVC
$A A=.NAOLCV . UPOATC ADO LCVCL
J RCTURN
COP LA Al.t'COP 'I .	 STATUS If CNO OP PILL	 ta...I
RCTURN $A AO.4l071t1 . $TORC LCNOTN





















PKrACt TO APKNDIX 0
*	 ......................
THIS APKMOIX CONTAINS INC LIORARY W I.AOCLLtO COMMONS K OCKS. OLOOAL
MNtMOMtCS. PWUDO RCCORO STRUCTURCS. AND COMMON STATCMtNT FUNCTIONS
rOR INC DAN PACKAK . MNCNCYCR ANY CNANK IS NAOC IN TUC ►ROCS WITHIN
MIS A►KMO1X, ALL PROGRAMS AMC ROUTINCS IN TNC DAN PACKAOC MUST OC
AC-COMPILCO.
CACN PROGRAM. SUOROUTINC, OR FUNCTION WHICH RCFCRCNCCS A LAOCLLCO
COMMON OLOCK MUST *INCLUCC.LIST' INC LIORARY OCFINITION OF TNC COMMON
OLOCK FROM THIS APPCNOIX. IMLINC COOS CXPLICITLY OCFINtNO A LASCLLCO
COMMON OLOCK MUST NtYCR APPCAR 
WITHIN 



















. 05181	 SET TABS S 18 t 31
• AOJUSTEO LINE FOR CORRECTED (SEE TRFOR"-PROCSI
• ADJUSTED SAMPLE FOR CORRECTED (SEE TRFORN-PROCSI
. COMMONtocitNE FOR ALTERNATE PRINT FILES
Germ UNIVAC ASSEMBLER PARTIAL NOS IN FORTRAN V
.MARTIAL MALF-mono MNEMONICS (SEE ASMOEF-PROCI
PARTIAL SIXTH-WORO MNEMONICS (SEEASMDEF-PROC1
PARTIAL TNIRO-MONO MNEMONICS (SEE ASMOEP-PROC1
STANDARD 1100 REG MNEMONICS (UNIVAC SYSTEM PROCI
. OEFtic CHARACTER BUFFER STRUCTURE A STO COOS
• CORRECTEO LINE FOR ADJUSTEO (SEE TRFORM-PROCS)
• CORRECTED SAMPLE FOR ADJUSTED (SEE TRFORM-PROCSI
• CORRECTED LINE FOR PPO (SEE TRFORM-PROCSI
• CORRECTEDSAMPLE FOR PPO (SEE TRFORM-PROCS)
• CORRECTED LINE FOR ST" (SEE TRFORM-PROCS)
• CORRECTED SAMPLE FOR Sr" (SEE TRFORM-PROCSI
• tSEE FORPNOCSI
• MNEMONICS FOR EXEC-8 CSFs FACILITY STATUS BITS
• DEFINE STRUCTURE OF FILE OEF1NlT10N RECORO
• tSEE FoRPRocsl
• MISCELLANEOUS DEFINE PROCEDURES
• ASSEMBLER MANIPULATION OF XOT OPTION BITS/LETTER
• STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER •1 (SEE CBOEF-PROCI
• STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER •8 (SEE C80EF-PROC1
• STANOAROCHARACTER BUFFER •3 (SEE CBOEF-PROC)
• STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER •V (SEE CBOEF-PROC)
• 1/0 ADDRESS OF BUFFER (SEE KOMIO-PROC)
. I/O ABNORMAL FRAME COUNT (SEE KOM10-PROCI
. 1/0 STATUS CODE MNEMONIC (SEE KOMIO-PROC)
. I/O FUNCTION (SEE KO"tO-PROC)
. 1/0 NUMBER OF WDS TRANSMITTED (SEE KOMIO-PROCI
. 1/0 SECTOR IN FILE (SEE KOMIO-PROC)
• 1/0 SUFFER size (SEE KOM10-PROC1
• 110 STATUS NUMBER (SEE XOMIO-PROC)
• I/O WAIT SPEC (SEE KOMIO-PROC1
• I/O WORD IN FILE /SEE KON10-PROC1
• ALTERNATE PRINT FILE COUNTERS (SEE ALTPRT-PROCS)
• OETECTION FILE WINDOW PACKETS tSEE NEROCT-PROCS)
• AOJUSTMENT/REOISTRATION PARAMS (SEE NEROEt-PROCS
• FORTRAN MANIPULATION OF ASSEMBLER 1/0 PACKETS
• COMMON IRRAOIANCE TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS
• COMMON INPUT WINDOW PACKETS (SEE WINDOW-PROCS)
• COMMON CLASSIFICATION INFO (SEE NERDET-PROCS)
• COMMON COLOR SCREEN PARAMETERS
• L00 FILE 110 PUTS. POINTERS (SEE XOTLOO-PROCS)
• COMMON 1/0 PACKET/POINTERS FOR UNIT 3
• COMMON BUFFER. POINTERS, FLAOS FOR UNIT S
• COMMON 1/O PKTS FOR DETECTION FILES (UNITS 81-84
• COMMON ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS (SEE NEROET-PROCS1
• COMMON CONTROL NETWORK COORDINATES
• COMMON OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS (SEE WINDOW-PROCS)
• COMMON SPECTRAL LIMITS
• COMMON SYMBOL TABLE
• COMMON MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE
• COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION INFO (SEE XOTLOO-PROCSI
0-3 
'f'le








$"SG.N	 .ASMNI ... AS"N8
SMSO.N	 .ASHS1 ... ASMSG


















































DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX 0 APPENDIX-0
NACROS •Btt
SPRT.SC OAN.KOMXOT-APROC . COMMON PROGRAM EXECUTION INFO (AM ROUTINES ONLY
SWIM DAN.LSTLUB-PROC . NANELIST SPECS FOR UNIT 0 IREOISTRATN PARAMETERS
G	 SPRT.SC OAN.HAXGYT-PROC DEFINE MAXIMUM BYTE VALUE
SPRT.SC OAN.MAXICE-PROC DEFINE MAXIMUM INTEOER-CHAR-COUIV VALUE
SPIIT.SC DAM.MAXINT-PROC DEFINE MAXIMUM INTEOER VALUE
SPRT.SC OAM.NEROET-PROCS COMMONIMEAOER BLOCKS FOR ERTS DETECTION FILES
SNSO.N .NITA$ CWC ALTPRT-PROCS)
$MSO.N .MITItOT ISEE ALTPRT-PROCSS
SPRT.SC OAM.HULCHR-PROC DEFINE NULL CHARACTER
S►Rt.SC OAM.NULCSt-PROC DEFINE NULL CHARACTER STRING
it	 SPRT.SC OAM.PICOEF-PROC DEFINE PICTAS PARAMETERS
`	 SNSO.N .PPOL%C PPO LINE FOR CORRECTED cm tRFORM-PROCSS
SMSO.N .PPOCvC PPO COLUMN FOR CORRECTED tSEE TRFORM-PROCSS
SPRT.SC OAM.PRCOEF-PROC DEFINE PRTCLASS PARAMETERS
SPRt.SC OAM.PROOEF-PROC DEFINE PRtOEt PARAMEtERS
SPRT.SC DAM.PXBOEF-PROC DEFINE STRUCTURE OF PIXEL BUFFER
SMSO.N .STMN4C STM NORTNtNO FOR CORRECTED (SEE tRFORM-PROCS)
OMSO.N .St"E%C STN EASTtNO FOR CORRECTED (SEE TRFORM—PROCS(
SMSO.N .SYSXQT (SEE XQTL00-PROCS)
SPRt.SC OAM.TRFORM-PROCS DEFINE COOROtNAtE TRANSFORMATIONS
8MSO.N .WiNOEF (SEE WINOOW-PROCS)
•PRT.SC OAM.WINOOW —PROCS COMMOwDEFtN[ FOR WINDOW PACKETS
SMSO.N .XQrOEF (SEE XQTLOO-PROCSI
SPRT.SC OAM.XQTL00-PROCS COMMON BLOCKS FOR 8XQT i DAM LOO MANIPULATION
f
1	 0-y



















C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 18/15/79
	






COMINONIKOMALTI	 A ALTERNATE PRINT FILE POINTERS:
1 KORALT111.	 & NAME OF COMMON BLOCK
t NCOP11.	 i NUMBER OF COPIES OF EACH FILE TO PRINT
3 NIT.NITMAX.	 11 PRESENT. MAXIMUM MAP UNIT (NIT) IN THE CURRENT MAP
5 NITLO.NITNI.	 i LOW. HIGH MAP UNIT (NITI IN THE CURRENT MAP SECTION











	 THE DEFINE PROCEDURE IN THIS FORTRAN PROC CONVERTS INTERNAL UNIT NUMBERS
	
C •	FOR ALTERNATE PRINT FILES INTO ACTUAL NTABS UNIT NUMBERS IN THE RANGE
	
C •	FROM IO TO 110#MALTM-11. NIT MUST LIE IN THE INTERVAL FROM NITLO TO NITHI
	
co
	 CVER1t TIME NITLO AND NITHI ARE CHANGED THE NITROT PROC MUST BE INCLUDED
	
co









	 THIS FORTRAN PROC ROTATES THE PAIRING OF INTERNAL UNIT NUMBERS WITH
	
C o
	ALTERNATE PRINT FILES COMPUTED BY THE NITAB PROC. THE NITROT PROC
	
C o	MUST BE INCLUDED EACH TIME NITLO AND NITHI ARE CNANOEO. NITLO AND
	
C o	HIM MUST BOTH LIE IN THE INTERVAL FROM 0 TO 9. AND THEIR RANGE
	
Co
	 INITHI-NITLOoll MUST NOT BE OREATER THAN THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALTERNATE
	







DAN 'ACRAK A/P[NOIX o




OAN PACKAOE APPCNOIx 0 ASHOEF-PROC
MACROS OOl







C E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0710717% ORIGINALCOOS 1N FORPROCS






co THIS OEFtNE PROCEDURE MAKES THE UNIVAC 1100 ASSEMBLER PARTIAL MORO






















i STANOARO CHAR PuiFER OF SIZE COSZIN
E:
DAN PACKAOC APPENDIX 0 	 CMEtr-PROC
MACROS
	 00I












C	 CBOEr 0CfINES THE STRUCTURE OF CHARACTER DUFFERS USED BY THE C04...
C	 SERIES Or TRANSFORMS TO SUPPORT PASCAL-LACE STREAM 110.
C
C	 ICOUFI ... 1CBUFS ALLOCATE LOCATE CHARACTER BUFFERISI WITHIN






C	 1. AFTER ANY CHANGE TO THE COOS IN THIS PR0C. ALL PROGRAMS. SUBROUTINES.
C	 AND rUNCT1ONS MUST BE RE-COMPILEO.
C
C	 P. THE INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER BUFFER ARRAYS MUST ALWAYS HAVE DIMENSION






PARAMETER CBSZIN-:!	 i CHARACTER PUFFER SIZE IINCL POINTERSI IN INTEOERS
PARAMETER CONUL aCOSZIN-S	 & WO IN Cl CONTAINING HULCST
PARAMETER COLOC-COSZIH-I	 i WD IN CO CONTAINING LOC OF LAST ACTUAL CNN



























i STANOARO CHAR OWEN Oi SIZE COSZIN
i STANDARD CHAR ONPiER OP SIZE COSZIH
ICOYTS 'ROC
C------------
INTEOER ICOUFstes)	 i STANDARD CHAR OUFFER OF SIZE COSZIN
END






C	 FACOIT•PROC 6 NNENONICS FOR EXEC-0 CSFS FACILITY STATUS @ITS






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07071714
	
ORIGINAL CODE IN FORPROCS








C •	THE WINE PROCEDURES IN THIS FORTRAN PROC EXTRACT COMMONLY USED STATUS
C •	O1 TS FROM THE FACILITY REOUEST 1CSFS) STATUS WORD.
Co
DEFINE REJECTIN) •FL01(00000),I.N1	 a REJECTED















i NAITINO ON FACILITY
i IN EXCLUSIVE USE OY ANOTHER RUN















C	 rtOEr•PROC 0 WINE STRUCTURE Or FILE OCrIN1T10N RECORO






C	 C A MELMKE	 LEC	 10118179	 REQUIREMENTS










C • 	........	 ......•
C•
6 r10E0T-I. i EQUIPMENT TYPES 'TAPE'/ • OISK • /'OTNR' (UNSUPPORTED
C •	0 DEVICE)/'NUL'/ • ERR • trILE NAME SYNTAX ERROAl
••rIOEQC-8. 11 EQUIPMENT COOE MNEMONIC
• rIOTRK-3. I NUMBER Or TRACKS: •7•/•9•/'
G rlOrPt-Y. 0 rLUX CHANGE$ PER INCH: •200•/•'JSB•/•000'/'1600'/
C •	0 038001/1179•
< rIOBrM-S. i BUrrER FORMAT: •BST•/•BO•/'CST•/'ERR•
• r10CRL-6. • CURRENT REEL NUMBER: •XXXXXX•
• r10NRL-7. • NEXT REEL NUMBER: •XXXXXX'







C •	1. rOR EQUIPMENT COOS MNEMONIC OErINIT10NS. SEE UNIVAC
C e	EXEC 0 HAROMARE/SOrTHARE SUMMARY rOR AASO SUBriCLO TYPE.
C•
C •	8. tr r10EQT c> • TAPE • , r10TRK, riorPl. r10CRL. rIONRL.
C •	rtOBrM. ANO rtONOS ARE NOT APPLICABLE ANO ARE BLANK
C •	t2ER0 rOR r10NOSl
C•















to	 THE WINE PROcE0URC8 IN THIS rORTRAN PROL• EXTRACt THE ABSOLUtE
C • 	VALUE Or THE NAMED OECIMAL OIOIT room A BINARY INTEGER AND RETURN
to
	




OEriNE JONESt11 • IABSf1 .10 •fl/t0 1/ 480030•00
DEriNE Jrem:tll •(IABSti-100 • (1/100 11110 1.800309•0
OEriNE JNUNStII • ttABStI .1000 • tt/t000 11/100 1.8••30•'0




C • 	It N SCHLOSSER)
C • 	THE OErINE PROCEDURES IN THiS rORTRAN PROC MANIPULATE •-BIT CHARACTERS.
C • 	B-PIT BYTES. AND 32-BIT iiBM) WORDS. PACKED IN AN ARRAY Or 36-9IT (UNIVACI
C • 	MONO$. ALL CHARACT ERS/BYTES/WORDS ARE NUMBEREO rROM THE LEFT Or THE
C •	 SPECIFIED ARRAY. STARTING WITH I. ALL CNARACTERS/BYTES/WORDS ARE HANOLEO
co
	
AS UNS10NE0 BINARY. R1014f-AL10AE0.
OIMENSION UNiRAY(t)	 i OUMMY ARRAY FOR FORMAL AROUMENT





THIS DEFINE PROCEDURE STORES/EXTRACTS CHARACTER NUMBER CNN INTO/FROM THE








tHIS OEriNE PROCEDURE EXTRACTS (ONLY) THE FIELO STARTINO AT CHARACTER
C•
	











THiS OEriNE PROCEDURE EXTRACTS (ONLY$ THE rILLO STARTING AT BYTE NUMBER
co
	



















DAN 'ACKAOC ANKM011l 0
	 FORPROCS
i	 MACROS	 Sol,
ff	 C• ?"IS KrINC 'ROCCOURC CXTRACTS IONLr1 fs •Ott NORO NYNSER NNR FROM TUC
C•	ARRAT SN;C1riCO.















OCTOPT-APROC • OCT SKOt OPTION LETTERS IRON OITS in RCOtSTCR As
................................................................
. NitT011V
C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 11100170	 ORIOINAL COOL
C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 IR/I5170	 UPORAOC OOCURCNTATION
OCTOPT O	PROC	 CONVERT OPT •Its IN AS INTO OPT LETTERS IN A1.479AV
. ....... 0 ....	
i
641 	 LA	 AR.OLANKS
LA	 MILANKS
LA	 A%.OLANKS







NCMOIT	 S2	 AS	 . CLEAR LAST OPTION Olt
OSL	 AS.1	 . SNIIT NEM OPTION Sir INTO AO







	 LETTERS t= MOROVI
OIL	 At.$
	 ORC LETTER TO 011010
SA	 AR.SAVRCO
	 PUT CURRENT OPTION LETTER
OR	 AI.SAVRCO	 INTO $I or At
NCMLTR	 AN	 AI.S10001	 OCCRCRCNT OPTION LCTICRJul	 AI01111CMO1t	 R0p0At POR next Opt10N Olt, IP ANY
CNO
0-1•












E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 0010717%	 ORIGINAL COOS NO COMMON STATUS MSG$








iNTEOER tONEm011 :1/ 4	 0 1 •EOr • . • EOr • . *Cor o ,*	 • . • Ear • . •	 .
C • 	110 ERROR COOS	 00	 Ol	 of	 Oj	 OK	 as	 00 07
t	 'EOr•.•GAOR•.•101t•.•OAOr•/
C • 	 0	 It	 Is	 Ij
C.
C e 	 STORE 110 AROYMENTS IN PACKET,
INTEOER PKT111	 a DUMMY PACKET
OEltME 10112EIPKt1 .►L0100.IG.PKtlsll a BYrrER It2E
OEr%uC t0A00RIPK11 •rLOlIG.I9.Pl9fl111 a BYrrto AOORESI
OErINE IONAIt1PKT1•rLOt00.06.PKt/111 a NSCC To HAif . rift rOR EXEC tP G1 ►0
OE► INE IOsECTIPKt1•PKTISI	 a riLE •MELATIVE SECTOR AOONCIS IrASTRAN01
OErINE tOMOROIPKTI.PKTlG1	 a rILC-RELAtIVE HOBO A00Rt11 IORVMI
OErINE torIfNCIPKTI•PKTI41	 a rI1NCTtom IMNST OE SCT OErORE EACH CALL$
C•
C •	ExfRACT INrommATIoN ON COMPLETEO li0 room PACKET,
OE► INE 101TAt/PKT1.IOruNCIPKt1/: •• j0	 a Ex[C-0 fvPE I STATUS COOS
OE► INE IoArCTIPKT1 srLOfIs.06.PKTI411	 a ABNORMAL rmamC COYNf ITAPI;I
OE► tNE lONNOSIPKT1 .rLO119.IG.PKtl411	 a NYMOEO Or H0001 ToANSmiTTEO
OErINE ERRxxxIKI . IONEM01K#11 a OON • T acrERENCE EXPLICITLY
OErINE IOCOOEIPKt1.ERRxxx/MINOI10rYNC1PKTIII* 4 30.1111 a TRANSLATION
C	 Or ExEC-0 TrPE t 11101 STATUS COOES TO MNCRONICI,
C- NORMAL COMPLETION
C	 •EOr• . ENO Or rlLE OR OYt110E Or rILE
C	 •BAOR• - SAO 110 STATUS Or MCCORO
C	 •OAor• - SAO t/0 srAT11S or riLE



















C	 [ N SCNLOSSCR	 LEC
	
18/19/79	 ORIGINAL COOL IN CRTS•►ROC!










COMMON/KONIRT/ a IRRADIANCE TRANsrORMATION TrPE/NCIONTS10AINs/BIASES:
1 KOMIRT111.	 O NAME Or COMMON SLOCK
I latt7► .	 • TRANSrORMATION TYPE: •RAN•.'LIN•IEAR1.•POL•IAR1
= RTLNOTIS.81. • LINEAR TRANSr NEIONTS fs RAN CHANS, S TRANSrORMEO CMANSI
3 RTLOAN1111.	 i LINEAR TRANsr OA1NS
S LRTNIRIS.t1. 8 LINEAR RADIANCE TRANsr NEIONTE) OAINS414018
S LRTSltftl.	 11 LINEAR RAOIANCC TRANSr S1ASE3•t*•It
7 NRTOItfill.	 O POLAR RAOIANCL TRANSr OAINS480018
S NIIfVI:f.
	
11 POLAR RADIANCE TRANSr 01ASE148448V











C KOMKS-PROC	 • COMMON COLOR SCREEN PARAMETERS






C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEMSCO	 08188180	 ORIGINAL COOS
i	 ^	 C
C
C MACHINE -OEPENOENT COOS
C......................
C
C 1. USE OF 918 TO SNtiT BY ONE ASCII BYTE .S DICTATEO BY UNIVAC 1100
C INTERNAL BYTE STORAGE.
C
C R. THE VALUES Or KSOrr AND KSON ARE THOSE WHICH CAUSE THE INFOTON-100
C TERMINAL TO SWITCH OUTPUT BETWEEN ITS OWN BaW ALPHANUMERIC SCREEN
C AND THE ISC INtECOLOR CRT SCREEN CONNECTED TO ITS PRINTER PORT.
C
C 3. tHE VALUE OF KSCLER It THAT WHICH CLEARS THE 1NtECOLOR SCREEN AND SETS
C THE rOREOROUNO COLOR TO WHILE.
C
C 4. THE KSKIKE TABLE CONVERTS DAM INTEGER-COLOR-EQUIVALENTS IIKE'SI
	 TO
C THE COLOR CONTROL CODES IKIKE'SI USED BY THE INTECOLOR. 	 NOTE THAT THE
C INTECOLOR DOES NOT HAVE COLORS CORRESPONDING TO 000-NUMBERED IKE'S.














I COLOR SCREEN PARAMEtERSs
I NAME Or COMMON BLOCK
I COLOR SCREEN NUMBER Or LINES
A COLOR SCREEN NUMBER OP COLUMNS




C	 KIKE COLOR	 IKE COLOR
a 80. a BLUE	 00 BLUE
a 80. a BLUE	 01 CYAN-BLUE
A 81t. a CYAN	 08 CYAN
a 88. a CYAN	 03 AOU:
a l8. a GREEN	 04 GREEN
a IS. •a GREEN	 OS YELLOW-OREEN
a tS. a YELLOW	 Os YELLOW
a IS. 1 YELLOW 07 ORANOE
a 17. # NCO
	 OB NCO
a 179 a NCO	 so NCO-MAGENTA
a 81. a MAGENTA t0 MAGENTA
a 81. i MAGENTA It tUNASSIONE01
a 18. a BLACK	 18 BLACK
0.17






t 10. • BLACK 
	 13 (UNASSIONEOs
• 831 • UNITE	 14 UNITE
C
PARAMETER KSOrr a 087*5141 • 110
	 11 COLOR SCREEN Orr
C	 ASCII:	 tESC)	 • LONERCASE 'N•
PARAMETER KSON a 087 0118 • 070	 • COLOR SCREEN ON
C	 ASCII:	 MC) • UPPERCASE 'N•
PARAMETER k$CLER • 018 .118 • 083
	 4 CLEAR SCREEN 6 COLOR%NNITE





















C	 c N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 11197173	 ORIGINAL Coot IN rORPROCS
	






C	 MCLMKE/TOMPKINS LEC	 10111179	 SPLIT INTO KOMLU3-PROC t REORGANIZE
	








t MAXIMUM • Or TAPE VOLUMES SUPPORTED
C•
COMMONIKOHLU31	 • 110 AND UNPACKING DATA rOR MSS/RBV DATA (UNIT 31:
1 LU3LRS.	 t LENGTH or DISK RECORD (1N UNIVAC SECTORS)
I LU3PKt(6).	 0 I/O PACKET
6 LU3r10t101. i rILE 10 INFO IN rIDEr roftMAT
6 LU391L.	 t NUMBER Or PHYSICAL TAPE BLOCKS PER SCAN LINE
S LU3C9R.	 t NUMBER Or CONSECUTIVE BAD REC (INITIALIZE TO 01
0 LU3M9R.	 i MAXIMUM NUMBER or 'BAOR' BEFORE '9AOR'•'9ADr'
1 LU3NIB.LU3919. i NUMBER Or MOROS.BIItES (EXCL PADDING) PER PHYSICAL
	
C •	TAPE BLOCK
3 LU39r".	 t BUrrER rORMAT:
	
C •	'BST' - INTERNAL BYTE STRINO
	
C •	'96' - 9-9IT BYTE STRING
	
Co
	 'NUL' - NO BYTES
	
C •
	ANYTHINO ELSE - UNSUPPORTED BYTE rORMA(
4 LU3St0(t).	 i III OAtA SEQUENCE . (81 VERSION:
	
C*	 •NUL' - NO SEQUENCE
	
Co
	 '0' - 1979
	
C*	 '91P' - BANG INTERLEAVEO BY PIXEL PAIR
	
C •
	'0' - M CHANNEL
	
C •
	'1' - S CHANNEL
	
C •






	 '990' - SAND SEQUENTIAL
	
Co
	 '0' - 1979
	
Co




6 LU3REr(tI,	 I III RECORD rORMAT . (t) VERSION
	
C •
	 NUL•	 NO RECORD
	
C •
	 0• - 1979
	






	'PM• MSS rULLY CORRECTED room MOP
	
C'	 '0' • 1979
	
C 0











Ce	 ERT'	 MSS UNCORMCCTEO IORIOINAL ERTS rooMATI
0-19







C*	 '1• - JULY 1977
Ce	•3• - JAN 1979
C*	 •PXG• - PXGOEF
C •	'0• - 1979
0 LUSVOL.LUSVNI. • CURRENT.NIONEST VOLUME NUM9ER t0 IF NONE)
0 L O3RELIV3MAXl.	 • REEL IQENTIFIER FOR EA VOL t0 CNAR.GLANK IF UNDEFINED)
11 L'J3RLOCVSMAXI.LU3RNl(V3MAXl. • LO.NI RECORD FOR EA VOL t0 IF UNOEFINEOI
• LU3L9F.LU349F 9 LINE.RECORO NUMGER CURRENTLY IN DUFFER
Ce
PARAMETER SZ3GUF - 900 s SIZE IN WORDS OF 91P MSSOUF GUFFER UNIT 3
PARAMETER TSRtOL - IG A TAPE SWAP RECORD tOLERANCE
C •	COON'? SWAP TO PREVIOUS VOLUME TO REAO























ORIOINAL CODE IN FORPROCS
















A 110 BUFFERS/POINTERS FOR FREE-FORMAT INPUT (UNIT Sts
1 LUSSPN,	 8 MAXIMUM REMAININO LINES TO SPAN
8 LUIRE0.	 i REQUIRED FIELO SWITCH: 0-OPtIONAL. taREQUIRED
3 LUS10S,	 8 1/0 STATUS: . •.•FS'.'EOA'.'EOF•.•OFL•
r LUSIMO(8019
	
8 IMAOE BUFFER (MAX 180 CHARACTERS)
S LUSLLM(3)	 I t"AOE POINTERS:
OEFINC LUSLOC aLUSLL"(I) • LOCATION OF PREVIOUS/CURRENT DATA FIELD
DEFINE LUSLEN- LUSLLMC g l A LENGTH OF PREVIOUS/CURRENT DATA FIELD


















C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 18/87/73	 ORIGINAL COOS IN FORPROCS
	
a
C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 10/01/75	 SEPARATE INTO 10-PROCS
C	 E M SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 18106179	 SEPARATE INTO KOMLBN-PROC






COMMON/KOMLBN/	 4 1/0 PACKETS FOR OETECTION FILES (UNITS 21 TNRU 241:
1 L81PKt(BI.	 1 1/0 PACKET FOR BUFFER 1 OR UNIT 81 (FILE •DANDET-11
8 L88PKT(0).	 i 1/0 PACKET FOR BUFFER 8 OR UNIT 22 (FILE 4DAMOET-21
3 L83PKT(B1.	 • 1/0 PACKET FOR BUFFER 3 OR UNIT 23 (FILE •OAMOET-31



















C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 03199173	 ORIGINAL COOS IN COEP
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/16/71	 PUT IN LABELLEO COMMON






CoM"ONIKO"Net/	 i CONTROL NETWORK OATAI
.1 KOMNETIII.	 i NAME OF COMMON BLOCK
It NETNI.	 i NIONEST NODE IN NET
3 NETPT(3501.	 i POINT NUMBER
3 AOJNET(2.350). i OSPC-ADJUSTED SCAN COORDINATES
3 CORNET(2.350). i CORRECTED SCAN COORDINATES (FROM MOOELI
3 OEONET(2.350). i OEOORAPNIC COORDINATES (OEOREES)
3 STMNET(2.380). i SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR COORDINATES (METRES)
3 CTOLIN.CTOSAM. i NETWORK CENTR010 (LINE. SAMPLE)






















C	 C N SCHLOSSER
	
LEC	 04/03/73	 ORIGINAL COOS IN FORPROCS
C	 C M SCHLOSSER
	






COMMON/KOMSLM/	 i SPECTRAL LIMITS:




OM PACKAGE APPENDIX 0	 KONSYM-'ROC
MACROS	 001







C C N SCHLOSSER	 LEC 07107174	 ORIGINAL CODE IN PORPROCS
C E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC 08101/79	 SEPARATE INTO KOMSYM-PROC
C E M SCMLOSSER	 LEC I1180179	 REPLACE KSYSIT WITN NCISYM






C ASSUMES At LEAST 6 CHARACTERS PER KSYM ELEMENT.






PARAMETER ISYMLO mO • tNrO LOW VALUE
PARAMETER ISYMHI .BSS • INFO HIOM VALUE
PARAMETER ISYMNI s ISYMHI*1 i	 'NO lNPO'	 VALUE
PARAMETER ISYMNO . ISYMM108 i	 'NO DATA'	 VALUE
PARAMETER KSYMSi-1•ISYMNO i SITE Of SYMBOL TABLE IN WORDS
C•
COMMON/KOMSYM/
I NCISYM.	 i MAXIMUM NUMBER OP CHARACTERS PER SYMBOL Of CURRENT SYMBOLS
8 KSYMIKSYHSZI	 A CHARACTER STRING SYMBOL TABLE:
co KSYMII.I9YML01 6 CHAR STRING SYMBOL i0R INTO LOW VALUECO KSYM11olSYMHll i CHAR STRING SYMBOL POR imra MIOH VALUE
OATA KSYM(I#ISYMNII/'	 •t'/ 6 CHAR STRING SYMBOL POR 'NO turn* VALUES
C • STRING • '	 '
CO 1 -1•E
	 a 00	 IINtENSITY • 1091
C • I-K -E 	 • 14	 (COLOR • WHITE)
DATA KSYMtI•ISYMN01/': 1'1	 6 CHAR STRING SYMBOL roe 'NO DATA' VALUE:
C • STRING •
	
':'
C • 1-1 -E 	 • OS	 clW?CNSITY - 6091
Co 1-K-C

















C	 E N SCHLOSSER LEC Is1s7/71t ORIGINAL CODE IN PORPROCS
C	 E N SCHLOSSER LEC 18101175 SEPARATE INTO KOMTOL-PROCS






PARAMETER KTBL112-1000 • HUNGER Oft WORDS IN KTAGLE ARRAY
COMMON/KOMT110
1 KTK TY.	 A TABLE TYPO: V *.*TICK'. 'PREO'. 'PACT-1
I KTBLNN.	 • TABLE WINDOW NUMBER
f KTABLE(KTBLS2l
	





TICK TAM E. ONE NORO PER TICK PACKED AS POLLONS:
OEPINE LINTIC(NTICI .PLOf00.IB.KTASLEfNTIC11 . • PRINT/PLOT LINE
DEPiNE COLTICINTIC1 •PL0110.17.KTABLCINTIC11	 8 PRINT/PLOT COLUMN
DEPINE LEVTICINTtC1 •PLOtSO.01.KTABLC(NTIC11	 • TICK LEVEL:
C•
	 0 a PRIMARY TICK
C•
	
1 • SECONOARY TICK
C•
C•
INTEGER KPCHAN101	 • CHANNELS USED IN PREOUENCY TABLE
INTEGER KPRE011:0.01	 • PREOUENCY TABLE POR OISPLAYSIMAPS








ORTHOGONAL frACTOR INFO OERIVED PROM CORRELATION fl ROTATION •+
iNTEOER KPIXCO
	 • MUNKA Of PIXELS CORRELATED
INTEGER KCHACO
	
• NUMBER Otr CHANNELS CORRELATED
INTEGER KPACCO
	





REAL CNMC AN171 	 • MEANS OP ORIGINAL CHANNELS
AC" CHST0171	 0 STANDARD DEVIATIONS Or ORIGINAL CHANNELS





REAL CORRELf7.71 O CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OP ORIOINAL CHANNELS
REAL EIOVAL17.71 0 EIOENVALUES ON DIAGONAL. !EROS OPP DIAGONAL
REAL EIOVEC47.71 O EIOENYECTOAS
Q-s$




WAL IFITRUC17 * 71 • rACTOR
RCAL rSTROT17.71 • ROTAT[0
ACAL rCNORM17.71 • rACTOR
WAL rCNROT17.71 • ROTAT[0
MCAL rCOR10f7.71 • rACtOR













STRYCTYR! (CORN KT CNANNCLS • rACTORSI
rACtOR STRYCTYRC
COCrriCI9NTS Or NORNALIZCO CMANUCLS
 rACTOR COMICICHTS Or NORMALItO CNANNCLS
COCrrtCICNTS Or ORIGINAL CNANNCLS
rACTOR COCrr1CICNTS Or 01110INAL CMANNCLG
0.87






KOMXOT-APROC 0 ASH COMMON OLOCK rOR PROGRAM CXCCYT10N SNITCNtS. COUNTCRS
................................... .....................................
NIft011Y
t N SCHLOSSCR LCC	 18101179	 ORIGINAL COOL IN INOIVIOYAL ROYTINCS
t N SCHLOSSCR LCC	 01/07/75	 MAOLCV COUNTtR
C N SCHLOSSCR LCC	 101 11175
	
MCOLOA SNITCH
C N SCMLOSSCM LCC	 01/07/90	 SCPARATC INTO KOMXOT-APROC
. CXCCPTIONS
..........
I. OCCLARATIONS Or KOMXOT COMMON VARIAGLC NAMES IN THIS ASSCMSLCR PROC





StOt1	 . rOAIRAN LADCLLCO COMMON
KOMXOf 1Nr0 It	 t rORTRAN LABCLLCO COMMON
COMMON MCI I	 . AEST Or COMMON ALLOCATCO ST rORP
MGATCH • tour COMMONVO..Sl	 . I•GATCM.	 0.OEMANO
MCrIRM • tour COMMON•O..St	 . 1-CONr1AM.	 0.00N'f
MCNCCK • tour COMMON•O..27
	
. I %CHCCKOUf. 0•'ROOYCTION
MCCNO • tour COMMON#O..Sv	 . I •CCHO.
	 O%OON•T
MOATAC • tour COMMON•O..SS
	
. I%OAfAiCNCCKOUT
HAOLCV • tour COMMON•O..fi
	 . OYNAMIC CfrS lAOO LCVCL
NLCOHO• tour COMMON•t..Sl
	 . t •LtOCNO.	 00NONt
MCOLOR• tour COMMON•I..St	 . 1 •COLORCRT. OsNONt
CINTtRVCNINO fNITCM RtftRVco row ruTYAt uStt
NPRONT • tour COMMON•I..S% 1SPAOMPT.	 0.00N'T
MO~d tour COMMON.t.. SS tf•OuM► .	 0.00N'T
MTAACC 4 tour COMMON0I..96 I..S:•TRACC.O.00N•T
^ CNO
41411
0" PACIIAOC APpENOI X 0	 LsnuesePROC
MACRO!)	 •91





C	 E N SCHLOSSEA
C	 E N SCHLOSSER













ORIOtNAL C00c IN PORPROCS
SEPARATE INTO LSTLU•-PMOC
400 NEROEO
C	 THE NANCLIST STATEMENTS IN THIS rGRTAAN PROC ARE USEO fOR
C	 STORING REGISTRATION PARAMETERS 0'+ 4NIT 9, LOADING EXACT REGISTRATION
C	 PARAMETERS iROM UNIT I. AND LOA0Ih4 NOMINAL REGISTRATION PARAMETERS PROM






MANELIST/LSTNER/ a ERtS SCENE NUMBER:
1 NERtSti1.NERTStl1.NERtSt31
Ce
NANELI11T/LSTOR91 4 ORBITAL PARAMETERS:
! MCALIN.NERSAM. • NUMBER OP LINES, SAMPLES
B ALTAReALTSAM. to ALTITUDE IN KILOMETRES.
	
SAMPLES
7 Cfft .N.CTRSAM. • SCENE CENTER LINE. SAMPLE
B CTRLAf.CTRLON, 0 SCENE CENTER LATITUDE. LONOITUOC fOCORECSI
S OIRLAf.OIRLGM. • SCENE NAOIR LATITUOC. LONOITUOE t0E0AEESt
0 PITOCO.ROLOCOO • SCENE PITCH, ROLL IOCOACCS1
1 TANOEO. 0 SCENE TAM t0E0REES1
! NEROEO • OCOMCTRII -- WILL APPEAR AS INfCOEA:
C • •EAT•	 11189009.13
C f 'NOM•	 1%899987%89
C e "LCCe
	 193999%6093
C e ePS .	 119019030t3
C • 'some	 !St t0G•7493
C* eUTMe	 193%1%97881
C•




NANELIST/LSTRIT/ • LCAGT SOUARCS t'IT PARAMETERS:
B NCTLPfePCTCTL.


























PARAMETER MAXICC • 03 i MAXIMUM INTCOCR CNARACTCR COUIVALCNT








C•	MAXIMUM SIGNED INTEOCR W141CM VILL VICtD CORRECT RCSULTS USING UNIVAC
C•	 iORTRAN V COMPILER. to SIGNED INTEOCR TWICE AS LARGE CAN ACTUALLY K
to
	
RCPRCSCNTCO IN ONC UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS COMPUTCR WORD, BUT OUC TO












OAN PACKAGE APPENOIII 0	 NEROET-'ROCS
MACROS	 001
	








C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 121:7173	 ORIGINAL CODE IN FORPROCS
	
C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 1211917S	 SPLIT INTO ERTS-PROCS & ADO KLSTYP
	
C	 E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 07101179	 ADD LCVTOL & KTIPIX
	
C	 NCLMKE/TONPKINS LEC	 l0/11179	 RENAME & REORGANIZE FOR MOP TAPES
	









TN1S LABELED COMMON IS PART (SECTORS 0-2) OF THE DETECTION FILE HEADER.
	
C • 	 WORDS 1-6 UNIQUELY IDENTIFY AN ERTS SCENE.
C•
PARAMETER SIZNER - 64
C•
COMMON/KOMNCR/	 i ERTS SCENE PARAMETERS:
1 NERSAT(2).NERSEN.	 i SATELLITE. SENSOR
14 HERTS(3).	 i ERTS-NO. GAYS-SINCE-LAUNCH. OMT
7 NERLIN.NERSAM.	 0 NUMBER OF LINES. SAMPLES OF DATA IN FULL SCENE
	
C •	 ( USED FOR REGISTRATION. EXCLUDES PAD PIXELS)
9 NERDAY.NERMON.NERYR. i OAY(INTEOER). MONtH(ALPHA). YEAR(INTEOER)
2 NERSEL.NERSAZ.	 i SUN ELEVATION. SUN AZIMUTH (DEGREES)
V NERCHA.	 i NUMBER OF CHANNELS ALLOCATED IN FILE
	
C •	 ( DATA IS NOT NECESSARILY PRESENT FOR ALL CHANNELS)
S ALTKM.ALTSAM.	 i ALTITUDE (KILOMETRES. SAMPLES)
7 CTRLIN.CTRSAM.	 i SCENE CENTER (LINE. SAMPLE) (USED FOR REGISTRATION
9 CTRLAT.CTRLON.	 i SCENE CENTER (LATITUDE. LONOITUOE)
I OIRLAT.OIRLON.	 • SCENE NADIR (LATITUDE. LONOITUDE)
3 PITDco.ROLOEO.	 A PITCH. ROIL AT SCENE CENTER (DEOREES)
S YAWDEO.HMYOEO.	 • YAW. HEADING MINUS YAW AT SCENE CENTER (OEOREES)
7 NEROEO.	 i GEOMETRY OF IMAGE DATA:
	
C •	 'LCC' - LAMBERT CONFORMAL CONIC PROJECTION
	
C •	 'PS ' - POLAR STEREORAPHIC PROJECTION
	
C 4	 'SOM' - SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR PROJECTION
	
C'	 'UTM' - UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR PROJECTION
	
C •	 'NOM' - HOTINE OBLIQUE MERCATOR PROJECTION
•	 C•	 'CRT' - ERTS (UNRESAMPLED)
B NCRRCS.	 i RESAMPLINO ALOORITHM:
	




'N' - NEAREST NEIOHGOR
C•. - NONE
9 NERCOR.	 TYPE OF CORRECTION APPLIfO TO UNCLASSIFIED DATA:
•	 Co	 'U' - UNCORRECTED
	
C •	 'S' - SYSTEM
	
C •	 '0' - GEOMETRIC CONTROL POINTS
	
C•	 'R' - RELATIVE (OUMMYI CONTROL POINTS
C•












GAIN( • N• - NIGH I •L • - LOU / . . - NO DATA
TRANSMISSION MOOS: • 1 • - LINEAR / •t• . COMPRESSED /
• . - NO DATA
0 NERAON.	 0 • A' - ASCENDING / •0 • - OESCENOINO NODE
I NERPAT.NERRON, 0 NOMINAL PATH. RON (CHARACTER STRINOI. . • IF UNOEFINEO








C •	THIS LABELED COMMON IS PART (SECTORS 3-41
 OF THE DETECTION FILE HEADER.
Co





PARAMETER SIZKLS • 28
Co
COMMON/KOMKLS/
1 KLSTYP.	 i OISP/OET/MAP TYPE: 'RAG'/'ORA'/'LAP'/'DEN•/'CLA'/'OLD'/'NUL'
2 MTERAL(41. I CLASS NAME (BINARY CLASSIFICATION ONLY)
0 HOUTCH.	 i NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS
7 NBFCHR(s1, I NUMBER OF BUFFER CONTAININO RAN CNANNEL 11213 /4 /5
2 NLIMCN.	 i NUMBER OF LIMIT CHANNELS
3 LIMCN(S). i LIMIT CNANNEL CONTAINED IN BUFFER NUMBER 1/213 14 /5
B LCVLO(S1. II LIMIT CNANNEL LOW VALUES
3 LCVNI(S). i LIMIT CNANNEL NION VALUES
B LCVTOL.	 • 'NEAR NIT' TOLERANCE FOR LIMIT CNANNEL VALUES
S KTIPIX	 i COUNTS PER PIXEL
INTEOER KOMKLS(SIZKLSI
EQUIVALENCE (KLSTYP.KOMKLS(lll






C o	THIS LASELEO COMMON 18 PART (SECTORS 5-6 1
 OF THE DETECTION FILE HEADER.
C o	MOROS 1-17 UNIQUELY CHARACTERIZE A CONTROL NETWORK.N






















	 1 SCNA.SCNB.SCNC, A MIRROR SCAN COEFFICIENTS (RAOIANS)
4 ROLRAC.	 A ROLRAO+SCNC
S SCNTNt.	 8 NALF OF ACTIVE SCAN ANGLE (RA0IANS)
B SCNTIM.	 i RAOIANS PER SAMPLE AT RADIAN NATURAL FREQUENCY
7 NCTLPT.PCTCTL. i NUMBER OF CONTROL POINT$ A PERCENT OF SCENE COVERED
9 RMSMET,	 A ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERROR tMETERSI OF AOJUStMENT
0 UTMCNO.	 A UTM CENTRAL MERIOIAN IOEOREESI
1 STMCMD.
	
A STM CENTRAL NER101AN (OEOREES)
R CORSTMt81. A COEFFICIENTS •- CORRECTEO TO SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR
B STMCOR(81. A COEFFICIENTS •- SCENE TRANSVERSE MERCAtOR TO CORRECTED
r CORSRMt61. A COEFFICIENTS •- CORRECTED TO SCENE ROTATED MERCATOR
0 IRFO.	 A REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION DENOMINATOR
B CORPPO(8). A COEFFICIENTS -- CORRECTED TO PRINT/PLOT OEVICE










	 THIS LABELED COMMON IS PART (SECTORS 7-81 OF THE DETECTION FILE MEAGER.
CO
	 UNUSED JENMOY ELEMENTS MUST CONTAIN BLANKS. OTHER UNUSED VARIABLES IN
Co
	 THIS COMMON BLOCK MUST CONTAIN BINARY ZEROS. VARIABLES IN THIS COMMON
C •
	MUST ONLY BE USED BY ROUTINES IN THE OPEN2N/REA02N/CLOSE2N SERIES.
Co








A WINDOWS AND OENERATION OATES FOR % DETECTION FILES:
NODE	 FILE (CCT1
3.	 V	 1. A DETECTION WINDOW PACKETS
A GENERATION MONTH. DAY. YEAR FOR EACH DETECTION FILE
A LENOTH OF OETECtION FILE RECORDS (IN UNIVAC SECTORS)
























































• MAXIMUM MALTM r0R ► IOTA•













C	 tj C CRISPI
C ^•
C •• THIS 'ROC ICTS MAXIMUM VALUCS i0R TNC MUNK* OT ALTCRNATC







A MAX • OP ALTCRNATC Paw FILC!


















• MAXIMUM MALIN raft 'RTDCT
A MAXIMUM KPAOC FOR PRTOCT
4I
C












C	 E N SCHLOSSCR	 LEC	 09/11/15	 REOYIREMENTS






C •	MNEMONICS rOR POINTER( TO LOCATIONS IN PIXCL SurrER







C •	 ........	 .......
C•
C O
 PRCAMSLC PORTION Or SUrrER
C•
	
S PXRECN•1.	 0 RECORD NUMSCR






• PXOUAL• 4#. 	• OUAL!rY COOCt
C•	 6 -- 0000 DATA
C •	I -• DATA SAM ON SUSSTITUTEO LINE
C e	: •- rILLCO LINE ON INPUT
C O	Z •• r1LLE0 LINE ON OUTPUT
Co
	
♦ -- QUALITY COOS UNAVAiLAOLC OUE TO TRUNCATION
C e	S •• NO DATA
	
6 PXOINT •S.	 S SINTYPC: 9 CNR'/'0YT 6 P INT • / • NUL • fNOT APPLICASLCI
	
• PXLSIN•i.	 11 LOWEST SIN CONtA1NIN0 00rIMEO PIXEL (riRST OCrINCD
C •	PlXEL1. 0 it NO OCrIMCO PIXELS
	
• PXLSAM•1.	 • LOWEST SAMPLE/COLUMN NuMSCR RErERCNCiNO OCrINCO
	
'• PXLCOL •1.	 S	 PIXEL triRST OErINED PIXCLI. 0 Ir




a N10NCST SIN CONTAINING OCr1NC0 PIXEL (LAST OEriNEO
C •	P1XCL1. 0 Ir NO OCriNCO PixELS
	
• PXNSAN•S.	 S NIONCST SAM►LE/COLU"N NYMSCR RCrERCNCiNO DErINEO
	
6 PXNCOL •f.	 •	 PIXEL (LAST DErINCD PIXEL(. 0 it
C •	NO OCriNED PIXELS
• ►XNOtN• 10. S 'NO INrO' rLAO
S PXNOOA • 11. S `NO DATA' TNRCSHOLO
• PXLJ01 • l:. • LOW JOIN 10 Ir UNKNOWN OR NOT APPLICASLCI
S PXNJ01 • l=. • N11N JOIN f0 1r UNKNOWN OR NOT APPLICASLCI
C•

















Co 1. ►IXCLS iN ALL CNANNCLS AMC INC SAMC IN SIlC.
to ACMICVCO if MCCCSSARY SY RCSAM ►LINO PIXCLS FROM LOU
Co RCSOLUTION CNANNCLS.
Co
C• S. A LOU RCSOLUTION CNANNCL WMICN IS NOT RCSAMPLCO IS
Ce TRCAT[D AS NAVIMO NO ocriNCO PIXELS.
co
C • Z. PIXCL9 ron TUC SAME CARTN LOCATION /ROM 01«CRCNT
Co CMAMNCLS AMC ALWAYS ASSIONCO TMC $AMC SAMPLE NUMSCR.
c•
C e V. SAPOL C MUMOCR 1 CORRCSPONOS TO INC LC/TMOST PIXCL IN INC
CO SCCNC OCIINCO IN At LCAST ONC HIGH RCSOLUTION CNANNCL.
C e PIXELS TO TMC LC/'T or THIS AMC ALWAYS CONSIOCRCO
co UNOCPIMEO•
C•
C • S. INC hIONCST ►OSSISLC SAM►LC NUMSCR CORRCSPONOS TO
co INC RIONTMOST PIXCL in TMC fCCNC fOR NN1CN A RAOIANCC
co VALUC IS ocrimc0 IN AT LCAST ONC HIGH RCIOLUT10N CNANNCL.
C • PIXELS TO TNC RIONT Or THIS ARC ALWAYS CONSIOCRCO
co UNOCiiNCO.
co
C • S. INC INPUT WINDOW MUST ALWAYS SC A SINOLC CNVCLOPC WITHOUT VERTICES.
C•
co 7. WNCN INC OUTPUT IS MACHINC RCADAOLC 1IN CRTSOUP.
C • CLASSIrY.CTC.1	 INC ENTIRE ARCA INSIOC INC CNVCLOPC
co or INC OUTPUT WINOOW PACKET WILL SC PROCCSSEO ANO
C • INC VCRTICCS WILL DC IGNORCO.
C•
co S. UMCN THE OUTPUT IS GRAPHIC 11N PICTAS.COLORTAO.PRTCLASS.
co CTC.1 INC ARCA INSIOE INC CNVCLOPC OUT OUTSIOE INC
co VCRTICCS Of TUC OUTPUT WINDOW PACKET WILL SC MASKEO
Co WITH NO .OATA TNRCSNOLO.
C•









C • 	 1ENS1
to
	
INC OEi11C PROCEDURES IN THIS TORTRAN PROC TAANSFOAM COORDINATE•
C o	 KTNCCN INC VARIOUS STUCHS USEO •r LANOSAT AND INC DAM PACIIAOE.
C o	 INC AROINKNT LISTS TOR TMESE KrINC PROCEDURES ARC OCS10NC0 TO PERMIT
to
	
•UTUK KrINENCNTS IN TNC MOCCLS. AROUMCNTS NOT CURACNTLT USEO IM INC
C o	 MOOELS APPEAR WITHIN INC OCIINITIONS AS /APO-AA01 OR IARO • 01. COMPILER
Co
	
OPTIMIZATION KNOVCS INC ADDITIONAL COOS NUS OENERATCO. IP TNCSE
Co
	
AROURCUTS MAO NOT APPCAACO WITHIN INC OCRINI?IONS. TUC COMPILER MOULD





INC MOOCL FOR CORRCCT/NO AOJUSTEO SCANNCA COOROINATES INCLUOES:













OCr1NE C*ft ?*ACAOJLIN.AOJSAMI u 4OJLI140 1AOJSAM-AOJSAM I	• AOJSAM NOT USCO
OCrINC CORSMAIAOJLIN.AOJSAMI•CTRSAM•ALTSAM•TAN
a	 COOLRAC-SCNTM!•SCNA•SIN
a	 ISCNTIM•IAOJSAM-11•SCNl11•IAOJLIN-AOJLINI 	 a AOJLIN NOT USED
Co
C•
Co	 ADJUSTEO room CORRCCTEO:
co
KrINC AOJL%CICOOLIN.CONSAMI G, CORLIN•ICORSAM-CONSAII)	 A CONSAM NOf Usco
KrINC ADDS%CICORLIN.CORSAMI • l. • IAslN1AMAXI( -I..AMIN11•I..
a	 It AtAMCICORSAM-CTRSAMI/AL?$AMI-00LAAC•SCNfN81ISCNAIIII
a	 -SCNSIJSCNTIM01CORLIN-CORLIN1	 a CORLIN NOT USEO
to
C•




KrINC STICUCI COOL I N.CONSANI •





CORACMD PROM atENE TRANSVERSE NERC ATOA1
Co
OCPINE C011Lsstsr"c.s TNN1.
a	 1jtNCOR/ 11 • s TNN •s tMCORfl1 • StME•stMC0A1 >>1




to	 PRINT/PLOT room CORAECtEoI
C•
KrINC PPOL%CtCORLIM.CORSANI,













	 COARKCTCO room PAINTIPI.OTi
C•
OCI I K CORK•► f pm t N. PPOCoL I •
0	 PPOCONIII•PP01.IN*	 1.*vMOL•PPOCOAf31 T PPOCOAflI.O.












C	 WtNDOw-PROCS a DEFINE INPUT. OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS t THEIR STRUCTURE






C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC




18/01/95	 REPLACE VENTER BY WUSEO
18/15/92	 REPLACE WINO BY WSP100. DELETE RAW
C	 THE STANDARD PACKET USED IN THE DAN PACKAGE TO DEFINE A TWO-01MENS10NAL
C	 WINDOW 19 A VARIABLE LENOTH ARRAY (EITHER INTEGER OR REAL) OF TWO-WORD
C	 NODES IN THE FORM: WINPKT(AXtS.NOOE). THE HEAD NODE CONTAINS A POINTER
C	 TO THE HIGHEST NODE CURRENTLY USED AND THE PACKET SIZE IN NODES. THESE
















& WENTER-1. A HIGHEST NODE USED (IN NODE WHEAO ONLY -- (OLD FORM))
6 WUSEO . 1.	 i HIGHEST NODE USED (IN NODE WHEAO ONLY)
a WSIZE •8.	 I PACKET SIZE IN NODES (IN NODE WHEA0 ONLY)
t WLAT-1.	 i LATITUDE
t WLON-8.	 I LONGITUDE
• WLIN-1.	 8 LINE
6 WSAMs8.	 i SAMPLE
li WCOL-8.	 i COLUMN
t WCA -l.	 S CASTING
6 WHO -8.	 •8 NORTHING







	 USEO/NODE USED	 NODE
C •	MNEMONIC	 MEANING	 CONTENTS
co	 ........	 -------	 --------
C•
o	 • WNUL -0. 1 NO WINDOW
• WHEAD-1. •	 WINDOW HEAD
• WMIN -8. a
	
ENVELOPE NIMINUM
i WMAX -3. 8	 ENVELOPF MAXIMUM
• A'P100-y . 8 NO TICKS OR ORIGIN	 DATA INCREMENTS•t00
• WTIC -5. •
	
PRIMARY TICK INTERVALS









0 MOR10s7. i NO VERTICES
	
ORIGIN or VERTICES






































1. POLYGRAM VERTICES ARE ALWAYS STOREO IN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE (CCW1 ORDER
C•









PARAMETER WWl•3	 i NUMBER OF NODES IN INPUT WINDOW PACKETS
COMMON/KOMIWW/	 i INPUT WINDOW PACKETS:
1 KOMIWW(1).	 i NAME Or COMMON BLOCK
2 MSAIWW(2.WWI). a MULTISPECTRAL SCAN ADJUSTED COORDINATES
3 CORtWW(2.WW1) i CORRECTED SCAN COORDINATES (FROM MODEL)
DATA KOMIWW(t)/'KOMIWW•/
DATA	 i PACKET SIZE (NODES):
P MSAIWW(2.1)/WWI/








i NUMBER or NODES IN OUTPUT WINDOW PACKEtS
COMMON/KOMOWW/	 i OUTPUT WINDOW PACKETS:
1 KOMOWWft).	 i NAME Of COMMON BLOCK
0 KSYOWWfB).	 i OUTPUT COORDINATE SYSTEM NAMES FOR EACH NODE
I MSAOWWf2.WW01. i MULTISPECTRAL SCAN AOJUSTEO COOROINATES
3 OEDOWW12.WW01. i OEOORAPHIC COORDINATES (OEOREES)
r UTMOWW(2.WM0). i UTM COOROINATES (METERS)
S PPOOWWf2.WW01 i PRINT/PLOT DEVICE COOROINAtES
DATA 90MOWW111/•KOMOWW'/
DATA	 i PACKET SIZE IN00ES)s
s NSAOWW(2.t1/WWO/
3 OEOOMN(2.1)/NWO/ i INTEGER IN REAL ARRAYI
0 UTMOWW(2.1)/WWO/ i INTEGER IN REAL ARRAYI
O PPOOWW(2.11/WWO/ i INTEGER IN REAL ARRAYI
0-y6
DAN PACKAOC APPCNOIX Q 	 MlNOON-'ROCS
MACROS	 OOi
Q•r7






C XOTL00-PROCS	 i COMMON BLOCKS FOR •XOT • DAN L00 PILE MANIPULATION






C E N SCHLOSSER LEC 18/87/73	 ORIGINAL CODE IN FORPROCS
C E N SCHLOSSER LEC 18101178	 SEPARATE INTO XOTLOO-PROCS
C E N SCHLOSSER LEC 01/03/79	 MAOLEV COUNTER
C E N SCHLOSSER LEC 10/88178	 BIOOER LOG BUFR. M00 PKT. "COLOR SW






C • -•-	 FOR INCLUSION IN BLOCK DATA SUBROUTINE SYS-BLOCK ONLY 	 -•-
C • -•-	 MUST NOT BE INCLUDED IN EXECUTABLE SUBROUTINES 	 111
C•
COMMON/KO"XOT/ PROGRAM 1D AND STATUS INFO:
1 MSWTCH(2). i MODE SWIICMES INO DEFINES IN BLOCK DATA SUB)
8 JMOY.JHMS.JDHM. A PROGRAM &XOT DATE/TIME (FIELOATA)
3 JPRTCN.JRUN(3).JPR00(4).J"OYHM(3). 7 PROGRAM HEADING LINE 0
V JN00(12.2). 0 HEADING LINES I t 2
S LINCH.KINCH. i DAM LINES/INCH. COLUMNS/INCH
B LPAOE.KPAGE. i DAM LINES/PAGE. COLUMNS/PAGE
7 LSINCH. i INSTALLATION SYS-GEN LINES/INCH
B LSPAO£. 3 INSTALLATION SYS-OEN LINES/PAOE
B KONPRT. i PRINT CONTROL:
	
'AUT'/•MAN'/'NON'
0 MNEMON. • DEVICE TYPE MNEMONIC FOR ONSITE PRINTERS
1 MALT". i DAM MAX NO ALT PRT FILES (MALTM (• "SALT")
8 MSALTM. a SYS-OEN MAX NO ALT PRT FILES (MSALTM a S"ALT"I
3 NCARO.NPAGE.NLINE.	 i CARD/PAOE/LINE COUNTERS
4 NOWARN.NOFATL.NOTOTL.
	 3 DIAGNOSTIC COUNTERS (SEE "OWARN. 	 MOFATL. ETC.)
S NOCLRW.NOCLRF. • CLEARANCE COUNTERS
B NWNOOW i WINDOW NUMBER:
C 0 • INITIAL VALUE
C 40 • READY FOR FIRST WINDOW






C •	 ••• FOR INCLUSION IN EXECUTABLE SUBROUTINES ONLY •••
C •	 -•• MUST NOT BE INCLUOEO IN BLOCK DATA SUBROUTINE SYS -BLOCK III
C•
COMMON/KOMXGT/	 I PROGRAM 10 AND STATUS INFO:
1 "SWTCH(8).
	 • MOO[ SWITCHES (SEE DEFINES BELOW)
8 JMOY.JNMS.JOHM.	 a PROGRAM iXOT OATS/TIME (FIELOATAI
3 JPRTCN.JRUN(31.JPROOI4).JMOYNM(3), 	 i PROGRAM HEAOINO LINE 0
4 J1400(18.8).	 I HEAOINO LINES 1 6 8
0-4B
DAM PACKAGE APPENOIX 0	 XOTLO"MCC$
MACRO:	 00!
S L1NCH.KINCN.	 0 DAN LINES/INCN, COLUMNS/INCH
9 LPAOE.KPAOE.	 0 DAN LINES/PAOE, COLUMNS/PAOE
7 LSINCM.	 6 INSTALLATION SYS-GEN LINES/INCH
4 LSPAOE.	 0 INSTALLATION SYS-OEM LINES/PAOE
S KONPRT.	 0 PRINT CONTROLt 'AUT'/'MAN'/'NON'
0 MNEMON.	 0 DCVICE TYPE MNEMONIC rOR ONSiTE PRINTERS
1 MALT".	 6 DAN MAX NO ALT PRT FILES (MALT" (a MSALTM)
f MSALTM.	 6 SYS-OEN MAX NO ALT PRT FILES ("SALT" - SMALTMI
3 NCARO.NPAOE.NLINE, 	 II CARO/PAOE/LINE COUNTERS
M NOWARN.NOFATL.NOTOTL. • DIAGNOSTIC COUNTERS (SEE MOWARN. MOrATL. ETC.)
! NOCLRM.NOCLRr,	 i CLEARANCE COUNTERS
6 NMNOON.	 s MINOON NUM9ER:
C	 0 • INITIAL VALUE
C	 40 • READY FOR FIRST WINDOW
C	 )0 - NEXT WINDOW (OR WINDOW IN PROCESS)





DEFINE M9ATCHsFLO(00.6.MSWTCHti11 i I s9ATCH.	 OuDEMAND
DEFINE MCrIRM•rLO(06.6.MSWTCH(1)) i I •CONFIRM. O.00N'T
DEFINE MCHECK sFLD(12.6.MSWTCH(l11 i I mCHECKOUT. OsPRODUCT?ON
DEFINE MECHO •rLD(19.6.MSNTCH(1)) i I sECHO.	 OuDON'T
DEFINE MOATAC sFLO(2V.6.MSWTCHti11 i t%DATA/CHECKOUT
DEFINE MAOLEV•FLD(30.6.MSWTCH(i)l i DYNAMIC CSFS OADO LEVEL
CEFINE MLEONO •rLO(00.6.MSWTCH(2)) A t %LEOEHO.
	
O%NONE
DEFINE MCOLOR•FLO(06.6.MSWTCHt21) i 1*COLORCRT. CaNONE
OErINE MLOCAL •FLO(12.6.MSWTCH(211 i I mLOCAL.	 OUNOT
DEFINE MPROMT .FLO(16.6.MSWTCHt2)1 i 1•PROMPT. 	 O•OON'T
OErINE MOUMP eFLO(24.6.MSWTCN(211 A t sOUMP. O.00N't








C •	 tHIS FUNCTION RETURNS A ZERO OR ONE. INDICATING WHETHER THE FIRST
C•	LETTER OF THE STRING ARGUMENT WAS SPECIr1ED AS AN OPTION ON THE AXOT
CO
	
CARO.9ErORE REFERENCING THIS FUNCTION. AN ARRAY NAMEO JPCT MUST BE
C •	LOADED WITH AT LEAST THE FIRST 10 WORDS OF THE PROGRAM CONTROL TAGLE
















COMMONIKONL0GI • 110 PACKET/BUFFER/POINTERS FOR L00 FILE (UNIT 111
1 LOW,	 i POINTER TO PCT SECTOR
S LOPtOt.	 • POINTER t0 ICIOATEITINC SECTOR
3 LONOTE.LONARN.LOPAtL.	 a POINTERS TO OIAONOSTIC SECTOR
14 LOTERM.	 i POINTER TO TER"INATtON SECTOR
S LOOPK7181. 1 110 PACKET FOR L00 FILE t • 1 • . • •f
B LBUFR(B). • FIRST B WORDS OF PS WORD L00 BUFFER
7 LONSEC.	 i NUMBER OP SECTORS IN L00 FILE (INITIALLY)
0 LOCSF(31. a FIRST 3 WORDS OF CSFS STRtNO tINITIALLY • , • . • USE 1. • . • 41
S LOOFIL(61, i EXTERNAL NAME OF LOO FILE FOLLOWEO BY 	 t1NITIALLYI
0 LBUFRR(91. i LAST S WOROS OF as WORO LOO BUFFER
I LUOPKT(6) 1 110 PACKET FOR OIAONOSTIC MSO QUEUE FILE ('MO4UEUE•1
EQUIVALENCE	 4 LOO FILE MEAOER
I ILBUrfttt).LRUNIO).
	
i EXCLUSIVE ACCESS WORO
& ILBUFRt p ).LOPLO).	 I POINTER TO PCT SECTOR FOR OLDEST PROGRAM
3 tLBUFRt31.LOPN1). 	 i POINTER TO PCT SECTOR FOR NEWEST PROGRAM
4 (LBuFR(41.LORNII.	 i POINTER TO PCT SECTOR FOR FIRST PROO OF NEWEST RUN












PREFACE TO APPENDIII R
---------------------
THE FUNCTIONS AND TRANSFORMS IN THIS APPENOIX AMC OESIONED TO SUPPORT
OPERATIONS ON INTEGER STRINGS. CHARACTER STRINOS. CHARACTEA DUFFERS.
CHARACTERS, BYTE STRINGS, BYTES. AND NYDLES IN AS NEARLY MACHINE-INDEPENDENT A
MANNER AS POSSIYLE. ONLY A VERY FEW PRIMITIVE ROUTINES ARE EVEN AWARE OF THE
NACNINE-DEPENOENT INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF TME DATA.
NOMENCLATURE
1NT (INTEOER):
A FORTRAN INTEGER VARIABLE OR CONSTANT CONTAINING THE INTERNAL
REPRESENTATION OF A SIONEO FIXED POINT NUMBER WITH A MAONITUOE LESS
THAN 8 4• 31. TO MAINTAIN MACHINE INDEPENDENCE. VALUES OUTSIDE THIS
RANGE ORDINARILY SHOULD NOT BE USED.
1St IINTEOER STRING):
A FORTRAN INTEGER ARRAY INTERPRETED AS A STRING OF INTEOERS.
CST (CHARACTER STRING):
A FORTRAN INTEGER ARRAY OR HOLLERITH LITERAL CONTAINING THE PACKED INTERNAL
REPRESENTATION OF A STRING OF CHARACTERS IN THE NATIVE CHARACTER CODE OF A
MACHINE. THE NUMBER OF BITS PER CHARACTER AND THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PER
WORD IS KNOWN ONLY TO THOSE PRIMITIVE ROUTINES WHICH EXTRACT OR INSERT
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERS. HOWEVER. THE PACKED CHARACTER MUST NOT CONTAIN
MORE THAN B SIGNIFICANT SITS (EXCLUDING PAD BITS(.
LEN CLENOTH OF CHARACTER STRING OR SUB-STRINOI
TNO DIFFERENT LENGTHS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH EACH CHARACTER STRING:
THE PHYSICAL LENOTH OF A CHARACTER STRING IS FIXED AND UNCHANGEABLE •-
FOR A CHARACTER STRING CONTAINED IN A (POSSIBLY DIMENSIONED)
INTEGER VARIABLE. ITS PHYSICAL LENOTH IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
CHARACTERS WHICH THE VARIABLE CAN HOLD. FOR A CHARACTER STRING
OECLAREO AS A HOLLERITH LITERAL. ITS PHYSICAL LENGTH IS DETERMINED
BY THE COMPILER.
THE LOGICAL LENOTH OF A CHARACTER STRING IS VARIABLE AND DEPENDS
UPON THE CURRENT CONTENTS OF THE STRING --
	
LOGICAL LENOTH IS THE SVM
OF ALL LEAOINO BLANK CHARACTERS. EMBEDDED BLANK CHARACTERS. AND
NON-BLANK CHARACTERS WITHIN THE PHYSICAL STRING. LOGICAL LENGTH
IONOREQ TRAILING BLANK CHARACTERS. (IF THE STRINO CONTAINS ONLY
BLANK JARACTERS. THEN THE FIRST BLANK IS CONSIDEREO LEADING. AND
ALL THE REST TRAILING. YIELDING A LOGICAL LENOTH OF I CHARACtER.I
THE LENOTM OF A SUBSTRINO WITHIN A STRING IS EXPLICITLY SPECIFIED
BY THE PROGRAMMER AND IS INDEPENDENT GF EITHER THE PHYSICAL OR LOGICAL
LENOTN OF THE PARENT STRING.
LOC (LOCATION OF iNT. CNR. ICE. BYT. NYO. OR SUBSTRiNO WIfMIN STRING)
LOCATIONS IN A STRING AMC ALWAYS NUMBEREO IN INCREMENTS OF I FROM LEFt
TO RIGHT, STARTING WITH 1.
R-1
iDAN PACKAGE APPENOIX R 	 PREFACE-R
CHAR/GYM STRINO ROUTINES	 Be&
C• (CNARACTER BUFFERi1
A FORTRAN iNTEOER ARRAY CONTAINING THE PACKEO INTERNAL REPRESENTATION
OF A STRINO OF CHARACTERS IN THE NATIVE CHARACTER COOS OF A MACHINE.
TOOETHER WiTH THE FLAOS AND POINTERS NEEOEO FOR BUFFER MANIPULATION.
THEACTUAL REPRESENTATION AND POSITION WITHIN THE BUFFER OF ITS FLAOS
AND POINTERS IS KNOWN ONLY TO THE PRIMITtVE SUFFER MANIPULATION
ROUTINES.
CHR (CHARACTERi)
A FORTRAN INTEGER VARIABLE OR CONSTANT CONTAINING THE UNPACKED INTERNAL
REPRESENTATION OF A SINGLE CHARACTER iN THE NATIVE CHARACTER COOS OF A
MACHINE. LEFT-ALIGNEO ANO RIGHT-FiLLEO WITH SPACES. NUMERIC COMPARISONS
BETWEEN CHARACTERS SHOULD NOT BE MAOE. SINCE THE RESULTS OEPENO ON
OIFFERENT MACHINE CONVENTIONS FOR REPRESENTING THE SION. THE NATIVE
CHARACTER COOS FOR UNIVAC FORTRAN V 1S 6-91t FIELOATA.
ICE (INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT):
A NON-NEOATIVE FORTRAN INTEGER VARIABLE OR CONSTANT CONTAINING THE UNPACKED
INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF A SiNGLE CHARACTER iN THE NATIVE CHARACTER
CODE OF A MACHINE. SO ALIONEO THAT THE i-C-E CORRESPONDS TO ITS CHARACTER
COLLATING SEQUENCE, STARTING FROM ZERO. NUMERIC COMPARISONS MAY BE
PERFORMEO. BEARING IN MiND THAT THE RESULTS WILL VARY WITH DIFFERENT
CHARACTER CODES. FOR UNIVAC FORTRAN V THE I-C-E'S RANOE IS 0 TO 63.
Bst IBM STRINOI:
A FORTRAN INTEGER ARRAY CONTAINING THE PACKED INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF
A STRING OF BYTES. EACH PACKED BYTE CONTAINS B SIONIFICANt BITS AND MAY
ALSO CONTAIN ANY NUMBER OF ZERO-FILLED PAD BiTS REQUIRED BY THE HARDWARE
TO ACHIEVE EFFICIENT BYTE ACCESS. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BITS PER PACKED
BYTE AND THE NUMBER OF BYTES PER WORD ARE KNOWN ONLY TO THOSE PRIMITIVE
ROUTINES WHICH EXTRACT OR INSERT INDIVIDUAL BYTES. ON UNIVAC 1110
SERIES COMPUTERS THERE ARE FOUR 9-SIT PACKED BYTES PER WORD.
BtN> (EXTERNAL BYTE STRINOI:
A FORTRAN INTEGER ARRAY CONTAININGTHE PACKED EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION
OF A STRINO OF BYTES. EACH PACKED BYTE CONTAINS N BITS. OF WHICH NOT
MORE THAN 6 ARE s1GN1FlCANT. ALL NON-SIONiFICANT SITS (IF ANY) ARE
tERO-FILLEO. MOST COMMONLY. N lS EQUAL TO B. TO INSURE MACHINE
INDEPENOENCE. THE PROGRAMMER SHOULD ASSUME THAT THE EXTERNAL AND
INTERNAL REPREsENTAT10Ns OF BYTE STRINOS ARE DIFFERENT. AND CALL THE
APPROPRIATE ROUTINES to CONVERT THEM AFTER INPUT AND BEFORE OUTPUT.
By ? ( By te II
A NON-NEOATIVE FORTRAN 1NTEOER VARIABLE OR CONStANt RESTRICTED TO B
s10N1FiCANT BITS. SO ALIONEO THAT THE RANOE IS 0 TO •:SS. TO MAINTAIN
MACHINE INDEPENDENCE, VALUES OUTSIOE THIS RANOE MUST NOt BE USED.
REGARDLESS OF THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF BiTS PER PACKED BYTE ON A PARTICULAR
MACNINC. THE CONTENTS OF A BYTE MAY BE INTERPRETED AS THE
INTEGER-CHARACTEI!-EQUIVALENT OF A SINGLE CHARACTER FROM A FOREiON
CHARACTER COOS. AN UNSIONEO INTEGER. OR THE COMPLEMENT REPRESENtAtION
IN B BITS OF A SIONEO INTEGER BETWEEN -117 AND 087.
R-It
-j







A NON-NEOATIVE FORTRAN INTEOCR VARIABLE OR CONSTANT RESTRICTEO TO 4
SIGNIFICANT BITS, SO ALIONCO TNAT THE RANOE IS 0 TO •1S. TO MAINTAIN
MACHINE INOEPCNOENCE, VALUES OUTSIDE TNIS RANOC MUST NOT 6E USCG.
REOAROLESS OF THE ACTUAL NUNBEII OF BITS PER PACKCO NYBLC ON A PARTICULAR
MACNINE. THE CONTENTS OF A NYeLE MAY BC 1NTCRPRETCO AS A
NALF-BYTE. A SMALL UNSIONEO INTCOER, OR THE COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATION
IN M eITS OF A SIONEO INTEOCR BETWEEN -7 AND •7.
NEX (NCXAOECI"AL OIOITI:
A FORTRAN INTEOCR VARIABLE OR CONSTANT CONTAINING THE UNPACKED INTERNAL
REPRESENTATION OF A SINOLC CHARACTER WITHIN THE RANOE '0' THOU '$'
AND 'A' THRu 'F' IN THE NATIVE CHARACTER COOS OF A MACHINE.
LEFT-ALIONCO AND RIGHT-FILLEO WITH SPACES. THE CONTENTS OF A NEXAOECIMAL
OIOIT MAY BE INTCRPRETCO AS THE CHARACTER REPRESCNTAt10N OF A NYBLE.
OBY (DOUBLE BYTC):
A NoN-NEOATIve FORTRAN INTEOCR VARIABLE OR CONSTANT REStRiCTEO to 16
siONIFiCANf eITS. SO ALIONCO THAT THE RANOE is 0 t0 •69.935. t0 MAINTAIN
MACHINE INDEPENDENCE. VALUES OUTSIDE THIS RANOE MUST NOT Be usco.
THE CONTENTS OF A DOUBLE BYTE MAY BE INTERPRETED AS TWO CATENATED
BYTES. AN UNSIONEO INTEOCR. OR THE COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATION IN 16
Bits OF A si0NE0 INTEOCR BETWEEN -38.767 AND +38.767.
OBY (QUADRUPLE BYTE):
A FORTRAN INTCOER VARIABLE OR CONSTANT RESTRICTED to
 38
SIGNIFICANT BIT$. ANY NON-SIGNIFICANT BITS. IF PRESENT. ARE ZERO
FILLCO. THE SION OF A QUADRUPLE BYTE IS MACHINE DEPENDENT AND
THEREFORE CONSIDERED UNDEFINED. THE CONTENTS OF A QUADRUPLE BYTE MAY
BC INTERPRETED AS FOUR CATENATED BYTES. OR AS THC COMPLEMENT
REPRESENTATION IN 38 BITS OF A SIONCO INTEOCR WITH A MAONITUDE LESS
tNAN 84-31.
KONE CONE'S COMPLCMCNTI
A FORTRAN INTEOCR VARIABLE CONTAININO THE ONE'S COMPLEMENT REPRESENTA-
TION IN A SPECIFIEO NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT BIT$ (TYPICALLY Y. B. le. 38)
OF A SIONEO INTEOCR. ANY NON-SIONIFICANT BITS. IF PRESENT. AMC ZERO
F1LLE0. THE SION OF ONE'S COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATIONS WITH FEWER THAN
38 BITS Is ALWAYS POSITIVE. THE SION OF ONE'S COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATIONS
WITH 38 BITS IS MACNINE DEPENDENT AND fNCRCFORE CONSIOCRED UNDEFINED.
ONE'$ COMPLEMENT REPRESENTAt10NS WITH MORE THAN 38 Blt$ SHOULD NEVER BE
USED. ONE'S COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATIONS MUST BC CONvCRTCO to
ORDINARY IN rE0ER5 WITH NORMAL SION EXTENSION BEFORE BEING USCG IN
ANY ARItNMETIC OPERATION$.
KTWO (TWO'S COMPLEMENt1
A FORTRAN INTEOCR VAR1AeLC CONTAININO THE TWO'S COMPLEMENt REPRCSENtA-
TION IN A SPCCIFIEO NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT BITS (TYPICALLY 4. B. 16. 381
OF A SIONEO INTCOER. ANY NON-SIGNIFICANT BITS, IF PRESENT. AMC ZERO
FILLEO. THE SION OF TWO'S COMPLEMENT RCPRESENTATIONS WITH FEWER THAN
38 BITS IS ALWAYS POSItIVE. THE SION OF TWO'S COMPLEMENT RCPRCSCNTATIONS
WItN 38 eirs is MACNINE OEPENOcNt AND THEREFORE CONSIOEREO uNOEFiNco.
TWO'$ COMPLEMENT REPRESCNTATIONS WITH MORE THAN 38 elf$ SHOULD NEVER eC
USEO. TWO'$ COMPLEMENT REPRESENTATIONS MUST BE CONVEOTEO TO
ORDINARY iNTCOER$ WITH NORMAL SION EXTENSION eEFORE eE1No usco IN
R-3
1,






ANY ARITNMETtC OPERATIONS.	 •
ITWO • S COMPLEMENT HAS ! REPRESENTATIONS FOR ZERO: -0 • 901
USAGE
to MINIMt2E MACHINE OEPENOENCE. OPERATIONS INVOLVING A MACHINE'S NATIVE
CHARACTER CODE SHOULD ALWAYS UTILIZE THE CSTICNRIICE FAMILY OF ROUTINES.
WHILE THOSE INVOLVING FOREIGN CHARACTER COOES SHOULD ALWAYS UTILIZE THE
BtN>/SST/BYT FAMILY OF ROUTINES.
OOUSLE OYTE/CHARACTER rIELOS SHOULD USUALLY START AT AN 000
BYTE/CHARACTER LOCATION.
OTHER MULTIPLE BYTE/CHARACTER fICLOS SHOULD USUALLY START AT
BYTE/CHARACTER LOCATIONS 1. S. 9. ... (4 • N-31 ...
OETINT AND PUTINT ARE PROViDEO FOR COMPATIBILITY IN MANIPULATING STRINGS
Or INTEGERS. THEY ARE NOT AS FAST AS CONVENTIONAL SUOSCRIPTINO. AND
SHOULD ONLY BE USED WHEN NECESSARY.
THE OTHER INT SERIES Or ROUTINES ARE HIGHLY EFFICIENT.
NNEN PASSING A CHARACTER STRING AS AN ARGUMENT TO A FUNCTION OR SUBROUTINE:
-- IF THE STRING IS CONTAINED IN A HOLLERITH LITERAL. THE COMPILER
TOR PRE-COMPILERI WILL APPEND ONE (NULCHRI OR MORE (NULCST) 'STOP*
CHARACTERS TO MARK Ti/E PHYSICAL ENO Or THE StA1N0.
-- IF THE STRING IS CONTAINED IN AN INTEOER VARIABLE. THE PROORAMMER
MUST EITHER EXPLICITLY PASS THE LENOTH IN A SEPARATE ARGUMENT OR
ELSE INSERT A NULCHR OR NULCST TO IMPLICITLY PASS THE LENOTH BY
MARKINO THE END Or THE STRING.
• SUBROUTINES PRErIXED WITH AN ASTERISK ARE •
• BEING PNASEO OUT AND SHOULD NOT BE USEOIt •
R-4
OAN PACKAGE APPENOIX R	 APPCNOIK -R
CHAR/OYtE/STRINO ROUTINES
	 001
aPRroSC OAN.PRErACE-R 100091	 ICT VASS a Is a It
approve OAN.APPENOIX -R
approve OAN.A"CST ASCU OYTE STRING ran CNARACTER MINO
SPRT.SC OAM.AVF#CO ASCII BYTE STRING ran COCOIC OYtE STRING
4PRT.SC OAR.OST48011106 INTERNAL BYTE STRING rOR 0-017 EXTERNAL 9YTE M
approve OAR.BST400 /1110 INTERNAL BYTE STRING rOR 0-Olt EXTERNAL BYTE STR
4PRT.SC OAM.9640ST 11100 . 0-61T EXTERNAL syrr STRtNO rap
 INTERNAL OYTE SiR
approve OAN.09499T /1110 . 0-01T CXTCRNAL BYTE STRING rap
 INTERNAL OYTE arm
aPRTosC OAN.COINiT . iNiTIALiN CNARACTER s11rrER
approve OAN.C94CST . CHARACTER sYrrER rap
 CHARACTER STRING
SPR7.4C OAM.C64riL . CNARACTER OUrrCR FOR rtLC (oREAO'1
4PRT.vC OAN.C941N . CHARACTER BUFFER ran tNTEOER
4PRT.SC CAN.CB%*L . CHARACTER sUrrER rOR REAL
4PRToSC OAM.CLRQWO . CLEAR QUARTER-WORO HOOF
4PMT.SC OAM.CSTYAS . CNARACTER sr p tNG rOR ASCii BYTC VNINO
4parovC OAM.C1t4EB . CHARACTER srniN0 ran EBCOIC BYTE StR140
4PRT.SC OAM.CST%IN . CHARACTER vTR1HG root INTEGER
4PRT.SC OAM.CSTVRL . CNARACTER V VINO rOR.RCAL
4PRtovC OAM.CURBST . CURVAtURE (1ST OERIVATIvE)	 Or sYtE STRING
approve OA".0014CS VARIABLE-LENOTN (t. 4 CHAR) STRING rom CHAR StR
approve OAM.C8114iN VARiASLE-LENOTN 1(. a CHAR)	 STRING rOR INTEGER
4PNToSC OAM.CBSyRL VARIABLE-LENOTN 1<. a CHAR$	 vTRINO rOR REAL
appr1se OAM.0000E OECOOE NUMERIC CNARACTER STRING
aPRT.SC OAN.E04AS EaCOIC OYTE $?NINO rOR ASCU BYTE STRING
4PRi.1C OAM.C8%CST CBCOIC OYTE STRING rOP CHARACTER STRING
aPRT.SC OAM.r1L%CS rILE rOR CHARACTER sUrrER (•WRiTE'1
4pRtovC OAM.00T4YT BET NON-NEO INTEGER rRom srtE IN srte Stottma
4PRT.SC OAM.OETCNR OCT CHARACTER rROM CHARACTER STRING
fPRT.1C OAN.OETO9Y OCT YON-NEO iwcoco room OoUBLE srre IN sYrt it*
SPAT.vC OAM.OETNEX OCT HEXAOECi"AL CHAR r po" NYBLE IN BYtE 1tRINO
4"10.4 .00TICE . Ott 1NTEOER-CHAR-EQUIv roam CHAR STR (SEE OETCHR
4PRToSC OAM.OETINT . OCT iNTEOER rROm INTEGER STRING
4PNToSC OAM.OETNUL . BCOIN ERROR NALKBACK (AMOS MATCH OETBYt/CHR/tNT
8PRToSC OAM.00TNYS . act NON-NEO IHtEOER FROM NYBLE iN OrTE STRING
aPRT.SC OAN.OETQBY . act iNtEOER room QUAORUPLE BYTE IN BYTE STRING
SPRT.vC OAM.OETOKN . OCT NEXT CHAR VNI NO OATA rLO FROM IMAGE BUrrER
4PRToSC OAM.ORASSA .	 GRAOIENT	 1111' OERIVATIVE)	 Or BYTE SIRING ARRAY
4PRT.vC OAM.OtBYTS . OCT ARRAY Or NON-NEG we oERV room BYTE sratwo
approve OAM.ICC .	 INTEGER CHARAC?CM EQUIVALENT 1rao" CHARACTERI
approve OAM.ICNR . CHARACTER IrROM INTEOEM CHARACTER EOUiVALENTi
4PRToSC OArI.IYKONE . INt[oER rGR ONES COMPLEMENT
SPRT.SC OAM.i»KTWO .	 INTEGER root TWO'S COMPLEMENT
4PRio$C OAM.KN441N . • ENCOOC a-CHAR (r1ELOATA1 vTNINO room INTEGER
4PRToSC OAN.KONE41 . ONE'S COMPLEMENT root lNrEoER
4ppt.SC OA".KTWO%l . rwo o s COMPLEMENt roo 1NTEoER
4PRT.SC OAM.LAPOSA . LAPL ACIAN (=NO GERIVATIVE1	 Or BYTE STRING ARRAY
4►RT,1C OAM.LSYTEG . LOCATION Or srtE IN STRING EQUAL
	 TO SEARCH BYTE
aPRToSC OAM.L9YTNE . LOCATION Or s y rt IN STRING NOT CO TO SEARCN BYTE
4P4ToSC OAR.LCNREO . LOCATION Or CHAR iN STRING EQUAL TO SEARCH CHAR
4PRToSC OAM.LCHRNE . LOCATION or CNR IN STRING Not co TO SEARCH CNN
aPRToSC OAN.LCSTEO . LOCATION IN ONE CHARACTER STRING Or ANOTHER
4pottosC OAN.LENCVt . LENOTH Or CHARACTER STRING
APOT99C OAN.LENPAO . LCNOTN PAOOEO TO NEXT MONO sOUNOARY
8PMToSC OAN.LICEEO . LOCATION Or ICE IN STRING EQUAL TO SEARCN ICE
a►RToSC OAN.LICENE . LOCATION Or iCE IN STRING NOT EQ TO SEARCH ICE
aPRToSC OAN.LINTEG . LOCATION Or INTEGER IN STRING EO TO SEARCH INT
p-9
OAm PACKAOI APl•lNO1at R APPINOIX-R
CMAR/IYTE/STRINO m0Ntlulsi @so
$PISt.9C OAN.LINTl1[ . LOCATION OP INTCOIR IN 91'RIN0 Nt t0 szIARCN INT
$PRT49C OAM.LONC91 . • Or CHAM STRING LONEA IN COLLATING SCGUINCC
$parole OAM.MOVSITIAIN . ROVE OYTI STRING
$1001"Ic OAN.MOVISTIrom . MOVIOYTE STRING
$PRToSe OAM.MOVeVt . MOVE OVtI
$Parole OAM.MOVCNR MOVE CHARACTER
•Parole OAM.MOVCSTIA$M MOVI CHARACTER $Talmo
$PRT.SC OAM.NOVeIt/FOm MOVE CHARACTER STRING
$PRT.SC OAM.MOVOmV MOVE OOUISLE SYTE
$PRToSC OAM.MOViST MOW INTEoIR STRING
$PRT.SC OAM.M@*N1 NUMOER or OYTE$ FOR NUMOEa Or INrE0la9
$PRT.SC OAM.NCMNI . NUN9la Of CHARACTERS IF OR NUMOER Of INTEGERS
$PRT.SC JAM.NEXTOK . OCT POINTERS TO NEXT TOKEN IN IMAOE $U«Em$PRT.SC OAM.NI%NS . NUM9la or iNTIOEm$ rom NUMSEm OP $YTES
$104T.9C OAM.NI%NC . NUM$IR OP 1NtE0ER$ rom NUMOER or CHARACTERS
$PRt.SC OAM.PUT9YT . PUT NON-NEO INTEGER INTO $YtE OP /rrE ftmtNO
$PRT.1C OAM.PUTCHN . PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER 1TRINO
$Parole OAM.PUTO$Y . PUT NON-NEO iNTEOEm INTO OOU$LE 9YrE or 9YrE sin
$►RT.1C OAM.PUTNEX . PUT HEXAOECIMAL CHAR INTO NYILE IN $YTE ItRINO
$MSO.N .PUTICC . PUT INfCOER-CHAR-EOUIV INTO CHAR VP 11EC PUTCHR
$►RToSC OAM.PUTINT . PUT INrEOER INTO INtEOEm STRING$PRT.SC OAM.PUTNY9 . PUT NON-NCO INTEOIR INTO NYSLt Of 9YTE 1'.RINO










SUBROUTINC A6%C1fI a ASCII BYTC STRING POR CNAR STRING 1r1CLOATA 1
0 JAN@Uro a ASCII BYTC $TRINO
•	 1 JCSOUT * 0 INTCRMAL CHARACTER STRING
1 "CHAINS a NUNBCN or CNARACTCRS TO CONVERT
C	 ITNC SAMC ACTUAL AROUMCNT MAY IC USCO rOR JCSSUr • JASBUrl

























C	 OCTICC	 a OCT 1-C-C rROM CHARACTER STRING






C	 I. JASBUr IS UNCHANOCO If MOYT$ is LESS THAN 1.
C












/NTCOCR NCN	 a NUMBER Or CHARACTERS CONVCRTCO
INTC KIt NICC
	 a I-C-C OI CHARACTER BEING CONVCRTCO
INTCGCI JTIA%Cta*l





OAII ►ACKAK APS NOI K R
c"Aftleirt/STRING ROIIt111[f
C




C	 •	 f	 1	 •	 •	 A	 1'1
0 N. Ole 03, 39. 0%. 31. 02. $4.
e
C	 C	 0 C	 It	0	 N	 i	 J
I 0'1. 009 00. 70. 71, 78. 73. 7r.
C
C	 K L N N 0 H 0 R
R 79. 70, 77. 70, 79. 00, 01. 0t.
C
C	 S r U v N x	 v Z
3 83. 04. •S. 00. 07. 00. 09. 00.
C
C	 1	 4c	 •
r 41. 41. 43, 00. 01. St. 30. 30.
C
C	 •	 t	 :	 1
s »t. 40. 37, S0. 03. 33. »N. St.
C
C	 0	 1	 t	 3	 »	 s	 0	 7
C
D 400 400 90. S1 * of. 936 s». Ss.
C	 • s







C CNCCK rOR NULL CONVCRSION
C
IfIMCNARS.Lt.01 00 TO 66:
C
c
























SUBROUTINE ASMEB( 8 ASCII BYTE STRING FOR EBCOIC BYTE STRINO
0 JASBUF. • ASCII BYTE STRING
IJEBBUF. • EBCDIC BYTE STRING
1 NBYTSI	 a NUMBER OF BYTES TO CONVERT

























C	 OETBYT	 i OET BYTE FROM EBCDIC BYTE STRING STRING






C	 I. JASBUF IS UNCHANGED IF NBYTS IS LESS THAN 1.
C












INTEOER "BY	 • NUMBER OF BYTES CONVERTED
INTE*ER lOYT	 a BYTE KING CONVERTED
INTEGER JTTA4E(fS6)
	













0 1 8 3 4 S 0 7 0 9 A 0 C 0 E P
OATH (JTTA4E1N1.Ns t.64) /	 tl CONTROL CHARACTERS
C
	
NUL SON STx ETx	 HT	 GEL	 VT PR CR SO SI




OLC OC1 OC8 OC3	 65	 CAN EH	 rs OS RS US




LIF ET9 ESC	 CMG ACK 9EL




SYN	 RS	 COT	 OC4 NAK	 SU8




0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 A	 0 C	 0	 E	 F
OATA (JTTA4E(N1.N*65.1Z8J / 	 i PUNCTUATION
C
	
SP	 t	 (	 • OR




t	 1	 S	 •	 1	 1 NOT
5 038. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32 033.036.042.041.059.094.
C
C








ACCENT	 •	 i	 •	 a




0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7	 9	 9	 A	 8	 C	 0	 E	 F
OATA (JTTA4E(N).N*129.192) / 	 i LOWER CASE
C
	
A	 0	 C	 0 E	 P	 0	 N	 1




J K L M N 0 P 0 R





	 9	 t	 U	 v	 W	 X	 T	 2	 1









0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6 7	 6	 9 A 6 C	 0 E
	
F
OATH (JTTA4C(N).N• t93.2561 /	 4 UPPER CASE
C	 -1	 A	 0	 C	 0	 E	 P	 0	 N	 I




1- J K L
	
N N 0 P 0 R




9 T U v w x v t




0	 1	 8	 3 4	 9 6 7 8 9
i 049.049.050.OSl.OSS. 053.094.055.056.057. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. 381
R-10









c CmECK FOR NULL CONVERSION
C
1R(NGYTS.LE.01 00 TO 900
C
c



















SUBROUTINE 9ST4961 i INTERNAL BYTE STRINO FOR B-BIT BYTE STRING (11001
0 IBST.	 • INTERNAL BYTE STRING
I I908.
	
11 EXTERNAL BYTE STRINO OF B-BIT BYTES
I NBYTSI	 i NUMBER OF BYTES TO TRANSFORM
(THE SAME ACTUAL ARGUMENT MAY BE USED FOR IBST • 19991
-----------------------------------------------------------------
HISTORY









COMPUTE NUMBER OF OUAORUPIE BYTES TO TRANSFORM. INCLUOINO PARTIAL
OUACRUPLE BYTES. COMPUTE NUMBER OF BLOCKS 19 OUAOBYTES EACH) TO
TRANSFORM. INCLUOINO PARTIAL BLOCKS. COMPUTE NUMBER OF QUADRUPLE
BYTES TO TRANSFORM IN RIONTMOST BLOCK. 00 TRANSFORMATION FROM RIGHT
TO LEFT. STARTING WITH PARTIAL BLOCK (iF ANY).
MACHINE-OE PENDENT CODE
. ----------------------
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1109 COMPUTER. THE METHOD
OF PASSING ARGUMENTS 1S THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V. IMPLEMENTING
CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT COMPILERS (EO.. UNIVAC ASCII




I. IBST IS UNCNANOEO IF N9YtS IS LESS THAN 1.
t. THE TRANSFORMATION INTO INTERNAL BYTE STRING FROM EXTERNAL B-BIT
BYTE STRING IS PERFORMED IN GROUPS OF M BYTES It OUAORUPLE-BYrEI At A
TIME. THUS. If NBYrS IS NOT EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY 4. THE ACTUAL NUMBER
OF BYTES tRANSFORMEO WILL BE THE NEXT NIGHER NUMBER WHICH IS EVENLY
DIVISIBLE BY 4.




























. STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REOISTER MNEMONICS



































. BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
A2. 0 2.X11 . • OF BYTES TO TRANSFORM
At.0 DIVISION COMING
A2.3
A1.4 At	 to • OF OUAOBYTES TO TRANSFORM
.	 At
	 :•	 (0-1) OF BYTES TO TRANSF IN RIONTMOST OUADBYTE
AO.0 DIVISION COMING
At.$
AO.S AO :• • OF BLOCKS TO TRANSFORM
.	 At	 to	 (0-11 OF OUAOBYTES TO TRANSF IN RIGHTMOST BLOCK
AO.1 AO :• t•-11	 OF BLOCKS TO TRANSFORM
AO.RETURN RETURN IF NO BLOCKS
Aa.AO
A3.AO
Aa.B 8 WORDS PER INPUT BLOCK
A3.9 S WORDS PER OUTPUT BLOCK
A8.19)(I11 At t o ADOR OF RIGHTMOST	 INPUT BLOCK
A3.O.X11 A3 t o ADO* OF RIGHTMOST OUTPUT BLOCK
Al.-S INPUT BLOCK AOOR INCREMENT 	 IS	 -B
A3.-9 OUTPUT BLOCK AOOR INCREMENT IS -9

























































SUOROUTINE SST408t & INTERNAL BYTE STRING FOR 0-61T OYtE STRING fill*$
0 101t.	 i INTERNAL OYTE STRING
1 tttSB.	 I EXTERNAL 9YTC STRING OF 9-911' SYTES
I NOTTV & NUMBER OF •YTES TO TRANSFORM
(THE SAME ACTUAL AROUMENT MAY BE USEO FOR oft & 1111119)
-------------- 0 --------------------------------------------------
. HISTORY
E H SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 07106170	 REQUIREMENTS
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 08101179	 DESIGN/CODE/TESL
METH00
COMPUTE NUMBER OF QUADRUPLE BYTES TO TRANSFORM. INCLUDINO PARTIAL
QUADRUPLE BYTES. COMPUTE NUMBER OF BLOCKS (9 QUADBYTES EACN) t0
TRANSFORM. INCLUDING PARTIAL BLOCKS. COMPUTE NUMBER OF QUADRUPLE
BYTES TO TRANSFORM IN RIOHTMOSt BLOCK. 00 TRANSFORMATION FROM RIOHt
TO LEFt, STARTING WITH PARTIAL BLOCK tlF ANY).
. MACHINE-OEPENOENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1110 COMPUTER USINO SPECIAL BYTE-
.	 MANIPULATION HARDWARE NOT PRESENT IN THE UNIVAC 1106. THE METHOD
OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V. IMPLEMENTING
CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR otrFERENT COMPILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII





1. tOSt IS UNCHANGED If NBYTS IS LESS THAN t.
0. Tilt TRANSFORMATION INTO INTERNAL BYTE StRINO FROM EXTERNAL 6-BIT
@YTC STRtNO IS PERFORMED IN OROUPS OF 4 SYTES-(l QUADRUPLE-9YtE1 At A
INC. TNUS, IF N9YTS IS NOT EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY M. tNE ACTUAL NUMBER
OF §YTES TRANSFORMED WILL 9E THE NEXT NIONER NUMBER WHICH IS EVENLY
0IVtSlSLE BY v.
_. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MAOC ON ANY OF THE AROU"CHTS.
R-ts
i^
DAN ►ACKAOE A►►ENOIX R "Met 1110
CHARievictStRINO ROUTINES BBt
. GLOBAL DECLARATIONS
•	 AXRS . STANDARD UN111AC 1100 REOISTER MNEMONICS
. LOCAL OCCLARATIONS
..................
;OAS.	 ►ROC .	 1110 00 AS INSTRUCTION COOED rOR 1100 ASSEMBLER
INSTRF	 room 444.404.84ti .	 INSTRUCTION room
INSTRr 057.01484.0.0 . 80 AS
ENO
. ►ROCEOURE
S(00 1	I-BANK BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
9ST499 4	LA A8.08.Xlt • Or BYtES TO TRANSFORM
LA.0 AI.O DIVISION COMINO
AA.0 At.3
OI.0 AI.M Al	 s• • Or OUAOBYTES TO TRANSFORM
.	 As	 to	 (0-$1 Or BYTES TO tRANSr IN RIGHTMOST OUAOSYTE
LA.0 A090 DIVISION COMINO
AA.0 At.$
OI.0 AO.S AO s o 0 Or BLOCKS TO TRANSFORM
.	 At	 to	 (0-11 OF OUAOBYTES TO TRANSr IN RIGHTMOST BLOCK
ANA.0 AO.1 .	 AO : 0 (0 -1) Or BLOCKS TO TRANSFORM
JN AO.REtURN	 . RETURN IF NO BLOCKS
•	 LA AI.AO
LA A3.AO
MSI.0 At.B B MONO$ ►ER INPUT BLOCK
MSI.0 A3.9 S WORDS ►ER OUTPUT BLOCK
AA At.1.X11 At s • AOOR OF RIGHTMOST INPUT BLOCK
AA A3.0.X1I A3 to AOOR Or R1GHTMO9T OUTPUT BLOCK
LXI.XU At.-B INPUT BLOCK ADD* INCREMENt IS -B
LXI.XU A3.-9	 . OUTPUT BLOCK AOOR INCREMENT IS -S



























































SUBROUTINE e849STI • $-Bit 3YTE STRING FOR INTERNAL BYTE STRINO 911081
0 lose.	 • EXTERNAL BYTE STRING OF 8-Bit BYTES
1 IBST.	 • INTERNAL BYTE STRINO
I NBYTSI	 • NUMBER OF BYTES TO CONVERT
ITHE SAME ACTUAL ARGUMENT MAY Be USED FOR IBST • 18901
............................................ 0 --------------------
HISTORY




COMPRESS ADJACENT 9-BIT BYTES INTO B-BITS EACH. AND THEN
SHIFT INTO PROPER ALIONMENT.
MACNINE-OEPENOENT COOS
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1109 COMPUTER. THE METHOD
OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V. IM'LEMENTINO
CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT COMPILERS 4EO.. UNIVAC ASCII





1. loss 19 UNCHANGED IF NBYTS 19 LESS THAN 1.
11. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MADE ON ANY OF THE ARGUMENT$.
GLOBAL DECLARATIONS
NONE.
AM	 BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTITIES
$9001 . I•oANK
Be48st•










2U9ROUTINE 99491tt 0 8-911 BYTE STRINO rOR INTERNAL BYTE STRINO 111101
0 19291	 9 EXTERNAL BYTE STRING Or 6-91T BYTES
1 1921.	 S INTERNAL BYTE STRINO
1 N9YTS1	 0 MUNKR Or BYTES TO CONVERT
IT1IC SA.IE ACTUAL ARGUMENT MAY BE USED roll IDST • 19091
----- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
HISTORY
E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07109/79	 ORIGINAL COOS
METHOD
COMPRESS AOJACENT 9-91T BYTES INTO 9-BITS EACH. AND THEN
SNIrT INTO PROPER ALIONMENT.
. MACHINE-OEPENOCNT COOS
. ......................
NRITTCN IN ASSEMBLER rOR THE UNIVAC 1110 COMPUTER USINO SPECIAL 9YtE-
MANtPULATION HARDWARE NOT PRESENT IN THE UNIVAC 1108. THE METN00
Or PASSING AROUMENt2 19 THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V. IMPLEMENTINO
COOS MUST BE REHRITTEN roR Ol cfCRENT COMPILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII






1. 1809 IS UNCHANGED Ir NBYTS If LESS TNAN 1.
+	 A'. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MADE ON ANY Or THE AROUMENTS.
i. SINCE THE ACTUAL CONVERSION 10 PERrORMEO IN GROUPS Or 0 BYtE9 AT
A TIME. UP TO 7 MORE BYTES THAN REOUESTEO MAY BE CONVERTED. IBST





	 STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REOISTER MNEMONICS
4-19
. X IMCR[NCNT • 4. X MOOIFIcR • 0
SAVc ARCH FOR x RE09 8.304
SAVE REOS
. NUMOCR Of 0YTE9 TO CONVER?
. AOORESS OF 9-91T INPUT P,JFFCR
NUMSCR OF SYTCs - i
AOORESS OF 11-fit OUTPUT SUFFER
. NO IBM$ TO CONVERT
. NUMSER OF INPUT WORDS - 1
AUTO INCRE MENT FOR INPUT IS 1
AUTO INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT IS 1
OCCREMENT SNIFtS 6 RECYCLE IF ZERO



















X31xl4XMO NUMSER OF SITS TO SHIFT	 Is 0.18.	 ...
A3.7 EIONT SHIFTS PER CYCLE
AO.O. O xf LOAD 8 MOS INPUT & INCREMENT AOOR •Y 1
AO COMPRESS S SYTCS IN AO ► AI	 !NANO-CODED)
FORM	 INSTRUCT FORM
lrORM	 037.04.0.0.0.0
	 000 AO INSTRUCT
A000. 0 113 SHIFT 4.9 •Ytcs INTO AO
AO.0. 0 94 . STORE OUTPUT MO • INCREMENT AOOR
AB.NCXTCYCLC . ocCRCMEN T
 INPUT was Lcit • REPEAT
XB.XSAVE•0 . RESTORE REOs
x3.X9AVc•1
x4.XSAVc•8
















































SUMOUTINC CBINITI a INITIAL UC CHARACTER BUrrCM







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LCC	 091I8179
	 AEOUIRENCUTS






C	 INITIALIZE BUr'r[R NULCST a POINtERS.













	 a MOVE CHARACTCM STRINO






C	 I. Ir KBOUT IS SMALLER IN SIZE THAN A STANOARO CHARACTER BUrrER
C	 (SUCH AS 1C9Ur1. ICBUrt, ETC.l. TNEN THE RESULTS AMC UNOEr1NE0.
C
C




	 a OErINE STRUCTURE Or CHARACTER surrcn$
•	 INCLUOE NULCST.LISt	 a OErINE NULL CHARACTCR STRING
INCLUOE HULCNR.LIST
	
a OErINE NULL CNAAACTCM
C
C
C LOCAL OECL ARATIONS
C 00.0...0..........
C














°	 KGOW I CKNO 1 •NC4N I I CGNYL • I I
C	 ,
C




















SUBROUTINE C94CST( i APPEND CHARACTERS TO CHAR BUFFER FRO" CHAR STRING
0 KBOUT.	 • OUTPUT CHARACTER BUFFER
I KSTIN.	 i INPUT CHARACTER STRING
t LOCIN,	 i (OPTIONAL) CHAR LOC WITHIN INPUT STRING WHERE SUBSTRINO BEGINS
I LENINO. • (OPTIONAL) LENOTH • DIRECTION OF INPUT SUBSTRINO
S 11,11 1 TO KEEP COMPILER STRAIGHT -- DON'T USEI11
C	 (CHAR LOCATION COUNTED FROM I AT LEFT OF STRING)







C	 E N SCHLCSSER	 LEC	 09/12/79
	 REQUIREMENTS







C	 DETERMINE ACTUAL/IMPLIED VALUES FOR OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS.
	
C	 MOVE INPUT SUBSTRINO TO FIRST AVAILABLE LOCATION IN OUTPUT CHARACTER
	














C	 ARORET	 8 DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL AROUMENTS • RETURN K VECTOR
	C 	 MOVCST	 i MOVE CHARACTER STRING
INTEGER LENCST	 7 LENGTH OF CHARACTER STRING







C	 I. IF KBOUT IS SMALLER IN SIZE THAN A STANOARC CHARACTER BUFFER
	
C	 SUCH AS ICBUFI, IC9UF2. ETC.) THEN THE RESULTS ARE UNDEFINED.
C
	





C	 3. IF THE INPUT SUMMING LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIDE ITS STRING THE
	
C	 RESULTS WILL BE UNDEFINED.
C
	
C	 4- IF THE OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS LOCIN • LENIND ARE OMITTEO. TMEN KSTIN
	




DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX R	 CBvCSt
CNAR/BYM STRING ROUTINES	 001
C	 OR AN ARRAY OP PACKEO CHARACTERS TERMINATED WITH NULCHR OR NULCSTI-c
C	 S. IF THERE IS INSUFFICIENT ROOM REMAINING IN THE OUTPUT BUFFER, THEN
C	 ONLY PART OF THE INPUT STRING WILL BE APPENDED TO THE BUFFER AND






INCLUDE CBDEF.LIST	 i DEFINE STRUCTURE OF CHARACTER BUFFERS






INTEGER KBOUT(CBSIIN I	i ARGUMENT
INTEGER NAROS i NUMBER OF ACTUAL AROUMENTS
INTEGER KRETN i RETURN K VECTOR
INTEGER LENOUT i LENGTH (NUMBER OF CHARACTERS)	 TO APPEND
INTEGER LOCINN i CHAR LOC WITHIN INPUT STRING WHERE SUBSTRINO BEGINS







C DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL AROUMENTS t RETURN K VECTOR
C












C CHECK BUFFER POINTEw`S
C
IF(KBOUT(CBNUL).NE.NULCSTI 00 TO 990
IF(KBOUTtC9LOC1.Lt.01 00 TO 900
IrcKBOUT(CBENO1.07.2581 00 TO 900
C
C
C COMPUTE LENOTH TO APPEND TO BUFFER (IF ANY)
C
LENOUt•MINO(KSOUt(CBEN01-KBOUT(CSLOCI.IABSlLENINNII























200 CONTINUE s e a DEBUG as&
C S
	
Ir(KSTIN.EO.'.'1 CALL XRE077f21 	 i•i 444 DEBUG 404 &•a

















SUBROUTINE CBf#IN( 11 ENCODE INtEOER A APPENO TO CHARACTER BUFFER
0 KBOuT.	 • OUTPUT CHARACTER BUFFER
iiNTOER. a INTEGER TO ENCOOE
1 MINFLW. II (OPTIONAL) MINiMUM FIELO WIDTH (1S IF OMITTED)
1 LOZCHR. i 1OPTIONAL) LEAOINO ZERO CHARACTER (BLANK IF OMITTED)







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC










C	 OETERMINE ACTUAL/IMPLIED VALUES FOR OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS.
C	 ENCODE	 INTEGER WITH MINIMUM FIELOWIOTM OF MINFLW & MAXIMUM FIELOWIOtN
C	 OF 12.	 MOVE ENCODED STRING TO FIRST AVAILABLE LOCATION IN OUTPUT
C	 CHARACTER BUFFER AND UPDATE BUFFER POINTER.	 THIS TRANSFORM PROVIDES












C	 AROREt	 i OCTEAMINC NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS 6 RETURN K VECTOR
C	 CSTVIN	 it CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEOER






C	 1. !F KBOUt IS SMALLER IN SIZE THAN A STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER
C	 (SUCH AS ICBuFI, ICBuF2. ETC.) THEN THE RESULTS ARE UNOCFINCO.
C
C	 P. 1F KBOUT HAS NOT BEEN PREVIOUSLY INITIALIZED BY CBINIT THE RESULTS
C	 ARE UNOEFINEO.
s	 C
C	 7. IF tHERE is iNSuFFiC1ENT ROOM REMAINING IN THE OUTPUT BuFFER, THEN

























6 DEFINE STRUCTURE OF CHARACTER BUFFER
	 A
a DEFINE NULL CHARACTER STRING
a ARGUMENT
• NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS
4 RETURN K VECTOR
• MINIMUM FIELD WIDTH



















C CHECK BUFFER POINTERS
C
IFtKBOUTtCBNULI.NE.NULCSTI 00 TO 900
tr(XBOUTtCBLOCI.LT.01 00 TO 900
IFtKBOUTtCBENO1.0T.1561 00 TO 900
C
C
C COMPUTE MAXIMUM LENOTH TO APPEND TO BUFFER. IF ANY
C
LENMAX•MINOCXBOUTtCBENO I-KBOUTtCSLOCI.MAXOtMINIFN.1211
1FtLENMAX.LE.01 00 TO 900
C
C












DAN PACKAOC ARPCNOIX R	 MIN





CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX R	 CB4RL
CNARlBYTE/STRING ROUTINES
	 001
SUBROUTINE CY4RLf B ENCODE REAL 6 APPEND TO CHARACTER DUFFER 	 a
0 KBOUT.	 B OUTPUT CHARACTER BUFFER
1 REAL.	 B REAL TO ENCODE
I MINFLW. B (OPTIONAL) MINIMUM F1ELO WIDTH (It IF OMITTEO)
I NOPREC. B (OPTIONAL) NUMBER OF DIGITS OF PRECISION (11 IF OMITTEO)
1 LOZCNR. B (OPTIONAL) LEADING ZERO CHARACTER (BLANK IF OMiTTEO)







C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/10/79	 REQUIREMENTS






C	 OETERMINE ACTUAL/IMPLIED VALUES FOR OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS.
C	 ENCODE REAL WITH MINIMUM FIELDWIOTN OF MINFLW & MAXIMUM FIELOWIOTH
C	 OF I2. MOVE ENCODED STRING TO FIRST AVAILABLE LOCATION IN OUTPUT
C	 CHARACTER BUFFER AND UPDATE BUFFER POINTER. THIS TRANSFORM PROVIDES











C	 ARORET	 • DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS & RETURN K VECTOR
C	 CST4RL
	 • CHARACTER STRING FOR REAL






C	 1. IF KBOUT IS SMALLER IN SIZC THAN A STANDARD CHARACTER BUFFER
C	 (SUCH AS ICSUFI. ICBUFa. ETC.) THEN THE RESULTS ARE UNOEFINEO.
C
C	 c. IF KBOuT HAS NOT BEEN PREVIOUSLY INITIALIZED BY CBINIT THE RESULTS
C	 ARE UNOEFINEO.
C
C	 =. IF THERE IS INSuFFiC1ENT ROOM RENAININO IN THE OUTPUT BUFFER. THEN








DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX R	 CORL
CNARI@TTCISTRING ROUTINES 	 001
C ...................
C
INCLUDE CBOCf.LIST 	 • OEPINE STRUCTURE Or CHARACTER BUFPER






iNTEOER KBOUT(11 a AROUMENT
INTEOER MARC$ I NUMOER Of ACTUAL ARGUMENTS
iNTEOER KRETN i RETURN K VECTOR
INTEOER MINIFN i MINIMUM iIELO IIIOTH
INTEOER NOIOPR • NURSER OF Ol01TS OF PRECISION






















C CHECK SU«ER POINTERS
C
Ir(KSOUT(CBNU0.NE.NULCSTI 00 TO 900
li(KOOUT(CSLOCI.LT.01 00 TO 900
tr(K00ut(COENOI.OT.1061 00 TO 900
C
C
•	 C COMPUTE MAXIMUM LENOTH TO APPENO TO SUFFER, IF ANY
C
LENMAXe MINO(KBOUT(CBEN01•KOOUT(CBLOCI.MAXO(MtNtt'N.tt11
tr(LCROAX.LE.01 00 TO S00
C
C















































	 CHANCE SIT IN PROCESSOR STATE REGISTER
. EXCEPTIONS
I. THE COMPUTER MUST BE IN QUARTER-WORO MODE WAC N CALLING ANY TRANSFORMS
WHICH PERroRM BYTE OR NYBLE OPERATIONS (OEtBYT. PUTBYT. MOVBYT. ETC.).
GLOBAL DECLARATIONS
•	 AXRS











. BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
1B.I.ti.t
0.0.0.1












DAN OACKAK AMtNGIK R	 CSt4A0
CNARIGITC/STRINO ROUTINES	 00t
St1GROYVINE CSf%ASI 	 S CHARACTER STRING roe ASCII GYTE STRING
G JCSsYr.	 a CHARACTER StRINO
I JAteur.
	
• ASCII @YTC STRING
I NOTTV
	
0 NYNOER Or SYtES t0 CONVERT
C TYNE SANK ACTUAL AMOY"CNf MAY 0E uSEO roe assur t iCsfury






C E N SCHLOSSC*	 LEC	 071:0170	 ORIGINAL CODE


















C OCTIYt	 • OCT •ITC rRON INTERNAL WE STRING




C - . ........
C
C I. JCStur If YNCHANOEO Ir NOYTS IS LESS THAN 1.
C









• C LOCAL OECLARATIONS
C ..................
C
INTCOER NOY	 0 NIINOER Or SITES CONVERtCO
INTEOCN lOYT	 0 We "too CONVERTEO











C	 0	 1	 =	 s	 »	 9	 0	 7
OAtA OMPA
i r	 . .•	 • 1'.	 'a'.	 'f'.	 • 9'.	 •_••	 •!•.	 IN•.
C
•1•.	 ' 1 • .	 'o'.	 000.	 '.•.	 •°•.	 '.'.	 'i'.
C
•	 • 0'.	 0 1 0 .	 '!•.	• s'.	 ' flf • .	•9 0 .	• 0 0 .	 •70.
C
7	 • 0 0 .	• 0 • .	• e • .	• i • .	 't • .	 •••.	 • a • .	 •?•.
C
0	 • a • .	• A • .	 '/•.	 •C • .	 004.	 490,	 • P • .	 '0'.
C
1	 • H • .	 '1'.
	• J'.	 • K'.	 'L • .	 •N'.	 'N'.
C
Z	 'P'.	 'O'.	 •R•.	 '1'.	 'T'.	 'Y • .	 'V•.	 •W'.
C







C CHECK POR MULL CONVERSION
C
IPfNOYTS.LE.01 00 TO 900
C
c




IIfIOYf.OT.I871 IDYT-03 	 • ASCII '10
	
lOYT.NA 1 0110YT • =:. 01	 I CONVERT ALL ASCII CONTROL CV401 TO ZPACi
1/t10:f.OT.O=1 i wei OYT-s: 	 I CONVERT LOWER TO UPPER CASE
	
















SUBROUTINE CSt%C@( a CHAR STRING POR EOCOIC BYTE STRING IFIELOATAI
•	 0 JCSBUF. a CHARACTER $TRlm0
I JEBBUP, a cBCOtC BYTE STRING
I NBYTSI a MUMBER Oi BYTES TO CONVERT

























C	 OETOYT	 i OCT BYTE PROM BYTE STRING






C	 1. JCSBUP IS UNCHAMOEO'IP NOYTS IS LESS THAN 1.
C










C........ 0 ........ .
C
INTEOER NOY	 a NUMOER OP OYTES CONVERTEO
INTEOEA IBYt	 a BYTE Oct"* CONVERTEO




CAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R	 Cs?%Ca
CNAR/OrT[/STRING ROUTINES	 00:
C	 s













C CNECK FOR NULL CONVERSION
C
IF(N8YTS.LE.0) GO TO 900
C
C
C TRANSLATE WHILE SCANNING FRO" LEFT TO RIONT
C
00 $00 NOY•I.NOYTS
CALL OETBYT(IBYT.	 JEBBUF.(NBY))	 T' r










DAN PACKAOC APPCNDIK R	 CGT%IN
CHAR/DrTC/STIIINO ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE CST41N1	 • CHARACTER STRING FOR INTEGER
0 KSTOUT.	 S OUTPUT CHARACTER STRING
( LOCOUT.	 • CHARACTER LOC WITHIN OUTPUT STRING WHERE SUBSTRINO BEGINS
1 LCHOUT.	 9 LENGTH 11.01 OF OUTPUT SUBStRING
1 INTOCR.	 • INTEGER TO ENCODE
1 MINFLW.	 S IOPTIONALI MINIMUM FIELONIOTM ILENOUT IF OMITTC01
s 1 LOZCHR.	 • IOPTIONALI LEADING ZERO CHARACTER (BLANK IF OMITTE0I
S	 $*$I	 9 TO KEEP COMPILER STRAIGHT -- DON'T USE111







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 09/89/79	 REQUIREMENTS






C OETCRMiNE ACTUAL11HPLICO VALUES FOR OPTIONAL AROUMENTS.
C ENCODE INTEGER INTO SUBSTRINO WITH MINIMUM FIELOWIOTH OF MINFLW 6
C MAXIMUM FIELOWIOTH OF LENOUt.	 THIS TRANSFORM IMPLEMENTS EXtENDEO












C ARORET	 9 DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL AROUNENtS A RETURN K VECTOR
C MOVCST	 i MOVE CNARACTER STRING
C PUTCNR	 I PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRINO
C PUTICE	 • PUT INTCOCII-CHARACTCA-COUIVALENT 	 INTO CHARACTER STRINO
INTEGER IDUP	 I INtCOCR OUPLICATE IIHOIRCCT REFERENCE TO OPTIONAL ARO)
INTCOCR ICE
	






•	 C 1.	 If THE OUTPUT SUBSTRING LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIDE ITS STRING THE
C RESULTS WILL BE UNOEFiN.O.
C
C S.	 IF THE ENCODED INTEGER IINCLUOiNG MINUS SION IF NEOAtIVE) REOUIRCS NORE





DAN PACKAGE APPENOIK R	 CST%l"
CHAR/GYM STRINO ROUTINES	 on












tNTEOER NAROS	 It NUMBER Of ACTUAL AROUNENTS
INTEOER KRETN	 I RETURN K VECTOR
INTEOER INOREM	 • INTEOER QUOTIENT REMNANT IASSOLUTE YALUE1
INTCOER LOUTAB	 I LOC OF OUTPUT SUBSTRINO ABSOLUTE VALUE
1NTEOER L000
	
i LOC OF COOED STRING
INTEOER LFLO	 11 LOC OF MINIMUM MOTH FIELO
iNTEOER LFLOAB
	 i LOC OF MINIMUM HIOTH FIELO ABSOLUTE VALUE
INTEOER LFtN	 It COMMON FINAL LOCATION
INTEOER ICE0t0	 i 1NTEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT OF ENCOOED OtOIT
INTEOER iCEZER	 8 1NtEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT OF ZERO CHARACTER
INTEOER LEAOIC



























tFtINT0ER.0E.0t 00 TO t00
















C ENCOOE DIGITS PROM RIGHT TO LEPT UNTIL QUOTIENT REMNANT IS ZERO
C
IrlLrIN.LT.LOUTA01 00 t0 =00








C FLAO ENCOOINO OVERFLOW
C
=00 CALL MOVCSTtKStOUT.(L000UTI.(LENOUT).




C ENCODE ANY REMAINING NON•OLANK LEAOINO ZERO CHARS IN MINIMUM WIDTH FIELD
c
400 if+'(LEADZC.EG.' '1 00 TO 500






C ENCODE MINUS SION IF INTEGER IS NEGATIVE
C





C EN000E ANY REMAINING BLANK CHARACTERS IN MINIMUM WIDTH rtCLO
C






C SNtPT ENCODED STRING INTO PROPER ALIONM[NT
c
700 CALL MOVCSTIKSTOUT.IL00OUTI.(LCNOUT).









OAR PACKASC APPENOI JI R 	 911T4110.
CNAR111TWSTRINO ROUTINES 	 001
SUBROUTINE CSTYRLI • CHARACTER STRING TOR REAL
0 KSTOUT, 2 OUTPUT CHARACTER STRING
I LOCOUT. S CNARACTER LOC MITHIN OUTPUT STRING MNERE SUBSTRINO BEOINS
I LENOUT. S ^.ENOTN f)0) OF OUTPUT SUBSTRINO
I REAL.	 2 REAL TO ENCODE
1 NINFLM. S (OPTIONAL) MINIMUM EIELOMIOTN (LENOUT IF ONITTE01
1 NOPREC. S (OPTIONAL) NUMSER OF OIGITS OF PRECISION It IF OMITTEw1
I LOZCNR. S fOPTIONALI LEAOINO ZERO CHARACTER fOLANK IF OMITTE01
S	 9.S1 a TO KEEP COMPILER STRAIGHT -- DON'T USE111







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10110172	 REQUIREMENTS




C • - -•_ -
C
C	 OETERMINE ACTUAL/1MPLIEO VALUES FOR OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS.
C	 ENCODE REAL INTO SUSSTRINO WITH MINIMUM FIELOMIOTH OF MINFLW L
C	 MAXIMUM PIELONIDTH OF LENOUT. THIS TRANSFORM IMPLEMENTS EXTENDED












C	 ARORET • DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS t RETURN K VECTOR
C	 MOVCST Il MOVE CHARACTER STRING
C	 PUTCNR Il PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRING
C	 PUTICE S PUT 1NTEOER-CNARACTER-EQUIVALENT INTO CHARACTER STRING
INTEOCR IOUP 0 INTEOER OUPLICATE (INDIRECT REFERENCE TO OPTIONAL AR01






C	 1. IF INC OUTPUT SUOSTRINO LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIDE ITS STRING INC
C	 RESULTS MILL OE UNOEFINEO.
C
C	 f. IF INC EN000EO REAL IINCLUOIN0 MINUS SIGN IF NEOATIVEI REQUIRES MORE




GAN PACKAGE APPENOIX R CSTMRL
CHAR/BYTE/STRING ROUTINES GBG
C












INTEGER NANO$ i NUMBER Of ACTUAL AROUMENTS
INTEGER KRETN a RETURN K VECTOR
REAL QUOREM	 i REAL QUOTIENT REMNANT (ABSOLUTE VALUCI
INTCOCR LOUTAB i LOC Of OUTPUT SUOSTRINO ABSOLUTE VALUE
INTEGER L000 II LOC Of COOED STRING
INTEGER LfLO i LOC Of MINIMUM NIDTH f1ELO
1NTEOCA LfLOAB 11 LOC Of MINIMUM MIOTN flELO ABSOLUTE VALUE
INTEGER LOOt 8 LOC Of OOT	 (DECIMAL POINT)
INTEGER LfIN I COMMON FINAL LOCATION
INTEI)ER	 ICEOIC 8 INTEGER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT Of ENCOOEO OIOIT
! 10*7t@CR	 ICEZER • 1NTEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT Of ZERO CHARACTER
INTEGER NOIOPR I NUMBER Of DIGITS Of PRECISION


























•	 C INITIALIZE SION-OCPCNOCNT VARIABLES
C
OUOREM•AGS(REAL1•fLOAT(1044NOIGPR1.0.5 • ABSOLUTE VALUE. SCALEO • ROUNOEO
LOUTAG•LOCOUT
LiLOAG•LfLO
tir lREAL.00.01 00 TO 100
LOUTAG•LOUTAG•1	 II LEAVE ROOK FOR MINUS SIGN
U



















C ENCODE OIOITS iROM M ONT TO LEit UNTIL QUOTIENT REMNANT c 1.0
C
triLiIN.LT.LOUTAe1 00 TO 1100
00 800 LCOO-LrIN.LOUTA6.•1
tr(LCOO.EQ.LOOT1 00 TO 160
ICEOIOomiNO19.IPIxIAM001Qu0REM.t0.111•ICEZER
QUOREMOGUOREMO10.
CALL PUTICEIKSTOUT.IL0001. 	 Iccolo1




C FLAO ENCOOINO OVERiLOM
c





C ENCOOE ANY REMAINING NON-6LANK LEAOINO ZERO CHARS IN MINIMUM WIDTH FIELO
C
%GO IitLEA0tC.E0. • • 1 00 TO 900







C EN000E MINUS SION II INTEOER 19 NEOATIVE
C


















C 9N1it EN000EO STRtNo INTO PRO ►ER ALIONMENT
C
1''	 R -1#%
DAN 'ACKAOC A"CNOtK R 	 COTORL


















oAN PACKAOE APPENDIX A	 CRIULY
CNAA/IIVTE/St111N0 ROUTINES 	 BBI
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
0	 • VARIAlLE-LENOTN STRING Its B CHARSI
• CBS%CS1
1 KSTIN.	 S INPUT CNARACTER STRING
I LOCIM *	11GPTIONALI LOC IN WIN UNEAE SUMITRINO GCOINS It If ONITTEOI
I MING, S 10PTIONALI LENGTH A DIRECTION OT INPUT SUOSTRINO 10 If ONITTCD
C	 1POSITIVE DIRECTION • LE/T TO RIONTI
C	 1CHAR LOCATIONS COUNTED IRON 1 AT LEFT Of STAINOI
S	 9.91 0 TO KEEP COMPILER STRAIGHT -- OON • T USE111




C-- -.. - -
C




C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	




C ... -- -
C
C	 OETERMINE ACTUAL/IMPLIEO VALUES TOR OPTIONAL AROUMEIITS.
C	 MOVE INPUT SUBSTRINO TO OUTPUT VARIABLE-LENOTN STRING WITH MAXIMUM












C	 ARORET	 S OETERMINE NUMBER Or ACTUAL ARGUMENTS • RETURN K VECTOR
C	 MOVCST	 S NOVE CHARACTER STRING
INTtOER IOUP
	






C	 1. II CBSq .S IS NOT DECLARED DOUBLE PRECISION IN INC INVOKING ROUTINE.
C	 INC RESULTS WILL u UNOETINEO.
C

















C LOCAL OC'CLARATION9 	 a
c • .................
c
Infewo NAROS	 0 NUMOC& Of ACTUAL AROYNlNTS
INTCWR KKfM	 i WTURN K VCcTOA
111120[R LOCINN 	 0 CHAR LOC NITNIN INPUT STRINO W4CK SUNTA1N0 Ot01Ns

































OAN ►ACKAOC A'PCNOIK R	 es"IN
CMwOvrC/STRING RouTINCti 	 Sol
OOINLC PRCC I S I ON rUNC T I ON
•
	 0	 0 VARIASLC-LCNOtN STRING 101 ' tNAPS1 CONTAINING CNCOOCO INNOCA
• CMIN1
1 INTOCR. 0 INTCOCR TO CNCOOC
1 NOWLN. 0 IOPTIONALI MINIMUM TICLONIOTH If IT o111TTC01
I L01CNNI. S IOPTIONALI LCAOINO UPS CNARACTCR 19LANK tT OMITTC01
S	 S.SI 0 TO KCCP COMPILCM STRAIONT -- OON'T UOC111





C	 C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC












C	 K TCMMINC ACTUALIIMPLICO VALUCS TOR OPTIONAL AMOUMCNTS.
C	 CNCOOC INTCOCR INTO VAR16OLC-LCUOTH CNARACTCR STRING WITH MINIMUM
C	 TICLOWIOTH Or MINTLW U MAXIMUM TtCLOW1OTH OT O. THIS TUNCTI^M PROVIOCS












C	 ARORCT	 S OCTCRMINC NUMGCR OT ACTUAL AROUMCNTS 0 RCTURN K VCCTOR
C	 PUTCNR	 S PUT CNARACTCR INTO CNARACTCR STRING
C	 CST%IN	 • CNARACTCR STRING TOR INTCOCR
INTCOCR IOUP	 O 1NT000R OUPLICATC IIN01RCCT RCTCRCNCC TO OPTIONAL 4401
INTCOCR LCNCST
	






C	 1. jr C91410 19 NOT OCCLARCO OOUGLC PRCCISION IN TNC INVOKING ROUTING.
C	 WC RCSULtS WILL ac uNOCTINCO.
C
C	 8. Ir TNIC CNCOOCO INTCOCR IINCLUOING NIMUS SION tT Groot vt1 RCOutRCS
C	 NOW THAN S CHARACTCRS. fNCN CSS f#tN WILL RCtURN A STRING OT 'T'.
C
C	 11. NO OTNCR CNCCKS ARC RAW ON ANY oI TNC AROUNCNTS.
C
C
C SLOOAL OCCLARATIGNSe• ..................
11-09
DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R CI16141N
CNARIllYTE/STRINO ROUTINES Oct
C •







• NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS
INTEGER KRETN	 a RETURN K VECTOR
INTEGER HINIFN	 i MINIMUM iIELONIOTH
INTEGER LEAOZC
	


































DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R
CNARIGYTE/STR/NO ROUTINES
OOU@LC PRECISION FUNCTION
0	 • VARIAGLE-LENGTH STRING Its G CHARS) CONTAINING ENCOOEO
• C*SMRL(
I REAL.	 0 REAL TO ENCOOE
I MINFLN, t$ IOPTIONALI MINIMUM FIELONIOTH t9 IF OMITTE01
1 NOPRCC. • /OPTIONAL) NUMBER OF OIOItS OF PRECISION Q IF OMITTEO
I LOZCHR. 0 (OPTIONAL$ LEADING ZERO CHARACTER (BLANK IF OMITTE01
S	 i.S$ t) TO KEEP COMPILER STRAIGHT -- DON'T USE111





C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/04/79	 REOUIREMENtS






C	 DETERMINE ACTUAL/IMPLIED VALUES FOR OPTIONAL AROUMENTS.
C	 ENCODE REAL INTO VARtABLE-LENGTH CHARACTER STRING WITH MINIMUM
C	 FIELOWIOTH OF MINFLW & MAXIMUM FIELOWIOTH OF S. THIS FUNCTION PROVtOES












C	 ARORET	 0 DETERMINE NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS RETURN K VECTOR
C	 PUTCHR	 i PUT CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRING
C	 CITMRL	 i CHARI:tER STRING FOR REAL
1"TEOER IOUP	 8 1NTCOER DUPLICATE (INDIRECT REFERENCE TO OPTIONAL APO)






C	 1. IF CSS%RL 18 NOT DECLARED DOUBLE PRECISION IN tHE INVOKING ROUtINE.
C	 THE RESULTS WILL SE UNOEFINEO.
C
C	 !. IF tHE EN000EO REAL (INCLUOINO MINUS SION IF NEOAtIVE1 REQUIRES
C	 MORE THAN S CHARACTERS. tNEN CBS%NL WILL RETURN A STRINO OF 'J•.
C








8 OEFINE NULL CHARACTER
8 NUMBER OF ACTUAL ARGUMENTS
8 RETURN K VECTOR
8 MINIMUM FIELONIOTH
8 NUMBER OF DIGITS OF PRECISION
8 LEADING ZERO CHARACTER





































C ENCODE It. TERMINATED MITH NULCNR
C
CALL CSTVRL(C9S4QL.(I).(91.	 REAL.MINIFN.NOIOPR.LEAOZC)
















SUMOUTINE OCOOEI	 • OECOOE NUMERIC CHARACTER STRING
0 INTGER. • INTEGER REPRESENTATION Of OE000EO CHAR STRING tTRUNCATE01
0 REAL. 0 REAL REPRESENTATION Of OECOOEO CHAR STRING
0 KOOTYP. i COOE TYPES
C •IN• INTEGER	 9t910N)140101T(S1)
C 'RL• REAL	 1(S10N)1ItOlOITtS1)1.I40101TtS1)I
C •fR• FRACTION	 ItSIO"I40IOITIS1)/(OIGITtS1)
C 6SX0 SEX • Y	 I(SION)1<OIOtTtS))s<2010ITS)Is(80101TS),II.It0101TIS1 lit I
C *ERR* ERROR
s
I KOOOUF. i CHARACTER STRtNO eurm CONTAINING ENCODED NUMBER
I KOOLOC. • LOCATION Of ENCOOEO NUMBER







C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC


















02110/75	 ORIG CODE IN RITOIN/RITORL/RITOTM




i	 C	 OETICE	 i OCT INTEGER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT FROM CHARACTER STRING
F	 INTEGER LCHRNE	 • LOCATION Of FIRST CHARACTER NOT EQUAL TO






C	 1. CHSEOOCOITRAILINO BLANKS ARE NOT ALLONEO.
C
•	 C	 R. THE HHOLE NUMBER PORTION MAY NOT CONTAIN MORE THAN 9 NUMERIC OIOITS.7	 C



































i SIGN t -1 OR •1 1
4 DENOMINATOR OF FRACTION
i SCALE FACTOR FOR 0t01T AFTER DECIMALI gEX'Y POINT
i LOCATION OF CHARACTER BEING ANALYZED
i LOCATION OF LAST CHARACTER TO BE ANALYZED
i 1-C-E OF CHARACTER BEING ANALYZED
A NUMBER OF CHARS ANALYZED IN CURRENT STATE








IFILOCOET.LE.01 00 TO 900 	 A INVALID If ALL BLANKS
LOCOET-LOCOET-I








1FtL000ET.OT.LOCEN01 00 TO 900
CALL OETICEINICE.
	 KOOBUF.tL000CT11
IFttNICE.OE.tCEt •p• I1.ANO.INtCE.LE.ICEt • 9 . 111 00 TO 200
titNtcc.EO.tcEt • . • /1,00 TO 300
ircuicc.EO.tcu -'I1 iNStON--1





C INTEGER STATE IOEt FEWER THAN 10 DIGITS BEFORE DECIMAL POINTI
C
800 00 130 NCM461.9
INTOER-INTOER• 10 • INICE-ICEt'0•ll
LOCOET-LOCOCT•l
IFILOCOET.OT.LOCEN0/ 00 TO 190
R-s^
OAN PACKAOE APPENDIX R	 0000[
CNARMICISTRINO ROUtiNEs 	 003
CALL OETICCINICE.	 KOOBUF.tL000ETll
lFINICC.EO.ICCI*.*ll 00 TO 300
IFtNICE.EO.lCE( 9 / • 11 00 t0 400
trINICE.EB.ICE( • ) • ll 00 TO 900












C REAL STATE (OCT ANY NUMBER OF 0101TS AFTER OECIMAL POINT)
C
300 LOCOET•LOCOET.1
tF(LOCOET.OT.LOCEN01 00 TO 390
CALL OETICE(NICE.	 K009UF.(L000ETI)













C FRACTION STATE (OET FEWER THAN 10 DIOITS IN DENOMINATOR)
C
400 00 430 NCHROi.to
LOCOET•LOCOEf•t
1F(L000ET.OT.LOCENOI 00 TO 490
CALL OETICE(NiCE.	 K009UF.(L000ETII
IF(INICE.LT.ICE( • 0 . 11.04.(NICE.OT.ICE( • 9 . )11 00 TO 900

















OAR PACKAW APPENDIX R	 0000[
CHAR/SYTCISTRING ROUtIIIES 	 99%
900 00 930 NSXPL-1.3
LOCOETsLOCOET*1
lrILOCOET.OT.LOCEN01 00 TO 900
CALL OEtICCINICE. 	 KOO4UF.tL000CT11




litLOcOET.0t.LOCEN01 00 TO 900
CALL OET1cEtutec,	 KOOOUF.tL000ET11




IFtLOCOET.OT.L0CEN01 00 TO 590
CALL OETICCCHICE.	 KODBUF.(L000ET))
IFtN10E-E0.10Et • . • )) 00 TO SE0





C SEXAOENARY DECIMAL STATE (OCT ANY NUMBER OF OIOITS AFTER DECIMAL POINT)
$60 LOCOET-LOCOETgl
tF1L000CT.OT.LOCEN01 00 TO $90
CALL OETICE(NICE.	 KO08UF.tL000ET1)
IF(tNICE.LT.ICEt • 0 . 1).OR.tN10E.0T.ICE( •g• 1)) 00 TO 900
SCALE-SCALE•0.1





























SUBROUTINE EG%ASI a EBCOIC BYTE STRING rOR ASCU B yte STRING
0 JEBBur. a EBCOIC BYTE STRING
1 JASBur, B ASCII BYTE STRING
I NBYr11	 a NUMBER Or BYTES t0 CONVERT
C	 ITHE SAME ACTUAL AROUNENT NAY BE USED rOR JASBUr a JEBOUIPS






C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07100170	 REGUIRENENIS


















C	 OETBYt	 a OCT BYtE FROM INTERNAL BYTESTRINO






C	 I. JEBBur 1S UNCHANOEO it N9Yr1 is LESS THAN 1.
C
C	 R. ASCU BYTES WITH A NUMERIC VALUE OREATER TNAN 187 ARE TRANSLATEO












INTEOER NBY	 a NUMBER Or BYTES CONVERTED
INTEOER IBY?	 a We WHO CONVERTEO
INTEGER JTTC%Aft:BS
	
a TRANSLATE TABLE •- EBCDIC rOR ASCII
R-S7
BAN PACKAGE APPENOIx R	 C§4A9
CHARIDTICISTRING ROUTINCS 	 008
C	 •
C
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 if	 9	 0	 7
DATA WITC4AIN1.Na1.381 1	 6 CONTROL CMAAACTCRS
C	 NUL SON STx CTx COT ENO ACK BCL
0 0000 001. 008. 003, 0l19, 040, 0400 0470
C	 BS NT LP VT PP CR SO St	 a
1 088. 009. 037. 011. 018. 0139 014. 019.
C	 OLC OCI OCR OC3 OC4 NAK OYU [TO
8 010. 017. 010, Gi g s 000. 061. 090, 036.
C	 CAN CM SUS CSC FS OS RS US
	
3 084. 089. 003. 039. 080. 089. 030. 0311 	 • RS 19 ALSO EOCOIC 0937?
C
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 4	 S	 a	 7
DATA IJTTC4A1N1.N m33.641 I	 i PUNCTUATION • NUMBERS
C	 SP	 1	 •	 •	 S	 1	 •
4 064. 090. 187. 1839 091. 106. 060. IRS.
C	 c	 1	 •	 •	 -	 1
S 077, 093, 098. 070. 107. 096. 07S. 097.
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 4	 S	 a	 7
0 840. 841. 848. 843. 844. 84S. 846. 847.
C	 6	 9	 t	 i	 l	 a	 Y	 7
7 840, 849, 188, 094, 070. 186, 110, 1111
C
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7
OATH (JTTE4AtN1.N•0S.9a1 /	 i UPPER CASE
C	 a	 A	 9	 C	 0	 E	 P	 0
6 184, 193. 194. 199. 196. 197. 190. 199.
C	 M	 I	 J	 K	 L	 M	 N	 0
9 800. 80t. 809. 810. 811. 818. 813. 814.
C	 P	 0	 R	 9	 T	 U	 V	 N
0 Its *
 816. 817. 886. 887. 880. 889. 830.
C	 x	 Y	 Z	 I	 %	 1 NOT ---
t 831. 838, 833. 173. 884. 109. 099. 1091
C
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 4	 s	 a	 7
DATA 1JTTC4AINI.N•97.1801 I	 I LOMER CASE
C ACCENT	 A	 0	 C	 0	 C	 P	 0
8 181. 189. 130. t31, 138. 133. 134. 139.
C	 H	 I	 J	 K	 L	 M	 N	 0
3 136, 137. 145. 146. 147. 140. 149 *
 190.
C	 P	 0	 R	 S	 T	 U	 V	 M
4 1st. 198 * 193. 168. 103. 164. 169. 166.
C	 x	 Y	 Z	 .1	 OR	 1- TILO OEL






C CNCCK POR NULL CONVERSION
C
1PtNSYTS.LC.01 00 TO 900
C
C






























OAN PACKAOC APPCNOIII R
	 CSOCST
CNA1I/11TtC/STRING ROUTINES	 IN
SUSROUTINC CS%ClTl • CSCOIC GTTE STRING roll CHAR STRING IFICLOATAI
0 JCeSUr. • CSCOIC SYTC STRING
1 JCSSUr. I INTERNAL CNARACTCR STRING
1 NCHARSI • NUMSCII Or CNARACTERS TO CONVERT






















C EXTERNAL REFERENCESC •--•-.. ------- --•--
C
07/80/70	 ORIGINAL COOS
C	 OCTICE	 i OCT I • C •E FROM CHARACTER STRING






C	 1. JCSGUr IS UNCHANOEO IF NCHARS IS LESS THAN 1.
C
















G NUNSCR OF CHARACTERS C0NVC*TCO
G 1-C-C Or CNARACtER KING CONVCRTCO




OAN 'ACKAOC APPENDIX R
CHAR/DIRE/sTRINO ROUTINCs
C
C	 0 1 ! f	 s i 7
DATA JTTC%C /
C	 0	 t	 1	 • A	 A i
0 1840 711 0 90418116 79. 64.193.194.
C
C	 C 0 C r 0 N t J
^
	





K L N N 0 0 0 R
::10.t11.t11.i1=. 1?Iy.lts.:16.117.
C
C	 ! T U Y N K Y Z
3 819.887.888.889.830.831.830.833.
C
y 97. 96. 79, 76,186.1109 00. 91.
C
C	 •	 f	 t	 s	 7	 1
! 911. 77.10f.t8t.lil. 79.107. 99.
C
C	 0	 1	 8	 3	 9	 6	 7
• t?y0.^^1.t^t!.1'yi.l'^M.:^Q.tM6.aV7.
C
c	 !	 !	 1	 i	 •







C CHECK POR NULL CONVCRf10N
C
triNCNARS.LC.01 60 TO 900
C
C
















OAII PACKAO[ AMCNOI K R	 t/ArCCCNANIIYTV I KING QOYT1NCf 	 Sol
Omer INM.CNCNfcol
flow






VARMTINC KTSVTI O GCT NON-NCO INTtSCR rRON SVTC IN STTC STRING
O ISTT.	 G IINPACKCO STTC 111160T-AL10/1t0 a :IRO-rILLCO1
IOTSTII. a turCRNAL STTC STRING
I tOTLOCI a 11VIC LOCATION MITNIN STRING (COUNTING rMON I AT LCrTT
UtITORT
C N SCMLOSSER	 LCC	 07/07/79	 ORIGINAL COOL
NCTMOO
CONVERT STRING-RCLATIVC SYTE LOCATION TO MACHINE-OEPCHOCNT
LOCATION AS rOLLOMSt
WORD NuMStR • 3% MOST sIoNIrICANT SITS
QUARTER-MONO LOCATION WITHIN WORD - t LCAST S10NIriCANT SITS
. NACNINC-OCPCHOCNT COOt
.. - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
{ /MITTEN IN ASSCMGLCm rOR THE uN1VAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS uSINO S-atT
QUARTER WOODS. THC AROUMENTS ARE OM ONtO TO •E MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
OUT TMC MCTN00 Or PASSING AROuMtNTS IS THAT USEO BY UNIVAC rORTRAN V.
IMPLCIK NT1N0 COOL Must SE REWRITTEN rOR OIrrERENT WORD SIZES.






I. INC CONPUTCO MUST St IN QUARfCN-MONO MOOS. IASSCMGLC wit" SASM.r
•	 OR COLLECT WITH aMAP.r OR INSURE THAT SCTOMO WAS CALLEO PRCVIOUSLY.1
:	 _. My IS UNCHANOCO Ir ISYLOC 10 LCSS THAN I.
:	
_. TNC KSULT ISuNOtrINCO jr ISYSTR DOC $ NOT CONTAIN VALID SVTC VALUES
fill INC RANG[ SCTWCCN 0 AND ORM .
•	 •. NO OTHER CHECKS an MAOt ON ANY Or TNt ARGUMENTS.




























L A . 04
ENO
. STANOARO UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
a
. BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
AI. • 2.X11
	
BYTE LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 1
Al.-1	 BYTE LOCATION. COUNTINO FROM 0
AI.RETURN	 LOCATION TO LEFT OF ARRAY111
A1.2	 Al - WORD LOCATION
A2.314 	A2 - OWO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
Al.l.X1l	 CONVERT WORO LOCATION TO ADDRESS
EXTRACT.A2	 EXTRACT BYTE FROM PROPER OTR









OAM PACKAGE APPENDIX R	 GETCNR
UMISYTE/STRING ROUTINES
	 Bet
SUBROUTINE OETCNRI • OCT ONE CNARACTER FROM CNARACTER STRING
0 KNAR.	 i UNPACKED CNARACTER (LEFT-ALIGNEO t SPACE-FILLEOI
I JSTRNO. i CNARACTER STRING
I KNRLOCI • CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN STRING MOUNTING FROM I AT LEFT/
-----•----•----••--------------------------------------------------------
`	 ENTRY GETICE( S OCT INTEGER CNARACTER EQUIVALENT FROM CHARACTER STRING
0 NICE.	 i INTEOER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT (RIONT-ALIONED. ZERO-FILLEO)
I JSTRNO. i CHARACTER STRING
I KHRLOC) i CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN STRING (COUNTING FROM t AT LEFT)
•	 -------------------------------------------------------------------------
. HISTORY
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 06/05170	 ORIGINAL CODE
. METHOD
STRING-RELATIVE CHARACTER LOCATION IS CONVERTED TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER - (CHARACTER LOCATION - t) / CHARACTERS PER WORD
CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN WORD - REMAINDER FROM DIVISION
. MACHINE-OEPENOENt CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC It00 SERIES COMPUTERS USING B-BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE AROUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOO OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.






1. KNAR (OR NICE) IS UNCHANGED IF KHRLOC IS LESS THAN I.
:. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MAOE ON ANY OF THE AROUMENTS.
R-BS
u





AXRS STANOARO UNIVAC 1t00 REGISTER MNEMONICS
. LOCAL DECLARATIONS
------------------.





GETCHR-	 LA A2.42.X11 CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM I
AA.XU A2.-I CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
SZ Al DIVISION COMING
JN A2.RETCNR LOCATION TO LEFT OF STRINO111 j
OI.XU A1.6 Al-MORO LOC. AZ %SIXTH LOC !^
AA AI.i.Xll CONVERT MORO LOCATION TO ADDRESS
EX EXTRACT.A2 EXTRACT CHAR FROM PROPER SIXTH
LA A2.SPACES FILL	 RESULT	 ...
SA A2.-0.X11 ...	 KITH SPACES
SA.S1 A3.00.X11 STORE LEFT-ALIONEO
RETCHR	 J 4.X11 i
OETICE-	 LA A2.42.X11 CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM I
AA.XU A2.-I CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
SZ At DIVISION COMING
JN A2.RETICE LOCATION TO LEFT OF STR1NG111
O1.XU At.6 AluMORO LOC. A2-SIXTH LOC
AA AI.t.Xll CONVERT MORO LOCATION TO AGGRESS
EX EXTRACT.A2 EXTRACT CHAR FROM PROPER SIXTH

















SUBROUTINE GETOBY( a GET "ON-14tO iNTEOER FROM DOUBLE BYTE IN BYTE STRING
0 11111'.	 • UNPACKED DOUBLE BYTE CRIONT-ALIONEO • ZERO-FILLEO)
1 IGYSTR, 9 INTERNAL BYTE SIRING 	 •
t IBYLOCI • BYTE LOCATION WITHIN STRING OF FIRST BYTE IN DOUBLE SITE




E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 01109179	 ORIOINAL CODE
. METHOD
CONVERT STRINO-RELATIVE BYTE LOCATION TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER a 3% MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS
QUARTER-WORO LOCATION WITHIN WORD • 2 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS
EXTRACT B-Bit CONTENTS OF TWO 9-811' QUARTER WORDS & CATENATE
. MACHINE-OEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 9-911'
QUARTER WORDS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIONED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT,
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT WORD SIZES.




1. THE COMPUTER MUST BE IN QUARTER-WORD MODE. (ASSEMBLE WITH AASM.F
OR COLLECT WITH SMAP.F OR INSURE THAT SETQWO WAS CALLED PREVIOUSLY.)
1. IBYT 18 UNCHANOEO IF IBYLOC IS LESS THAN 1.
•	 3. TIC RESULT IS UNDEFINED IF IBYSTR DOES NOT CONTAIN VALID BYTE VALUES
tIN INC RANOE BETWEEN 0 AND 0259).
^. NO OTHER CNECKS ARE MAOE ON ANY OF THE AROUMENtS.
GLOBAL DECLARATIONS
R•07














51001	 . t-BANK BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
OETOBY • LA A2.•2.X11 BYTE LOCATION. C0UNT1N0 FROM 1
AA.XU A2.-1 BYTE LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
JN A2.RETURN LOCATION TO LEFT OF ARRAY111
OSL A2.2 A2 u WORD LOCATION
SSL A3.34 A3 * ONO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
AA A2.1.Xtl CONVERT MORO IOCATION'TO ADDRESS
EX OETBYTI.A3 OCT FIRST BYTE OF DOUBLE BYTE
LSSL AO.B SWIFT B BITS LEFT
EX ORBYT2.A3 OR WITH SECOND BYTE












DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX R	 OETNCX
CNARISTW STRINO ROUTINES	 BOt
SUBROUTINE OETHEXC & OCT NEXAOECIMAL CHAR FROM NYBLE IN BYTE STRING
0 NYSNEX. & HEX OIOIT CGUIVALENr OF NYBLE VALUE
1 iBYST1l. & BYTE STRING
1 IBYLOC. & LOCATION OF SUBSTRiNO W1rNIN STRING
I NYSLOCI & NYBLE LOCATION OF MY9LE WITHIN SUBSTRING







C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 071FS/79	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 09/83/79	 ALOORITHM DESIGN






C	 CONVERT NYBLE TO HEXAOECIMAL EQUIVALENT AS FOLLONSs
C	 CALL GEtNYB FOR INTEGER VALUE OF NYBLE


















C	 I. NYBNCX 19 UNCHANOEO IF IBYLOC AND NYSLOC REFER TO A NYBLE r0 THE
C	 LEFt OF THE BYTE STRING.
C
'	 C	 8. THE RESULT IS UNOEFINEO IF ISYSTR OOES NOT CONTAIN VALID BYTE

















DAN PACKAO[ APP[NOIX R	 0[TH[X




•	 •A•.•^•.•C•.•0•.•E•.•F•/ 	 i MEX TAGLE













C OCT INTEGER VALUE Of NY9LE
C
CALL OETNY9 (NYOLE. 	 I9YSTR.(19YLOC1.(NY9LOC)1
If (NYOLE.EO.MAXINT) 00 TO 900
	 i NY9LE TO LEFT Of STRING
C
C



















50SROUtINE OETINTI i OCT INTEGER FROM INTEOCR STRING
0 INTOER. 0 tNICOER
t INTSIR. 0 INTEGER STR1N0
I INTLOCI 0 1NTEOER LOCATION MtTNIN STRING 1000NTINO FROM 1 AT LEFT)
-------------------------- ------------------------------------
HISTORY
E N SCNLOSSER	 LEC	 tO/10179	 REQUIREMENTS
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/19179
	 DESIGN a CODE
METHOD
CONVERT STRING-RELATIVE INTEGER LOCATION TO MACHINE-OEPENOENT
ADDRESS. THEN EXTRACT CONTENTS OF THAT ADDRESS.
THIS TRANSFORM IS PROVIDED FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH OETBYT AND OETCHR.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
'.	 WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS.
THE AROUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MAC141NE-tNOEPENDENT. BUT
THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS 1S THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT WORD SIZES.







1. INTOER IS UNCHANOEO IF INTLOC IS LESS THAN I.
•	 I. NO OTNER CNECKS AMC MADE ON ANY OF THE ARGUMENTS.
OLOSAL OECLARATIONS
•	 AXRS






















 REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIRECT LOAO TALE ENTRY
A=. 4:9X11	 . INTEGER LOCATION. COUNTING room 1
A:.-1	 . INTEGER LOCATION, COUNtINO FROM 0
A:.RETURN	 . LOCATION TO LErt Or STRIN0111
Al.I.Xit	 . CONVERt LOCATION TO AOORESS
AO.O.A*	 . AO :• INTSTRIINTLOCI










SUSROUTINE OEtNULI 8 OUNNY TRANSiORM to MAtCH OETSYT/OEtCNPiocr IcE10ETINT
















C	 040 THIS ROUTINE SHOULD NEVER OE CALLED •••




























DAN PACKAGE AmNDlx R	 KtNYO
CHAR/BYTE/StR1No ROUTINES 	 met
SUBROUTINE OETNYGI G OCT NON-NEG INTEGER PNON NYGLE IN BYTE STRING
0 NYBLE.	 G UNPACKED NYBLE IRIONT-ALIONEO G lCRO-rILLEOt
1 iBYSTIt. G INTERNAL BYTE STRING
I IBYLOC. G BYTE LOCATION Oi SU8STRINO WITHIN STRINO
I NYBLOCI G NYBLE LOCATION Or NYSLE WITHIN SUBSTRINO
G CBOTH COUNTINO rROM I AT LCrf Or STRINOISUBITRINOI
.........................................................................
. HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07110179	 ORIOINAL COOS
METHOO
CONVERT STRING-RELATIVE NYU C LOCATION TO MACHINC-OEPENOENT
LOCATION AS rOLLOWS:
STRINO-RELATIVE LOCATION IN NYSLES • R4IBYLOC•NY9LOC
WORD NUMSER • is MOST SIONIPICANT BITS
QUARTER-WORO LOCATION WITHIN WORD a NEXT t BITS
NYOLE LOCATION WITHIN WORD • NEXT 1 UT
EXTRACT QUARTER WORD S SHIPt OR MASK t0 OCT PROPER NYSLE
. MACHINE-OCPCNDENT COOS
WRITTEN IN AiSEMGLER i0R THE UNIVAC ItOO SERIES COMPUTERS USINO S-BIT
QUARTER WORDS. THE AROUFIENTS AMC OESIONEO TO BE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METNOO OP PASSING AROUMENtS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC rO*TRAN V.
I"PLEMEHTINO COOS MUSt BE REWRITTEN t'OR OIPPERENT WORD SI?ES.
oirrcRENT COMPILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII roRTPANi. ANO OIPPERENT MACHINES.
. EXTERNAL RErERENCEt




1. THE COMPUTER M,.161 BE IN QUARTER-WORD MOOS. lASSEMBLE WITH •ASM.r
	
OR COLLECT WITH SMAP.P OR INSURE ?NAT SETQWO WAS CALLEO PREVIOUSLY.f 	 •
0. NYBLE IS UNCHANOEO ti IBYLOC S NYBLOC RE1'ER TO A NYBLE TO THE
LErT or THE BYtE StRiNc.
_. tNE RESULT IS UNOE1'INEO IF IBYSTR GOES NOT CONTAIN VALID BYTE VALUES




S1A11 ►ACKAOE APPENOI X R KTNyi
CHAR/OrTE/STRINO ROUTINE• DO!
•. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE MADE ON ANY OP THE AROUNENTf.
. OLOOAL OECLARATION$







51001	 .	 1-SANK SANK$ REVERSCO TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TAKE ENTRY
WHY@*	 LA A104=.X11 $YTE LOC Of $USSTRINO. COUNfINO PROM I
LS$L A1.1 NYOLE LOC OP SUOSTRINO. COUNTING PROM !
AA A1.•=.X11 NY$LE LOC OP NYSLE. COUNTING PROM t
AA.XU A1.-I NYOLE LOC OP NYSLE. COUNTING PROM 0
JN A1.RETURN LOCATION TO LEFT Or STRINO111
Oft A1.s Al	 MORO LOCATION WITHIN STRING
OSL A8.714 ASt• WE LOCATION WITHIN WORD
SSL A3.35 As	 ^• HYOLE LOCATION WITHIN OTTE
AA AI.I.X11 At	 MORO AOORESS
EX OET$VTE.A! AO	 OTTE FROM WORD
EX OETNYSLE.A3 At	 t • NY$LE PROM $YTE






OETNTOLE	 Oft A0.%O . LCPT NVOLE Or OTTE









OAM PACKAOC APPCNOI X R 	 KTNY
CHAR/OTTC/STRIMO AOUT1191 	 001
SUOROUTtNE OET09Y1 9 OCT tweven FROM OUAORUPLC OYTE IN •YTC 9TRiN0
0 IQOTT,	 9 UNPACIICO OUAORUPLC 9YTE INIONT-ALIONCO • SCRO-FILLC01
1 IOYSTR. 0 INTERNAL OYTC STRING
1 IOYLOCI S OTTC LOCATION WITHIN STRING Or FIRST •YTE IN QUAORUPLC •YT[
9 ICOUNTINO FROM 1 AT L[rr or •YTC STRiN01
........................................................................•
. HISTORY
C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC
	
07009179	 ORIGINAL COOL




CLARIFY SION Or 1G9YT
MCTNGO
CONVCRT STRING-ACLATIVC •YTC LOCATION TO MACHINE-OCPCNOCNT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS$
WORD NUMOCR • I* MOST SIONIFICANT SITS
QUARTER-WORD LOCATION WITHIN WORD - 1 LCAST SIONIrICANT SITS





ASSCMSLER ram THC UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS COMPUTERS USING 9-9IT
QUARTER WORDS. T"[ AAGUMCNTS AMC DCSIONCO TO 9C MACHINC-INOCPCNOCNT.
OUT TNC MCTH00 Or PASSING AROUMCNTS IS THAT USCG 9Y UNIVAC rORTRAN Y.
IMPLEMENTING COOL MUSE 9C REWRITTEN roe OIrrERENT WOAD Sli[S.




1. TNC CORPUTER MUST K IN QUARTER-WORD MOK . IASSCMOLC NIT" SASM.r
OR COLLCCf WITH oNAP.r OR INSURC THAT SCTOWO WAS CALLCO PRCVIOUSLY.I
t. tiny? IS UNCMANGCO it IOYLOC IS LESS ?NAN 1.
S. TIIE SIGN Or tQOYf IS MACNINC-OEPCNOENT ANO fNERErORE CONSIOCRCO
uNKr1NE0.
•. THE RCSULf t0 mocriNEO IF 19YSTR GOES NOT CONTAIN VALID •YTC VALUCS
/IN TUC RANOC KTNCCN 0 AND •1091.
a
.





S. NO OtNCR CNCCKS ARC MAOC ON ANY Oi TNC AROUNCUtS.
. OLOBAL KCLARATIONS
• _wrrrw_rrr_rrr_rrwr





5100/	 .	 1-OANK BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIR[Cf LOAD TAKE ENTRY
0cfasY •	LA Aa.•l.Xtl BYTE LOCATION. COUNt1NO FROM I
AA.XU A=0-1 BYTE LOCATION. COUNfINO FROM 0
JN Al.RCtURN LOCATION TO LEFT CF ARRAY111
OSL A3.11 AS• MONO LOCATION
SOL A3. 314 As • ONO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
AA A:.1.X11 CONVERT WORD LOCATION TO AOORCIS
Ex OETOYtt.A3 OCT FtRST BYTE OF OUAORUPLE BYTE
LSSL AO.B SIFT O BITS LUT
Ex 04BYT=.A7 OR NIT" SECOND BYTE
LOSL A006% O"IFt 1 MONO • O BITS LEFT
EX OR8YT39A7 OR NIT" TNIRO BYTE
LOSL AO.140 SIFT 1 WORD • O BITS LEFT
Ex OROY?%*0 OR NIT" FOUR?" BYTE










OROYt^ 	 OR.O% AO.O.Ae
OR.OI AO.I.At•
000" AO.I.Af










SUBROUTINE OETOKNI	 8 SET NEXT CHAR STRING DATA FIELD FROM IMAGE BUFFER
0 KHFLO•
	 0 CHAR STRING DATA FIELO (STRIP LEAOINO SPACES 6 PAO TO WO BOY)
I KNLEN.	 i FIXED LENGTH IN CHAR OF KHFLO (EXCL. PAO TO MONO SOUNOARY)
0 LOCLEN.	 i POINTERS:	 (11 LOCTOK: NEXT FIELO LOCATION
C (81 LENTOKt NEXT FIELD LENGTH
C (31 LENIMOt	 IMAGE BUFFER LENGTH 1 0 1-11	 IF ENO 1
1 LOCLEP.	 i POINTERS:	 (11 PREV10U8 FIELO LOCATION
C (8) PREVIOUS FIELD LENOTN
C (3) PREVIOUS IMAGE BUFFER LENGTH f •(-I)	 IF ENO 1
11MAOEI	 a IMAGE BUFFER CONTAINING CHARACTER STRING FIELDS SEPARATEO BY
C THE FOLLOWING DELIMITERS:
C 0	 ENOS DATA FIELO fMCXT DATA FIELD FOLLOWS$
C ..	 EN08 LAST DATA FIELD IN BLOCK (COMMENT FIELD FOLLOWS)









C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 03/08/75






ORIGINAL CODE IN FIELDS
REWRITE t GENERALIZE
C	 THE LOCLEN IMAGE POINTERS MUST BE INITIALIZED AS FOLLOWS BEFORE THE FIRST
C	 CALL TO OETOKH WITH A NEW IMAGE BUFFER:
C	 LOCLEP(I)•t
C	 LOCLEP(R).0
C	 LOCLEP(3)• (LENGTH OF IMAOE BUFFER IN CHARACTERS)
C
C	 INPUT AROUAENTS --
C
C	 LOCLEP(1)	 LOCLEP(R)	 LOCLEPf31
C BEOIN IMAGE:	 1	 0	 *(LEN IMAGE)
C BEOIN BLOCK:	 FLOC BLOCK)	 0	 •(LEN IMAGE)
C SEOIN DATA FIELO: FLOC NEW FIELD) 0 .(LEN IMAOE)
C CONTINUE SCANNING: (LOC PREY FIELD) (LEN PREV FIELD) *(LEN IMAGE)
C
C	 ARGUMENTS RETURNED --
C
C	 LOCLENfII	 LOCLENQI	 LOCLEN(31	 KHFLO
C ENO IMAGE:	 1	 0	 -fLEN IMAOEI UNCHANGED
C ENO BLOCK:	 FLOC NEXT BLOCK) 0
	 -(LEN IMAOEI UNCHANOED
C DATA F1ELOt	 FLOC DATA FIEL01 fLEN F1EL0) 	 •fLEN 1MAOC1 DATA FIELD
C
C	 OETOKN MAY BE USED TO SCAN ANY NUMBER OF IMAGE BUFFERS CONCURRENTLY.
C	 PROVIOED EACH HAS ITS OWN LOCLEP/LOCLEN POINTER ARRAY(S1.
C
C	 TO EL n!"ATE THE NEED FOR EXPLICIT UPDATING OF LOCLEP. tNE SAME





DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R 	 GETOKN










C	 NEXTOK	 a OET POINTERS TO NEXT TOKEN IN IMAGE
C	 MOVCST	 i MOVE CHARACTER STRING






C	 1. IF LOCLEN(3) IS LESS THAN .1 ON ENTRY. THEN ALL AROUMENTS ARE
C	 UNCHANGED.
C
C	 R. OELIMITER TOKENS WITH MORE THAN 3 CONSECUTIVE COMMAS ARE TREATED AS












INTEGER LOCLE ► (3)	 4 AROUMENT
INTEGER LOCLEN(31	 i ARGUMENT
DEFINE LOCTOK-LOCLEN(1). i PREVIOUS/CURRENT FIELD LOCATION
DEFINE LENTOK-LOCLEN(tl i PREVIOUS/CURRENT FIELD LENGTH
DEFINE LENIMO-LOCLEN(31 A IMAGE BUFFER LENOTH ( 0 1-11 IF ENO BLOCK/IMAGE













C CHECK FOR ENO INAOE/BLOCK CONDITION
C






DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R
CHARlevrelStRINO ROUTINES
C
C FIND NEXT TOKEN, CHECK ITS TYPE & LENGTH
C
	
100 CALL NEXTOK(KNARI.LOCLEN. 	 LOCLEN.IMAOE.	 •1
	
IFILENINO.LE.01 00 TO 900	 • ENO OF IMAGE
IrtKNARI.NE. * .') 00 TO 800	 A NON-OELIMITCR TOKEN
	
SFtLENTOK.E0.11 00 TO 410	 • .
	
IFILENTOK.E0.81 00 TO 480	 a ..
	00 TO 430	 a ...
C
C







C SINGLE DELIMITER t.1 -- GET FOLLOWING DATA FIELD
C
410 00 TO 100
C
C
C DOUBLE DELIMITER t..1 •- FLUSH FOLLOWINO COMMENT FIELO
C
	
480 CALL NEXTOKIKHARI.LOCLEN.	 LOCLEN.IMAGE.	 '1
	
IFtLENIMO.LE.01 00 TO 200 	 4 ENO OF IMAGE
	
IF(KHAR1.NE. • .'I 00 TO 420	 i COMMENT FIELD
	
IF(LENTOK.LT.33 00 TO 420
	
a NOT ENO OF BLOCK
C
C
C TRIPLE DELIMITER l...) -- ENO OF BLOCK
C











DAN PACKAK APPCNO I X R	 ORAS"





OAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R	 OT9vT5
CNAIIIBYTE/STRING ROUTINES	 001
SUBROUTINE OTBYTSI 0 KT ARRAY OF NON-NCO INTEGERS FROM BYTE STRING
0 IBYRAY. i ARRAY OF UNPACKED BYTES (RIONT-ALIONEO 9 ZERO-FILLE01
I IBYSTR. • INTERNAL BYTE STRING
I IBYLOC, Il BYTE LOCATION WITHIN STRING (COUNTING FROM 1 AT LEFTI
t NBYTSI	 i NUMBER OF BYTES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
HISTORY
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07107170	 ORIGINAL REQUIREMENTS
METHOD
STRINO-RELATIVE BYTE LOCATION IS CONVERTED TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER • ;V MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS
QUARTER-WORD LOCATION WITHIN WORD • 2 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS
MACHINE =	-DEPENDENT CODE	
w
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USINO 9-BIT
QUARTER WORDS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT WORD SIZES.




I- THE COMPUTER MUST,BE IN QUARTER-WORD MOOE. (SEE SUBROUTINES
SETOWO AND CLRGWOI
t. IBYRAY IS UNCHANOEO IF IBYLOC IS LESS THAN 1.
3. IGYRAY IS UNCHANGED IF NBYTS IS LESS THAN 1.
































E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 06/17/70	 ORIGINAL COOS
METHOD
LEFT-ALIGNED CHARACTER IS LOADED INTO REOISTER.
i
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPuTCAS USING $-BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.






I. IF KHAN IS A CHARACTER STRING INSTEAD OF A SINGLE CHARACTER. fNEN THE




STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REOISTER MNEMONICS
. LOCAL DECLARATIONS




OAM 'ACKAOC APPCN0111 R	 act
CNAR/BYWITRINO R01lTINts	 OO!



















c N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0611778	 ORIOINAL COOS
. METN00





NRIrm IN ASSEMSLER FOR rNE UNIVAC
	 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS UlINO a-BIT
FICLOArA CNARACTERS.
	
THE ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO BE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METNOO OF PASSING AROUMENTS 19 THAT USEO BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO COOS MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR OIFFERENr CHARACTER COOES.



















DAN 'ACKAOC A"CNOIX N	 ICAO
CNAN/STRISTRING NOYTINCS 	 OS:














0	 6 SIONto 1NTCOER room ONES CONPLCNCNT
• I f#KONE 1
t Kong 
	
6 RIONT-AL1ONCO ONES-CONPLCmCNT r1XC0 POINT HUH9CR *
 LENSITS LONG












WRITTEN IN ASSEM@LER root THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USINO 36-91T
MOROS. THE AROUMENTS AMC OESIONEO TO SE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
OUT THE METN00 Or PASSINO AROUMENTS IS THAT USED SY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST SE REWRITTEN roR O1rrERENT CHARACTER CODES.




6 UNIVAC FORTRAN V LIORART WALKSACK ROUTINE
. EXCEPTlONS
........




MORE THAN ! ACTUAL AROUMENTS
GLOSAL OECLARATIONS
•	 AXRS









!fees	 .	 1 .OANK OANKO RCVCReCO TO CLININATC INOIRCCT LOAO TAOLC CNTAv
IOKONC • LA A094091111 . AO t o KONC
• LNA A1.•1.1111 . At	 to •LCNOIT
Jp A1.MALKOACK . 1/ LCNOIT t 1 tMCN MALKOACK
TLC.KU A1.•30 .	 IP LCNOIT > 30
J MALKOACK TNCN MALKOACK
LOOL A09300A1 fNiPT OION INTO LCr?MOeT Olt ANO ..
OOA AO.30.A1 TNCN >sNIF! •ACK. CKTCNOINO stool
1lCTURN TZ 7.1111 •KIP N1	 Ir RCTURN AOOR HAS INVAL10 INOTR
J 361111 RCTURN
MALKOACK LM 430NAMPUN NARC Or THIS FUNCTION
!LJ NCRRO INITIATC rORTRAN V CARON MALKOACK
• ! NUReCR OB AROUMCNTO
	 •















S RIONT-ALIOMCG TWOS-CONKCNCNT IIKCO 'DINT NUNGCR. LCN9ITS LONG
1 LlM91t1 9 LCUOTN Of KTNO IN 9119
--..-..-_- ... - ...... -.- •ft a ... ...............................
. NiSTORT
C N SCHL OSSCR	 LCC	 00/01177
	
ORIGINAL COOL IN tONCC9
C N SCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 11119179
	
RCNARC 14KTUO t CHICK AROJRCNTS
RCTNOO
PROV10C SIGN CKICNSION. if NCOAf1VC. tuGTRACT 1.
. NACNINC-OCPCNOCNT COOL
NRIfTCN IN ASSCN9LCR TOR THC UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS COMPUTERS USING 34-91T
WORDS. TNC AROUMCNTS AMC OCSIONCO TO 9C MACHINE-INOC/CNOCNT.
OUT TNC IICTH00 OF PASSINO ARGUMENTS 11 THAT USCO 9V UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMK CMCNTINO COOL NUST 9C RCMRIttCN FOR OIFFCRCNT CHARACTER COOLS.




8 UNIVAC rORfMAN V LIGRART NALKGACK ROUTIt1C
lKCtptIONS




NOW fNAN 1 ACTUAL AROUNCNf1
. 9L0GAL DCCLARA@IONS
•	 Axits






. $ANN$ RCVCRSCO TO CLIRINAtC INOIRCCT LOAD TAOLC CNINT
A0. 4 O.><11 . AO t • KTMO
A10 6 /.Ktl . AI	 to -LCNOIt
A14NALKOACK .	 Ir LCNOIt f 1 TwCN MALKOACK
At.-=o .	 Ir LCNOIt ) 30
MALKOACK fMCN MALKOACK
AO.=O.AI swirl PION INTO LCrtROST BIT AND ..
A00340AI tN[N sN1rT OACK.	 EttTtNDINO s10Ni
AO.RCTURN ir, ►OS1TIvc. TMCN MU RK 00MC
A011 Ir Nt0AT1Vt.	 TN[N suOTRACT	 1
1191111 sKt ► N1	 1r RCTURw AOOR NAs INVALIO INsTR
14x11 . RItuRN
m3.NAMruN NAK Or TNIS ruNCT10N
NtRRS tuirsATC rORTRAN V CRROA MALKIACK
t NuNOIER Or AROuwCNTs
OAK PAUAW ANCNDI x R	 14KTNO
































RUNCTION KHR41MI i CHARACTER STRING fOR INTEGER ARGUMENT
I IN)	 I INTEGER ARGUMENT	 4
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C



























i RIONT-ALIGNEO ONES COMPLEMENT FROM SIGNED INTEGER
KONE^It
to LENSIT. i LENGTH OF ONES-COMPLEMENT NUMBER IN BIT$
1 INTOERI i INTEGER
----------------z--------------------------------------------
HISTORY






WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 36-81t
WORDS. THE AROUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.
DIFFERENT COMPILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII FORTRAN). AND DIFFERENT MACHINES.
EXTERNAL REFERENCES
NERRS
	 i UNIVAC FORTRAN V LIBRARY WALKBACK ROUTINE
. EXCEPTIONS

































. OANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIRECT LOAD TAKE ENTRY
A4. 4 I.Xll .	 All	 t o	INTOER
AI. 4 O.X11 .	 Al	 t o -LENOIT
AI.NALKOACK .	 IF LENOIT (	 1	 THEN NALKOACK
A1.-36 .	 IF LENBIT ) 36
NALKOACK THEN NALKOACK
AO.38.Al SH1Ft OACK t FORTH TO	 ...
AO.30.A1 ...	 REMOVE SIGN EXTENSION
3.X11 SKIP N1	 IF RETURN AOOR HAS INVALID INSTR
3.Xll RETURN
R3.NAMFUN
	 NAME OF THIS FUNCTION
NERRS
	 INITIATE FORTRAN V ERROR NALKSACK
P	 NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
R-S4
^ 7







0	 4 RIONT-ALi0Nto TWOS COMPLEMENT FRO" SIGNED INTEGER
• KTNO4If
f LENSIT. 11 LENOTN OF TWOS-COMPLEMENT HUNSER IN BITS




E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 It 119179	 RONTS/OESION/COOS/TEST
METHOD
IF NEOAtIVE. ADD 1. REMOVE SIGN EXTENSION.
MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 36-BIT
WORDS. THE AROUMENtS ARE OEStGNEO TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT tHE MEtN00 OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.




0 UNIVAC FORTRAN V LIBRARY IdALKeACV ROUTINE
ExCEPt10Ns








































. BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE IHOIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
A09 4 I.Xti AS	 INTOER
At. • O.Xtt At	 :• -LENBIT
A1.NALKBACK IF LENBIT < 1 THEN WALKBACK





AO.NEOATIVE if MINUS ZERO.	 THEN	 ...
AO ...	 CHANGE	 IT	 TO PLUS ZERO	 ...
RETURN ...	 AND WE'RE DONE
AO.t IF NEGATIVE.	 THEN ADD l	 t	 ..
A0.36.A1 ...	 SHIFT BACK •	 FORTH	 TO	 ...
AO.36.A1 ...	 REMOVE SION EXTENSION
3.XIl SKIP NI	 IF RETURN AOOR HAS INVALID INSTR
1.X11 RETURN
43.NAMFUN NAME OF THIS FUNCTION
NERRS INITIATE FORTRAN V ERROR NALKBACK
P NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
R-SB











0	 4 LOCATION Of OYTE IN SUOSTRINO EQUAL TO SEARCH BYTE
• L0YTE01
1 JSTRO,	 0 PACKED BYTE STRINO
I KLOC.	 4 BYTE LOCATION WITHIN STRINO WHERE SUBSTRING BEGINS
I LENO.
	
4 LENGTH & 01RECTION Or SUBSTRINO (POSITIVE - L TO R1
1 ISYSCAI I SEARCH BYTE







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 00/03179	 REQUIREMENTS
























C	 1. ANY PART OF rME Su98ra1Ho r0 THE LCrT Or THE STRING IS IONOREO.
C
C	 8. LSYTEO IS SET TO ?ERG IP NO EQUAL BYTE 1S rOUNO.
C

















AM PACKAGE APPENDIX R
MAR/BYTE/=tRINO ROUTINE!
INTEOER LOCENO	 B BYTE LOCATION Of LAST BYTE AT ENO OF SUBSTRINO
INTEOER IBYTRY	 11 BYTE BEING COMPARED NITN IBYSEA
PROCEDURE
INIT1ALtTE SCAN OIRECTIONS A POINTERS
C
1« LENO.EO.o1 00 TO B00
INC•ISION(I.LEN01




C SCAN 6 COMPARE BYTES
C
00 900 l9YTE0sKLOC.LOCENO.INC
CALL OETBYTIIBYTRY. 	 JSTRO.(LBYTEO1l























S PACKEO BYTE STRING
I KLOC.	 i BYTE LOCATION WITHIN STRING NMERE SUBSTRINO BEGINS
f LENO *	0 LCHOTH • DIRECTION OT SUBSTRINO (POSITIVE • L TO 41
I IBYSEAI	 • SEARCH BYTE	 •







C E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 00/03/79	 REQUIREMENTS

























C 1. ANY PART Or THE SUBSTRINO TO THE LEFT Or rNE STRING 1S IONOREO.
C
c t. LBYTNE IS SET TO ZERO or NO UNEQUAL BYTE IS r0UNO.
c












INTEGER INC	 B SIONEO INCREMENTATION (#I OR -11 roll LOME
R-100
w",








a sYTC LOCATION Of LAST •YTC AT CND Or SYSSTRING







C INIT1AL12C SCAN OIRCCTIONS t POINTCRS
C
























DAN 'ACKAOC APPCN01X R 	 LCNKQ
CHARIBYTCISTRINO Routing$	 001
INTCOCR /'UNCTION
0	 0 LOCATION OP CNAR IN 91011STRINO COUAL TO KARCM CNAR
- LCNR[OI
I KOTRO.	 0 CNARACTER STRING
I KLOC.	 1 CHAR LOCATION NITHIN STRING NNCRC SUOSTRINO OEOINS
I LCNO.
	
• LCNOTN • OINCCTION OP SUOSTRINO 1POSITIVC • L TO R1
1 KNRSCAI • SCARCN CNARACTER
C
	











C . -- . --
C

















C	 1. ANY PART Or THE SUSSTRINO TO TNC LEFT OP THE STRING IS IONOREO.
C
C
	 I. LCNREO IS SCI TO ZERO iP NO EOUAL CHARACTER IS POUNO.
C













INTCORR INC	 0 SIONCO INCRC$KNTATION $•1 OR -11 POR LCNREG
INTEGER LOCCNO
	 0 CHAR LOCATION Or LAST CHAR AT ENO OP SUMMING
Ill-Ise
1t













C INITIALIN $CAN OIRCCT10Ns t MOINTCAS
C
IFILCNO.90.01 00 TO 900
InC•IS1ONIt.LCN01


































I KLOC.	 8 CHAR LOCATION NITNIN STRING 18N9R9 OU91741NO S+COINS
1 1.91409
	
O LCNOTH • OIA9Ct10N Or SYGSTRINO 1POSITIVC a L t0 as
1 KNRSCA1 S $9ARCH CNARACT9R
C	 1CNAR LOCATION COYNT90 rMOM 1 At LCPT Or 51411401
















C	 COM'ARC KNRSCA WITH SUIISTRINO. ONC CHARACTCR AT A fINC.
C
C
C MACNINC •0CPCN0CNT COOL






C ........ a ......... .
C






C	 I. ANY PART Or INC SY$STAINO TO THC LCIP T Oi THC STRING IS IONOACO.
C
C	 8. LCNAN9 IS SC? TO ICAO If NO NNCOUAL CHARACTCR 19 rOUNO.
C
C	 S. NO OTNCA CNCCKS ARC MA09 ON ANY Of THC AAOYMCNT S.
C
C
C OLO$AL OCCL AAATIONS










A $101890 INCACMCNTATION I • t OR • 11 TOA LCN*NC
INTcGCR LOCCNO
	




SAN OACKASC APP9KoI < R
CNARISYTE/STRINO Routines






C INIT1ALIN SCAN DIRECTIONS • POINTERS
C





























0	 0 LOCATION OF CHAR SUBSTRINO 2 IN CHAR SUOUTRINO 1
• LCSTEO(
1 KSTROI. 0 CHARACTER STRING t
I KLOCI.	 0 CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STRING t WHERE SUBSTRING l BEGINS
f LEN01.	 0 LENGTH • DIRECTION OF SUBStRINO 1 (POSITIVE 0 L TO R1
I KSTRG2, 0 CHARACTER STRING 2
I KLOC2.	 0 CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STRING 2 WHERE SUBSTRINO 2 BEGINS
f LENO21	 A LENGTH I DIRECTION OF SUBSTRINO 2 (POSITIVE - L TO RI
C	 (CHAR LOCATION COUNTED FROM 1 AT LEFT OF STRING)














C	 SEARCH SUBSTPINO 1 FOR FIRST CHARACTER OF SUBSTRINO 2.













	 LOCATE FIRST CHAR OF SUBSTRINO 2 IN SUBSTRINO 1






C	 1. ANY PART OF A SUBSTRINO TO THE LEFT OF ITS STRING IS IGNORED.
C
C	 E. LCSTEQ IS SET TO ZERO IF NO EQUAL SUBStRtNO IS FOUND.
C
























• CHAR LOCATIONS OF
• SIGNED lNCREMENtATl0N g ot OR -I1 FOR KPI.KPI!
• NUNttER OF CHARACTERS IN SU/STRINGS




















DAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R
CHAR/BMISTRINO ROUTINES
INTEGER FUNCTION
0	 i LENGTH IN CHARACTERS OF CHARACTER STRING
• LENCST9
I HAMCST. i NAME OF CHARACTER STRING







C	 E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC






	 ORIGINAL COO[ WITH NULCST
09/26/79	 ENO STRING WITH NULCST OR NULCHR
C	 EXCLUDE NULCST. NULCHR AND TRAILING BLANKS. IF PRESENT. FROM LENGTH.
C
C









INTEOER NC%N1 i NUMBER OF CHARACTERS FOR NUMBER OF INTEGERS
INTEGER N14NC i NUMBER OF INTEGERS FOR NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
INTEGER LCHREQ • LOCATE CHARACTER IN SUBSTRINO EQUAL TO SEARCH CHAR






C	 I. IF MAXLEN 1S LESS THAN 1. THEN A LENOTH OF ZERO 15 RETURNED.
C
C	 2. IF THE STRING 1S COMPOSED ONLY OF BLANKIS1. THEN A LENGTH








• DEFINE NULL CHARACTER STRING
INCLUDE NULCHR.LIST
	











rDAN PACKAOE APPENOIX R
CMARIGTRISTRINO ROUTINES
INTEGER LCMRV	 11 LOCATION OF LAST VAL10 (NON-NULL) CHARACTER SCA









IF(MAXLEN.LE.01 00 TO 900
c
C

















IF(LENCST.E0.0) 00 TO 900
C
C


















0	 S LENGTH IN CHARS OF CHAR STRING INCLUDING PAO TO MONO SOUNOARY
	 0
• LCNPAOI




















































LENPAO•ttLENOTN#S1/61-6 	 4 S CHARACTERS PER MOOD
RETURN
R-110








DAN PACKAGE APPCNOIX R 	 LICEEO
C"AftIeYTCISTRING ROUTINES 	 001
INTEGER FUNCTION
0	 0 LOCATION OF tCE IN SUGSTRINO EQUAL TO SEARCN ICE
• LICEEQt
1 KSTRO,	 0 PACKED CHARACTER STRING
I KLOC.	 i CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STRING NNERE SUOSTRING KOINS
t LENO.
	
I LENOTH • OIRECTION OF SUOSTRINO tPOSITIVE • L TO 41
1 10ESEAI • SEARCH INTEGER-CNARACTER-EOUIVALENT































C	 t. ANY PART OF THE SUOSTRINO TO THE LEFT OF THE STRING IS IONOREO.
C
C	 8. LICEEO IS SET TO ZERO IF NO EQUAL I-C-E 1S FOUND.
C














8 SIONEO INCREMENTATION (•I OR -11 FOR LICEEO
1NTEOER LOCENO
	
0 CHAR LOCATION OF LAST CHAR AT ENO OF SU6STRtNO
A-118















C INITIALIZE SCAN DIRECTIONS S POINTERS
C






C SCAN • COMPARE INTEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENTS
C
00 500 LICEEO-KLOC.LOCEND.INC
CALL OEtImICETRr. 	 KSTRO.(LICEE011


























I PACKED CHARACTER STRINO
I KLOC.	 G CNAR LOCATION WININ STRING NMERE SUMMING KOINS
t LENO.	 G LENOTN 6 DIRECTION Or MITRING (POSITIVE a L TO 41
I tCESEAI	 I SEARCH INTEOER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENT













C 10ESEA IS COMPAREO N1TH SU@STRINO. ONE CHARACTER AT A TIME.
C
C














C 1. ANY PART Or THE SUSSTRINO TO THE LErT Or THE STRING IS IONOREO.
C
C R. LICENE IS SET TO ZERO tF NO UNEQUAL	 I-C-C IS FOUND.
C












INTEOER INC	 0 SIONED INCREMENTATION (•1 OR -11 FOR LICENE
INTEOER LOCENO
	
A CHAR LOCATION Or LAST CHAR AT ENO OF SUSSTRlNO
.	 Al
R-It%
i INTEOER-CHAR-EOUIV SEIKO COM'AREO NIT" ICESEA








C INITIALIZE :CAN OIRECTIONS • POINTERS
C






C SCAN W COMPARE 1MTEOER-CNARACTER-EQUIVALENTS
C
00 SOO LICENE•KLOC.LOCENO.INC
CALL OCtI M METRY.	 KSTRO.(LICENEII
























0	 8 LOCATION Or INTEOER IN SVISTRINO EQUAL TO SEARCH INTEOCA
• LINTCaf
1 INTSTR. • INTEGER STRINO
I INTLOC, S INTCOCR LOCATION WITHIN STRING WNERE SUSSTRINO SCOINS
I LCNO.	 i LCNOTH • DIRECTION OF SUSSTAING (POSITIVE • L TO Of
11NTICAI • SEARCH tNTCOER
(INT[OCR LOCATION COUNTED FROM 1 At LEFt OF STRIN01
......................................................................
HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 t011&/78	 REQUIREMENTS
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/8=178	 DESIGN a CODE
. M[TH00
COMPARE INTSCA WITH SUOSTRINO. ONE WORD AT A TIME.
MACHINE-OEPENOENT COOS	 k
r
WRITTEN IN ASSE118LER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS.
THE AROUMENTS ARE OES10NE0 TO Be MACHINE-INOEPENOENT. BUT
THE METH00 OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENtiNO COOS MUST Be REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT WORD SIZES.





1. ANY PART OF THE SUOSTRINO t0 THt LEFT or THE STRING IS IONOREO.
Is LINTEO IS SEt TO 2ER0 IF NO EQUAL CHARACTER IS FOUNO.





. STANOARO UNIVAC 1100 REOISTCA MNEMONICS
R-t10







SI001	 .	 1-SA1K SAM$ REVERSED TO ELININATE IHOIRECT LOAO TAKE ENTRY
LINtEO• LA Al.lml.xll .	 Al	 t o SUSSTRINO LOC. COUNTING PROM 1
LA A:.•:.x11 . At i s SUSSTRING LENO
LA A3.07.x11 .	 A=	 i s 	INTSEA
JN Al.NINUS . CHECK SUSSTRINO OIRECf10N
PLUS Lxi.0 AO.•1 .	 AOIINCREMENTI	 i s 	•1
J CHECK
M1NUS Lxt.0 A0.-1 .	 A0IINCREMENf1	 to	 -1
LMA A:.A! .	 AS t • ASSILENOI




CHECK AA.XU Al.-I At	 t o SUSSTRINO LOC. COUNTING PROM 0
JN AI.ERROR LOC TO LEFT Or STRINO111
SEARCH AA.H= Ai.0.1111 At	 t o AGGRESS Of SUSSTRINOLot
R1.A! Rl	 t o MAX NUMBER OP MORO$ TO SEARCH
LXM AO.AI AOIMOOtPtERI	 to AOORESS Of SUSSTRING
SE A3.O.•AO AO(MOOIPtER)	 is AOOR PAST	 INTSEA	 IN SYR
J ERROR NOT	 1N STRIN0111
TP AO If SEARCH OtRECT10N tS NEOAftVE 	 .
AA.0 A0.= .	 THEN AOOR AFTER to AOOR SEPORE • t
LXI.0 AO.0 AOIINCREMENTI	 t• ZERO
ANA.N: AO.0.x1I AO t o LOC OP 1NTSEA. COUNTINO PROM 1
J S.x11 RETURN LOC OP tNTSCA
ERROR SZ AO
J 11.x11 RETURN ZERO
CHO
R-117




1 NT^SiR F11NC T t ON
0	 0 LOCATION OF INTCOCR IN SUSSTAtNO NOT COUAL TO SCARCN INTCOCR
a LINTNCI
1 txfstR. 0 i"Tcoce STRINO
1 INTLOC. 0 INTCOCR LOCATION WHIN STRtNO HNCRC SUMMINO OCOINS
1 LCNO.	 0 LCN07H • 01RCCTI0N OrSUSSTRINO IPOSITIVc • L t0 41
1 INTSCAI 0 KARCN INTCOCR
1111t000R LOCATION COUNTCO /ROM 1 AT LEFT OF SM11161
.. ...................... 00 ...................... 0 .....................
HISTORY
0000...











COMPARC 1NTSCA WItN SUOSTRINO, ONE MONO AT A TIME.
. MACHINE-OCPENOCNT COOS
----------------------
MRtTTCN IN ASSCMOLCR ran TNC VNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS.
THC AROUMENtS AMC OES10NE0 TO IC MACHINE-iNOCPCNOENT. SUT
THC MCTN00 OF PASSiNO AROUMENTS IS TNAT USEO SY UNIVAC rORTRAN V.
I"PLCMC"TI"0 COOS MUST at REWRITTEN ran OIrrCACNT WORO Sins.





i. ANY PART Or TNc SUSSTIItNo TO TNc LcrT or THE STRiNO is toNORco.
s. LtNTNc IS scT TO =ERG If NO UNEQUAL CHARACTER is lr0UN0.

















;lest	 .	 I-sANIt BANK: RCIICRSCO TO ELIMINATE INOIRCCT LOAO TABLC CNTRt
LINTNC • LA A166I.XII . At	 i s SUOSTRINO LOC. COUNTING rROM i
LA A8.4841111 . Al t o SUSSTRINO LCHO
LA AI{.•=.X11 .	 All	 to	 INTSEA
JN AI.MiNUS CNCCK SUOSTRING O1MCCTION
;LUS LXI.0 AO.*1 AOIINCREMCNtl	 t o •1
J CMCCIC
MINUS LXI.0 A0.-I AOIINCRCMCNfl	 t o	 - 1
LMA AR.Al As	 to ASS(LENOI
TO ALAI At	 to
LA AL AI MINIAOSILENO1.INTLOC1
CNCCK AA.XU A1.•1 At	 t o SUOSTRINO LOC.	 COUNTING fROM 0
.1N AI.CRROR LOC TO LErr Of stRIN01tl
SEARCH AA.Hl AI.O.XII At	 is AOORESS Of sueSTRINO
LA ALAI at	 s• MAX NUMOER ur MOROS f0 sEARCN
LXM AO.AI AOIMOO1f1ERl	 t • ADDRESS Or SUBSTRI NO
SNC A3.0.QA0 .	 AOIMOOIfIERI	 t• AOOR PAST	 INT NE	 IN STR
.I ERROR .	 NO UNEOUAL	 INTEGER IN STRINO111
T/ AO .	 jr SEARCH OIRECTION IS NEGATIVE	 ...
AA.0 AO.I ..	 INCH AOOR ArTER t• AOOR OEfORC • 1
LXI.0 AO.O .	 AOIINCREMENtI	 to ZERO
ANA.NI AO.O.X11 .	 AO to LOC Of INT ML 	 INTSEA.	 COUNT rROM 1
1 94111 . RETURN LOC Or INT NE INTSEA
ERROR O2 AO





CAN PACKAGE APPENOIX R	 LOIICST
CHAR/BYTE/STR1N0 ROUTINES	 GOt
INTEGER FUNCTION
0	 • NUMBER OF SUBSTRINO LONER IN COLLATING SEQUENCE:
C	 0	 KSTR01 • KSTRO2
C	 1	 KSTROI	 < KSTROr
C	 r	 KSTRG2 < KSTR01
• LOWCST(
1 KSTROI.	 A CHARACTER STRING I
t KPOSI.	 t CHAR POSITION WITHIN STRING I 	 WHERE SUBSTRINO I BEGINS
( LENO1.	 i LENGTH i DIRECTION OF SUBSTRINO I	 (POSITIVE • L TO RI
1 KSTROR.	 I1 CHARACTER STRING 2
( KPOS2.	 i CHAR POSITION WITHIN STRING 2 WHERE SUBSTRINO 2 BEGINS
( LENO21	 i LENGTH t DIRECTION OF SUBSTRlNO 2 (POSITIVE • L	 TO RI













C	 DOWHILE CHARACTERS REMAINING AND I-C-E DIFFERENCE 	 IS ZERO
C	 GET NEXT 1-C-E'S FROM 2 SUBSTRINGS L COMPUTE DIFFERENCE
C	 (1F A SUBSTRINO IS EXHAUSTED.	 TREAT	 IT AS	 IF PADDED WITH SPACES)












C	 ICE	 INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT FUNCTION FOR CHARACTER






C	 1. IF THERE IS NO COPRESPONDINO CHARACTER IN A SUBSTRING. THE CHARACTER
C	 SPACE IS AS114'1,0.
c






















INTEGER KPI.KPa 8 CHAR POSITIONS OP CHARACTERS OEINO COMPARED
• INTEGER INCt.INCS • SIGNED INCRIE"E"TATION (01	 OR -I1	 ROR KPt.KP2
tNTEOER NCNI.NCN2 i NUMOER OF CHARACTERS IN SUSSTRINOS
INTEGER HCHMAX i NUM9ER OF CHARACTERS IN LONOEST SU9STRINO
INTEGER ICEPAO i INTEGER-CHAR-EOUIV OP 9LANK TO PAO SHORT SUOSTR
INTEGER NCH i NUMOER Or CHARACTERS COMPARED

























IF(NCM.LE.NCNI) CALL OETICE(NICE1. 	 KSTROI.(KPt))
KPI*Kpt•INCt
HICC&wICEPAO
tr(MCH.LE.NCNRI CALL OETICE(NICE2. 	 KSTR02.(KP211
KP2•KP2•iNC2
LOMCST•NICEI-NICCI


















SUBROUTINE MOVBST( i MOVE BYTES TO OUTPUT SUBSTRINO FROM INPUT SUBSTRING
0 JSTOUT. • OUTPUT BYTE STRINO
( LOCOUT. • BYTE LOCATION IN OUTPUT STRINO WHERE OUTPUT SUBSTRINO BEGINS
I LENOUO. • LENOTN • OtRECTION OF OUTPUT SUBSTRING (POSITIVE in L TO RI
I JSTIN.	 a INPUT BYTE STRINO
i '.OLIN.	 • BYTE LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING WHERE INPUT SUBSTRINO BEGINS
LENINO. • LENOTN • DIRECTION OF INPUT SUBSTRINO (POSITIVE a L TO R1
I IBYPAO) • BYTE TO PAO OUTPUT SUBSTRINO ON EXHAUSIINO INPUT SUBSTRlNO
(BYTE LOCATIONS COUNtEO FROM 1 AT LEFT OF STRING)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HISTORY
J C CRISP	 LEC
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC











WORD NUMBER • 34 MOST S10NIFICANT BITS
QUARTER-WORD LOCATION WITHIN WORD • 2 LEAST SIONIFICANt BITS
DETERMINE CO-ROUf1NES t INITIAL ENTRY POINTS TO OET/PUT BYTES.
MOVE BYTES WITH OET/PUT CG-ROUTINES.
PAO BYTES WITH PAO/PUT CO-ROUTINES.
. MACHINE-OEPENOENT COOS
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USINO 9-9IT
GUARTFR wOROS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO Be MACHINE-INOEPENOEMT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWR1tTEN FOR DIFFERENT wORO Sizes.





1. INC COMPUTER MUST Be IN QUARTER-WORD MOOS. (ASSEMBLE WITH SASM.F
OR COLLECT WITH aMAP.F OR INSURE THAT SETOWO WAS CALLED PREVIOUSLY.)
!. IF TNERE IS NO CORRESPONOINO BYTE IN INPUT SUBSTRINO. ISTPAO IS






MOVED TO OUTPUT SUOSTRINO.
3. THIS TRANSFORM MAY BE USED TO REVERSE THE ORDER OF THE CONTENTS OF A
SUOSTRINO BY SPECIFYINO OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS FOR THE OUTPUT AND INPUT
SUBSTRINOS, PROVl0E0 THESE SUBSTRINOS 00 NOT OVERLAP. IF THE
SUBSTRINOS 00 OVERLAP THE RESULTS OF THE ATTEMPTED REVERSAL WILL BE
UNOEFINEO.
M. THIS TRANSFORM MAY BE USED TO SHIFT A SUOSTRINO WITHIN A STRING BY
USING THE SAME ACTUAL ARGUMENT FOR JSTOUT AND JSTIN AND BY SPECIFYING
OUTPUT AND INPUT SUBSTRINOS WHICH PARTIALLY OVERLAP. PROVIDED THE
DIRECTION OF THE SHIFT IS OPPOSITE TO THE DIRECTION OF THE SUBSTRtNOS.
S. WHEN SHIFTING A SUBSTRINO TO THE LEFT (LOCOUTtLOCIN) AND PADDING
AT THE RIGHT. THEN BOTH LENOUO AND LENINO MUST BE POStTtVE tOIRECTEO
TO THE RIGHT) OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNDEFINED.
B. WHEN SNtFT1NO A SUBSTRINO TO THE RIGHT tLOCOUT)LOCINI AND PADDING
AT THE LEFT. THEN BOTH LENOUO AND LENIND MUST BE NEGATIVE (DIRECTED
TO THE LEFT) OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNDEFINED.
7, IF EITHER SUBSTRINO LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIDE ITS STRING THE
RESULTS WILL BE UNDEFINED.





STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
LOCAL DECLARATIONS
------------------
5100 1 . 0-BANK
XISAVE	 RES
	
1	 SAVE LOCATION FOR REGISTER xi
PROCEDURE
11011 . 1-BANK
MOVOST •	Sx	 XI.XISAVE	 SAVE REGISTER xt
COMPUTE INITIAL WORD ADDRESS 6 BYTE LOCATION WITHIN WORD FOR INPUT SUBSTRINO
LA AO.*%.X11 BYTE LOGIN. COUNTINO FROM I
AA.XU A0.-t BYTE LOGIN. COUNTING FROM 0
JN AO.RETURN RETURN IF TO LEFT OF STRING
OSL A0.8 AO	 i • WORD LOGIN WITHIN STRING
SSL A1.30 At	 :• BYTE LOCIN WITHIN WORD
AA A0.3.X11 All :• WORD ADDRESS IN
R-183
DAN PACKAOE APPENOIX R 	 M011BST / ASN
CHAR/BYTE/STRINO ROUTINES 	 003
NSI.0
	
A1.3	 . At to 34 9YTE LOCiN WITHIN MONO
COMPUTE INITIAL MONO ADDRESS • BYTE LOCATION WITHIN MORO POR OUTPUT SUBStaiNO
LA AB.4I.Xt1 . BYTE LOCOuT. COuNtiNO PROM 1
AA.XU A8.-1 . BYTE LOCOUT. COuNTiNO PROM 0
JN AB.RETURN . RETURN IP TO LEFT OP STRlNO
OSL A8.& . A2 t o
 MONO LOCOUT WITHIN WITHIN STRING
SSL A3.34 . All to BYTE LOCOUT WITHIN WORD
AA A8.O.X11 . Ail to WORD AGGRESS OUT
MSI.0 A3.8 . All t o 2 4 9YTE LOCOUT WITHIN WORD
. OETERMINE CO-ROUTtNE INITIAL ENTRY POINT TO OCT BYTES
LENINO LA A4.4S.XI1 .	 LENINO
JN A4.INM1NUS
INPLUS AA Al.(R0ETa1) Al	 :• CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO OCT NEXT BYTE
LXI.XU AO.•I WORD INCREMENtAt10N IS .1
J LENOUO
INMINUS LNA AI.AI
AA A1.ILOET011 Al	 :- CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO OCT NEXT BYTE
LXI.XU A0.-1 WORD INCREMENTATION IS -1
LNA A4.A4	 . A4 :- • OF BYTES IN
. DETERMINE CO-ROUt1NE •	 INITIAL
	 ENTRY POINT	 TO PUT BYTES
LENOUO LA AS.Q2.X11	 . LENOUD
JN AS.OUTMINUS
OUTPLUS AA A3.lRPUTa1) All : 0 CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO PUT NEXT BYTE
LXI.XU A8.41 WORD INCREMENTATION IS •1
J MOVNPAO
OUTMINUS LNA A3.A3
AA A3.lLPUTal1 All : 6 CO-ROUTINE ADO* TO PUT NEXT BYtE
LxI.XU A8.•I MORO INCRCMENTAt10N IS -1
LNA AS.AS AS :• • OP BYTES OUT
.	 INITIALIZE REPEAT REOISTERS COR MOVINO AND PAODINO
MOVNPAO TO A4.AS	 . SKIP NrxT INSTR IP AS ) A4
LA A4.A5
	 . A4	 OP BYTES t0 MOVE
ANA AS.A4	 . AS	 OP BYTES TO PAO
ANA.0 A4.1
	 . A4 :• t0-I1	 or BYTES TO MOVE
LNA A4.A4	 . A4	 :• -10-11	 OP BYTES TO MOVE
LXM XI.A4	 . x1M
	 -t•-t) OP BYTES TO Move
LXI.0 X1.1	 . x11	 to	 .1
J O.AI	 . START MOViNO BYTESItt



























. cc  02
OCT 01 • OECREMENT WORD •
CO-ROUTINE TO PUT BYTES INTO SUBSTRINO DIRECTED TO THE LEFT
LMJ A3.0.AI
LPUT04 SR.04 R1.O.A2 Put 04
LMJ A3.0.A1
LPUt03 SR.03 RI.O.A? Put 03
LMJ A3.0.Al
LPUT02 SR.02 RI.O.A2 Put 02
LMJ A3.0.A1
LPUTOt SR.OI Rt.0.*A2 PUT 01 t4 OECREMENT WORD •
J LPUT04-1
. CO-ROUTINE TO OCT BYTES FROM SUBSTRINO OIRECTEO TO THE R10MT
LMJ A1.O.A3
ROETOt JMOI XI.OETPAO
LR.01 Rl.0.A0 OET 0t
LMJ A1.O.A3
ROET02 JMOt X1.OETPAO
LR.Ot Rt.0.A0 OCT 02
LMJ AI.O.A3
ROET03 JMO1 X1.OETPAD
LR.03 R1.O.AO OCT 03
LMJ AI.O.All
ROE,04 JMOt XI.OETPAO
LR.04 R1.0.•AO Ott 04 • INCREMENT WORD •
J ROET01-I
CO-ROUTINE TO PUT BYTES INTO SUBSTRINO DIRECTED TO THE RIONT
• LMJ A3.0.A1
RPUT01 SR.OI Rt.0.A2 PUT OI
LMJ A3.0.Al
MPUTOR •SR.Ot R1.0.At PUT Of
- LMJ A3.0.A1
11 PUT03 SR.03 R1.O.At PUT 03
LMJ A3.0.A1






DAN PACKAOE APPENOtx R NOves" ASN
CHAR/BYTE/STRING ROUTINES OOs
. CO-ROUTINE TO OCT PAD •YTES y
OETPAD	 LM 111048.1(11 . R1	 t o PAD BYTE
LA A1.(PUTPAO) . At to AOOR Ot PUTPAO
PUTPAO	 J00 A5.0.A3 . PUT BYTE • OECREMENT AS TIL ZERO
. TERMINATION COOS










SUBROUTINE moves?( B MOVE BYTeS TO OUTPUT SUBSTRINO FROM INPUT SUlStRINO
0 JsTOUt. • OUTPUT Byte STRING
'	 I LOCOUT. • BYTE LOCATION IN OUTPUT STRING WHERE OUTPUT 111811RING BEOINS
( LEN000. II LENOTH 0 OIRCCTION OF OUTPUT SUBSTRINO (POSITIVC a L TO R1
I JSTiN,	 B INPUT BYTE STRING
I LOGIN,	 i BYTC LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING NNERE INPUT SUBSTRiNG BEOINS
t LENINO. A LENOTN • OIRECTIGN OF INPUT SUBSTRING (POSITIVE • L TO R)
1 I§YPA01 I BYTE TO PAO OUTPUT SUBSTRINO ON EXNAUSTINO INPUT SUBSTRINO







C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 07/25179	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07/27/79	 OESION


















C	 OETSYT	 i OCT






BYTE FROM INPUT ST"INO
BYTE 16'JO OUTPUT STRING
•	 C 1.	 if TNERE IS NO CORRESPONDING 6YTE IN INPUT SUBSTRINO.	 IBY►AO is
C MOVED TO OUTPUT SUBSTRING.
C
C t. THIS TRANsFORN MAY BE USEO TO REVERSE THE ORDER or THE CONTENTS or A
C sUBsTRINO BY SPECIFYING OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS ('OR THE OUTPUT AND INPUT
C SUBSTRINOS. PROVIDED THESE SUBSTRINOS 00 NOT OVERLAP.	 IF THE
C SUBSTRINOS 00 OVERLAP THE RESULTS OF THE ATTEMPTEO REVERSAL WILL BE
C ONOEFtNEO.
C
C =. THIS TRANSFORM MAY Be USEO TO SHIFT A SUBSTRINO WITHIN A STRING BY
C USING THE SAMC ACTUAL AROUMfNT POR JSTOUT ANO Jsrim AND B y
 spECtPYtNG
C OUTPUT AND INPUT SUBSTRINOS WHICH PARTIALLY OVERLAP. PROVIDED THE
C OIRECTION OF THE Shirt Is Opposite to





CAN PACKAOC APPCNOIK R
CHAR/BYTE/STRING ROUTINES
C
C	 (► . WNEN SNIffINO A SUBSTRINO TO THE LCrT (LOCOUT(LOCINI AND PADDING
C	 AT THE R10NT. THEN BOTH LENOUO AND LENINO MUST BE POSITIVE IOIRECtEO
C	 TO THE RIONTI OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNOEFINEO.
C
C	 S. WHEN SNIPTING A SUBSTRINO TO THE RIGHT (LOCOUT)LOCIN) AND PADDING
C	 AT THE LEiT. TNEN BOTH LENOUO AND LENINO MUST BE NEOATIVE (OIRECTEO
C	 TO THE LEPT1 OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNOEi1NE0.
C
C	 B. li EITHER SUBSTRINO LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIOE ITS STRING THE
C	 RESULTS WILL BE UNOEFtNEO.
C












INTEGER LBYOUT.LBYIN	 i BYTE LOCATIONS OF BYTE BEING MOVED
lNTEOER INCOUT.INCIN	 A SIGNED INCREMENTATION (011-11 FOR LBYOUT.LBYIN
INTEGER NOYOUT.NBYIN
	 11 NUMBER OF BYTES IN SUBStRINOS
INTEGER NOY	 I NUMBER OF BYTES MOVED









































DAN PACKAGC APPENOIX R	 NOVDTT
cNAmIsTrClITRINS ROUTINES	 g01
SUGROUTINC "*VITT( a MOVt BYTE TO OUTPUT STRING FROM INPUT STRING
0 JSTOut. a OUTPUT SYTE STRINO
1 LOCOUt. a •YTE LOCATION WITHIN OUTPUT STRING
1 JSTIN.	 a input •YTE STRING
1 LOGIN)	 a •YTC LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING
IfYTt LOCATIONS COUNTED iROM 1 AT LEFT Or V NI NO)





E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07/87179	 OCSION/CooSv'i7?
METHOD
CONVERT Stitt NO-MCLATI VE BYTE LOCATION to MACHINE -OEPENOENt
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER • = V MOST SIONIFICANT BITS
OUARrEM-WORD LOCATION WITHIN WORD • P LEAST SIONIFICANT $It$
LOAD & STORE REQUIREO QUARTER WORD.
1
. MACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
witirn N IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USINO 9-9IT
QUARTER WORDS. THE AROUMCNTS ARE OESIONEO TO at MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METNOO OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
I"PLEMENTINO COOS MUST at
 REWRITTEN FOR OiFFERENt WORD SIZES.






1. THE COMPUTER Must at IN OUARTER-WORD MODE. (ASSEMBLE WITH AASM.F
OR COLLECT WITH SMAP.F OR INSURE TNAt SEtOWO WAS CALLEO PREVIOUSLY.)
8. JS TOUT IS UNCHANOEO IF LOCOuT OR LOGIN AMC LESS THAN 1.
_. NO OTHER CHECKS ARE NAOC ON ANY Or THE AROUMENTS.
OLOOAL DECLAMATIONS
R-1 30











$tact	 .	 I-DANK /AUKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INOIRRCT LOAD TAOLE ENTRY
MOVeYT • LA A4.1lt.Xll •YTC LOGIN. COUNTINO PROM 1
AA.XU A0.-1 WE LOGIN. COUNTING PROM 0
JN A0.9.X11 RETURN IP LOC1N TO LEPT OP STRING
OSL AD.& AO	 to WORD LOGIN WITHIN STRING
SSL A1.=4 Al	 t o •YTE LOGIN MITNIN WORD
AA AO.:.X11 All	 i n WORD ADDRESS IN
EX EXTRACT.AI EXTRACT WE PROM PROPER OUARTER WORD
LA AO.•I.XI1 WE LOCOUT. COUNTINO PROM 1
AA.XU A0.-1 §YTE L3000T. COUNTINO PROM 0
JN AO.9.XIl RETURN IP LOCOUT TO LEFT OP STRINO
OSL AO.: AO t o WORD LOCOJT MITNIN STRING
SSL Al.=V Al t o WE LOCOUT WITHIN WORD
AA AO.O.XII AO i s
 WORD ADDRESS OUT





















SUOROUTINE NOVCNRI 0 MOVE CNARACTCR TO OUTPUT STRING (ROM INKY' STRINO
0 KSTOUT. 0 OUTPUT CNARACTCR STRING
1 LOCOUT. 0 CNARACTCR LOCATION WITHIN OUTPUT STRING
I MITI".	 0 INPUT CNARACTCR STRING
1 LOGIN)	 0 CNARACTCR LOCATION WITHIN INPUT $?RINO
)CHARACTER LOCATIONS COUNTCO IRON 1 AT LE/T Or STRING)
..................................................................... .
HISTORY
i C CRISP	 LEC
	
071:9179	 REOUIRENENTS






CONVERT STRING-RELATIVE CNARACTCR LOCATION TO MACHINE-OEPENOENT
LOCATION AS /OLLONS:
WORD NUMO[R • (CHARACTER LOCATION - 11 / CHARACTERS PLR WORD
SIXTH-NORO LOCATION WITHIN WORD • REMAINDER rROM DIVISION
LOAD 6 STORE REOUIREO SIXTH WORD.
. NACHINE-DEPENDENT CODE
. ......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEM@tt ft 1011 THE UNIVAC 1100 SERISS COMPUTERS VSINO 9-91T
SIXTH WORDS. THE AROUMENTS AMC OCStONEO TO OE MACHINE-INOCPCNOENT.
out THE METHOD Or PASSING ARGUMENTS I S THAT USED GY UNIVAC ronTRAN V.
IN►LEMENTINO COOL MUST OE NEMRITTEN /OR 01//ERENT MORO SII[S.





1. KSTOUT IS UNCHANOEO Ii LOCOVT OR LOCIN ARE LESS THAN 1.
f. NO OTHER CHECKS AMC MADE ON ANY Or THC ARGUMENTS.
OLOGAL DECLARATIONS




DANK$ REVERUD TO CLIMI"TC IMOIRECT LOAD ENTRY
A19 0 30X11 . CHAR LOGIN. COUNTING room i
A1.-1 . CHAR LOGIN. COUNTINO rPON 0
AO . DIVISION COMING
A1.9.X11 . RETURN Ir LOGIN TO LErT Or STRING
A0.0 . AO t o WORD LOGIN WITHIN P NI NO
.	 Ale• CNAR LOGIN WITHIN WORD
A0.1.1111 . AO t• WORD AOORESS IN
CXTRACT.AI . EXTRACT CHAR room PROPER SIXiH WORo
A10 0 1.Xt1 . CHAR l000Yf. COUNTING IRON 1
At.-I . CHAR LOCOUT. COUNTING room 0
AO .	 DIVISION COMING
A1.9.XII . RETURN Ir LOCOUT TO LErT Or STRINO
A0.0 AO t• WORD LOCOUT WITHIN STRING
. Al
	 t o CHAR LOCOUT WITHIN WORD
AG.O.XIt AO t o WORD AOORESS Out






















































DAN ►ACKAOC APPENOIK R	 MOVCST/ASH
CHAR/BYTE/STRINO ROUTINES	 GOI
SUBROUTINE MOVCSTt a HOVE CHARS to OUTPUT SUMMING FROM INPUT SUBSTRINO
0 KSTOUT. B OUTPUT CHAR STRING
t LOCOUT. & CHAR LOCATION IN OUTPUT STRING WHERE OUTPUT SUBSTRINO BEGINS
I LENOUO. 11 LENOTH & DIRECTION OF OUTPUT SUBSTRINO IPOS1TIVE a L TO 81
1 KSTIN.	 • INPUT CHAR STRING
I LOCIN.	 • CHAR LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING WHERE INPUT SUBSTRINO BEGINS
( LENINO. B LENOTH t OtRECTtON OF INPUT SUBSTRING (POSITIVE 0 L t0 01
1 KHRPA01 i CHAR TO PAO OUTPUT SUBSTRiNO ON EXHAUSTING INPUT SUBSTRINO











LEC 1 07130179	 COOS/TEST
. METHOD
CONVERT STRING-RELATIVE CHARACTER LOCATIONS TO MACHINE-OEPENOENT
LOCATIONS AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER • (CHARACTER LOCATION - 11 / CHARACTERS PER WORD
SIXTH-WORD LOCATION WITHIN WORD • REMAINDER FROM DIVISION
DETERMINE CO-ROUTINES t INITIAL ENTRY POINTS TO OCT/PUT CHARACTERS.
MOVE CHARACTERS WITH OCT/PUT CO-ROUTINES.
PAO CHARACTERS WITH PAO/PUT CO-ROUTINES.
. MACHINE-OEPENOENT CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING B-BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE AROUMENTS ARE OESIONEO TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTtNO COOS MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT MORO SIZES.





1. IF THERE IS NO CONRCSPONOINO CHARACTER IN INPUT SUBSTRINO. KHRPAO 1S
MOVED to OUTPUT SUBStRINO.








CAN PACKAGE APPENDIX R 	 NOVCSt/ASR
CMARlelfcISTRING ROUTINES	 Got
SUCSTRING SY SPECIiYtNO OPPOSITE OIRECTIONS FOR THE OUTPUT ANO INPUT
SUMSTRINGS. PROVIOCO THESE SUGSTRINGS 00 NOT OVERLAP. ti THE
SUlBSTRINGS 00 OVERLAP THE RESULTS OF THE ATTEMPTED REVERSAL WILL BE
UNOEFINEO.
Z. THIS TRANSFORM MAY SE USEO TO SNIOT A OUSSTRINO WITHIN A STRING •Y
USING THE SAME ACTUAL ARGUMENT POR KSTOUT AND KSTIN ANO BY SPECIPYINO
OUTPUT ANO INPUTSUSSTRINGS WHICH PARTIALLY OVERLAP. PROVIOEO THE
DIRECTION or THE 1"IRT 1S OPPOSITE TO THE DIRECTION OF THE SUBSTRIMOS.
^. WHEN SHITTING A SU@STRINO TO THE LEFT ILOCOUTtLOCIN) ANO PADDING
AT THE RIGHT, THEN BOTH LENOUO AND LEMING MUST BE POSITIVE (DIRECTED
TO THE RIGHT) OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNOCrINED.
S. WHEN SHtFTINO A SUBSTRINO TO THE RtOHT tLOCOUT>LOCtN) AND PAOOINO
AT THE LErt. THEN BOTH LENOUO AND LENINO MUST BE NEGATIVE (O1RECTED
TO THE LEFT) OR THE RESULTS WILL BE UNOErINEO.
S. li EITHER SUBSTRINO LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIDE ITS STRING THE
RESULTS WILL BE uNOEFINEO.

















. COMPUTE INITIAL MONO AGGRESS & CHAR LOCATION WITHIN WORD FOR tNPut suBStllt"a




	 . CHAR LOGIN. COuNttNO i'ROM 0
12	 AO	 . DIVISION COMING
JN	 AI.RETURN	 . RETURN tr t0 Lcrt or STRtNO
OI.0	 AG.G	 . AS t o WORD LOGIN WITHIN STRING
. At to CHAR LOGIN WITHIN MONO
AA	 A0.3.XtI	 . AS t o WORD AGGRESS IN
MSI.0
	
A1.=	 . At i s 3 11 CNAR LOGIN WITHIN MONO
R•I3S
^	 l
OAN PACKAOE APPENOIX R	 NOVCST/ASH
CHAR/OYRISTRING ROUTINES 	 00=
. CQIt AUTE INITIAL MOND ADONESS A CHAR LOCATION WITHIN MONO POR OUTPUT SUOSTRINO
• LA A3.01.XII . CHAR LGCOUT. COUNTING PROW 1
AA.XU AZ.-I . CHAN LOCOUt. COUNTING PRO" 0
$2 At . DIVISION COMING
JN Ai.RETURN . RETURN IP TO LEFT OP STRING
OI.0 Al A . At t o WORO LOCOUT WITHIN WITHIN STRING
. All t o CHAR LOCOUt WITHIN MORO
AA At.0.X11 . At t o WORD AODNESS OUT
IISI.0 AS.! . Ai to #*CHAR LOCOUT WITHIN MONO
. OETER"INE CO-ROUTINE A INITIAL ENTRY POINT t0 OCT CHARS
LENINO LA A4001.11I1 LENINO
JN AV.IN"INUS
1NPLUS AA AI61ItOET511 At	 Is CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO OCT NEXT CHAR
LXI.XU AO.#I MONO 1NCRENENTATION IS •1
J LENOUO
INNINUS LNA AI.AI
AA Al,(LOETSII Al	 t o CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO OCT NEXT CHAR
LXI.XU AO.-1 MORO INCRENENTATION IS -1
LNA AV.AV Ar t- • OP CHARS IN
. OCTER"INE CO-ROUTINE L	 INITIAL ENTRY POINT TO PUt CHARS
LENOUO LA A9.08.X11 LENOUO
JN AS.OUT"INUS
OUTPLUS AA A3.(RPUTSI) All t o CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO PUT NEXT CHAR
LXI.XU A1.4-1 WORD INCRE"ENTATION IS o1
J NOVNPAO
OUT"INUS LNA A3*A3
AA A3.(LPUTSIl A3 t o CO-ROUTINE AOOR TO PUt NEXt CHAR
LX1.XU A!.-1 MONO INCAC"CNTATtON IS -1
LNA AS.AS AS :• • OP CHARS OUT
.	 INITIALIZE REPEAT REGISTERS POR NOVINO ANO PAOOtNO
"OVNPAO TO A4.41
	 . SKIP NEXT INSTR IP AS ) Ar
LA AV.AS
	 . A t/ to • OP CHARS TO WOVE
ANA AS.AY	 . AS t o • OP CHARS TO PAO
ANA.0 At1.t	 . All t o 10-11 OP CHARS TO MOVE
LNA Af1.Aq	 . Au	 to -to-is OP CHARS t0 WOVE
LXH X1.A4	 . XI" t o
 -.•-11 OP C`tARS TO "Oft
LXI.0 X1.1	 . X11
	
i s	 •1
J O.AI	 . START "OVINO CNARSIII 	 •












• LASS RI.O.AO act $S
LNJ AI.O.A3
LOOTS% JN01 XI.00TPAO
LR.S% RI.O.AO OCT S%
LNJ A1.O.A3
LOET13 JNOI XI.00TPAO•
LR.93 R1000AO OCT 13
LNJ AI046A3
LOCTSS JM01 X1.OETPAO
LR.S& RI.O.AO OCT St
LMJ AI.O.A3
LOETSI JM01 XI.OETPAO
LR.SI 41.010AO OCT SI Il OECREMENT WORD •
J LOETSO-1
.	 CO-ROUTINE TO PUT CHARS 1NT0 SUOSTRINO 01RECTE0 TO THE LEFT
LMJ A3.0.A1
LPUtSO SR.SQ RI.O.A$ PUT SLR
LMJ A3.O.A1
LPUtSS SR.SS R1.O.A& PUT SS
LMJ A3.0.Al
LPUTS'f SR.SV R1.O.Af PUt SV
LNJ A3.0.A1
LPUTS3 SR.S3 RI.O.A2 PUT S3
LMJ A3.0.Al
LPUtS2 SR.-? RI.O.AR PUt $P
LMJ A3.0.A1
LPUTSI SR.SI R1.0.4A& PUT St a OECREMENT WORD •
J LPUtSS-1
. CO-ROUTINE TO OCT CHARS PROM SUSSTRINO OIRECTEO TO THE RIONt
• LMJ AI.O.A3
ROCTSI JMO1 X1.OETPAO
LR.S1 RI.O.AO OCT SI
LMJ At.0.A3
ROOTS& JNO1 X1.OETPAO
LR.S! RI.O.AO OCT pS
LMJ AI.O.A3
ROCTS3 JM01 X1.OETPAO
LR.S3 Rt.0.AO OCT S3
LMJ AI.O.A3
ROET$% JM01 X1.OETPAO
L11.6% RI.O.AO OCT So$
• LMJ At.O.A3
ROCtSS JM01 XI.OETPAO
LASS 41.0.AO act SS
LMJ AI.O.A3
ROCTS6 JM01 Xt.00TPAO













. CO-ROUTING TO PUT CHARS INTO SUSSTRINO OIRGCTGO TO TNC RIGHT
LMJ A3004AI
RPUTSI SR.SI R1.O.At PUT it
LNJ A3.O.A1
RPUTSt SR.S& 41006At PUT $t
LMJ A3.O.A1
RPUT13 $R.S3 RI.O.At PUT $3
LMJ A3.0.A1
RPM% SR.S% R1.O.At PUT $N
LMJ A3000AI
RPUTSS $R.SS RI.O.AR PUT SS
LMJ 4360.A1












. Rl to PAO CHAR
Al t o AOOR OF PUTPAO
PUT CHAR a DECREMENT AS TIL ZERO
RESTORE X1
OAN PACKAOC APPCNOI X R	 N011Cfw rOR
CNAMOrtt/fTRlNO ROUTINCI	 60!
Su0R0uTINE NOVCStt	 O Now CNARs TO Output SussrnimO PROM INPUT SUssTRtNO
0 KftOOT.	 S Output CHARACTER STRING
• t LOCOOT.	 S CHAR LOCATION IN OUTPUT STRING NNCAC OUTPUT SUMMING BEGINS
+ f LCN000.	 S LCNOTN • OtRLCTION OF Output suSstRINO tPOSITIVC • L TO 41
I K9111110	 S INPUT CNARACTER STRING
t LOCIN.	 • CHAR LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING WNERC INPUT SUMMING 9COtNS
C LCN1N0.
	
S LENOTN • OIRCCtION OF tNput SuesTnIm0 t pOstT1YE a	 t0 R1
1 KHRPAO1	 a CHAR TO PAO Out put SUsSTRINO ON EXHAU9rlMO INPUT sussratNO




C-- • - • --
C
C E M SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 06117179	 ORIOINAL COOS






C MOVE INPUT SUYSTRINO TO OUTPUT SUSSTRINO, ONE CHARACTER AT A TIME.
C
C









C OCtCHR	 a OCT CNARACTER FROM INPUT sTRINO






C !.	 IF THERE is NO CORR[SPONOINO CHARACTER IN INPUT SUSSTRtHO. KHRPAO IS
C MOVCO t0 OUTPUT SU6sTRINO.
C
C !. TNIs TRANSFORM MAY sE UstO t0 REVERS[ tNE OROCR OF tHE CONTENTS OF A
It sUSSTRINO SY SpECtFYtNO OPPOSITE OIRECt10NS FOR tNE Out put ANO INPUT
C SUSSTRINOS. PROVIOEO THESE SUSSTRINOS 00 NOT OVERLAP.
	 IF tNE
C SUOSTRINOS 00 OVERLAP THE RESULTS OF THE ATTEMPTCO REVERSAL WILL SE
• C uNOCrIuCO.
C
C =. THIS TRANSFORM MAY St USEO to SHIFT A SUSSTRINO WITHIN A STRINO SY
C USING THE $AMC ACTUAL AROUMCNT FOR KSTOUT ANO KSTIN ANO fY SPrClirlNO
C OUTPUT ANO INPUT SUSSTRINOS WHICH PARTIALLY OVERLAP. PROVIOEO THE










c	 O. NNEN SH MING A SUBSTRING TO INC LEFT 1L000UTILOCINI AND PADDING
C	 AT INC RIGHT% INCH @OTN LENOUO AND LENINO NUST OE POSITIVE 401ACCTCO
C	 TO INC RIGHT1 OR THE RESULTS WILL N UNOETINEO.
c
C	 0. NNEN 1NITTINO A SUOSTRINO TO THE RIGHT 1L000UT)LOCINI AND PADDING
c	 AT INC LEFT. INCH GOT" LEN000 AND LENINO MUST OC NEOATIVE IO1RECTEO
C	 TO INC Lim OR INC RESULTS WILL K UNDEitNEO.
C
C	 G. If EtTNER SUSSTRINO LIES WHOLLY OR PARTIALLV OUTSIOE ITS STRING INC
C	 RESULTS WILL BE UNOCrINEO.
C












INTEOER LCHOUT.LCHIN i CHAR LOCATIONS Or CHARACTER SEINO MOVED
INTEOER INCOUT.INCIN A SIONEO INCRCMENTATION f*1/•I) 	 POR LCHOUT.LCHIN
INTEOER NCNOUT.NCHIN A NUMBER OP CHARACTERS IN SUBSTRINOS
INTEOER NCH A NUMBER OF CHARACTERS MOVED















































OAR PACKAOC APPCNOIK R 	 NOVOtY
CHAR/tYt!/STRING ROUTINCS 	 001
SUtROUTIN! NOVOBYI	 S HOW OGUBLC @YTC TO OUTPUT VNINO FROM INPUT STRING
y0 JStOUt.	 S OUTPUT BYTe STRING
t LOCOUT.
	
S BYt! LOCATION WITHIN OUTPUT STRING WNCNC OOUtLC 9YTC OCOINS
.	 1 JsTIN,	 B INPUT Byte STRING
C LOCINS	 S GYT! LOCATION WITHIN INPUT STRING MNCOC OOUBLC BYTC BEOINS
IBM LOCATIONS COUNtCO rNOM 1 At LCPt Or STRING$
........................... .............. a ........... - ........ ........
. HISTORY
J C CRISP	 LCC	 071=9179	 RCOUIRCMCNtS
C N SCHLOSSCR	 LCC	 071:7179	 OCSION/COOC/TCST
. MCTN00
CONVCRT STRINO-RELAtIVC BYTE LOCATION TO MACHINE-OCPCNOENT
LOCATION AS iOLLOMSi
MONO NUMBER • 3% MOST S10NirICANT BITS
QUARTER-MONO LOCATION WITHIN MONO • : LCAST S1ONIrICANT BITS
LOAD WORO(S) CONTAINING TWO RCGUIRCD AOJACCNT QUARTER WOR01.
SNIrt If NECESSARY TO OCT BOTH INTO RIGHT HALF or RColStCn.





MRITTCN IN ASSCMBLCR fOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS COMPUTCRS USING 9-91T
GUARTCR MONO$. THE AROUMCNTS ARC OCSIONCO to Be MACNINC-INOEPENOCNT.
BUT tNE MetH00 or PASSING AROUMCNTS IS THAT USED tY UNIVAC rORtRAN V.
IMPLCNCNTINO COOS MUST 9C RCMRitTEN rOR OIriCaCNT MONO Slits.




1. tHC COMPUTER NU9T IC IN GUARTCR •WORO MOOS.	 fASSCNBLC WITH IASM.P
OR COLLCCT MIT" •NAP.f OR INSURE THAT SCtOMO WAS CALLCO PRCVIOUSLY .1
t. JOTOUT IS UNCHANOCO If LOCOUT OR LOCI* ARE LESS THAN 1.




OAM PACKA9E APPEl101 x R	 Roww
CHARIGYTE/STRINO ROUTINES	 9$t
OL09AL OECLARATION9^






V oo) . I-SANK BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
MOVOOT • LA.0 A1.0 (BIT 31 MUST OE 0 roe OSL/SSL 9ELOWt
' LA AO.43.Xll 9YTE LOGIN.	 COUNTINO rROM 1
AA.XU A8.-1 BYTE LOGIN. COUNtINO room 0
JN AO.s4XI1 RETURN Ir LOGIN TO LErT Or STRINO
OSL AD.: AO
	
t o WORD LOGIN WITHIN STRINO
SSL A1.33 At	 is R O VYTE LOGIN WITHIN WORD
AA AO.&.Xll AO to WORD AOORESS IN
J OET091f.A1 OCT D9rTE room PROPER LOC
f	 OEt091t LA.HI AR.O.AO OCT sYtEs 1 a & room WORD
J PUT
OETOM LA AR.O.AO OCT rULL MONO AND ...
J sHirT19 ..	 sNlrr OTTES R &	 3	 INTO POSITION
OET093% LA.H8 AR.O.AO OCT 9YTE$ 3 11 4 room WORD
J PUT
OETO9Y8 OL AR.O.AO OCT R WORDS AND ..
LOSL As.19. .	 ...	 sNlrt Orris % a	 s	 ...
sNlrtt9 SOL Al's .	 ...	 INTO POSITION
PUT LA A0941'1111 . BYTE LOCOUT. COUNTING roe" 1
AA.XU A0.-I . 9YTE LOCOUT. COUNTINO room 0
JN AO+s.Xtl . RETURN Ir LOCOUT TO LErT Or sTO1N0
OSL AO.t? . AO t o MORO LOCOUT WITHIN STRING
OIL A1.31 .	 At	 t o % • 9YTE LOCOUt WITHIN WORD
AA AO.O.KII . AO tw MORO AOORESS OUT
J PUT09t:.AI . PUT o9YTE INTO PROPER LOC
w
PUT0918 $A.NI AR.O.AO . PUT INTO 9rTE9 1 • t Or WORD
J $exit . RETURN
MOP . $LACK WORD INEEOEO ran ALIONMENTI
NO► . SLACK MORO INEEOEo ran ALIONMENTI
PUTOS93 SA.03 A:.O.AO .	 PUT INTO 9YTEs 3 ...
• SSL A9.9 .	 ...	 ANO
U048 49 .0.Ao .	 ...tt or Mono
J s. x ll . RETURN
PUt093% SAe119 AI.O.AO . PUT INTO 9rTEs 3 • 4 Or MORO
J $exit . RETURN
NOP . 9LACK MORo 1NEEOEo roe ALIONNENTI









J	 l.It t t
CND
PUT INTo We 1 or Next Iwo ...














SIIOROUtINc mOVISTI S mOVC INTCOCR$ TO OUTPUT SIISSTRINO room INPUT guests
0 isTOUT, a output INTcoca $Talmo
I LOCOUt. $ INtcOCR LOCATION IN OUTPUT $11111.4 WICK OUTPUT SUOSTNINO SCOIN
f LCNOUO. S LCNOtII i OIRMIGN Or OUTPUT 9111081`11101110 IPOSITIVC • L t0 111
1 1$TIN,	 S Input INtCOCO STRING
E	 f LOCiN.	 S INTCOCR LOCATION WITHIN input STRING M"CAC INPUT SUSSTRINO Gc0
LCNINO. S LCNGTH • OIRCCTION N INPUT $USSTRINO IPOSITIVC • L t0 At
'.	 11NtPA01 • INTcorm TO PAO OUTPUT SuOSTRINO ON CXNAUSTING INPUT ;u11Sta1N0
11NTCOC4 LOCATIONS COUNTCO rROM 1 At LCrT Or Sta1N01
. HISTORY
C N SCMLOSSCR	 LCC






THIS TMANSr011M uScs TMC UNIVAC 1100 Scalts K OCK fRANSrco INSTRUCTION.





MRITTCN IN ASSCMOICR ran THC UNIVAC 1100 SCRICS CONPUTCRS USING ONE:
ZG-Olt MORO OCR INTCOCR. THC AROUMCNTS AMC OCSIONCO t0 $c MACMINC-
INOCPCNOCNT Suf TMC NCTM00 Or PASSING AROUMCNTS IS THAT USco $Y UNIVAC
rosTRAN V. tMPLCMCNfI"O COOL Nu$T oC RcMp ITTCN roe OIrrCRCNT MORO SI?CS.







1. Ir TNNK IS NO CORRCSpONOlNO iNTcocn IN INPUT SUOSTRINO. INTPAO is
MGM t0 Output SUOSTRINO.
• I. THIS TRANSFORM MAY K USCO TO RCVCRSC THC OROCa Or INC CONtCNTS Or A
SUOSTRINO OY spcclrY1No OPPO'+l c OIRcCT10NS ran TMC Output ANO input
SUOSTAINGS. PROVIOCO TUCK IW RINOS 00 %Ot OVCR4AP. 1t  I'Mc
9U0$t11IN0S 00 GVCRLAP INC RCSULTS Or TMC AttCMPTC& oCVCRSAL WILL SC
UNoCFINCO.
R-109
0" PAC"Oc APPCNOI Si R 	 RO>r I ST
CNAR/11111/ !1111110 ROUT I NCS	 00!
S. TNI$ TRANSFORM MAY K UKO t0 SHIFT A SUOSTRING MItHIN A STR1a0 OY
USINO TIC SAM ACTUAL AROUNCOT roe 1STOUT ^'A 1ST1N AND OY SPtC1rY1NO
OUTPUT AND INPUT SUOSTIIINOS WHICH PARTIALLI LY[RLAP. PROYIOCO INC
OIRCCTION Or INC twirl IS Opposite t0 fNt 04*99 710" Or INC SUOSTRINOS.
•. MICN SWIM A SUGSTAINO t0 INC LCFt ILOCOU14LOCINS AND PADDING
UOAt fMC RIGHT. INCH SOTN LCNO AND LCNINO MUST Ot POSIfIVC IOIRCCTCO
TO INC RIGHTS OR INC RCSULtS WILL K UNOCrINCO.
S. MNCN SHIFTING A SUGSTRINO TO INC RIGHT ILOCOU?>LOCINS AND PADDING
At INC Lefts fNCN OOTM LCHOUO AND LCNINO "US? SC HCOAf1YC IQi4CCTCO
TO INC LCVT1 OR INC RCSULfS WILL K UNOCrINCO.
0. it tIfMCR SUMMING LICS WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUf1IOL ITS VNINo tHt
RCSULTS MILL IC UNOtrINCO.
1. NO OWN CNCCKS AMC "ADC ON ANY Or THt AROURCUTS.
OLOOAL OCCLARATIONS
. ........... 0 .......
•	 AKRS
	





$1001 . I •GANK	 @ANN$ 49VCRSCO f0 CLIMINATC INOIMCCt LOAD TAO".t CKTRY
NOYIST^
COMPUTC INITIAL WORD AOORCSS FOR INPUT SUMMING
• LA	 AO.@A.><11	 10?9094 LOCIN. COUNTINO FROM 1
AA.KU
	
AO.-1	 INTCOCR LOCIN. COUNTING rR0" 0
.NI	 A0. 0tTURN	 KNOW IF TO LErf or STIItNO
AA	 A0.3.K1I	 AG t o WORD AOORCSS IN
. COMPUtt INITIAL MORO AOORtOS FOR OUTPUT SUSSTRINO
LA	 AS0010911	 INtCOCR LOCOU?, COUNTING FROM 1
AA.><U
	
AS.•1	 INtCKn LOCOUt. COUNfINO FROM 0
.NI	 "ACTURN	 RttURN it TO LEFt Or STRING
AA	 AS.O.KII	 AS t o
 WORD AOORCSS OUT
OCICNNINC I NCRCMCN?ATION • NUMSCR OF NOR*$ FOR INPUT SUOSTRSNO
R•/o0
_	 OAN PACKA49 APPENDIX R	 "0111 ST
CHARIOTTV ITRtMO ROUTINES	 883
LENINO LA A%o*S.Xtt LENINO
JN A4.INMtNUS
1	 INPLUS LXI.XU A0.^1 MORO INCREMENTATION lS •1
J LENOUO
INMINUS LXI.XU A0.-I WORD tNCREMENTATION IS -1
LNA A4.A4 A4	 OP WORDS IN
i	 •
' IICTCRMtNE INCREMENTATION A NUMBER OP WORDS FOR OUTPUT SUOSTRINO
r
LENOUO LA AS.48.Xll LENOUO
JN AS.OUTMINUS
OUT 13LUS LXI.XU AB.*I MORO INCREMENTATION IS •1
J MOVNPAO
OIl oMINUS LX1.XU A2.-I WORD INCREMENTATION IS -1
LNA AS.AS AS :- • OF WORDS OUT
INITIALIZE REPEAT REOISTERS. MOVE ,AND PAD 
MOVNPAO TO A4.AS SKIP NEXT	 INSTR IF AS > AV
LA AM.AS AV :• • OF WORDS TO MOVE
ANA AS.A% AS :- • OF WORDS TO PAO
MOVE LA RI.A% REPEAT COUNT FOR MOVE
ST A2.0.*AO MOVE WDS FROM AOOR IN AO TO AOOR IN A2
PAO LA AO.s.Xil AO :% AOOR OF PAD WORD
LXI.0 AO.0 NO INCREMENTATION
LR RI.AS REPEAT COUNT FOR PAD








DAN PACKAOE APPENDIX R	 IlWWI
CHAR/ItYTE/STRtNO ROUTINES	 OOt
INTEGER FUNCttOM
0 -	 i NUMBER OF BYTES roll NUMBER Or INTEGERS
a 0194u l 1
1 MINTER) • NUMBER Or INTEGERS
HISTORY
MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/11/79	 REQUIREMENTS
CHARLES HELMKE
	
LEC	 09/11/79	 ALGORITHM DESIGN
JIM CRISP	 LEC	 0911:179	 ALOORITHM COOS
. METHOD
INPUT NUMBER OF INTEGERS. MULTIPLY BY V. OUTPUT NUMBER OF BYTES.
. MACHINE-OEPENOENt CODE
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 9-BIT
QUARTER WORDS. THE AROUME NTS ARE OESIONEO TO BE MACHINE-&NOEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.




1. IF NINTER IS LESS THAN 1. N8%N1 IS SET E)UAL TO ZERO.
OL09AL OECLARATIONS
AXRS







t- SAN PACKAOC A'RCNOIX R VMVNt
CNARlevrelstRINO ROuttNE: BOB
• SlOO1	 .	 1-SANK SANK$ RCYCRSCO TO CLIM/NATO INOIRCCT LOAD TASLC ENTRY
N84NI •	L Al.•O.Xtl iCTCN AROYMCNT
st AO
JN AI.RCTYRN 1r AROYNCNT NCO RETURN =Cf•O













0	 11 MUMMER 01 CHARACTERS FOR NUMBER OF INTEGERS
• NC*NIt
NINTERI • HUMMER OF INTEGERS
-----------------------------
NiSTORY	 t








LEC	 09/18/79	 ALGORITHM CODE
METHOD,
INPUT NUMBER OF INTEGERS. MULTIPLY BY 6. OUTPUT NUMBER OF CHARACTERS.
. MACHINE-DEPENDENT COOS
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-0IT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR OIFCERENT CHARACTER CODES.





I. IF NINTEI! IS LESS THAN 1. NC%NI IS SET EQUAL TO ZERO.
GLOBAL OECLARATIONS
•	 AXRS



















SANK$ NCVCRSCO TO EL1N1NATE INOIRCCT LOAO TASLE ENTRY
AI. 0 0.xll	 Me" AROUMENT
AO
A1.RCTURN	 1r AROUMCNT NEO RETURN zCRO
AI.AO










SUBROUTINE "Extant • Get POINTERS TO NEXt TOKEN IN IMAGE BUFFER
0 KNAR1.	 S FIRST NON••SPACE • CHARACTER OF NEXT TOKEN
0 LOCLCN. S POINTER!: its LOCTOK: NEXtTOKEN LOCATION
C	 181 LENTOK: NEXt TOKEN LENGTH
C	 131 LENING: IMAOC BUFFER LENGTH 1 0 (-i1 1F ENO I
1 LOCLEP. • POINTERS/ tt1 ►REVIOU9 TOKEN LOCATION
C	 (81 PREVIOUS TOKEN LENGTN
C	 1=1 PREVIOUS IMAGE BUFFER LENGTH ( 0 1 . 11 IF ENO I
1 IMAOC.	 I IMAGE BUFFER CONTAINING TOKENS
1 KHROLM. i DELIMITER CHAAACTER (DELIMITEA TOKENS ARE MAOE UP OF THESEI







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 0$110179	 ORIOINAL CODE IN FIELDS • RITOOL






C	 THE St11lNO OF CNARACTERS IN THE IMAGE l4 COMPRISED OF SUBSTRINOS OF TWO
C	 TYPES: OELIMITER TOKENS AND NON-OELIMIrEn TOKENS. A OELIMITER TOKEN IS
C	 A SUSSTRINO MADE UP ENTIRELY OF DELIMITER CHARACTERS AND BOUNDED BY NON-
C	 OELIMITER CHARACTERS AND/OR IMAGE LIMITS. A NON-OELIMITER TOKEN IS A
C	 SUBSTRINO (EXCLUDING LEADING 'SPACE' CHARACTERSI MADE UP ENTIRELY OF NON-
C	 OELIMITER CHARACTERS AND BOUNDED BY OELIMITER CHARACTERS ANO/OR IMAGE
C	 LIMITS.
C
C	 TO LOCATE TOKENS IN SEOUENCE (ALTERNATING OELIMITER AND NON-DELIMITER(
C	 FROM AN IMAGE:
C	 1. INITIALIZE LOCLEP(11 TO THE LOCATION WNERE SCANNING IS TO START
C	 /NORMALLY t)
C	 I. INITIALIZE LOCLEPQl TO 0
C	 f. tNIT1ALtlC LOCLEP(31 TO THE LENGTH IN CHAR OF THE IMAGE BUFFER
C	 0. CALL NEXTOK
C	 S. IF LOCLEN(=1 IS NEOATIVE THEN THERE ARE NO MORE TOKENS AND:
C	 LOCLENIl1 WILL POINT TO FIRST CHAR IN IMAOE (LOCLEN111611
C	 LOCLENtt1 WILL Be 0
C	 B. OTNERWISE KNARt. LOCLENIII. LOCLEN(:) TNEN CONTAIN 1ST CHARACTER,
C	 LOCATION. LENOtH OF NEXT TOKEN
C	 7. CONTINUE BY SETTINO THE LOCLEP POIN TERS TO THE LOCLEN POINTERS AND
C	 CALLING NEXTOK UNTIL LOCLCN431 IS NEOATIVE.
C	 B. TO ELIMINATE INC NEED FOR EXPLICIT UPDATING OF LOCLEP. THE SAME
C	 FORMAL AAOUM[NT MAY Be USED FOR LOCLEP AND LOCLEN.
C
C

















i	 c	 OETCNR	 i OCT CHARACTER FRON CNARACTER STRING
INTEGER LCNREG • LOCATE CNARACTER IN SUGSTRINO EQUAL TO SEARCH CHAR






















DEFINE LOCTOK•LOCLEN(l) A NEXT TOKEN LOCATION
DEFINE LENTOK sLOCLEN(2) i NEXT TOKEN LENGTH
DEFINE LENIM0•LOCLEN(3) A NEXT IMAGE BUFFER LENGTH ( • (-I) IF ENO IMAOE
INTEOER IMAOE(1)	 A ARGUMENT
INTEGER LOCENO
	













C OETERMINE LOCATION OF NEXT TOKEN
C
IF(LENIMO.LR.01 00 TO 900	 A NO IMAGE
LOCTOK •LOCTOK.LENTOK	 A LOC AFTER PREVIOUS TOKEN
•	 LCNTOK•LENIMO-LOCTOK•1	 A LENGTH OF REMAINING IMAGE
IF(LENTOK.LE.01 00 TO 800
C
C






OAN PACKAGE APPEN0111 R
CNAR/eTTE/lTR1N0 ROurt"95






300 LOCENO*LCNREOIIMAOE.LOCTOK.LENTOK.KNROLMI • LOC Or NEAT OELIMITER CHAR	 s
Ir1LOCCNO.00.01 LOCENO•LENI14001
LENTOK+LOCENO-LOCTOK


























i LOC AFTER LAST DELIMITER
R-19%
OAN PACKAOE APPcNOIX "
	
"Mus
CMARlevrCISTRINO ROUTINES 	 Via
INTEOER FUNCTION
0	 9 NUNaIER OE INTEOERS POR HUNGER OF 9YTES
'	 • NI%Ne1
1 NaIYTESI	 • NUN@ER OP SYTES
-•-------------------------------------------------
. HISTORY
CNARLES NCLMIIE	 LEC	 09/11/79	 REQUIREMENTS
JIM CRISP	 LEC	 09/11/79	 ALGORITHM OESION
MARY TOMPKINS	 LEC	 09/11/79	 ALGORITHM COOS
METN00
•INTEOERS to (•61YTES/4) to 1 IF REMAINDER)
MACNINE-OEPENOENT CODE
HRITTEH IN ASSCHOLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 9-91T
QUARTER WORDS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST 0E REwRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.
































. @ANN$ RCvC"lCO t0 ELIMINATE iNOIRCCT LOAO tAsLE WAY
AI0 0 663111	 t'9tCN ARGUMENT
AO




At.RCTUMN	 11 NO RCMAINOCR. THEN RETURN









0	 G NUMBER OI INTEOER: FOR NUMBER OP CHARACTERS
• NI%NC1




	 LEC	 09/11/79	 REQUIREMENTS
JIM CRISP	 LEC	 05011-195
	 ALOORITNM OESION
MAR1/ TOMPKINS
	 LEC	 OS/It/'►S	 ALOORlrHM COOS
METN00
•INTEOERS t • I&CHARACTERSiG). t. I iF REMAINOERI
MACNINE-OEPENOENT COOS
......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER roll THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING G
-BIT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE OCSIONEO TO BE MACHINE-1NOEPENOENT.
BUT THE METM00 or PASSING ARGUMENTS 18 THAT USEO BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
1MPLEMENTINO COOS MUSr SE REwR1TTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER COOES.





I. 1r NCHAR IS LESS THAN 1. NI%NC IS SET EOUAL TO ZERO.
GLOBAL OCCLARATIONS
•	 AIIRS






























. OANK• KVCRlCO TO CLIHINATC INDIRCCT LOAD TAOLC CNTRT
AI.^O.xl$	 rCTCN AROuNCNT
AO	 •
A10ACTURN	 1r AROUIWNT NCO RCTURN lCoo
AOeO	 AO t o All$
AI.RCTURN	 li NO IKNAINoCR, TNCN RCTURN




OAN PACKAOC AP'CNOIK a	 11011TV
aNAR/Ovte/states aoutlN9s 	 001
SIIMOUttvc PUTOTTt • Putwo-NCO tNtcoca INTO •rte or we stain
0 IOTSTa, 0 INTCONAL Otte stain
•	 I tenor. • we LOCATION N1tNIN statwo fCOUNtINO rnn I AT LcrT1
1 10>rT1	 0 UNPACKCO OVTe taIONT•ALION901
.............................................:....................
Nts :rRT
C N WNLOSSCM	 LEC	 07007070	 ORIGINAL COOL
C H sCNLOSIICp 	LCC	 07/11/79	 SUPPORT NINUS ltRO
11tT1100
0000..
CONVtRT ARRAY-RELATIVC OUARTCR-MONO LOCATION TO MACNINE-OCPSNOENt
LOCATION As rOLLOWS1
MONO NUMOEo • _% 110st StoNIrICANT 01TS
OUA4TC4-WOIIO LOCATION WITHIN MONO • = LEAST s10Ntr1CANT @Its
stop[ 4TTt IN 0-Ott OVARTCR MONO
. NACHINc-OCPCXOCNT COOL
----------------------
1 MRITTCN IN AsstNOLER roe THt UNIVAC 1100 Scott$ COMPUTERS USING 11-01T
QUARTER WOROS. THC AROUM[NTs ARE OESIONEO to Ot MACHINE-INOEPENOENt.
OUT Tkg M[tNOo Or PAsS1N0 AROUNENts IS THAT USCG BY UNIVAC rORTRAN V.
IMPLCNCNTtNO COOL Must at REWRITTEN r04 OlrrCnCwt MONO silts.
OIrrERCNt COMPILERS (CO.. UNIVAC ASCII rosTRANI. ANO OtrrC tNT MACHINES.
cxvcn*AL acrcatNCts
... 0000..
000  ... 00-,
NONe
. cKC9►TIOes
I: tNc COhPUTc4 "Us? at IN QUARTER -0040 NOOK. 1 ASSEMOLt WITH •ASN.r
OR COLLCCT WITH •MA► .r 04 INSURC THAT sttQMO WAS CALLED PREVIOUSLV.1
0. I9Tst4 It UNCIIANG90 If IOTLOC is Less 1I440 1.
S. NO OWN CHOCKS ARC HAOC ON ANY Or tHC AROIM CNtS.
4. actlats ARC ONLY Ocr1lK0 ran 0 t o IOVT to *&SO.































. VANOARO r1NIVAC ties RCOIITCR NNCNONICI
. OAUK! RCYCNlCO TO CLIHINATC INOIRCCT LOAD TAOLC ENTRY
A1. • I.xit	 . We LOCATION. COUNTING ;ROM I
A1. • 1	 . We LOCATION. COUNTING ;ROM 0
A>l. • t.xll	 . We CONTCNf!
AI.RCTURN	 . LOCATION TO LCrT Or ARRAIIIII
At.t	 . At • WORD LOCATION
At.iy	. At • (IMO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
AI.O.x1t	 . CONVCRT MONO LOCATION TO AOORC!!

















SUBROUTINE PUTCHR( 11 PUT ONE CHARACTER INTO CHARACTER STRING
0 JSTRNG. • CHARACTER STRING
f KNRLGC. • CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN STRING /COUNfINO FROM c At LEFT)
1 KHAN)	 i UNPACKED CHARACTER ILEFT-ALIGNED, REST OF MONO IONOREO)
ENTRY PUTICC( i PUT INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT INTO CHARACTER STRING
0 JSTRNO, G CHARACTER STRING
( KHRLOC. i CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN STRING (COUNTING FROM I AT LEFT)
1 NICE)	 11 INTEGER CHAR EQUIVALENT t.1I0HT-A l IONEO. REST OF MO IONOREO)
HISTORY
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
06105/78	 ORIOINAL CODE
E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC
	
07/27179	 SUPPORT-MINUS ZERO IN PUTICE
METHOD
CONVERT STRINO •RELATIVE CHARACTER LOCATION TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER a (CHARACTER LOCATION - 11 / CHARACTERS PER WORD
CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN WORD a REMAINDER FROM DIVISION
STORE CHARACTER IN 6 -91T SIXTH WORD
MACHINE-OEPENOENT CODE
MRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 6-8IT
FIELOATA CHARACTERS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINC-INDEPENDENT.
BUT THE METHOD OF PASSINOARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT CHARACTER CODES.




I. JSTRNO IS UNCHANOEO IF KNRLOC IS LESS THAN I.




. STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
A3. • 2.X11 LOAD LEFT —ALIONED CHARACTER
OETAODR
A3. 0 2.Xll LOAD ABSOLUTE VALUE OF ICE
A2. 4 I.X1l CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 1
A8.-I CHAR LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
Al DIVISION COMING
A2.RETURN LOCATION TO LEFT OF STRINO111
AI.B AlsWORO LOC. A2•S1xtN LOC
AI.0.X11 CONVERT WORD LOCATION TO AGGRESS

















3. MINUS ZERO IS AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTED TO PLUS ZERO BEFORE
INSERTION IN STRING.



























BAN PACKAGE APPENOtK R	 PUTOSY
CHAR/BYTE/STRING ROUTINES	 BOt
SUBROUTINE PUTOOTI A PUT NON-MCC INTEOER INTO OOUBLE BYTE OF BYTE STRING
0 IBVjTRo A INTERNAL SYtE STRING
I IBYLOC. A BYTE LOCATION WITHIN STRING OF FIRST BYTE IN OOUBLE BYTE
G MOUNTING FROM I At LEFT OF BYTE STRIN01
I IBYTI	 G UNPACKED OOUSLE BYTE INIGHT-ALIONEO)
. HISTORY
E M SCMLOSSER	 LEC	 0709179	 ORIGINAL COOS
METHOD
CONVERT ARRAY-RELATIVE QUARTER-MONO LOCATION TO MACHINE-OEPENOENT
LnCAT10N AS fOLLOMSt
MORO NUMBER - 34 MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS
QUARTER-MORO LOCATION WITHIN WORD - 2 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS
SPLIT INTO TWO B-BIT BYTES & STORE INTO TWO 9-0I7 QUARTER WORDS
MACHINE-OEPENOENTCODE- 
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 9-911'
QUARTER WORDS. THE ARGUMENTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT INC METHOD OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTINO CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT MONO SIZES.




1. INC COMPUTER MUST BE IN QUARTER-MONO MODE. (ASSEMBLE WITH AASM.F
OR COLLECT WITH AMAP.F OR INSURE THAT SETQWO WAS CALLED PREVIOUSLY.)
t. IBYSTR 19 UNCHANGED IF ISYLOC IS LESS THAN I.
•	 3. NO OtMER CHECKS ARE MAOC ON ANY OF INC ARGUMENTS.
4. RESULTS ARE ONLY OEFIMEO FOR 0 t o IBYT to •09.935.
S. MINUS ZERO IS AUTOMATICALLY CONVERTED TO PLUS ZERO BEFORE iNSERt10N
IN STRING.
R- M


































. STANDARD UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
*I
. BANKS REVERSED TO ELIMINATE INDIRECT LOAD TABLE ENTRY
AO.*1.X11 BYTE LOCATION. COUNTINO FROM 1
AO.-1 BYTE LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
A3. • 2.X11 DOUBLE BYTE CONTENTS
A0.RETURN LOCATION TO LEFT OF ARRAY111
AO.2 AO a WORD LOCATION
A1.34 Al - OWO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
A0.O.X11 CONVERT WORD LOCATION TO ADDRESS
A2.29 SHIFT FIRST 8 BITS	 INTO A2
PUTBYTI.A1 PUT INTO FIRST BYTE
A2.0 CLEAR A2
A2.8 SHIFT SECOND B BITS INTO A2









PISIM PACKAGE APPENDIX R
CHARISYMSTRINO ROUTINES
SUMI NTINE PUTNEX (	 • PUT NEXAOECIMAL CHAR IN HVSLC IN BYTE STR1
0 IBYSTR.	 B BYTE STRING
1 IBYLOC.	 • LOCATION Of SUBSTRINO WITHIN STRING
( NYBLOC.	 I NYBLC LOCATION WITHIN SUBSTRINO
(BOTH COUNTING FROM 1 AT LEFT OP STRING/SUSSTRINOI







C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 07/2S179	 REQUIREMENTS
C	 J C CRISP	 LEC	 0018%179	 ALOORITMM DESIGN






C	 If NYBMEX 1S '0' THROUGH '9'. THEN NY8LE-ICE(NY8NEX)-ICEt'0.1.
C	 OTHERWISE NY8LE-ICE(NY8HEXI-ICE('A')#10. CALL PUTNYS TO PUT THAT












C	 PUTNYB	 A PUT NON-NEOATIVE INTEGER INTO NYOLE OF We STRING
INTEGER ICE
	






C	 1. RESULTS ARE ONI,Y DEFINED FOR NYONEX WITH A VALUE IN THE RANGE




C	 8. IBYSTII IS UNCHANOEO IF IBYLOC AND NYBLOC REFER TO A NYBLE TO
C	 THE LEFt OF THE BYTE STRINO.
C
C


















i NON-NEOATIYE INTEOER VALUE OF NYBLE












C CNECK IF CHARACTER IN RANOE '0'-'9'--SEt NYBLE
C
IF (ICENEX.OE.ICE('o').ANO.ICENEX.LE.ICE('9 . 11 00 TO 100
C
C








C PUT NYBLE IN BYTE STR1No
C















SU9ROUTINE PUTINT( 11 PUT INTEGER INTO INTEGER STRING
0 INTSTR. a INTEGER STRING
f INTLOC. B INTEGER LOCATION WITHIN STRING (COUNTING FROM t AT LEFT1




E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 tO114172	 REGUIRCMCNTS
E H SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 10/19/72	 OESION • Cooc
. METHoo
CONVERT STRINO-RELATIVE INTEGER LOCATION TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
AOORESS. THEN INSERT INTEGER INTO THAT ADDRESS.
THIS TRANSFORM IS PROV10E0 FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH PUTBYT AND PUTCHR.
. MACNtNE-OCPENOENT CODE
	
{	 WRITTEN IN 4 9SENSLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS.
THE ARGUMENTS ARE OESIONED TO BE MACHINE-INOEPENOENT. BUT
THE METHOD OF PASSING AROUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLEMENTING CODE MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR DIFFERENT WORD SIZES.






1. INTSTR IS UNCHANOEO IF INTLOC IS LESS THAN 1.
t




	 STANOARO UNIVAC 1100 REGISTER MNEMONICS
LOCAL OECLARATIONS
R-167









51001	 .	 I-IIANK BANKS REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE 1N01RECT LOAO TABLE ENTRV
PUTINT • LA Al.•I.XII . INTEGER LOCATION. COUNTING PROM 1
AA.XU A1.-1 .	 INTEOER LOCATION, C..UNTINO PROM 0
JN AI.RETURN . LOCATION TO LEFT Of STRINO111
AA AI.O.XII . CONVERT LOCATION TO AOORESS
LA As.•:.Xll . A& to INTOER












SUGROUTINC PUTNYOC 0 PUT NON-NCO INTCOCR INTO NYBLC OF •YTC STRING
0 IOYSTR. 0 INTERNAL @YTC STRING
I I@YLOC. 0 SYTC LOCATION OF SU9STRINO WITHIN STRING
I NYGLOC. I1 NYBLC LOCATION OF NY9LC WITHIN SUBSTRINO
B (GOTH COUNTING FROM 1 AT LCFT OF STRING/SUOSTRINO)








CONVERT STRING-RELATIVE NYBLC LOCATION TO MACHINE-DEPENDENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
STRING-RELATIVE LOCATION IN NYOLES a 8•I9YLOC•NY8LOC
WORD NUMBER • 33 MOST S ► ONiFICANt BITS
NYOLE LOCATION WITHIN WORD • 3 LEAST SIONIFICANT BITS
MASK OUT OLD CONTENTS OP NYBLC t 'OR' IN NEW CONTENTS
. MACHINE-OEPCNOENT CODE
. ......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOR THE UNIVAC 1100 SERIES COMPUTERS USING 9-911'
OUARTCR WORDS. TWE ARGUMENTS AMC DCSIONCD 
to 
IC MACHINE-INDEPENDENT.
BUT tHC METN00 OF PASSING ARGUMENTS IS THAT USED BY UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLCMCNTINO COOC MUST BE REWRITTEN FOR OIFFCRCNt WORD SI?CS.







I. THC COMPUTER MUST IC IN OUARTCR-WORD MOOS. (ASSEM§LC WITH SASM.F
OR COLLECT WITH OMAP.F OR INSURE THAT SCfGW0 WAS CALLEO PREVIOUSLY.1
to IGYSTR IS UNCHANOCO If IGYLOC • NYBLOC REFER TO A NYSLC TO THE
LEFT 00 TNC •YTC STRING.
3. NO OTHER CNECKf AMC MADE ON ANY OF THE ARGUMENTS.















AXRS STANOARO UNIVAC It00 REGISTER MNEMONICS
. LOCAL OCCLARATtoNI
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NONE.
. PROCEGURC
ItoO l	.	 1-SANK SANK$ REVERSEO TO ELIMINATE iNOIRECT LOAO TAGLE ENTRY
PUTHYS •	LA A090t.Xtl BYTE LOC Or SUBSTRINO. COUNTING rROM I
LSIL AO.1 NYBLC LOC Or SUGSTRtNO. COUNT;! so rROM P
AA A09-l.Xtl NYGLE LOC Or NYSLE. COUNTING rNOM 3
AA.XU A0.-3 NYBLE LOC Or NYGLE. COUNtINO rRCM 0
JN AG.RETURN LOCATION TO LErT Or S'RiNo1I1
OIL A003 AO	 :- MORO L	 :ATION WITHIN STRING
SSL A1.33 Al	 t o NYGLE LOCATION WITHIN MORO
AA AO.O.XIt AO i s NORO AOORESS
LA.XU A1!.-IS MASK WITH ALL BITS IN NYSLE Orr
cX ALION.AI SWIFT MASK INTO NYILE LOCATION WITHIN AR
ANO A:.O.AO . MASK OUT OLO CONTENTS Or NYBLE ...
SA A3.Rl . s STORE MA$KEO MORO
LMA A11.43.Xil . NEM CONTENT$ Or NYSLC
cX ALION.AI . SNirr CONTcNTS INTO NYILE LOC WITHIN Al
on A:.RI .	 INSERT NEW CONTENTS Or NYBLE 	 .
SA A3.G.AO .	 ... • STORE MORO LACK INTO STRING
RETURN	 J S.XII
!L 1018	 LSIC A=.31 NYBLE l Or MORO
LISC A8.87 NY9L c : Or MORo
LSSC ACRE NYBL C 3 Or MORo
L IN A9.19 NYGLE r or MORO
LISC AR.13 NYSLC I or mono
LSSC A8.9 NY9Lc I or MORO
LISC aZ.: NYBLE 7 Or WORD





OAII PACKAOC APPCN01 K R	 PUTWT
empl TtC/STRI110 ROUTINES
	 ht
SUOROUTIIIC PUTOSY( S PUT INTCOCR INTO QUAOMUPLC OYTE OF BYTE status
	
•	 0 IOYSTR. 0 INTERNAL SYTC STRING
I I*VLOC. 9 SYTC LOCATION WITHIN STRING OF FtMST SYTC IN OUADRUPLC SYTC
9 (COUNtINO FROM 1 AT LEFt OP SYtC sim mal
1 IOSYTI	 9 UNPACKCO QUADRUPLE BYTC (MIGHT-ALIONC01
.........................................................................
HISTORY
C H SCHLOSSCR	 LCC	 07/09/79	 ORIOINAL CODE




CONVERT ARRAY •RCLA?IVC OUARTCR-MONO LOCATION TO MACNINE-OEPENOENT
LOCATION AS FOLLOWS:
WORD NUMBER • sv MOST SIONtrie NT SITS
QUARTCR •WOR0 LOCATION WITHIN WORD • : LEAST SIONIFICANT SITS
SPLIT INTO POUR S •Sir BYTES t !TORE INTO TOUR 9 .91T OUAMfER WOROs
. MACNINE •OCPENOENT COOS
......................
WRITTEN IN ASSEMBLER FOa TNC UNIVAC 1100 SCRIES COMPUTERS USING 9.01?
QUARTER WOROS. THE AROUMENTS ARE DESIONEO TO SC MACNINE•INOCPCNOCNf.
BUT TNC MCTMOO OP PASSING ARGUMENTS Is TNAT USCO 9Y UNIVAC FORTRAN V.
IMPLCMEHTINO CODE MUST K REWRIttCN POR OIFPERENT WORD sttES.





1. TNC VOMPUTER MUST SE IN OUAMTCR •WORD MOOS. 1ASSCMGLC W1TN IA SM.F
OR COLLECT WI?N o"AP.F OR IN9URC THAT SCTOWO WAS CALLCO PRCVIOUSLY.1
	
•	 :. ISYSTa IS wiCHANOEO IF IGYLOC IS LESS THAN I.
_. NO *?NCR CHECKS ARE MAOC ON ANY OF THE AROUMCNTS.
^. RCSULT9 ARC UNOCFINCO IP ANY EXCEPT INC =s LEAST s10NIFICANt SITS
OF IOSYt ARC NON-ZERO.






























51001	 .	 I •OANK BANKS RCVCRSCO TO CLIMINATC IM0tPCCT LOAD !AOLE ENTRY
PUTOeY •
	LA AO.•I.Xll •YTC LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 1
AA.xU AO. - 1 SYTC LOCATION. COUNTING FROM 0
LA A3008.xtt QUAORUPLC WC CONTENTS
JN AO.RCTURH LOCATION TO LEFT OF ARRAY111
TNZ A3 IF PLUS OR MINUS ZERO.
	
TMEN ...
LA.0 A3.0 ...	 MAKE
	 IT PLUS ZERO•
OSL AO.11 AO • WORD LOCATION
SSL A143% At	 • QUO LOCATION WITHIN WORD
AA AO.O.xll CONY[RT WORD LOCATION TO AGGRESS
LOSL Atoll SHIFT fins? 0 OITs INTO At
•	 [x ►UT@YTI.AI PUT INTO Fins? BYTE
LA.0 Atoll CL[AR Al
LOSL At.s SHIFT MONO 0 Wts INTO At
CX PUTSYTt.AI . PVT INTO s[CONO SYTC
LA.0 At.O . CL[AR At
LOSL At.O .	 SHIFT THIRD 0 SITS INTO At
[1I ►UTGYT3.A1 . ►V' INTO TNINO sYf[
LA.0 At.O CL[A.1 At
LOSL At.$ S111Ff FOURTH 0 BITS INTO As
CK ►UTeYT*.AI PUT INTO FOURTH BYTE




lYOROYTtNC UT0W0 S at O1IARTCR WORD MOOC
NIltooT
C N lCNLOSSCR	 LCC	 07/18/70	 ORIGINAL COOC
MCTN00
CxCCYT I vC MGM?.
. MACNINC-OCPCNOCNT COOL
......................




CR Pon	 CNANOC OIT IN PROCESSOR STATE RCOISTCR
CxCC►TIONS
...........
1. THC CONPYTCR MAST 0C IN OYARTCR-WORD MOOC WIICN CALLING ANY TRANV ORMS
WHICH PCRPORM SYfC OR NYSLC OPCRATIONS IOCTOYtO ►YTDIT O MOVSYTO CTC.1
0. OYARTCR-WORD MOOC MAY 0C SCT 0Y ANY Or TIC rOLLOWINOt
CALL OCTOWO WITHIN CxCCJTING PROGRAM
•&SHOP WICK ASSCMSLINO 5110-PROGRAM
SMAP.r WNCN COLLCCTINO PROGRAM
SLOG" OCCLARATIONS
As*$
	 . STANOARO YNIVAC 1100 RCOIitCR MNCMONICS
LOCAL OCCLARATIONS

















































0	 i TRUE IF -CHAR STRING IS ALPHABETIC #A-Z.SPACEI. ELSE FALSE
• TRUAL t
I KSTRO.	 • CHARACTER STRING
I KLOC.	 i CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STAINO WHERE SUBSTRINO BEOINS
t LENO1
	
4 LENGTH 6 DIRECTION OF SUBSTRINO (POStTIYE • L TO R1













C	 SCAN SUBSTRINGS. EXAMINING INTEGER-CHARACTER-EQUIVALENTS UNTIL THEY














a INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT FUNCTION FOR CHARACTER






C	 1. AN EMPTY CHARACTER STRING (LEN0 .01 IS NOT ALPHABETIC.
C















	 i SIONEO 1NCREMENTATtON (o1 OR -I1
INTEOER LOCENO
	
I LOCATION OF LAST CHAR AT ENO OF SUBSTRINO
INTEGER LOCTAL
	 i LOCATION OF I-C-E KING TESTEO FOR ALPHABETIC
R-176











•	 C INITIALIZE SCAN OIRECTtONS t POINTERS
C
TRUAL-.FALSE.









IF(ICETAL.CQ.ICEC* '1 ) 00 TO 500
Ir(ICETAL.LT.ICE('A')) 00 TO 900
IF(ICETAL.OT.ICE('Z*)) 00 TO 900
500 CONTINUE

















p	 II TRUTH VALUE OF CHARACTER STRING COMPARISON
• TRUCST I
I KSTRGI. • CHARACTER STRING t
t KLOCt.	 i CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STRING 1 WHERE SUBSTRINO 1 BEGINS
I LENOt.	 i LENGTH • DIRECTION OF SUBSTRING t (POSITIVE - L TO RI
I KOP.	 i COMPARISON OPERATOR ('<•. •••. •>•. •<••. • t) • . •).•)	 •
I KSTRGI. i CHARACTER STRING 2
I KLOCR.	 I1 CHAR LOCATION WITHIN STRING 2 WHERE SUGSTRINO 2 BEGINS
I LENORI	 • LENOTH • DIRECTION OF SVBSTRINO 2 (POSITIVE a L TO R1














C	 SCAN SUBSTRINGS. COMPARING INTEGER-CHARACTER—EQUIVALENTS UNTIL THE%
C	 ARE UNEQUAL OR UNTIL BOTH SUBSTRINOS APE EXHAUSTED. (IF ONE SUBSTRING
C	 IS EXHAUSTED. TREAT IT AS IF PADDED WITH SPACES.) USE THE RESULT FROM THE














	 i INTEGER CHARACTER EQUIVALENT FUNCTION FOR CHARACTER






C	 1. IF THERE 15 NO CORRESPONOINO CHARACTER IN A SUBSTRINO. THE CHARACTER
C	 SPACE IS ASSUMED.
C
















INTEOER KPl.KPB	 A CHAR LOCATIONS OF CHARACTERS BEING COMPARED
•	 INTEGER INC1.INCR	 A S10NEO INCREMENTATION (•t OR -I1 ran KP1.KPa
tNTEOER NCMI.NCHR	 A NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN SUBSTRINOS
INTEGER NCMr\X	 A NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN LONOEST SUBSTRtNO
INTEGER ICEPAO
	
A INTEGER-CHAR-EOUIV or BLANK TO PAD SHORT SUBSTR
INTEGER NCM	 A NUMBER OP CHARACTERS COMPARED
















ICEPAOO ICE( • • 1
C
C











lF(NICEI-NtCE21 910. 500. S20

































f.	 "m PACKADC APPCHOIX I
SORT ROUTINES
Pac►Acc TO APPCNOIX 9
.............

















. lasso)	 SET TAGS I It • 31
INTEOER 9UaaLC SORT ASCENDING
INTEOER 9U9aLE SORT OESCENOINO
INTEOER HIBBARD*$ SNELLSORT ASCENDING
. INTEOER N199AR0 • S SNELLSORT OESCENOING
INTEOER SHUTTLE SORT ASCENDINO
• INTCOER SHUTTLE SORT OESCENOINO












SUBROUTINE ISRTSAI 9 INTEGER BUBBLE SORT ASCENOING
'	 u TRAY.	 9 ARRAY or tecoERs TO BE soRtEO
1 NNOROSI	 9 NUMBER or NOROs IN ARRAY
C................................................
C
C tE N SCHLOSSERI
^	 C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE SORTS AN ARRAY OF INTEGERS IN ASCENOINO SEQUENCE USING A
C BUBBLCSORT• MODIrIEO SO IT 1S LOGICALLY EQUIVALENT to SHUTTLESORT. BUT
C REQUIRINGSLIONTLY LESS CORE. This SORT IS VERY EPiIC1ENT HHEN CANO ONLY
C HNENI THE ARRAY IS ALREADY GROSSLY SORTED IN THE PROPER SEQUENCE.
C
OIMENSION IRAYtII




ISO IF(m.OT.NNORDS1 00 TO 900





tr(N.I.r.31 00 TO 400
(	 N•N-1







OAN 'ACKAOC AI'tNOtx S	 1saTSO
seat ROUTINCS	 set
SUBROUTINC ISRT901 4 INTCOCR sUSSLC SORT OCSCCNOINO
U IRAY•	 l ARRAY or INTCOCRS t0 sC sORTto
I WORDS$	 / NUNstR or MOROS IN ARRAY
............................. a..................
C
C It M SCHLOSSCRI
C
C
C TNIS SUsROUTINC SORTS AN ARRAY of INTCOCRS IN OCSCENOINO sCGUCHCC USING A
C sUSSLCSOAT. MOOIrICO $0 IT is LOGICALLY COUIVALCNT TO sNUTTLCSORT. BUT
C RCOUIRINO SLIGHTLY LCSS CONC. THIS SORT IS VERY C« lC1CHT MNCN (ANO ONLY
C MOM THC ARRAY Is ALRCAOY GROSSLY SORTCO IN THt 'ROPER sCOUCNCC.
C
OINCNSION IRAY(t)




too tr m oT.NMOROsI 00 t0 900





li(N.LT.31 00 TO 400
N•N-t














SUOROUTtNE ISRTNAI S INTEGER HISOA00 . 1 SNCLLSONT ASCENOINO
U IRAY.	 0 ARRAY Or INtE0ER8 It TO SORT at SORTED







C	 E N SCHLOSSER	 LEC	 07/10/73	 ORIGINAL CODE






C	 SORT INTEGERS IN ASCZNOINO SEQUENCE USING M100ARD'S IMPROVED
C	 SHELLSORT (CAC" ALOORITNM • :Olt.
C
C	 TNIS SIMPLE TECHNIQUE. AN EX rENStON or INUTTLcSoRr. IS QUITE EPTICIENT
C	 ran SORTING ARRAYS OP RANDOM NUMOERS. IT IS NOT AS FAST AS SHUTTLESORT






























INTEGER IRAYIII S ARGUMENT
INTEGER KOIST 11 COMPARISON DISTANCE
INtEOER KS 0 COMPARISON SuOSCRIPf
INTEGER KSMAX i MAXIMUM COMPARISON SUOSCRIPT






DAN PACKAOC AMENOIK f
seat ROUTINES
t






1F(NNOROl.I.T.tl 00 TO 006
C
K01lT•NMORO!



















DAN PACKA99 APPCN011I B	 I $NINO
SORT ROuTINtt	 Oil
9NO401ITINC 19411401 a INTCOCR 141OBA11 0 . 9 911CLLSORY OCtCCN01110
•	 0 IRAY.	 a ARRAY of INTCOCRt It TO toot as SORTCO






C	 C N K14LOISCII 	 LCC	 07/10/77	 ORIGINAL COOL





C	 SORT INttO[RS IN OtSC[NO1N0 SEOutNCE USING M100ARO'S IMPROv[0
C	 SMCLLSORT ICACM ALGORITHM • =Olt.
C
C	 THIS Sl"PLt T[CMNIGUC. AN CXTCNSiON Of SNUTTLCSORT. IS OUITC Cft1CItNt
C	 rOR SORTING ARRAYS OP RANDOM NUMOCRS. IT IS NOT AS i Atf AS SMUTTL[SORT
C	 MMCN THt ARRAY IS ALRCAOY SORtCO.
C
C























+	 C LOCAL OCCLARAt10NS
C ....w............w
C
INtCKII IRAY111 a ARouNCNt
IN1C{KR NOW a COMPARISON OISTANCC
INTCOCR Kt a COMPARISON aWSCRiRt
INTCKII KSMAX a MAXIMUM COMPARISON SUBSCRIPT
INTtOCR 1CS141 a CURRCNT MIGMCtt COMPARISON SUBSCRIPT
9.7
OAII PACKAOC APPCNDIX !
	
MIND
falls tZ041t 1 Ms!
	
on





1f1NNOVS.LT.11 00 TO 900
C	 ^
^'	 K01lT•NNOAOS




00 300 MS•KSN1.1. -MOIST
1/'ttRArtKSI.0E.1RAYIKS OKOISTII OOTO 400
INTCN'•iRAT(KS)
tRAYfKS1•IRA^tKS^K01ST1
IRAt► fKS^KCilT f ^i NTEMH
Soo	 CONTINUE
1#00	 CONTINUE























SUBROUTINE ISRTSA( • INTEGER SHUTTLE SORT ASCENOINO
U TRAY,	 9 ARRAY OP INTEGERS
	
Is	 TO SORT	 O: SORTED
I NNOROSI







c E N SCNLOSSER LEC	 07/10/73	 ORIGINAL CODE






C SORT	 1NTEOERS IN ASCENOINO SEQUENCE USING SHUrrLESORT 	 (CACM
C ALOORIrHM •	 175). rNIS rECHNIQUE	 IS VERY EFFICIENT WHEN































INTEGER IRAYII) i AROUMENT
INTEGER KS of COMPARISON SUBSCRIPT
INTEGER KSMAX 11 MAXIMUM COMPARISON !'!SCRIPT
16'EOER KSMI 0 CURRENT HIGHEST COMPARISON SUBSCRIPT














iP/NMOROS.Lt.!) 00 TO 900
c
KSNAX•NMOROS-I


























SUBROUTINE 1SRTSOI • INTCOER SHUTTLE SORT OESCENOINO
U TRAY.	 i ARRAY Of INTCOCRS	 Is	 TO SORT	 Of SORTEO






C C N SCHLOSSER LEC	 07/10/73 ORIGINAL CODE






C SORT INTEOERS IN DESCENDING SEQUENCE USING SHUTTLESORT	 (CACM
C ALGORITHM •	 175), THIS	 TECHNIQUE	 IS VERY ECPICIENT WHEN































INTEGER IRAY(1) • AROUM£NT
INTCOER KS i COMPARISON SUBSCRIPT
INTCGCR KSMAX 11 MAXIMUM COMPARISON SUGSCRIPT
INTCOER KSHI 11 CURRENT HIGHEST COMPARISON SUGSCRIPT
INTCOER INtEMP Il TEMPORARY
c
C


































SUeROUTiNE TSRTHS(	 • TAOSORT USING HIBBARO • S SNELLSORT
• 0 INTRO.	 a INTEGER ARRAY OF TAOS (POINTERSI SORTED BY CNAR STRING KEY
I KRECRO.
	
i ARRAY OF FIXED LENOTN PACKED CHARACTER RECORDS TO SORT
I Nut REC.	 i NUNOER OF WORDS IN 1 RECORD
( NRECS.
	
i NUMBER OF RECORDS (ALSO NUMBER OF TAOS)
I KEYLOC.	 I CHARACTER LOCATION WITHIN RECORD WHERE SORT KEY BEOINS
I KEYLEN.	 41LENOTN 6 OIRECT ► ON OF SORT KEY (POSITIVE - L TO RI
1 KSOROR)	 i KEYSORT ORDER ( • A' FOR ASCENOINO.	 '0' FOR DESCENDING)













C CHECK FOR VALID ARGUMENTS.
C SORT TAOS IN SPECIFIED KEY SEQUENCE USING H188AR0'S 	 IMPROVED
C sma LSORT (CACM ALOORITHM • 2011.
j C
i C THIS SIMPLE	 TECHNIQUE.	 AN EXTENSION OF	 SHUTTLESORf.	 l8	 QUITE EFFICIENT
C FCYR SORTINO DATA	 IN RANDOM ORDER.	 IT	 1S NOT AS FAST AS SHUTTLESORT
C WHEN THE DATA ARE ALREADY SORTED.
C
C










	 i NUMBER OF iNTEOERS (WOR08i FOR NUMBER 07 CHARACTERS






C	 I. THE FOLLOWINO INVALID AROUMENT VALUES PREVENT SORTINO AND CAUSE
C	 INTAO(il TO BE OCT TO O:
C	 NWIREC < 1
C	 NRECS t 1
C	 SORT KEY WHOLLY OR PARTIALLY OUTSIOE RECORD























INTEGER tNtAO(NRECS) • INTEGER ARGUMENT
INTEGER KRECRO(NWIREC.NRECSI
	
i PACKEO CHARACTER ARRAY AROUMENt
INTEOER KEYOIR i DIRECTION OF SORT KEY	 (-1	 OR 01)
INTEOER KOP i CHAR STRING COMPARISON OPERATOR 	 '<.•	 OR	 '>a'
INTEGER KOIST i COMPARISON DISTANCE
INTEGER KRN i PRIMARY COMPARISON RECORD NUMBER
INTEGER KRNOIS i DISTANT COMPARISON RECORD NUMBER
INTEOER KTN i TAO NUMBER OF PRIMARY COMPARISON RECORD
INTEGER KTNMAX A MAXIMUM TAO NUMBER OF PCR













lF(KOP.EO.' '1 00 TO 900
C
1F(NWIREC.LT.1) 00 TO 900
Ir(NRECS.Lf.11 00 TO 900
C
IF6wEYLOC.LT.11 00 t0 900
IF(N1 ymc(KEYLOC).OT.NWIREC) 00 TO 900
KEYOIR0MIN0(1.MAX0(-I.KEYLENI)
IF(KEYLOC •KEYLEN-KEYOIR.LT.11 00 TO 900
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